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FOREWORD 

/THIS BOOK, the author believes, will be of the 
1 utmost service, not only to the student and radio-

electrician, but to anyone who wishes to be informed on 
this important field of science. 

Radio equipment cannot be serviced or maintained 
by any predetermined set of rules or formulae, but it is 
necessary rather to understand the principles of elec-
tricity, radio and sound. 

The main object throughout has been to present as 
briefly and clearly as possible a progressively arranged 
treatise with special emphasis on the fundamentals of 
radio, upon which all knowledge necessarily rests. 

In view of the importance of radio in the field of air 
and marine transportation, several chapters dealing 
with marine and aircraft communications as well as the 
principles of the automatic alarm and the radio compass 
have been included. 

It is hoped that the numerous illustrative examples 
which are introduced throughout the book, may in con-
junction with the data supplied, suggest proper treat-
ment of practical problems in design of radio apparatus. 

EDWIN P. ANDERSON. 
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Any one, and more especially the attentive student, can 

with the least trouble avail himself of the subject matter contained 

in this work by doing as indicated in the following old English 
couplet quoted by Chas. Reade. 

“For index-reading turns no student pale, 
Yet takes the eel of science by the tail." 
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Half-wave rectifiers 148, 156 
Hand capacity effect  830 
Harmonic waves  544 
Heater voltage  588 
Heaviside layer 5, 547 
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Henry, definition of 1,038 
High fidelity, definition of  690 
High frequency reception  538 
Horns, exponential 358, 471 
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Hot-wire instruments 130-132 
Hydrogen atom  24 
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formula  46 
triangle   44 

Inductance formulas   555 
mutual  172 

Induction, laws of  75 
Induction type loud speaker.. . 363 

Inductive measurements  585 
reactance formula 42, 1,033 

Instruments  109-144 
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hot wire type 130-132 
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scales 118, 133 

I nsulation, transformers  194 
Insulators  28 
Interference  662 
how to eliminate 663-677 
in automobiie radio 671-677 
suppressors  665 

Interlaced scanning  753 
Intermediate frequency  565 
amplifiers 312, 313 

International Morse code 1,040 
standard units 1,038, 1,039 
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Iron losses  195 

Joule, definition of  ‘.... .1,038 

Kennelly-Heaviside layer 5, 547 
Kilo-cycles 176, 537 

lines   188 
Kilo-cycle conversion tables 539-542 
watt 37, 1,038 

Kinescope  763 
Kinetic theory  28 
Kolster, radio compass  500 

Lead of current  166 
Left-hand rule  73 
Lenses, condensing type  951 
objective type  951 

Lenz's Law  76 
Light beam  844 

sensitive metals  841 
velocity of  536 
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Limiter circuits, frequency modula-
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stage, frequency modulation   566 
Logarithm, definition of  469 
Loud speakers 357-372 

baffle 369-372 
baffle length calculation  371 
baffle purpose  371 
balanced armature unit 361, 364 
condenser type  368 
conical horn  358 
connection diagrams 362-369 
coupling system 362, 363 
diaphragm  357 
dynamic type  360 
efficiency  357 
electro-static type 366, 367 
exponential horn  358 
field coil 360, 361 
horn shapes  358 
induction type  363 
magnetic type  359 
metal strip type  366 
Piezo-electric type  368 
public address system 457-494 
resonant frequency  372 
speaker parts  357 
voice coil   361 

Luminescence  657 

Magnetic field.  64-67 
direction  66 
characteristics of  65 
material  64 

Magnetic flux 65, 68, 76 
Magnetism 5a-68 
kinds of  60 
measurement of  76 

Magnetization curves 77, 78 
Magnets 61-67 
horseshoe type 65, 73, 74 
permanent  67 
poles of  61 
temporary.   67 

Magnetomotive force 68, 76 
Matter, structure of  23 
Maxwell, defined  76 
Measurements, examples on 141-144 
Meg  1,032 
Mega-cycle  537 
Metallic rectifiers 199-208 

Meter 1,037 
construction  117 
definition of 1,037 
range  122 

Meters, series resistance  123 
connection of 118-136 
current consumption  132 

Mica type conaensers  177 
icro-a m meter  844 

Micro-farad 1  039 
Micro-henries 175, 1,039 
Micro-micro-farad 1  039 
Microphones 437-440 
carbon type  477 

Midi-ammeter  134 
Mili -henry 1,039 
Molecules  23 
Morse code 1,040 
Motor-generator interference.. ..... 667 
Motor speed, phonograph  408 
Motors   80-89 
application of  87 
compound-wound 85, 86 
field coils  83 
series-wound 85, 86 
shunt-wound 85, 86 

Musical sou nd  15 
Mutual inductance  172 
example on  175 

N 
Natural wave-lengths formulas  558 
Neon sign  671 
interference elimination  669 

Neutron  24 
Noise, suppression  661-686 

(..,ee also Radio Interference) 

o 
Ohm  32 

definition of 1,037 
Ohm's law 33, 1,032 
A.C. circuits  42 
parallel circuits 34, 38 
series circuits  33 

Ohmmeters 139, 596 
Oscillator.  622, 631 
tracking condenser   581 
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Oscillatory circuit  413 
Output meters 581, 594 
test  593 

Overheating of power transformer  679 

Parallel circuits 35, 39 
connection of ccndensers  176 

Pattern distortion  658 
Pentagrid converter tube  313 
Phonograph pick-ups 401-414 
connections 410, 411 
cross-section of pick-up  405 
crystal  406 
high impedance.   410 
impedance values  405 
motor speed  408 
motor governor 409 
oil damped  406 
operation principles.  402 
oscillator diagrams 412-414 
Piezo-electric  406 
parts of rubber damped picK-up  404 
reproduction of scratch  411 
rubber damped  402 
scratch filter  411 
speed adjustment of turntable  408 

Phosphor. 659, 819 
Photo-conductive tubes  848 

electric cell 841-862 
electric relay, circuit diagrams .873-896 
emissive tubes  844 
sensitive materials 842, 843 
voltaic cells  849 
voltaic tubes  844 

Phototube, amplifiers 863-812 
A.C. operated, reverse circuit  866 
battery operated, forward circuit  865 

reverse circuit  8J5 
condenser coupled 868, 869 
direct current.   8u/ 
forward circuit  866 
grid resistor function  867 
multistage.  863 
one-stage  864 
resistance coupled  869 
transformer coupled  868 

Phototube, cascade connection of  875 
cesium-oxide  852 
characteristics  966 

chassis  876 
circuit closing type.   873 

Phototube—continued 
diagrams 864-962 
opening relays  873 

circuits, misceilaneous 958-962 
communicauon type  874 
construction  845 

current carrying capacity  874 
dimensions  846 

filters   852-859 
gas ratio  847 

glow discharge tube  879 
high speed light relay  876 
mounting   876 
operation  876 

plate characteristics of vacuum 
type 917, 920, 927 

potentiometer  876 
relay, amplifier tube  876 
relays. 873-896 
terminals  876 
thyratron electronic relay  879 
tube 879-881, 887-896 

887-889 construction  
transformer  876 
vacuum type 845, 846 

Pliotron tube  883 
Plug-in coils  560 
Polarity determination   106 
Positrons  23-26 
Potential difference  31 
Power  36 
factor 44, 137 
measurement  136 
transformer, over-heating  6i9 

Power supply units 145-164 
calculations 158-164 
complete 151, 154 
cord resistors  156 
diagrams 148, 150, 161 
filament arrangement.  153 
resistors  157 

Power transformer 185-198 
Primary of transformer  185 
Protons   24 

Public address systems 457-494 
acoustic consiOerations  480 
amplifier diagram 459-467 
amplifier ratings  468 
amplifier unit  466 
amplifying equipment  464 
causes of low voiume  486 
decibel  469 

Public address system effect of faulty 
tubes  487 

how to place speakers 483-486 
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Public address system—continued 
location of apparatus  474 
loud speakers 471-474 
loud speaker connections  682 
low field excitation  487 
low line voltage  486 
low speaker field voltage  486 
method of installing outlets  475 
microphones 477-480 
music reproducing system  458 
open coils in speakers  486 
operation theory  459 
over-loaded speakers  487 
poor sound quality  487 
program sound system cabinet  462 
rules for antenna wiring  490 
schematic layout  470 
sound absorbing materials  482 
typical transmitter  461 
unresponsive microphones  487 
wiring of equipment  489 
communication equipment   490 
conduits  488 
receiver units  488 

Radar fundamentals 965-1,008 
Radial distance covered by F.M  562 
Radiation interference 662-677 
Radio alarm on ships  519 
Radio beacons  509 

Classes A, B, C 511, 512 
code machine  515 
compass  495 
equipment  512 
power and range  511 
power supply  515 
synchronizer 514, 516 
time schedules of signals  511 
transmitter  513 
warning device  517 

Radio compass 495-508 
Bellini type  503 
Bellini type, diagram  504 
chart  505 
cross bearing diagram. .......   507 
example on cross bearings  506 
Kolster compass  508 
Kolster type, diagram ...... 500, 501 
loop antenna  495 
navigation  498 

Radio compass—continued 
operating principle  495 
shipboard installation.   498 

Radio communication  6 
amplifier, impedance coupled  294 
transformer coupled  296 
various circuits 295, 296 

amplification vs. selectivity ....... 298 
choke 545, 546 
conversion 302, 306 
transformer calculation  558 
fundamentals and Ohm's law ....23-58 
interference 662-677 
fading, causes of  684 
modulation hum  683 
sound distortion  683 

Range of F.M. receiver  563 
Ratio of turns  191 
Reactance  42 
Readrite, testing instruments...626-629 
Receivers 
alignment 
automobile 379-400, 671-677 
control device 941-944 
construction 329-336 
drilling large holes  334 
drilling layout  333 

final development of chassis... 333 
guiding principles  336 
how to bend the metal  331 

layout of work  332 
soldering  335 
tapping of holes  334 
tools required  329 
wiring  335 

fidelity  289 
fidelity characteristics   290 
performance characteristics  283 
regenerative  299 
selectivity  285 

characteristics 246 
measurements  285 

sensitivity  286 
super-heterodyne  287 
super-infra regenerative   283 
super-regenerative 283, 545 

Rectifiers 199-208 
connections of 206-208 
full-wave  201 
half-wave  200 
tubes  149 

(See also Vacuum Tubes) 
Reconnection of transformer  678 
Record changers, automatic 415-432 
servicing of 419-430 
speed regulation 41.5-419 

 283-328 
  580 
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Reeds  18 
Reflex circuits  311 
Relative actinic energy  659 
luminous energy  659 
radiant energy  658 

Regeneration  299 
Regenerative receiver  546 
Reproducing system  458 
Resistance, capacitance in series  167 
arrangement   125 
capacity chart  584 
code  183 
combinations 33, 35 
coupling  294 
formulas.  35, 1,032 
formula application  36 
Inductance, capacity in series  166 
Inductance in series.   167 
measurements.  137-144 
parallel connection of  35 
series connection of  33 
unit 32, 1,031 
voltage, watt chart.  184 

Resistors, calculations  155 
classes in use  68/ 
code colors  182 
for power supply  15/ 
inductors and condensers 165-17d 

Resonance.. 7, 48 
formulas...  168 
frequency 79, 168 
frequency and wave-length  175 
frequency formulas 49, 555 

R.M.A. code colors for resistors ..... 183 
television standards  758 

R.M.S. (root mean square)... .94, 95, 325 

Scale deflection 129, 142 
Scanning  752 

picture  811 
Scratch  411 

filter  411 
filter connection 411, 680 

Screen fluorescence  656 
Screens 641, 763 
Secondary emission  235 

of transformer  185 
Selectivity of tuned circuits  165 
Selenium cell  848 
Self-induction  172 

Series circuits.   33 
connection of condensers 176, 177 

Shell type transformers  194 

Short wave antennas.  572, 693-728 
band spread coils 558, 689 
chart time difference.  551 
circuit diagrams 545, 546 
coils, assembly of  560 
coil calculations.  555-560 
coil switching   689 
communication.  535 
distance reception 548, 549 
frequency spread  553 
frequency vs. wave-length 539-542 
ground wave  546 
hand-capacity  538 
mejacycle  537 
plug in coils  560 
receivers  535 
receiver operation 535-554 
reception  535 
regenerative receiver  546 
seasonal changes, effect of..  550 
skipping  547, 550 
sky wave   546 
super-regenerative receiver  545 
tickling coil 543, 546 
time chart  551 
tuning  543 
ultra high frequencies  535 
wave propagation  547 
wiring of.   538 

Shunts  131 
Signal desired  171 
generators 622, 630 

Smoothing filters  152 

Sound  9 
amplitude   14 
baffle board 10, 370 
characteristics of...  13 
cycles  18 
generation of  10 
measurement of   469 
on film, circuit diagram  931 
orchestra  18 
oscillation  10 
physics of 9-22 
pitch, definition of  14 
pitch, ratio  16 
quality of  17 
reference level  470 
reflection of..  13 
tone, definition of..  16 
wave length .   19 

Spark plug suppressors   674 
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Special characteristics 852-858 
'Spectrum  727 
Speech   20 
Spot diameter  654 
Standard for radio receivers. .1,009-1,028 
Step-down transformers  186 
Substances, positive and negative  26 
Super-regeneration receiver  545 
Supreme testing instruments .607-623 
Symbols 1,030, 1,031 

Tangent galvanometer  109 
Tape recorders 433-456 

basic principles  436 
electrical section, servicing of _448-451 
frequency response..  437 
gap effect  439 
hysteresis effect  437 
mechanical section, servicing 

of 443-447 
operating instructions... 452-456 
recording head construction ...... 436 
sections of  440 
tape transport mechanism  441 

Television 693-840 
antennas 693-728 
antenna calculation  701 
aspect ratio  736 
audio defects  830 
broadcasting 751-770 
broadcasting practices  767 
camera tubes 760-767 
circuit diagram  838, 839 
composite signal standards  758 
controls  727-750 
deflection yoke adjustment  750 
dual switch operation  731 
electron gun  808 
focus coil adjustment  749 
frequency bands  755 
fringe area reception  722 
halation  814 
iconoscope camera  763 
ion trap adjustment  749 
picture scanning 811-814 
picture tubes 807-826 
picture tubes, handling of.. ...... 825 
picture tube assembly.   747 
data chart  818 
replacement  824 

Television—continued 
raster defects  829 
receiver circuit description 777-806 

circuit fundamentals 771-776 
scanning method  752 
service adjustment controls  739 
signal components  757 

refiection  697 
standards  760 
transmission  695 

sweep and sync defects  829 
test patterns 736-738 
transcontinental systems.   696 
transmission lines  . 699 
trouble shooting 827-840 
tuning procedure  735 
wave length .   701 
yagi antenna.   727 

Temperature effects  964 
Testing 575-638 
alignment procedure  680 
analyzers, various 598-602 
audio transformer.  692 
cathode voltage  593 
commercial analyzers 587-638 
diagnometer  615 
electrical tests  578 
equipment  ... 587-638 
grid current  592 
grid tests  592 
grid voltage  588 
heater voltage  588 
Instruments  587 
ohmmeter  596 
cut-put test  593 
plate current  590 
plate voltage  589 
point to point tester  627 
precautions to observe 578, 579 
resistance capacity chart  584 
selection of instrument scales  579 
signal generator  622 
testing a triode  580 

Thermal agitation  28 
Thermo-couple instruments...  132 
Thyratron tube oscillogram  896 

resistance welds   893 
tube 879-881 
welder control panel  894 
welding application 890-896 

circuits 890, 892 
contactor  891 

Time chart  551 
Transformers 185-198 
ampere turns  191 
audio  194 
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Transformers—continued 
auto  197 
calculations 188-192 
connections  147, 148 
copper wire table  198 
core type  193 
coupling co-efficient  185 
definitions  185 
diagram  146 
efficiency  196 
function of  186 
insulation  194 
losses  195 
magnetic leakage  195 
magnetizing current  192 
power  194 
ratio of turns  191 
reconnection  677 
schematic diagram  186 
shell type..  193, 194 
theory  187 
wire size 193, 197 

Transistors 239-282 
circuits of  261-282 
frequency response  253 
junction type  258 
life of  256 
point-contact type  243 
power capabilities  255 
theory of  240 

Transmitter, public address system  461 
Tube chart  591 
checker  602 
tester  618 

Tuned circuits 165-172 
radio frequency circuit  310 
theory of 165-172 

Tuning fork  7 
indication  317 
indicator circuits  319 

Turns, how to find 557, 559 
per volt chart  190 

Turntable motor.  408 
speed  408 

U 
Ultra short waves  535 
Underwriter's standards 1,009-1,028 
Units  1,037-1,039 

Vacuum, contact tube switch  885 
phototube  845 

Vacuum tubes 209-238 
assembly of  209 
cathode construction.   219 

directly heated.   219 
function of  218 
heater insulator.   219 
indirectly heated.   219 
sleeving  219 

chart  623 
cross modulation  238 
definition of  218 
diodes 216, 221 
diode characteristics  227 
diodes, construction of  216 
duplex, diode, pentode  237 
Edison effect   214 
electron emission  214 
movement  218 

emission current  226 
fundamentals ..  218 
filament  216 
transformer  220 
wire  219 

glass 209, 210 
grid function  228 
interna I structure of 210, 211 
materials used  212 
multi-purpose tubes 236-238 
operation of  213 
pentagrid converter  237 
pentode  233 
suppressor grid  233 
various uses  233 

plate 216, 233 
purpose of 211, 212 
saturation current  226 
secondary emission  215 
screen grid  217 
sharp cut off types  238 
space charge,  215 
suppressor grid  217 
tetrodes  230 

screen function  231 
triodes 216, 227 

grid action  229 
inter-electrode capacitance   230 

variable Mu-type  238 
volt-meter  633 

Vector diagrams 43-54, 167, 168 
Velocity of light....... ............ 53e 
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Visibility curve  853 
Voltage 33, 34 
amplification formula   170 
compensating unit  691 
dividers  154 
double circuits.  161 
formula for 33, 34 
multiplier chart  119 
regulation  149 
regulation diagram  147 
resistance-watt, chart  184 

Volt, definition of 1,038 
ammeter 119, 124, 125, 134 

Voltameter  115 
Volt-ammeter, resistance arrange-

ment  125 
Voltmeters  120 
how to connect 118, 123 

Volt-milliammeter-ohmmeter .... 128 

Warning lights, on ships  527 
Watt, definition of 1,038 
example  37 
formula for  36 
resistance, voltage chart  184 

Wattmeters   136 
formulas  137 
how to connect  136 

Wave length 5, 175, 176 
waveband-switching  689 

Wave-lengths, aerials  701 
formula 556, 702, 1,034 
motion  6 
ripples.  4 

Weston, photronic cell 859-862 
diagram of connections  901 
effect of external resistance on 

current output  860 
illumination control  902 
diagram  903 
relay   903 
unit  901 

internal resistance of...  861 
light collector  901 
operation 902-906 
"turn off" relay.   962 
"turn on" relay.   902 
source  900 

meters 114, 127, 128, 139 
relay cabinet 903, 904 
calibration   901 

sensitrol relay  901 
series and parallel operation of  861 
smoke control  898 
testing instruments 587-607 

Wheatstone bridge  140 
Wire-size, antenna  706 



Radio Symbols 

The following symbols have been adopted as standard by engineers and 
manufacturers, and should be used in making circuit d;agrams—also 

for reference in reading diagrams. 

II 
GROUND 

RECTIFIER TUBE 
(Halt -Wave) ANTENNA 

RESISTOR RESISTOR INDUCTOR 
LOOP ANTENNA 

AMMETER INDUCTOR INDUCTOR 
(Adjustable) 

RESISTOR 
(Adjustable) 

11--
BATTERY 

(The negative is indicated 
i--by the heavy line) 

INDUCTOR 
(Variable) 

RESISTOR 
(Variable) 

CONDENSER 
SPARK GAP 
(Rotary) JACK 

4 

CRYSTAL DETECTOR 

• 

PHOTOELECTRIC CELL 

-D SPARK GAP GAP 
(Plain) 

G 

GALVANOMETER RECTIFIER TUBE 
(Full. Wave) 

) 

HIIIIIIIIIIF. 
SPARK GAP 
(Quenched) 



Radio Symbols 

In addition to symbols, given be!ow ,, abbreviations are used for shortening 
descriptions. Abbreviations and formu!as most commonly used are given 

on the following pages. 

TELEPHONE RECENER 
WIRES CROSS 
(Not joined) 

SCREEN GRID 
(With directly heated cathode) 

U _,-;__ 

SWITCH 

(Single pole) 
THERMO ELEMENT SCREEN GRID 

(With indirectly heated cathode) 

1F 
TRANSFORMER 

(Air core I 

_ 
§-: 

RELAY PENTODE 
(With directly heated cathode) 

INC 
TRANSFORMER 

(Iron core) 
© 

DIODE DUPLEX DIODE PENTODE 

TRANSFORMER 
(Fixed Tap) 

_ 

TRIODE 
(With directly heated cathode) PENTAGRID CONVERTER 

V 

VOLTMETER 

- 

-:.- 

TRIODE 
(With indirectly heated cathode) PENTAGRID MIXER 

H 
TETRODE 

(Wit11 directly heated cathode) 

i 
WIRES JOINED 

ELECTRON- RAY TUBE 





DIODE 
(2 ELEMENT TUBE) 

3 

PLATE 

FILAMENT 

Not Connected 

PLATE 

FILAMENT 

TRIODE 
(3 ELEMENT TUBE) 

2 

FILAMENT 

4 

FILAMENT 

PLATE 

GRID 

GRID 

GRID 

Views of two and three element vacuum tubes showing arrangement of • 
prongs and wiring symbols (For details see chapter 12) 
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CHAPTER 1 

Radio Principles 
Dr. Albert Einstein discards the theory of the ether usually 

presented by writers in an attempt to explain radio transmis-
sion. Dr. Einstein derides radio's ethereal medium as fiction, 
calling it a makeshift fabricated to explain something for 
which scientists have not had the correct explanation. Ein-
stein believes it is an electro-magnetic phenomenon; so did 
Charles Proteus Steinmetz. 

Shortly before his death Steinmetz said: "There are no ether waves." He 
explained that radio and light waves are merely properties of an alter-
nating electro-magnetic field of force which extends through space. Scien-
tists, he contended, need no idea of ether. They can think better in the 
terms of electro-magnetic waves. 

If a coil of insulated wire surround a piece of soft iron and 
a direct current be sent through the coil, it is called an electro-
magnet. The space around the coil is the magnetic field. 
When the current is increased the magnetic field increases. 
When the current is decreased the breadth of the field is re-
duced. If the current be reversed, the field is reversed. When 
an alternating current is sent through the coil the magnetic 
field alternates. The field becomes a periodic phenomenon or 
a wave, described by Steinmetz as "an alternating magnetic 
field wave." 

Steinmetz, like Einstein, pointed out that the conception of the ether 
is one of those hypotheses made in an attempt to explain some scientific 
difficulty. He declared that the more study is applied to the ether theory 
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the more unreasonable and untenable it. becomes. He held it to be merely 
conservatism or lack of courage which has kept science from abandoning 
the ethereal hypothesis. 

Steinmetz called attention to the fact that belief in an ether is in con-
traidiction to the relativity theory of Einstein, since this theory holds that 
there is no absolute position or motion, but that all positions and motions 
are relative and equivalent. Thus, if science agreed that the theory of 
relativity is correct the ether theory must be abandoned. 

No space will be wasted here in talking about ether waves. 
The space surrounding a wire that carries an electric current 

is an electro-magnetic field, that is, a combination of a magnetic 
field and an electrostatic field. 

If the current and voltage alternate, the electro-magnetic field alter-
mates; that is, it is a periodic field or an electro-magnetic wave. Thus, 
the broadcast listener who wants to forget the ether can think of the 
aerial wire at the transmitter, setting up electro-magnetic waves in a field 
of electric force, which now, the theories contend, fills all space and there-
fore every receiving «wire is within the field. This field, however, is sup-
posed to be in a state of rest until the broadcast transmitter causes it 
to vibrate. 

The action of the transmitter is like tapping a mold of jello. Waves 
pass through it, and so radio waves are produced in the electro-magnetic 
field. 

The transmitter taps the hypothetical medium, causing it to vibrate. 
The receiving set is designed to detect the vibrations and so intelligence 
is carried from one point to another. 

It is well known that a stone thrown into a pond causes 
ripples or waves on the surface of the water, which move away 

NOTE.—As stated by Dr. Lee de Forest: Radio is simply a cause and an effect. The 
cause is the radio transmitter- It makes an electro-magnetic splash that sets up radio waves. 
These waves travel through space in all directions. The effect is the setting up of delicate 
currents in the aerial or loop. These delicate currents are detected and converted into 
audible sounds by means of the radio receiving set. Imagine a boy operating a paddle at 
one end of a pond of still water. Ripples are set up in the water. They travel farther and 
farther away from the paddle, getting weaker as they move along until they reach a piece of 
wood which bobs up and down as it rides the waves. Put a bell on the piece of wood, in order 
that it will ring with the action of the waves, this illustrates the mechanical parallel of radio 
communication. 
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POINT OF DISTUPBANGe 

from the point of disturbance in concentric circles of ever in-
creasing diameters until they reach the shore. The number of 
waves breaking on the shore in one second is called the fre-
quency of the wave motion, and the distance between them 
measured from crest to crest, is the wave length. 
The waves are strongest at the point of disturbance and 

gradually become weaker as they travel away from that point, 
as shown in figs. 1 and 2. If the distance be sufficiently 
great they will become so weak as to be invisible. 

efi 1)) 

.•• • , 
N.% 

WAVES 

1.—Effect of throwing stone in still water; production of waves which radiate or travel 
from the point where stone enters the water, or "point of disturbance." 

NOTE.—According to Marconi radio waves go to outer space. In his inaugural address at 
the second meeting of the Italian Society for the Advancementof Science Sept. 11.1930, Sen. 
Guglielmo Marconi expressed belief that radio waves may travel long distances, even millions 
of miles, beyond the earth's atmospheric layer. Ile said that he did not see any reason why, se 
some scientists maintain, waves produced on the earth should not travel such a distance, since 
light and heat waves reach the earth from the sun, penetrating the atmospheric layer. lie re-
ferred to observations of such scientists as Stormer and Pedersen and commented that the 
former had said that electrified particles derived from the sun and under the magnetic influence 
of the earth acted as a reflector of electric waves from the earth after they had passed the sa 
called Kenelly-Heaviside lav 
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Radio communication as has been explained is a form of 
wave motion which occurs in an electro-magnetic field, these waves 
acting in a similar manner to water waves. 

In radio communication it is first necessary to create electro-
magnetic waves in varying groups and of varying strength, and 
second to intercept them with apparatus capable of changing 
them to sound waves. 

To create the waves it is necessary to have two surfaces separated by a 
distance of from ten to several hundred feet and to create between them 
an electrical pressure which changes its direction (first toward one surface 
then toward the other) hundreds of thousands of times a second. 

POINT OF WAVE LENGTH 
bISTURBANCE 

CREST 
INVISIBLE 

WEAKEST 
- 

- STRONGEST 
FIG. 2 —Sectional View of waves produced by throwing stone in still water, illustrating 

crest of wave, wave length and gradual weakening of the waves as they travel from the point 
of disturbance. 

It is the common practice to use the ground for one surface and provide 
another surface by erecting a structure composed of one or more wires, 
insulated from the earth and suspended many feet above it. 

Between these, by means of suitable transmitting equipment an elec-
trical pressure is produced of from one to twenty volts which starts waves 
radiating out in all directions. These pressure waves are, however, only 
part of a radio wave. From any wire in, which current is flowing are 
radiated electro-magnetic waves and radio waves are made up then, of 
both electro-magnetic and pressure electrostatic waves. 

Comparing these waves to the action of hurling a rock into a pool of 
water, the amperes of electric current put into the antenna correspond to 
the size of the rock, while the volts of electrical pressure are equivalent 
to the force with which the rock is hurled. The larger the rock and the 
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greater the force behind it, the bigger the splash and consequent waves. 
The more amperes of current flowing in the antenna circuit and the greater 
the pressure (volts) between antenna and, ground, the stronger the waves 
radiated. These radio waves have similar characteristics to another class 
of waves—sound waves. 

When the note C is struck on the piano (as in fig. 3 ) the sound waves 
vibrate 256 times per second and either a C tuning fork or a wire tuned 
to C and in the immediate vicinity will vibrate 256 times per second also. 
The two wires are said to be in resonance. 

RESONANCE-i!, 
256 WAVES PER SEC. 

I 256 W.',VES PER SEC. 

PIANO STR:NG VIBRATES 

SYMPATHETIC VIBRATION OF ; 
TUNING FORK (IN UNISON) è 

3.—Sympathetic vibration of tuning fork with struck piano string when tuned to Gam 
pitch, illustrating the wave theory of radio. 

The waves radiated by a radio transmitter always have a definite num-
ber per second and in order to hear a station, the receiving equipment 
must be put in resonance with the waves radiated by the. transmitter. This 
operation is known as tuning. 
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BROADCASTING PRINCIPLES 
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Vibration of vocal cords of speaker (1) producing sourtd, causes air to vibrate in front of mouth (2) 
which in turn causes the thin diaphragm of microphone (3) to vibrate. The microphone changes the 
mechanical vibrations to varied electric currents (4); an amplifier (5) amplifies these currents as at (6). 
An oscillator, or radio wave producing, device (7), in the meantime, produces radio waves (9) for 
broadcasting. A modulator (8) modulates or changes these radio waves to travel as sound waves. The 
varied currents (6) enter the modulator (8) and cause the radio waves (9) to flow out as at (10), con-
forming to the electric sound waves. An amplifier(11) amplifies the modulated radio waves, to giiie 
them more power, as at (12); these waves enter the antenna (13) and travel out into space as at (14)— 
going in all directions ready to be picked up by receiving antennas. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Physics of Sound 
Production of Sound.—When air is set in vibration by any 

means, sound is produced provided that the frequency of vibra-
tion is such that it is audible. If a violin string in tension be 
plucked, as in fig. 1, it springs back into position, but due 

z•-• 

Fin. 1.—Sound produced by vibration of violin atritur. 
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to its weight and speed, it goes beyond its normal position, 
oscillates back and forth through its normal position, and grad-
ually comes to rest. These vibrations produce sound. 

As the string moves forward it pushes air before it and compresses it, also 
air rushes in to fill the space left behind the moving string. In this way the 
air is set into vibration. Since air is an elastic medium, the disturbed por-
tion transmits its motion to the surrounding air so that the disturbance is 
propagated in all directions from the source of disturbance. 

2.—Generation of sound waves by the rapid oscillation of a light piston. As the 
piston oscillates the air in front of the piston is compressed when it is driven forward. 
and the surrounding air expands to fill up the space left by the retreating piston v.hen it 
is drawn back. Thus a series of compressions and rarefactions (expansion) of the air is the 
result as the piston is driven back and forth. Due to the elasticity of air, these areas of 
compression and rarefaction do not remain stationary but move outward in ail directions, 
as shown. 

If the string be connected in some way to a diaphragm such as the 
stretched drum head of a banjo, the motion is transmitted to the drum. 
The drum, having a large area exposed to the air, sets a greater volume of 
air in motion and a much louder sound is produced. 

If a light piston several inches in diameter, surrounded by a suitable 
baffle board several feet across, be set in rapid oscillating motion (vibra-
tion), as in fig. 2, by some external means, sound is produced. 
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Propagation of Sound.—If the atmospheric pressure could be 
measured at many points along a line in the direction in which 
the sound is moving, it would be found that the pressure along 
the line at any one instant varied in a manner similar to that 
shown by the wavy line of fig. 2. 

To illustrate if extremely sensitive pressure gauges could be ect up at 
several points in the direction in which the sound is moving it. would be 
found that the pressure varied as indicated in fig. 3. 

3.—Diagram illustrating pressure variations due to sound waves. It should be 
noted that the type gauges shown, register pressure above atmospheric when the pz,inter 
moves to the right of the vertical. and vacuum or pressure below atmospheric when it moves 
to the left of the vertical. 

Again, if a pressure gauge be set up at one point and the eye could follow 
the rapid vibrations of the points it would be found that the pressure varied 
at regular intervals and in equal amounts above and below the average 
atmospheric pressure. The eye, of course, cannot see such rapid vibrations, 
but it can see wave motion in water, however, which is very similar to 
sound waves with the exception that water waves travel on a plane surface, 
while sound waves travel in all directions. 

In the case of water as a medium for wave propagation, if 
a pebble be dropped into a still pool, as in fig. 4,— and start-
ing at the point where the pebble is dropped, waves will travel 
outward in concentric circles, becoming lower and lower as 
they get farther from the starting point, until they are so 
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small as not to be perceptible, or until they strike some ob-
structing object. 
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Fla. 4.—Effect of throwing a stone into still water; it produces waves which travel out-
wardly .in expanding, concentric circles from the point where the stone enters the water 
or point of disturbance. 

SOURCE or WAVES----ire REFLECTED WAVES 

FTG. S.—Reflection of waves from a plane surface. 
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If the pond be small it will be noticed that the waves which strike the 
shore will be reflected back. If the waves strike a shore that is parallel 
with the waves, they will be reflected back in expanding circles, as in 
fig. 5. 

If the waves strike a hollow or concave shore line as in fig. 6 the 
reflected waves will tend to converge (focus) to a point. 

Comparing water and air as media for wave propagation, 
water waves travel in expanding circles and air waves in ex-
panding spheres. 

WAVES FROM THE SOURCE FOCAL AREA REFLECTED WAVES 

-----

6.—Reflection of waves from a curved surface. The solid lines show the direction 
of the original waves and the dotted lines show the direction and focusing of the reflected 
waves. Focusing of waves results in their reinforcement, which may cause them to build 
up to considerable proportion at one point. 

Sound waves are reflected in a manner similar to water waves, causing 
echo and reverberation. If the sound waves focus at a point, loud and 
dead spots are produced. 

Wave motion has certain definite characteristics and these 
characteristics determine: 

1. Loudness; 

2. Pitch; 

3_ Tone. 
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Loudness.—By definition, loudness is relatively high intensity 
of sound. Loudness (or amplitude) is determined by the 
amount of difference in pressure between the maximum com-
pression and the maximum rarefaction. This corresponds in 
water waves to the vertical height of the crest above the trough 
of the wave. Loudness is illustrated in fig. 7. 

7.—Properties of wave motion illustrating what causes loudness of tone. 

Pitch or Frequency.—Any one of a series of variations, starl-
ing al one condition and returning once to the same condition is 
called a cycle. Observe some point on the surface of the water 
in which waves exist and it will be noticed that at this point 
the water will rise and fall at regular intervals. At the time 
at which the wave is at its maximum height the water begins 
to drop, and continues until a trough is formed, when it rises 
again to its maximum height. Accordingly, all the variations 
of height which one point on the surface of the water goes 
through in the formation of a wave, is a cycle of wave motion. 
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The number of cycles a wave goes through in a definite interval 
of time is called the frequency. Therefore the number of times 
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8.—Musica pitch chart for piano:voice and various instruments. This chart represents 
the relation between the musical scale and the piano keyboard, giving the frequency of each 
note in terms of complete vibrations, or cycles, according to the standard used in scientific 
work such as the scientific scale based on middle C at a frequency of 256 cycles. The piano 
keyboard covets nearly the entire range of musical notes and extends from 26.667 cycles 
to 4,096 cycles. The piccolo reaches two notes beyond the highest note of the piano. The 
extreme organ range, not shown on the chart, is from 16 cycles to 16.384 cycles, scientific 
or physical pitch, as it is usually called. Music seldom utilizes the full keyboard of the 
the piano, the extremely high notes and extremely low notes being seldom used. Therefore 
a reproducing device which reproduces all frequencies from 50 to 4,000 cycles would be 
satisfactory in reproducing musical notes. 
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FIG. 9. —Properties of wave motion illustrating pitch. 

the water rises or falls, at any point in one minute would be 
called the frequency of the waves per minute, expressed as the 
number of cycles per minute. 

In sound, the number of waves per minute is large, and it is more con-
venient to speak of the frequency of sound waves as the number of waves 
per second, or, more commonly, as the number of cycles per second. Thus, a 
sound which is produced by 256 waves a second is called a sound of a fre-
quency of 256 cycles. 

VIOLIN 
PITChl RATIO Ca% 

CELLO 

When speaking of sound, cycles always mean cycles per 
second. 

Considered from the standpoint of traveling waves, frequency is deter-
mined by the number of complete waves passing a certain point in one 
second, and this, of course, is equal to the number of vibrations per second 
generated at the source. 

Fig.8 is a chart showing pitch frequencies corresponding to the 
various keys of the piano and range of the human voice and various 
instruments. 

Tone.—By definition tone is sound in relation to volume, 
quality, duration and pitch; specifically, in acoustics, a sound 
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that may be employed in music, having a definite pitch and 
due to vibration of a sounding body; opposed to sound as mere 
noise. 

By common usage in music, tone generally means the timbre 
or quality of sound. 

A pure note of a given pitch always sounds the same, and the frequency 
of this note is termed its fundamental or pitch frequency. However, notes 
of the same pitch from two different kinds of instruments do not give the 
same sound impression. This difference is due to the presence of overtones, 
sometimes called harmonics. 

Consider again the case of a taut string which is plucked to 
set it in vibration. 

If the string be plucked at its exact center, it will vibrate as a whole and 
give a very nearly pure note; but if it be plucked at some other point, say 
one-third of the length from one end, it will vibrate as three parts as well as 
a whole, and a change of tone will be noticed. If the string be plucked 
indiscriminately, various tones will be heard, all of the same pitch. 

Hollow cavities built into the bodies of the various musical 
instruments give them their characteristic tones, because the 
air chambers, called resonance chambers, strengthen overtones 
of certain frequencies and give a very pronounced tone to the 
instruments. 

Other instruments have built into them meang of suppressing certain 
overtones, which help to give them their characteristic sounds. The fre-
quency of an overtone is always some multiple of the pitch frequency; that 
is, the second overtone has twice the frequency of the pitch note, and the 
third overtone, three times the frequency, etc. 

Overtones of twenty times the frequency of the pitch note are present in 
the sounds of some musical instruments, but overtones of this order are 
important only when the pitch note is low, because the frequency of the 
twentieth overtone of even a moderately high note would be beyond the 
ability of the human ear to detect. 
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Overtones give character and brilliance to music, and their 
presence in reproduced sound is necessary if naturalness is to 
be attained. 

The combined result of all the partial or overtones gives the quality or 
timbre of the tone, that is the peculiar characteristic sound as of a voice or 
instrument. A great variety of tone is found in the orchestra as exemplified 
by the strings, wood wind, brass and reed choirs. See figs. 10 to 13 

BRASS 

REEDS 

STRINC3S 

WOOD WIND 

FIG. 10 to 13.--.--Familiar instruments of the orchestra illustrating the great variety of tor* 
produced by the various "choirs" to which these instruments belong. It is because of this 
great variety of tone that the orchestra is the finest medium for musical expression. It 
should be noted that even the best organs represent a very poor attempt to imitate the 
orchestra—it cannot be done. Such impossible instruments as the cornet, saxophone, etc. 
are not employed in any legitimate orchestra. 

A reproducing device which reproduces frequencies from 50 
to 6,000 cycles will cover very well all the notes and overtones 
necessary for naturalness and distinctiveness. 

In singing, the range of notes covered is approximately from 64 to 1,200 
cycles, extreme limits, but this range cannot be covered by one person's 
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voice. The frequency of 1,200 cycles does not represent the highest fre-
quency used in singing, because overtones of several times the frequency of 
the note are always present in the human voice. The presence of the over-
tones gives the pleasing quality to songs. This quality of the singing voice 
is called timbre. The timbre of the voice transmits the emotions of joy, 
sadness, etc., from the performer to the audience, and therefore is very 
important in the enjoyment of vocal music. 

Wave Length.—By definition the wave length (of a water 
wave for instance) is the distance between the crest of one wave 
and the crest of the next wave. This distance remains the same 
as long as the wave continues, even though the wave becomes 
so small as to be hardly perceptible. 

Frequency in wave motion is related to wave length. 

All waves produced do not have the same wave length. A small pebble 
dropped into a pond will produce a wave of short length, but a large 
stone will produce a wave of correspondingly longer length. In sound the 
wave length is dependent upon the frequency of the source. Similarly, in 
sound the wave length of a sound wave is the distance between the point of 
maximum compression of one wave to the point of maximum compression of 
the next wave. 

Sound travels at different speeds in different substances, thus 
it travels at a much higher speed in water and steel than in air. 

NOTE.—Voicing is the art of obtaining a particular quality of tone in an organ pipe and 
of procuring uniform strength and quality throughout the entire stop. Voicing is one of the 
most delicate and artistic parts of the organ builder's art, and it is seldom, if ever, that a voicer 
is good at both flue and reed voicing. 

NOTE.—Pereueston instruments such as drums and the various accessory traps pro-
duce the greatest pressures that are used in music. Although the fundamental frequency of 
the notes which they emit is fairly low, the notes are particularly rich in tones of higher fre-
quency, which may extend as high as 10.000 cycles. Although these higher tones die out' 
rather rapidly, they are essential to good definition. 

NOTE.—The organ, piano and harp have the greatest compass and cover a frequency 
range from about 16 to 4,000 cycles. All three of these instruments are characterized by a 
rather prominent first overtone, so that their effective range extends as high as 8.000 or 9.000 
cycles. 

NOTE.—According to Prout "the cornet is a vulgar instrument whereas the trumpet is 
a noble instrument." The only excuse for a cornet is that it is easier to play than a trumpet. 
Non-musical instruments, such as the cornet and saxophone, if they must be heard. should 
be confined to 2nd and 3rd rate taxi-dance halla in order that cultured and chscringnating 
ears may not be profaned. 
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In the latter medium it travels about 1,100 ft. per second. An illustra-
tion of the fact that time is required for sound to travel from one place to 
another is shown by a steam whistle at a distance of several hundred yards. 
If it be observed when blown, it will be noticed that the "steam"* can be 
seen coming from the whistle a considerable length of time before the sound 
of the whistle is heard. Sounds of all frequencies, or pitches, travel at the 
same speed. The speed at which sound travels divided by the frequency 
gives the wave length of the sound wave. 

A knowledge of wave length is necessary for the proper con-
struction and location of baffle boards and horns in theatres. 

Speech.—The sounds of speech are divided into two classes, 
vowels and consonants. The vowel sounds are used in the 
pronunciation of the letters a, e, i, o, u, and sometimes y, in 
the formation of words. 

These letters are also used in combination to indicate other vowel 
sounds. The pitch frequencies of the vowel sounds in male voices range 
from 110 cycles to 140 cycles. For female voices the range is from 230 to 
270 cycles. The characteristic frequencies, or overtones of the vowel 
sounds, however, reach frequencies of 3,300 cycles. So important are these 
overtones that the pitch frequency can be entirely eliminated without 
noticeably changing the sound sensation produced on the human ear. The 
full range of frequencies used in vowel sounds is from 110 cycles to 4,800 
cycles. 

The pitch frequency of the vowel sounds are produced when 
air is blown through the vocal cords. 

The vocal cords are two muscular ledges in the air passage of the throat. 
When these muscles are taut there is a narrow slit between them, which sets 
the air passing through into oscillation. The sound produced by the vocal 
cords is changed by the cavities of the mouth. 

The shapes of the cavities continuously change as a person speaks, making 
it possible for him to produce a wide variety of sounds, all of very nearly the 
same pitch frequency. 

*NOTE._ The white cloud seen issuing from a steam whistle usually called "steam," is 
not steam but a fog of minute liquid particles produced by conaensalion. The term is misused 
above simply for convenience. Steam is invisible. 
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Consonant sounds are usually produced without the aid of 
the vocal cords. 

Most of these sounds are produced by the lips and teeth, as in the pro-
nunciation of th, s, and f. The range of frequencies covered by consonant 
sounds is from 200 to 8,000 cycles, but most consonant sounds have fre-
quencies of less than 6,000 cycles. 

Hearing.—The actual mechanism of hearing is not very well 
understood, but certain facts regarding the ability of the ear 
to register sounds of various frequencies has been determined 
very accurately. 

The range of frequencies which the average person can hear is from about 
20 cycles to 17,000 cycies, but a comparatively large amount of sound energy 
is required before the ear can detect sound of extremely low or extremely 
high frequencies. 
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Fic.14.—Internal Structure of the Human Ear. 
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The ear is most sensitive to frequencies between 500 cycles 
and 7,000 cycles; also, the ear is most sensitive to changes of 
pitch and changes of intensity of sound in this same band of 
frequencies. 

NOTE.—Woman s speech in general is more difficult to interpret than man's. This may 
be due in part to the fact that woman's speech has only one half as many tones as man's, 80 
Ç•lat the membrane of hearing is not disturbed in as many places. It may be inferred there-
fbre that the nerve fibres do not carry as much data to the brain far interpretation. The 
greatest differences occur in the case of the more difficult consonant sounds. In woman's 
speech these sounds are not only fainter but require a higher frequency range for interpretation. 
A range of from 3,000 to 6,00() cycles for man's Voice corresponds roughly to a range of from 
5,000 to 8,000 cycles for woman's voice. Since the ear is less sensitive in the latter range and 
the sounds are initially fainter, their difficulty of interpretation is greater. 

NOTE.—When sounds containing a number of tones are increased in loudness, the lower 
tones in the sound deafen the auditor to the higher tones. This deafening or masking effect 
becomes very marked when the sound pressure of the lower tones is greater than twenty sen-
sation units. In the case of speech, this effect impairs the interpretation of the higher pitched 
sounds. The best loudness for the interpretation of speech corresponds to a sound pressure 
between 0 and 20 sensation units. If the sound pressure be less than this, the fainter sounds 
are inaudible. If the sound pressure be greater, the masking effects impair the interpretation 
of these sounds. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Radio Fundamentals 
and 

Ohm's Law 
The Structure of Matter.—It is now a well known fact that 

all matter is made up of submicroscopic particles. These par-
ticles which are the smallest into which matter can be sub-
divided and still retain the properties of the original substance, 
are called molecules. 

Molecules of different substances vary greatly in complexity, 
ranging from extreme simplicity in some substances to very 
great complexity in others. All molecules, however, may be 
broken up into simpler constituents called atoms, of which 
there are more than ninety distinct kinds known, each repre-
senting one of the chemical elements from which all matter is 
constructed. 
Only a few elements, however, appear in the molecules of any 

one of even the most complex substances. An element, then 
is a fundamental substance composed of only one kind of atom. 
In some elements, the molecules are composed of single atoms; 
in other elements, two or more like atoms are associated to-
gether to form the molecule. Of the more common elements 
are hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, iron, copper, etc. 
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Carrying the analysis still further, atoms are well known to 
have complex structures. In accordance to the most widely 
accepted modern physical picture of the atom, it corresponds 
roughly to a miniature of our solar system. Corresponding to 
the sun in the solar system is the nucleus of the atom which, in 
general, is a very small, compact structure composed of a com-
bination of extremely minute particles called protons, neutrons. 
positrons and electrons. 

ELECTRON PROTON 

1.—Structure and electronic orbit of the hydrogen atom. 

The proton, whose mass may be taken as the unit of atomic 
weight has a positive charge equal in magnitude, but opposite 
in sign, to that of the electron. Its mass is very large compared 
with that of the electron or of the positron. 
The neutron has very nearly the same mass as the proton, but 

is uncharged. The positron may be regarded as the ultimate 
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unit of positive charge just as the electron is the ultimate unit of 
negative charge. The positron has the same magnitude of 
charge as the electron and very nearly the same mass. Prac-

etically all the mass of the atom is associated with the small, 
dense nucleus. Revolving about the nucleus in orbits at rela-
tively large distances from it, are one or more electrons. 
The simplest of all atoms is that of hydrogen, whose nucleus 

consists of a single proton with a single electron revolving about 
it. The two charges revolve about each other in space much 
like a whirling dumbbell , except that there is no rigid connection 
between them. See fig. 1. 
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FIG. 2.— Structure and electronic orbit of a neutral helium atom. 

The next atom in simplicity is that of helium, whose nucleus 
consists of four protons and two electrons bound together in a 
compact central core of great electrical stability. Revolving 
about this compact nucleus are two electrons. See fig. 2. 
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Atoms of other elements become increasingly more complex 
by the successive addition of one electron to those revolving 
about the nuclei, and with the progressive addition of protons, 
neutrons, positrons and electrons to the nuclei. In every 
case the normal atom has an exactly equal number of positive 
and negative elementary charges, so that the atom as a whole is 
neutral; that is, it behaves toward electrified bodies at some dis-
tance from it as though it had no charge at all. 

Positively and Negatively Charged Substances.—With ref-
erence to the picture of the neutral atom, it will be easy to 
understand what takes place when a substance is electrically 
charged. 
Assume that by some means one of the external electrons of 

the neutral helium atom is removed as shown in fig. 3, the 
result will be an unsatisfied atom in so far as the balance 
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FIG. 3.—Structure and electronic orbit of a positive helium atom. 
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between the positive and the negative charges are concerned. 
The excess of one proton in the nucleus gives the atom a 

positive charge, and if the previously removed electron is per-
mitted to return to the atom, it will again become neutral as in 
fig. 2. 
A positively charged body therefore is one which has been 

deprived of some of its electrons, whereas a negatively charged 
body is one which has a surplus (acquired more than its normal 
number) of electrons. 

In its unbalanced state the atom will tend to attract any free 
electrons that may be in the vicinity. This is exactly what 
takes place when a stick of sealing wax or amber is rubbed with 
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FIG. 4.—Illustrating how the rubbing process removes electrons from the flannel, and the 

re-distribution of electrons after contact of the two boa.es. 

a piece of flannel. The wax becomes negatively charged and 
the flannel positively charged. 

During the rubbing process, the friction rubs off some of the 
electrons from the atoms composing the flannel and leaves them 
on the surface of the wax. Since the surface atoms or mole-
cules of the flannel are left deficient in electrons and the surface 
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atoms of the wax with a surplus, if the wax and the flannel are 
left together after being rubbed, there will be a readjustment of 
electrons, the excess on the wax returning to the deficient atoms 
of the flannel, as shown in fig. 4. 
Most of the electrons in the universe exist as component 

parts of atoms as described, but it is possible for an electron to 
exist in the free state apart from the atom temporarily at least. 
Free electrons exist to some extent in gases, in liquids and in 
solids, but are much more plentiful in some substances than in 
others. 

Conductors and Insulators of Electricity.—In metals for 
example, enormous quantities of free electrons exist while such 
substances as glass and rubber contain only small amounts. 

It is the presence of free electrons in substances that enables 
us to account for the conduction of electricity. The more free 
electrons a substance contains, the better conductor of elec-
tricity is it, and it is on account of the great numbers of free 
electrons in metals, that metals are good conductors of elec-
tricity. Again, substances such as glass, rubber, mica, etc., with 
their comparatively few free electrons are poor conductors of 
electricity—good insulators. 

Flow of Electric Current.—These free electrons are in a state 
of continual rapid motion, or thermal agitation. The situa-
tion is analogous to that in a gas where it is known that the 
molecules, according to the kinetic theory, are in a state of 
rapid motion with a random distribution of velocity. 

If it were possible at a given instant to examine the individual 
molecules or electrons, it would be found that their velocities 
vary enormously and is a function of the temperature. The 
higher the temperature of a substance the higher the velocity of 
the atoms and electrons. 
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Now if by some means, the random motion of the molecules 
or electrons in a conductor be controlled and be made to flow in 
one direction, there results what is called a flow of electric cur-
rent. Such means of controlling or directing the electron mo-
tion is provided by an electric battery or a generator. See 
fig. 5. 

DIRECTION OF 
ELECTRONS 

eç 

5.—Illustrating the movement of electrons from the negative to the positive terminal 
of a battery. In practice it is customary to think of an electric current as flowing from the 
positive to the negative. The reason for this contradiction is due to the fact that the early 
electrical experimenters assumed the direction of current to be from the positive to the 
negative, which is now known to be opposite as far as analyzing a circuit is concerned. It 
causes considerable misunderstanding to those not duly informed. 

Resistance to the Movement of Electrons.—The progressive 
motion of electrons in a conductor are retarded by the collisions 
of the atoms of the substance, and it is this hindrance to their 
movement which constitutes the electrical resistance in a 
conductx. 
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This resistance varies in different metals, and also with the 
temperature of the conductor. When the temperature in-
creases, the higher will be the velocity of the atoms and elec-
trons, which in turn causes more frequent collisions and as a 
result, there is a greater hindrance to their progress. 
The frequency of collisions between the atoms and electrons 

is also increased when a greater number of electrons are present. 
It is on account of this fact that the heating in a current carry-
ing conductor increases with the size of the current. 

Electric Pressure.—It has been previously mentioned that 
the directed motion of free electrons in a conductor constitutes 
an electric current. To understand how a flow of current may be 
established, it is well to consider the analogy of, for example, a 
water pump in a hydraulic system. See fig. 6. 
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Fin. 6.—Water is forced through the conductor by means of the pump action causing a 
pressure difference between the conductor terminals. 

In this case, by virtue of the pump piston the water enters the 
pump at the intake end at low pressure and leaves the dis-
charge end at high pressure. The difference in pressure at the 
two ends of the pump causes water to flow through the pipe. 
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The action of the electrical system is similar. In any elec-
trical circuit a generator or battery may be used to supply an 
electromotive force in a similar manner as the pump in the 
hydraulic system supplies mechanical force. Here the positive 
and the negative binding posts of the generator correspond to 
the discharge and the intake end of pump respectively. See 
fig. 7. 
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Fla. T.—Note the similarity to the hydraulic circuit. 

Similarly in case of the generator it is said that the pressure is 
higher at the positive end and lower at the negative, correspond-
ing to the discharge and intake ends of the pump in the hydraulic 
system. 

It is this difference in pressure between the generator ter-
minals which causes an electric current to flow in the circuit, in 
much the same way as the water is forced through a pipe in the 
hydraulic system. 

Electrical pressure variously called "difference in potential" 
and "electromotive force" is measured in terms of a unit called 
the volt. 
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Electric Current.—Again using the circuit (water pipes) in 
the hydraulic system, the rate at which water is flowing through 
the pipe may be measured in gallons per second. Similarly in 
the electric circuit the amount of current flowing is measured in 
a unit called "coulomb" which expresses the rate of flow. 
When the current in a circuit flows at the rate of one coulomb 

per second the name of one ampere is used. This term facili-
tates the expression of current flow in that it makes it unneces-
sary to say "per second" each time, as second is already a part 
of the unit "ampere." 
Thus one coulomb per second is one ampere, and ten cou-

lombs per second is ten amperes, etc. 
The relation between coulombs and amperes may be ex-

pressed as follows: 

or Q=/Xt 

where I is the current in amperes; Q is the amount of electricity 
in coulombs; and t is the time of flow in seconds. 
Thus for example if a battery sends a current of 5 amperes 

through a circuit for one hour, the number of coulombs of elec-
tricity that will flow through the circuit will be 5 X 60 X60 = 
18,000 coulombs. 

Resistance to Current Flow.—All conductors of electricity 
oppose the flow of current through them, i.e., they have elec-
trical resistance. The unit of resistance is called the ohm. A 
conductor may be said to have one ohm's resistance if the ratio 
of the electrical pressure in volts to the current flowing through 
it, is unity. 
Thus, for example, if the current flowing through a circuit is 

found to be 10 amperes, and the electrical pressure 10 volts the 
10 

resistance of the circuit will be —=1 ohm. 
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Ohm's Law.—When considering the flow of electrons in a 
conductor it is evident that the greater the e.m.f. (electro-
motive force) is, the more electrons will flow in the circuit, and 
also the greater the resistance of a conductor, the less number of 
electrons will flow through. 

It has been found that there is a definite mathematical 
relationship between the e.m.f. applied to a circuit having a 
definite resistance, and the current flow. This relationship is 
known as the ohm's law. This law states that the current 
flowing through a resistance under a given e.m.f. is inversely 
proportional to the resistance and directly proportional to the 

voltage. Thus I= ez- in which I, is the current in amperes; E, 

the e.m.f. in volts and R, the resistance in ohms. 

Series Circuits.—If there be several resistances in series, as 
shown in fig. 8, the equation becomes 

E  
or E. I (Rid-R2-FR3) 

I= Ri-FR2d-R3 

or E=/XRI-E/XR2-E/xR3 

BATTERY 
FIG. Et— Simple circuit with three resistances connected in series. 
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The sum of the difference of potential across the various parts 
of the circuit is equal to the total voltage impressed on the cir-
cuit. Thus, E=Ei+E2-FE3. 

In a circuit as shown in fig. 8, the current /, is the same in 
each part of the circuit, but the voltage across each resistance 
depends directly upon the size of that resistance. 

Example:—What voltage must be furnished by the battery 
in fig. 8, in order to force 0.25 ampere through the circuit if RI, 
R2 and R3 are 5, 15 and 20 ohms respectively? 
The total resistance R = 5+15+20 =40 ohms. The total 

voltage is 40 x0.25 =10 volts. 
The voltage required for each part may be conveniently used 

as a check. Thus 

= 0.25 x 5 = 1.25 volts 

E2 = 0.25 x15 = 3.75 volts 

E3 = 0.25 x 20 = 5 volts. 

Hence 1.25+3.75+5 =10 volts, as before. 

Parallel Circuits.—In parallel circuits, see fig. 9, the voltage 
acros3 the various resistances is the same and the current flow-
ing through each resistance varies inversely with the value of it. 
The sum of all the currents, however, is equal to the main cur-
rent leaving the battery. Thus 

E=/IX R1=/2X R2=/3x R3 

1=11+12+13 

When Ohm's law is applied to the individual resistances, the 
following is obtained: 

E , E , E 2 = - , and /3= — 
R1 R., R3 

and 
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E E E 1 1 1 
Hence I = -R--,± R-2+ R-3 or / = E (Ri d- R2+ R3); 

E 
and since 7 = R, the equivalent resistances of the several re-

1 1 1 i 1 sistances connected in parallel s = — 
R Ri R, R3 

A E 
E l 12 

< = R2 "AMMAi 

R 2 13=  ER 3 

t.a 

R3 
E 

EEE 
1 =11+12+13= -171+ 72+ R3 

E 

 + 1111111111  

BATTERY 
9.—Simple circuit with three resistances connected in parallel. 

Example: —If the resistances in previous example be con-
nected in parallel as shown in fig. 9, what will be the total 
current and the current flowing through each resistance if the 
voltage remains unchanged or 10 volts? 
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The total resistance (R) for the combination will be found as 
follows: 

Then R=t° =3.16 ohm. 

10 
The total current = — - =3.17 amperes. 3.16 

10 
The current in the 5 ohms resistance is -6- = 2 amperes. 

15 " 46 io rs= 0.67 

The current through each resistance may conveniently be 
added as a check. Thus 2+0.67+0.5 = 3.17 amperes as before. 

Power in Electrical Circuits.—As previously stated, the elec-
trons in their movement through a circuit do not have a clear 
path, but are in constant collision with atoms of the metals 
causing the metal to heat up. The heat so developed, varies 
with the number of collision and increases with the increase in 
current flow, due to a higher potential. It has been found that 
this developed heat or power loss varies directly as the resistance 
and as the square of the current, which relation may be written 

E 2 
W=I2x12=—R =Exl 

in which W is the power in watts; E, land R being the voltage 
current and resistahces of the circuit. Thus to determine the 
power consumed in a device, multiply the voltage across it by 
the current flowing through it. 
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Example:—If certain heating elements take 25 amperes at 
a potential of 110 volt, what is the power consumption? 
The power is W=25 x110 =2,750 watts =2% k.w. 
As the watt is a small unit of electrical power, the kilowatt 

(k.w.) which is a unit 1,000 times larger is more convenient, 
when it is desired to express larger amounts of power. 

Therefore to change watts to kilowatts divide by 1,000 and to 
change kilowatts to watts multiply by 1,000. 
One horse power (H.P.) is = 746 watts. 

Thus one kilowatt is — 1'°°° 746 or 1.34 horse power. 

To obtain the horse power consumption in the above heating 

elements H.P. — 2'750 746 —' 3 7 horse power. 

Example.—A certain carbon resistor is marked 1 watt and has 
3 code colors as follows:yellow body, black tip and orangecoloreddot. 
What is the maximum current that may safely be sent through it? 

Solution.—In this case it is first necessary to find the resist-
ance value in ohms. With reference to page 182 the Radio 
Manufacturer's Association's Code colors indicate that the 
resistor has a resistance of 40,000 ohms, which may be checked 
as follows: yellow body means (4); black tip means (0) and 
orange dot means (000) or 40,000. Now the value of power dis-
sipation in watts is equal to (I2R) from which it follows that 

1  1 = 12 x 40,000 or /* —  hence 
40,000 

1  
/ = 200 amperes or 5 milli-amperes. 

With an increase in current above the derived value, the 
heating of the resistor may become excessive and may even 
damage or change the accuracy of the resistance in question. 
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SERIES PARALLEL CIRCUITS. 

The solution of circuit shown on opposite page is in reality 
very simple if it be kept in mind that any number of resistances 
connected in series may be replaced by a single resistor with a 
value equal to the arithmetical sum of the individual resistors, 
or that any number of resistors in parallel can be replaced by 
an equivalent whose value is equal to the reciprocal of the sum 
of the reciprocals of the individual units. 

Circuit A-1 consists of resistors R. and Rb in series, and the 
two also in parallel with Rd. This group is connected in 
series with 12 c and the whole combination is again connected 
in parallel with R. 

The simplest way to solve a resistance combination of this 
type is to remember the foregoing and to go through the prob-
lem step by step, combining each series and each parallel group 
and to replace them with their equivalent resistance. 

Hence, to solve this circuit first replace R. and Rb by their 

equivalent Rs. 

The next step is to combine Rs and Rd replacing them by 
their equivalent Rh. By replacing Rc and Rh by their equiva-
lent R„ the original circuit now being reduced to the form as 

shown in fig. A-4. 

In the manner similar to that already described R; and Ri 
in parallel is replaced by a resistance Rk obtaining the result 
as shown in fig. A-5. Finally as a result of these calculations 
a resistance is obtained having the same current limiting effect 
as that shown in fig. A-1. 
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Method illustrating how a series parallel resistance combination of type 
gilown in A-1 may be reduced to the simple form of that shown in fig. A-5. 
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Example.—Assume a battery consisting of two dry cells con-
nected in series, and that each cell has an E.M.F. of 1.5 volts and 
an internal resistance of 0.3 ohms. In this arrangement the battery 
then has a total E.M.F. of 3 volts and an internal resistance of 
0.6 ohms. If a current of 6 amperes is required through a circuit 
of 0.2 ohms resistance, how many batteries should be used and 
how should they be arranged? 

Solution.—With one battery the current according to Ohm's 

law will be 
3  / = =3.75 amperes 

0.2+0.6 

This is not sufficient current, and if two batteries be con-

nected in series, we obtain 

6  / = —4.28 amperes 
0.2+1.2 

This current is still too small and represents an increase in 
current of only about 14%although the voltage has been doubled: 
if, however, the two batteries be arranged in parallel, the cur-

rent will be 
3  1- — 6 amperes 

0.2 +0.6 
2 

Example.—In a certain galvanometer, the maximum deflection 
is obtained when the current is 40 milliampere. If the internal 
resistance is 15 ohms, what is the greatest voltage the instrument 
can be used to measure? If it is necessary to use the instrument for 
voltages up to 10 volts. what value of series resistance will be 
required? 
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Solution.—By application of Ohm's law. the largest possible 
voltage that can be measured is given by the products of the 
largest current that can be sent through it (0.04 amperes) and 
the value of the internal resistance (15 ohms). Thus it may be 
written: 0.04 x 15 =0.6 volts. 

In order to measure larger voltages, however, it is necessary 
to insert a resistance in series with the instrument, after which 
the voltage to be measured is applied across the combination. 

The additional voltage is now dissipated in the series resist-
ance, and only the smaller voltage is applied to the galva-
nometer itself. 

Since the same current obviously must flow in both the instru-
ment and the series resistance, write as follows: 

Max. volt, drop across galvanometer Galvanometer res.  
Max. volt, drop across combination Galvanometer res. +ser. res. 

In this equation the only unknown factor is the series resist-
ance, hence by substituting known values, the following is 
obtained: 

0.6  15  
10 — 15+R. 

where R, denotes the unknown series resistance. Therefore, 

150=0.6 (15 +R,) or R,= 235 ohms 

which is the value of the series resistance to be inserted in 
series with the galvanometer to give full scale deflection at a 
potential of 10 volts. 
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Alternating Current Series Circuits. (Inductive Reactance.) 
—In direct current circuits the current is exactly defined by 
the mathematical relations between voltage and resistance, 
whereas in the alternating current circuits this exact relation-
ship no longer exists. For example in the case of direct current, 
the current through a piece of wire will be the same if the wire 
be coiled together or uncoiled. In the case of an alternating 
current the current will be less when the wire is in coiled than in 
straight form. 

This is due to the inductive reactance (XL) of the wire and is 
written 

XL-2>< 7C xfxl, 

In which XL is the inductive reactance in ohms, f, the fre-
quency of the alternating current source and L the co-efficient 
of self-induction in henrys. 

Capacitive Reactance.—If a direct current be connected 
across a condenser there will be no current flow, but if the con-
denser be connected across an alternating current source of high 
frequency the current will pass through. This is due to the 
capacitive reactance (X,) of the condenser and is written 

1  
X, —2XT.XfXC 

in which X, is the capacitive reactance in ohms, f, the frequency 
of the alternating current source, and C, the capacity of the 
circuit in farads. 

Resistance and Inductance in Series.—When a circuit in-
stead of containing resistance only or inductance only, contains 
both resistance and inductance as in the case of a coil, it is con-
venient to consider it as a resistance (R) connected in series 
with a pure inductive reactance (XL). See fig. 10. 
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In this case it is necessary not only to know how to calculate 
inductive reactance but also how to combine R and XL. (See 
impedance triangle fig. 11.) 
The combined effect of total amount of resistance and induc-

tive reactance in the circuit is called the impedance (Z). The 
mathematical relation between the impedance, the inductive 
reactance and the resistance is written 

Z2 = XL2 + R2 or Z -- -VXL2+ R2 

and since 

X L =2> <1.c xf x L 

as previously shown, the equation may also be written 

Z =‘/(2 X z Xfx L)2+ R2 

PIG. 10.—Combination of resistance (R) and inductive reactance ( XL)• 
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R= RESISTANCE 

Example:—A coil connected as shown in fig. 10 contains 5 
ohms resistance and 0.04 henry inductance. The voltage and 
frequency of the source is 100 and 60 respectively. 
Find (a) the impedance of the coil; (b) the current through 

the coil; (c) the voltage drop across the inductance; (d) the 
voltage drop across the resistance; (e) the power loss; (f) the 
power factor. 

XL-2X irXfXL=2 X3.14X60x0.04 =15 ohms. 

(a)• Z =-V52+152= V250 =15.8 ohms 

E  100  
(b)  —6.3 amperes z V52+152 

(c) EL = / X XL =6.3 X15 =94.5 volts 

(d) ER= IXR=6.3 X5=31.5 volts 

(e) PxR=6.3 x6.3 x5 =198.45 watts 

R 5  
(f) C,os0=—Z =15.8 =0.316 or 32% approximately 

X
L
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.w.11.—Illustrates vector relation between the inductive reactance and the resistance. To 
obtain the impedance: Resistance R (in ohms) is laid off horizontally: the inductive re-
actance XL(also in ohms) is laid off to form the perpendicular. Measure the hypotenuse 
(in the same scale) which gives the impedance of the circuit in ohms. This triangle is 
variously referred to as the impedance trianale. vector diagram or impedance calculator. 
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Resistance and Capacitance in Series.—If a capacitance be 
connected in series with a resistance as shown in fig. 12 the. 
impedance may be written Z=VR2-1-Xc2 and since 

1  
Xc- 2X7rXfXC 

it follows that 

Z = \I R2+'2xir 1  )2 xfxC 

R 

E 

xc 

1 
Îa 
1° 

FIG. 12.—Combination of resistance (R) and capacitive reactance (Xc). 

Example :—An alternating current circuit, connected as 
shown in fig. 12 contains 10 ohms resistance in series with a 
capacitance of 40 microfarads. The voltage and frequency of 
the source is 120 and 60 respectively. 
Find (a) the current in the circuit; (b) the voltage drop across 

the resistance; (c) the voltage drop across the capacitance; 
(d) the power factor; (e) the power loss. 

1 1  
—  Xc — — 

2.7r xfx C 2 x3.14 x 60 x0.00004 66.3 oluns 

Z=V102+66.32 =67 ohms 
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E 120 
(a) I = -2 =-6,7 .1.8 amperes 

(b) ER= /xR=1.8x10.18 volts 

(c) Ec= xX e=1.8x66.3-119.3 volts 

(d) Cos 0 =; =0.149 or 14.9% 

(e) W=Ex /XCos0=120 x1.8 x0.149 =32.18 watts 

Resistance Inductance and Capacitance in Series.—In a 
circuit which contains resistance (R) inductance (XL) and 
capacitance (Xe) the reactance (X) is equal to the arithmetical 
difference between the inductive reactance (XL) and the 
capacitive reactance (Xe) which may be written thus 

X = XL— Xe, 

but as previously shown 

but since 
Z = N/R2 ± X 2 =N/R2+ (XL — Xc)2 

1  

XL=2X7XfXL and X,— 2x irxfxC 

it follows that 
2 

Z= N IR2+(2XWXfXL —  1  2 Xf X C) ohms 

also the current flowing in this circuit 

E 

1  .\/R2—F(2x.xxfxL- 2X7rXfXCYJ The equations just derived are of the utmost importance in 

all alternating current calculations and are generally referred to 
as the Ohm'3 law for alternating current. 
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Alternating Current Parallel Circuits.—In the previous 
analysis of direct current parallel circuits, it was found that 
across each branch of the parallel circuit the voltage was equal, 
and that the current in each branch varied inversely as the 
resistance of that branch. The arithmetical sum of the 
current in each branch circuit was also equal to the main 
current. 
When considering a parallel circuit as shown in fig. 13 through 

which an alternating current flows, the voltage across each 
branch (as in the case of the d.c. circuit) is equal. 

E 

FIG. 13.—Parallel connection of resistance (R) and inductive reactance ( XL). 

The total current, however, can not be obtained (as in direct 
current circuits) by arithmetical addition of the branch circuit 
currents, but each branch circuit current must be added 
vectorially which can best be shown by the following example: 
A parallel connection consists of two branches A and B 

See fig. 13. A, has a resistance of 40 ohms and B, has an in-
ductive reactance of 30 ohms. If the impressed voltage is 
120, determine: (a) the current through branch A; (b) the 
current through branch B; (c) the line rim-rent; (d) the power 
factor of the circuit. 
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(a) IR= 120 = 3 amperes 
40 

120 
(b) 1, =.-cy =4 amperes 

(c) / =V32+42=-0.3.= 5 amperes 
3 (d) Cos 0 = -5 = 0.6 (or power factor =60 per cent) 

Resonance.—When in a series circuit the inductive reactance 
becomes equal to the capacitive resistance, the circuit is said 
to be in resonance. The only opposition to the current flow 
then is the ohmic resistance (R). 

XL 

xc 

AT RESONANCE XL=Xc 

AND Z =VT= R 

XL= 
REACTANCE 

INDUCTIVE 

v _ CAPACITIVE 
C— REACTANCE 

14.—Illustrates connection diagram and resonance effect in a series circuit. 

Referring to fig. 14 this condition may be written XL= X, but 
since XL = 2 X ic Xf xL and 

1  
jec- 2x wxf XC 

it follows that 
1  

2 X Xf X L x Xf X C. 
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If it be desired to find the resonant frequency (f) for the 
circuit, the equation may be written 

1  •  1  
f = 47.2LC; f = 2LxC 

'This equation is of importance in all kinds of radio work and is 
used exclusively in calculations for wavemeters, filters, circuit 
tuning, etc. If C, be expressed in microfarads and L, in 
microhenries the equation may be written 

C
U
R
R
E
N
T
 I
N 
A
M
P
E
R
E
S
 

f = 
159,000 

-\FC(microfarads) X L(microhenries) 

POINT OF 
RESONANCE 

FREQUENCY IN K C. 

15.—Illustrating how the current varies for increasing frequency in a resonance circuit.. 
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Example.—Considering the circuit shown in fig. 16A-1 in which 
a resistance of R1 ohms is connected in parallel with an inductive 
coil whose resistance is R2 ohms and whose reactance is X2 ohms 
at the working frequency. If Ri= 15 ohms, R2 = 12 ohms and X2 = 
16 ohms what will be the impedance of the circuit between A and B? 

Solution.—The simplest way to find the impedance is to 
determine the total current taken when a particular volt-
age is applied to the ends, the impedance then being given by 
dividing the voltage by the current obtained. Since the circuit 
is a parallel one, 10 volts will be applied to each branch, and the 
voltage vector is thus first drawn as the reference vector, pre-
ferably in the horizontal position as shown by O-E in fig. 16A-2. 

12 

rig 

E 

A-1 
16.—Resistance and inductive reactance in parallel combination. 

The current I in the upper branch of the circuit will be cal-
E 10  

culated from Ohm's law, being Ii= = =0.667 amperes, R 15 
and this is exactly in phase with the voltage. The correspond-
ing current vector 0-Ii, is thus drawn over the top of the volt-
age vector as shown, and its length could conveniently be made 
6.67 inches. The lower branch has an impedance of 

Z2 = N/R22 +X22 = \/122+ 162= 20 ohms, 
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and the current in it is therefore 

E 10  
= = 20 = 0.5 amperes 

Z2  

but as this is an inductive branch the current lags to some ex-
tent behind the voltage. 

R, 12  
If 02 is the angle of lag cos 02= = 20 =0.6 and from a Z,  

table of cosines, it is found that 4)2 = 53° approx. Thus in a vector 
diagram of fig. 16A-2 the current vector 0-/2 is drawn at an angle 
of 53° to the voltage vector O-E, to the right since the current 
lags by this angle. Using the same scale, its length would be 
made 5 inches. The total current is then found by completing 
the parallelogram and measuring the length of the diagonal 
O-I. This will be found to be approximately 10.5 inches cor-
responding to a current of 1.05 amperes, and then the im-

E 10  
pedance of the whole circuit is Z — I LO5 =9.52 ohms. 

The combined current I lags behind the applied voltage by the 
angle à which if measured off by a protractor will be found to 
be 22.9°. 
The circuit values just being arrived at by a combined 

measurement and calculation method may of course be cal-
culated directly. If this be done, the procedure will be as 
follows: 

10 
(1) current through the upper branch, being I =— or 0.667 

15 amperes 

10 10 
(2) current through the lower branch, /2= = or 

N/ 2 ‘u 0.5 amperes 122+16  

12 
(3) cos 02= 20 = 0.6 and the angle of lag between voltage 

and I, is 53° as before. 
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(4) Total current I= N/(I1+12x cos 53 0)2+ (12 X sin 53)2 and 
after substituting numerical values 

I = N/(0.667 +0.5 x0.6)2+ (0.5 x0.8)2 

from which ¡=1.05 amperes approximately. 
Angle of lag between voltage and I is similarly found, thus 

a /1+12 X cos 53 ° 0.967 et An 
COS um = 1.05 = — — v e4 1.05 • 

and 0 = 22.9 ° approximately. 

In a similar manner most alternating current problems of 
like nature may readily be solved. The important thing to 
remember is that currents and potentials must be computed 
geometrically and not arithmetically as each value is repre-
sented by a vector of definite size and direction. 

Application to an Inter-stage Coupling.—In a low frequency 
amplifier where resistance, capacitance or choke capacity coup-
ling is employed between the tubes, it is necessary to guard 
against excessive drop of voltage across the coupling condenser 
at the lowest frequency and the determination of the fraction of 
the total available voltage passed on to the grid of the second 
tube is a matter which is easily analyzed by the aid of vectors, 
which also give the phase angle of this voltage. 

Fig. 17 (a) depicts an ordinary resistance capacity coupling. 
Assuming that the alternating component of the voltage de-
veloped across the anode resistance is E volts, this potential 
difference is set up between the ends of the coupling circuit CR 
as shown. Suppose that the grid leak R has a resistance of 0.5' 
megohms, and that the capacity of the coupling condenser is 
0.01 microfarad. Assuming that 50 cycles per second represent 
the lowest frequency to be dealt with, the reactance of the con-

.  1 106  
denser at this frequency is 27cfc 2.7r50 x 0.01 —318000 ohms 
or 0.318 megoluns. 
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Now since R and C are in series, there is only one current 
and so the current vector of fig. 17 (b) is drawn in position 
first, this being denoted by 0-I of arbitrary length. 

In the circuit diagram the voltage required to drive the cur-
rent through the condenser is denoted by Ec and through the 
grid leak by E9. What is required to find is the ratio of E. to E. 

INPUT 

OUTPUT 

Ee — _ - 
(a) 0» 

Fic. 17.—Showing interstage coupling and efficiency components with vector diagram. 

By Ohm's law E.= IR volts in phase with I. Its numerical 
value cannot be found yet because I is not known, but the 
vector 0-E, can be drawn parallel to 0-I and its length made 
proportional to the resistance R. Since R is 0.5 mehogms 0-E, 
could conveniently be made 5 inches long. 
The current taken by the condenser leads the voltage across 

it by a quarter of a cycle, and the voltage E, will therefore lag 
behind the current by this amount. Hence the vector 0-Ec is 
drawn at right angles to OI in the position shown in fig. 17 (b) 
and its length is made proportional to the reactance of the con-
denser to the same scale as 0-E9. 

Since the condenser reactance at 50 cycles is 0.318 megohm, 
0-E, will have to be 3.18 inches using the same scale as before. 
Now the total voltage E, across the coupling circuit must be 
equal to the vector sum of E, and E.. If the rectanglp 
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0E, EE, be completed as shown OE will represent the total 
available voltage to the same scale. 

The length of OE will clearly be 

VOE,2+0Ec2 = -V52+3.182= 5.92 inches. 
5  

Thus the ratio of E, to E, is 5.92 — 0.844 so that 84.4% of 

the available signal voltage is passed to the succeeding tube at 
50 cycles, which represents quite a high efficiency. 

Incidentally the actual value of the voltage E would be 
0.592 /x 10-6 volts so that the impedance of the coupling cir-
cuit is 0.592 x 10-6 ohms or 0.592 megohms. It can be shown 
that the efficiency of the coupling is equal to its power factor. 

Example.—In a certain two tube receiver the negative grid bias 
is obtained by means of insertion of a 600 ohms resistor between 
the high potential and low potential leads. With a tube of 6,500 ohms 
a.c. resistance, the grid bias is 7 volt negative. With another tube of 
8,000 ohms a.c. resistance it is only 4.5 volt negative. If the H.P. 
supply is 120 volts, what is the steady anode current in each case? 

Solution.—When filament current is provided by a battery. 
it is customary to measure the grid bias voltage from the nega-
tive end of the filament, which is thus assumed to have zero 
potential. Fig. 18 shows the essential of the grid biasing arrange-
ment adopted, in which the steady part of the anode cur-
rent, provided by the H.P. battery flows through the biasing 
resistance of 600 ohms, while the speech component follows the 
low impedance path of the shunting condenser. The filament 
end of the resistance F, has evidently a more positive potential 
than the grid end G, which is connected directly to the negative 
end of the battery. G, is thus biased negatively with regard to 
F, and since this last has zero potential, G may be properly 
regarded as being so many volts negative with respect to F. 
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By Ohm's law the steady current I, in amperes, is given by 
E  

the quotient where E is the potential drop or bias voltage 

and R the resistance in ohms. In the case of the first tube, 
therefore, 

7  I= 600 =0.0117 amperes =11.7 milliamperes 

with the second tube 

4.5  
/ = 600 =0.0075 amperes = 7.5 milliamperes 

In neither case has the a.c. anode resistance anything to do 
with the problem. 

 mt.)! 

G 

OUTPUT 

2 M.F. 

 e=HP 

18.—Schematic arrangement o; components. 

Problem.—In order to measure the resistance of a grid leak, 
a 200-volt meter of 980 ohms per volt resistance is employed in 
conjunction with a dry battery. The direct voltage reading of the 
battery is 144 volts, but if the grid leak be included in the circuit, 
¿he reading drops lo 24 volts. What is the value of the leak? 

Solution.—This is quite a good method of ascertaining the 
approximate value of the grid leak or similar large resistance if 
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a reliable high resistance voltmeter be available. The meter re-
sistance in ohms per volt is usually quoted by the manufacturer, 
but if not, it can readily be calculated by the simple expedient of 
measuring the current taken by it in order to produce a given 
deflection and applying ohms law. 

In this case, since the meter is scaled for 200 volts, its 
resistance will be 200 x980 or 196,000 ohms. First let us denote 
the unknown value of the grid leak by (R) ohms. Then, when 
the voltmeter is connected to a battery through R, the circuit 
will appear as shown in fig. 19. Now since the battery resistance 

1 
INIMM 

OM 

«am  BATTERY 
MI 

MI 

IMI 

SW. 

1R 

Flo. 19.—Circuit arrangement for approximate determination of grid leak values. 

may be assumed negligible in comparison with the other re-
sistance in the circuit, we may regard the voltage drop of the 
battery when measured directly by the meter as equivalent to 
the e.m.f. in the circuit illustrated. The current flowing will 
therefore be: 

E 144  
— / = total res. 196,000-FR amperes 
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Now it is known that this current flowing through the volt-
meter causes it to register a deflection of 24 volts, which is the 
IR drop across its terminals, but this IR drop is also given 
by the product of the current flowing and the meter resistance, 
so it may be written: 

(144  
196,000 -FR)196°°° = 24 

Solving this equation for R, we may write 

24(196,000 R) =144 x 196,000 
from which follows that 

24R = 120 x 196,000 or 

R=980,000 ohms 

Example.—Assuming that the galvanometer on page 40 is to be 
used as an ammeter reading currents up to 2 amperes, how should 
it be connected? 

Solution.—Without any changes the instrument is a direct 
reading milli-ammeter with full scale reading when 40 milli-
amperes passes through it. To measure higher currents, this 
extra current is simply passed through a resistance inserted in 
parallel with the meter. This resistance must be of such value 
that when 2 amperes flows in the main circuit, only 0.04 amperes 
flows through the galvanometer. If R„, I., R., I. represent the 
resistance and current in the galvanometer and parallel resist-
ance respectively, then, since the potential drop across both the 
galvanometer and the parallel resistance are the same, it is 
obtained as follows: 

R. x 4 = R. x I. and since R. is the only unknown, by sub-
stitution 

R,_Rg X /0_15 x0.04 
/. — 2 — 0.04 °r ti•aU0 onms, 
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which is the value of the resistance to be shunted across the 
instrument to enable measurements of currents up to 2 amperes. 

Example.—What is the maximum direct current that may be 
sent through a 50,000 ohms resistance rated at 20 watts, without 
over-heating? 

Solution.—The power loss in watts when a direct current of I 
amperes passes through a resistance of R, ohms is given by the 
formula /2R, with regard to the above example in which R is 
50,000 ohms and the power loss is 20 watts, it follows that 

hence 

20 = /2x 50,000 or 12 = 1 
2,500 

1 
I — ampere or 20 milli-amperes. 

50 

Example.—If in an alternating current circuit the following 
readings are obtained, watts 10, current 125 MA, and voltage 100, 
what is the power factor and the angle between the current and 
voltage? 

Solution.—In an alternating current of pure sine wave form 
the power in watts will be equal to voltage times current timeF 
cos O or in equation form W=ExI xcos O in which 

W is the power in watts, E the pressure in volts. 

/ the current in amperes and O the angle of lag or lead be-
tween the current and voltage, or in the above example 
10=100 x0.125 xcos 

10  
from which cos O =12.5 =0.8 from this it follows that the 

angle between the current and the voltage is 60°. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Magnetism and Motors 
Early experimenters dating back to the "dawn of history" 

applied the word "magnet" to certain hard black stones which 
possess the property of attracting small pieces of iron, and as dis-
covered later, to have still the more remarkable property of 
pointing "North" and "South" when freely suspended on a 
piece of string. At this time the magnet received the name of 
lodestone or "leading stone." 

NORTH •SEEKING 
END OF NEEDLE 

SCALE 

O. 

\eititiluninuluditided 
e o 

FIG. 1—Illustrating typical compass card. A compass consists essentially 
of a magnetic needle resting on a steel pivot, and protected by a brass case 
covered with glass and a graduated circle marked with the letters N,E,S 
and W, to indicate the cardinal points. 
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Kinds of Magnetism.—Magnets have two opposite kinds of 
magnetism or magnetic poles, which attract or repel each other 
in much the same way as the electrons generated by the rubbing 
of a stick of sealing wax with a piece of flannel, as described in 
an earlier chapter. 

NORTH 
GEOGRAPHIC 

POLE 

SOUTH 
GEOGRAPHIC 

POLE 

FIG. 2—Illustrating the magnetic properties of the earth. To comprehend 
the magnetic properties of the earth, the earth may be visualized as a 
gigantic sphere with its magnetic north and south poles being located several 
hundred miles distant from its geographic poles. 

In our early school days, we learned that the earth is a huge, 
permanent magnet with its North magnetic pole somewhere in 
the Hudson Bay region and that the compass needle points 
toward the magnetic pole; that is, the point of the compass 
needle is a South Pole, magnetically speaking. The compass is 
thus an indication of magnetism. 
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One of the two spots on the magnet points North and the 
other South; they are called poles; one is called the North-seeking 
pole (N) and the other the South-seeking pole (S). 

Experiments with Magnets.—If we bring the South-seeking 
or S-pole of a magnet near the S-pole of a suspended magnet, as 
in fig. 3, we find that the poles repel each other. If we bring 

FIG. 3—Showing repulsion between like magnetic poles. 

two N-poles together, they also repel each other, but if we bring 
an N-pole towards the S-pole of the moving magnet, or an S-pole 
toward the N-pole, they attract each other; that is, like poles 
repel each other and unlike poles attract each other. 

It can also be shown by further experiments, that these at-
tractive or repulsive forces between magnetic poles vary in-
versely as the square of the distance between the poles. 
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It will also be found that if a magnetic substance like iron 
filings be placed in a test tube and the latter stroked from end 
to end with a permanent magnet, that the filings themselves 
become a magnet. The acquired magnetism of the filings, how-
ever, will disappear as soon as the filings are shaken up. 

te-lieeen,„  

-eeNL 

FIG. 4—Showing the effects of a magnet on iron filings. If a bar magnet be 
plunged into iron filings, and then lifted a mass of iron filings will adhere 
themselves to the ends of the magnet poles. 

FIG. 5—Illustrating behavior of iron filings in a glass tube when tube be 
stroked with a permanent magnet. In this experiment it will be found that 
the iron filings which at first had no definite arrangement, will rearrange 
themselves under the influence of magnetic force, and assume symmetrical 
positions, each one lying in line with or parallel to its neighbor as shown in 
the lower figure. 

For example, if a magnetized knitting needle is heated suffi-
ciently it will be found to have lost its magnetism completely. 
Again, if such a needle be jarred, hammered or twisted, the 
•strength of its poles as measured by their ability to pick up 
tacks or iron filings will be found to be greatly diminished. 
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Again, if a magnetized needle be broken, each part will be 
found to be a complete magnet, that is, two new poles will 
appear at the breakage point, a new N-pole on the part which 
has the original S-pole, and a new S-pole on the part which has 
the original N-pole. This subdivision of the needle may be 
continued indefinitely, but always with the same result as indi-
cated in fig. 6. Thus it will be noted that no single magnetic 
pole can exist by itself, but will always appear as a North and a 
South pole, irrespective of the size involved. 

AS AS 

S N S S $ 

teIG. 6—Showing the effects of breaking a magnet into several parts. If a 
J' magnetized needle be broken, each part will be found to be a new magnet 

having an N and S pole. The sub-division may be continued indefinitely 
hut always with the same result as indicated in the figure. 

The foregoing facts also point to the conclusion that in any 
umnagnetized piece of iron, the atoms in it are not lined up in 
any particular order, that is, the electrons circling the nuclei of 
the iron atoms produce magnetic effects, but these effects cancel 
out each other. 

On the other hand, when the iron is magnetized and becomes 
a magnet, the iron atoms are forced into a more definite align-
ment. Also the more strongly a piece of iron is magnetized, the 
more atoms are brought into alignment. 

The fact that a piece of iron cannot be magnetized beyond a 
certain limit irrespective of the magnetizing force, is because 
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there is a definite limit to the number of atoms that can be made 
to stay in alignment, and when this limit is approached, the iron 
is said to be fully magnetized or saturated. 

Is 
FIGS. 7 and 8—Showing a horseshoe magnet and bar magnet respectively. 

Magnetic Materials.—Iron and steel are the only substances 
which exhibit magnetic properties to any marked degree. 
Nickel and cobalt are also attracted appreciably by strong 
magnets. Bismuth, antimony, and a number of other sub-
stances are actually repelled instead of attracted, but the effect 
is very small. For practical purposes iron and steel may be con-
sidered as the only magnetic materials. 

The Magnetic Field.—It can easily be shown that when a 
straight bar magnet is held under a piece of cardboard upon 
which iron filings are sprinkled, the filings will arrange them-
selves in curved lines radiating from the poles. 

If a horse shoe magnet be held at right angles to the plane of 
the cardboard the filings will arrange themselves in curved lines 
as shown in fig. 9. These lines are called magnetic lines of Parce 
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or simple lines of force; they show that the medium surrounding 
.a magnet is in a state of stress, the space so affected is called the 
,'Magnetic field, and the lines of force are collectively referred to as 
magnetic flux. 

TAP CARDBOARD 
GENTLY WITH 

FINGER 

IRON FILINGS 

HORIZONTAL 
CARDBOARD 

MAGNET 

FIG. 9—Showing magnetic effect of a horseshoe magnet. The region about 
a magnet in which its magnetic forces can be detected is called the magnetic 
field. This can readily be presented graphically by placing a piece of card-
board over the magnet, sprinkling iron filings on the paper, gently tapping 
it at the same time. Each filing then becomes a temporary magnet by in-
duction, and sets itself, like the compass needle, in the direction of the 
lines of force of the magnetic field. 

Characteristics of the Magnetic Field.—The foregoing dis-
cussion of magnets and iron filings indicates certain character-
istics common to all magnets, in that they produce lines of force 
and that these lines arrange themselves in certain geometrical 
patterns stretching from one pole to the other of the magnet. 
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FIG. 10—Photographic illustration showing the magnetic lines of force u 
exerted by a bar magnet on iron filings. 
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It would be incorrect, however, to think of these as actual 
lines extending through the space surrounding the magnet. 
•tThe lines are only imaginary, and the idea of referring to 
magnetism in terms of lines of force has been adopted merely as 
a convenient means of expression when experimenting with 
magnets. 

A better way of expressing this behavior would be perhaps to 
think of the lines of force as lines of stress, and that the magnet 
is in some way able to produce a strain in the medium about it, 
that this strain has a definite direction at every point, and con-
sists of a tension in the direction of the lines of stress, and a 
repulsion at right angles to that direction. 

Permanent and Temporary Magnets.—Certain substances 
like steel retain their magnetism after the magnetic field used to 
-magnetize them has been removed, and are, therefore, called 
permanent magnets. 

Other substanses, like soft iron, remain magnets only when 
they are in the field of another permanent magnet and become 
demagnetized after removal. Such magnets are called tempo-
rary magnets. 

• Analogy between Electric and Magnetic Circuits.—The total 
number of magnetic lines of force, or magnetic flux, produced in 
any magnetic circuit will depend upon the magnetomotive force 
(m.m.f.) acting on the circuit, just as the current in the elec-
, trical circuit depends upon the electromotive force and the 
resistance of the circuit. 

The similarity between the electric and the magnetic circuit 
will readily be noted if Ohm's Law be applied to both. Thus, 
according to Ohm's Law: 
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• electromotive force 
electric current — 

resistance 

volts 
expressed in units, amperes — 

ohms 

The resistance, as already explained, depends upon the mate-
rials of which the circuit is composed, and their geometrical 
shape and size. 

Similarly, in the magnetic circuit, the total number of mag-
netic lines produced by a given magnetizing solenoid depends 
upon the magnetomotive force, the material composing the 
circuit, and its shape and size. That is, 

magnetomotive force 

reluctance 
magnetic flux — 

gilberts 
expressed in units, maxwells — 

oersteds 

It should be noted that in the electric circuit, resistance causes 
heat to be generated, resulting in waste of energy; but in the 
magnetic circuit, reluctance does not involve any similar waste 
of energy. 

Electromagnetism.—Back in the early part of the eighteenth 
century, a Danish physicist, Hans Christian Oersted discovered 
the effects of an electric current upon the magnetic needle. 
Oersted found while experimenting with the voltaic battery 
that when joining the wires from a battery above a suspended 
magnetic needle, that the compass needle instantly turned on 
its axis, and set itself at right angles to the wire. When the 
current was reversed the compass needle turned in the opposite 
direction. 
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FIGS. 12 to 14—Showing deflection of a compass needle held near a con-
ductor through which an electric current flows. 
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FIG. 15—Experiment showing direction of lines of force in the magnetic field 
surrounding a conductor carrying an electric current. A piece of copper 
wire is pierced through the center of a sheet of cardboard and carried ver-
tically for two or three feet and then bent around to the terminals of a 
battery or other source of current. If iron filings be sprinkled over the 
card while the current is flowing, they will arrange themselves in circles 
around the wire, thus indicating the form of the magnetic field surrounding 
the conductor. 
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The magnetic effect of an electric current was further demon-
strated by sending an electric current through a vertical wire 
which passes through a horizontal piece of cardboard filled with 
iron filings as shown in fig. 15. 

By gently tapping the cardboard it will be found that the iron 
filings arrange themselves in concentric rings about the wire. 
An examination of the filings will show that each magnetic line 
forms a complete circle by itself. By placing small compasses 
at various positions on the cardboard it will be observed that the 

LINE OF FORCE-..\ 

„4- — — 

\S s   

MAGNETIC 
NEEDLE 

FIG. 16—Showing how lines of force may be traced by a magnetic needle. 
If a small magnetic needle be suspended by a thread and held near the 
magnet it will point in some fixed direction, depending on the proximity of 
the poles of the magnet. The direction taken by the magnet is called the 
direction of force at that point, and if the suspended needle be moved 
forward in the direction of the pole, it will trace a curved line which will 
start at one pole and end at the other. Any number of such lines can be 
traced. The space filled by these lines are called the magnetic field. 

needles always point in a direction parallel to the circular 
magnetic lines. When the current flows through the wire as 
indicated, the needles will point in a counter-clockwise direction 
and if the current be reversed the needles will also reverse them-
selves, that is, they will point in a clockwise direction. 
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With these great discoveries it was conclusively shown that 
an electric current possesses magnetic properties, in that it can 
move a magnet and that a relationship exists between elec-
tricity and magnetism. It is perhaps true to say that these 
observations more than any other started a chain of events that 
has helped to shape our industrial civilization. 

From the foregoing it is also clearly evident that a wire carry-
ing an electric current acts like a temporary magnet and that 
magnetic lines of force in the form of concentric circles surround 
the wire and lie in planes perpendicular to the wire. 

It was soon discovered that when several turns of wire were 
formed into a coil and current passed through it, that each turn 
added its magnetic field to the others, resulting in added mag-
netic strength. Such a magnet is called an electromagnet. 
Electromagnets are essential parts of electrical machinery, 
meters and instruments. 

Ampere Turns.—In the construction of electromagnets, it is 
customary to wind the coil upon a soft iron core. When the 
coil is wound around the core several times, its magnetizing 
power is proportional both to the strength of the current and the 
number of turns in the coil. The product of the current passing 
through the coil multiplied by the number of turns composing the 
coil is called the ampere turns. 

By experiments it has been established that the magneto.. 
motive force in such a coil is 

m.m.f. = 0.4 7 IN = 1.257 IN, gilberts 

where I is the current in amperes and N the number of turns in 
the coil. 
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From the foregoing expression it follows that the strength of 
an electromagnet depends upon the product (IN) or ampere 
turns. Thus, for example, an electromagnet of 50 turns with 
one ampere flowing through it, has the same strength as an 
electromagnet of only 10 turns with 5 amperes flowing through 
it. 

(1) 
Lu 
12 
Lu 
CI_ 

4 

5 AMPERES x 10 TURNS= 
50 AMPERE-TURNS 

10 TURNS 

FIG. 17—Showing method of determining ampere-turns in a coil or electro-
magnet. Thus by measuring the current flow in amperes and multiplying 
with the number of turns in the coil, the product so obtained is called the 
ampere-turns of that coil. 

Determination of Polarity.—There are several methods used 
to determine polarity of electromagnets. The simplest possible 
method is of course the employment of a permanent magnet 
such as a compass needle or any other magnet of known polarity. 
Thus if the North pole of a compass needle, for example, be 
brought into close proximity to one of the poles of an electro-
magnet of unknown polarity the action of the compass needle 
will immediately classify the pole as North or South depending 
upon whether the needle be repelled or attracted. 
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The Left-Hand Rule.—Another method for determining the 
polarity of an electromagnet is by means of the so-called 
left-hand rule. This simple rule consists in grasping the coil in 
the left hand with the fingers pointing in the direction of the 
current flow (assuming the current flowing from negative to 
positive) then the thumb points toward the North pole of the 
coil. 

( 

i;f7/N 
ELECTROMAGNET 

\, j 
FIG. 18—Showing method of finding the polarity of a coil by means of the 

left-hand rule. 

Relationship between Current Flow and Magnetic Lines of 
Force.—The direction of current flow versus the direction of 
lines of force may be found by encircling the conductor with 
the left hand, and with the thumb in direction of the current 
(assuming the direction of current from negative to positive), 
then the curled-up fingers will point in the direction that the 
lines of force are assumed to be taking in circling the conductor. 

Horseshoe Magnets.—To facilitate the employment of mag-
nets in practical devices such as in instruments, meters and the 
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DIRECTION 
OF CURRENT 

like, it is customary to bend the magnet in the form of a horse-
shoe. In this manner the North and South poles will be 
brought adjacent to one another, thus projecting the magnetic 
lines of force in a direction perpendicular to the surface of the 
magnet as illustrated in fig. 7. 

DIRECTION OF 
LINES OF FORCE 

FIG. 19—Illustrating how the left hand rule may be used to determine direc-
tion in which lines of force encircle a current-carrying conductor. 

Electromagnetic Induction 

Early experimenters with electricity noted that if a closed 
circuit conductor such as a coil was moved in the vicinity of a 
magnet a current would flow in the circuit. 

It was also found that a varying current in one conductor 
would cause a current to flow in a second conductor, provided 
the second conductor was brought close enough to the first one 
and a continuous path provided for the current flow. Such 
currents are said to be generated by induction and are termed 
induced currents. The combined action of induction and cur-
rent flow is called electromagnetic induction. 

It is the ability of an electromagnet to produce a current in a 
conductor which is responsible for the operation of motors and 
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generators. Electromagnetic induction is also employed in the 
transfer of electric energy from one circuit to another such as in 
transformers, used in the supply of power and light for homes 
and industry. 
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FIG. 20—Circuit showing how the effect of mutual induction may be meas-
ured by a galvanometer. If two coils C and CI, be placed in axial relation-
ship to one another as illustrated, and the current through coil C be varied 
by means of switch S, the induced current through coil CI will also be 
varied as indicated by the deflection of the galvanometer. 

Direction of an Induced Current.—Various experiments have 
been made resulting in several rules or laws for determination of 
the direction of an induced current flow. 

Laws of Induction.—These simple rules state (1) that when an 
e.m.f. is induced in a closed circuit by a conductor cutting a field, 
or vice versa, the amount of current flow is proportional to the rate 
of cutting and the number of linkages. 

2. The induced e.m.f. sets up a current the direction of which 
tends to prevent a change in the number of linkages. 
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The foregoing statements have been combined and summar-
ized into a law which may be stated as follows: 

3. An induced current has such a direction that its magnetic 
action tends to resist the motion by which it is produced. 
This is known as Lenz's Law. 

Measurement of Magnetism.—As previously noted, the 
magnetic lines of force are characterized by a closed loop, in 
which the path of the lines runs from the North to the South 
poles of the magnet and complete their circuit in the magnet 
itself. The space through which the lines of force act is called 
the magnetic field. 

In connection with a study of magnetizm there are several 
units which are related to one another and which must be clearly 
understood. They are: 

1. The magnetic flux (0) is equal to total number of lines of 
force in a magnetic circuit and corresponds to the current 
in the electric circuit. The unit of flux is one line of force 
and is called the maxwell. 

2. The magnetomotive force (m.m.f.) tends to drive the flux 
through the magnetic circuit and is similar to the electro-
motive force (e.m.f.) in the electric circuit. The unit of 
magnetomotive force is the gilbert. 

3. Reluctance (R) is the resistance offered by a substance to 
the passage of magnetic flux and corresponds to resistance 
in an electric circuit. The unit of reluctance is the oersted. 

4. Permanence (T) is the opposite of reluctance, and may be 
defined as the property of a substance which permits the 
passage of magnetic flux. It is the reciprocal of reluctance 
and corresponds to conductance of the electric circuit. 
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5. Permeability (4) may be defined as the ratio of the flux 
existing in a certain substance to the flux which would 
exist if that material were replaced by air; the magneto-
motive force acting upon this portion of the magnetic 
circuit remaining unchanged. 

The permeability of air is therefore taken as unity or 1 (one). 
The permeability of certain types of iron is often more than 
5,000 times that of air, varying with quality of the iron. It 
should also be noted that the permeability of any substance in-
creases with the increase of its cross-section and decreases with 
its length. 

Magnetization Curves.—These are frequently used to deter-
mine the number of ampere-turns required in an electromagnetic 
circuit when the magnetic material composing the circuit and 
other factors are known. 

Thus to determine the ampere-turns required per inch of a 
magnetic circuit it is only necessary to know the flux density 
and permeability. If a curve, or curves be plotted, giving the 
direct relation between flux density B and ampere-turns re-
quired per inch H, of various magnetic materials, they will have 
the shape as noted in fig. 21. 

Hysterisis.—The term hysterisis has been given to the action 
of lag of magnetic effect behind their source. Hysterisis thus 
means to "lag behind", hence its application to denote the 
lagging of magnetism in a magnetic material, behind the 
magnetic flux which produces it. 

Hysterisis is caused by the friction between the molecules in 
a magnetic material which require an expenditure of energy to 
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align their position. This change of position or alignment takes 
place both in the magnetization and demagnetization process. 

The amount of energy expended in the magnetization process 
and manifest by heat may be found by the use of a mathematical 
formula and is called the hysterisis loss. 
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FIG. 21—Typical magnetization curves for cast iron, cast steel and annealed 
sheet steel. 

This may best be understood by referring to the hysteresis 
loop or magnetic cycle shown in fig. 22, which shows how B 
changes when H is periodically varied. In the figure H, equals 
the number of lines of force per sq. cm. and B, equals number of 
lines of induction per sq. cm. 

If now H be gradually diminished to zero it is found that the 
value of B, for any given value of H, is considerably greater 
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when that value of H, was reached by decreasing H from a higher 
value, than when the same value was reached by increasing H, 
from a lower value; that is to say, the curve AC when H is 
decreased, is very different from the curve OA, when it is 
increased. 

Take for instance, the value of H = 20. When this is 
reached by increasing H from 0 to 20, the corresponding value 
of B is 5,100 but when it is reached by decreasing H from 94 
to 20, the value of B is 12,200. 
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FIG. 22—A typical hysteresis loop. 
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It may be noted also that when H is reduced to zero, B, still 
has a value OC of 10,300 which is nearly three quarters the 
value it had when H, was 94. This induction is known as re-
sidual magnetism. 
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In soft iron it will nearly all disappear on tapping, but without 
this it can also be removed by reversing the current in the 
magnetization coil, so as to demagnetize the iron. The curve 
fig. 22 shows that a demagnetizing force of H = 23, is required 
to make B zero at point D. This force is called coercive force 
of the iron, and is a measurement of the tenacity with which 
it holds the residual magnetism. 

As the magnetizing force is still further increased in the 
reverse direction, the curve passes from D to E, where the iron 
becomes saturated negatively. On gradually returning H to 
zero, the curve passes from E to F, along a similar but opposite 
path to AC, OF, because of the residual magnetism. The 
magnetizing force has now completed the cycle from 0 to a 
positive value, back to 0, to a negative value and again back 
to 0, and if this cycle be repeated several times, the B-H curve 
becomes a loop FGACDE, which loop is symmetrical about 
the center O. 

The Electric Motor 

Although electromagnets have found employment in a great 
variety of electrical devices, one of its most important uses is 
in the electric motor. 

The electric motor principles can best be demonstrated by 
means of (1) a source of current such as a battery; (2) a horse-
shoe magnet and (3) a suspended coil of light copper wire 
arranged as shown in fig. 23. 

If a current be sent through the coil it will commence to 
rotate through a right angle, and sets its faces opposite the 
poles of the magnet, but it will be found that it does not stop 
at the instant it reaches that position, but is carried beyond it. 
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The magnetic force and the torsional elasticity of the suspended 
cord, however, stops it and brings it back. After a few oscilla-
tions it settles into the position just mentioned, in which its 
line of force coincides with those of the magnet. 

10 
BRACKET) 

HORSESHOE-.-
MAGNET 

SUSPENSION 
CORD 

COIL 

DRY CELLS 

FIG. 23—Experimental circuit arrangement showing motor action of a sus-
pended coil. 

If we could manage to reverse the current just as it passes 
this position and if we also could free the coil from the torsion 
of the suspended cord, then instead of oscillating and settling 
in the position mentioned, it would go through half a revolution 
more. On account of its inertia, however, it cannot stop itself; 
and if we again reverse the current at the right instant, it will 
continue to rotate another half turn. From the foregoing it 
becomes evident that if the current be reversed exactly at the 
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end of each half turn, and the twisting force of suspension be 
eliminated a continuous rotation would be obtained. 

To obtain continuous rotation therefore some means must be 
found to mechanically reverse the direction of the current at 
exactly the correct time, and also to free the coil so that it may 
rotate continuously without the hindrance of the suspension 
cord. 
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FIG. 24—Showing greatly simplified circuit arrangement where a coil may 
be made to rotate in a magnetic field. 

This may easily be accomplished by mounting our copper 
wire coil, which may be called the armature on a horizontal 
steel axis or shaft whose ends are allowed to turn freely in 
suitable bearings. On this shaft and insulated from it, is 
mounted a metal ring that has been split and slightly sepa-
rated in the middle as illustrated in fig. 24. 
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It will be noted that in order to complete our circuit it will be 
necessary to attach the two ends of the coil, one to each ring 
segment, and also to provide a connection to the current source. 
The latter will be accomplished by providing a couple of light 
metal springs each of which will be allowed to ride freely on 
diametrically opposite points of the split ring. The ends of the 
metal springs are finally attached to the current source. 

Our apparatus is now completed and the coil rotates with its 
ring segments, and if the current be of sufficient strength the 
rotation will continue indefinitely. The early experimenters 
with electricity discovered the principle of the direct current 
motor in the foregoing manner. 

In practical machines, the rotating coil is called armature, 
the ring segments commutator, the metal springs brushes and the 
permanent magnet is substituted for two or more field coils. 

In summing up it will be noted that as the commutator 
rotates with the armature and when the armature is in one: 
position, the electrons (or current) flows in through the negative 
brush to one half of the commutator, thence through the, 
armature coil to the other half of the commutator and then out 
by means of the positive brush. However, as the armature 
makes another half turn, or revolution, so does each half of the 
commutator, which thereupon comes in contact with the op-
posite brush. The electrons now flow into the opposite half of 
the commutator and thus through the coil in the opposite 
direction. This reverses the poles of the armature and it con-
tinues its rotation. 

Practical Direct Current Motors.—Although in the foregoing 
experiment the principles of the motor have been found, our 
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miniature motor is very weak and inefficient being barely able 
to run itself to say nothing of driving machinery. 

In construction of a practical motor therefore, we may 
improve upon construction principles involved in the following 

manner: 

1. Since the turning force acting upon our coil depends upon 
the two magnets, we may increase this force by making 
these magnets stronger. 

2. Our knowledge of the permeability of soft iron suggests 
the application of a soft iron core upon which to wind or 
form our rotating coil. 

3. We know that an electromagnet will provide a stronger 
magnetic field; so we can further increase the strength of 
the field by substituting electromagnets for the steel magnet. 

4. The strength and efficiency of our magnet may be further 
improved if they be made shorter and thicker, with large 
pole pieces, shaped so as to embrace the coil as closely as 
possible without interfering with its rotation. This fills 
the air-gaps as nearly as possible with soft iron, and 
gathers in the lines of force, so that more of them pass 
through the armature. 

5. The effectiveness of the armature may be greatly increased 
by winding on the iron core another coil at right angles to 
the first, so that when one coil is turning into the least 
effective position, the other is turning into the most ef-
fective position. The number of coils may be increased to 
four, six, eight and so on as illustrated in fig. 25, until all 
the available space on the core is filled. The commutator 
must also be constructed in such a way that each coil is 
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connected to its own segment. Increasing the number of 
coils not only increases the magnitude of the magnetic 
force, but also makes it approximately uniform in intensity. 

This then, constitutes a direct current motor in modern form, 
and although improvements in materials, designs and efficiency 
are constantly sought, the motor in its present form leaves little 
to be desired in the matter of service in the multitude of tasks 
assigned to it. 

FIG. 25—Elementary four coil drum winding, showing the connections with 
the commutator segments and direction of currents in the several coils. 

Direct Current Motor Connections.—Depending upon the 
connections between the field coils and armature, direct current 
motors are divided into three groups, and are classified as 
series, shunt and compound wound. 

Thus, the series motor has derived its name from the fact 
that its field and armature are connected in series with one an-
other. In a shunt motor, on the other hand, the field coils are 
connected in shunt or across the armature. 
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The compound motor, as the name implies, is actually con-
nected as a combination of the series and shunt wound type and 
has two windings on its field poles, one having a relatively small 
cross-sectional area, connected across the armature in the 
manner of a shunt motor and the other winding connected in 
series with the armature. 
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FIGS. 26 to 28—Typical wiring diagrams showing internal coniections of 
series, shunt and compound wound motors respectively. 

Commutating Poles.—As an aid to commutation, and to 
prevent excessive sparking at the brushes, it is customary to 
provide larger motors with commutating or interpoles. These 
are located between the main field poles, the commutating field 
winding being connected in series with the armature. The 
m.m.f. of the commutating pole flux is opposite that of armature 
reaction. Thus the commutating pole flux induces a voltage 
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in the armature coils undergoing commutation in such a direc-
tion as to aid in reversing the current in those coils. Without 
this effect it would be difficult to obtain good commutation 
particularly in the larger machines. 

Application of Direct Current Motors.—Since direct current is 
not usually available in most localities, d.c. motors are most com-
monly used in special applications, such as in certain types of 
hoisting machinery, on electrically or Diesel operated railroads, 
on electric motor drives requiring very close speed control, etc. 

The trend towards the universal use of alternating current 
machinery is mainly one of economy since the cost of direct 
current motors is presently 150 to 300 per cent higher than 
those of squirrel cage induction motors of the same horsepower 
ratings. To this must also be added the cost of conversion 
from one type of current to another, which is usually accom-
plished by rectification of a.c. current, by synchronous convert-
ers or by motor generator sets. 

Alternating Current 

In our previous discussion of the direct current motor it was 
noted that the proper functioning of the motor was obtained 
chiefly because of the construction of the commutator, that is, 
the commutator ring had to be split into two equal segments in 
order to establish a reversal of the current. 

If, however, a device be designed in the manner illustrated in 
fig. 29, with two metal rings, and with each end of the coil 
terminated as shown, we will note that if the terminal be con-
nected to a direct current source, no motion of our armature 
will take place. Connecting the device to an alternating cur-
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rent, on the other hand, will result in rotation of the armature 
coil. Our device may therefore be called an alternating current 
motor. 
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FIG. 29—Simplified circuit showing basic principles of an alternating current 
motor. 

Motors and Generators.—Motors are classified as direct or 
alternating current machines, and as series, shunt or compound. 
A direct current motor and a direct current generator are inter-
changeable and an alternating current motor and an alternating 
current generator are also inter-changeable. 

When a machine is operated by mechanical power and the 
rotor is revolved it will deliver power in the form of electric 
current. Such a machine is termed a generator. When, on the 
other hand, the machine is driven by electromagnetic force 
supplied by electric current, it will deliver energy in the form 
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of mechanical power, which can be utilized to turn a shaft, drive 
machinery by means of a belt or do other useful mechanical 
work. A machine of this type is termed a motor. 

In practice, however, certain minor changes are necessary in 
arder to reverse the machines. Thus, for example, if a self-
excited shunt wound direct current generator be connected at 
the brushes to a source of electric power, this current will pass 
through both the field winding and the armature. The direc-
tion of current through the external circuit will now be opposite 
to that when the machine was used as a generator; in other 
words, that which formerly was the positive output brush is 
now the positive input brush. 

It should also be noted that generators of electric power are 
zommonly manufactured in large sizes for reason of economy, 
whereas motors are tailored to suit individual load require-
ments which may vary from a fraction of horsepower up to 
several thousand. 

The A.C. G enerator.—An alternating current may be defined 
as a current which continually changes in magnitude and periodi-
cally reverses in direction. Generators of alternating current are 
usually known as alternators and are theoretically the simplest 
types of electrical machines. Basically an alternator consists 
of an electromagnet and a moving conductor, an electro-
magnetic force being induced in the conductor by its move-
ments through the magnetic field. 

A simple illustration of the alternating current principle is 
shown in fig. 30, in which a conducting coil ABCD is arranged 
in a position so that it can be rotated on its horizontal axis in 
the space between the two poles of a permanent magnet N and 
S. The coil terminals are joined to two slip rings and brushes 
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FIG. 30—Simple illustration showing generation of a sine curve during an alternating current cycle. Here 
the progressive generation of the sine curve is shown with a view of the armature for each 90° of a com-
plete revolution. To facilitate sine curve construction, It is often convenient to sub-divide the circle 
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which are insulated from each other and from the shaft on which 
they are fastened. The wires leading from the brushes are 
used as a means of conducting the generated current to a load 
or measuring instruments. 

In following the action of our conducting coil, it will be noted 
that the current delivered to the load or external circuit for 
'one-quarter revolution of the coil will rise to maximum ampli-
tude and then falls to zero as the coil reaches the different angles 
of the circle which place it in a corresponding relation to the 
magnetic field. 

When the coil continues the other half of the revolution, the 
process is repeated, only this time on account of each side of the 
loop cutting the magnetic field in a direction opposite to the 
way it cut them during the first half, the current flows in the 
reverse direction. 

Thus with one complete revolution of our loop an alternating 
current has been generated. The geometrical figure represented 
by plotting the current generated by the coil during one com-
plete revolution is known as a sine curve. 

Cycle and Frequency.—From the foregoing observation of 
the current it is evident that during the complete revolution of 
the loop two alternations of current have taken place. These 
two alternations of current constitute one cycle of alternating 
'current, and the number of cycles per second is termed the 
frequency of the current. In practical machines the number of 
cycles per second is usually 60. The number of poles may 
vary and depends upon the speed in revolutions per minute of 
the machine in question. 
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The rule for the frequency or the number of cycles per second 
generated by a machine is: 

Number of field" poles X revolutions per second 
Frequency — 

2 
P x N 

or f — 
2 X 60 

Where f = frequency in cycles per second. 
P = number of poles in the machine. 
N = revolutions per minute of the machine. 

INDUCED e.mi 

ZERO VOLTAGE 

360' 

270' 

TIME 

FIG. 31—Curve showing relationship between time and induced voltage in 
an alternating current circuit. It will be noted that during a complete 
revolution of the conductor there will be two positions at which there is no 
induced voltage and hence no current in the external circuit, and also two 
positions where the induced voltage has a maximum value. If the con-
ductor were rotated 60 times per second, the induced electromotive force 
would go through one cycle in 1/60 second. The frequency would then 
be 60 cycles per second, which is the commercial frequency of the alter-
nating current. 
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Example.—A certain alternating current generator equipped 
with eight field poles is required to furnish a 60 cycle current. At 
what speed should the generator be run? 

Solution.—The speed or r.p.m. of our generator may con-
veniently be found by solving our previously derived equation 
with respect to N and substitution of values. We have, 

N — f X 120 or N = 6° X 120 8 — 900 r.p.m. 

Average Values of Voltage and Currents.—In our construc-
tion of the sine curve, or sine wave, it will be noted that the 
true average voltage and current in an alternating current 
circuit is always changing during a complete cycle from a 
positive peak or maximum value to a negative peak of the 
exact opposite value. Therefore, when considering a complete 
cycle the true average value is zero. 

When we consider the average values of current and voltages 
in a.c. circuits, we do not refer to the averages of the full cycle, 
but to the average of each half cycle only. 

To obtain the average value of each half cycle, therefore, it is 
merely necessary to add the instantaneous values of one half 
cycle as plotted on a curve and divided by the number of such 
values used. 

If this be done, the results will show that the average value 
of voltage or currents is 0.636 times the maximum or peak 
value. This is usually written: 

Average voltage = 0.636 x maximum voltage 
and Average current = 0.636 X maximum current 

or Ez, = 0.636 Etna, 
and Is, = 0.636 'max 
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Effective Values of Voltage and Currents.—In practical cal-
culations, however, the instantaneous or average values of 
voltage and currents are seldom used but the effective values are. 

Because of the fact that voltage and current in an a.c. current 
Í system is actually of different instantaneous values throughout 

FIG. 32—Graphic representation of relations between average, effective 
(r.m.s.) and maximum currents and voltage during a half cycle. 

the time periods of an alternating cycle, and since the cycles 
follow one another in rapid sequence per second of time, the 
actual effective voltage or current can only be determined by 
comparing the alternating current heating effect with that of 
a direct current. 

This is known as the effective or root-mean-square (abbreviated 
r.m.s.) value of an alternating current or voltage because, if the 
instantaneous values of this current during a cycle be taken, 
the results squared and an average value obtained, and the 
square root of this value derived, the heating effect will be the 
same as in a direct current circuit, namely proportional to the 
square of the current. 
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From the foregoing it follows that the amplitude or peak 
factor of an alternating voltage or current must be the ratio of 
its maximum value to its effective or r.m.s. value, or V2, but 
since this value is approximately 1.414 and its reciprocal value 
0.707, we may write: 

Ear = E., = E„,„„ X 0.707 = E' 
1.414 

Similarly En,„„ = E„ X 1.414 =   
0.707 

When an alternating current be considered, we may similarly 
write: 

= I = Imax X 0.707 — 
1.414 

or Im = le« x 1.414 =  I' 
0.707 

It should be noted that whenever an alternating current or 
electromotive force is mentioned without specific reference as to 
instantaneous, maximum or average values, the effective value is 
always assumed, because it is this current or voltage which are 
measured by their respective instruments. 

If a maximum or peak value of the current or voltage be de-
sired, it may readily be obtained by multiplying the instrument 
or meter reading by 1.414. 

The Sine Curve.—Since the generation of an alternating 
current or potential is always represented by means of a sine 
curve, certain factors concerning its construction will be con-
sidered; and although the sine of an angle is a trigonometric 
figure, it may be represented by the aid of one or more right 
angle triangles as shown in fig. 33. 
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By definition a sine of an angle (A) such as is shown in fig. 
33 is equal to the opposite side of the triangle divided by the 

opposite side 
hypotenuse. This may be written sine A —, 

hypotenuse 

A 

ADJACENT  3„...c 
SIDE 

FIG. 33—Diagram illustrating what is meant by the sine of an angle. 

It may easily be proved with the aid of simple mathematical 
relations that the sine values for angles such as 30°, 45° and 

60° (degrees) are 3x2, M-Vi and M-V, respectively. Approxi-
mat e sine values for various angles may easily be obtained from 
triangles inscribed in a circle of unity length radius as illustrated 
in fig. 33. Thus, if the radius of our circle be one inch, for 
example, the hypotenuse will also be one inch in length. 
Similarly, we have the sine for an angle of 30° = a2/1 or a2, 
which may be found by direct measurement to be 0.5. The 
sine for a 60 degree angle will in a like manner be found to be 
approximately 0.87, or 0.8660 from table. 
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A further study of our sine function will show that the sine 
for angles of say 120° and 150° are equal to the sines for 60° and 
30° respectively. By using the foregoing values on a co-
ordinate axes system as illustrated in fig. 34, with the sines 
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FIG. 34—Curve showing relationship between angles in 30° steps and their 
respective sine. The complete curve covering angles from 0° to 360° 
represents one complete cycle of an alternating current. 

plotted on the vertical axis (ordinate) and the number of 
degrees from 0° to 360° on the horizontal axis (abscissa) it 
will be found that the projecting intersections when properly 
joined together represent a true sine curve. 

Vector Representation of Voltage or Currents.—The periodic 
change which occurs in the value of an alternating voltage or 
current during a cycle need not be represented by a curve 
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plotted as illustrated in fig. 35, but may more easily be rep-
resented by vectors as shown in fig. 37. 

In order to show how vectors may be applied to study of an 
alternating current, reference is made to fig. 35. Here two 
sine curves R and S are drawn on the same base, having a phase 
difference of 0°. The curves indicate the various instantaneous 
values throughout the complete cycle. At O degrees from the 
starting point, for example, the value R is 0' A', while that of 
S is 0' B'. 

FIG. 35—Vectorial representation of two alternating current sine curves. 

In the other part of the diagram two circles are drawn, their 
radii being equal to the maximum value of the two sine curves. 
The lines OR and OS are assumed to rotate about 0 as center 
and in a counter-clockwise direction. At an angle 0° from the 
start OR and OS have reached the position shown. 

The vertical projection of these two lines are OA and OB 
respectively and these lines represent the instantaneous values 
under consideration. 

Now since both OR and OS are assumed to rotate at the saine 
speed corresponding to the same frequency, it follows that the 
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angle ROS = 0 remains constant throughout the cycle. The 
projection OA and OB on the vertical axis varies according to 
a sine law since the points A and B perform a simple harmonic 
motion about the point O. 

SINE WAVE DIAGRAM VECTOR DIAGRAM 

----

FIGS. 36 and 37—Addition of two alternating current voltages. 

Diagrams of this type are often made to represent alter-
nating current or voltage values since they lend themselves 
more readily to exact mathematical treatment. 

Addition of Alternating Current Voltages.—In the study of 
alternating currents, vector representation is always used since 
this method greatly facilitates representation of all the factors 
involved. 

Assume, for example, that it be desired to add two voltages 
E1 and E2 as illustrated in fig. 37, with effective values of 75 
and 50 volts respectively. Assume further that E2 is lagging 
E1 by an angle of 60°. These voltages will have maximum 

‘Toltages of 75V2 = 106 and 50V2 = 70.7 volts respectively. 
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The addition may be performed by plotting the two sine 
curves as shown in fig. 36, and adding at equally spaced dis-
tances their instantaneous value which will give a new sine 
curve E. This new sine curve will be found to have a maximum 
value of 154 volts and an effective value of 109 volts and will 
lag E1 by 23.5°. Thus the sum of the two voltages with ef-
fective voltages of 75 and 50 volts and differing in phase by an 
angle of 60° is 109 volts. 

A considerable amount of time saving will be obtained if 
instead of plotting the three sine curves they be added vertically 
as previously considered. The method used is shown in fig. 37, 
where the two vectors El and E2 are geometrically added by 
completing the parallelogram and drawing the diagonal. This 
diagonal represents the resultant vector E. 

It should be pointed out, however, that since effective values 
are 0.707 times the maximum values, then, if maximum values 
be used in laying out of the vectors, the resultant vector should 4 
be divided by 1.414 to obtain the effective value. 

The geometrical addition of the vectors El and E2 may be 
performed mathematically as follows: 

E = V(75 + 50 X  cos 600)2 + (0 + 50 X sin 600)2 
= V1002 + 43.3' = 109 volts 

and En,„. = 109 V -2- = 154 volts 

The angle can readily be verified, since 
43.3 

tg = -710- = 0.433 and = 23.5° 
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CHAPTER 5 

Radio Batteries 

Early in the eighteenth century, an Italian scientist Ales-
sandro Volta, discovered that if two dissimilar substances, such 
as zinc and carbon were placed in an acid solution, the chemical 

CURRENT FLOW 

ZINC 
ROD 

CARBON 
ROD 

FIG. 1—illustrating construction principles of the Voltaic cell. 

action would accumulate electrons on the zinc rod making it 
negative with respect to the carbon, which does not react with 
the acid< 
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Volta also noted that if a wire joined the ends of the zinc 
and carbon electrodes, outside of the liquid, a current flowed 
continuously in the circuit from the zinc to the carbon. Such a 
device is called a Voltaic Cell in honor of its inventor. 

FIG. 2—Showing construction principles of a nickel cadmium storage battery. 
In a battery of this type nickel and cadmium function as the active materials 
while potassium hydroxide in solution serves as the electrolyte. (Courtesy 
NIFE Incorporated.) 
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While seeking still further to increase the capacity of his dis-
covery, Volta found that by joining a large number of such ce113 
in series or parallel in the form of a battery, a considerable 
amount of power could be obtained. 

In dealing with batteries, certain distinctions should be made 
with respect to the terms used: 

A primary cell consists of a vessel containing a liquid in which 
two dissimilar metal plates are immersed. 

A battery consists of two or more cells joined together (in 
series or parallel) so as to form a single unit. 

The fluid or acid solution used in a cell is termed the electrolyte 
or exciting fluid. 

A dry cell is one in which the electrolyte has been substituted 
for a paste of certain chemicals in combination with ammoniunz 
chloride. 

A storage battery consists of a connected group of electro-
chemical cells for the generation of electrical energy in which 
the cells after being discharged may be restored to a charged 
condition by passing a current through them in a direction op-
posite to the flow of current during the discharge period. 

The Dry Cell.—The dry cell or battery is used in radic 
receivers of the portable type to supply "A" and "B" power. In 
England the filament lighting battery is known as the low-
tension battery usually abbreviated L. T.; whereas the plate 
battery is termed H. T., for high-tension. In the United States 
the term "A" and "B" battery has found acceptance, the A 
battery being that used for energizing the filaments, and the B 
battery that used for energizing the plate circuit. 
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The dry cell is being used in applications where considerable 
jarring or motion is involved and its use in portable radios is 
only one of its numerous duties. 

TERMINALS 

CARBON 
BAR 

ELECTROLYTE 

SEALING 
WAX 

ZINC SHELL 

CARDBOARD 
COVER 

FIG. 3—Cross-section of typical dry cell showing construction. The elec-
trolyte commonly used consists of a paste made up of ammonium chloride, 
manganese dioxide, sawdust and graphite. 

How a Dry Cell Works.—There is nothing mysterious about 
a dry cell or the manner in which it works. In its usual form 
a dry cell consists of a zinc can into which are packed certain 
active chemical materials which combine with the zinc to pro-
duce an electrical pressure or voltage. The voltage thus pro-
duced is the result of the chemicals used and is always the same 
regardless of the size of the dry cell. A new dry cell has a 
pressure of about 1.5 volts, and this is true whether the dry cell 
be a very small one like a flashlight battery or a large 6 in. 
dry cell. 
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A dry cell is simply a package of electricity done up in con-
venient form. When you purchase a dry cell, the commodity 
actually bought is stored up electricity and the dry cell which 
gives you the most electricity for a given price is the cell you 
want to use. 

The unit of quantity of electricity is commonly known as the 
ampere hour. It is the amount of electricity which will flow 
from a battery that is delivering one ampere for a period of one 
hour or one-half an ampere for a period of two hours, etc. If 
the number of ampere hours in a dry cell be known and also the 
rate at which this electricity was extracted from the cell, it 
would be a simple matter to find out how long the dry cell would 
last. To determine this, divide the ampere hour capacity of 
the dry cell by the current which it is delivering in amperes, and 
the result is the number of hours that the cell will last. 

In practice it is almost impossible to apply this simple 
calculation to dry cells because it is very difficult to predict just 
how many ampere hours a dry cell will deliver. 

The amount of electricity which is actually in a dry cell and 
the amount which can be obtained from it are two different 
things, and sometimes the difference is surprisingly large. 

Battery Connections.—There are three methods of connecting 
cells to form a battery. They may be connected: 

1. In series 

2. In parallel 

3. In series-parallel. 
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CURRENT FLOW 

FIG. 4—Showing three series connected Voltaic cells. To obtain a series 
connected circuit the plus pole of one cell must be joined with the negative 
pole of the next cell as illustrated. 

CURRENT FLOW 

FIG. 5—Three Voltaic cells connected in parallel. To obtain a parallel con-
nected circuit, the plus poles are joined together to form one part of the 
circuit and the negative poles are joined together to form the other. 
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A series connection consists in joining the positive pole of one 
cell to the negative pole of the other to form a circuit. A 
series connection adds the voltage of each cell; that is, the volt-
age of the battery will equal the sum of the voltage of each cell. 

0 + 
"B"- BATTERY 
45 VOLT 

n-‘ 

"B"- BATTERY 
45 VOLT 

"B"- BATTERY 
45 VOLT 

TO 135 VOLTS LOAD 
Q 

FIG. 6—Showing three series connected "B" batteries, each battery deliver-
ing a potential of 45 volts. A single battery or a series connected group 
of batteries such as illustrated are commonly used to supply the plate volt« 
age on small portable type radio receivers. 

A parallel or multiple connection consists in connecting the 
positive terminal of one cell with the positive terminal of an-
other cell and the negative terminal of the first cell with the 
negative terminal of the second cell. A parallel connection 
adds the amperage of each cell, that is, the amperage of the 
battery will equal the sum of the amperage of each cell. 

A series-parallel connection consists of two series sets of cells 
connected in parallel. The voltage of a series parallel con-
nection is equal to the voltage of one cell multiplied by the 
number of cells in one battery, and the amperage is equal to 
the amperage of one cell multiplied by the number of batteries. 
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Thus, to obtain 6 volts from four dry cells, each of which has 
a potential of I% volts, a series connection will be necessary. 
If, on the other hand, only IAI volts be required, but it is desired 
to obtain a current flow of four times that furnished by each 
cell, a parallel connection should be made. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Electrical Measuring 
Instruments 

Galvanometers.—Instruments designed for measuring small 
amounts of electricity may be called galvanometers, although 
a galvanometer is generally employed as an electro-dynamic 
instrument used to indicate current. 
There are numerous kinds of galvanometers designed to 

meet various requirements such as the astatic, tangent, differen-
tial, ballastic and D' Arsonval types, which according to their 
design may have either a movable magnet and stationary coil 
or a stationary magnet and movable coil. The above types may 
be designed with a short or long coil, and the indications or 
deflections are given in several ways, depending upon the 
various uses. 

The Tangent Gahanometer.—In the tangent galvanometer 
the sensitivity is directly proportional to the number of turns 
in the coil, and inversely proportional to its diameter. The 
strength of the current may be calculated in c.g.s. units when 
the dimension of the instrument is known, by the use of the 
following formula: 

rXH A 
/ = X tg 

2.7r 
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in which H is the galvanometer constant representing the hori-
zontal force of the earth's magnetism for the place where the 
galvanometer is used; r, the radius of the coil in centimeter; 
0, the angle of the needle deflection in degrees; and I, the cur-
rent in c.g.s. units. 

TERMINAL 

MAGNETIC 
N.IEEDLE 

WIRE 

COIL 

FIG. 1—The tangent galvanometer consists essentially of a short magnetic 
needle suspended at the center of a coil of large diameter and small cross-
section. In practice the diameter of the coil is approximately 17 times the 
length of the needle. If the instrument be so placed, that when there is no 
current in the coil, the suspended magnet lies in the plane of the coil, that 
is, if the plane of the coil be set in the magnetic meridian, then the current 
passing through the coil is proportional to the tangent of the angle by which 
the magnet is deflected from the plan of the coil or zero position, hence the 
name: "Tangent galvanometer." 

When the tangent galvanometer has more than one turn the 
factor 27r should be multiplied by the number of turns (N) on 
the coil. 

Example.—Find the current in a tangent galvanometer having 
a coil of 25 centimeter radius, when the needle deflects an angle 
of 10 degrees. Assume H =0.2066 
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r XH x 02066 Solution.—/ = x tg A =25 . 
2 x 3.1416 x 0.1763 from which 2.2t 

1=0.145 c.g.s. units or 1.45 amperes. 

If it be desired to determine the tangent galvanometer con-
stant for a certain location, the current through the galvano-
meter may be measured by inserting an instrument of known 
accuracy in the circuit. 

With the circuit of known value the galvanometer constant 
can be computed from the following formula as follows: 

H =2x7rxI 
rxtg0 

This type of galvanometer however, has a number of dis-
advantages of which the following are the most prominent. 

1. The coil being much larger than the needle, and hence far 
away from it, reduces to a considerable extent its sensitiveness. 

2. The readings are effected by an external magnetic field 
which may exist in the neighborhood of the instrument. 

3. Accuracy of readings may be lessened by changes in the 
earth's magnetic field, which changes may be of considerable 
proportions especially during magnetic storms. 

D'Arsonval Galvanometer.—In this type of galvanometer 
the aforementioned disadvantages are largely eliminated. 
The principal design is shown in figs. 2 and 3. In this instru-

ment the indicating needle is attached to a coil of wire, through 
which the current flows, and inside of which is an iron core. 
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The coil is free to turn with the core which is held in place with 
a pin, and suspended between the poles of a horseshoe magnet. 
When the current to be measured flows through the coil, a mag-
netic field is set up in and around it, causing the coil to turn. 

GLASS 
ENVELOPE N 

MIRROR' 

COIL 

MAGNET 

FIGS. 2 and 3—Drawing showing essential features of construction and prin-
ciple of operation of D'Arsonval type galvanometer. 

This rotating tendency is prevented by the twisting of the wire 
which suspends the loop. By planning the weight of the wire 
used, the number of turns in the coil and the amount of resist. 
ance used, this galvanometer can be used for determining small 
amounts of currents. It is on this principle that many commer-
cial types of current measuring devices is based. 
The readings of the galvanometer may be facilitated by 

means of a mirror which is usually attached to the coil in such 
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a way that a beam of light from a light source directed to the 
coil by a lense system, will be reflected back on to a semi-
circular graduated scale placed at a suitable distance from the 
mirror as shown in fig. 4. 

COI 

MIRROR 

PROJECTED 
LIGHT RAY 

 UN». 

MAGNET 

,--REFLECTED 
LIGHT RAY 

LIGHT 
SOURCE 

SCALE 

LIGHTS SPOT 
ON SCALE 

FIG. 4—Arrangement to obtain enlarged view of mirror movement. 

In this way a small deflection of the coil and mirror will 
produce an enlarged amplification of the beam of light on the 
scale, which reading may be accurately accomp:ished by means 
of a telescope. 
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Electrochemical Current Measurements. Another method 
of current determination is by utilizing the amount of the 
chemical decomposition the current causes in passing through 
the electroylete in a cell. 

FIG. 4a—Weston model 440 movable coil galvanometer. 

If a constant cuiren: of (I) amperes is passed through the 
electrolyte during (.0 seconds, the weight increase on the 
cathode in milligram (M) is direct proportional to the amount 
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of current multiplied by the electrochemical equivalent of the 
metal (C) and the time of current flow. 

M=Cx/Xt 
For ¡=1 ampere and t= 1 second; M=C. 
Among the various apparatus based on the electrochemical 

effect of an electric current are: 

The weight voltameter 
The gas voltameter. 

GALVANOMETER 

A9 

SWITCH 

CATHODE 
  (Platinum Bowl) 

AgNO3 

BATTERY 

  111111111  

eRESISTOR • 

FIG. 5—Diagram of connection to obtain current strength by use of a silver-
voltameter. Example: What is the current strength in amperes when after 
20 minutes the silver deposit on the cathode is found to be 1.34 gram. 

340 Solution: 111---CX/Xt or /= —  1,  —1 ampere 
Ct 1.118X2OX 60 

A typical silver voltameter is depicted in fig. 5 and functions 
principally as follows: The cathode on which the silver is de-
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posited consists of a platinum bowl not less than 10 centi-
meters in diameter and from 4 to 5 centimeters in depth. 
The anode consists of a disc or plate of pure silver, some 30 

square centimeters in area and 2 to 3 centimeters in thickness, 
which is horizontally supported in the electrolyte near the top 
by a silver rod rivited through its center. 
To prevent the disintegrated silver which is formed on the 

anode falling upon the cathode, the anode should be wrapped 
around with pure filter paper, secured at the back by suitable 
folding. 
The liquid consists of a neutral solution of pure silver nitrate 

(Ag NO3) containing approximately 15 parts by weight of the 
nitrate to 85 parts of water. 

Direct Current Meters.—Most electrical measuring devices 
are fundamentally current measuring devices, being either 
voltmeters, milliammeters or microammeters. 

Construction.—Such a meter consists of a horseshoe magnet 
between the two poles of which is suspended an armature to 
which is attached a pointer and a spring arrangement to hold 
the pointer to its zero position when no current is being passed 
through the meter coil. 

How the Current is Measured.—When a current be passed 
through the armature coil, it becomes an electromagnet, with 
two poles of opposite polarity, and the reaction between the 
energized coil and the permanent magnet causes the coil to 
rotate on its axis so as to facilitate the attraction of the unlike 
poles and the repulsion of the like poles of the two magnets. 
The amount of movement is determined by the balance 

attained between the resiliency of the spring mechanism and 
the strength of the magnetic field set up around the coil, and 
since the strength of the magnetic field set up around the coil is 
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determined by the amount of current flowing through it, the 
movement may be calibrated in unit of currents, or in any other 
unit such as volts, ohms or micrpfarads, all of which possess a 
definite relationship to the unit of current. 

FIG. 6—The essential parts of the instrumcnt are: A, spiral spring; C, coil; 
K, soft iron core; M, permanent magnet and P, pointer. Current passing 
through the coil causes the moving system to turn against the restraining 
force due to the influence of the permanent magnet. 

Connection of Meters.—A meter calibrated for current 
measurement in terms of amperes or fraction thereof, usually 
has a comparatively low resistance and is connected in series 
with the circuit in which the current is to be measured, whereas 
a potential pressure measuring meter or voltmeter is of com-
paratively high resistance and is connected across the circuit, 
across which a potential pressure is to be measured. 
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Direct Current Ammeters.—The ammeter as already de-
scribed. is an instrument of low resistance, and is always con-
n xted In series with the current it is desired to measure. It is for 
this reason that the series resistance usually found in voltmeters 
are omitted. 

AMMETER VOLTMETER 

-e-

SOURCE 

FIG. 7—Indicating method of connecting for determination of current flow 
and pressure in a circuit. 

Ammeters are employed for current measurement in all 
branches of electrical work and may be designed for measure-
ment of from a few milliamperes up to thousands of amperes. 
A milli-ammeter therefore is an ammeter which measures 

1  
divisions of currents in ,000 of an ampere, whereas an ammeter 

employed in measurements of larger amounts of current meas-
ures amperes in units of 1 to 100 or more. 
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Using a Milliammeter as a Voltmeter.—As previously 
pointed out the only difference between a voltmeter and a 
mill iammeter is that a voltmeter has a high resistance con-
nected in series with the moving coil. 

Hence by connecting accurately fixed resistances in series 
with the milliammeter, it is possible to make a very useful 
voltmeter that may be employed to read filament voltages, 
plate voltages, C voltages, the output voltage of B-power 
units, etc. 
Of course it is self evident that the accuracy of such a con-

verted meter depends upon the accuracy of the milliammeter, 
and the fixed resistance used. 
The table shown gives the value of resistances required with 

different milliammeters to read voltages from 1 to 1,000 volts. 

VOLTAGE MULTIPLIER FOR MILLIAMMETERS 

Mili- 
Amperes 

1,000 
Ohms 

10,000 
Ohms 

100,000 
Ohms 

1,000,000 
Ohms 

1. 1. volt 10 volts 100 volts 1000 volts 
1.5 1.5 " 15 " 150 " 
2. 2. " 20 " 203 " 
3. 3. " 30 " 300 " 
5. 5. " 50 ' 
8. 8. 

10. 10 " 

Example.—If a 5 milliampere meter is to be employed to read 
voltages up to 50 volts, what resistance should be used? 

Solution.—From table, the resistance required is 10,000 
E 50 

ohms. According to Ohm's law, E = IR or R= =  0.005  

from which R= 10,000 as already obtained from table. 
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Likewise, if a 1-milliampere meter is to be used to read 
voltages up to 1,000 volts, then a 1-megohm resistance is placed 
in series with it. 

If the values of resistance required to read voltages is not 
found in the table, the resistance may be obtained by calcu-
lation in the same manner as that already shown. 

Resistors with a wattage rating of one watt will be satisfac-
tory for all those values given in the table, however, it is advis-
able to use resistors with a rating of approximately 5 watts so 
that there will be little possibility of the value of the resistance 
changing due to the heating effect (PR). 

Also, resistors with a 5 watts rating operating considerably 
below their rated dissipation, will be likely to hold their calibra-
tion a longer time then resistors of lower wattage. 

The Direct Current Voitmeter.—Since the current through a 
meter is proportional to the voltage impressed at its terminal, 
any ammeter as previously described may be used as a volt-
meter. 

In this case however, a resistor of high value must be con-
nected in series with the movable coil, because if an ammeter 
were connected directly across the line, it would immediately 
burn out due to the low resistance in its coil. 
The high fixed resistance connected in series with the moving 

coil is considered as part of the meter. 
Assume that the moving coil milliammeter, as used in the 

previous example, is to be utilized for a voltage measurement of 
110 volts at full scale deflection, the allowable current drain to 
be 1 milliampere, what will be the value of the series resistance? 

It is evident that the resistance unit must be of such a value 
that when the voltage across the terminal is 110 volts, exactly 1 
milliampere will flow through the resistance and meter coil at 
full scale deflection of the pointer. 
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By Ohm's law is obtained: 

110  
R= 0.001 =110,000 ohms 

VOLTMETER 
(2-Scales) 

CONNECT TO 
POSITIVE 

OF SOURCi\ 

CONNECT TO 
/— NEGATIVE 
/ OF SOURCE 

—55 VOLTS 
—110 VOLTS 

SERIES 
RESISTANCE 

FIG. 8—Connection of multiplier resistance to 2-range voltmeter. 

As the moving coil resistance is very small compared with the 
series resistance, it may readily be omitted for most practical 
problems. 

The series resistance or multiplier resistance may be tapped at 
various places to obtain more than one voltage range, and is 
usually placed inside the voltmeter case and connected in series 
with the coil. See fig. 8. 
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If the voltmeter with the 110,000 ohms series resistance be 
tapped at its center, the voltage range for the same current 
drain would be E =0.001 X 55,000 = 55 volts. 

In order to obtain proper needle deflection the binding posts 
of the meters are marked -I- (plus) and — (minus). The post 
marked ± should always be connected to the positive of the 
line and either of the other binding posts to the negative side. 

VOLTMETER 
(6-Scales) 

2 

o 

1 MEGOHM. 

C. 0 Co 
C. C. C.' 0 0 C. 
00 0 Q Q- o. 

o 
ci Ci o • o 

•—• • .11 

VOLTMETER 
(6-Scales) 

k o ?. o -. Q g -.., g *8- 
-, .., ko : •-• :: — ,, — ., 

tt I csi l .n 1.4-

---. 

10V 50V 100V 2510V 500V 1000V. 10V 50V. 100V 250V. 500V. 1000V 
+ + ¡-

PIGS. 9 and 10—Two methods of connecting multipliers to a voltmeter. In 
fig. 9, one resistor is tapped at the various points to obtain the proper multi-
plier values for each scale as shown. This arrangement obviously is eco-
nomical in that only one resistor need to be used. However, the disadvantage 
being that if an opening occur for example to the left of the 10 volt tap, the 
voltmeter will be rendered useless until the fault is being repaired, whereas 
if an opening occur within a resistance when connected as shown in fig. 10, 
only that particular scale will be effected. 

How to Arrange Resistors for a Multi-Range Voltmeter.— 
Resistors for multi-range voltmeters may be arranged in various 
ways as shown in figs. 9 and 10. Each resistor will give a cer-
tain definite voltage drop, and should be of the so-called pre-
cision type, unaffected by nominal temperature changes. 

Voltmeters suitable for radio work usually have a resistance 
of 1,000 ohms per volt. 
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Inspecting the resistance arrangement in fig. 10 it is found 
that when using the 0-100 volt the circuit resistance is 100,000 
ohms and when using the 0-250 volt scale, 250,000 ohms, etc. 

VOLTMETER 

o o 

250,000 OHMS 

SERIES RESISTANCES 

X OHMS 

250 VOLTS 750 VOLTS 

 1,000 VOLTS :t+ 
FIG. II—Illustrating how to increase voltmeter range by adding series resist-

ance. 

To compute the resistance to be inserted to obtain a certain 
voltage range, no difficult mathematical formulas need to be 
employed. 

According to Ohm's law E=IxR; hence to obtain a voltage 
drop of 100 volts for example, with a current drain of 1 milli-

ampere, a resistance of 6.0017 or 100,000 ohms should be 

inserted. 

Example.—Assume that the voltmeter shown in fig. 11 which 
has a range of 250 volts and a resistance of 250,000 ohms must 
be changed so as to enable it to be used on 1,000 volts, what value 
must a resistance connected in series with the existing multiplier 
have? 
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1000 
Solution.—The multiplying factor = 250 =' 

using Ohm's law E= IR; 1,000 = 0.001 (250,000+X) 
750  

or 1,000 = 250 + 0.001X; from which X = 0.001 = 750,000 ohms. 

The resistor to be inserted should have a value of 750,000 
ohms and each reading taken after insertion of this new resist-
ance should be multiplied by 4 to obtain the true voltage. 

A Combination Volt-Ammeter.—Since the construction of a 
voltmeter and ammeter is the same, the difference being that 
in an ammeter resistors are placed parallel to the moving coil, 
while in the voltmeter resistors are placed in series with the 
moving coil, it is possible that by employing a proper switching 
arrangement, to use a single instrument for measurement of 
both volts and currents. A typical arrangement of this kind is 
shown in fig. 12 and 12a. 
Other meters of this type may have in addition to the voltage 

and current scale, a resistance or ohmmeter scale, which makes 
it convenient to check the value of a certain resistor. It is to be 
observed that an ohmmeter is simply a low current d.c. volt-
meter, provided with a source of voltage usually consisting of 
dry cells, which are connected in series with the unknown 
resistance. 
An instrument of this sort is shown in fig. 13 and it may 

readily be seen that the instrument is rather complicated with 
its various scales, switches and terminals. 
When using this type of instrument great care should be 

observed so as to minimize contact resistance. Hence the 
ordinary selector switches should be substituted for toggle 
switches if possible. 

Before the use of a multi-purpose meter a precautionary 
examination should be taken to make sure that the respective 
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VOLT-AMMETER 

VOLTMETER TERMINALS 

-F 

AMMETER 
TERMINALS 

FIG. 12—Schematic or simplified diagram showing principal method of circuit 
hook-up and switching arrangement when using a volt-ammeter instrument. 
Current measurement: When it be desired to employ the meter for current 
measurement, the carrent voltage selector switch is closed towards A, after 
the proper shunt has been selected. Voltage measurement: For voltage 
measurement the meter is connected across the load after selection of 
proper resistor, and the current voltage selector switch is closed towards V. 

controls are properly adjusted, to prevent the instrument from 
serious damage. 
When measuring unknown values of currents, it is an excellent 

idea to begin with the highest range, and thus identify the 
' proper range for most accurate measurement. 
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When using the instrument as an ohmmeter the instrument 
should never be connected across a circuit in which current is 
flowing, i.e. the receiver power should be turned off when 
resistance measurements are obtained. 

“ib+  LOAD 
COMMON POSITIVE 

TERMINAL 

CURRENT: 

IVOLTAGE we« 

15V. _____ !2) 

1 TO SOURCE 

VOLTAGE TERMINALS 

FIG. 12a—Outline of principal construction details of a combination volt-
ammeter. 

Shunts and Their Use.—All ammeters for use in direct cur-
rent measurements may be designated to pass a similar amount 
of amperes, although the actual amount of current in the circuit 
may differ greatly. 
The main difference between the various ammeters is in the 

type of shunts employed. The function of a shunt is to pass a 
certain definite amount of the circuit current through the meter. 

If the full amount of current were allowed to pass through 
the ammeter, the ammeter coil would of necessity have to be 
of heavier wire and thereby increase the size and cost, and also 
cut down the sensitivity of the entire moving element. 
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FIG. 12b—Front view of typical combination type volt-ammeter. 
(Courtesy Weston Electrical Instrument Corp.) 

A shunt will carry a certain ratio of the total current depend-
ing upon the ratio of its resistance to the resistauce of the 
ammeter coil; this makes it possible to use the same sensitive 
ammeter for different current carrying ranges by merely 
shunting or by-passing a portion of the current. 
The size of the shunts required are designed from a knowledge 

of the proportional current to be measured, and of the existing 
resistance of the ammeter coil. 
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0KM MI TT4 
ACJq TU. 

. , 
. , • ‘,OLTS . r. POLUAMIPERIS 
' D.C.1 A.C. MO ---, ' r-S00 . , D.C. O.U.Y 

500, J, 250 

2.50 --,.,  

FIG. 13—Typical volt-milliamp-ohmmeter. (Courtesy Weston Electrical In-
strument Corp.) 

Example.—If a milli-ammeter giving full scale deflection on 500 

milliamperes (  1000) of an ampere is required to be changed so 
,  
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as to enable the measurement of currents up to 5 amperes, what 
size of shunt should be used? 

Solution.—The increase in current for full scale deflection is 

then-5 or 10 times; hence each scale reading would have to be 

multiplied by 10 for each actual current indication. 

The resistance therefore, of the coil and shunt combined, in 
order to permit 10 times the current to flow through, would 

1 
have to be such that the coil would carry 1-6 of the current and 

9 
the shunt the remaining iú of the total current. By formula: 

The shunt resistance is equal to the meter resistance divided by 

the multiplication factor less one or R— 1 in which: n— 
R is the resistance of the shunt; 

n is the multiplication factor or the number indicating how 
many times the meter range is to be extended or multiplied; 

r is the internal resistance of the meter. 

From the above it follows that the shunt resistance would 
1 

have to be fo- of the coil resistance. 
2 

If the meter coil has a resistance of -- of an ohm the shunt 10 
resistance would have to be 

0.2 2 
R = =90 or 0.0022 ohms approximately. 

Hence a shunt having a resistance of 0.0022 ohms must be 
connected across the meter. This resistance should be of a size 
sufficient to carry the current without overheating. 
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- - 
SHUNT SWITCH 

TO SOURCE 
TO BE MEASURED 

FIG. 14—Arrangement in which shunts RI, R2 and R2 may be utilized foi vari-
ous size current measurements. In the case where the meter has only one 
scale, current indication shown on meter should be multiplied by the value 
of the multiplication factor given for each shunt. 

Hot Wire Instruments.—The action of this meter depends 
upon the heating of a conductor by the current flowing through 
it, causing an expansion which in turn sets in motion an index 
needle or pointer, the movements of which by calibration are 
made to correspond to the amount of the actuating currents. 
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(A) 

AMMETER 

LOAD 

CALIBRATED 
LEADS 
_ 

AMMETER 

CALIBRATED 
RESISTANCE 

(c) 

SHUNT 

AMMETER 

4 + 4 SHUNT 

LOAD (D) 

+ 
SOURCE 

FIG. 15—Various ammeter connections and method of showing connections. 
As connected in (A) it is obvious the ammeter coil must carry the total 
current in the circuit. If this current is greater than the meter coil is per-
mitted to carry, then part of the current should be allowed to pass through 
the shunt as shown in (B), (C) or (D). A shunt as shown at (C) consists of 
one or more sheets of a special alloy, fitted at each end into grooves of two 
copper blocks, which are provided with means for connecting the shunt into 
the circuit with the main conductor and with the meter. 

This type of meter is frequently employed in radio work on 
account of its ability to measure either direct or alternating 
current. 
The principal defects of this type however, are: 
1. Scale divisions will not be uniformly spaced, since the 

heating effect and movement of the pointer depends upon the 
square of the current (I2 R) flowing through it. 

2. They are somewhat erratic in the readings near the zero 
point. 
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3. They are sluggish in operation and their readings are 
effected by changes in room temperature. 

4. The actuating wire has a tendency to expand when not in 
use, hence it is necessary to set the pointer back to zero before 
sending a current through it. 

5. They are uneconomical, i.e. the current consumption is 
considerably in excess of that in other types. 

FIG. 16—Simplified diagram illustrating the construction of a hot wire instru-
ment. N, represents a silk thread connected to spring S, wound around 
pully p, and attached to a bead threaded on wire AB. Wire AB, made of 
platinum alloy, is connected in the circuit whose current is to be measured. 
This wire lengthens, due to the heating effect (PR) when a current flows 
through it. The slack is taken up by spring S, causing pulley to turn and 
move the pointer over the scale. 

Thermocouple Instruments.—In this type of instrument the 
direct or alternating current to be measured is sent through 
heater (H) fig. 17, which heats the junction of two dissimilar 
metals. 
When two dissimilar metals are joined together and their 

junction heated, a voltage is generated wahich is proportional to 
the temperature difference between the heated junction and the 
open end of the thermocouple. 
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A sensitive milliammeter is connected to the open ends and 
is generally calibrated to indicate the current through the 
heater. For measurements of very small values, the heater and 
the thermocouple are enclosed in an evacuated glass bulb to 
prevent oxidation. 

SCALE OF THERMAL AMMETER 

POINTER SENSITIVE 
MILLIAMMETER 

THERMOCOUPLE 
(Dissimilar Metals) 

FIG. 17—Schematic thermocouple arrangement and connection to sensitive 
milliammeter. Note: Unequal division of instrument scale. 

This vacuum tube thermocouple is usually mounted under 
the sub-base of the meter. The thermocouple instrument may 
be used on either alternating or direct current and is extensively 
used in radio and general high frequency work. 
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An instrument of this type however has certain disadvantages 
compared with various other instruments, as follows: 

1. The motion of the pointer along the scale will increase 
approximately in proportion to the square of the r.f. current 
sent through the thermocouple. Hence the instrument scale 
will not have equal divisions. 

FIG. 17a—Weston Model 622 Thermo A.C.-D.C. Milliammeter. 

2. The thermocouple is sensitive to overloads and may burn 
out if excessive amounts of current be sent through it, in which 
case the thermocouple will have to be replaced and the instru-
ment recalibrated. 
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Electrodynamometer Type Instrument.—This type of instru-
ment can be employed on either alternating or direct current. 

Figs. 18 and 19 show a typical instrument which consists of 
two stationary coils (A) and (B) and a movable coil (D) to 
which the indicating pointer is attached. The three coils are 
connected in series through the two spiral springs, which also 
hold the movable coil in position as indicated. 

FIGS. 18 and 19—Principal construction method of an electro-dynamometer 
type of instrument. 

When a current is sent through the coils, coil (D) tends to 
turn in a clockwise direction because its flux tends to line up 
with the flux of coils (A) and (B). 

If a current be sent through the coils in the reverse direction, 
the torque developed remains the same, hence the instrument 
can be used on alternating as well as on direct current. 
However, the scale as shown cannot be graded uniformly as in 

the moving coil type, because the torque developed varies as 
the square of the current (/2), similarly to that of the direct 
current motor. 
One of the detrimental factors in this type of instrument is 

that the current requirement is approximately 5 times that of a 
movable iron type instrument. Hence it is somewhat sluggish, 
and on account of the large current consumption uneconomical. 
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The Wattmeter.—In direct current circuits the product of 
voltage and current is a measurement of the amount of power 
dissipated in the circuit in question and is measured in watts. 

LOAD 

MOVABLE COIL 
(Small Wire) 

STATIONARY COILS POTENTIAL ELEMENT 
( Heavy Wire) RESISTANCE 

TO 
SOURCE 

FIG. 20—Construction method of an electro-dynamometer as arranged to 
read watts. 

The number of watts dissipated may be obtained by measur-
ing the voltage across and the current through the circuit. 
Thus in a circuit through which a current of 2 amperes flow at 

a pressure of 110 volts, the power in watts (W) will equal 2 x110 
or 220 watts or W=1><E= 2 x110 = 220 watts. 

If in an alternating current circuit it be desired to measure 
the power, this relationship holds true only when the connected 
load consists of pure ohmic resistance; and when the circuit in 
Rddition to the ohmic resistance also contains inductive or 
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capacitive resistance, the power in watts will be equal to 
E XI Xcos 0 or W=ExIx cos 0 in which 
W is the power in watts 
E, the pressure in volts 
I, the current in ampere and 0 the angle of lag or lead be-

tween the current and voltage. 
A meter used for the purpose of obtaining the power consump-

tion in an electric circuit is called wattmeter or dynamometer. 
The wattmeter may be employed to record directly either 

the a.c. or d.c. power at any instant, giving the three values as 
indicated by the aforementioned formulas. 
A typical instrument is shown in fig. 20. Its operation de-

pends on reaction between the coils when current is passed 
through them. Two coils are fixed and the other is movable. 
The fixed coils are composed of a number of turns of heavy 

wire and fastened to a vertical support and is surrounded by a 
movable coil composed of a few turns of very fine wire. 

In the operation of a wattmeter, when current is passed 
through the coils, the movable coil is deflected against one of 
the stop pins, then the tortion head is turned to oppose the 
movement until the deflection has been overcome and the coil 
brought back to its original position. 
When connecting the meter, care should be taken to prevent 

damage, i.e. the heavy wire coil (current element) should be 
connected in series with the load and the small wire and coil, 
potential element, should be connected across the load to be 
measured. 

Resistance Measurement.—(Ammeter-Voltmeter Method). 
—This is one of the simplest methods of measuring resistance, 
and is convenient because of the fact that the instruments used 
consist of only an ammeter, voltmeter, battery and switch, 
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the connection of which is shown in fig. 21. In making the test 
the ammeter and voltmeter readings are taken simultaneously 
and the unknown resistance calculated from Ohm's law. 

E / = or R E 
R I 

Example.—If in fig. 21 the readings obtained are 150 volts and 
4 amperes, how many ohms is the unknown resistance? 

E  R= =150 =37.5 ohms 
/ 4 

RESISTANCE( R ) 

SWITCH 

FIGS. 21 and 22—Illustrating two methods of connections to obtain resistance 
values. 

Ohmmeter Method.—By using the ohmmeter previously 
described the value of an unknown resistance may be read 
directly on the instrument scale without calculation. This type 
of instrument is shown in fig. 24 and its circuit in fig. 23. On 
an instrument of this type resistance values up to 300 megohms 
may readily be obtained. 

Wheatstone Bridge Method.—The Wheatstone bridge, fig. 
25 consists of several resistances so arranged that an unknown 
resistance may be calculated in terms of known resistances 
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FIGS. 23 and 24—Schematic circuit arrangement and front view of typica/ 
ohmmeter. 
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The so called "Wheatstone" bridge was invented by Christie, 
and improperly credited to Wheatstone, who simply applied 
Christie's invention to the measurement of resistances. 

BATTERY 

FIG. 25—Schematic diagram of Wheatstone bridge showing resistances and 
method of connecting galvanometer, battery and unknown resistance. 

As shown in fig. 25 the circuit of a constant battery is made 
to branch at P, into two parts, which re-unit at Q, so that part 
of the current flows through the point M, the other part through 
the pont N. The four conductors, A,B,C,D, are spoken of as 
the arms of the balance or bridge. 

It is by the proportion existing between the resistances of 
these arms that the resistance of one of them can be calculated 
when the resistances of the other three are known. 
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When the current which starts from the battery arrives at P, 
the pressure will have fallen to a certain value. The pressure in 
the upper branch falls again to M, and continues to fall to Q. 
The pressure of the lower branch falls to N, and again falls till 
it reaches the value at Q. 
Now if N, be the same proportionate distance along the 

resistances between P and Q, as M, is along the resistances of 
the upper line between P and Q, the pressure will have fallen at 
N, to the same value as it has fallen to at M; or, in other 
words, if the ratio of the resistance C, to the resistance D, be 
equal to the ratio between the resistance A, and the resistance 
B, then M and N, will be at equal pressures. To find out if this 
condition obtain, a sensitive galvanometer is placed in a 13:anch 
wire between M and N, which will show no deflection when 
M and N, are at equal pressure or when the four resistances of 
the arms "balance" one another by being in proportion, thus: 

A:C= B:D (1) 

If then, the value of A, B, and C, be known, D, can be cal-
culated. The proportion (1) is reduced to the following equation 
before substituting. 

BC 
D= 

A 

For instance, if A and C, be, as in fig. 25, 10 ohms and 100 
ohms respectively, and B be 15 ohms, D will be 

(15 x 100) ÷ 10 = 150 ohms. 

Example.—It is desired to use a milli-ammeter whose maximum 
reading is 5 M.A. to measure current up to 100 M.A. If the 
fneter resistance is 50 ohms, what value of external resistance will 
it be necessary to use, and how should it be connected? 
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Solution.—At full scale deflection the meter passes 5 M.A. 
or 0.005 amperes, hence the voltage drop across the instrument 
at maximum deflection will be IR or 0.005 x50 volts, i.e. 0.25 
volts. Now, since the meter can take no more current without 
danger, it follows that the extra current must be shunted away 
from the instrument through a resistance placed in parallel 
with it. 

In this case, it is desired to pass 100 M.A. through the com-
bination of meter and resistance in parallel so that at the same 
time the meter will show its full scale reading. Since it does this 
at 5 M.A. the balance of 95 M.A. must obviously be passed 
through the parallel resistance. 
Now the potential drop across the meter was previously 

found to be 0.25 volts and this must also be the drop across the 
resistance since they are both in parallel. There is then a means 
of finding the value of the resistance, since from Ohm's law— 

R=-7- 
E 

-its value is thus 0'25  =2 63 ohms. 
0.095 

Example.—What resistance should be placed in parallel with 
a milliammeter of 5 ohms resistance in order that the total resist-
ance of the combination may be 0.5 ohm? 

Solution.—If X denote the value of the required resistance, 
by the known formula for resistance in parallel the following 
may be obtained: 

1 1 1 1 
X -F 5 = 0.5 i that s —X +0.2 =2  

1 1  
hence —X =1.8 or X = 1.8 =0.555 ohms (approximately). 

Example.—A 2-volt battery is used to supply filament current 
to a multiple receiver. An ammeter is inserted in one of the battery 
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leads and shows that a current of 0.8 ampere is being taken. What 
is the total resistance of the filament circuit? 

E 
Solution.—According to Ohm's law, it is known that / = 

for any circuit in which direct current flows through a resistance. 
The current I, is measured in amperes, and the resistance R, in 
ohms. Since E= 2 volts and 1=0.8 amperes, therefore 

2  
R=4 -= 0.8 =2.5 ohms. 

Example.—After the battery in the previous example had been 
fully charged, it was noted that the current reading had increased 
to 1 ampere. What difference does this indicated in (a) the circuit 
resistance; (b) the E.M.F. of the battery? 

Solution.—Of course the fact of the increased current is due 
solely to the greater E.M.F. of the battery, the circuit resistance 
being entirely independent of this and remaining quite un-
changed. The new E.M.F. is obtained by the formula E=IR 
in this case 1 x2.5 or 2.5 volts. This condition is of course only 
temporary and after a very little time, the battery E.M.F. will 
have fallen to its normal working value of 2 volts. 

Example.— What power is consumed by the filaments when the 
E.M.F. of a battery is 2 volts and the filament current is 0.8 
amperes? 

Solution.—In d.c. circuits, the power consumed in any 
resistance when measured in watts is given by the product of the 
number of amperes passing through the resistance and the num-
ber of volts across it or W = / x E here / = 0.8 and E= 2.0 hence 
the power consumed W = 2 x 0.8 = 1.6 watts. 

Example.—An electric lamp is marked 40 watt, 220 volt. 
What current will it take from a 220 volt d.c. source and what re-
sistance will it have at that voltage? What further specification 
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would be required before employing such a lamp in a d.c. current 
receiver? 

Solution.—It is now fairly common in d.c. sets to employ 
electric light "bulbs" to obtain the necessary voltage drop 
suitable for the filament supply. Unfortunately, however, the 
question of selection is complicated by the fact that when so 
used, the full voltage supply is not effective across the lamp. The 
result is that a considerably smaller current may flow than would 
be the case if the lamp was used simply for its normal lighting 
purpose. 
The present example refers to the current and resistance of 

the lamps at 220 volts; there is therefore no question of employ-
ing it as a "voltage reducer." The fundamental formulae relat-
ing the power taken by a given resistance to the d.c. voltage 

E2  
across is W= where W is in watts and E and R in volts 

and ohms respectively. For the lamp in question, W-40 and 
E =220, therefore it may be written— 

R=—D or R=22 =1, 210 ohms 
40 

220 
The current taken by the lamp obviously is = 0.182 amps. 

Before the lamp could be employed as a voltage reducing 
resistance for a d.c. receiver it is first necessary to know the 
voltage and current necessary to operate the tube filaments— 
usually connected in series. The actual voltage across the lamp 
would be the difference between the filament voltage and that 
of the supply. Finally, it is required to know the current actu-
ally taken by the lamp at this reduced voltage. If this current 
were approximately the same as that taken by the filaments, 
the lamp would be suitable; otherwise another type would have 
to be employed. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Power Supply Units 
Receiver power supplies generally may be classified as follows: 
1. The a.c. supply group which operate from alternating cur-

rent only. 
2. The d.c. supply group which operate from direct current 

only. 
3. The a.c. and d.c. supply group which furnish power to 

"A" and "B" batteries from either alternating or direct current. 

A.C. Supply Systems.—The power supply in this group gen-
erally consist of a power transformer, rectifier tubes and filter 
units which consist of capacity condensers and choke coils. 

The Power Transformer.—The purpose of the power trans-
former is to supply a high voltage to the rectifier tube for recti-
fication of the a.c. current and to supply the filament or heaters 
with the required current and voltage. 
Power transformers generally contain a primary winding and 

several secondary windings, on a laminated steel core. That 
part of the secondary winding which furnishes power to the 
rectifier tube contains more turns than the winding which is 
used for heater or filament supply. 
The method of using only one transformer for the various 

requirements, makes a compact -rrangement, facilitates the 
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FIG. 1—Exterior view of typical power transformer. 

FIG. 2—Conventional diagrammatical representation of power transformer for 
5 to 9 tube sets. 
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assembly and reduces the cost. A power transformer of the type 
described is shown in fig. 1, and a typical circuit diagram show-
ing the connection of the several windings is shown in fig. 2. 
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VOLTAGE 
REGULATION 

SWITCH 

FIG. 3—Power transformer circuit showing voltage regulation switch. 

The power transformer should be of ample size to supply the 
power required in each specific case without over-heating, i.e., 
the iron and copper should be dimensioned so that the secondary 
voltage will remain practically constant even in the case of 
slight variations in primary power supply. 

(For further treatment of transformers see transformer 
chapter.) 
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A.C. VOLTAGE 
INPUT 

OUTPUT TO 
FILTER 

POWER 
TRANSFORMER 

FIG. 4—Illustrates connection and rectifier tube to obtain half-wave rectifica-
tion. 

A.C. VOLTAGE 
INPUT 

POWER 
TRANSFORMER 

OUTPUT TO 
FILTER 

FIG. 5—Illustrates connection and rectifier tube to obtain full-wave rectifica-
tion. 
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Method of Line Voltage Regulation.—In certain locations 
where comparatively large fluctuation in voltage is experienced, 
due to variation in the load requirements, the reception may be 
improved by providing a primary voltage regulating switch as 
shown in fig. 3. The voltage regulation switch is set for a higher 
voltage value during the time of the day when the line voltage 
is low, and put back to its original position when the supply 
voltage again becomes normal. 

Rectifier Tubes.—The rectifier tubes are generally divided 
into two classes namely the half-wave and the full-wave. In 
modern a.c. systems however, the latter is most commonly 
employed. In half-wave rectifiers only one half of the current 
wave is utilized as shown in the diagram fig. 4 whereas in the 
full-wave rectifiers both halves of the waves are utilized. See 
fig. 5. 

It is also possible to connect two half-way rectifier tubes in 
such a way as to obtain full-way rectification. 
As the full-wave rectifier produces twice as many impulses, it 

is considerably easier to filter into the desired smooth direct 
current. It is obvious also that because of twice the number of 
pulsations during a certain time, that the current obtained in 
this latter system will be twice as great. 

There are two general types of rectifier tubes in use. (1) The 
high vacuum type, in which the conduction is purely by means 
of the electronic stream from the cathode to the plate and (2) 
those in which a small quantity of mercury has been introduced 
after the tube has been evacuated. In the latter type, part of the 
mercury vaporizes when the cathode reaches its operating 
temperature and during the part of the cycle in which the recti-
fier is passing current the mercury vapor is broken down into 
positive and negative ions. Due to the fact that the positive 
ions decreases the normal resistance of the plate-cathode circuit 
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the voltage drop in this type is less than in the high vacuum 
types. 
As a result of this lower voltage drop the power loss (PR) is 

lower, and the efficiency of the mercury vacuum rectifier is 
higher than in the high vacuum type. 

î  

( FILTER CHOKES 

rUMM ( 00-0-(5   

INPUT FROM 
RECTIFIER TUBE 

FIG. G—Choke-input filter. 

INPUT FROM 
RECTIFIER TUBE 

1 (COMeER 
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FILTER 
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1  
FILTER CHOKE 

FIG. 7—Condenser-input filter. 

 (00-0V  

rOUTPUT 

jOUTPUT 
Filter Systems.—The function of the filter system aside from 

that of preventing feed-backs into the receiver, is to smooth 
out the remaining ripples or pulsations in the voltage received 
fróm the rectifier. 
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FIG. 8—Illustrates a "B" power supply unit of the full-wave type. The choke-input filter section is con-
nected to the conventional voltage divider supplying plate voltages to the various tubes. The upper part 
of the diagram shows the approximate wave forms at various locations in the power supply unit. For 
example: "A" represents current supplied from power line; "B" high voltage current supplied to rectifier 
tube; "C" rectified unfiltered curreat as obtained from rectifier; "D" current as obtained from choke-
input filter; "E" ripples direct current furnished to plates. 
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Smoothing filters are generally classified as choke-input or 
condenser-input according to whether a choke or a condenser is 
placed next to the rectifier output. Figs. 6 arid 7 respectively 
show a choke-input and condenser-input filter. 

If a condenser-input type be used consideration must be given 
to the instantaneous peak value of the a.c. input voltage. This 
peak voltage is times the root mean square (R.M.S.) 
value as obtained by an a.c. voltmeter. Hence, filter condensers 
especially the input condenser should be of a rating high enough 
to withstand the instantaneous peak voltage if breakdown is 
to be avoided. 

When the choke-input type is used, the available d.c. output 
voltage will be somewhat less than with the condenser-input 
type for a given a.c. plate voltage; however, in this latter type 
improved regulation together with lower peak current will be 
obtained. 

D.C. Supply Systems.—Although alternating current is most 
commonly used in radio receiving sets, there are certain locali-
ties in which direct current is furnished, and hence the radio 
receiving sets in those localities must be designed for operation 
on d.c. current power supply. 

It is obvious since the d.c. current is practically ripless, that 
no rectifier unit is necessary. All that is required is a filter 
system which serves to smooth out the slight remaining "ripples" 
due to the commutator (brush contact) action on the direct 
current generator. 

The filament supply usually about 6 volts is obtained from 
the power voltage through a resistor or speaker field of a value 
to give the necessary voltage drop. See fig. 9. 
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The filaments may be arranged either in series or parallel. 
The disadvantage in both cases is a considerable amount of 
power dissipation in the form of heat, although the power loss 
is much less when the series arrangement is used. 

D.C. UNE 
SUPPLY 

T TI  

FILTER 
CHOKE CHOKE 

FILAMENT RESISTANCE 
OR SPEAKER FIELD 

} TO FILAMENTS 

CONDENSER CHOKE 

B-i-

FIG. 9—Conventional filter system used on D.C. receivers. 

AC. 
LINE 

OR D.C. 
SUPPLY 

0-

FILAMENT RESISTANCE 

25 Z5 

TO FILAMENT 
FILTER CHOKE 

-L. 

CONDENSER) 
CHOKE 

FIG. 10—Full wave rectifier tube circuit used for A.C.-D.C. receivers. 
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A.C. and D.C. Supply Systems.—When the power supply is 
alternately a.c. or d.c. the filament supply is connected through 
a series resistor as shown in fig. 10. This resistor must be of such 
value as to give the proper voltage drop. The disadvantage 
with this arrangement is the same as that of the straight d.c. 
supply system, in that a considerable amount of heat (/2R) is 
dissipated in the filament resistor. The plate voltage is usually 
supplied by utilizing a full wave rectifier tube as shown in fig. 
10. 

1000 

+SOO V 
60 M k 

.350 V 
30 ILA. 

FIG. 11—Full wave rectifier circuit with conventional filters and voltage 
divider. 

Voltage Dividers.—The function of a voltage divider is to 
supply the various plate voltages required by the various tubes 
employed in the receiver. 

The principal method in each system is to lower the voltage 
by means of one or more resistors inserted in the circuit. When 
one resistor is utilized the resistor is tapped at suitable inter-
vals, as shown in fig. 11. 

In order to facilitate the calculation of the resistance required 
between the taps, the voltage divider should be laid off in sec-
tions as shown. 
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Example.—Assume that the power supply unit shown in fig. 11 
has 1,000 volts across its output terminal and that the required 
plate voltages and currents are as follows: 

1. 350 volts at 30 m.a. for the oscillator 
2. 500 volts at 60 m.a. for the buffer-doubler 
3. 1,000 volts for the final amplifier. 

Solution.—By using Ohm's law the resistance of (a) or the 
350  

350 volt sections will be 0.04 or 8,750 ohms. 

The resistance of section (b) or the 150 volt section will be 
150 
0.07 or 2,150 ohms approx. 

500  
The resistance required for section (c) will be 0.13 or 3,850 

ohms. 

The current in this last section becomes 60 m.a. in addition to 
the 70 m.a. already flowing in sections (a) and (b) or 0.06+ 
0.07 =0.13 amps. 

The total resistance of the divider will therefore be 8,750+ 
2,150+3,850 =14,750 ohms, which is safely below the value 
necessary to maintain constant output voltage when the tubes 
are not drawing current from the power supply. 

The power loss may be calculated by multiplying the voltage 
drop across each resistance by the current flowing through it. 

Accordingly the power dissipated 

in section (a) 350 X0.04 =14 watts 
in section (b) 150 X0.07 =10.5 watts 
in section (c) 500 x0.13 =65.0 watts 

It is evident from the above that this method of providing 
operating voltage is uneconomical. 
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The power calculation should be done for both no-load and 
full-load conditions, and a resistor selected which should have a 
rating well above that of the higher of the two values. 

In some cases it is desired to have the bleeder resistance total 
to a pre-determined value— for example, if the bleeder in the 
above problem is to total 20,000 ohms instead of the calculated 
value of 14,750 ohms, the same method of calculation may be 
followed, but different value of idle current should be tried until 
the correct one is found. 
The method outlined may be extended to any number of 

taps, and is equally applicable to calculation of voltage dividers 
for radio receivers. 

220  OHMS. 

TO 115 V.A.0 

20-30 HENRYS 

25Z5 25Z5 

FULL • WAVE RECTIFIER 

25Z5 20-30 HENRYS 
- -É-

_ 
Imfd.lAcT 

+135V. 
+90V. 

+45v. 

— +135V 
- +90V. 

+45V. 

HALF- WAVE RECTIFIER 25W. LAMP 

FIGS. 12 and 13—Illustrates two transformerless power supplies, for full-
wave and half-wave rectification respectively. Here a line cord resistor is 
utilized to drop the line voltage to that necessary for the filaments of 25Z5 
tubes. The third element in the line cord resistor brings the full line voltage 
for the plate a the tubes. 
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FIG. 14—Typical receiver power supply resistors. 

25V. 
FOR POWER 
AUDIO TUBES 

110V.A.C. 
SOURCE 

ELECTROSTATIC 
SHIELD 20.n. R1 

30 H. 30 H. 
100 MA. 100 MA. 

+300V. 

+200V. 

+100V 
+ 50V 

2.5V, 
FIG. 15—Here the power transformer is used to step up the 110 volt alter-

nating current to 350 volts on each side of the centre-top. This type of power 
supply will ordinarily be satisfactory for an ordinary armature receiver as 
well as an audio amplifier using a 47 or a pair of 45's in push-pull. The 
2 m.f.d. condensers and the 30 henry chokes reduces the ripple to satis-
f'actory proportion. Resistor RI is centre tapped with a value of 20 ohms. R2 is 
the voltage divider for obtaining the different voltages from the power supply. 
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Bleeder Resistors and Their Use.—It is common practice to 
connect a bleeder resistor across a power supply to obtain a 
more stable output—to improve voltage regulation. However, 
this is often accomplished without any fundamental knowledge 
of how a bleeder resistor actually works, and how its exact size 
may be calculated. 

Voltage regulation may generally be defined as the change in 
potential with a change in the load or current consumed. 

This is an important consideration in power supply for radio 
receiving and transmitting circuits because the current may 
change with signal intensity, modulation, keying, line voltage 
fluctuation, etc. and it is highly desirable and often imperative 
that the voltage remains constant. 

Re--1000 OHMS 

RL 
=10,000 OHMS 

FIG. 16—Showing application of bleeder resistor across power supply. 

A problem of this kind may best be studied by considering the 
arbitrary condition existing in the circuit shown in fig. 16 illus-
trating a simple filter system of a power supply. 

In this circuit E, is a source of conscant voltage. Choke C, has 
a resistance of 1,000 ohms. EL is the potential supplied to the 
load RL, which may be the plate circuit of a transmitter or 
receiver. Switch S, applies or removes the load. 
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It is assumed that the load is such that it requires 100 m.a. 
at 1,000 volts for the most efficient operation which according 
to Ohm's law gives R L a resistance of 10,000 ohms. Rb is a 10,000 
ohms bleeder resistor which at first, is not connected. 

If R,. draws a current of 100 m.a. the drop through the choke 
C, will be 100 volts, and E, therefore must be 1,100 volts in 
order that EL the load voltage shall provide the 1,000 volt 
potential. 
However, with the switch open, the no load voltage E L, will 

be the same as E, or 1,100 volts. When switch S, is closed this 
1,100 volt potential will be momentarily applied to the load 
which will drop almost immediately to the required potential of 
1,000 volts. 

In other words, the change in voltage with the change in load 
has been a drop from 1,100 volts to 1,000 volts or a voltage 
regulation of 100 volts. 
Assuming that Rb is also connected in the circuit, it is evident 

that as Rb also draws current that the drop through Rc will be 
increased. Hence if E Lis to be maintained at 1,000 volts, the 
-source voltage will also have to be increased. 

With EL at 1,000 volts, R L and Rb 10,000 ohms each, the 
current drain through the circuit will be 200 m.a. and the drop 
across C, 200 volts, therefore the voltage at E, will have to be 
caised to 1,200 volts. 

It is evident that the no load voltage (switch S, being open) 
will no longer be the total voltage at E, but instead the voltage 
drop across Rb, this may be easily calculated by using Ohm's 
law. E  
The bleeder current through Rb will be Rc+Rb or 0.109 

amperes; the voltage drop across Rb (or the no load voltage) will 
be Ix Rb=0.109 x10,000 or 1,090 volts. The no load voltage 
being 1,000 volts, hence, the change due to regulation will be 90 
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volts or an improvement of 10 volts over conditions when the 
bleeder is not employed. 

With Resistor in Parallel.— In the above example the power 
supply was s9 designed that the correct load voltage was 
obtained when the bleeder was in the circuit. Very often the 
bleeder is added merely as an afterthought in hope that the 
regulation secured will compensate the loss in voltage. 
With reference to the diagram, the bleeder resistor is con-

nected without boosting the voltage (1,100) at E. 
If considering resistors R, and Rb in parallel, their combined 

resistance is 5,000 ohms. This plus Re gives a total effective 
resistance of 6,000 ohms, and a total current of 184 m.a. The 
drop across Re will be 184 volts, and the load voltage E „ will 
be E minus this value (1,100 —184) or 916 volts. The no load 
voltage will be of course exactly 1,000 and the regulation there-
fore 84 volts. 
This is better than the 100 volt regulations obtained when 

the bleeder is not employed, but the operating voltage has 
dropped to 916 volts. 

Summary of Improvement in Regulation.—Summing up it 
will be observed that the improvement in regulation with the 
utilization of a bleeder resistor is not as much as might be 
assumed. While the conditions in the above problem have 
been arbitrarily assumed, similar arithmetic treatment will 
apply to actual cases. 

It is evident that the lower tEe value of the bleeder resistor, 
the greater the regulating effect, but at the same time the 
supply voltage must be increased. 
The bleeder is essentially a wasteful proposition and particu-

larly so when its value is made sufficiently low to secure any 
real measurz f r2g1119tory zffect. However, a bleeder of even 
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high value, say 100,000 ohms, will be effective in preventing 
excessively high potentials under no-load conditions which 
might damage rectifying tubes and filter condensers. 

Voltage regulation is best secured through the design of 
generous size transformer windings, low resistance chokes and 
mercury-vapor rectifying tubes. 

Voltage Doubler Circuits.—By means of this type of circuit 
it is possible to obtain twice the a.c. input voltage without the 
conventional transformer. 

110 V. 60 CYCLE 
A. C. INPUT 

FILTER D. C. 
CONDENSERS OUTPUT 

FIG. 17—Voltage doubler circuit  utilizing a full-wave rectifier tube. 
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C, 
+ FILTER 
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RESISTOR SUPPLY 

• 1St 
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FIG. 18—Voltage doubler circuit utilizing two half-wave rectifier tubes. 
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The circuit shown in fig. 18 represents a typical voltage 
doubler without a transformer although a transformer may be 
used if the voltage requirements thereby will be facilitated. 
The action that takes place within this circuit is briefly as 

follows: With reference to fig. 18 it may be observed that during 
that one half of the cycle when B, is positive with respect to A, 
rectifier D, is conducting and the condenser C1 is being charged. 
The two condensers are connected in series with respect to the 
load resistor R, which results in doubling of the voltage appear-
ing across this resistor. 

Example.—A five tube receiver using a 2 volt filament supply 
battery, takes 1.2 amperes of filament current. What is the total 
power expended in heating the filaments? If a 40 ohms potentiom-
eter were placed across the battery terminals, what would be the 
increase in the power consumed? 

Solution.—Since direct currents are being dealt with, the 
power in watts is given by the product of the voltage and the 
current in amperes. Thus the power is 2 X1.2 = 2.4 watts. The 
current taken by the potentiometer is easily found by Ohm's 

E 2 
law. This gives /(amperes) =TIT =-4-0 or 0.05 ampere. As be-

fore, the power taken is equal to the product of the voltage and 
this current or 2x0.05=0.1 watt. A quicker method is to 

E 2 
make use of the formula, power = —R— watts or in this case 
4 

=0.1 watt as before. 40 

Example.—The current for a multi-tube receiver is furnished 
by means of a "B" battery having a potential of 120 volts. If a 
milliammeter placed in the negative lead indicates that a steady 
current of 8 m.a. (milliampere) is passing, what is the d.c. re-
sistance of the circuit? 
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Solution.—The comparatively small current flow in the "B" 
circuit of a receiver is conveniently measured in milliamperes 
1  

of an ampere. When, however, a calculation is to be 
1,000 
made, it is better to express it into fundamental units of cur-
rent—the ampere. 

When applying Ohm's law it is always advisable to express 
the quantities dealt with in terms of the fundamental units— 
amperes, volts and ohms, since the formula E=IxR holds true 
for these denominations. 

In the example, therefore, it is required to express the current 
in ampere or 0.008 amperes. The resistance of the circuit may 
now easily be found by applying Ohm's law— 

R = 1 0.008 — 8 E = 120 120'°°0  or 15,000 ohms 

Example.—What amount of power is dissipated in the circuit 
of the previous example? 

Solution.—The power in watts in any d.c. circuit is obtained 
by multiplying the current through the circuit by the potential 
across it, or written W=E X I. When substituting the values of 
current and potential in the above equation we obtain very 
simply W =120 x0.008 =0.96 watts. 

Problem.—A certain receiver consumes 46 m.a. at 250 volts, 
the current being supplied through a smoothing choke of 25 henry. 
If the actual d.c. output from the eliminator is 270 volts, what 
is the resistance of the choke? The high frequency and detector tubes 
ere supplied with 8 m.a. through a special smoothing choke of 200 
henry and 3,000 ohms. What is the voltage drop in the choke? 
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Solution.—This problem offers a simple exercise in voltage 
drop calculation. The voltage supplied to the H.P. terminal of 
the receiver is 250 volts while the actual eliminator voltage is 
270. The difference in 20 volts represents the (IR) drop across 
the choke, the symbol R, of course, referring to the resistance 
and not the inductance of the coil, the latter of which exercises 
no effect whatever upon the direct durrent. Of this IR product 
the current value is known to be 0.046 amperes, thus accord-
ing to Ohm's law, it may be written 

20 = Ix R = 0.046 x R from which follows 
20  

R=   =435Q 
0.046 

The (IR) voltage drop across the special choke is similarly 
found. Here Ix R = 0 .008 x 3,000 = 24 volts. Such a slight volt-
age drop is of course immaterial in the case of tubes in the posi-
tion as specified. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Resistors, Inductors 
and Condensers 

The Tuned Circuit.—In the chapter dealing with radio funda-
mentals, it has been demonstrated that the flow of electrons 
through a wire constitutes an electric current. 
The law governing this flow of current under various con-

ditions, as well as the conditions necessary for the introduction 
af resonance in an a.c. circuit has also been briefly outlined. 

Selectivity of Tuned Circuits.—In order to understand the 
selectivity of the tuned circuit and the factors governing this 
important phenomenon, the behavior of a simple circuit as 
shown in fig. 1, will be considered. 
Here the applied a.c. voltage (E) forces a current of (I) 

amperes (r.m.s. value) through the loop of the circuit. The 
circuit itself opposes or impedes the flow of current and this 
opposition is known as impedance. 
Now the circuit under consideration comprises the three 

quantities resistance R, (ohms) inductance L, (henries) and 
capacity C, (Farads) and the total opposition is due to all 
three. 
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That part of the impedance due to coil inductance is referred 
to as inductive reactance and is given in ohms by the ex-
pression 27uf L where f is the frequency. Similarly the con-

denser possesses a reactance of 2,7rfc ohms capacitive 

reactance. 

FIG. 1—Circuit containing resistance, inductance and capacity connected in 
series. 

It is a well known fact that the a.c. voltage required to force 
a current through an inductive reactance is a quarter of a 
cycle in advance of the current, whereas for a condenser the 
applied voltage lags by a quarter of a cycle behind the resulting 
current. 



FIG. 5)-- voltage and current vectors for a circuit containing resistance and inductance in series. 

TIME 

FIG. 3—Voltage and current vectors for a circuit containing resistance and capacity in series. 
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Circuit Resonance.—Consequently 
the closed loop, where the same current 
flows throughout, the component volt-
age absorbed in overcoming the induc-
tive and capacitive reactance are in 
opposition—when one is positive and 
the other negative at all times. 
Thus the voltage absorbed by the two 

reactances in series is the difference of 
the individual voltage. From this it fol-
lows that the inductive and capacitive re-
actances tend to neutralize each other's 
effects and the resultant reactance of the 

1  
circuit is given by 21rf L — 2,/cfc ohms. 

It is evident from the above that the 
inductive reactances increase as the fre-
quency is raised, whereas the capacitive 
reactance decreases. Thus there must 
be one particular frequency at which 
the two become equal and neutralize 
each other completely as far as their 
influence of the current is concerned. 
When this happens the circuit is tuned 
to resonance with the applied frequency, 
and the formulae for the resonant fre-
quency is derived by equating the induc-
tive and capacitive reactances namely 

1 1  
27cfL— DrfC from which f — 2ic LxC 

cycles per second. 
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It follows that at resonant frequency the resultant reac-
tance of the circuit is zero, so that only the resistance remains 
to oppose the flow of current and hence ohms law may be 

E 
applied, 1=R amperes. 
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FREQUENCY 
FIG. E—Typical current resonance characteristic. 

At any frequency different from the resonant value the 
inductive and capacitive reactances become unequal and their 
resultant is no longer zero so that the current now experiences 
an additional opposition which increases as the frequency 
departs from the resonant value in either direction, the cur-
rent being reduced as a consequence. 
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Obviously then the current is greatest at the resonant 
E 

frequency, its value being .—r? amperes. 

The formula for the current at any frequency is 

E  I —  amperes 
1  2 

NiR2±(2 XiCXf XL 
2X7rXfXC) 

If a curve be plotted of current against the frequency the 
familiar resonance curve depicted in fig. 5 will be obtained, the 

E 
maximum height being — ampere, now in receiving circuits the 

current is of little significance compared to the voltage built up 
across it. 

Voltage Amplification.--The voltage across the condenser is 
1 1  

/ x2icfc and since at resonance 27cfc — 27cfL it follows that the 

voltage developed across the tuned circuit is /(27cfL) volts. 
From Ohm's law the applied voltage is IR and so the ratio 

2.7rf L 
of the developed voltage and the applied voltage is R . 

This is a very important number and is known as the voltage 
amplification of the tuned circuit. 

1  
At resonance 2i.{= and so the previous expression 

N/LC 
for voltage amplification may be re-written in the form 

irr 
EaRC 

It now remains to be shown that the selectivity of the 
tuned circuit is directly proportional to the voltage amplifica-
tion. This may best be accomplished with a graphic illus.. 
tration. 
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In the first place, consider a circuit of fixed inductance and 
capacity and assume that a number of resonance curves be 
plotted each for a different resistance value. 
With reference to fig. 6, it may be observed that the peak 

of the curves all appear at the same frequency and it will 
further be noted that their various heights are inversely pro-
portional to their respective resistance. 

125 - VOLTS 

100 - g 

C.) 

75 -1=1: 
o_ 

50 - w 
CD 

25- 9, 

DESIRED SIGNAL 

10 OHMS 

20 OHMS 

40 OHMS 

FIG. 6—Typical voltage resonance characteristics indicating the effect of vary-
ing the effective resistance. 

It is important to note that all the resonance curves have 
approximately the same width near the base, so that by de-
creasing the resistance the strength of the desired signal 
increases at the resonant frequency without appreciably 
strengthening any signals whose frequency differ moderately 
from the resonant value. 
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This the degree of selectivity is approximately proportional 
to the height of the resonant curve and so inversely propor-
tional to the resistance, like the amplification factor. 

Mutual- and Self-induction.—Without a knowledge of the 
fundamental principles of mutual induction, it is difficult to 
comprehend the theory of coil coupling. 
By definition, mutual induction is the electro-magnetic prop-

erty of two circuits or two parts of a single circuit, by virtue of 
which a changing current in one causes an electromotive force 
to be induced in the other. 

BATTERIES 

RESISTANCE 

SWITCH 

COILS 

FIG. 7—Diagram showing the acron of mutual induction between two coils; 
the one including a source of electrical energy and a switch, the other a 
current measuring instrument but having no source of electrical energy. 
During the increase or decrease in strength of current as on closing the 
switch the current is induced in the secondary circuit. This secondary cur. 
rent is flowing in a direction opposite to that of the primary current. 

Similarly it can be said that mutual induction is an electro-
magnetic property of two circuits so situated with respect to 
each other that a current in one sets up a magnetic field which is 
linked with the latter, that is to say, a property of two circuits 
which are magnetically coupled together. 
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It is a fundamental principle that when a magnetic flux 
linked with a circuit is changing, an electromotive force is 
induced in the circuit, its magnitude being proportional to the 
rate of change. 

When the magnetic flux linked with a circuit is produced 
by a current in the circuit itself, then, if the current is varied, 
the flux will vary also and an E.M.F. is induced in the circuit 
proportional to the change in current. 

This property in a single circuit is called self-induction. If, 
however, there be two circuits magnetically coupled together 
as explained above, a variation in the current in the one will 
cause a variation of the magnetic flux through the turns of the 
other, and an E.M.F. proportional to the rate of change of 
current in the first will cause an E.M.F. to be generated in the 
other. This property is referred to as mutual induction. 

The first circuit in which the current is varied, is called the 
primary and the second in which the induced E.M.F. is con-
sidered, is called the secondary circuit. 

As in the case of self-induction, the practical unit in which 
mutual induction is expressed numerically is the henry. The 
mutual inductance or co-efficient of mutual inductance between 
two circuits is said to be one henry if one volt is induced in the 
secondary circuit, when the current in the primary is changing at 
the rate of one ampere per second. 

The mutual inductance in henries is usually denoted by the 
symbol M, and the induced E.M.F. in volts in one circuit is 
equal to the product of M, and the rate of change of current in 
amperes per second in the other. 

The mutual inductance M, is the same whichever of the two 
circuits is taken as the primary. 
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Degree of Coupling.—As an example, consider two coils 
whose self inductances are L1 and L2 henries respectively 
placed in close proximity to each other as shown in fig. 8. 
When a current is passed through L1 a magnetic field is estab-
lished and some of the magnetic loops are linked with the 
second coil L2. 

BATTERY 

Iii P I 
I 

• • • 

FIG. 8—Illustrating the degree of coupling of two coils. 

Let M be the mutual inductance in henries between the 
coils. Now if the current in L1 is varied by changing the rheostat 
setting the flux linked with L2 will be varied in proportion and 
an E.M.F. will be induced in L2. The value of this secondary 
induced E.M.F. is equal to Mx (rate of change of primary 
current). The degree of magnetic coupling obviously depends 
upon the proximity and relative positions of the two coils and is 
expressed numerically as the ratio of the mutual inductance to 
the square root of the product of the individual self induc-
tances. This is called the co-efficient of coupling and is given 

by K —   
N/ Li X L2. 

This number cannot exceed unity, and in practice never 
reaches unity. Coils are said to be tightly coupled when they 
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are brought close together to give a relative high value of M and 
K and vice versa. The tightest coupling is obtained when two 
coils are wound on the same form (as for example in a trans-
former) or with the wires wound side by side, but even in this 
case the co-efficient is less than unity. 

Example.— The mutual inductance of two coils L1 and 1.2 is 
160 micro-henries. If their self-inductances are L1=150 and 

= 275 micro-henries respectively, what is the value of the co-
efficient of coupling in the system? 

Solution .—Since the co-efficient of coupling is expressed by 

the relation K —   by substituting VL1 X L2 
160  160 

K. V150 X 275 203 °I. 79% approximately 

It should be observed that since in problems of this kind only 
a ratio between the mutual induction and self-inductances are 
required the values may be expressed in henries, milli-henries 
or micro-henries. 

Example.—Determine the resonance frequency and wave-length 
of a circuit containing a coil of 500 micro-henries inductance and a 
condenser of 0.005 micro-farads capacitance. 

Solution.—The frequency of resonance may be determined 
from the following formula: 

1  
by substituting L, and C in henries and 

f — 2.7r-Vre 

farads respectively, the following is obtained: 
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1   =100,700 cycles per second or 
f— 27L-N/- x 10-4x 5 x10-9 

100.7 kilocycles. 
In a similar manner the wave-length in meters may be obtained 

from the formula for natural wave-length L=1,885 V LxC. 
Where L and C are expressed in micro-henries and micro-
farads, and L, is the wave-length in meters. By inserting 

the above values L =1,885 V500 x0.005 or 2979 meters 
approximately. 

CONDENSERS 

Condensers in Series and Parallel.—When condensers are 
connected in series or parallel, the effect is just opposite to that 
of connecting resistances and inductances in series or parallel. A 
simple method, therefore and one which is easy to remember 
is as follows: Capacities connected in series should be added in 
similar manner as that of resistances connected in parallel, and 
capacities connected in parallel should be added similarly as 
that of resistances connected in series. Thus, the total capaci-
tance of two or more condensers connected in series may be 
written: 

1 _ 1 1 1 
etc. or 

1  
1 1 1 

+—CT 

Where C is the combined capacitance and C1, C2 and C3 are 
the individual capacities. 

Where two or more condensers are connected in parallel the 
total capacitance C= CI+ C2 ± C3, etc. In this formula CI, C2 
and C3 represent the individual capacities. 
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SERIES CONNECTIONS 

C1 C 2 C3 

c= 
1 1 

CI C2' C3 
o 

FIG. 9—Mathematical relation between the total capacitance and the indi-
vidual capacities when connected in series combination. 

Type of Condensers.—Condensers for radio application may 
be classified according to their construction as: 

1. Mica and paper type 
2. Electrolytic type 
3. Ganged or air type. 

Their capacity may be either fixed or eariable. 
As the two first classes utilized in radio circuits do not vary 

appreciably from those employed in other electrical systems, 
we shall here deal only with the ganged condenser type used in 
tuning of radio circuits. 
This type of condenser generally consists of two parallel 

connected sets of plates of which one is stationary and the other 
movable. 
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C= Ci+C2 +C3 

PARALLEL CONNECTIONS 
 o 

 o 

fiG. 10—Illustrating condenser connection and mathematical relation between 
the total capacitance and the individual capacities when connected in parallel 
combination. 

MINIMUM 
CAPACITY 

INTERMEDIATE 
CAPACITY 

STATOR 
PLATE 

MAXIMUM 
CAPACITY 

OR 

WIRING SYMBOLS 

PIG. 11—Arrangement of straight line capacity condensers for various ca-
pacities. 
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The movable plates are made to intermesh (without touch-
ing) with those of the stationary plates, and the maximum 
capacity is obtained when the full areas of the two sets af plates 
are exposed to each other, and for various other positions some 
intermediate value of capacitance exists. 
The ganged type of condenser is usually made of brass or 

aluminum sheets. Commercial types are stamped in a die press 
and will hence be very exact in shape and size. 

Condensers of this kind are usually rated by the total number 
ci plates in the combination; that is, a condenser having 8 plates 
in the rotor and 9 plates in the stator would be rated as a 
seventeen plate condenser. 
When it is found necessary to accomplish very small changes 

in capacity, the condensers sometimes are provided with one 
additional plate, which may be separately rotated, and when so 
used are called vernier condensers. 
Commercial types are made with various standard capaci-

tance values, and the relation between the number of plates and 
their maximum capacity in microfarads is approximately as 
follows: 

No. of Max. Capacity in 
plates microfarads 

11 0.00025 

13 0.00025 

17 0.00035 

21 0.000365 

23 0.0005 

Straight Line Capacity Condensers.—Condenser plates ol 
this type are semi-circular in shape, and the change in capacity 
is accomplished by rotation as previously discussed. However 
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due to the geometrical form of the plates, the capacity will vary 
in direct proportion to the angle of rotation, i.e. if a change in 
capacity of 0.0001 Mid. be made by changing the rotor setting 
from 15 to 20 degrees, a similar change in capacity will be made 
by changing the setting from 35 to 40 degrees. 

(a) (b) (c) 

FIG. 12—Shape of rotor plates in various type air condensers. Figs. a, b, and 
c represent straight line capacity, straight line frequency and straight line 
wave—length respectively. 

Straight Line Frequency Condensers.—In modern con-
densers, however, for convenience in tuning, the condensers are 
made with logarithmic plates, i.e. the shape of the plates are 
such that a linear relationship exists between the rotor setting in 
degrees and the frequency in the circuit. 

The advantage of this arrangement is obvious since the 
primary employment of the gauged type condenser in oscilla-
tory circuits is for adjustment of frequencies. 

The frequency of such a circuit varies inversely as the square 
root of the capacity, and the wave-length varies directly as the 
square root of the capacity, hence it is evident that in order to 
obtain a direct relationship between the rotor setting in degrees 
and the frequency in the circuit, the rotor plates must therefore 
possess an exponential characteristic. 
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FIGS. 13 to 22—Various types of condensers used in radio work. 
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Example: A condenser of 0.0002 Mfd. is connected in series 
with one of 0.002 Mfd. What is the value of the resulting capaci-
tances and what would be the capacity if they had been connected 
in parallel? 

Solution.—If C denotes the resultant capacity of the two 
capacities in series, then according to the aforementioned 
formula: 

1 1 1  
C 0.0002+ 0.002 or 

1 
=5' 000+500 =5,500 from which follows that-

1 
C or 0.00018 Mfd. (approximately) 

5,500 

If connected in parallel the total capacitance is simply the 
sum of individual capacities or 0.002+0.0002 which adds up to 
0.0022 Mfd. 

Code colors for indication of resistor values. —The 
Standard Radio Manufacturers' Association Code (R.M.A. 
color code) for resistor values is as follows: With reference 
to fig. 23 the resistor has 3 colors; a body color, a tip color and 
a central dot color. The dot color indicates the number of zeros 
or ciphers to be added to the numerals of the other two colors; 
and the color of the body is taken first; for instance, if the 
body color be blue, which means 6, and the tip color be red, 
which means 2, and the dot is orange, which means 3 ciphers 
(000), the resistance of the resistor is 62000 or 62,000 ohms. 
The color values are as follows: 
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Color Body and tip numerals Dot ciphers 

Black  

Brown  1  0 

Red  2  00 

Orange  3  000 

Yellow  4  0000 

Green  5  00000 

Blue  6  000000 

Violet 7  0000000 
Gray  8  00000000 

White  9  000000000 

If no difference in colors are visible, the colors are assumed 
to be the same and their values are accordingly. For instance, 
an all brown resistor would be 1, 1, 0; or 110 ohms. 

TIP DOT 

/BODY 

CONNECTORS 

FIG. 23—Illustrating Standard Radio Manufacturer's Association (R.M.A. 
color code for carbon resistance. 
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DIRECTIONS 
Lay straight edge on any two known quantities. Read unknown t 
quantity on tiled -wale. 
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FIG. 24—Convenient table giving the scalear relation between resistance 
(R), voltage (E) and power (If). With the chart and a straight edge any of 
the above quantities can be determined if the other two are known. 
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CHAPTER 9 

Transformers 
The alternating current transformer represents an example 

of the practical utilization of mutual inductance. By definition 
a transformer is a form of stationary induction apparatus in 
which the primary and secondary coils or windings are ordinar-
ily insulated from one another, their relative position being 
fixed. In the case of low frequency and power transformers, the 
primary and secondary windings are wound on a common iron 

LAMINATED 
CORE 

PRIMARY SECONDARY 
WINDING TERMINALS Z WINDING TERMINALS 

FIG. 1—A transformer in its simplest form consists of two separate and dis-
tinct coils of insulated wire wound around the laminated iron core, as shown 
in the above representation.. 

core as shown schematically in fig. 1. In this case, the co-effi• 
cient of coupling approaches 100%, but for radio frequency 
transformers the windings are usually carried on a non-rnag• 
netic form and are hence said to be air cored. 
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Transformer Function.—A transformer does not generate 
power, its purpose being merely to change the power from one 
voltage to another. Generally when used in connection with 
transformation of large amounts of power, from one voltage 
to another, a transformer utilized to raise the received voltage 
is called a step-up transformer, and when used to lower the 
voltage, a step-down transformer. 

PRIMARY 
CIRCUIT 

SECONDARY CIRCUITS 

FIG. 2—Typical schematic diagram of power transformer used in radio work. 

In radio service, a power transformer is used to supply a 
high voltage to the rectifier tube for rectification of the alternat-
ing current, (furnished through the wire cord leading from the 
wall outlet to the transformer) and also to supply the filament 
or heaters with the required voltage and current. For this pur-
pose, the transformer is usually equipped with a single primary 
winding and several secondary windings as shown in fig. 2. 
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Transformer Theory.—A transformer is said to be loaded 
when a current is flowing in the secondary coil. When the 
secondary circuit is open and an alternating current from the 
power line flows through the primary coil, it causes an alternat-
ing magnetic flux to flow in the core. 

This magnetic flux rapidly rising, falling and changing direc-
tion with the impressed frequency, cuts both primary and 
secondary coils and induces a voltage in each. 
The voltage produced in the primary coil is opposite in direc-

tion and nearly equal to the voltage in the power line. The volt-
age of the secondary coil is proportional to the number of turns 
of the wire in the primary and secondary coils. 
The choking effect produced within the highly inductive 

primary coil, allows only a small current to flow continually 
through it. This small current, proportional to the difference 
between the power line voltage and the voltage or counter 
electromotive force of the primary coil, keeps the core mag-
netized and maintains the voltage in the coils. 
When the secondary circuit is closed a current flows through 

it. This secondary current is opposite to the primary current 
and its magnetizing action in the core opposes and neutralizes 
to a certain extent the primary flux and reduces the choking 
effect or counter electromotive force. In the primary coil when 
this happens more current rushes into the primary coil from the 
power line and balances the de-magnetizing action of the 
secondary current. 

In this way the transformer is made automatic and main-
t ains its core flux practically constant regardless of the load on 
the secondary. The variation of the load through the primary 
varies directly with the load on the secondary. 

Relation of Voltage in Primary and Secondary Coils.—The 
induced electromotive force in a transformer coil is due to the 
three factors: flux, frequency and the number of turns. 
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Assuming a sine wave current, the fundamental equation 
used in transformer design is as follows: 

E-4.44xfX0X N  (1) 
108 

where f =frequency in cycles per second 
41= maximum flux on the sine wave 
N =number of turns in the respective coils. 

The voltages in the secondary and primary coils are pro-
portional to their respective turns as both have the same fre-
quency and are cut by the same flux. It has also been found 
that— 

se =BxA (2) 

where B =maximum flux density in lines per square inch. 
A =cross section area in square inches. 

If B x A be substituted for 0 in equation (1) then 

E —4.44xBx Nxf x A volts (3) 
108 

This formula may be used in transformer calculations as 
shown in the following example. 

Example.—In designing a special 60 cycle step-down trans-
former a core of 2 sq.ins. cross section was chosen. Using a flux 
density of 65 kilolines per square inch of the core area, what will 
be the voltage of primary and secondary winding if the turns are 
320 and 80 respectively? 

Solution.— 

El= 4.44 x65,000 x320 x60 x2 -110.8 volts 

108 

E2 4.44 x65,000 x80 x60x2 -27.7 volts 

108 
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Another handy formula for small power transformers is 
obtained by solving equation (3) with respect to turns per volt. 

N  108 , (4) 
E = 4.44 BxfxA  

A useful transformer design chart based on this equation is 
shown in fig. 3 in which the left column represents the flux 
density (B), the centre column the core area (A) and the right 
column the turns per volt. 
Using the data given in the previous example with respect 

to the primary winding, it may readily be found that if a 
straight line is drawn through the chart at 65 kilolines per 
square inch, and 2 square inches area, the line will intersect the 
right column at approximately 2.9 turns per volt, which is 

320  equal to no  being the primary number of turns divided by 

the primary voltage. 
It is customary to change the turns per volt to an even num-

ber so that the proper center taps may easily be made. 

Due to the previously described automatic action of the 
transformer which causes the core flux to remain constant regard-
less of load, the primary and secondary induced voltages remains 
practically constant, hence: 

E1 
E2 = N2   

Where El= voltage of primary coil 
E2 = voltage of secondary coil 
N1= number of turns in primary coil 
N2 = number of turns in secondary coil. 

It follows from the above that if N1 and N2 are the number 
of turns in primary and secondary coils respectively, and if a 

(5) 
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voltage E1 is impressed on the end of the primary coil, the 
secondary voltage is given by the following relationship 

E2 Ei X N2  (6) 

t, la 

FIG. 4—Simple diagrammatical representation of typical transformer. 

Example.—What will be the ratio of the primary and 
secondary turns in a power transformer having 110 volts impressed 
upon the primarp coil when 660 volts is required across the plates 
of the rectifier tubes? 

Solution.— 

E1 N1 110 N1 1 
E2 = N2 or 660 

That is the secondary coil should have six times as many 
turns as that of the primary coil. 

Ampere Turns.—When a load of impedance Z, of some form 
is connected across the secondary coil of a transformer as shown 
in fig. 4, a current flows in the secondary winding and this in 
turn reacts back on the primary winding through the medium 
of the mutual induction. Therefore, the current taken by the 
primary winding will depend upon not only the impedance of 
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the secondary winding itself, but also on the amount of current 
flowing in the secondary, although there is no direct electrical 
Connection between the windings. 

The extra current taken by the primary winding of a trans-
former when a current is allowed to flow in the secondary is 
exactly proportional to the secondary current and these two 
currents have equal and opposite magnetic effects on the core, 
the extra primary ampere turns just opposing the secondary 
ampere turns, so that apart from the initial magnetizing current 
/IX NI= 12 X N2   (7) 

Example.—If in a certain step-up transformer, the turns of the 
primary and secondary windings are 40 and 400 respectively, 
what will be the current ratio? 

Solution. —Inserting the values in equation (7) the following 
is obtained: 

40 12 
4-w  = 11 or the current ratio = 1 

10 

from which it follows that the current in the primary winding 
is ten times larger than the current in the secondary winding 
or /i = 10/2. 

This is just the reverse compared with the relationship for the 
electromotive force, therefore a transformer which steps the 
voltage up will step the current down in the same ratio and vice 
versa. 

Consequently the products of primary volts and amperes is 
approximately equal to the products of the secondary volts and 
amperes for iron cored transformers, but these conditions do not 
hold true for r.f. transformers where the coupling co-efficient is 
considerably less than unity. 
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Types of Transformers. The two transformer types usually 
found in radio work are: 

1. Core type 

2. Shell type. 

The core types shown in figs. 5 and 6 may have either a closed 
or open magnetic circuit, and are thus referred to as the 
closed core type and the open core type. 
The open core type consists primarily of two windings, 

wound on a straight piece of laminated iron. This type of con-
struction is very economical, but on account of very large 
leakage losses (its magnetic path being completed mainly 
through the surrounding air) it is used very sparingly in the 

radio field. 

LAMINATED 
IRON CORE 

PRIMARY 
TERMINALS 

SECONDARY 
TERMINALS 

CLOSED CORE TYPE 

PRIMARY SECONDARY 
TERMINALS 

LAMINATED 
IRON CORE 

OPEN CORE TYPE 

FIGS. 5 and 6—Closed and open core-type transformers respectively. 

In the closed core type the windings are generally placed 
opposite each other as shown in fig. 5. the sides supporting the 
windings are referred to as the "core legs." 
The coils generally consist of closely wound cotton insulated 

copper wire, dimensioned so as not to cause excessive heating, 
i.e. the wire should be of sufficient size to carry the load of the 
transformer without over-heating. 
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Insulation.—In transformers of higher voltage each layer 
of the winding is usually separated from the next by a thin 
insulating paper, in order that the effective voltage between 
each layer may not break down the insulation, causing a short 
circuit between the wires. 
The best possible economy is secured when the winding en-

closes a maximum of core area with a minimum of wire, and 
when in addition the magnetic path is the shortest possible. A 
method widely adopted in small transformer design is the use of 
a single winding form, all secondaries and primary being placed 
on one leg of the core. 

PRIMARY 
TERMINALS 

SECONDARY 
TERMINALS 

PRIMARY WINDING 

SECONDARY WINDING 

LAMINATED IRON 
CORE 

SECONDARY 
TERMINALS 

PRIMARY 
TERMINALS 

FIGS. 7 and 8—Shell and open core type transformers having the primary and 
the secondary winding placed directly on top of each other. 

Shell Type Transformers.—Referring to fig. 7, this type has 
a completely closed core with a centre and two outside legs, 
forming two outside parallel paths for the magnetic lines of 
force. 
On account of the above mentioned feature, this type has a 

very low magnetic leakage, and is hence most commonly used 
for power and audio transformers in the radio field. 
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As shown in fig. 7, the windings are placed directly over each 
other on the centre leg, thereby providing for an economical 
and compact design. 

Transformer Losses.—All of the energy drawn from the 
power line by a transformer is not transformed. The various 
losses incurred in the transformation process are known as 
hysteresis loss, eddy current loss, iron loss, copper loss, magnetic 
leakage loss, etc. 

The hysteresis loss is energy spent in overcoming the fric-
tion between the molecules of iron as they move backward and 
forward with the change of direction of flux; this is theoretical 
as some believe it is the natural resistance of the metal to the 
flow of flux and that the molecules of iron do not move back-
ward or forward. 

The eddy current loss is the energy spent in the heating 
action of the induced currents in the iron core by the varying 
flux. Voltages are induced in the core by the alternating flux 
and these voltages produce eddy currents. 

Iron losses are practically constant with or without load and 
are manifested by heating. The energy loss in overcoming the 
ohmic resistance of both coils of the transformer when current 
flows through them (121?) is known as the copper losses. 

Copper losses vary directly with the square of the current 
due to the load of the transformer. The total copper loss in the 
transformer is (/12 X RI) of the primary, plus (/22 X R2) of the 
secondary. 

Magnetic leakage is another loss. When the magnetic line of 
force flows through the core some of them do not interlink both 
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coils, thus causing an inductive resistance or counter electro-
motive force in the primary coil, which is not transmitted to the 
secondary coil and therefore causes a loss of voltage analogous 
to the ohmic resistance loss of the primary winding. 

FIG. 9—Typical schematical representation of an auto-transformer in which 
E, is the primary and E2 the secondary voltage. 

Transformer Efficiency.—On account of the relatively small 
power involved in radio transformation, there is no urgent 
need for high efficiency. Generally an 80% efficient trans-
former which takes 75 watts to supply 60 watts is satisfactory. 
The efficiency of a transformer may be written in the form of 

an equation as follows: 
output of secondary  

Efficiency = output of secondary +transformer losses 

when the iron loss is small the transformer has a high efficiency 
on light loads. When the iron loss is eaual to the copper loss the 
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transformer has a high efficiency on full load or overload. 
The efficiency of a transformer may also be written: 

output in watts of secondary 
input in watts of primary 

Auto-transformers.—The auto-transformer is commonly used 
in audio frequency amplifier couplings, and in connection with 
battery chargers, bell ringing transformers, etc. 

Principally the auto-transformer consists of one coil tapped 
at certain points, dividing it into parts, any part of which can 
be used as primary or secondary. The ratio depends upon the 
number of turns in each part. 
On account of its simplicity this form of transformer is econ-

omical to build, but is hazardous on high voltage and should be 
used only for small ratios of transformation. The transforma-
tion at low ratios is accomplished partly by transformer action; 
however, at higher transformation ratios more and more of the 
power is transformed by regular transformer action and less by 
direct conduction. 

Wire Size.—After the current in each winding has been 
obtained the wire size is determined by the number of circular 
mils per ampere. Generally it is considered safe to use 1,000 
circular mils per ampere for transformers of less than 50 watts, 
and 1,500 circular mils per ampere for larger transformers. 
The design, repair and service of radio and electrical appara-

tus will be greatly facilitated by utilizing the copper wire table 
shown on the following page. The reader is, therefore, advised 
to familiarize himself with this time saving wire table, as it is an 
easy matter by means of it to find the relation between a certain 
wire gauge and its diameter in mils, area in circular mils, the 
number of turns per linear inch, resistance in ohms per 1,000 



COPPER WIRE TABLE 

Gouge Don. Circular 

TurnaperLoneorIneh TurnryorSquarelnee Fed Per 5.8. 
Ohl. 

Crrrero 
Ca rryine 

C''''''' Dial. 
Nowak 
Brain% 

No. in ma Tnr, 
1000 ft. 

ne 
in iner. 

N it S. Man , . e. D.S.C. 
Emmet S.C.C. or 

S.C.0 
D.C.C. S.C.". l'"*""1 

S.C.C. 
D.C.C.. Sere D.C.C. W C. 

i", cm. 

pw 
Amp.. 

No. 

1 289.3 82690 - - - - - - - 3.917 - .1264 85.7 7.348 1 

2 257.6 60370 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 4.977 -- .1593 44.1 6.644 3 

3 229.4 52640 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 6.278 -- .2009 33.0 6.827 4 

4 204.3 41740 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 7.914 -- .2533 27.7 5.189 0 
5 181.9 33100 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 9.980 -- .3195 22.0 4.621 7 

6 162.0 26250 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 12.58 -- .4028 17.8 4.115 8 

7 144.3 20820 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 15.87 -- .5080 13.8 3.685 8 

8 128.5 16510 7.6 -- 7.4 7.1 -- -- -- 20.01 19.8 .8405 11.0 3.264 10 

9 114.4 13090 8.6 -- 8.2 7.8 -- -- -- 25.23 24.8 .8077 8.7 2.906 11 

10 101.9 10380 9.6 -- 9.3 8.0 87.5 84.8 80.0 31.82 30.9 1.018 6.0 2.588 12 

11 90.74 8234 10.7 -- 10.3 9.8 110 105 97.5 40.12 38.8 1.284 5.5 2.305 13 

12 80.81 6530 12.0 -- 11.5 10.9 136 131 121 50.59 48.9 1.619 4.4 2.053 14 

13 71.96 5178 13.5 -- 12.8 12.0 170 102 150 63.80 61.5 2.042 3.5 1.828 15 

14 64.08 4107 15.0 -- 14.2 13.8 211 198 183 80.44 77 3 2.875 2.7 1.028 18 

15 67.07 3257 1C.8 -- 15.8 14.7 202 250 223 101.4 97.3 3.247 2.2 1.430 17 

16 50.82 2583 18.9 18.9 17.9 18.4 321 306 271 147.9 119 4.094 1.7 1.291 18 

17 45.26 2048 21.2 21.2 10.0 18.1 397 372 329 161.3 150 5.163 1.3 1.150 18 

18 40.30 1624 23.8 23.6 22.0 19.8 403 454 399 203.4 188 6.510 1.1 1.024 19 

19 35.89 1288 26.4 26.4 24.4 21.8 592 553 479 256.5 237 8.210 .88 .0116 20 

20 31.96 1022 29.4 29.4 27.0 23.8 775 725 825 323.4 298 10.35 .as .8118 21 

21 28.46 810.1 33.1 32.7 29.8 28.0 940 895 764 407.8 370 13.05 .54 .7230 22 

22 25.35 642.4 37.0 36.5 34.1 30.0 1150 1070 910 514.2 481 16.46 .43 .6438 23 

23 22.57 509.5 41.3 40.6 37.6 31.8 1400 1300 1080 648.4 584 20.78 .34 .5733 24 

24 20.10 404.0 46.3 35.3 41.5 35.8 1700 1570 1260 817.7 745 26.17 .27 .8106 25 

25 17.90 320.4 51.7 50.4 45.6 38.6 2060 1910 1510 1031 903 33.00 .21 .4547 26 

26 15.94 254.1 58.0 55.6 50.2 41.8 2500 2300 1750 1300 1118 41.02 .17 .4049 27 

27 14.20 201.5 84.9 61.5 55.0 45.0 3030 2780 2020 1839 1422 82.48 .13 .3606 29 

28 12.64 159.8 72.7 68.6 60.2 48.5 3670 1,50 2310 2067 1759 66.17 .11 .3211 30 

29 11.26 126.7 81.8 74.8 65.4 51.8 4300 3900 2700 2607 2207 83.44 .084 .2869 31 

30 10.03 100.6 90.5 83.3 71.6 85.5 5040 4660 3020 3287 2534 105.2 .n87 .2548 33 

31 8.928 70.70 101. 82.0 77.5 59.2 5020 8280 -- 4145 2768 132.7 .053 .2268 34 

32 7.950 63.21 113. 101. 83.6 62.6 7060 8250 -- 5227 3137 167.3 .042 .2019 38 

33 7.080 50.13 127. 110. 90.3 66.3 8120 7360 -- 6591 4607 211:0 .033 .1798 37 

34 6.305 39.75 143. 120. 97.0 70.0 9600 8310 -- 8310 8188 266.0 .028 .1001 38 

38 8.615 31.52 158. 132. 104. 73.5 10900 8700 -- 10480 6737 335.0 .021 .1428 38-39 

38 5.000 25.00 175. 143. 111. 77.0 12200 10700 -- 13210 7877 423.0 .017 .1270 39-40 

37 4.483 19.83 198. 154. 118. 80.3 -- -- -- 10600 9309 533.4 .013 .1131 41 

38 3.965 15.72 224. 106. 126. 83.8 -- -- -- 21010 10666 672.6 .010 .1007 42 

39 3.531 12.47 248. 181, 133. 86.6 -- -- -- 26500 11907 848.1 .008 .0897 43 

40 3.145 9.88 2e2. 194. 140. 80.7 - - -- 33410 14222 1089 .006 .0799 44 

A rail an 1/1000 one thouriandala) of an inch. 
The figures given are apprommete only. since the thicknees of the insulation varier, rvith different manufacturare. 
The current-muffle capacity at 1000 C.M. per ampere re equal to the earcular.mal area (Column 3) divided by 1000. 
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CHAPTER 10 

Metallic Rectifiers 
A metallic rectifier also termed disk type rectifier is a device 

which presents a high resistance to the flow of current through 
it in one direction, and a comparatively low resistance to the 
flow of current through it in the opposite direction. Thus, if an 
alternating voltage be applied to the terminals of a single 
rectifier, electric current will flow easily in one direction, but 
practically not at all in the other direction, so that the current 
flow is a pulsating d.c. current as noted in fig. 2, since it 
flows for half a cycle only, during each cycle of the applied 
a.c. voltage. 

The unilateral conductivity possessed by the junction of 
various combinations of different solids, usually in the form of 
disks or plates, is the basis of metallic rectifiers. 

Depending upon the solids involved, rectifiers of the fore-
going type may be divided into three classes. They are: 

1. Selenium 

2. Copper-oxide, and 

3. Magnesium. 

The type of rectifier to use for a certain application depends 
a great deal upon such factors as, first cost of the rectifying 
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THREE piuIsE 

SIN OLE PHASE 

O 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 
RELATIVE LOAD CURRENT AS PER CENT OF NORMAL 

FIG. 1—Illustrating efficiency characteristics for various loads of single and 
three phase selenium rectifier circuits. It will be noted that nonlinear 
characteristics of selenium rectifiers contribute to high efficiencies even 
at large overload factors. 

rAVERAGE DC. 

1,1 A.C. 

ONE CYCLE 

SINGLE 
PHASE 

TRANSFORMER 

FIG. 2—Showing method of connection of simple half-wave rectifier in a 
single phase alternating current circuit. As noted in the diagram, the 
rectifier allows current to flow in one direction only, thus supplying a 
pulsating direct current to the load. 
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device, efficiency of operation, useful life, d.c. power require-
ments, ripple factors, etc. 

Since metallic rectifiers usually require transformation of 
a.c. voltages, this additional cost with accompanying power 
losses in the transformer or transformers, also must be considered. 

SINGLE 
PHASE 
A.C. 

TRANSFORMER 

A. 

.+ 

FIG. 3—Illustrating rectifier connections in a bridge circuit to obtain full-
wave current rectification. 

[AVERAGE D.C. 

ONE CYCLE---4-1 

SINGLE 
PHASE 
A.C. 

TRANSFORMER 

FIG. 4—Method of rectifier connections in a center tap single phase circuit. 
As shown in the diagram a circuit of this type in common with the bridge 
circuit provides full-wave rectification of the alternating current. 

In low power rectifier circuits, such as in battery charging 
and similar applications, it is not necessary to have a steady 
output current and in many cases a simple half-wave rectifi-
cation circuit is satisfactory. 
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Where full-wave current rectification is desired a bridge or 
transformer tap circuit such as illustrated in figs. 3 and 4, has 
found numerous applications. 

In the selenium type of rectifier, the basic materials are: 
selenium, aluminum and a low melting point alloy. In the 
manufacturing process, aluminum base plates are prepared by 
chemical etching and are electroplated with a thin layer of 
nickel. 

The undercut etch serves as a mechanical means of bonding 
the selenium layer to the base plate during the subsequent 
pressing operation. The nickel plating governs crystal growth 
and orientation in the selenium layer. 

High purity selenium is then sprinkled over the nickel plated 
base plate in fine powder form and is then subjected to high 
temperature and pressure in hydraulic presses with electrically 
heated platens. 

After the powder press operation, selenium rectifier cells are 
placed in ovens for heat treatment which completes the crystal-
lization process. Here the selenium is completely converted 
- to a metallic form and the crystals are arranged to cause 
rectification. 

During the foregoing heating process the temperature is 
exceedingly critical, since a one per cent deviation could cause 
poor crystallization and consequently a poor rectifier cell. 
This heat treatment also forms a very thin "barrier layer" on 
the selenium and it is believed that current rectification is 
accomplished in this layer. 

Selenium rectifiers are used alternately with copper oxide 
rectifiers for alternating current rectification. Typical ap-
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plications include radio and television receivers, business 
machines, communications equipment, battery chargers, elec-
troplating equipment, etc. 

Since selenium rectifiers are thermally as well as electricalb 
rated devices, it is important the rectifier stack be located 
away from all heating sources such as resistors, tubes, trans-
formers, ballasts or any other heat radiating element. 

In larger installations, forced air cooling is quite often used 
as a means of dissipating heat. Thus, for example, a rectifier 
that is rated at 10 amperes with normal convection cooling can 
be operated at 25 amperes if sufficient cool air is passed between 
the cells. Also, to decrease the effects of very high ambient 
temperatures, forced air is often used to allow higher percent-
ages of normal rating. In all cases, however, manufacturers' 
recommendations should be adhered to. 

The efficiency of conversion in selenium rectifiers is relatively 
high or in the order 90% in three phase, full-wave circuits and 
70% in single phase, full-wave circuits. The nonlinear char-
acteristics of selenium rectifiers, fig. 1, contribute to high 
efficiency even at large overload factors. 

By the very nature of its construction (two metals separated 
by a semi-conductor) selenium rectifiers have a considerable 
amount of inherent capacity. This capacity, 0.1 to 0.15 micro-
farad per square inch of rectifying area, limits the frequency at 
which rectifiers can be used. The practical limit varies be-
tween 1,000 and 15,000 cycles, depending upon cell size and 
electrical requirements. 

In general, in applications that require small values of direct 
current, the maximum practical frequency is 15,000, and 1,000 
where relatively large direct current loads are involved. 
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Operation of selenium rectifiers at frequencies above the 
practical limit, results in sharp reduction of the rectification 
ratio and efficiency, due to increased reverse current. 

Selenium rectifiers can be overloaded with respect to their 
current output under momentary or cyclic condition without 
serious damage. A prolonged overload, however, such as that 
occasioned by a short circuit, will damage or destroy the 
rectifier. Thus, it is important that proper circuit protection 
in the form of fuses or other devices be used, and that proper 
precaution be observed to locate and correct the trouble before 
power is applied to the rectifier. 

Over-voltage conditions are more serious than current over-
loads. A potential in excess of rectifier rating may cause a 
breakdown across the selenium layer and while a selenium 
rectifier is "self-healing" to a certain extent, prolonged over-
voltage conditions will cause rectifier failure. If an over-
voltage condition occurs and the breakdown across the rectifier 
be sustained, the odor of selenium fumes can be detected and 
power should be turned off immediately to minimize the damage. 

In the copper-oxide type the rectifying layer is permanently 
established in a solid piece of material consisting of copper with 
cupreous oxide formed thereon by partial oxidation of the 
copper at high temperature. 

Pressure or electric forming is not necessary although pressure 
is often used in the assemblies as a convenient method of mak-
ing low resistance contact to the unit. Various methods are 
used for making contact to the free surface of the oxide without 
pressure, such as spraying it with metal, Aquadag, etc. 

Copper oxide rectifiers may be used in either half-wave, full-
wave or bridge circuits figs. 2 to 4, with junctions in series or 
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multiple as required. Thus, for example, a bridge circuit with 
four junctions 1Y2 inches in diameter will supply a rectified 
potential of 3 to 6 volts and an output current of from Y8 t 
3M amperes, depending upon the exposed radiating surface of 
the disks, the means taken to cool the units, and other factors. 

In overloading the rectifier its life will be considerably short-
ened because of high temperature. By keeping the tempera-
ture below 60°C, a life of many years may be obtained. 

An efficiency of 60 to 70% is an average figure, under normal 
operating conditions, although under certain limited conditions, 
efficiencies as high as 80% may be obtained. Frequencies of 
very high value can be rectified, although a considerable 
capacitance effect will be encountered at the higher frequencies. 

Magnesium type rectifiers are made up of layers of magnesium, 
cupric sulfide and copper. The general operating characteristic 
is similar to other types of disk rectifiers, although magnesium 
rectifiers have somewhat shorter life at normal operating tem-
peratures than have the copper-oxide and selenium type. 

On the other hand it is claimed that magnesium rectifiers can 
operate satisfactorily at temperatures as low as —40°C with 
practically no change in their operating characteristics. 

The efficiency of a three phase, full-wave magnesium rectifier 
is in the neighborhood of 50 to 55%, while that of single phase, 
full-wave rectifier is 35 to 40% depending upon whether the 
load is resistive, inductive or capacitive. 

Magnesium type rectifiers are employed to some extent in 
industrial applications such as in battery charging, electro-
plating and the like. 
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Rectifier Circuits 

Rectifiers may be connected in various ways depending upon 
the direct current power requirement for a certain application. 
When rectifiers are connected in single and three phase circuits, 
they are termed: 

1. Half-wave 

2. Bridge 

3. Center tap. 

Single Phase Circuits.—Half-wave rectification is generally 
used in applications that require small amounts of power, 
Most popular applications have been in radio and television 
receivers to deliver B+ power. The ripple frequency is the 
same as the supply frequency and the ripple component is 
large since the rectifier conducts only during one-half of the 
input cycle as noted in fig. 2. 

Equipment using this form of rectification usually requires a 
special transformer design because of the unidirectional flow 
of d. c. current through the secondary. 

The single phase bridge rectifier, fig. 3, is popular because it 
offers flexibility of design, full-wave rectification, a ripple 
frequency that is twice the source frequency in addition to 
high efficiency and utilization of an economical transformer 
design. Its field of application covers every phase of electronic 
and electrical design. 

The center tap single phase rectifier which connection is shown 
in fig. 4, in common with the single phase bridge type, has a 
high ripple frequency and efficiency. The transformer design, 
however, is more complicated. The full-wave center tap circuit 
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is commonly used in low-voltage applications (less than 10 
volts d. c.) such as laboratory, electro-plating, battery charging 
equipment and the like. 

TRANSFORMERS 

FAVERAGE D.C. 

1  

THREE 
  PHASE 

ONE CYCLE 

FIG. 5—Illustrating connection methods of three phase, half-wave rectifier. 
A circuit of this type is used in applications requiring very large current 
at a low voltage. 

AVERAGE D.C. 

ONE CYCLE 

TRANSFORMERS 

THREE:4 
PHASE 
A.C. 

FIG. 6—Method of connections in a three phase bridge rectiLer system. 
This circuit provides good economy where the direct current power re-
quirements are large because of its high efficiency. 

Three Phase Circuits.—The three phase, half-wave rectifier 
connections, fig. 5, are used primarily in low voltage high current 
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applications. The output ripple frequency is three times the 
source frequency and the load ripple component is approxi-
mately 20 per cent. The three phase, half-wave rectifier is 
commonly used in commercial electroplating applications that 
require thousand of amperes of current. 

TRANSFORMERS 

AVERAGE D.C. 

ONE CYCLE 

THREE 1 
PHASE 
A.C. 

FIG. 7—Center tap three-phase rectifier circuit. Circuits of this type are 
employed in applications where direct current requirements are high and 
voltages are low. 

The three phase bridge rectifier connections, fig. 6, supply the 
most economical and useful circuit where d. c. power require-
ments are high and efficiency is an important factor. Here the 
ripple frequency is six times the source frequency and the load 
ripple component is only 4.5%. In most applications filtering 
is not required. Popular applications include aircraft motor 
starters, electrolysis equipment, large power supplies, and arc 
welding equipment. 

The three phase center tap circuit is used where the d. c. voltage 
requirements do not exceed 15 volts and load current require-
ments are high. Special transformer design is required to 
provide a six-phase secondary. This connection method, fig. 7, 
is used to some extent in electroplating equipment. 
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CHAPTER 11 

Vacuum Tubes 
Vacuum Tubes.—A vacuum radio tube in its simplest form is 

somewhat similar to an electric light bulb, but contains a num-
ber of metallic elements for various purposes for use in conjunc-
tion with radio transmission and reception. The parts of a 
typical vacuum tube is shown below. 

FIG. 1.—Parts and assembly of a typical glass radio tube. The filament, grid screen and 
plate are sealed in the tube, from which the air has been removed. (Courtesy R.C.A. 
Mfg. Co.) 
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CATHODE SLEEVE 
WALL 

FIG. 2.—Internal structure of a glass radio tube. There is at present a great number of tubes 
utilized for various requirements. In radio applications they are used for amplifying radio 
waves; for converting radio waves to sound waves; for converting alternating current to 
direct current, etc. (Courtesy R.C.A. Mfg. Co.) 
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3.—Inside view of a metal radio tube. The inside parts are similar to those of a glass 
radio tube. The housing of the parts consists of metal, which has certain advantages to 
that of the glass in required electrical shielding. These types of tubes generally are smaller 
and have a central guide pin projecting from the base for easy insertion in the sockets, 
and are therefore not as a rule interchangeable with glass tubes. (Courtesy R.C.A. 
Mfg. Co.) 

Purpose of Vacuum Tubes.—The general purpose of a vac-
uum tube is to detect and amplify radio waves; for changing 
alternating current into direct current; for producing oscilla-
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tions or rapid electrical pulsations; for changing an electric cur-
rent of one degree of pulsation to those of another, and for 
innumerable other purposes. 

Materials Used in Vacuum Tubes.—The materials used for 
housing the elements of a vacuum tube may be glass or metal— 
sometimes a combination of the two. The essential difference 
between metal and glass tubes is that the metal tubes as a rule 
are smaller, and have a central guide pin for insertion in the 
sockets and hence they are not readily interchangeable with 
one another. 

DIRECTION OF FLOW 

FILAMENT OR 
CATHODE 

 .1•11---1111111111,  
FIG. 4.—lhostrating the flow of electrons in a vacuum tube. 

PLATE OR 
ANODE 
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Principles of Operation of Vacuum Tubes.—In any electronic 
tube, thinny electrical charges called electrons jump from 
a heated metallic surface, in a vacuum, to another metallic sur-
face and cause current to flow between the two when con-
nected together as shown in fig. 4. This current flow is always 
one-directional in that it will flow in one direction only—never 
in the reverse. 
To produce such a flow of electrons, which constitutes an 

electric current the following fundamental requirements must 
be obtained: 

1. There must be a continuous source of supply for the 
cathode which produces the current flow. 

2. It must be maintained at the high temperature necessary 
for the dissipation of electrons from it. 

3. To produce this continuous flow of electrons a force must 
be supplied to transfer them through space. 
Now, as the electrons consist of infinitely small negative 

charges of electricity, it is evident that they are attracted to a 
positively charged body and repulsed by a similarly or nega-
tively charged substance. (See page 27.) 
Hence if a second element (anode) be added within the vac-

uum enclosure and in addition be maintained at a positive po-
tential with respect to the cathode, it will in accordance with 
the above reasoning, attract the negatively charged electrons 
to it and at a rate which is dependent upon the rate at which 
they are supplied by the cathode. 

In its simplest form therefore a vacuum tube consists of two 
electrodes—a cathode and an anode (sometimes referred to as 
filament and plate), the former emitting or discharging the 
electrons and the latter acting as a collector of electrons. When 
this condition exists the vacuum tube is called a diode or two-
electrode vacuum tube. 
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ut 

INCANDESCENT 
LAMP 

CUR ENT NO CURRENT 

SWITCH SWITCH 

FIC. 5.—Shows how a current will be registered by the galvanometer when the switch is con-
nected to make the insulated plate positive. The current flow, however, will cease when 
the plate is made negative—the switch connects the insulated plate with the negative 
terminal of the filament. 

Electron Emission.—The phenomenon that electrons can be 
made to leave a conductor when properly stimulated to do so 
as in the case of a radio vacuum tube, is called thermonic electron 
emission, sometimes called only electron emission. 

The electron emission also known as the Edison effect was found 
by the famous inventor in his early experiments with the in-
candescent lamp sometime before 1890. 

Edison observed that when a metal plate was sealed inside a 
lamp bulb so that it was between and separated the two sides 
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of the carbon filament, but was entirely insulated electrically 
from the filament, that an electric current flowed through a 
galvanometer when connected between the outside terminal of 
the metal plate and the positive terminal of the filament. 

When on the other hand, the connection was reversed, and 
the galvanometer connected between the negative terminal of 
the filament and the outside terminal of the plate, the current 
flow stopped. 

Although this phenomena was known at this early date, its 
availability could not be utilized, due to the absence of the 
vacuum tube. It was only after discovery of the vacuum tube by 
Prof. J. A. Fleming and Dr. De Forest that this perhaps 
greatest invention in the twentieth century could be made 
serviceable. 

The flow of current can be amplified by small voltage changes, 
the control of all changes is very marked and instantaneous in 
action—there being no lagging, also the electricity utilized or 
generated can be almost limitless in their number of pulsations. 

This current flow or movement of electrons may be acceler-
ated by increasing the temperature of the conductor. Once free, 
most of the emitted electrons, in a vacuum tube make their 
way to the plate, but others return to the cathode, repelled by 
the cloud of negative electrons immediately surrounding the 
cathode. This cloud of electrons surrounding the emitting 
cathode is known as the space charge. 

A few of the electrons that reach the plate may have suffi-
cient velocity to dislodge one or more electrons already on the 
plate. The dislodging of those electrons from the plate by 
other fast moving electrons are called secondary emission. 

When this occurs there is actually a simultaneous electron 
flow in two directions. 
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Fm. 6.—Views of two and three element vacuum tubes showing arrangement of prongs and 
wiring symbols. 
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7.—Views of sour and five element vacuum tubes, showing arrangenwat s prongs and 
wiring symbols. 
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Vacuum Tube Fundamentals.—By definition a vacuum tube 
consists of a cathode, which supplies electrons and one or more 
additional electrodes whose function it is to control and collect 
these electrons, mounted in an evacuated envelope. This 
envelope may consist of a glass bulb or it may be the more com-
pact and efficient metal shell. 

The outstanding properties of the vacuum tube lie in its 
ability to control almost instantly the motion of millions of 
electrons supplied by the cathode. On account of its almost 
instantaneous action the vacuum tube can operate very effi-
ciently and accurately at electrical frequencies far above those 
obtainable with rotating machinery. 

As previously stated the electronic movement may be 
accelerated by the supply of additional energy in form of heat. 
When the temperature of a metal becomes hot enough to glow, 
the agitation of the electrons becomes sufficiently great to 
enable a certain amount of them to break away from the metal, 
it is this action which is utilized in the radio tube to produce the 
necessary electron supply. 

The Function of the Cathode.—A cathode is that part of a 
vacuum tube which supplied electrons which are essential for 
its operation. All cathodes in vacuum tubes are universally 
heated by electricity. The method of heating the cathode may 
be used to distinguish between the different forms. 

The simplest form of a cathode is in the form of a wire or 
ribbon, heated directly by the passage of current through it as 
in (b) and (c) fig. 8. Radio tubes having such filaments for 
cathodes are sometimes referred to as filamentary tubes 
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to distinguish them from tubes having indirectly heated 
cathodes. 

A common arrangement of an indirectly heated cathode is 
shown in fig. 8 (a). Here the cathode consists of a metallic 
cylindrical sleeve, usually of nickel, coated with a mixture of 
barium and strontium oxides. This oxide coating is used on HEATER INSULATOR CATHODE SLEEVING OXIDE COATING LFILAMENT WIRE 

(--WIRE SUPPORT 
(a ) (1)) 

S.—Schematic diagram of directly and indirectly heated cathodes. 

(c) 

account of their property to greatly increase the electron 
emission at a given temperature. 

A lead wire from the cathode sheath is carried out to an 
external tube terminal in order that the cathode may be main-
tained at any desired potential 
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The heater wire consists usually of tungsten and may be in 
the form of a spiral or as in the illustration, in the form of a 
hairpin threaded through parallel tubular holes in a ceramic 
insulator. Tubes having cathodes of this type are referred to 
as heater type tubes. 

The heaters may be operated on either direct or alternating 
current. The one disadvantage of using alternating current 
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FILAMENT 
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A.C. SOURCE 
9.—Diagram of connection to a triode employing a filament transformer. 

fcl- the filament of tubes used in audio-frequency circuits, is 
that it introduces objectionable hum in the output. 

'Pds hum may be lessened by connecting the plate and the 
grid ejrcuits to the midpoint of the secondary of the trans-
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former, as shown in fig. 9. Generally, however, it is not possible 
to use alternating current in the filament of tubes used in the 
early stages of high-gain amplifiers. 

Classification of Tubes.—Tubes are usually classified ac-
cording to the number of electrodes present, so for example a 
two-element tube is called a diode; a three-element tube a 
triode, and so on to tetrodes and pentodes. A pentode there-
fore is a tube having five elements. See pages 228 and 229. 

Tubes may also be classified according to whether there be 
high vacuum, gas or an element which vaporizes in the bulb. 

Diodes.—From the foregoing it is evident that electrons are 
of no value in a tube unless they can be controlled or made to 
work according to a pre-determined schedule. The very 
simplest form of tube consists of two electrodes—a cathode 
and a plate, and is most often referred to as a diode, which is 
the family name for two-electrode tubes. 

In common with all tubes, the electrodes are enclosed in an 
evacuated envelope with the necessary connection projecting 
out through airtight seals. The air is removed from the 
envelope to allow free movement of the electrons and to prevent 
injury to the emitting surface of the cathode. If the cathode 
be heated, electrons leave the cathode surface and form an 
invisible cloud in the space around it. Any positive electric 
potential within the evacuated envelope will offer a strong at-
traction to the electrons. 

In a diode, the positive potential is applied to the second 
electrode, known as the anode, or plate. The potential is 
supplied by a suitable electrical source connected between the 
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plate terminal and a cathode terminal. See fig. 10. Under the 
influence of the positive plate potential, electrons flow from the 
cathode to the plate and return through the external plate-
battery circuit to the cathode, thus completing the circuit. 
This flow of electrons is known as the plate current and may be 
-neasured by a sensitive current indicator. 

ANODE OR PLATE 
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Ftc. 10.—Connection diagram for a two electrode tube. 

The Diode as a Rectifier.—It is obvious that under no con-
ditions can the current flow from the plate to the cathode, i.e., 
the tube is as far as the direction of the current is concerned a 
one-way proposition. Increasing the positive potential will 
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of course increase the flow of electrons from cathode to plate and 
consequently increase the current flow in the plate circuit, but 
if the plate is made negative instead of positive it will repel the 
electrons and no current will flow. 

TRANSFORMER 

PLATE 

A.C. SOURCE 

FILAMENT 

HALF WAY 
RECTIFIER 

CURRENT 

OUT- PUT 

FIG. 1 l .—Connection diagram of the half-wave rectifier. The rectified current is depicted on the 
upper half of toe v, ave diagram. 

The diode therefore acts as an electrical valve that will permit 
current to flow in one direction, but not in the other. It is 
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this characteristic of the diode that has been utilized as a means 
of converting or rectifying an alternating current into a direct 
current. 

The diode is therefore commonly used as a signal rectifier or 
detector in a radio receiver, and as a power rectifier in the unit 
employed to change the a.c. house current into a direct current 
for the operation of home receivers or transmitters. 

Diode rectifiers may have one plate and one cathode and are 
as such called half-wave rectifiers, (See fig. 11) since as stated the, 
current can flow only during one-half of the alternating current 
cycle. 

Full Wave Rectifier.—If two plates and one or more cathode% 
are used in the same tube, current may be obtained during both 
halves of the alternating current cycle as shown in fig. 12. The 
tube is then called a full wave rectifier. If as in the diagram 
shown the rectifier tube be connected to a power transformer, 
the primary of which is connected to a 110 volt a.c. source, 
then the disposition of the voltage developed in the secondary 
of the transformer winding will be such that the center tape 
will be at zero voltage with respect to terminals 1 and 2, and 
during the period terminal 1 is positive, terminal 2 will be 
negative. 

Therefore plate P1 will draw current while plate P2 is idle and 
vice versa. In this manner both the positive and the negative 
half of the alternating current cycle are utilized and the result-
ant output current consists of a series of unidirectional pulses 
with no spacing between them as shown in the lower part of 
fig. 12. These unidirectional pulses may be further smothered 
by insertion of filters consisting of inductive and capacitive 
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reactances interconnected to the output terminals of the rec-
tifying system. 

Space Charge Effect.—Not all of the electrons emitted by the 
cathode reach the plate. Some return to the cathode while 

110 V. 

A.C. SOURCE 

OUT—PUT 
CURRENT 

12.—Connection diagram and depiction of the action of a full-wave rectifier tube. 
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others remain in the space between the cathode and plate for 
a brief period to form an effect known as space-charge. This 
charge has a repelling action on other electrons which leave the 
cathode surface and impedes their passage to the plate. The 
extent of this action and the amount of space-charge depend on 
the cathode temperature and the plate potential. 

Plate voltage vs. Plate current relationship of a diode.—The 
higher the plate potential, the less is the tendency for electrons 
to remain in the space-charge region and repel others. This 
effect may be noted by applying increasingly higher plate volt-
ages to a tube operating at a fixed heater or filament voltage. 
Under these conditions, the maximum number of available 
electrons is fixed, but increasingly higher plate voltages will as 
previously stated succeed in attracting a greater proportion of 
the free electrons. 

Beyond a certain plate voltage, however, additional plate 
voltage has little effect in increasing the plate current. The 
reason is that all of the electrons emitted by the cathode are 
already being drawn to the plate. This maximum current is 
called saturation current, and because it is an indication of the 
total number of electrons emitted, it is also known as the emis-
sion current. See fig. 13. 

Tubes are sometimes tested by measurement of their emission 
current. However, in this test it is generally not feasible to 
measure the full value of emission because this value would be 
sufficiently large to cause change in the tube's characteristics, 
or to damage the tube. For that reason, the test value of 
current in an emission test is less than the full emission current. 
However, this test value is larger than the maximum value 
which will be required from the cathode in the use of the tube. 
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The emission test, therefore, indicates whether the tube's 
cathode can supply a sufficiently large number of electrons for 
satisfactory operation of the tube. 
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FIG. 13.—Characteristic curve of a diode. 

Triodes.—The triode or three electrode tube is principally a 
two-electrode tube in which a third electrode, called the grid, 
is placed between the plate and the cathode. See fig. 14. 

The grid consists usually of a mesh of fine wire extending the 
full length of the cathode. The spaces between the turns of 
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the wire constituting the grid are comparatively large, so as not 
to impair the passage of the electrons from the cathode to the 
plate. 

GRID 
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FIG. 14.—Schematic diagram showing triode connection to battery. 

Grid Function.—The function of the grid is to control the 
plate current. By maintaining the grid at a negative potential, 
it will repel electrons and will in part, but not altogether, neu-
tralize the positive or attractive force exerted upon them by the 
positive plate. Hence, a stream of electrons will flow from the 
grid to the plate, although smaller than it would be if the nega-
tive grid had not been present. Now if the grid is made less 
negative, it follows that its repelling effect will be reduced and 
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consequently a larger current will flow through it to the 
plate. 

Similarly if the grid be again made more negative its repelling 
force will increase and the current to the plate will correspond-
ingly decrease. See fig. 15. 

PLATE 

GRID 

FILAMENT 
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FIG. 15.—Illustrating the action of a grid in a triode vacuum tube. 

From the above, it follows that when the potential of the grid 
be varied in accordance with some desired signal, the plate 
current will vary in a corresponding manner. Because the 
grid is assumed at all times to be at negative potential with 
respect to the cathode, it is evident that it can not collect elec-
trons and so a small amount of energy will be sufficient to vary 
its potential in accordance with the input signal. 

Capacitance Effect.—In a triode the grid plate and cathode 
form what is called an electro-static system, i.e., each electrode 
acts as a plate of a small condenser. The capacitances are those 
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existing between grid and plate, plate and cathode, and grid 
and cathode. See fig. 16. 

These capacitances are usually referred to as "Inter-electrode 
Capacitances." In this connection it may be mentioned that 
the capacitance between the grid and plate is of the utmost 
importance, because of the fact that in high-gain radio-fre-

CAPACITANCE BETWEEN 

GRID AND CATHODE 

CATHODE 

) CAPACITANCE BETWEEN 
PLATE AND CATHODE 

FIG. 16.—Diagram showing inter-electrode capacitances in a triode. 
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quency amplifier circuits, this capacitance may act to produce 
undesired coupling between the input circuit, the circuit be-
tween the grid and cathode, and the output circuit, the circuit 
between the plate and the cathode. The effect of this coupling 
may cause instability and unsatisfactory performance in the 
amplifier. 

Tetrodes.—The undesirable capacitance between the grid 
and the plate in the triode can be decreased by inserting an addi-
tional electrode or screen between the grid and the plate as 
shown in fig. 17. With the addition of this fourth electrode 
the tube is accordingly referred to as a tetrode. 
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The Screen Function.—The position of the screen between 
the grid and the plate gives it the function of an electrostatic 
shield between them, thus reducing the capacitance between 
the two. 
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FIG. 17.—Connection of electrodes of a screen gride tube. 

LOAD 

The effectiveness of this shielding action is further increased 
by inserting a by-pass condenser between the screen and the 
cathode. Therefore, by means of this screen and by-pass 
condenser, the grid to plate capacitance is very small. 

The screen has another desirable effect in that it makes plate 
current almost independent of plate voltage over a certain 
range. The screen is operated at a positive voltage and there-
fore, attracts electrons from the cathode, but because of the 
comparatively large space between wires of the screen, most of 
the electrons drawn to the screen pass through it to the plate. 
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Hence, the screen supplies an electrostatic force pulling electrons 
from the cathode to the plate. 

At the same time the screen shields the electrons between 
cathode and screen from the plate so that the plate exerts very 
little electrostatic force on electrons near the cathode. There-
fore, plate current in a screen grid tube depends to a great de-
gree on the screen voltage and very little on the plate voltage. 
This holds true only as long as the plate voltage is higher than 
the screen voltage. 
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18.—Average plate characteristics of a screen grid amplifier tube. 

The fact that plate current in a screen grid tube is largely 
independent of plate voltage makes it possible to obtain much 
higher amplification with a tetrode than with a triode. The 
low grid to plate capacitance makes it possible to obtain this 
high amplification without plate-to-grid feed-back and resultant 
instability. 
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Pentodes.—It has previously been shown that when electrons 
strike the plate they may if moving at sufficient speed dislodge 
other electrons. This in the two and three electrode types does 
not cause any trouble since no other positive electrode than the 
plate is present to attract them. 

These vagrant electrons therefore are eventually drawn back 
to the plate. 

Emission from the plate caused by bombardment of the plate 
by electrons from the cathode is referred to as Secondary Emis-
sion on account of its effect being secondary to the original 
cathode emission. 

In the case of the previously discussed screen grid or tetrode 
tube, the proximity of the positive screen to the plate offers a 
strong attraction to these secondary electrons, and more mark-
edly so if the plate voltage be lower than the screen voltage. 
This results in lowering of the plate current and limits the per-
missible plate swing for tetrodes. 

To overcome the effects of secondary emission a third grid, 
called the suppressor grid is inserted between the screen and 
plate. This grid, being connected directly to the cathode, 
repels the relatively low-velocity secondary electrons back to 
the plate without obstructing to any appreciable extent the 
regular plate-current flow. Larger undistorted outputs there-
fore can be secured from the pentode than from the tetrode. 

Pentode-type screen-grid tubes are used as radio-frequency 
voltage amplifiers, and in addition can be used as audio-frequency 
voltage amplifiers to give high voltage gain per stage, since the 
pentode resembles the tetrode in having a high amplification 
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factor. Pentode tubes also are suitable as audio-frequency 
power amplifiers, having greater plate efficiency than triodes 
and requiring less grid swing for maximum output. The latter 
quality can be indicated in another way by saying that the 
power sensitivity—ratio of power output to grid swing causing 
it, is higher. In audio power pentodes, the function of the 
screen grid is chiefly that of accelerating the electron flow rather 
than shielding, so that the grid often is called the accelerator 
grid. In radio frequency voltage amplifiers the suppressor 
grid, in eliminating the secondary emission, makes it possible 
to operate the tube with the plate voltage as low as the screen 
voltage, which cannot be done with tetrodes. 

As audio-frequency power amplifier pentodes have in-
herently greater distortion (principally odd-harmonic distor-
tion) than triodes. The output rating usually is based on a 
total distortion of 10%. 
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19.—Conventional representation of beam power tube. 

The Beam Power Tube.—In this tube a different method is 
used for suppressing secondary emission. The tube (See figs. 
19 and 20) contains four electrodes, a cathode, grid, screen and 
plate respectively. The spacing between the electrodes is such 
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that secondary emission from the plate is suppressed without 
the suppressor found in the pentode. 

Due to this method of spacing the electrodes, electrons trav-
elling to the plate slow down, when the plate voltage is low, the 
velocity being almost zero in a certain region between the screen 
and the plate. In this region the electrons form a stationary 
cloud—a space-charge. The effect of this space-charge is to 
repel secondary electrons emitted from the plate, and thus 
cause them to return to the plate, hence causing the suppression 
of secondary emission. 
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21.—Internal structure of beam power tube. (Courtesy R.C.A. Mfg., Inc.) 

An added advantage of the beam power tube is the low carrent 
drawn by the screen. The screen and the grid consists of spiral 
wires wound in such a way so that each turn of the screen is 
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shaded from the cathode by a grid turn. On account of this 
alignment the screen and grid causes the electrons to travel in 
sheets between the turn of the screen so that very few of them 
flow to the screen. Because of the effective suppressor action 
provided by space charge and because of the low current drawn 
from the screen, the beam power tube has the advantage of 
high power output, high sensitivity and efficiency. 

Multi-Purpose Tubes.—During the early stages of tube 
development and application, tubes were essentially of the 
so-called general purpose type, that is a triode was used as a 
radio-frequency amplifier, an intermediate frequency am-
plifier, an audio frequency amplifier, an oscillator or as a de-
tector. 

It is obvious that with this diversity of applications, this one 
type did not meet all requirements to the best advantage. 

At present a great multiplicity of tube types have been de-
veloped to do special work in radio circuits. Among the sim-
plest and most important in radio receiver circuits are the full-
wave rectifiers, cuntaining two separate diodes of the power 
type in one bulb, and twin-triodes consisting of two triodes in 
one bulb for class B audio amplification. 

To add the functions of diode detection and automatic vol-
ume control to that of amplification, a number of types are made 
in which two small diode plates are placed near the cathode, but 
not in the amplifier-portion structure. These types are known 
as duplex-diode triodes, or duplex-diode pentodes, depending 
upon the type of amplifier section incorporated. 

Another type is the pentagrid converter, a special tube work-
ing as both oscillator and first detector in superheterodyne re-
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ceivers. There are five grids between cathode and plate in the 
pentagrid converter; the two inner grids serve as control grid 
and plate of a small oscillator triode, while the fourth grid is the 
detector control grid. The third and fifth grids are connected 
together to form a screen grid which shields the detector con-
trol grid from all other tube elements. The pentagrid con-
verter eliminates the need for special coupling between the 
oscillator and detector circuits. 

The convential diagram representation of these tubes are 
depicted in figs. 21 to 23. Another type of tube consists of a 
triode and pentode in one bulb, for use in cases where the 
oscillator and first detector are preferably separately coupled; 
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FIGS. 21 to 23.—Schematic representation ‘.,f multi-purpose tubes. 
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while still another type is a pentode with a separate grid for 
connection to an external oscillator circuit. This "injection" 
grid provides a means for introducing the oscillator voltage into 
the detector circuit by electronic means. 

Receiving screen-grid tetrodes and screen-grid pentodes for 
radio-frequency voltage amplification are made in two types. 
known as sharp cut-off and variable-mu or super-control types, 
In the sharp-cut off type the amplification factor is practically 
constant regardless of grid bias, while in the variable-mu type the 
amplification factor decreases as the negative bias is increased. 
The purpose of this design is to permit the tube to handle large 
signal voltages without distortion in circuits in which grid-bias 
control is used to vary the amplification, and to reduce inter-
ference from stations on frequencies near that of the desired 
station by preventing cross-modulation. Cross-modulation is 
modulation of the desired signal by an undesired one, and is 
practically the same thing as detection. The variable-mu type 
of tube is a poor detector in circuits for r.f. amplification, hence 
cross-modulation is reduced by its use. 
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CHAPTER 12 

Transistor Fundamentals 
The transistor, sometimes termed the "Mighty Midget" be-

cause of its minute size, is primarily a three electrode germa-• 
nium crystal contact device, which when properly connected 
in a circuit will provide many of the services which until now 
have been delegated to the familiar vacuum tube. 

The development of the transistor will undoubtedly make 
possible new types of electronic equipment which will use not 
only transistors, but also electron tubes, and other electronic 
components in increasing quantities. 

During certain experiments in the Bell Telephone Labora-
tories, it was found that by placing point contacts of tungsten 
and phosphor bronze in close proximity (0.05 to 0.25 mm) on 
the specially prepared surface of a germanium block, interde-
pendence of currents in the vicinity of the contacts can be 
utilized to obtain power amplification somewhat in excess of 
20 decibels. 

Transistor Theory.—A reasonable explanation of the mecha-
nism of conduction in the region of contacts is possible in terms 
of statistical mechanics, but it is difficult to convey a plausible 
physical picture of the transmission of current. 
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According to the prevailing theories, there are two types of 
semi-conductors, the so called n-type involving the migration 
of electrons and the p-type in which permissible but unoccupied 
electronic energy levels or "holes" are propagated through the 
crystal lattice structure, and are equivalent to a flow of positive 
electricity in the opposite direction to the electron flow. The 
nature of the conduction is influenced by impurities in the 
material. 

• In the transistor the main body of the germanium is of the 
n-type with a thin surface layer of p-type germanium. It is 
thought that the current between the emitter contact and the 
main body of the germanium is conveyed by "holes" and that 
a large portion of these "carriers" are attracted to the collector. 

The mobility of the carriers is dependent on temperature 
and the field strength. In practice, the finite mobility is 
equivalent to the transit time in a tube, and limits the response 
of the transistor, at the contact spacings previously noted, to 
• frequencies well below 10 megacycles. 

One type of germanium impurities consists of arsenic, anti-
mony and phosphorus, which when added in minute amounts, 
result in an increase in the conductivity. Germanium having 
an excess of electrons due to the addition of such impurities 
is known as n-type germanium, that is, germanium having an 
excess of negative charges. 

Conduction in germanium may also be increased by adding 
a second type of impurities such as aluminum, boron or indium, 
which impurities are known as the p-type and create a defi-
ciency of electrons or holes resulting in a positive charge. This 
positive charge, or holes contribute to the conductivity of the 
crystal in much the same manner as electrons since they also 
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move from atom to atom. As more p-type impurities are added, 
more holes are formed and the conductivity of the crystal is 
increased. 

The main distinction between the two types of germanium 
is that the n-type has an excess of electrons while the p-type 
has an excess of holes. Both n and p types are used in tran-
sistors, and in certain types of transistors both exist in different 
parts of the same crystal. 

There are presently two principal types of transistors in use, 
namely the Point-contact and the junction type. The point-
contact type having reached a more advanced stage of develop-
ment will be treated in the first part of this Chapter. 

Germanium Crystal Manufacture.—The heart of the tran-
sistor is the germanium crystal. Germanium is a semi-con-
ductor, a metallic-like substance having conductivity greater 
than that of an insulator but less than that of a conductor. 
Its resistance in contrast to that of metals, decreases with 
an increase in temperature. 

In the United States germanium is obtained most frequently 
as a by-product of zinc mining. In Great Britain it has also 
been obtained in considerable quantities from flue dust residue. 

Manufacturers of germanium products receive this substance 
in the form of germanium dioxide powder. The conversion of 
the dioxide into crystals for use in transistors involves some of 
the most important and critical processes in the manufacture 
of germanium devices. The electrical characteristics of the 
transistor are dependent to a considerable degree upon the 
characteristics of the germanium. The control of transistor 
characteristics to acceptable tolerances depends upon the uni-
formity of the germanium. 
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The resistivity of germanium, an important factor in tran-
3istor operation, is dependent upon the presence in the ger-
manium of minute quantities of certain impurities. If no im-
purities be present in the germanium crystal, no transistor 
action takes place. If, on the other hand, too many impurity 
atoms be present, the germanium becomes too conductive and 
transistor action is adversely affected. 

• The initial process in the conversion of germanium dioxide 
to the final crystals for transistor use is the reduction of the 
dioxide to a germanium metallic powder. This process is per-
lormed in a hydrogen atmosphere at a temperature of approx-
imately 650° C. The powder is then melted at a temperature 
e approximately 960° C. and is formed into ingots. 

After the ingots are formed, they may be subjected to one or 
more stages of purification. In one type of the purification 
process, the germanium ingot is placed in a furnace in an inert-
gas atmosphere, is melted, and is then progressively cooled 
from one end to the other. During this cooling process, im-
purities present in the germanium tend to concentrate at each 
end of the ingot. The inner portion of the ingot, therefore, has 
•a higher purity than the ends where the impurities are con-
centrated. The low-purity ends of the ingot may be cut off 
and the process repeated if additional purification is needed. 

The germanium ingot formed by these purification techniques 
is poly-crystalline. Greater uniformity is obtained in a further 
process in which a single crystal is formed from this poly-
crystalline ingot. In this process the poly-crystalline germa-
nium is placed in a graphite pot and melted. A small single 
crystal of germanium is dipped into the surface of the melt, 
then withdrawn very slowly, pulling with it some molten ger-
manium which solidifies on the crystal seed. The speed of 
withdrawal may be about a quarter of an inch per minute. 
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Point-Contact Transistors 

Transistor Fabrication Process.—The details of construction 
of a point-contact transistor are given in fig. 1. This transistor 
consists essentially of two rectifying point electrodes which 
make contact with a small pellet of germanium. These elec-
trodes are known as the emitter and the collector. A third 
electrode known as the base, is in low-resistance contact with 
the germanium crystal. 

( 

THERMOSETTING RESIN 

EMITTER CONTACT 

COLLECTOR CONTACT 

GERMANIUM CRYSTAL 

BASE CONNECTION 

METAL SUPPORT 

y-GLASS STEM 

COLLECTOR CONNECTION 

EMITTER CONNECTION 

FIG. I—Construction details of typical point-contact transistor. 

The emitter, collector and base form the three electrical con-
nections to this germanium crystal triode. The complete 
assembly is then embedded in a thermosetting plastic to provid( 
ruggedness and freedom from atmospheric contaminants. The 
final process, and one of the most important in transistot 
fabrication is "electrical forming." In this process, relatively 
large surges of currents are passed through the collector to 
the base. 
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Point-Contact Rectification.—Prior to transistor develop-
ment germanium has been known primarily for its use in point-
contact diode rectifiers which have been available commer-
cially for several years. These devices have achieved wide-
spread use in many present day electronic applications. In a 
similar manner when the transistor point electrode makes con-
'tact with the germanium-crystal surface rectification of current 
is obtained. 

When this contact occurs, a nonlinear relationship exists 
between a voltage applied to and the current flowing through 
the point of contact. A so-called "barrier" to the flow of 
current will be present or absent depending upon the polarity 
of the voltage applied to the metal point. 

Thus, for example, if a metal point contacts the surface of 
an n-type germanium, the barrier will be absent and a large 
forward current will flow if the metal point is biased positively 
.with respect to the crystal. If, on the other hand, the point 
is biased negatively with respect to the crystal, the barrier will 
be present and only a small reverse current will flow. 

If the germanium is a p-type, the forward current will flow 
when the point is biased negatively with respect to the crystal. 
One explanation of this barrier is, that a very thin layer at the 
'surface of the crystal acts as an insulating layer. If the ger-
manium resistivity is too low, this insulating barrier at the 
surface does not exist because of the large number of current 
carriers present both in the interior and on the surface of the 
germanium and poor rectification results. 

The foregoing transistor properties may best be observed 
by a reference to fig. 2 showing a basic amplifier circuit utilizing 
the n-type transistor. In this circuit the collector is biased 
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negatively with respect to the base, while the emitter is posi-
tively biased. 

If it be assumed at first that no voltage be applied to the 
emitter, the collector will draw a current of approximately 0.5 
milliampere if a negative voltage of 25 volts be applied to the 
collector contact. Then, if a positive voltage be applied to the 

EMITTER COLLECTOR 

0 INPUT 
SIGNAL 
SOURCE 

GERMANIUM 
BLOCK 

1111111!MOMilril 

BASE 

FIG. 2—Basic transistor circuit. 

¡LOAD 

emitter contacts, electrons will be drawn into the emitter and 
a flow of holes from the emitter will be attracted to the nega-
tive field of the collector, thereby increasing the collector 
current appreciably. 

Now, with both the emitter and collector drawing current, 
a small signal voltage is applied to the transistor as noted in 
fig. 2. As the applied voltage swings positive, the emitter 
current will increase thereby increasing the collector current 
by supplying additional holes. On the negative swing of the 
signal voltage, the collector current will decrease. 
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If the assumption be made that every unit of hole current 
which leaves the emitter reaches the collector, it follows that 
a small change in emitter current will result in an equivalent 
change in collector current, producing an amplification factor 
of one. 

It should be noted that the transistor amplifies not only in-
put current but also power. Because the emitter is biased in 
the forward direction, only a small impedance to the flow of 
current exists, therefore the input impedance of the transistor 
is fairly low, on the order of 500 ohms. The collector, on the 
other hand, is biased in the reverse direction and hence offers 
a higher impedance to the flow of current. The collector 
resistance comprises the greatest portion of the output im-
pedance of the transistor. 

The load resistance to provide a proper impedance match, 
must be fairly high on the order of 10,000 to 20,000 ohms. 
With the input signal applied to the transistor at a low im-
pedance and the output taken from a high impedance, power 
amplification results. 

In the p-type transistor, electrons are ejected from a nega-
tively biased emitter and collected at a positively biased col-
lector. In general, therefore, the p-type transistor has charac-
teristics similar to the n-type unit, except that in operation, all 
battery polarities are reversed. 

Point-Contact Transistor Characteristics.—The electrical 
characteristics of the point-contact transistor may be described 
by static characteristic curves having slopes equal to the open-
circuit resistances. 

Thus, for example, the input characteristic illustrated in fig. 
3, is defined as the emitter voltage vs. the emitter current for 
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several values of constant collector current. The slope of the 
curve taken at any point is defined as the open-circuit input 
resistance because the output circuit is an open circuit for 
alternating currents. 
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FIG. 3—Input characteristics of a point-contact transistor. (Courtesy Radio 
Corporation of America.) 

20 

The feedback characteristic is illustrated in fig. 4. The slope 
of this curve is the internal feedback resistance which is mutual 
to both input and output circuits. This resistance is a measure 
of the effect of collector current upon the voltage drop at the 
emitter point. It acts as a positive feedback element and if it 
becomes too large, the transistor may become unstable. 
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The output characteristic curve is given in fig. 5. The slope 
of this curve is the open-circuit output resistance. This re-
sistance is approximately equal to the collector resistance or 
the a.c. impedance which exists at the collector contact. 
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FIG. 4—Feedback characteristics of a point-contact transistor. 

The current amplification factor which is a measure of the 
effect of the emitter current upon the collector current, may 
also be measured from the output characteristic. Along a line 
of constant collector voltage, a change in collector current for 
an increment of emitter current may be measured. The cur-
rent amplification factor is equal to the change in collector 
current divided by the change in emitter current. 
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The output characteristic curve is similar to the curves of 
the plate family of electron tubes except that the voltages are 
plotted as a function of the currents for the transistor, while 
the currents are plotted as functions of the voltages for the 
vacuum tube. 
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FIG. 5—Output characteristics of a point-contact transistor. (Courtesy 
Radio Corporation of America.) 

Because a transistor may have a negative input resistance, 
it is possible to obtain two sets of currents for one set of volt-
ages. This effect is shown in fig. 7 which curve gives the emitter 
voltage vs. the emitter current for a constant collector voltage. 

--; 9 7c; 

o 
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As the emitter and collector currents increase, the voltage 
across the internal feedback resistance becomes larger. Since 
this voltage is negative with respect to the base and is in series 
with the applied emitter voltage, a point is reached where the 
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FIG. 6—Transfer characteristics of a point-contact transistor. (Courtesy 
Radio Corporation of America.) 

total emitter voltage decreases with increased emitter current, 
resulting in a negative input resistance. There will also be 
different collector currents for each set values of emitter current. 
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Because there is only one set of voltages for a given set of 
currents, it is desirable to plot the voltages as a function of 
currents. It is also highly important that constant current 
rather than constant voltage sources be used. If fixed voltages 
were applied directly to the emitter and collector, any slight 
increase in collector current would tend to increase the emitter 
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FIG. 7—Negative input-resistance characteristics of a point-contact transistor. 
(Courtesy Radio Corporation of America.) 

current due to the feedback effect. This increase would in turn 
increase the collector current and considerable instability would 
result. In junction transistors, on the other hand, neither the 
negative input resistance nor the positive feedback exists. 
Therefore, constant voltage supplies may be used with no pos-
sibility of instability. 

The transfer resistance is defined as the slope of the transfer 
characteristic curve, which is illustrated in fig. 6. This resist-
ance is also equal to the product of the current amplification 
factor and the output resistance. 
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Some typical values of open-circuit resistances for a point-
contact transistor are: 

Input resistance, 300 ohms 
Output resistance, 20,000 " 
Feedback resistance, 120 " 
Transfer resistance, 40,000 

Because of feedback effects, the optimum input and output 
impedances for maximum gain in an amplifier circuit using this 
transistor, are slightly less than the open-circuit resistance 
values. An input impedance of 200 to 500 ohms and an output 
load impedance of 10,000 to 20,000 ohms, however, would result 
in a power gain of approximately 20 decibels, which is close to 
the maximum available gain. 

It should be noted that the power gain of the transistor de-
pends upon three major factors: 

1. The gain varies almost directly with the ratio of output 
impedance to input impedance. This ratio may be on 
the order of 100 to 200 to 1 in point-contact transistors. 
In junction transistors the ratio may be on the order of 
10,000 to 1. 

2. The power gain varies as the square of the current ampli-
fication factor, which may be on the order of 2 or 3 for 
point-contact transistors and slightly less than one in 
junction transistors. 

3. The positive feedback of the transistor accounts for several 
decibels in power gain. The amount of gain due to feed-
back depends upon the magnitude of the internal feedback 
resistance and current amplification. 
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Transistor Frequency Response.—The frequency response 
of the point-contact transistor is limited by the transit time of 
the holes or electrons; the transit time being the time it takes 
the holes or electrons to travel from the emitter to the collector. 
The transit time in seconds may be calculated approximately 
by the expression: 

' T — S 
pple 

Where S is the contact spacing or the distance between the 
emitter and collector in centimeters, p is the resistivity of the 
germanium in the ohm-centimeters, is the mobility of the 
holes or electrons in centimeters squared per volt-second and 
/, is the emitter current in amperes. 

Since an improved frequency response results from a small 
transit time, it can be seen from the foregoing expression that 
the response can be improved by using germanium of high 
resistivity and small contact spacings. The mobility of the 
holes or electrons is the velocity with which they move through 
the germanium when an electric field is applied. 

In the case of n-type germanium, holes travel from the emitter 
to the collector, whereas in the p-type germanium, electrons 
travel from the emitter to the collector. 

The mobility of electrons is greater than that of the holes 
and hence the frequency response of p-type germanium is slight-
ly better than that of the n-type for a similar contact spacing 
and resistivity. 

The frequency response may be defined as the measure of 
change in current amplification with the increase in frequency. 
The current amplification factor of certain types of close-spaced 
point-contact transistors drops approximately 3 db. at 10 mc. 
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A 3 db. drop in gain has been chosen to define the cut-off 
frequency. 

This method of measuring frequency response, however, de-
fines only one parameter as a function of frequency. If the 
power gain of the device is measured as a function of frequency 
in an amplifier with a high-impedance load, the response of the 
transistor deteriorates more rapidly. A transistor having a 3 
decibel drop in the current amplification factor at 10 mega-
cycles may have a cut-off of voltage or power gain at 4 mega-
cycles or less. 

Frequency Response in Wide-Spaced Transistors.—Since 
the transit time of the electrons or holes increases as the point 
spacing increases in theory, the frequency response of the 
transistor varies inversely as the cube of the spacing. 

Some interesting studies made of the n-types having wide 
spacings between contacts, show that such transistors have 
certain useful characteristics. It is noted, that if germanium 
having high resistivity be used, transistor power gain and 
current amplification are relatively independent of the point 
separation up to approximately 0.015 inch. As the spacings 
increase, however, the effect of the collector upon the emitter 
decreases, that is, the feedback resistance decreases. 

This value of feedback resistance for the wide-spaced tran-
sistors is low enough to assure short-circuit stability while values 
of power gain as high as 23 db. are maintained and even though 
the frequency response limit varies inversely as the point 
spacing, the cut-off of the current amplification factor of the 
wide-spaced transistor is approximately 100 kilocycles because 
the resistivity of the germanium is higher than that used in 
narrow-spaced units. The other characteristics, except for the 
low internal feedback are similar to those of the close-spaced 
unit. 
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Transistor Power Capabilities.—The power capabilities of 
point-contact transistors are low which considerably limit the 
employment of such devices. Most point-contact transistors 
do not withstand a collector power dissipation greater than 200 
milliwatts. If the efficiency of operation as a class "A" ampli-
fier is assumed to be 30% only 60 milliwatts of power may be 
obtained from one stage of a transistor amplifier. A con-
servative figure for operation would be somewhere between 30 
and 40 milliwatts. 

There are however, many applications in which some benefit 
may be obtained from a device which operates at low power 
dissipations. Hence the greatest opportunities for the use of 
point-contact transistors lie in those applications where power 
output is of relatively little importance and where conservation 
of power is essential. 

The limited power obtained in contact-point transistors is 
largely due to the thermal effect at the collector. Considerable 
heat is generated at this point of contact when a current is 
passed through it. Germanium is a fair conductor of heat and 
some of the heat is conducted away from the point of contact 
through the germanium crystal and away from the crystal by 
the metal support. If too large a value of current be passed, 
however, the germanium and adjacent parts are unable to carry 
the heat away rapidly enough. 

If the collector point becomes too hot, the collector resistance 
decreases and a change occurs in the collector bias current and 
also in the voltage drop across the collector. In order not to 
damage the transistor, by too high a power dissipation the 
transistor must be designed for best possible heat conductivity 
away from the crystal. By increasing the size of the crystal 
support and by adding special cooling fins, the allowable power 
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dissipation of the transistor may be increased to 500 milliwatts 
or more, thus increasing the power output of the transistor. 

Transistor Life Considerations.—The life of the point-contact 
transistor is largely dependent upon electrical and physical 
considerations. The most obvious requirement for long life is 
that the transistor be physically very rugged. 

The slightest shifting of the point contacts may result in 
large changes in transistor characteristics. The RCA method 
of improving the electrical and mechanical stability consists in 
an embedding process in which the transistor is embedded in a 
thermosetting plastic or resin and as a result of this embedding 
process the transistor may be subjected to severe impacts with 
no damage to its physical and electrical characteristics. 

One of the most important causes of transistor failures is the 
attack of moisture and other chemical agents of the atmosphere 
upon the point-contact area of the transistor. Therefore, a 
transistor which is completely unprotected may fail in relatively 
high humidity in a few hours. 

It has become necessary therefore, to prevent this moisture 
attack as much as possible by enclosing the point-contact area 
in waxes or resins having low moisture-absorption properties. 
When protected in this manner point-contact transistors have 
been subjected to continuous exposure at 95% relative humidity 
and immersion in water for periods of several months with 
practically no effect on transistor characteristics. 

Under normal operating conditions transistors may be ex-
pected to survive with little change in characteristics for a 
considerable length of time. Predictions of point-contact 
transistor life of in excess of 70,000 hours either on the shelf or 
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in continuous operation do not seem at all unlikely, if the 
transistors are operated within their ratings. 

Exhaustive tests conducted by RCA engineers indicate that 
resin-embedded transistors also withstand temperatures lower 
than —70°C and higher than +100°C during storage with no 
apparent damage. Operation at the low values of tempera-
tures is practical, but operation at high ambient temperatures 
is not feasible, since as the ambient temperature is increased, 
the temperature at the point of contact becomes too great and 
the collector resistance is reduced. Changes in other properties 
of the transistor such as the emitter resistance, transfer resist-
ance and internal feedback resistance, may also occur. The net 
result of these changes is a loss of power gain, changes in bias 
conditions and possible permanent dainage to the transistor. 

Transistor Uniformity.—In order to complete successfully 
with other electronic devices, uniformity and reproducibility 
of its characteristics are essential. 

The uniformity of transistors may be influenced to a large 
degree by the proper control of point spacing, point pressures 
and the fabricating techniques employed. The uniformity of 
the germanium itself, however, is probably the most important 
factor in obtaining reproducible transistor characteristics. 

The art of germanium-crystal growing is rapidly progressing, 
and the uniformity of germanium has improved to the point 
where various transistor characteristics such as current ampli-
fication, power gain, feed-back resistance and input and output 
resistance have been controlled to within ± 25%. From the 
foregoing it follows that uniformity comparable to that of the. 
electron tube seems entirely possible. 
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Junction Transistors 

The junction transistor, generally known as the p-n junction 
type, has somewhat different characteristics from those of the 
point-contact design. In comparison with point-contact types, 
the junction transistor has lower noise, higher power gain, 
greater efficiency of operation and higher power-handling capa-
bilities. As noted in table I, these improved characteristics are 
not obtained without some loss in frequency response. 

Power Gain(Grounded base) . 
Current Amplification Factor. 
Noise Figure (db above thermal at 

1000 cycles) . . . 
Minimum d.c. dissipation for satis-

factory operation  
Efficiency, Class A operation  
Frequency Cut-off (3 db down in cur-

rent amplification factor)   

Point-Contact 
Type 

23 db 
2.5 

55 db 

Junction 
Type 

40 db 
0.98 

10 db 

5 to 15 mw. 0.6 microwatt 
30% 49% 

10 mc. 1 mc. 

TABLE I—Showing average value of several characteristics for two types 
of transistors. 

Two types of junction transistors have been developed. The 
n-p-n junction transistor is composed of alternate n, p and n 
layers of germanium grown from a single crystal, as shown in 
fig. 8. The center layer of p-type germanium is very thin, its 
thickness may be as little as 0.001 inch. 

Low-resistance contacts to the n-areas form the emitter and 
collector, whereas the low-resistance connection to the p-layer 
constitutes the base terminal. 

The principle of operation of the junction transistor is some-
what different from that of the point-contact type in that the 
rectification takes place at the junction between the p and n 
type layers rather than at the point contacts. 
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In the point-contact transistor, holes or electrons drift from 
the emitter to the collector under influence of electric fields. 
In the n-p-n junction transistor, electrons diffuse through the 
p-type layer and are attracted to the collector. The center 
layer has an excess of holes, but if this layer be thin enough, 
most of the electrons entering the base region from the emitter 
will reach the collector region without recombining with the 
holes. 

«5) 
GERMANIUM 

"n" TYPE 

/ TYPE 

"p " TYPE 

FIG. 8—Illustrating arrangement of n and p layers in an n-p-n type junction 
transistor. 

In a junction transistor of this type, practically all the elec-
trons leaving the emitter reach the collector, thus resulting in 
a current amplification of approximately one, but it cannot 
attain current amplification of greater than one unless more 
complex junctions are introduced. High power gains are ob-
tained as a result of the very high impedance step-up between 
the input and output circuits. 
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Another junction type transistor known as the p-n-p type as 
illustrated in fig. 9, is formed by diffusing two p-type impurity 
metals on opposite faces of a piece of n-type germanium. The 
working principles in a transistor of this type depend upon the 
diffusion of atoms from the impurity metals into the germanium 
at high temperatures converting a portion of the n-type into 
p-type germanium, thus forming p-n junctions. 

FIG. 9—Illustrating arrangement of p and n layers in a p-n-p type junction 
transistor. 

In this type of transistor, the emitter is biased positively and 
the collector is biased negatively with respect to the base. 
Hole carriers are injected by the emitter and arrive at the 
collector, resulting in a current amplification factor of approx-
imately one, as in the n-p-n transistor. 
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CHAPTER 13 

Transistor Circuits 
When considering the possible circuit applications for the 

two types of transistors, previously described, the limitations 
of both types must be recognized. Because of the fact that 
transistors are presently available at reasonable cost, they may 
advantageously be substituted for vacuum tubes in numerous 
circuits. This is particularly true where battery operation is 
desirable, since transistors in such circuits are much more 
efficient requiring no heater power and will operate with very 
low current, thus permitting standard flashlight cells to be used 
in a great many applications. 

At the present time, the advantages of high gain, low noise 
and greater stability of the simple junction transistor can be 
utilized at frequencies up to several megacycles in applications 
such as r.f. and i.f. amplifiers of standard broadcast receivers. 
In addition, power outputs greater than one watt appear to be 
possible in oscillator and amplifier applications in the audio 
frequency and low frequency ranges. Another feature of the 
junction transistor is its ability to amplify and oscillate with 
microwatt power inputs. 

The frequency response of the point-contact transistors, on 
the other hand, is somewhat higher than that of junction types. 
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As with junction types, point-contact types which are currently 
available can be made to oscillate and amplify over the broad-
cast frequency band. 

When used as an amplifier, point-contact transistors have a 
relatively flat response over the entire broadcast band and 
beyond. Types now under development will operate at con-
siderably higher frequencies. Feedback in these units have 
been reduced to values which make stable operation at radio 
frequencies practical. 

The point-contact transistor, therefore, may also have con-
siderable application in radio circuits and may be used in 
intermediate-frequency amplifiers, radio-frequency oscillators 
and other circuits not associated with the high power stages of 
r.f. systems. Point-contact transistors have been developed 
which are capable of oscillating at frequencies well over 100 
megacycles. 

When dealing with radio and other electronic circuits there 
are three fundamental functions involved. They are: 

1. Detection 

2. Amplification, and 

3. Oscillation. 

Until the invention of transistors, vacuum tubes have been 
employed to provide each of these functions. It is now possible 
to employ transistors in place of vacuum tubes to perform 
these operations. 

Detection.—Detection is the process of recovering modula-
tion from a signal. Any device that is "non-linear" that is, a 
device whose output is not exactly proportional to its input 
will act as a detector. 
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In radio communication systems, the transmitted intelligence 
is contained as modulation of an r.f. carrier frequency. To 
make use of this intelligence in its original form in the receiver, 
it must be separated from the carrier wave. The act or process 
of separation is termed demodulation, or detection. 

R.F. SIGNAL 
INPUT 

1.5 V.P—P 
2N34 

JUNCTION 
5 : 1 TRANSISTOR 

EMITTER COLLECTOR 

33 k 

AUDIO 
OUTPUT 

5000 MMF. 

FIG. 1—Detector circuit using emitter-base connection. 

BASE 

Although there are numerous devices which have been em-
ployed to accomplish detection, there are only two that bear 
any resemblance to a transistor detector. These are the silicon 
or germanium crystal, and the vacuum tube diode, which are 
employed for the detection of A.M. radio transmission. 

The reason for the successful use of each is the fact that they 
will conduct current only in one direction, that is, they are 
non-linear devices. A transistor, because of its construction, is 
also a non-linear device since it has two rectifying contacts, 
either one of which could be used with the base to form a 

detector. 

Detector Circuits.—The transistor may be connected in vari-
ous ways to obtain detection. Fig. 1 illustrates a circuit in 
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which the transmitter is connected in such a manner that the 
emitter-base circuit is the rectifying section. Fig. 2 is similar 
to that shown in fig. 1 except that here the collector-base is used 
as the rectifying section. Fig. 3 shows an emitter-collector circuit. 

R.F. SIGNAL 
INPUT 

1.5 V. P - P 
5 : 1 

33 k 
fl 

2N34 
JUNCTION 
TRANSISTOR 

COLLECTOR EMITTER 

AUDIO 
OUTPUT 

5000 MMF. 

BASE 

FIG. 2—Transistor detector with collector-base connection. 

1.5 V.,P- P 
5 : I 

2N34 
JUNCTION 
TRANSISTOR 

FIG. 3—Detector circuit with emitter-collector connection. 

It should be noted however, that the foregoing detector 
circuits do not take full advantage of the latent transistor 
capabilities, since there is some amplification to be gained by 
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merely completing the collector circuit as shown in fig. 4. Thus, 
by removing the detector load resistor and impressing the audio 
signal directly on the transistor in the form of current bias, a 
favorable detector circuit is obtained. 

1.5 V.,P - P 
5 : 1 

R.F. SIGNAL 
INPUT 

2N34 
JUNCTION 
TRANSISTOR 

EMITTER COLLECTOR 

FIG. 4—Improved detector transistor circuit. 

BASE 

AUDIO 
OUTPUT 

100 k 
fI 

—22.5V. 
AT 0.18 MA. 

The circuit fig. 4, produces an undistorted output audio 
voltage several times the value of the output produced in fig. 1. 
From the foregoing it will be noted that it would be uneco-
nomical in practice not to take advantage of the extra gain 
characteristics which is an inherent part of the transistor. 

Amplification.—Transistor type amplifiers are utilized in the 
same manner as are radio vacuum tubes in a conventional 
amplification system. It should also be noted that in common 
with radio tube amplifiers, a variety of transistor amplifier 
circuits are possible, each with its own characteristics, to suit 
almost any desired requirement. 

There are three possible ways in which a transistor can be 
connected for amplification, namely: 

1. With a grounded base 
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2. With a grounded emitter, and 

3. With a grounded collector. 

The grounded base circuit employing a point contact transistor 
is perhaps the most difficult to incorporate in an amplifier 
because of its inherent instability. The collector current flowing 
through the internal base resistance develops a regenerative 
voltage which brings about an oscillatory tendency. Therefore, 
an amplifier constructed on this principle would be very 
unstable and in addition extremely critical with regard to 
transistor replacement. 

The reason for this will become apparent when it be con-
sidered that the transistor base resistance is very high in the 
point-contact unit. This characteristic is determined by the 
size of the crystal and the resistivity of the germanium used in 
the manufacturing process, and although both of these factors 
can be reduced, the base resistance of the point-contact unit 
is still much larger than that of the junction unit. 

The grounded-emitter circuit, on the other hand, provides an 
amplifier which is stable and in addition is not critical of 
variations between transistors of the same type. 

As noted in fig. 5 the series resistor in the emitter circuit and 
the voltage divider which biases the base are both included in 
the circuit for stabilization of the operating point. This feature 
provides that fluctuation in battery voltage as well as ambient 
temperature variation will have only a minor effect over a wide 
range of operation. 

To correct the low input impedance and relatively poor high 
frequency response, it has been found advantageous to drive 
the grounded emitter stages from a low impedance source. 
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This can best be performed by adding a grounded collector 
stage as shown in fig. 6. In this amplifier, the stabilizing net-
work has been transformed to the grounded collector stage and 
since this stage operates at a lower current than the second stage, 
the power loss in the bleeder network is substantially reduced. 

—22.5 V. 

INPUT 

o  

2N34 
JUNCTION 
TRANSISTOR  

10 k 

10 k 

10 MF' 

FIG. 5— Illustrating transistor amplifier with grounded-emitter. 
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101( 
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FIG. 6—Two stage transistor amplifier illustrating use of grounded-
collector circuit. 
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In an amplifier circuit of this design, the first stage stabilizes 
the second by presenting a constant current source to the 
emitter of the second stage, and in addition the first stage 
provides an increase in power and voltage gain. 

In most amplifier applications, the junction transistor is 
constantly proving its advantage over the point-contact type 
of transistor. 

Oscillation.—It is a well known fact that if there be enough 
positive feedback in a vacuum tube amplifier circuit, self-
sustaining oscillations will be set up. When an amplifier 
is arranged so that this condition exists it is called an oscillator. 

A complete circuit is arranged in such a manner that the 
feedback circuit subtracts a portion of the energy from the 
output and returns it in the proper phase relationship to the 
input. This portion of the energy is then amplified, and a 
part of the voltage it develops in the output is returned to the 
input. When this cycle is continually repeated, the circuit is 
said to be oscillating. 

Oscillator Circuits.—Since the point-contact transistor is 
basically a current amplifier, it can be arranged in a similar 
manner to produce oscillation. 

By utilizing the negative resistance characteristics of the 
point-contact transistor, the oscillator will have current amplifi-
cation, current feedback, and a tank circuit will produce 
maximum current. 

Since the internal resistances of any transistor are fixed 
values, the only variables are the circuit impedances. There 
are three external circuit impedances any one of which can be 
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manipulated to bring about oscillation. These are the base, 
emitter and collector impedances. Oscillation can be initiated 
by increasing the base impedance, decreasing the emitter 
impedance or by decreasing the collector impedance. 

COLLECTOR EMITTER 

Rb 

T 
FIG. 7—Diagram showing current flow in an equivalent transistor circuit. 

The effectiveness of the point-contact transistor as an oscil-
lator is due partly to its built-in feedback circuit. As noted 
in fig. 7 the collector and the emitter have a common coupling 
impedance Rb in the base lead which feeds a part of the output 
back into the output circuit in the correct phase for oscillation. 
Only a small additional impedance is needed in the base arm to 
overcome the effects of the external components in the emitter 
and collector circuits. 

With reference to fig. 7 it will be noted that emitter and 
collector currents flow in opposite directions in the base lead. 
Collector current le is larger than emitter current I., in point-
contact resistors, so the resulting base current 4 constitute 
the difference in the two currents flowing in the same direction 
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as the collector current. 4 flows through Rb to produce a 
voltage at a point (A) that is in phase with the emitter signal. 
It is in this manner that a positive feedback required for oscil, 
lation is obtained. 

7V. P-P 
SIGNAL 

1698 
POINT - CONTACT 
TRANSISTOR 

loo n loo n 

BROADCAST 
OSO. COIL 

30- 365 
MMF. 

—0.75 V. .7-_--_ - —45 V. 
AT 0.18 MA. AT 1.2 MA. 

FIG. 8—Transistor oscillator circuit utilizing the principle of increased 
base impedance. 

An increase in the base impedance can be achieved by in-
serting a parallel resonant circuit in the base outlet as shown 
in fig. 8. This provides a maximum of base impedance at 
resonance, and the circuit will oscillate at that frequency. A 
decrease in either the emitter or collector impedance can be 
obtained by connecting a series resonant circuit from the 
respective element to ground as indicated in figs. 9 and 10. 

This will produce a minimum impedance and a condition 
of oscillation at resonance. The base resistor is required in 
figs. 8, 9 and 10, to maintain the base impedance at a high value 
and makes it necessary to reverse the normal polarity of the 
emitter bias supply in order to maintain the emitter just 
slightly positive with respect to the base. 
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1698 
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—45 V. 
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FIG. 9—Transistor oscillator circuit using a decrease in emitter impedance 
to produce oscillation. 
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FIG. 10—Transistor oscillator circuit using the principle of decreased 
collector hnnedance. 
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It should be noted that the junction transistor will not oscil-
late in circuits figs. 8 to 10 simply because it is not a current 
amplifier, and the maximum current gain of a junction transistor 
is always less than unity. Therefore, it is necessary to employ 
this unit as a voltage amplifier and to use a voltage feedback 
circuit similar to that used with vacuum tubes. This can 
usually be accomplished by means of inductive coupling. 

2N34 
JUNCTION 
TRANSISTOR 

2.7 k 

30-365 
MMF. 

BROADCAST 
OSC. COIL 

33 k n 

0.1 MMF. 
—22.5V. 

FIG. II—Transistor oscillator incorporating voltage feedback in grounded 
base circuit. 

The resulting circuits are somewhat similar to vacuum tube 
oscillators and two representative circuits are given in figs. 
11 and 12. 

Summing up it will be observed that the voltage feedback 
type of oscillator is not limited solely to the use of the junction 
transistor, but the point-contact unit can also be success-
fully employed. 
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2N34 JUNCTION 
TRANSISTOR 
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.11 

30-365 
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BROADCAST 
OSC. COIL 

FIG. 12—Transistor oscillator utilizing the grounded emitter circuit and 
voltage feedback. 

Transistor Code - Practice Oscillator.—The Code practice 
oscillator shown in fig. 13, is an example of a unit in which the 
favorable characteristics of a transistor is utilized. It should 
be noted that in a circuit of this sort only about a third of a 
milliampere is used, thus permitting flashlight cells to be 
employed. 

Here the CK-722 junction transistor will oscillate readily at 
frequencies up to about one megacycle if an r.f. choke is con-
nected in series with RI. Thus it could be used as an if. test 
signal source, but it is not suitable for higher frequencies 
because of the relatively low cut-off frequency of junction 
transistors. 
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The circuit diagram fig. 13, shows the use of the conventional 
Colpitts circuits with the CK-722, pnp junction transistor. In 
comparing the transistor circuit with that utilizing a vacuum 
tube, it should be noted that the collector (pin #1 next to the 
red dot on the transistor) may be considered analogous to the 
plate, the base (pin #2 the center pin) to the grid and the 
emitter (pin #3) to the cathode. 

CK722 JUNCTION 
TRANSISTOR 

4.7 k 
R1 n PHONE 

W. JACK 1.5 V. 1.5 V. 
v  I — 

B1 B2 

FIG. 13—Transistor audio oscillator circuit suitable for code practice. In 
the diagram LI represents a primary 500 ohm line-to-speaker transformer; 
C1 and C2 are paper condensers; B1 and B2 are flashlight cells. 

Any magnetic phone's with an impedance of 1000 ohms or 
more may be used. Crystal phone's could be connected across C2. 

The primary (500 ohms side) of the small line-to-speaker 
transformer specified is about of the right inductance. If a 
different transformer be used it may be necessary to increase or 
decrease CI and C2 to obtain a frequency of around 1,000 cycles. 
In this connection it should be noted that it is preferable to 
make C2 larger than CI, but again the ratio is not critical. 
R1 may be increased to 22,000 ohms or more if less volume is 
desired in the headphones. 

Cl 
L 

C2 °DI T.25 MF. 
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A similar circuit for single battery operation is shown in fig. 
14. This oscillator will operate on a single dry cell, but two are 
required to give enough volume on the loudspeaker to be heard 
throughout the room. Headphones could be connected in 
series with R1 as shown in fig. 13. The current from the two 
dry cells is only 0.7 milliampere, thus they will operate for a 

CK722 JUNCTION 
TRANSISTOR 

2 

1.5 k it 

1 W. 0.25 MF. 

B1 

20 mh. 
INDUCTANCE 

SPEAKER 
3 n 

FIG. 14—Transistor audio oscillator circuit arranged for single battery 
operation. In the diagram CI, C2, and C3 are paper condensers; B1, one or 
two 1.5 volts flashlight cells. 

considerable time. The dry cells could be replaced by a 
crystal, r.f. choke, and capacitor connected as shown in fig. 15 
for operation as a complete self-powered keying monitor. 

Transistor Keying Monitor.—The Code practice oscillator 
shown in fig. 13 may be adopted as a keying monitor when 
desired, by using one pole of a double-pole keying relay in place 
of the key and powering the emitter circuit from a keyed low-
voltage circuit in the transmitter, or by obtaining the emitter 
current from rectified r.f. voltages. 
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Fig. 15 shows the modified circuit for the latter case. The 
emitter dry cell Bb has been replaced by an r.f. choke, crystal 
rectifier and capacitor. Since the collector dry cell is retained, 
the circuit cannot be said to be entirely self powered. 

\V ANTENNA 

CK722 JUNCTION 
TRANSISTOR 

RFC 

I1N34  

ce 2.5 mh. 
r.f. CHOKE 

C3 
0.25 MF. 

R1 

4.7 kn 

C2-1  0.25 MF. 

1.5 V 

L, 

FIG. 15—Transistor keying monitor circuit. In the diagram I., represents 
a primary 500 ohm line-to-speaker transformer. 

Transistor Phono Oscillator.—A circuit in which a single 
transistor will serve the double duty of audio amplifier and 
oscillator is shown in fig. 16. By means of a circuit arrange-
ment of this type music and conversation can be broadcast over 
short distances. 

As noted in fig. 16, the microphone is connected in the base 
circuit from the bias resistor R2. This resistor, and also resistor 
R1 must be by-passed with electrolytic condensors to prevent 
audio regeneration. Since R1 must be bypassed for audio, the 
r.f. feedback must be prevented from going to ground also. 
The RFC choke prevents this. 
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Resistor R4 prevents a periodic blocking of the r.f. oscillator 
by the voltage developed across R1 and Cg. It should be noted 
that approximately 200 ohms prevents instability for all tran-
sistors, but in most instances 100 ohms will prove satisfactory. 

ANTENNA 

CK722 JUNCTION 
TRANSISTOR 

LOOPSTICK 

4 
I .e. 

t l'a  
c i ........131',;_.A1 1 

1E-
0 01 MF 

AUDIO 
INPUT 
 o 

R3 
100 k 
o 

+ o 

22.5 30 V. 

SWITCH 

FIG. 16—Transistor phono oscillator circuit. In the diagram the 390 MMF 
capacitors are of the ceramic type; C1 and C2 are paper, whereas C3 and C4 
are of the electrolytic type. The tuning coil and choke are both cut-down 
Ferri-Loopstick units. 

The lowest value that prevents motor-boating of the carriers 
is the most desirable since high values of R4 reduces audio gain. 
Because of the voltage drop in the stabilizing resistors it is 
necessary to use a voltage source of up to 30 volts which voltage 
does not exceed the transistor ratings. Thirty volts of course 
gives the greatest power output, but the circuit oscillates down 
to 15 volts, subject to variations in individual transistors. 
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To test the circuit assembly, a tap or sound into an earphone 
should produce sound when the unit is placed a few feet from 
a radio receiver. There will be feedback squeak if the micro-
phone be too close to the speaker of the radio. It should be 
noted that the earphones give a fairly good impedance match 
to the transistor input, but it overloads and distorts easily on 
loud sounds. A three inch speaker connected through an out-
put transformer to the oscillator makes a greatly improved 
microphone. Carbon microphones which are desirable for this 
purpose must have a coupling transformer of the filament type 
connected as indicated in fig. 17. 

An extra stage of audio amplification may be added to the 
oscillator, connected as indicated in fig. 18. As noted, the 
amplifier is connected directly to the audio input terminals of 
the oscillator. Although the range of the oscillator is limited 
because of low power, the unit will readily transmit signals from 
room to room, and with exception of the transistor itself, stan-
dard low-cost components are used throughout. 

Recent transistor developments include higher gain, lower 
noise, and greater stability. Transistors of the future may 
possibly be grouped or combined without the need for trans-
formers or coupling components. Grouping is possible because 
crystals may be of the n or p type and thus complement each 
other. 

A circuit designed at the Bell Telephone Laboratories and 
shown in fig. 19, is of the bi-stable type. Here, npn and pnp 
junction types transistors are paired. The circuit components 
consists of the circuit load R1 and resistors R2 and R3, the latter 
of which may about 100 ohms aid in providing a trigger action. 
Ordinarily a trigger effect is associated with point-contact types 
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CARBON 
MIKE FILAMENT 

TRANSFORMER 

FIG. 17—Circuit for carbon mike output. 
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JUNCTION 
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TO AUDIO 
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FIG. 18—Audio amplifier transistor circuit for phono oscillator shown in 
fig. 16. The 25 MF. capacitors are of the electrolytic type. The plate-to-
line transformer primary impedance should be 10,000 to 25,000 ohms, with 
a secondary impedance of 200 to 500 ohms, primary current 3 to 1.5 ma. 
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of transistors only, until it was found that the same result may 
be obtained with the less expensive junction types. 

When the applied positive signal is low, current through load 
resistor RI is small and the voltage drop across R2 and R3 is 
nearly zero. Since this drop determines the emitter bias for 
each transistor, each works near cutoff. 

fm.  npn 

/ \  
R3 

FIG. 19—Illustrating a bi-stable circuit with paired transistors. 

When the positive input voltage is increased, more current 
flows through the circuit since resistors R2 and R2 produce a 
greater bias between emitter and base of each semi-conductor. 
The bias is always in the forward direction for each transistor. 
Additional bias results in more collector current, and in turn, 
the emitter bias is increased still further. Soon each transistor 
current reaches its saturation value where it remains, and the 
load current through R1 is maximum. The trigger returns to 
low conduction when the input voltage is lowered to near zero. 
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The crystal pair shown in fig. 19, is equivalent to a single 
transistor with a current gain of A/1-A where A is the gain of 
each individual unit. Thus, for example, if each has a gain of 
0.9 then the equivalent transistor has a total gain of 9. 

Another somewhat similar transistor circuit also developed 
at the Bell Telephone Laboratories is shown in fig. 20. Again, 
an npn and pnp are arranged in pairs to obtain special effects. 
The result is a circuit that can handle relatively large amounts 
of power. 

FIG. 20—Illustrating a transistor amplifier circuit with paired transistors. 

As noted the two transistors V1 and V2 form a voltage divider 
across battery B1. Auxiliary battery B2 biases each transistor 
in the forward direction, that is, toward lower impedance. 

When the input signal is zero, the transistors conduct equally. 
The output voltage is one-half of B1. Electrons flow out of the 
collector of VI, equal in amount to the holes drawn from the 
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collector of V2. The same number of electrons are injected 
into the emitter of V1 as holes injected into the emitter of V2. 
Thus there is no need for a direct return path for each element. 

When the input goes positive, each base receives the positive 
potential and the conductivity of V1 increases. At the same 
time V2 decreases in conductivity. The output voltage is 
decreased during this time. 

During the other half-cycle this process reverses and the out-
put voltage rises. Each transistor contributes toward the 
power input, yet the circuit needs no transformers, capacitors 
or resistors. 
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CHAPTER 14 

Radio Receivers 
Generally any electrical circuit used in connection with radio 

reception is a radio receiving circuit. 

The basic receiving circuits are as follows: 

1. Regenerative 

2. Tuned radio frequency regenerative 

3. Super-heterodyne 

4. Super-regenerative 

5. Super-infra regenerative 

The two last circuits are classified as short wave receivers. 

General Receiver Performance Characteristics.—The re-
ceiver performance may be divided into three groups namely: 

1. Selectivity 

2. Sensitivity 

3. Fidelity and stability 

The three groups are inter-dependent with selectivity tho 
most important factor. 
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FIGS. 1 and 2—Block diagrams showing essential units of a regenerative and 
a tuned radio frequency regenerative circuit respectively. 
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FIGS. 3 and 4—Block diagrams showing essential units of a super-regener-
ative and a super-infra regenerative circuit respectively. 
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By definition, selectivity of a receiver is its ability to dis-
criminate between signals of various frequencies. The sensi, 
tivity of a receiver is the minimum radio frequency voltage input 
required to give a certain specified output. The fidelity is that 
proportionate response through the audio frequency range, re-
quired for a given type of receiver. 
A receiver's stability is identified by its ability to maintain 

its output constant over a period of time with constant signal 
input. 

Receiver Selectivity .—As aforementioned the selectivity is 
that characteristic which makes it possible to determine how 
well a set will tune out one signal and tune in another. 

Measurements of Selectivity.—The selectivity is deter-
mined with the aid of a radio frequency oscillator by means of 
which it is possible to impress known r.f. potential on the input 
of a radio receiver. 

There are various methods of carrying out this test, although 
the one generally used is to impress a small potential on the 
input of the set and note the output, and then to vary gradually 
the frequency of the r.f. oscillator, and at the same time adjust 
the potential supplied to the receiver so as to maintain the same 
output. 

In this manner a set of figures will be obtained, indicating 
how the output of the set falls off at either side of the frequency 
to which it is tuned. Generally it is true that the more rapidly 
it falls off the better is the selectivity of the receiver. 
However, as previously noted, the receiver's selectivity is 

closely allied with its fidelity, for generally if making the selec-
tivity too great, the side-bands are suppressed and the high 
frequencies are partially suppressed. A typical selectivity curve 
is shown in fig. 5. 
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Such curves may be made up at various points throughout the 
broadcast band, and the variations in a receiver's selectivity 
thereby determined. 
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FIG. 5—A typical radio receiver selectivity curve. 

Receiver Sensitivity.—The sensitivity of a receiver is not 
simply a matter of amplification, but is fundamentally limited 
by what is known as "the noise level" in that only signals that 
are audible above the prevailing noise background at the out-
put are useful. 
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o 

In order to obtain a common basis facilitating the study and 
measurement of this characteristic, the term "noise equivalent" 
is used, which simply means the effective sensitivity of a re-
ceiver in terms of its own noise level. 

Measurements of Sensitivity.—In connection with sensi-
tivity measurements, a certain receiver is often expressed as 
having a sensitivity of so many micro-volts per meter. Just 
what this expression implies may best be conveyed by a descrip-
tion of what the term means. 

1400 1200 1000 800 
FREQUENCY- KILOCYCLES 

FIG. 7—Typical radio receiver, sensitivity characteristics. 

600 

The sensitivity measurements are generally accomplished in 
the following manner: The receiver is set up and a resistor is 
connected across the a.f. output of the set. The resistor should 
be of such value so as to give maximum power output per volt 
on the grid of the power tube. In most cases the resistor will 
have a value equal to twice the plate resistance of the output 
tube, which may easily be obtained from the tube performance 
chart. 
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The next procedure is to apply to an artificial antenna a 
known r.f. voltage modulated 30% at 400 cycles and to increase 
the r.f. input voltage until 50 milli-watts of audio-frequency 
power is developed across the output resistance. 

The magnitude of the input rj . voltage required to produce 
this output by dividing by the effective height of the artificial 
antenna, which is usually four meters is then determined. 

Thus, finally the micro-volts per meter input required to 
produce the standard output of 50 milli-watts is obtained. 

If it be assumed that the described method is utilized in de-
termining the sensitivity of a certain receiver, it is simply neces-
sary to give the micro-volts per meter input for standard output 
in order to define completely the sensitivity of the receiver in 
question. 

It can therefore be said for example, that a certain receiver 
has a sensitivity of 10 micro-volts per meter. This means that 
if a 30% modulated r.f. signal is impressed across the input, 
then 50 milli-watts of power will be developed in the output at 
400 cycles. 

With the constant improvement in r.f. amplifier circuits, re-
ceiving sets at present are much more sensitive and it is not un-
common to find receivers having a sensitivity in the order of 
3 to 5 micro-volts per meter or higher. 

Fidelity.—Fidelity is the term being used to indicate the 
accuracy of reproduction, at the output of a radio receiver, of 
the modulation impressed on the r.f. signal applied to the in-
put of the set under test. 

This is generally determined by setting up the receiver to be 
tested and impressing on its input an r.f. signal modulated at 
30%, the input signal having a value such that the normal out-
put is obtained. 
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Next the frequency of the modulating signal is varied (the 
modulation being held constant) over the entire audio fre-
quency band and the output power at each frequency is noted. 
From the data so obtained, a curve can be charted showing 

how the audio-frequency output power from the set varies with 
the frequency applied. 
Such curves are run at various radio frequencies for example 

at 600, 1000 and 1500 k.c. in the broadcast band, so that the 
variation of fidelity can be determined. 
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FIG. 8—Typical radio receiver, fidelity characteristics. 

In this manner it is possible to obtain information regarding 
the characteristics of the r.f. amplifier system. It is obvious that 
if the system tunes too sharply at some point in the broadcast 
band, the side-bands will be suppressed partially and this will 
show up on the curve which is plotted as a falling off in response 
at the higher audio frequencies. 
When making a test of this type, it is essential that the source 

of the audio frequency voltage used to modulate the r.f. input 
signal be quite pure (free from harmonics). Generally the total 
harmonic output from the audio frequency oscillator should not 
be allowed to exceed 5%. 
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Amplifier Classification.—There are four recognized classes 
of amplifier service. This classification depends primarily on 
the fraction of the input cycle during which the plate current is 
expected to flow under rated full-load conditions. 
The term cut-off bias used in the following definitions is the 

value of grid bias at which plate current is of some very small 
value. 

Class "A" Amplifiers.—A class A amplifier is one in which the 
grid bias and alternating grid voltages are such that the plate 
current in a specific tube flows at all times. 
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e llni-ifell.." - OUTPUT e 7 
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FIG. 9—A graphic illustration of method of amplification showing, by means 
of grid-voltage vs. plate-current characteristics, the effect of an input signal 
"S" applied to the grid of the tube. "0" is the resulting amplified plate-
current variation. 

Class A amplifiers of the voltage type find their application in 
reproducing grid voltage variations across an impedance or 
a resistance in the plate circuit. These variations are essentially 
of the same form as the input signal voltage impressed on the 
grid, but of increased amplitude. See fig. 9. This is accom-
plished by operating the tube at a suitable grid bias so that the 
applied grid-input voltage produces plate-current variations 
proportional to the plate swings. Since the voltage variation 
obtained in the plate circuit is much larger than that required 
to swing the grid amplification of the signal is obtained. 
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Class A amplifiers of the power type find their chief application 
as output amplifiers in audio systems, operating loud speakers 
in radio receivers and public address systems, where relatively 
large amounts of power are required. 

For above applications, large output power is of much 
greater importance than high voltage amplification. Therefore 
gain possibilities are sacrificed in the design of power tubes to 
obtain this greater power handling capability. 

Class "AB" Amplifiers.—A class AB amplifier is an amplifier 
in which the grid bias and alternating grid voltages are such 
that plate current in a specific tube flows for appreciable more 
than one-half but less than the entire cycle. 

Class "B" Amplifiers.—A class B amplifier is an amplifier 
in which the grid bias is approximately equal to the cut-off 
value so that the plate current is approximately equal to zero 
when no exciting grid voltage is applied, and so that the plate 
current in a specific tube flows for approximately one-half of 
each cycle when an alternating grid voltage is applied. 

Class B amplifiers of the power type employs two tubes con-
nected in push-pull, so biased that the plate current is almost 
zero when no signal voltage is applied to the grids (see figs. 10 
and 11). Because of this low value of no signal plate current, 
class B amplification has the same advantage as class AB, in that 
large power out-put can be obtained without excessive plate 
dissipation. The difference between class B and class AB is 
that, in class B, plate current is cut off for a larger portion of the 
negative grid swing. 

Class C Amplifiers.—A class C amplifier is an amplifier in 
which the grid bias is appreciably greater than the cut-off value 
so that the plate current in each tube is zero when no alternating 
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FIG. 10—Illustrates operation of tubes in class "B" circuit. 
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grid voltage is applied, and so that plate current flows in a tube 
for appreciably less than one-half of each cycle when an alter-
nating grid voltage is applied. 

Radio Frequency Amplifiers.—Radio frequency amplification 
is utilized to increase the volume of the weak radio frequency 
signals received from the antenna, and occurs before the radio 
frequency signals arrive at the detector circuit of the receiver. 

There are three general methods for coupling the tube of one 
stage of radio frequency amplification to the next stage 
namely: 

1. Resistance coupled 

2. Impedance coupled 

3. Transformer coupled. 

Resistance-coupled Radio Frequency Amplifier.—In this 
type of amplifier (see fig. 12) a high resistance is being utilized 
for the interstage coupling. 

The advantage with this type when used as an audio amplifier 
is that on account of its simplicity it is economical to build, ir 
addition, the amplification can be made very uniform over a 
rather wide frequency range. It is these characteristics which 
have made it useful in television devices. 

The function of the blocking condenser is to prevent the 
plate potential of one stage being impressed on the grid of the 
next stage. 

These blocking condensers, being series condensers, would 
trap electrons between the grid and the adjacent condenser 
plate, were it not for the high resistance leakage path provided 
for their return to the filament circuit. 
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Impedance Coupled Amplifiers.—The method of connection 
for inductive coupling (also known as choke coil coupling), is 
shown in fig. 13. The impedances X1 and X2 are in the form of 
auto-transformers; R1 and R, are grid leaks ranging in value of 
between one-quarter and one-half megohms; C, and C2 are 
the usual blocking condensers of about one microfarad capacity 
each. 

BLOCKING CONDENSERS 

1st R.F. STAGE 2nd R.F. STAGE /- DETECTOR 

FILAMENT 
RESISTANCE 

TO 
OUTPUT 

A+ B- A- B+ 

FIG. 12—Typical two stage resistance coupled radio frequency amplifier. 

1st R.F. 

A- A* B- B+ 

2nd R.F. DEI. 

FILAMENT 
— RES. 

FIG. 13—Two stage impedance coupled radio frequency amplifier. 

t. 
TO OUTPUT 
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Transformer Coupled Amplifiers.—In this method the air-
core transformers with a one to one transformer ratio, are most 
commonly used. 
However, on very long wavelengths it has been found advan-

tageous to use step-up ratio transformers, by having a greater 
number of secondary than primary turns. 

A-BATTERY 

1st R.F. 

-e 

2nd R.F. TRANSFORMER 

—11,11118W B • BATTERY 
FIG. 14—Three stage radio frequency amplifier circuit. 

3rd R.F. 
IT.__RANSFORMER LERANSFORMER , '&3 TO KT. FILAMENT_?E 7r"  STAGE RESISTOR 

In the transformer coupled circuit shown in fig. 14, the 
filaments are connected in parallel across the common "A" 
battery with a variable rheostat to adjust the filament current. 
A "B" battery is used to supply all the plate potentials, and a 
"C" battery (when necessary) to supply all grid biases. 

Push-pull Amplifiers.—This type of amplifier is frequently 
used in receiving sets for supplying more power to the loud 
speaker than is ordinarily obtainable from one or two stage 
audio amplifiers. 
Another advantage with this type of amplifier is that it 

eliminates any distortion which may exist in ordinary amplifiers 
due to the non-linear characteristics of the tube. 
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It will be found by observing circuit, fig. 15, that this is a 
balanced circuit, i.e. the cathode returns are made to the mid-
point of the input and output devices. 

OUTPUT 
TO 

SPEAKER 

FIG. 15—Push-pull amplifier circuit. This type of amplification requires two] 
identical tubes in each stage. The grids of the tubes are not connected to-
gether, as in the case of parallel operation, but are connected to opposite 
ends of a mid-tapped transformer secondary. The mid tap is used as a com-
mon connection for making connection to the negative bias voltage of the 
grids. 

An a.c. current flowing through the primary winding of the 
input transformer will cause an a.c. potential to be induced in 
the secondary, since the ends of the winding will be at exactly 
opposite voltage with respect to the cathode connection. Hence 
it will be found that the grid of one tube is swung positive at the 
same instant that the grid of the other will be negative. From 
this it follows that the plate current in one tube is increasing, 
while the plate current of the other tube is decreasing. It is 
from this characteristic that the name "push-pull" has been 
derived. 
Although ordinary amplifier tubes can be utilized in this type 

of amplifier, it is often desirable to use special power tubes 
which give a high amplification factor. 
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How Selectivity of a Receiver Is Affected by the Number of 
Radio Frequency Stages.—As previously explained the selec-
tivity of a receiver is defined as its ability to discriminate be-
tween signals of various frequencies. However, this ability 
among other factors is affected by the number of stages of which 
the receiver is composed as well as the selectivity of each indi-
vidual stage. 
The influence of the number of stages upon the selectivity 

may best be understood by referring to fig. 16 which represents 
the selectivity characteristics of several radio frequency stages. 

o 

' /1 / 1 , 1 • \ 

e-7 // 

1 N' 
, 

10.000 5000 0 50C#3 10.000 
MILS OU RESONANCE 

FIG. 16—Illustrates how the several stages of r.f. amplification increases 
the selectivity of a receiver by reducing the strength of undesired signals. 

Curve 1 represents the selectivity of one single r.f. stage. At a 
point 5,000 cycles of resonance the circuit gives 84% of ampli-
fication at resonance and at 10,000 cycles off resonance the 
amplification has dropped to only 66% of the resonance 
amplification. 
Assuming that instead of having only one r.f. stage that other 

stages be added having exactly the same characteristics as that 
of the first, the selective action as that represented by curve 2, 
will be obtained. 
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If now at a certain point off resonance, the first stage reduced 
the amplification factor to 84% then the second stage would 
reduce the amplification to 84% of what came through the 
first stage. 
With reference to the chart at a point 5,000 cycles off reso-

nance, the four stages would introduce a final amplification of 
only 49% of the resonant frequency. 

Analyzing the result further, at a point 5,000 cycles off 
resonance the first stage is 84%; that of the second stage 
84 X84 or 70%; that of the third stage 84 x84 x S4 or 59%, and 
finally the amplification of the fourth stage 84 x84 X84 x84 or 
only a little better than 49%. 
However, since a radio signal includes modulation frequencies 

up to 5,000 cycles off resonance, it is evident that a radio fre-
quency amplifier having four stages would cause considerable 
side band suppression with consequent signal distortion. 

Regenerative Circuits and Control Methods.—The term 
regenerative is applied to any detector circuit in which a 
coupling is provided between the plate and oscillatory grid cir-
cuit. The tube performs simultaneously the function of a 
detector and an oscillator. 
A typical regenerative circuit is shown in fig. 17. The various 

methods for control of regeneration in receivers are known as 
potentiometers, ticklers, reversed capacity, etc. Figs. 18 and 19 
shows two ways in which regeneration may be controlled by 
means of a screen grid detector. In fig. 18 the regeneration con-
trol is a variable condenser having a maximum capacity of 100 
or 150 p.p. fd. It acts as a variable by-pass between the low-
potential end of the tickler coil and the cathode of the tube. If 
the by-pass capacity is too small the tube will not oscillate, 
while increasing the capacity will cause oscillations to start at 

certain critical value of capacity. 
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This method of regeneration control is very smooth in opera-
tion, causes relatively little detuning of the received signal and, 
since the voltage on the screen-grid of the tube is fixed, permits 
the detector to be worked at its most sensitive point. 
The sensitivity of a screen-grid detector depends a great deal 

upon maintaining the screen-grid voltage in the vicinity of 
30 volts. 

r0i TICKLER 
COIL GRID LEAK 

=MAW— 

pc, GRID CONDENSER 
C> 
.c> .—.d.. 

VARIABLE 
CONDENSER 

C> 

PHONES 

CONDENSER 

PIG. 17—Regenerative circuit. The scheme of combining a detector circuit 
with a separate oscillator circuit is called heterodyning and oscillators 
built exclusively for this purpose are called heterodynes. A circuit such as 
this is known as a regenerative circuit, and this term is applied to any de-
tector circuit in which a coupling is provided between the plate and the 
oscillatory grid circuit. 

In fig. 19 regeneration is controlled by varying the mutual 
conductance of the detector tube through varying its screen-
grid voltage. The regeneration control is usually a voltage 
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FIGS. 18 and 19—Showing two methods for control of regeneration in radio 
receivers. 
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divider—or so-called "potentiometer"—with a total resistance 
of 50,000 ohms or more. This circuit causes more detuning of 
the signal than that in fig. 18 and the resistor is likely to cause 
some noise unless by-passed by a large capacity (about 1 [lid.) at 
C. In fig. 18 condenser C may be .5 p.fd. or larger. With circuit, 
fig. 19, it is necessary to adjust the number of turns on the 
tickler coil to make the tube just start oscillating with about 30 
volts on the screen grid if maximum sensitivity is desired. 

Both the methods shown in figs. 18 and 19 may be applied 
to three-electrode detectors, although these tubes have been 
largely superseded as detectors by the more sensitive screen 
grid tubes. To use the method shown in fig. 19, the regenera-
tion control resistor should be placed in series with the plate of 
the tube and it need not be used as a voltage-divider, but simply 
as a series variable resistor. It can also be used as a series re-
sistor when controlling a screen-grid tube. Another type of 
regeneration control, more suitable for lower radio frequencies, 
uses a variable resistance across the feed-back portion of the 
r.f. circuit. 

Conversion of a High Radio Frequency to a Low Radio 
Frequency.—This method is based on the simple electrical prin-
ciple that when the energy of two different frequencies is com-
bined in a suitable detector, there is produced a third frequency 
(termed the beat note or intermediate frequency) which is 
equal to the cfference between the two first frequencies. 

Thus if an amplifier is designed for 130 kilocycles and it is 
desired to receive a broadcast signal of 1,500 k.c. all that is 
needed, is to supply a locally-generated frequency either 130 
k.c. higher or 130 k.c. lower than the received broadcast signal 
of 1,500 k.c. 
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The combination of the received broadcast signal and the 
locally-generated signal gives the beat note or intermediate 
frequency equal to the difference bteween them or 130 k.c. 

BEAT FREQUENCIES 

A1 A2 

A1 A2 

A3 A3 

FIG. 20—Illustrates how beat frequencies are generated. With reference to 
curve A , and A 2, it may readily be observed how the frequencies are alter-
nately in and out of phase with each other. The frequency with which these 
component curves are in phase with each other is equal to the difference be-
tween the frequencies of the two component currents, i.e. the frequency 
fi minus frequency 12 equals frequency 13. When the two frequencies fi and 
f, are the same, they are said to be adjusted to zero beat. 

TIME AXIS 

Detection.--It has been previously explained that r.f. ampli-
fication in a receiving set takes place before the radio signals 
arrival to the detector circuit. The function of the detector is to 
de-modulate the r.f. wave before it reaches the audio stage. 

In the receiver it is desired to reproduce the orig:nal a.f. 
modulating wave, from the modulated r.f. wave, i.e. it is 
desired to de-modulate the r.f. wave. 
The stage in the receiver in which this function is performed 

is often called the demodulator or detector stage. There are 
three detector circuits in general use, namely: 

1. The diode detector 

2. The grid-bias detector 

3. The grid-leak detector. 
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A typical diode detector circuit is shown in fig. 21. 

The action of this circuit when a modulated r.f. wave is ap-
plied is illustrated by fig. 22. The r.f. voltage applied to the 
circuit is shown in light line, the output voltage across the con-
denser C is shown in heavy line. Between points a and b on the 
first positive half-cycle of the applied r.f. voltage, the con-
denser C charges up to the peak value of the r.f. voltage. 

FIG. 21—Diode detector circuit. 

AUDIO 
FREQUENCY 
AMPLIFIER SPEAKER 

Then as the applied r.f. voltage falls away from its peak 
value, the condenser holds the cathode at a potential more 
positive than the voltage applied to the anode. The condenser 
thus temporarily cuts off current through the diode. While the 
diode current is cut off, the condenser discharges from b to c, 
through the diode load resistor R. When the r.f. voltage on the 
anode rises high enough to exceed the potential at which the 
,condenser holds the cathode, current flows again and the con-
/denser charges up to the peak value of the second positive half-
. cycle at d. In this way, the voltage across the condenser fol-
lows the peak value of the applied r.f. voltage and thus repro. 
oduces the a.f. modulation. 
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The curve for voltage across the condenser, as shown in fig, 
22 is somewhat jagged. However, this jaggedness, which repre-
sents an r.f. component in the voltage across the condenser, is 
exaggerated in the illustration. In an actual circuit the r.f. 
component of the voltage across the condenser is negligible. 
Hence, when the voltage across the condenser is amplified, the 
output of the amplifier reproduces the speech or music originat-
ing at the transmitting station. 

bd 

FIG. 22—Diode detector characteristics. 

The diode method of detection has the advantage over other 
methods that it produces less distortion. The reason is that its-. 
dynamic characteristic can be made more linear than that of 
other detectors. It has the disadvantages that it does not amplify 
the signal, and that it draws current from the input circuit and 
therefore reduces the selectivity of the input circuit. However, 
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because the diode method of detection produces less distortion 
and because it permits the use of simple a.v.c. circuits without 
the necessity for an additional voltage supply, the diode method 
of detection is most widely used in broadcast receivers. 

INTERMEDIATE 
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FIG. 23— Diode-biased detector circuit. 
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Another diode detector circuit, called a diode-biased circuit, 
is shown in fig. 23. In this circuit, the triode grid is connected 
directly to a tap on the diode load resistor. When an r.f. signal 
voltage is applied to the diode, the d.c. voltage at the tap sup-
plies bias to the triode grid. When the r.f. signal is modulated, 
the af. voltage at the tap is applied to the grid and is amplified 
by the triode. The advantage of this circuit over the self biased 
arrangement shown in fig. 24 is that the diode-biascd circuit 
does not employ a condenser between the grid and the diode 
load resistor, and consequently does not produce as much dis-
tortion of a signal having a high percentage of modulation. 

However, there are restrictions on the use of the diode-biased 
circuit. Because the bias voltage on the triode depends on the 
average amplitude of the r.f. voltage applied to the diode, the 
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average amplitude of the voltage applied to the diode should be 
constant for all values of signal strength at the antenna. Other-
wise there will be different values of bias on the triode grid for 
different signal strengths and the triode will produce distortion. 

This restriction means, in practice, that the receiver should 
have a separate-channel automatic volume control system. 
With such an a.v.c. system, the average amplitude of the signal 
voltage applied to the diode can be held within very close limits 
for all values of signal strength at the antenna. 

+ B 

FIG. 24—A typical diode-detector circuit using a duplex-diode tube is shown 
above. In this circuit R, is the diode load resistor. A portion of the a.f. 
voltage developed across this resistor is applied to the triode grid through 
the volume control R3. In a typic4.1 circuit, resistor Ra may be tapped so that 
five-sixths of the total a.f. voltage across Ra is applied to the volume con-
trol. This tapped connection reduces the voltage output of the detector cir-
cuit, but also reduces audio distortion and improves the r.f. filtering. 
D.c. bias voltage for the triode section is provided by the cathode-bias 
resistor R2 and the audio by-pass condenser Ca. The function of condenser 
Ca is to block the d.c. bias voltage of the cathode from the grid. The func-
don of condesner C4 is to by-pass any r.f. voltage on the grid to cathode. A 
duplex-diode pentode may also be used in this circuit. With a pentode, the 
a.f. output should be resistance-coupled rather than transformer-coupled. 
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The tube used in a diode-biased circuit should be one which 
operates at a fairly large value of bias voltage. The variations in 
bias voltage are then a small percentage of the total bias and 
hence produce small distortion. Tubes taking a fairly large bias 
voltage are types such as the 6R7 or 85 having a medium-mu 
triode. 
Tube types having a high-mu triode or a pentode should not 

be used in a diode biased circuit. Since there is no bias applied 
to the diode-biased triode when no r.f. voltage is applied to the 
diode, sufficient resistance should be included in the plate circuit 
of the triode to limit its zero-bias plate current to a safe value. 

CATHODE 
BIAS RES. 

FIG. 25— Grid-biased detector circuit. 
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A grid-bias detector circuit is shown in fig. 25. In this circuit, 
the grid is biased almost to cut-off, i.e. operated so that the plate 
current with zero signal is practically zero. The bias voltage can 
be obtained from a cathode-bias resistor, a "C" battery, or a 
bleeder tap. Because of the high negative bias, only the positive 
half cycles of the r.f. signal are amplified by the tube. The sig-
nal is therefore detected in the plate circuit. 
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The advantages of this method of detection are that it am-
plifies the signal, besides detecting it, and that it does not draw 
current from the input circuit and therefore does not lower the 
selectivity of the input circuit. 

The grid-leak and condenser method, shown in fig. 26 is some-
what more sensitive than the grid bias method and gives its best 
results on weak signals. In this circuit, there is no negative 
d.c. bias voltage applied to the grid. Hence, on the positive half-
cycles of the r.f. signal, current flows from grid to cathode. The 
grid and cathode thus act as a diode detector, with the grid-
leak resistor as the diode load resistor and the grid condenser as 
the r.f. by-pass condenser. 

R.F. 
CHOKE 

GRID CONDENSER 

GRID LEAK 

+11__1111111111 

FIG. 26—Detector circuit grid-leak and condenser method. 

TO AMPLIFIER 
STAGE 

The voltage across the condenser then reproduces the a.f. 
modulation in the same manner as has been explained for the 
diode detector. This voltage appears between the grid and 
cathode and is therefore amplified in the plate circuit. The out-
put voltage thus reproduces the original a.f. signal. 
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In this detector circuit, the use of a high resistance grid leak 
increases selectivity and sensitivity. However, improved a.1". 
response and stability are obtained with lower values of grid-
leak resistance. This detector circuit has the advantage that it 
amplifies the signal, but has the disadvantage that it draws 
current from the input circuit and therefore lowers the selec-
tivity of the input circuit. 

Tuned Radio Frequency Circuits.—The word tuned in this 
connection simply means that the circuit is brought into reson-
ance with the desired signal. A tuned r.f. circuit is one in which 

R.F. AMP. 

A B 

DEI. tfe 

OUTPUT 

 SS 

FIG. 27—Diagram illustrating principle of tuned radio frequency. The usual 
method of tuning is by means of a variable condenser in parallel with the 
secondary of the radio frequency transformer. A potentiometer is used to 
control oscillations, as the greatest amplification is obtained when the cir-
cuits are operated just at the point before self oscillation starts. 

the radio frequency amplifier circuits may be tuned to the de-
sired wave lengths by adjusting the inductance or the capacity 
or both, although the usual method of tuning is by means of a 
variable condenser in parallel with the secondary of the radio 
frequency transformer. (For theory of tuning see page 165.) 
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PRIMARY 

Reflex Circuits.—The reflex circuit principle is only one of 
several circuits developed, whose aim it was to extract the 
maximum use of a tube or a group of tubes, i.e. to reduce the 
number of tubes required in a multi-stage receiver. 
The use of this circuit, however, with the versatility and 

relative inexpensiveness of the modern vacuum tube has be-
come largely obsolete except in locations where space and 
weight of a receiver is at a premium—for example, in connec-
tion with portables. airplane, and automobile receivers. 

RADIO FREQUENCY 
TRANSFORMERS 

0.001 „VARIO SECONDARY 
yCOUPLER 

CRYSTAL 
DETECTOR 

0.0015 M.F 

ECONDARY1  

Q-9- AUDIO FR. 
--0-0-01 TRANSFORMER 

II  
0.0015 M.F. 

FIG. 28—Diagram showing typical reflex circuit. 

In this circuit the vacuum tubes are made to perform the 
double duties of both radio and audio frequency amplifiers. 
The incoming radio frequency signal is amplified at radio 

frequency, rectified by a detector, and then amplified at audio 
frequency using the same tube, or if so desired the circuit values 
can be chosen so that the stage can function as a radio frequency 
and intermediate frequency amplifier. 

It can readily be understood that to construct a stage which 
will first amplify the signal at the if. and then further amplify 
the signal after it has been rectified and converted into an audio 
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frequency, requires a very careful choice of circuit constants, be-
cause not only must the circuit elements give the proper load 
at both audio and intermediate frequencies but filters must also 
be inserted to separate the frequencies so as to prevent feed-
back. A typical reflex circuit using one tube and a crystal de-
tector is shown in fig. 28. 

Intermediate Frequency Amplifiers.—The function of the in-
termediate frequency amplifier in a super-heterodyne receiver 
is to convert the r.f. signal to an intermediate frequency. 

To obtain this change in frequency, a frequency-converting 
device consisting of an oscillator and a frequency mixer is com-
monly employed. 

In a circuit of this type two potentials of different frequency 
namely the radio frequency voltage and the potential generated 
by the oscillator are applied to the input of the frequency mixer. 

The aforementioned potentials beat, or heterodyne with the 
mixer tube to produce a plate current having in addition to the 
frequencies of the input potential, numerous sum and difference 
frequencies. 

Generally the output circuit of the mixer stage is provided 
with a tuned circuit adjusted to select only one beat frequency— 
that frequency which is equal to the difference between the im-
pressed signal frequency and the oscillator frequency. 

It is this selected output frequency which is known as the 
intermediate frequency or in abbreviated form i.f. 

The output frequency of the mixer tube is kept constant for 
all signal frequency values by tuning the oscillator to the proper 
frequency. Methods of frequency conversion for super-hetero-
dyne receivers are as follows: 
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The first method widely employed before the availability of 
tubes especially designed for this purpose utilizes as mixer tube 
either a triode, a tetrode or a pentode. In this method the 
oscillator and signal potential are applied to the same grid. The 
coupling between the oscillator and mixer circuits is obtained 
by means of inductance or capacitance. 
A second method employs a tube which is especially designed 

for this type of service and is known as the pentagrid converter 
tube. 

PENTAGRID -CONVERTER 
R.F. AM PL. 
TUBE 

TO PLATE 
SUPPLY 

FIG. 29—Pentagrid converter tube employed as an oscillator mixer in a 
super-heterodyne receiver circuit. 

In this tube the oscillator and frequency mixer are combined, 
and the coupling between the oscillator and mixer circuit is ob-
tained by means of the electron stream within the tube. For 
the arrangement of elements in a pentagrid converter see page 
249. 
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A third method employs a tube designed for short-wave re-
ception, and is identified as the pentagrid mixer. It has two 
independent control grids, and is used with a separate oscillator 
tube. 

In this tube the r.f. signal potential is applied to one of the 
control grids and oscillator potential to the other. 

Audio Frequency Amplifiers.—An audio frequency amplifier 
is employed to increase the volume of the signals after leaving 
the detector tube, but before the signal is passed into the loud 
speaker. 

There are three general methods of audio amplifier couplings 
whereby the tube of one stage of audio fr( quency amplifier may 
be connected to the following stage, identified as: 

1. Resistance coupled 

2. Impedance coupled 

3. Transformer coupled. 

Resistance Coupled Audio Frequency Amplifier.—Here, as in 
previously discussed r.f.a. a resistance is employed in the inter-
stage coupling, as shown in fig. 30. 
The function of the blocking condenser C, is that of insulating 

the grid of the tube from the high positive potential of the plate 
supply. In order to prevent the grid from the tendency of 
accumulating a negative charge, a high resistance leakage path 
is introduced through grid R2, the size of which depends upon 
the value of the grid to filament resistance of the tube. 
When a signal potential is received from the detector, a cur-

rent is generated through coupling resistor RI, in the plate cir-
cuit of the primary tube, these voltage variations lowered by 
the blocking condenser C, are impressed upon the input circuit 
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of the second tube. Finally the grid voltage variations applied 
to the secondary tube causes corresponding variations of the 
plate potentials which are impressed on the input circuit of the 
final stage. 

OUTPUT 

INPUT 

 08+ 

FIG. 30—Interbtage coupling in a resistance coupled audio frequency ampli-
fier. 

Resistance coupling of the audio-frequency stages offer the 
advantages of good response at low audio frequencies. How-
ever, this increases the possibility of trouble from a common 
plate voltage supply. This is on account of the fact that the by-
pass condensers are ineffective at very low audio-frequencies 
and hence the common voltage supply acts as coupling between 
the stages. This gives rise to oscillations which are known as 
motor-boating and may be prevented as suggested on page 320. 

Impedance Coupled Audio Amplifiers.—The impedance 
coupled audio amplifier is similar to the resistance coupled am-
plifier just described except that in place of the resistance an 
inductance consisting of a coil of wire wound on a laminated 
steel core, is utilized. 
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This type of coupling is also known as choke coil coupling or 
choke coil amplification. The voltage amplification obtained in 
this type is, as in the case of the resistance coupled amplifier, 
due to the amplification of the tube employed. 
The effect of the blocking condenser is similar as that de-

scribed for the resistance coupled amplifier. 

BLOCKING CONDENSERS 

TO I. F. 
AMPLIFIER 

TO POWER 
TUBE 

RES. 

B-Ci- B+ C-

FIG. 31—Inter-stage coupling in an impedance coupled audio frequency 
amplifier. 

OUTPUT 

A 

 o 

FIG. 32—Method of inter-stage connection of transformer coupled audio 
ferquency amplifier. 
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Transformer Coupled Audio Amplifier.—In the transformer 
amplifier shown in fig. 32, the coupling is made by means of a 
transformer consisting of two windings—one primary and one 
secondary. 

This type of coupling used extensively in early radio receivers 
has now largely disappeared on account of a number of dis-
advantages as compared with previous mentioned types. 
The voltage gain received in this type is largely defeated due 

to the fact that it is not linear for all frequencies. 
The frequency distortion is caused largely by the distributed 

capacity existing between the windings of the transformer. 
An additional form of distortion known as harmonic distor-

tion is caused by saturation of the iron core in the transformer. 

Tuning Indication.—Tuning indication in modern receivers 
is usually accomplished by the employment of an electronic 
device identified as the electron-ray tube. 

ZERO GRID BIAS NEGATIVE GRID BIAS 

HG. 33—Electron pattern on the 6E5 target for ‘arious grid bias. 

The choice between the two types known as the 6E5 and 6G5 
for a receiver depends largely on the receiver's automatic vol-
ume control characteristics. The 6E5 for example has a sharp 
cut-off triode which closes the shadow angle on a comparatively 
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small value of a.v.c. potential, whereas the 6G5 has a remote 
cut-off triode which closes the shadow angle on a larger value 
of a.v.c. potential. 

In both types the triode is mounted in an evacuated glass 
enclosure with a fluorescent target in a dome as shown in fig. 34. 
The target is operated at a positive potential and hence attracts 
electrons from the cathode. 

CATHODE FLUORESCENT 
LIGHT --
SHIELD 

TARGET---

TRIODE 
GRID 

e AY -CONTROL 
-- ELECTRODE 

TRIODE 
- PLATE 

-CATHODE 

FIG. 34—Internal construction of electron ray indicator tube. (Courtesy 
R.C.A. Mfg. Co. Inc.) 

When the electrons strike the target they produce a glow in 
the fluorescent coating on the target, which appears as a ring 
of light when the electrons are flowing over the whole circum-
ference. 
The extent of this glow pattern depends upon the grid volt-

age of the tube, and hence will give an indication on the amount 
of departure from the condition of resonance or sharpness of 
tuning. 
The tubes may be connected for indicator service as depicted 

in figs. 35 and 36. 
When the receiver reaches a condition of resonance during 

timing, the automatic control voltage is at maximum, and since 
this maximum voltage is applied to the grid of the triode, it acts 
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to decrease the triode plate current, and decrease the shadow 
angle to a minimum, which gives an indication that the set is 
tuned exactly on the desired station. 

-F TnANS. 
DIODE SECTION OF 
SECOND DETECTOR 

TO SELF-BIAS 
RESISTOR (RC) 
OR GROW it) 

El. 

-F TRANS. 
DIODE SECTION OF 
SECOND DETECTOR 

.TO SELF-BAS 
RESISTOR (Ftc) 
OR GROUND 

B. 

FIGS. 35 and 36—Typical tuning indicator circuits. When the strongest carrier 
received produces sufficient a.v.c. voltage to exceed the cut-off bias value of 
8 volts, the shadow area of fluorescent traget will overlap. In order to over-
come this effect resistor R3 should be connected, as shown, between the 
triode unit grid and cathode in order to reduce the control voltage. The value 
of this resistance may best be determined by applying a strong signal and 
then adjust R3 until the shadow angle is nearly zero. (Courtesy R.C.A. Inc.) 

D _ 1.0 megohm for 11+ =250 volts 
0.5 megohm for B+ = 100 volts 

R1= 0.05 megohm rf ( filter) 
R2=0.2 megohm 
R3=determined by test 
R4=a.v.c. filter resistor 

R,±R7 =0.2 megohm 
C, =100 to 200 wif 
C2= A.v.c. filter condenser 
C, =0.05 to 1.0 JAl 
C,=C2 

"Motor Boating" of Amplifiers.—Generally this term is 
derived from the erratic action of a receiving set in giving out a 
"put-put" sound somewhat resembling that of a motor used 
in propelling a boat. This is usually caused by inter-action 
coupling between stages, due to common coupling in the plate-
supply unit. 
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To remedy this situation a circuit known as an "anti-motor-
boating" has been found to give good results. 

To add a circuit of this kind to any existing receiver it is 
simply necessary to connect the resistance R, in series with the 
lead connecting between the B± detector terminal on the 
receiver and the B ± terminal on the detector terminal on the 
power unit. 

B+ 
DET.0-

RADIO 
RECEIVER 

o  

R/1  

Cl mCz 

8+ 
 0 DET. 
POWER 
UNIT 

o 

FIG. 37—A method whereby "motor boating" may be eliminated, by means 
of condensers and resistor connected between the receiver and "B" power 
supply unit as shown. 

Condensers C1 and C2 each having a value of 2.0 mfd. are 
connected between the B± and B— as illustrated. It is prefer-
able to locate the resistance at a point close to the receiver 
rather than near the power unit. 

The value of the resistance depends to some extent upon the 
characteristics of the receiver and the power unit. In some 
amplifiers a value of 10,000 ohms have been found to be satis-
factory whereas in others a resistance of 50,000 to 100,000 
ohms has been required to prevent "motor-boating" although in 
most cases a resistance of 50,000 ohms has been found satis-
factory. 

A non-motor boating resistance coupled amplifier using two 
type 6J7 tubes with a voltage gain of 9,000, using circuits values 
as indicated, is shown in fig. 38. 
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Various Methods of Obtaining Grid Bias.—The grid bias 
may generally be defined as the direct potential applied to the 
grid of a vacuum tube, to influence its operation by making it 
negative with respect to the filament or the cathode. 

TYPE 6J7 TYPE 6...7 

A-f 
INPUT 

•150 To A50 v. 

C..C4 A 6 pf. LOW VOLTAGE 
Ca,Cs A 0.06 pf. VOLTAGE RATING AS HIGH 

AS VOLTAGE SUPPLY 
Cs.C. 0.006 J.It vOLTAGE RATING AS HIGH 

As VOLTAGE SUPPLY 

RI. VOLUME-CONTROL POTENTIOMETER 
Il2,R6H 600 CrtimS, 0.1 WATT 
Rs.R5.Rs A 500000 OrimS. 0.5 WATT 
14.66 5100000 OHMS, 0.1wATT 
R5 A 500000-OHM vOLUMt-CONTROL 

POTENTIOMETER GANGED WITH R.. 
f A OCCOuPt ING FILTER 

to 
POWER 

AMPLIFIER 

FIG. 38—Schematic circuit diagram of "Non-motor boating" resistance 
coupled amplifier. (Courtesy R.C.A. Mfg. Co. Inc.) 

Among the numerous methods of obtaining bias voltage for 
amplifier tubes, the simplest and most direct way is to connect 
the "C" battery in series with the grid return lead of each tube. 

However, because of a rathcr popular aversion to the use of 
batteries, to mention nothing of its cost, this classical scheme 
is ruled out. The next method in order of simplicity is the use of 
a self-bias resistor, properly by-passed, as shown in fig. 39. 
This method is familiar to all set builders and experimenters, 
and therefore requires little comment. The only disadvantage 
is the high cost of resistors and by-pass condensers, especially 
when there are numerous tubes in the set. 
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A number of other bias circuits are available which have the 
advantages of simplicity, low cost and reliability. These 
schemes make use of the fact that the total B drain of the set 
returns to the power transformer through the minus B, lead of 
the set. Fig. 40 shows one of the circuits. A single tapped resistor 
is used to obtain the C, bias voltages for all the tubes. When 
using this circuit, the cathodes of all tubes are grounded. 

Experimenters and set builders will appreciate how much this 
means in cleaning up the wiring around a tube socket. 

C.> 

CC 

SPEAKER FIELD 

 (OPP 

-T FILTERS 
3 2 

 e-B+' 

TO C- OF POWER TUBE TO CATH. OF DIODE 
DETECTOR AND 1st 
T A. F. TUBE 

TO C- OF 1st A. F. TUBE 

FIG. 39—Showing how grid bias may be obtained by the use c: self biased by-
passed resistor. 

FIG. 40—Illustrating a simple and convenient grid bias scheme. 

Finding Resistor's Value.—The proper value of this resistor 
is easy to determine. With reference to fig. 40 add up the plate 
and screcn currents of all the tubes in the set (this value can be 
obtained from a tube chart) and divide the total into the value 
of grid bias of the output tube. 
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For example, if the sum of all the plate and screen currents is, 
say, 70 milliamperes (0.07 ampere); the grid bias of the output 
tube is, say 12.5 volts. The value of the entire resistor is then 
12.5 divided by 0.07 or approximately 180 ohms. This resistor 
is divided into three parts: Part 1, is simply the value of the 
bias on the r.f. and i.f. tubes divided by 0.07; part 2, is the 
value of the bias on the first audio tube divided by 0.07, etc. 

If trouble be encountered with this calculation, then find the 
value of the entire resistor and determine the position of the 
taps by trial and error; the same answer will be obtained either 
way. 

Using Speaker Field.—Another convenient bias circuit is to 
make use of the voltage drop across the speaker field when it is 
connected in the negative leg of the filter. This circuit is shown 
in fig. 41. In this circuit, all cathodes are connected directly to 
chassis. The proper position of the taps is best calculated, be-
cause R should be about 0.5 megohm and accurate readings 
cannot be obtained on ordinary volt-meters with such high 
resistors in the circuit. 

In a typical case, E is 100 volts. R1 is 3 times 500,000 di-
vided by 100, or 15,000 ohms. R2 is 1.2 times 500,000 divided 
by 100 or 6,000 ohms; in a similar manner R1 plus R2 plus R3 
is determined. 

In circuit fig. 43 is another typical device which is used with 
much success. In this circuit, the a.v.c. resistors are used to 
form a voltage divider with another resistor R3. The theory of 
the circuit is as follows: A bias voltage E, is developed across 
resistor R4 in a manner similar to that described for circuit 
fig. 1. This voltage is impressed across RI, R2 and R3 in series. 
It is the fraction of E, that is developed across R1 plus R2 that 
supplies bias for the r-f and i-f tubes. The entire voltage E 
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EC
TI
FI
ER
 

SPEAKER FIELD 

TO C- OF OUTPUT TUBE 

E 
R 

R4 R3 R2 R1 \ 

1.2V. 3V. 

TO C- OF 1st A. F. TUBE 

TO CATI-L OF DIODE 
2nd DETECTOR AND 

1st A. F. TUBE 

FIG. 41—Method of obtaining grid bias by utilizing voltage drop across speaker 
field coil. 

1st A. F TUB 
— I 

--. , 

0.5 -1 _ 

GRID 
LEAK 

0.25 
MEG. 

C-

=-- C 

R, 

—Arevonm-
R3 

-7;--.---riM0-\-----»- B+ 
L...1 SPEAKER 

0 Ez: 7 FIELD Li T TO C- OF 

2nd DET. 
1st A. F. TUBE 

' OUTPUT TUBES 

FIGS. 42 and 43—Grid bias method when receiver is equipped with automati.; 
volume control. 
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supplies bias for ne output tube; the first a-f tube obtains bias 
from a tap on R4. The merit of this circuit lies in the fact that 
any hum on R4 is filtered from the grids of r-f and i-f tubes by 
the a.v.c. condenser C, which is normally in the circuit. 

The circuits shown here are fundamental types and there are 
many deviations from them. This circuit is relatively new and is 
being adopted by an increasing number of manufacturers for 
reasons of economy. 

Only one precaution need be taken. Should hum develop, 
simply insert a decoupling resistor in the grid lead of the first 
audio tube, as shown in fig. 42. 

R.M.S. (Root mean-square) and Peak Voltage Relations in 
an Alternating Current.—In order that a clear conception may 
be had regarding the exact meaning of the above terms, the 
definitions are as follows: 

1. The R.M.S. (Root mean-square) Value sometimes identi-
fied as effective voltage is that part of an alternating current 
which has the same heating effect as a direct current of the 
same potential, and it is for this reason that the r.m.s. value of 
an alternating voltage is termed the effective value. 

2. The Peak Value of an alternating voltage is the maximum 
value to which the voltage rises during any part of the cycle. 
The shape of ordinary a.c. voltages are such that the potential 
is proportional to the sine of an angle, hence the often heard 
expression of the term "sine curve" shown in fig. 44. 
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When the voltage has such a form the peak voltage is equal 
to the -0 times the r.m.s. value or if the peak voltage is known 
divide this voltage by the N/2 to obtain the r.m.s. or effective 
value. 

Example.—What is the effective oy (r.m.s.) value of an os-
cillating grid voltage whose peak values are 7 and 22 volts negative, 
and what is the grid bias? 

NON OSCILLATING O. VOLTAGE. GWING 
THE SAME HEATING EFFECT (IR) AS THAT 

OF THE A. C. VOLTAGE SHOWN BELOW 

LZERO VALUE 

cC + 

o 

PEAK VOLTAGE 

1ZERO VALUE 

R. M. S. OR EFFECTIVE 
1 VOLTAGE 
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r.m.s. value of the grid voltage oscillations will be 0.707 x 7.5 = 
5.3 volts approximately. The grid bias point or mean potential 
of the grid will obviously lie half-way between the extreme 
peaks of potential attained in the cycle; it will therefore be 
M (7 +22) or 14.5 volts negative. 

Example.—If a 2 vols battery supplies 0.85 watt to a filament 
circuit, what is the current drain? 

Solution.—For the solution of this problem, it is necessary 
to re-write the equation W=IxE in the equivalant from 

W . 
/=—E— in which as usual E and I are in volts and amperes, 

while W is expressed in watts. In the above example therefore-

0.85  
/ = 2 = 0'425 ampere 

Example.—It is desired to use 75% of the possible voltage 
amplification of a triode in a resistance coupled audio frequency 
stage. If the p. and a.c. resistance of the tube are 22 and 18,000 Û 
with 100 volts on the plate, what resistance load is necessary in the 
anode circuit? 

Solution.—For the purpose of this question, ignore entirely 
the frequency distortion which is inevitably introduced into 
the resistance capacity audio frequency coupling, by reason of 
the inter-electrode capacitance of the tube, and the coupling 
condenser, and assume simply that amplification is uniform over 
all frequencies. As a working approximation over a wide fre-
quency band, the actual voltage amplification obtained from a 
single stage is given by the well known formula: 

p. xR  
stage gain = 

R±Ro 
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where [I and Ro are the amplification factor and anode a.c. 
resistance of the tube, and R, is the external load in the anode 
circuit. In this case, the voltage gain over the stage is 75% 
of (.1.. 

(.1.xR 75 
Hence, R-I-Ro = 1.00 

equating and substituting, it follows that, 

  75  
— or R =54,000 ohms. 

R+18,000 100 

Example.—If the anode resistance in the preceding example is 
connected directly to the output of an eliminator supplying cur. 
rent at 300 volts, what is the average current taken by the audio 
frequency tube? 

Solution.—Since the anode voltage of the audio frequency 
tube is specified as 100 volts, the voltage drop across the anode 
resistance will be the difference between 300 and 100 or 200 
volts. The average current passing will therefore be-

200  
/ — = or 3.7 M.A. 

R 54,000 
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CHAPTER 15 

Receiver Construction 
Tools.—It cannot be denied that a commercial factory built 

receiver from the standpoint of appearance can be made much 
neater than most amateur built sets. This is due in most cases 
to the lack of necessary tools for handling the modern type of 
construction, found in ready built sets. 

It is undoubtedly true that with a few well-chosen tools, an 
otherwise time consuming piece of work may be turned out 
neat appearing, satisfactory and reliable from every point of 
view. 
Within certain limits it is true that the greater the variety of 

tools the better the job will be done, and it is also true that a 
great many difficult pieces of equipment have been built by 
only a minimum number of hand tools. 
A list of tools commonly required by the amateur are as 

follows: 

1 Hacksaw (12 in. blades). 
1 Pr. slip-joint pliers (6 in.). 
1 Pr. longnose pliers (6 in.). 
1 Pr. diagonal cutting pliers (6 in.). 
1 Ball pein hammer (1 lb. head). 
1 Bench vise (4 in. jaws). 
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1 Round bastard file (coarse, M in. or more diam.). 
1 Flat file (12 in. very coarse for fast cutting). 
1 Taper reamer (1 in.) for brace. 
1 Taper reamer (M in.) for brace. 
1 Center punch. 
1 Electric soldering iron (100 watts, small pointed tip). 
1 Heavy knife 
1 Circle cutter (adjustable) for brace. 
1 Screw driver bit for brace. 
1 Countersink for brace. 
1 Carpenter's ratchet brace. 
1 Hand drill (2 speed). 
1 Yardstick or other straight edge. 
1 Carpenter's plane (8 to 12 in.). 
1 Combination square (12 in.). 
1 Pr. wing dividers (8 in.). 
1 Long shank screw driver with screw holding clip (% 

blade). 
1 Screw driver (6 in. to 7 in. Y1 in. blade). 
1 Screw driver (4 in. to 5 in. ys in. blade). 
1 Scratch awl or ice pick. 
1 Cold chisel in.) 
1 Wood chisel (M in.). 
1 Pr. tin shears (10 in.). 
1 Set small stamped steel open end wrenches. 
Several small "C" clamps. 
Drills; particularly in., 14 in., :Y1'6 in. and Nos. 18, 21, 28, 

29, 33, 42 and 50. 
Solder (rosin core). 
1 Combination oil stone for sharpening tools 
Sandpaper and emery cloth (several grades). 
Steel wool. 
Soldering paste (non-corroding). 
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Method of Bending and Cutting Sheet Metal.—The cutting 
of sheet metal is generally performed with a hacksaw, following 
a marked outline on the panel to be cut, after which the rough 
edge is trimmed down to measurement with o suitable file. 
A dependable steel square should be used it, marking out the 

various lines to be cut, otherwise the assembly will be out of 
alignment when put together. 

MARK AND CUT OUT AS INDICATED 

90° 

16" 

90° 

90° 

( 

re-, 
L 

r 
• • 

3" 

  25"   
FIG. 1—Showing method of laying out metal to be developed into a radio 

receiver chassis. The dimensions shown are typical only, and should not be 
considered as standard for any particular job. 

•As a final finishing of the edges it is recommended that a long 
piece of emery cloth or sandpaper be placed on a fiat surface, 
on which the edge of the metal be run back and forth. 

In bending a piece of metal the sheet may be scratched as 
deeply as permissible (without weakening the strength of the 
piece) after which it is put in a vise and bent to the desired form. 
Sometimes a pair of iron bars or angles of the same length or 
longer than the width of the sheet, will facilitate the bending 
process. 
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Laying Out the Apparatus.—A general practice of good work-
manship is to lay out the component parts, on a sheet of heavy 
paper upon which the exact outline of the panel or chassis has been 
made. The parts are generally moved around until a satisfac-
tory arrangement has been obtained. The centers and size of the 
various holes are then laid out on the paper, after which the 

r 

 SCRATCH ON METAL 
TO FACILITATE BENDING 

(One Side Only) 

16" 

  25"   

FIG. 2—After corners has been removed and the drilling and cutting com-
pleted, the projecting sides of the metal is bent down 90° to form the chassis 
as shown in fig. 4. 

paper is transferred to the panel and properly fastened by 
gummed paper or adhesive tape. Only after this has been done 
may the center of the holes be punched through the paper. This 
general procedure has been found to save a great many valuable 
panels, and is in the long run, a method of time and money 
saving. 
When measurements are made it is well to observe with 

great care that the necessary accuracy be obtained, otherwise 
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unnecessary filing and trimming will be required which may 
finally make an unsatisfactory assembly. 

Generally it can be said that holes larger than N or in. 
should be drilled with a small drill and then enlarged succes. 
sively until the wanted size is obtained. 

NOTE: MATERIAL Iii»THICK ALUMINUM 
OR COPPER PLATED STEEL 

16e 

: • • ,. • 1.5•MEG. DUN. POTz ; • . 

HERE ---f-- lePHINO..RADIO SW.: ••• ...t3END  

J... 

+ . ...f. .. cr, .. ieHONO.JACu lt 
150Y. . 7-- r   

..: oun • .. •. El --ick;°w   . N. 
r 1.3.01....... V9 . . • 

(CIIT • •'.e. 

-fk*-74-  • ..4-.-- " R.F.C.3 _et VI - 

HERE • " # ..-.4['HD W reEND HERE '•.' teell ' VIO 

.1+.  7'...i .. -I- lidn + ••-•-tik- 0  ' 711 • ... 
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• ieRe 4 .-ef. 1-Wrj  .:.......,... ±.... .. 4. -1---h .......4 
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SECRET MK SOCKET 

  25'   

FIG. 3—Example of a typical chassis size and drilling layout, showing location 
of parts. 

19" 

T  
SPEAKER SOCKET 

FIG. 4- -Side view of final development of chassis. 

MIKE SOCKET 
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For holes larger than 3 in. a taper reamer should be used if 
possible. When holes of 1 in. diameter or larger are to be drilled, 
a hole cutter sometimes identified as a fly-cutter is necessary. 
If such a tool is not available, it may be cut out by drilling a 
series of small holes as close together as possible, as shown in 
fig. 5. 

• •  

FIG. 5—Method of drilling large diameter holes. After drilling is being com-
pleted the remaining corners are removed by a round file of suitable size. 

Tapping of Holes.—After the holes are drilled to measure-
ment and before they are tapped, it is well to refer to tile table 
showing the tap sizes to be used for the various standard sizes 
of machine screws. 

Certain metals, notably aluminum, are difficult to tap, hence 
care should be observed not to break the tap and as a precaution 
the tap should be kept at right angle to the metal surface, and 
reversed whenever necessary, and machine oil should always be 
used. 
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Soldering.—Before proceeding to the actual construction it 
may be well to observe the importance of soldering. 

In soldering it is important that the solder and the joint be 
kept at similar and sufficient temperatures. A good soldering 
joint is made when the heat applied to the solder is sufficient 
to melt the solder when it comes into contact with the wire 
forming the joint. Soldering paste of the non-corroding type is 
recommended, and should be used sparingly, because ol the 
fact that an excessive amount of solder will spread over the ad-
jacent wire insulation causing leakages and breakdowns. 

Finally the tip of the soldering iron should be kept at the 
correct temperature as well as clean and well heated. 

Wiring.—The importance of wiring in radio receiver con-
gtruction should not be underestimated. The old geometrical 
axiom that a straight line is the shortest distance between two 
points should not be taken too seriously when wiring a radio 
receiver, if a satisfactory performance is to be expected. 

Although there are no specific rules guiding the performance 
of this task, many skillful constructors wire a receiver in the 
following order: 

1. In case of a.c. supply all filaments or heater connections are 
wired with a pair of twisted wires. They should be placed 
wherever possible in the angles formed by the top of the chassis 
separately away from the other circuits. 

2. All grid and plate connections are run as directly and with 
as short leads as possible from the tube socket or cap to the 
indicated terminal (preferably to the condenser in a tuned cir-
cuit) but should be spaced from or run at right angles to other 
circuit elements. 

3. The plate and grid return circuit with their various filter 
elements are placed in a neat orderly way in place. 
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Guiding Principles.—Whenever possible, a single common 
ground point should be used for each stage. By-pass condensers 
should be placed as close to the socket terminal or by-passed 
element as possible. Choke coils should be placed so that their 
fields do not mutually interact, and as much spacing between 
the parts in adjacent stages should be provided as the construc-
tion permits. 
When ordinary push-back wire is used for plate and grid con-

nection in short-wave receivers, it should be kept away from the 
chassis or other parts, since the insulation at high frequency is 
apt to cause leakage. Spaghetti or varnished cambric insula-
tion is generally satisfactory at ordinary radio frequencies. 

Important Information.—The one important factor to keep 
in mind when wiring a receiver is that damaging reactions be-
tween the stages due to stray coupling between the various cir-
cuit elements should be avoided, hence too much dependency 
should not be placed on ordinary forms of insulation, in keeping 
the elusive high frequency current in boundaries geometrically 
formed b•-: the wire. 
Also the resistance introduced by one single improperly 

soldered connection may ruin the performance of an otherwise 
perfect receiver. 
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CHAPTER 16 

Control Systems 

AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL (A. F. C.) 

In the early kinds of radio sets the receiver control had to be 
operated manually by the turning of one or more volume control 
knobs. In modern receivers however, automatic frequency con-
trol has been incorporated to make this constant manipulation 
of the volume control knobs unnecessary. 

The action of the automatic frequency control circuits in 
superheterodyne receivers is such that any mis-tuning by the 
listener or any frequency drift in the set after it has been 
properly tuned is automatically corrected by the incoming 
signal itself. 

The requirement for an automatic frequency control circuit 
are: 

1. A d.c. detector operated through an il. frequency dis-
criminator network, and 

2. An oscillator frequency control circuit. 

How the Discriminator-Detector Circuit Works.—The dis-
criminator-detector network as the name implies, discriminates 
between applied intermediate frequencies which are too low 
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and those which are too high, and produces a corresponding 
direct current or voltage whose polarity depends upon the direc-
tion of frequency departure from a prescribed intermediate 
frequency. This d.c. voltage is applied to a control element 
which in turn causes a shift in frequency of the local oscillator 
such as to bring the i.f. signal to very nearly the correct inter-
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FIG. I—Conventional block diagram of an automatic radio frequency control 
circuit. 

mediate frequency. Since production of the d.c. voltage is due 
to departure from the resonant or center frequency of the if. 
system, obviously the correction cannot be strictly complete; 
but in the system described a correction ratio of more than 100 
to 1 is feasible. 

In other words, when the dial of the receiver is mis-tuned 100 
k.c. for the received signal, the automatic correction may be 
made to bring the actual if. signal frequency to only 100 cycles 
off resonance in the if. system. Of course that is easily suffi-
cient. 
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The Frequency Discriminator.—A method for obtaining 
differential d.c. potentials (or currents) whose magnitude and 
polarity are determined by the amount and the sign, respec-
tively, of the difference between an applied frequency and the 
true intermediate frequency is described herewith. Side circuits 
tuned above and below the center frequency are not used. 

The action depends upon the fact that a 90° phase difference 
exists between the primary and secondary potentials of a double-
tuned, loosely-coupled transformer when the resonant fre-
quency is applied and that this phase angle varies as the ap-
plied frequency varies. Thus if the primary and secondary 
voltages are added vectorially, the absolute magnitude of the 
resultant vector will be greater on one side of resonance then 
on the other. 

The vector sum of the primary and secondary voltages may 
be physically realized by connecting the two parallel tuned, 
coupled circuits in tandem, applying the input potentials to 
one circuit and taking the output across both circuits in series. 
In this manner, an action similar to that of a side circuit is 
produced even though the primary and secondary are both 
tuned to the center frequency. 

The potentials at either end of a secondary winding with 
respect to a center tap on that winding are 180° out of phase. 
Therefore, if the center tap, rather than one end, of the secon-
dary is connected to the primary, two potentials may be real-
ized, one maximizing above and one maximizing below the 
center frequency. See fig. 2. 

If a transformer is connected in this manner and the resonant 
frequency is applied to the primary the two resulting output 
potentials will be equal in magnitude. If these are then applied 
to two separate, like detectors and the resulting d.c. voltages are 
added in opposition, the sum will be equal to zero. If, however, 
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the applied frequency departs from responance, the sum of 
their outputs will be some real value whose polarity will de-
pend upon the sign of the frequency departure. 
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FIG. 2—Diagram and plotted curves illustrating how the potentials at either 
end of secondary are 180° out of phase. 

Referring to fig. 3, the action is as follows: If the resonant or 
center frequency is applied to the grid of the amplifier tube, 
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equal amplified voltages will exist between the point A and 
ground and between the point B and ground. These are rectified 
by the diodes and direct currents will flow in the resistors RI 
and R2 in opposite directions with respect to ground. Thus, the 
net d.c. potential produced by the two IR drops between E, 
and ground is equal to zero. If, however, the applied frequency 
departs from resonance the potentials across the diodes will be 
unequal in magnitude, unequal IR drops will be produced 
in the two resistors and a d.c. potential will exist between E and 
ground, the polarity of which will depend upon the sign of the 
frequency departure. 
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FIG. 3—Automatic radio frequency control detector diagram. 
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If a carrier at the resonant frequency with normal intensity 
modulation, but without frequency modulation, is applied to 
the system, the a.f. as well as the d.c. voltages across R1 and 
R2 will be equal and opposed. Therefore at resonance there will 
be no a.f. potentials between E and ground, and as far as audio 
components are concerned, the system acts exactly as though 
point E, were grounded with the outputs of the two diodes 
acting in parallel. Actually if C4 is sufficiently large to have 
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negligible reactance at the lowest modulating frequency, this is 
the case. Then the point F, becomes a potent source of audio 
voltages to supply the a.f. amplifier system and no other audio 
detector is necessary. 
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leIG. 4—Typical control circuit diagram. 

It can be seen that the d.c. potential between ground and the 
point F, will have the proper polarity to be used for avc action, 
and that this potential will bear the same ratio to the developed 
audio voltages as is found in the conventional diode detector 
avc system. The fact that it maximizes at one side of resonance 
is of no significance if automatic frequency control is used. 
When the afc is cut out of circuit (manually) point E, 
is grounded. This causes the d.c. potential at F, to maximize on 
resonance. 
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The Control Circuit.—A circuit which will convert d.c. 
discriminator voltages into changes in oscillator frequency is 
shown in fig. 4. In this figure T1 is the oscillator tube and T2 
the control tube. The combination of R1 and C1 connected 
across the oscillator tank circuit produces a voltage on the grid 
of the control tube 90° out of phase with that existing across the 
tank circuit. Variations in grid bias of the control tube (ob-
tained from the discriminator) vary the plate current of that 
tube. This plate current is 90° out of phase with the tank cir-
cuit voltage and therefore the control tube acts like a reactance 
in shunt to the tank circuit. The magnitude of the reactance 
and therefore the oscillatory frequency are varied by the con-
trol tube grid bias. 

With the circuit shown in fig. 4 the control tube is equivalent 
to an inductance in parallel with the tuned circuit. An increase 
in mutual conductance of the control tube produces a decrease 
in the magnitude of this equivalent inductance and conse-
quently an increase in the oscillator frequency. 

Control Tube.—The amount of control is proportional to 
Gm, but is also affected by the control grid voltage for this Gm, 
since a high value of bias permits R1 or C1 to be smaller for a 
given oscillatory voltage. Consequently maximum control is 
proportional to the product of Gm and E. Sensitivity of control 
is however, another important requirement, since it is desired 
that the frequency change be as large as possible for a given 
change in bias. This means the control tube should be of the 
short cut-off type. Further requirements are high r„, linear 
change of G. with bias, and for economy, low plate and screen 
currents. 
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All of these requirements are best met by the short cut-off, 
r.f. pentodes such as 57, 77, 6C6 and 6J7. By proper choice of 
R1 and C1 the maximum amount of frequency correction can be 
adjusted to suit required conditions. 

The frequency control readily obtainable by this circuit is of 
the order of 9.5% of the oscillator frequency in the broadcast 
band and 1.5% in the region of 10 megacycles. 

In a receiver it has been found that a discriminator sensi-
tivity of 100 volts per k.c. and a control sensitivity of 7 k.c. per 
volt can be easily obtained, so that an overall control ratio of 
700 to 1 results. A tuning misadjustment of 7 k.c. will therefore 
result in only a 10 cycle shift of the intermediate frequency. 

The use of afc on the short-wave bands has the very much 
needed advantage of making the tuning operation easier. The 
tuning control has to be moved only until the frequency is close 
enough to resonance that the discriminator will develop suffi-
cient voltage to bias the control tube the amount required for 
the departure from resonance.Short-wave stations are thus 
spread out on the dial, making them easier to locate and easier 
to hold. 

In the broadcast band this characteristic would have the dis-
advantage that the receiver would appear to laymen to be 
broad in tuning in comparison with receivers without afc. This 
apparent disadvantage can be eliminated by combining the afc 
switch with the tuning mechanism so that the afc automtically 
becomes inoperative during the tuning operation. 
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PUSH BUTTON TUNING SYSTEMS 

Push-Button Station Selectors.—Push button station selec-
tors is primarily an arrangement whereby the process of tuning 
has been greatly simplified. It is thus possible by means of a 
mechanical arrangement to choose a selected number of sta-
tions each one of which may be tuned in by the method of some 
control to a pre-determined position. 

It is only recently however, that these systems have achieved 
the measure of popularity that it undoubtedly deserves, and 
this is probably because of the technical difficulties involved in 
producing a receiver which has the same capabilities as any 
ordinary set—the problem being not only to incorporate this 
additional device, but of maintaining it consistently in opera-
tion. 

These early difficulties, however, have been largely overcome, 
primarily by the employment of apparatus of a higher standard 
of quality than was previously possible, and also due to a 
better understanding of the problems involved. 

Various Systems in Use.—There are many push-button tun-
ing systems in use as well as many different methods of control. 
Perhaps most common, however, is that of a series of push but-
tons (one for each station) located on the receiver itself, al-
though sometimes these buttons may be duplicated, one set 
being mounted on the receiver, and the other at the end of an 
extension cable of suitable length. 
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Typical Extension Cable System.—A typical system of this 
kind is incorporated in the current line of General Electric 
receivers. 

In this system remote tuning and volume control is accom-
plished by extending the push-button tuning circuits by means 
of a cable to the remote control box. 

Changes in the volume level are effected through the use of a 
motor on the volume control shaft as shown in fig. 5. A reversible 
motor is employed and controlled by two switches on the remote 
control box. 

FIG. 5—Schematic wiring diagram of a General Electric push button remote 
control system. 
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The station selector consists of the usual electric motor 
mechanism with a split stator winding. On account of the split 
stator winding arrangement, the device is homing, i.e., goes 
directly to the selected station. 

The capacity of the remote tuning system makes thirteen 
stations available at the remote control box. The arrangement is 
such that when the button is depressed for any one of the thir-
teen stations, the power is automatically turned on to the set. 

The remote control keys are non-latching in order to avoid 
any interference with the buttons on the receiver. At present 
only six of the stations have been extended for the remote con-
trol, which is attached to the set by means of a plug on the rear 
of the set. 

To avoid the possibility of keeping the tuning motor running, 
by pressing two buttons simultaneously, single pole-double 
throw switches are utilized at both the receiver as well as at the 
remote control station. 

The power to the volume control motor is supplied from the 
same transformer which supplies the tuning motor. 

It is possible to change the volume of the receiver only after 
the station button at the remote control station has been re-
leased on account of the interlocking feature. 

Finally a scan switch for rapid manual tuning from one of the 
bands to another is provided on the receiver. This switch is of 
the double throw type, normally open, which permits directive 
operation of the motor. 

Again, instead of the usual push-button system a similar 
effect may be obtained by a mechanism similar to that of the 
well-known automatic telephone, and as a matter of fact it is 
perfectly possible to utilize standard telephone parts in the 
design of such a tuning control system. 
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Another remote control system in which the previously dis-
cussed control cable is being eliminated, and in which the tuning 
is accomplished by means of tuning pulses oscillations emanat-
ing from a dial, is described on page 346. 

How the System Works.—Electrically these various systems 
divide themselves into two main classes, namely: 

1. Those in which a large number of pre-set switch selected 
condensers are used. 

2. Those in which an ordinary variable condenser is provided 
for tuning but can be remotely controlled by means of an elec-
tric motor. 

Considering the former the basis for a tuned circuit is given 

in fig. 6. 

CONDENSERS 
I. 

Ar  
Ar  

FIG. 6—Schematic diagram showing general principles of simple tun ng cir-
cuits. In this system a separate pre-set condenser is provided for each station 
and selected by a switch, as shown. 
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It may be observed that instead of a variable condenser for 
tuning the coil L, a number of pre-set condensers are provided 
and the one desired can be selected by means of the switch 
shown. 

It is obvious that each tuned circuit in the receiver must be 
provided with a similar bank of condensers and switches. With 
the system under discussion, the switch is set to the first 
position, and one station is tuned in on the opposite condensers; 
the switch is then set to the next position and another station 
is tuned in and so on. 

For every station required, it is necessary to provide an extra 
condenser and switch contact for each tuned circuit. 

This particular system has been commonly employed in the 
past in simple types of receivers. The system has a great merit 
especially where only two or three stations are required on ac-
count of its simplicity. 

It is obvious, however, that if a dozen or more stations are 
required, it begins to be complicated by virtue of the large 
number of condensers required. There is also a further draw-
back when it is applied to a selective receiver such as a super-
heterodyne, and this drawback is that it may not prove stable 
enough for satisfactory operation. 

Where the circuits are flatly tuned as in the case of the local 
station receiver, small changes in tuning capacities and the input 
capacities of tubes have very little effect upon the performance 
of the receiver, but where the set is selective, then these changes 
do command quite a large effect. 

In a super-heterodyne the oscillator is the critical circuit, and 
it is common experience with ordinary receivers that the tuning 
drift somewhat, for perhaps a quarter of an hour or so after 
switcbing on. 
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CONDENSER 

Where systems of this kind are used, therefore, great care 
must be taken to maintain stability, and the oscillator circuit 
must itself be designed to this end. 

In addition, the layout of components must be carefully 
chosen so that their temperature remains as nearly as possible 
constant and the condensers themselves often have to be of 
special types, with unusually high stability of capacity. 

Motor Tuning.—In this type of remote control tuning sys-
tems, the use of a standard type receiver with a gang condenser 
is utilized. 
For the purpose of control the tuning condensers are driven 

through a chain of gears from a small electric motor of the 
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PIG. 7—Diagram illustrating a typical push button control system. The tuning 
condenser is driven by an electric motor which is controlled by press buttons. 
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reversible type. This motor usually operates from a 24 volt 
supply and the method of operation may readily be understood 
with reference to fig. 7 but there will be one disc for every 
station required and at the remote control there will be one push 
button for every disc. 

It will be noted that of the two push buttons shown, A will 
be out while B is pushed in, so that the contacts of S2 are closed. 
The circuit is then completed through the ring D, and the motor 
revolves turning the variable condenser and also the disc D. 
When the insulated segment comes opposite the contact the 

circuit is broken and the motor stops. The receiver is then tuned 
to the desired station, for the initial set-up, the discs have been 
so aligned on the condenser shaft that the insulated segments in 
every case correspond to the condenser position for the wanted 
station. 

This is a comparatively easy matter and it could for example 
be imagined that each disc is being held on by its own set screw 
to the shaft. 
To set up any one disc for a particular station, one would tune 

in that station manually in the usual manner and then twist the 
disc so that the insulated segment comes opposite the contact 
and then tighten up the set screw. 

It will be seen that upon pressing a button the condenser may 
start moving away from the desired station instead of towards 
it. When this happens the condenser goes on moving to mini-
mum or maximum as the case may be, and then trips the auto-
matic reversing switch S3 and comes back to the desired station. 
With some of the latest systems this reversing switch is un-

necessary, for means are included to insure that the motor al-
ways start off with the correct direction of rotation. 

It is clear, however, that a system of the kind under dis-
cussion would by itself hardly be satisfactory since it would not 
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be possible to guarantee sufficiently accurate tuning for a 
selective receiver. It is, therefore, that this system is almost 
invariably associated with an A.F.C. system which most usu-
ally takes the form as shown on page 342. Such A.F.C. circuits 
properly arranged, will give very good control and take out quite 
large changes in tuning of the medium and long-wave bands, but 
in general they are not directly applicable to short-wave recep-
tion although naturally they can be employed in a double 
super-heterodyne. 

The disadvantage of A.F.C. is that it increases the cost of the 
receiver, because it increases the number of tubes, and the 
initial adjustments of the circuit involved is fairly critical. It is 
therefore generally only found in the more expensive types of 
receivers. In the less expensive sets it is less often included and a 
good performance is then secured by paying great attention to 
stability. 

Mechanical Accessories.—It is not within the scope of this 
discussion to go deeply into mechanics of the actual control 
circuits because they vary so widely and generally do not effect 
the principles of operation. 
The use of systems which may be known variably as push-

button or dial tuning is not confined to remote control, and in 
some cases these controls are mounted instead of on the ordinary 
tuning dial, on the receiver itself. 

They are then often very much simpler and one arrange-
ment consists merely of mounting a telephone type of disc with 
the usual finger holes on the shaft of the gang condenser. 

Again in another system the condenser shaft carries a number 
of heart-shaped discs, one for each station. One operating key is 
provided for each disc, and its pressure moves the cams around 
in the manner shown in fig. 8. 
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Still another system has a series of control bars mounted on 
the condenser shaft. One such bar with its actuating lever is 
shown in fig. 9. 
The lever presses against the rounded portion of the bar and 

so rotates the condenser shaft, until it reaches the flat part. 

CONDENSER 
SHAFT 

OPERATING 
LEVER 

FULCRUM 

PANEL 

PRESS-
BUTTON 

FIG. 8—Principles of control in which the tuning condenser is rotated by the 
pressure of a lever against a heart cam. 
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FIG. 9—Method of condenser control by lever system. When pressing the 
lever it contacts the rounded portion of control bar and so turns the con-
denser until the flat position ix parallel with the lever. 
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Method of Inter-station Noise Elimination in Automatic 
Control Systems.—In modern super-heterodyne receivers the 
potential amplification is very high, hence the tuning problem 
would be very difficult if an automatic volume control were not 
included in t.he receiver. 

It is however a well known fact that all a.v.c. systems are 
designed to regulate the gain of the receiver only while a signal 
is being received; therefore between stations the sensitivity 
rises to a maximum. 

This means, of course, a great increase in the background 
noise between stations and unless there be a noise suppression 
auxiliary provided in the receiver to limit this audible noise it 
often becomes objectionable, especially in locations where there 
is a large amount of man-made static. 

Several schemes have been advanced to solve the interstation 
noise problem in the a.v.c. equipped receiver. Perhaps the 
simplest one is to provide an adjustable bias on the if. tube 
(in addition to the a.v.c.) so that the receiver's maximum sensi-
tivity may be manually decreased below the noise level. This 
undoubtedly settles the noise problem, but it may, through 
excessive adjustment, reduce the receiver's sensitivity to such 
an extent that weak stations, which might otherwise be received 
fairly well, will be skipped by unnoticed. Then, too, if this 
manual sensitivity control has to be continually retarded and 
advanced in an effort to locate weak stations, it loses much of 
its effectiveness as far as noise is concerned. 
Another idea for checking inter-station noise and one which 

has found greater favor among set designers and experimenters 
than that outlined previously, is the utilization of a vacuum 
tube as a carrier controlled relay to block the audio amplifier 
when no signal is being received. This system is very efficient as 
a noise suppressor. 
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It is fully automatic in action once the circuit has been prop-
erly adjusted. However, while some radio men have successfully 
installed it in existing receivers, it is generally most effective 
when included in the original design of the set since it is quite 
critical in its voltage requirements. 

In analyzing the nature of this between-station noise, it has 
been found that most of it occurs in the high audio frequency' 
spectrum; thus, if the high frequency response of the receiver is 
checked by a tone control, the intensity of the noise will be 
greatly reduced. However, the degree of high note suppression 
needed to limit inter-station noise is much greater than can be 
tolerated where good fidelity of tone is desired from a local 
station. 

For this reason on the usual radio which is equipped with a 
manual tone control, it is necessary to adjust the control fre-
quently to meet existing conditions. By adding a tube to the 
diode detector circuit as shown in fig. 10 this tone control 
action may be effected automatically in the a.v.c. equipped 
receiver. It is an idea that has been successfully used for noise 
suppression purposes in several of the larger super-heterodynes, 
and due to its simplicity it can be easily adapted to any receiver 
using a.v.c. A worthy feature of the system is that it will de-
crease noise without reducing the overall sensitivity. 

This automatic tone control must operate in conjunction 
with a diode type detector. The left half of the accompanying 
diagram shows the fundamental diode second detector and 
a.v.c. rectifier circuit found in the majority of modern super-
heterodynes. Although the tube shown is a 6H6, it may also be 
the diode portion of a diode-triode or diode-pentode tube; and in 
some older model receivers, it may even be a triode connected 
as a diode. 
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If the associated parts of the detector circuit consisting of 
resistors RI, R2 and R3 and condensers C1 be arranged as shown, 
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FIG. 10— Automatic tone control circuit. 
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they need not be disturbed when adding the tone control tube 
to the receiver. However, if R3 is a volume control potentio-
meter, it must be removed and used instead in the grid circuit 
of the first audio tube to control the input to the grid of this 
tube. The original fixed resistor in the audio grid circuit may 
then be shifted to the R3 position if it be .25 to .5 megohms 
in value. 

In some sets, R2 may be replaced by an r.f. choke or it may 
be omitted altogether without affecting the performance of the 
circuit. The experimenter may also find that some receivers 
divide the functions of a.v.c. and detection, using separate 
diode sections or tubes for each purpose. In this case, connect 
the tone control tube to the detector diode circuit and dis-
regard the separate a.v.c. system. 
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CHAPTER 17 

Loud Speakers 
The function of a loud speaker is to convert the amplified 

audio frequency currents into sound waves. In order to accom-
plish this the loud speaker must be designed in such a way that 
it will cause the varying electric currents to set in vibration a 
diaphragm similar to that used in a telephone receiver, only 
larger. 
The vibration of the diaphragm in turn sets the surrounding 

air molecules into motion. The vibration of this comparatively 
large volume of air produces the sound, which the ear receives 
and the brain sometimes appreciates. 
The efficiency of a loud speaker is defined as the ratio of the 

useful acoustical power radiated, to the electrified power sup-
plied to the load and is very low even in the most carefully 
designed. 
The most efficient type in common use in sound picture work 

has an efficiency of only about 30%. 

Speaker Parts.—czenerally loud speakers consist of two main 
parts: 

1. That part of a loud speaker which changes the varying 
currents of the audio frequency amplifier into mechanical vibra-
tions, which is called variously the driving unit or motor. 
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2. The other part is that which acts in conjunction with the 
driving unit to produce the vibration of the air molecules, and 
consists of a surface of various geometrical designs such as a 
conical or flat shaped horns. 

The horn has been known and widely used for centuries for 
increasing the radiation from a sound source. Although it is not 

within the province of this chapter to enter into a discussion of 

CONICAL 

EXPONENTIAL 

FIGS. 1 and 2—Conical and exponential horn forms. 

horn design, it may be well to mention that the horns most 

commonly used for sound reproduction are the conical and the 
exponential types. 

Figs. 1 and 2 show the two forms of horns most commonly in 

use. 

The conical horn may be defined as one in which the cross-
sectional area of the horn varies in direct proportion to its 
length, whereas in the exponential form the area of the horn 
varies as an exponent of its length. 
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Classification of Speakers.—Loud speakers may be divided 
into the following general classes, depending upon the principle 
involved in operation of the driving unit, namely: 

1. Magnetic 
2. Dynamic, variously called electro-dynamic 
3. Balanced armature 
4. Induction 
5. Metal strip 
6. Electro-static, variously called condenser speaker 
7. Piezo-electric, variously called crystal speaker. 
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FIG. 3—Principal elements of a magnetic type loud speaker. 

Magnetic Speakers.—In this type the moving iron driving 
type is employed. The principle of operation is based on the 
varying of the magnetic polarity of the armature. These vari-
ations are caused by the electrical impulses flowing through the 
coil winding which encircles the armature. 
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The movement to the armature is effected by the induced 
nagnetism, causing it to oscillate between the two poles of 
the permanent magnet. 

Dynamic Speakers.—A speaker of this type illustrated in 
figs. 4 and 5 consists principally of the following parts: 1, field 
coil; 2, voice coil; 3, cone. 

CORRUGATED CONE 

LEATHER WASHER 

VOICE COIL  

OUTSIDE POLE 
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TERMINAL 

FIELD PLUG 

FIELD COIL 

CENTER POLE 

CARDBOARD WASHERS 

CONE SUPPORT 

FELT WASHERS 

OIL HOUSING 

<--LOCK NUT 

FIG. 4—Cross-sect:on view of a dynamic type loud speaker with a moving coil 
driving a cone type diaphragm. Details of the various units are here clearly 
represented. 

The field coil is connected to a d.c. source, effecting a strong 
magnetic field across an air gap in which the voice coil is inserted. 
The signal current from the output terminal of the receiver, 
flowing through the voice or moving coil placed around the 
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middle pole of a three pole magnet, causes the voice coil to 
oscillate corresponding to the oscillations of the signal current. 
The diaphragm being mechanically connected with the voice 

coil oscillates in a similar manner. 

TO VOICE 
COIL SOURCE 

TO FIELD 
SOURCE 

FIG. 5—Simplified diagram of dynamic speaker units shown in fig. 4. 

Balanced Armature Speaker.—In this type of speaker the 
armature (as the name implies) is balanced between the two 
poles of a permanent magnet as shown in fig. 8. The armature 
is provided with a coil through which the signal current flows 
as indicated, so that the reaction between the magnetic field 
due to this current and that due to the permanent magnet 
causes the armature to oscillate about its Divot. 
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These movements are communicated to the diaphragm by 
means of the link connection in a similar manner as in the 
dynamic speaker previously described. 

VOICE 
COIL 

OUTPUT  -(--
TRANSFORMER 

SPEAKER/ 
PLUG ' 

FIG. 6—When the dynamic speakers as in some commercial sets are 
connected by means of plug and cable to the chassis, the connections may 
be as shown in fig. 6 or 7; generally however, there is no set rule for these 
connections. The output transformer may be mounted on the receiver chassie 
or on the speaker frame. Again, the output tubes may be connected in 
parallel or in push-pull. Therefore, the connections shown are typical only 
and may not be considered as standard, but in each case the makers dia-
gram should be carefully checked and followed. 

CONE 

SPEAKER ...E._ 
FIELD 

The principal features in this construction is a complete 
elimination of chattering on loud signals, usually encountered 
in the magnetic type. However, one of its limitations is that for 
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a good sensitivity the air gap between the armature and the 
pole pieces must of necessity be made very small to reduce the 
reluctance and so as to obtain a strong magnetic field. This is ob-
jectional since when receiving low notes the movement of the 
armature may be so great as to strike the pole pieces, emitting 

a rattling sound. 

OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMER 

SPEAKER 
PLUG 

VOICE 
COIL 

CONE 

SPEAKER 
< FIELD 

(Tapped) 

FIG. 7.—Schematic diagram of connections to speaker by means of plug-cable 
arrangement. 

When the air gap is made larger, eliminating this rattling, the 
field strength decreases with a proportional loss in sensitivity. 

Induction Type Speakers.—The name induction speaker is 
derived from the fact that the motion of the driving unit is ob-
tained from a magnetic induction similar to that of the well 
known A.C. induction motor, where a rotor revolves under the 
influence of a changing magnetic field. 
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MECHANICAL LINK 

7 -7 7e1 IN  
I 

PIVOT—See-' 
--*-.7TO SIGNAL 

 ke CIRCUIT 

BALANCED 
ARMATURE MAGNET 

CONE 

FIG. 8—Balanced armature type speaker. In construction the balanced piv-
oted armature is a soft iron bar forming a core of a coil of several thousand 
turns of fine wire supplied with audio frequency current. In operation 
when a signal current flows through the coil, a magnetic field is produced. 
which magnetizes the soft iron armature. The poles react on the poles of the 
permanent magnet and attraction between the unlike poles and repulsion 
between the like poles take place. With the polarities shown, the top end of 
the armature would move to the left and the bottom end to the right when 
the signal current flows through the coil in the corresponding direction. The 
amount of pull or movement is proportional to the current flowing through 
the coil, so the armature moves in accordance with the variations in the 
current. 
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As shown in fig. 9, the diaphragm is placed between two sets 
of concentric coils. Direct current is applied to the two sets of 
coils in opposite directions, causing a radial field. 

MAGNET 

TO POWER 
TUBE OF SET 

FIG. 9—View showing various units and connections for an induction type 
loud speaker. 

COIL 

MECHANICAL 
LINK 

ARMATURE 
BARS 

CONE 

The signal current is also passed through the coils which 
causes the steady field due to the direct current to vary and 
which in turn induces eddy currents in the diaphragm. 

Since the eddy currents give polarity to the faces of the dia-
phragm these poles react with the poles of the coils, thus causing 
vibration of the diaphragm and resulting sound waves. 
The utilization of strong permanent magnets makes for a low-

priced and simple unit, and since there is very little possibility 
of objectionable hum being introduced when used in connection 
with battery operated receivers, it is particularly adaptable for 
automobile radio use. 
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Metal Strip Types.—In this type a metal strip is suspended 
between the poles of a permanent or electro-magnet. The signal 
current passes through this strip (see fig. 10) establishing a mag-
netic field around it which reacts with the field, due to the per-
manent magnet, which acts to displace the metal strip in ac-
cordance with the variations in the signal currents. 

TO SIGNAL 
CIRCUIT 

MAGNET 

DIAPHRAGM 

FIG. 10—Principal element of metal strip speaker. A megaphone is usually 
associated with this type of speaker. 

The metal strip is in this case the diaphragm and obviously 
need not be of magnetic metal. 

Electro-Static Types.—This type variously called a condenser 
speaker consists essentially of three parts, namely: two plates 
of which one is stationary and the other free to vibrate, in ad-
dition to the dielectric, assembled as shown in figs. 11 and 12. 
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It operates on the well known principle of electrostatic attrac-
tion and repulsion, in that two bodies of similar charges of elec-
tricity repel each other, whereas two opposite charges attract 

each other. 

DIELECTRIC 
(Soft Rubber) 

B 

FIG. 11—Electrostatic speaker showing circuit connections. In construction, 
the metal plate is made rigid. The diaphragm consists of a thin layer of metal 
sprayed on the rubber dielectric. 

When a polarizing voltage is applied to the plates a steady 
electric field is built up; superimposed upon this is the audio-
frequency alternating electrostatic field. This, according to the 
foregoing, causes an attraction and repulsion between the two 
plates, producing in the free plate oscillations corresponding to 
the audio-frequency impulses. 
The back or stationary plate in the commercial types of con-

denser speakers consist usually of stiff metal such as copper, 
iron or aluminum. The back plate is usually perforated with 
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slots in order to prevent compression of air between the two 
plates. 

To obtain a large force on the movable plate the dielectric 
must be very thin and flexible and must have the largest possible 
dielectric constant, in addition to a high break-down voltage. 

DIAPHRAGM 

DIELECTRIC. 
(SOFT ;Amu* 

FIG. 12—Elements of an electrostatic speaker , It consists essentially of a form 
of condenser, hence the name as it is often called a condenser speaker. 

Piezo-Electric Speakers.—This type of speaker (often re-
ferred to as crystal speaker) depends for its operation on the 
property of a crystal of expanding and contracting in accordance 
with the electrical strain to which it is subjected. 

The crystal speakers are often used in connection with high-
frequency reproduction, its use up to the present, however, has 
been limited to small units. As a speaker of this type is inher-
ently a rectifier, it is obvious that there is no need for any 
separate output transformer or frequency filtering network. 
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CONDENSER 
RESISTOR 

CONDENSER 

CONDENSER 
SPEAKER 

TRANSFORMER OUTPUT 
TUBES IN 
PUSH -PULL 
ARRANGEMENT 

CHOKE 

CONDENSER 
SPEAKER 

RESISTOR 

FIGS. 13 and 14—Showing two circuit arrangements for connections of a con-
denser type speaker to the power amplifier stage of the receiver. 

Loudspeaker Baffle.—In a loudspeaker such as that shown 
in fig. 4 the material constituting the cone is driven forward 
and backward in the manner of a piston by the action of the 
impressed audio frequency signal. This constant movement dis-
places a certain amount of air, and it is this displaced air 
which generates sound that is perceived by the ear. 
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The air pushed back in the forward motion must go some-
where, and as a partial vacuum is created in the back as the cone 
moves forward, the displaced air in the front encounters very 
little resistance and hence flows rapidly to fill the vacuum 
created by the forward thrust of the cone. 

BAFFLE BOARD 

(a) 

SPEAKER CONE 

BAFFLE BOARD 

(b) 

1 

FIG. 15—Various speaker baffles; a, and b, indicates box and flat baffle types 
respectively. Dotted lines indicate length of baffle board in each type. 

If these air movements were allowed to neutralize each other 
completely, there would be no air movements and hence no 
sound waves would be created. The method used to delay these 
rapid movements is to increase the path of air travel by means 
of a baffle board surrounding the cone as shown in fig. 15. 
The amplitude of air movement in a speaker however, is 

relatively low and therefore theoretically at least sound waves 
are produced only in the air very close to the moving cone. 
This is true for low, but not for high frequencies. 
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Thus in practice an unbaffied speaker will reproduce high 
tones, but will lack almost entirely all low tones due to the 
neutralization already described. 

Baffle Purpose.—The purpose of the baffle is to delay the 
meeting of the air creating the sound waves, by an artificial 
lengthening of the path of its travel. 
The baffle, can be anything that will lengthen the airpath 

from cone center back, to cone center rear. 
In practical speakers the baffle is made up of some acoustic-

ally suitable material, such as soft wood, thick felt, Celotex, etc. 

Calculation of Baffle Length.—By recalling that the speed 
of sound is 1130 feet per second in air, it is possible to calculate 
the minimum baffle length for a certain frequency. 

If .13L denotes the baffle length in feet, and f the frequency 
of the sound wave, then 

1, ,„ 1130 282.5  
=74  (1) f f 

or expressed in a non-mathematical form, the baffle length in 
feet is equal to one quarter the wave-length of the note to be 
reproduced. 

Example.—Assuming 40 cycles as the lowest tone to be repro-
duced by a speaker, what is the minimum baffle length required: 

Solution.—Substituting the numerical values in equation (1) 
we obtain: 

282.5  
BL — 40 or 7 feet (approximately) 

In a similar manner the following baffle lengths for low fre-
quency cut-offs below which a loud speaker will not reproduce 
is as follows: 
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Lowest frequency Baffle length from 
to be reproduced. cone center in feet. 

100 2.825 
60 4.708 
40 7.006 
30 9.417 
20 14.125 

As the tones corresponding to the lowest frequency of various 
instruments are approximately 20 cycles per second, it follows 
that for their reproduction baffles of considerable length must 
be created. 

Example.—A loud speaker whose inductance is 1.15 henries is 
coupled to a power tube through a condenser of 2 micro-farads 
capacity. To what frequency will the combination be resonant? 

Solution.—In this example it is only necessary to find the 
resonant frequency of a series tuning circuit. When in such a 
circuit the inductance L, and capacity C, are both expressed in 
the fundamental units of henries and farads, then the resonant 
frequency in cycles per second is given by the expression 

1 
f = 27r-VL x C 

In the present example however, the condenser is of 2 micro-
farads capacity, hence it is necessary to convert this unit into 
the terms of farads before substitution into the above formula. 

Inserting values, it is found-

1  1,000  
= 105 cycles per second. 

27c V1.15 X 2 X 10-6 27:N/2.3 
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CHAPTER 18 

Circuit Fundamentals 

Series Circuits.—A series circuit may be defined as one in 
which the resistances are connected in a continuous run (i.e., 

connected end to end) as shown. 

-Rt(totQl) 

—AneAnnte—ed%A.MVVVV-11-1,01(AnN--. 

Rt Ti2 -R3 

+ A2 + R3 -I- etc. 

Where: Rt is the total resistance 
R2, R2, etc., are the individual resistances 

All resistances must be expressed in the same 
unit (ohms, megohms, etc.) 

RESISTANCES IN PARALLEL (two only) : 

-Rt 

Lt X R., 
R(Unknown 

— 
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RESISTANCES IN PARALLEL (many) : 

R t(toto1)1 

1 1 

R, R, 

or, ./?, 

— — 
1 

R, R, 

1 

etc. 

1 1 1 

3 I- etc. RI R2 

(all resistances in above formulae must be expressed 
in same unit (ohms, megohms, etc.) 

OHM'S LAW FORMULAE FOR WRECT CURRENT 
CIRCUITS 

Ohm's Law can be expressed in several different forms, 
all of which are conveniently tabulated below. 

I (amperes) 

It (ohms) = 

E (volts) =. 

W (watts) = 

G (ruh,.-s) 

E 4 /IV 
"It 

VIER 

E2 

E2 

IV 
E2 

Jr' 
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RELATIONS FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT 
CIRCUITS 

SIMPLE REACTANCE: 

XL 
--‘00000H0/-

xc 

1 
XL =-7 2:I = L X, X =-- ertfL, — 

2;1Tfe etfe 

Where: XL is the inductive reactance in ohms 
X, is the capacitive reactance in ohms 
X is the net reactance in ohms 
2n is a "constant" equal to 6.28 
f is the frequency in cycles per second 
L is the inductance in henries. 
C is the capacitance in farads 

COMPLEX IMPEDENCE: 

--wevsAM,—XR10001--

R L 

=:\/1?-' (27tLf) 2 Z R, +  1  
(2nef): 

R 

&Mgt/ 

2nIiRf  
Z 

VR2 -I- (2nLf) 2 
I? 

Z 
Vet 21? 2C 2/ 2 ± 1 
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Where: Z is the impedance of the circuit in ohms 
all other quantities have the same meaning 
as explained above for "SIMPLE RE-
ACTANCE". 

IMPEDANCE CF RESISTANCE, CAPACITANCE & INDUCT-, 
ANCE IN SERIES: 

Z= 4/i+ (2111, 1 ) 2 

IMPEDANCE OF RESISTANCE, CAPACITANCE Cr INDUCT-
ANCE IN PARALLEL: 

RX   
Z=  -   ohms 

OHM'S LAW FOR A-C CIRCUITS: 

E E 
I= ; — , E = I X Z, 2= 7  

Where: / = current in amperes 
e.m.f in volts 

Z = the impedance in ohms 

SINE-WAVE VOLTAGE RELATIONS: 

For a sine-wave voltage: 

(1) Maximum voltage =_ 1.414 X Effective voltage 

(2) Effective voltage = 0.707 X Maximum voltage 

(3) Average voltage =- 0.636 X Maximum voltage 
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POWER IN AN A-C CIRCUIT: 

=EXIX—,orEXIXCosincat. 

Where: TV = power in watts 

R  and — is called the Power Factor 

true power IXR 

apparent power E 

RESONANCE FORMULAE: 

1 1 1 
1 —   , or L =  , or C .-.r_--   

2.7tVLC (24) 2C (21E1) 2L 

Where: f = resonance frequency in cycles, L -_-,_ in-
ductance in henrys, and C = capacitance 
in farads. 

When f, L and C are expressed in the units indicated 
below, the formulae become: 

159.2 

Or, 

f -   V L (microhenries) XC (mfti.) 
159,200 

(ko) — V L (microhenries) XC (nzmfd.) 

(159.2)2 
L(microhenries) 

C 

12(L , C (mid.) 

(159.2) 2 

f2(ko L(nieronenrie8) 
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RESONANT WAVELENTH: 

Wavelength (in meters) at which resonance occurs 
with given values of inductance (L) and capacitance 
(C). 

Wavelength = 1885 -\/ L (mtcrohenries) X C (mfd.) 
or, 

Wavelength = 1.885 V L (microhenries) X C (mmfd.) 

FREQUENCY AND WAVELENGTH RELATIONS: 

300,000,000  Wavelength (meters) = 
Frequency (cycles) 

300,000 Wavelength (meters) = 
Frequency (kc) 

300,000,000 Frequency (cycles) = 
Wavelength (meters) 

300,000  Frequency (kc) = 
Wavelength (meters) 

IMPEDANCE RELATIONS IN SERIES AND PARALLEL 
KESONANT CIRCUITS: 

—  erfL  Z  
4:E12LC-1 

At Resonance: 
Z = Q ecIL 

1 
Z =1/(231L —27(fC )1 R° 

At Resonance: 
Z = R 

(Where Q is the "factor of lucre of the coil =  erfL 
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CHAPTER 19 

Auto-Radio Receivers 
(Adjustments and Servicing) 

Radio receivers mounted in automobiles, or auto-radio re-
ceivers, as they are usually termed, employ the superheterodyne 
circuit, with automatic volume control, and differ from the 
conventional radio receiver, only with respect to its extreme 
compactness, its tuning controls, and power supply units. 

Power Supply Unit.—Power units employed to convert the 
6 volts storage battery d.c. current to the high voltage required 
for the radio receiver plate circuits are commonly of the 

vibrating type. 

CONDENSER 

— RES. 

TO "A" 
SUPPLY 

SOLENOID 

FIG. 1—Schematic diagram showing internal connection of vibrator. 

VIBRATOR 
TO 

TRANSFORMER 
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In the vibrating type of power supply, a rapidly rotating reed 
interrupter is employed to produce a pulsating direct current. 
When this pulsating current is fed through the primary of a 
properly designed transformer it produces a high voltage al-
ternating current in its secondary. 

This high voltage a.c. current is in turn rectified in the con-
ventional manner, as noted in fig. 2, and after proper filtering 
applied to the plates of auto-radio receiver tubes. 

TRANSFORMER 

FIG. 2—Schematic diagram showing operating principles of vibrator as em-
ployed in automobile radio receivers. With reference to the diagram the 
vibrator reed employs three contacts A, B, and D, arranged as Indicated. 
When the reed is in the upper position contacts A and B are closed. The 
battery current then flows through the upper half of the transformer pri-
mary winding, through contact B, through the reed to ground, thus com-
pleting the circuit. When the reed is in the lower position contact B is 
open and contact D is closed. The current then flows through the lower 
half of the transformer primary (in the opposite direction) through contact 
D, through the reed and finally to ground as before. In this manner the 
circuit alternates and the rapid reversal of the current is thus transformed 
to a higher value in the transformer secondary winding. As noted in the 
diagram the secondary transformer winding is center-tapped and is further 
connected to a full-wave rectifier tube and filter in the conventional manner. 
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Another vibrator unit of somewhat different construction is 
shown schematically in fig. 3. It functions as a combined a.c. 
generator and mechanical rectifier. With reference to the 
diagram, it will be noted that both the primary and secondary 
of the transformer are center tapped. By connecting the 
outside of each winding to the contacts of the vibrator and 
using the arms and center taps of the windings as sources of 
input and output voltage a combined generating and rectifying 
action is obtained. 

TRANSFORMER 

TO A" 
SUPPLY 

FIG. 3—Schematic diagram of vibrator unit. 

TO FILTER 
CIRCUIT 

1 

When the switch is turned "on" the vibrator makes and 
breaks contact at point "A". This constitutes the driving 
action of the unit and is in no way connected with the other 
circuits. The primary vibrator function is to connect the input 
low voltage current first across one-half and then across the 
other half of the primary of the transformer. This results in an 
a.c voltage emanating from the secondary of the transformer. 
Due to the transformer having a step-up ratio the a.c. secondary 
voltage is considerably greater than the primary. The secon-
dary vibrator functions in a similar manner as that on the pri-
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mary side, so that by reversing the alternations applied to the 
load, a pulsating d.c. current is obtained. After filtering this 
is used as plate and grid supply to the radio tubes. 

TO HEATERS 

I NOISE CHOKE 

R.F. MOTOR TO TO 
SPEAKER PLATE 

il FIELD CIRCUITS 

RECTIFIER 
OZ4 FILTER 

CHOKE 

SWITCH 

FUSE 

TO "A" 
SUPPLY 

CHOKE 

FIG. 4—Typical non-synchronous vibrator and rectifier circuit in a commercial 
auto-radio receiver. It should be noted that there are several r.f. filter 
chokes and by-pass condensers included in the battery circuit to prevent 
the transmission of radio interference from the vibrator unit to the receiver 
by way of the battery circuit. 

Servicing Vibrator Units.—It is usually not advisable to 
attempt to service, adjust or repair a vibrator after it has given 
a normal period of service. Experience indicates that repaired 
or adjusted vibrators seldom give dependable satisfactory 
service for any length of time, unless the repair or adjustment 
is of a minor nature. 

Vibrator dead.—If there be no sound from the vibrator and 
if the pilot lamp does not light, check for a blown fuse or for a 
poor connection in the fuse container, or at the "A -F" con-
nection at the ignition switch. It is also possible that the 
"on-off" switch in the receiver is defective. 
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Vibrator normal.—If the vibrator seems normal but there is 
no sound from the set, look for a burned out or defective rectifier 
or audio tube (0Z4 tubes in the power supply are frequent 
offenders). Check also for a shorted condenser (usually the 
plate bypass in the audio output stage) and check the plate 
voltages in the 6SQ7 (and similar) audio stages. 

A common trouble is failure (open condition) of plate supply 
resistors due to short leads. When replacing resistors, make all 
leads long enough to allow for expansion and vibration. 

If there be a background hiss from the receiver and if this 
hiss increases and decreases with the volume control setting, 
but no stations are received, touch the antenna with a screw-
driver. If interfering "pops" are heard, try disconnecting and 
reconnecting the antenna lead-in. Check also for a defective 
r.f. or other tube ahead of the second detector. (If the tubes 
are accessible, feel the envelopes or try removing the last i.f. 
tube from its socket and work back toward the r.f. or converter 
tube). Listen for noise when a tube is removed and reinserted. 
Trouble usually will be found in the stage just ahead of the one 
in which the noise last appeared. 

If the stations be received normally, but are accompanied by 
vibrator interference, check for broken or loose ground con-
nections, and loose tube shield, or if. can shield. In some of 
the older automobiles, this type of interference may require 
bonding of fenders, instrument panel, etc. or installation of 
spark plug and distributor suppressors. See that the usual 
0.5-MF condensers are connected across the low voltage 
("A+") side of the generator and from the hot side of the 
ignition switch to ground. 
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Vibrator erratic.—If the vibrator acts intermittently and if 
there be no sound from the set, check for a defective vibrator 
(sometimes caused by defective buffer condensers) which may 
not be furnishing enough voltage to operate the receiver. 

If there be noise in the set but no station reception, check for 
a defective vibrator and for defective buffer condensers (gener-
ally across the secondary of the power transformer) or rectifier 
tubes. 

If the vibrator sticks, blowing fuses, the points of the vibrator 
are probably badly pitted. Replace the vibrator. (Filing the 
points generally is only a temporary measure and should be 
avoided except in emergencies). Before replacement, check 
the buffer condensers. If the set be several years old, or if the 
buffers look suspicious, replace them as a safety policy. 

If a new vibrator does not start properly, or does not start at 
all, check for low battery voltage, blown fuse, or oxidized points 
on the vibrator. Note if the pilot light operates. If the vi-
brator will start when the auto engine is running, this is an 
indication that the battery voltage is probably low. If the 
vibrator points are oxidized (this is fairly common if the 
vibrator has been idle or on the shelf for some time), apply 
about 12 volts a.c. (from pins on your tube-tester socket) and 
allow the vibrator to run for several seconds to remove the 
oxidized film. 

In several receivers (1950 Dodge and similar) the current 
drain on the vibrator is rather heavy and ordinary vibrators 
will not last too long. In making replacements, try a heavy 
vibrator such as the Philco 83-0026. Also check the buffer 
condensers for trouble. 
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8-3 SCOPetta 

Vibrator Spring and Contact Adjustments.—When vibrator 
condition is such that the contact must be adjusted, the various 
contacts should be adjusted in the following order and manner: 

FIG. 5—Showing contact arrangement in typical vibrator. 

1. With 8 and 10 fig. 5, firmly held against their respective 
stops and with 3 and 5 in contact with 8 and 10 respective-
ly, the air gap between 1,6 and 2,7 shall be 0.015 in. plus 
or minus 0.005 in. 

2. Adjust the buzzer screw 11, fig. 5, so that when the position 
of the armature is such that 1 and 2 are just making con-
tact with 6 and 7 respectively, the contact between 4 and 
9 shall just be breaking. 

Vibrator Adjustment for Minimum Sparking.—If any pair 
of contacts show excessive sparking, the following Procedure 
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will in general reduce the sparking to a minimum. For ex-
ample, consider the case where excessive sparking is occuring 
between 6 and 1. Sparking will be reduced to a minimum by 
bending the armature spring on that side (secondary side) 
away from 6 and toward 8. If the bend be too small, only a 
small change will be noted. If an excessive bend be made, 
however, the sparking will be transferred from 6,1 to 8,3. 

The same method may be applied to any pair of contacts. 
Usually only a slight bend will be necessary. Although after 
bending, no change in the position of the armature contacts may 
be noted, a sufficient change in the initial force requirements 
will have been made to reduce sparking. 

Output Voltage.—When vibrator is connected to the 6 volt 
primary source, the output voltage across a 5,000 ohms resistor 
(connected in place of the receiver load at the output of the 
filter) must be 240 volts or greater. The output voltage on 
receivers should be at least 225 volts. 

Failure of Vibrator to Start.—Failure of vibrator to start 
may be due to any of the following: 

1. Low battery voltage. This may be due to either a low 
voltage battery or high resistance connections. The con-
nection to the vibrator should be made to the battery side 
of the charge indicator, otherwise the internal resistance 
of the indicator may be sufficient to reduce the voltage 
at the vibrator to a degree that it will fail to start. If any 
doubt exists as to the proper voltage, measure it with an 
accurate voltmeter at the vibrator with the set turned on. 

2. Improper adjustment of the buzzer screw. Unless the buzzer 
screw is adjusted so that the center contact breaks just as 
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the outer contacts make when being pushed toward the 
coil, failure to start or sticking may occur. 

3. Improper tension of center contact spring. If there be any 
indication of improper tension of the center contact spring, 
such as small or irregular amplitude of armature vibration, 
it should be removed and flattened so that it is entirely 
straight before being replaced. If the vibrator initially 
operated properly and then failed, a slight bow should be 
placed in the center contact spring in the direction of the 
contact. 

AUTO-RADIO RECEIVER OPERATION 

Radio Switch, Volume and Tone Control Operation.—An 
auto-receiver should be turned off while starting the engine 
because certain radio parts may be damaged if cranking motor 
be operated with radio turned on. 

Clockwise rotation of the switch knob to left of dial, turns the 
radio on, and further rotation increases the volume. Rotation 
clockwise of the tone control knob, behind the switch knob, to 
extreme "treble" position gives the full tone range which will 
.produce speech very clearly and distinctly. Rotation counter-
clockwise toward "bass" diminishes brilliance and accentuates 
low notes. 

Push Button Tuning Operation.—To tune in the station for 
which the push button is set simply push the button in as far 
as possible. The button will move easily at start then a slightly 
harder push is required to lcomplete the travel. At end of 
button travel the tuner will iriove to the station for which the 
button has previously been set. 
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Manual Tuning Operation.—The manual tuning knob to the 
right of the dial may be used to tune in stations other than those 
for which the push buttons are set. This knob is also used 
when tuning to set the buttons for selected stations. 

When tuning manually, and particularly when setting up a 
station on one of the push buttons, careful adjustment of the 
tuning knob is essential to good reception. If the program 
sounds screechy or distorted, it is probably caused by improper 
tuning and can be corrected by adjusting the tuning knob 
slightly. Since low notes are more affected by tuning than 
high ones, it is a good plan to tune the receiver to a point where 
the low notes are heard best and high notes are clear but not 
screechy. Turning the control knob back and forth until the 
station is almost lost on either side will enable the operator to 
hear the difference in reception and select an intermediate 
position giving best results. 

Radio Reception is Weak.—In case of weak reception proceed 
as follows: 

1. Fully extend the antenna and turn on set. Turn volume 
control to maximum position and tune across the dial. 

2. If reception seems slightly weak, tune in a station having 
good volume for listening and grasp the antenna rod with 
your hand. If volume increases adjust the antenna trimmer. 

3. Check for weak tubes by replacing one at a time until the 
faulty one is located, or test the tubes with a reliable 
tube checker. 

4. If tubes be not faulty, substitute a test antenna consisting 

of a piece of wire about ten feet in length and connect the 
foregoing to a standard antenna lead-in cable. Place test 
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antenna outside and away from the car. If radio operates 
near normal with substitute antenna some part of car 
antenna or lead-in is at fault. If this does not reveal 
source of trouble, the receiver will have to be removed for 
a thorough test. 

Radio Noisy with Car Standing Still.—The procedure when 
trouble of this kind occurs is as follows: 

1. Start engine, turn on radio and tune radio to a spot be-
tween stations. Engine noise will usually appear in radio 
as a clicking sound that varies in frequency with speed of 
engine. If noise be present, disconnect antenna lead-in 
cable from receiver. 

2. If engine noise stops when antenna is disconnected, check 
all high tension wires for full seat in sockets of coil and 
distributor car. Check distributor rotor (resistance type) 
by substituting a known good one. If external suppressor 
be used, it must be installed at distributor end of coil-to-
distributor high tension wire. Do not use a suppressor 
and a resistance type distributor together. 

3. If distributor rotor or suppressor does not correct the 
noise, check antenna lead-in cable shield for proper ground. 

4. If engine noise continues with antenna disconnected, check 
ignition coil and generator capacitors for clean, tight con-
nections; also check the bond strap on the water tempera-
ture gauge tube to make sure it has clean tight connection 
to cowl. Remove generator cover band and observe 
sparking. If sparking be excessive, check for open arm-
ature coil. 
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5. If source of noise has not been found, replace ignition coil 
and generator capacitors with known good ones. Ignition 
coil capacitor lead must be attached to battery terminal 
of coil. Generator capacitor lead must be connected to 
"A" terminal of generator. Both capacitors must have 
clean metal ground contact. 

6. If engine noise be present when engine is running at 
approximately 2,000 r.p.m. and all the foregoing items are 
satisfactory, the noise is probably due to generator regu-
lator. Correction may be made by mounting a 0.33 m.f.d. 
capacitor at one end of the regulator mounting ground 
screws and attaching the capacitor lead to the battery 
terminal of regulator. 

Set Does Not Light Up.—If the set does not light up, 
check for a blown fuse. If the fuse is not blown, examine the 
fuse contact ends for corrosion or loose connections, and replace 
the fuse if necessary. If the fuse holder connections are poor, 
stretch the spring in the fuse holder to restore proper contact 
pressure. Also check the sealing of the fuse since it may be 
the wrong type, in which case the fuse should be replaced with 
one of the correct type and rating. 

Intermittent Reception.—In the case of intermittent recep-
tion wiggle the antenna and lead-in connections and check the 
antenna for loose or intermittently grounded mounting screws. 
If a push-type antenna plug is used, see that the plug is in the 
receptacle properly, making good solid contact. Check for the 
same condition on bayonet or pin-type plugs and see that solder 
is built up sufficiently to make a positive contact. 
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If the plug pins or soldered connections appear to be cold 
soldered, sweat the connection with a hot iron and flow in a 
small amount of new solder. Try similar method with the 
lead-in at the antenna end. Check the tubes by tapping lightly 
with a pencil and it should be noted that in some instances the 
set may have to be removed from its mounting to get off the 
cover. 

If a portion of the broadcast band is dead or intermittent, 
check for a defective oscillator tube or possibly a shorting 
connection between the plates in the condenser-tuned circuit. 
If a new oscillator tube fails to correct the trouble, check the 
rectifier tube or measure operating voltages at the oscillator 
socket. Defective oscillator coupling or padding condensers 
are other possibilities. 

Set is Noisy.—One of the most common source of trouble in 
many auto-sets is an extremely noisy volume control that 
results in high-pitched oscillations preventing correct volume 
setting. This condition indicates a defective volume control. 
If a thorough cleaning proves ineffective in correcting the 
trouble, replacement with a new control of correct taper is 
usually the only solution. 

A microphonic "squeal" usually affected by vibration or high 
volume, may be due to a noisy tube, generally the oscillator or 
second detector. A similar effect can also be caused by an 
intermittent open or loose lead of one of the coupling condensers. 

If the complaint is low volume with distortion during the 
first half-hour or so of operation, with satisfactory reception 
thereafter, check for a weak input filter condenser. A satisfac-
tory test of this condition consists in bridging the faulty con-
denser with a good one of the same rating. 
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Noise Due to Speaker Defects.—When the receiver has 
audio distortion at low levels only, and is normal at medium 
and high volume, check the speaker voice coil alignment. If it 
is rubbing against the pole piece, try to realign the cone. If 
alignment is impossible the only lasting remedy is to replace 
the speaker. 

Audio distortion at high volume levels only indicates a gassy 
audio output tube or leaky coupling condenser. Also ascertain 
that the speaker cone is properly glued and centered and that 
the audio output is not exceeding the speakers normal rating. 

Other speaker defects causing noise and unsatisfactory re-
ception may be caused by a loose unglued rim on the speaker 
cone, a warped cone or a collection of foreign matter or metal 
filings lodged in the magnet gap. 

If the cone is unglued, reglue with regular speaker cement, 
making sure that the cone is properly centered. Use speaker 
shims or small strips of negative photographic film. If neither 
is available, tune in a station at low volume and move the 
speaker cone carefully back and forth while exerting pressure 
against and around the rim of the cone. Adjust the cone 
position for the best apparent quality and freedom of motion. 
Apply pressure evenly around the rim to properly set the glue. 
If the speaker has an extra centering spider or disc near the air 
gap, check this also for unglued condition. 

In case the speaker cone is warped, try moistening the cone 
at a point directly opposite the warp. When dry, the cone 
often will warp an equal amount in the opposite direction and 
correct the trouble. On smaller speakers, also try warping a 
corner of the frame by springing and twisting slightly with 
long nose pliers. 
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Ignition Noise.—This is one of the more frequent complaints 
when dealing with auto receivers. The usual remedy is the 
connection of 0.5 mfd. condensers across the ignition switch, 
generator and other electrical components. Also cleaning and 
tightening of ground connections. If the foregoing does not 
correct the trouble, try cleaning the base and insulator of the 
whip antenna. Corrosion often causes considerable leakage 
between the antenna and auto body. 

If the ignition noise continues to be picked up even with the 
antenna removed, the trouble may be picked up via the 6 volt 
lead. The most practical solution in this case is to run a sepa-
rate No. 8 or 12 wire directly from the receiver to the battery, 
keeping the lead as short as possible and dressing it away from 
other A+ wiring to avoid pickup. 

Wheel Static.—A high pitched noise from the receiver present 
only when the car is in motion indicates wheel static. If the 
noise stops or is reduced when the brakes are applied, install 
coiled spring suppressors inside the hub caps of the front wheels. 
These suppressors insure good contact between the wheel and 
axle. 

Parts Replacement.—Auto receiver parts are now generally 
standardized and thus presents no problem in replacement. In 
some cases, however, the vibrator and power transformer may 
be of different construction. Because of the fact that most 
well equipped distributors carry all popular types of vibrators 
a suitable substitution can almost always be made from one of 
these types. 

In case of a burnt out power transformer replace it with one 
having the same voltage ratio as the transformer to be replaced. 
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The only difficulty in making this type of substitution might be 
in finding a transformer to fit into the space allotted for it. 

After all the necessary adjustments of the receiver is com-
pleated, a complete alignment check should be made. This 
should include an accurate check of the dial pointer positions 
throughout the dial range. In addition a peeking check of the 
i.f. preselector and r.f. trimmers and a final check of the 
antenna trimmer (with the set in mounted position) on about 
1,400 kc. should be made. 

Receiver Alignment 

Auto Receiver Alignment Procedure.—Radio receiver man-
ufacturers often make general recommendations with regard to 
alignment procedure of their products, which recommendations 
are commonly available and thus well known to servicemen. 
Circuit alignment should be made only when necessary, and 
only when all other causes of trouble are removed. 

As previously noted, modern auto-receivers employ the super-
heterodyne circuit which uses an intermediate frequency (if.) 
amplifier, the characteristics of which largely govern the selec-
tivity of the receiver. The i.f. amplifier characteristics are 
determined principally by the adjustment and design of the 
i.f. transformers. 

It is, therefore, important that the if. amplifier be correctly 
adjusted to provide the best selectivity. These adjustments 
are in the form of iron cores placed within the coils. 

During alignment it is necessary to adjust only these iron 
cores as specified in the tabulated adjustment procedure, to 
obtain the best operation. 
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Incorporated in every receiver is a local oscillator, the output 
of which mixes with the incoming signal from the antenna. 
The local oscillator does not operate at the same frequency as 
the incoming signal, which is to be received. The resonant 
(acceptance) frequency of the if. amplifier establishes the 
difference in frequency required; 260 k.c. is generally employed 
in auto-receivers. The local oscillator operates at a frequency 
higher than the incoming signals, the two predominating re-
sultant frequencies produced are the sum and the difference of 
the two frequencies. 

The design of these receivers is such that the difference in 
frequency is the same as the i.f. amplifier resonant frequency. 
Modulation of the incoming signal will be present as modulation 
of input to the if. amplifier. 

Alignment is generally necessary when replacements have 
been made in r.f. and if. circuits. This includes replacement 
of tubes, by-pass condensers, r.f. chokes, etc. Before align-
ment however, run both the signal generator and receiver for 
about 15 to 20 minutes for frequency and temperature stabili-
zation. Non-metallic tools should be used exclusively for 
alignment. 

To perform alignment correctly, accurately calibrated oscil-
lators and some type of output measuring device must be used. 
The output meter may be connected across the secondary of 
the output transformer. All alignments should be made with 
the receiver volume control on maximum and with the test 
oscillator output as low as practical to prevent the a.v.c. 
throttling action from influencing the reading. 

The intermediate frequency stage should be aligned as the 
first step. It is a well known fact that maximum output of a 
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receiver is obtained only when every tuned section of it is 
properly aligned. Maximum output from the if. amplifier is 
obtained when it is adjusted to the frequency for which it is 
designed and when exactly that frequency is applied to the if. 
amplifier by the output of the mixer. 

TO 
GROUND 

TO SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 

HOUSING SHIELD ANTENNA TYPE 
CONNECTOR L____I_LI 30 mmf. _, , _1 TO RECEIVER 

SHIELDED -- I 
WIRE I 30 mmf. 

L J 

FIG. 6—Dummy antenna for use in alignment and touch up of auto radio 
receivers. 

To sum up the best sequerce to follow when making these 
adjustments on standard broadcast band receivers (unless the 
manufacturer of the receiver prescribes a different procedure) is: 

a. First align the various tuned circuits of the if. amplifier 
properly with each other at the if. for which the if. 
amplifier is designed. 

b. The oscillator circuit should then be adjusted at about 
1,500 k.c. so that it "tracks" properly with the r.f. circuits 
at the high frequency part of the dial. This adjustment 
should be repeated at about 600 k.c. so that it "tracks" 
properly with these circuits at the low frequency part of 
the dial. 
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c. Simultaneous with the tracking adjustment of the oscil-
lator it is preferable (in most instances) to properly align 
the tuned circuits of the r.f. (preselector) stages with 
each other. 

The dummy antenna illustrated in fig. 6 will be helpful in 
providing a good match between the set and signal generator. 
This gives a much better balance than the makeshift coupling 
condenser so often used. 

Alignment of Typical Circuit.—A typical auto receiver circuit 
is shown in fig. 7. The receiver consists of six tubes and recti-
fier. It has a permanent magnet speaker and the tuning is 
accomplished either manual or by means of any one of five 
mechanical push buttons. The set has a tuning range from 
550 to 1,600 kilocycles. 

Alignment Procedure 

Output meter connection  Across voice coil 
Generator return  To receiver chassis 
Dummy antenna  In series with generator 
Volume control position  Maximum volume 
Tone control position  Treble 
Generator output Minimum for readable indication 

Adjust in Series Condenser Connect Signal Sequence 
Step or Signal Generator Generator Tune Receiver to for Max. 

_ 
Dummy Antenna to Frequency Output 

1 0.1 Mid. 12BE6 Grid (Pin #7) 262 k.c. High Frequency Stop A, B. C. D 
2 0.000075 Mid. Antenna Connector 1,615 k.c. High Frequency Stop E. F. G 3 0.000075 Mfd. Antenna Connector 1,000 k.c. Signal Generator Signal J, K 4 
5 

0.000075 Mfd. 
0.000075 Mfd. 

Antenna Connector 
Antenna Connector 

1,615 he. 
1,000 he. 

High Frequency Stop 
Signal Generator Signal 

F. G 
L** 
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NOTES: 
*Before making this adjustment check mechanical setting of oscillator 

core "H". The rear of the core should be 1& inch from the mounting end 
of the coil form. (This measurement is readily made by inserting a suitable 
plug in the mounting end of the coil form). Core adjustment should be 
made with an insulated screwdriver, and core studs should be cemented in 
place with glyptal or household cement after alignment. 

**"L" is the pointer adjustment screw which is on the connecting link, 
between the pointer assembly and the parallel guide bar. It should be 
adjusted so that the dial pointer corresponds with the 1,000 k.c. mark on the 
dial (on first "0" of "100"). 

With the radio installed and the car antenna plugged in, adjust the 
antenna trimmer "G" for maximum volume with the receiver tuned to a 
weak station between 600 and 1,000 kilocycles. 

Effects of R.F. and I.F. Misalignment.—The effects of mis-
aligned r.f. and if. stages are most commonly observed as a 
loss of sensitivity either over a portion or over entire broadcast 
band; loss of sensitivity, often characterized by the selectivity 
being noticeably unequal on the two sides of the point of best 
reception; change in fidelity and inaccurate dial readings. 

Loss of fidelity will be apparent as a loss of high or low audio 
frequencies. If the i.f. amplifier is not tuned to the specific 
frequency, the oscillator and other tuned circuits will not track. 
The dial readings will then be incorrect and a portion of the 
band will have low sensitivity. 

Test Oscillator Connection.—The chassis or frame of the 
radio receiver is considered as being at ground potential and 
the "GND" terminal of the test oscillator should be connected 
to the chassis wherever good contact can be established. 

The "ANT" or "HIGH" terminal of the test oscillator output 
must be connected to the antenna connection or other points 
in the radio receiver as specified in the tabulated alignment 
specifi cation. 
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The use of a fixed condenser in series with the test oscillator 
lead is specified in some instances. When this condenser (some-
times called "dummy antenna") be used, it provides proper 
input loading to the receiver. It is important that this con-
denser (when used) be connected at the point where the test 
oscillator lead joins the radio set, and should not be connected 
at the test oscillator. 

Output Meter Connection.—Any standard type of output 
meter can be employed during alignment. The meter should 
be connected across the secondary of the output transformer. 
It is best to leave the voice coil connected while using the output 
meter. It is essential that an output meter with sufficient 
sensitivity be used to avoid the possibility of requiring too 
much oscillator output to obtain a readable indication on the 
output meter. 

Sometimes it may be desirable to connect the output meter 
from plate to plate of output tubes. When this conlection is 
employed a 0.1 mfd. condenser must be connected in series 
with the meter to afford proper protection from the d.c. potential. 
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CHAPTER 20 

Phonograph Pick-ups 
By definition a phonograph pick-up is a device which con-

verts the vibrations of a phonograph needle in traversing a 
phonograph record into audio frequency currents for reproduc-
tion through a radio receiver. See fig. 1. 

VOLUME 
CONTROL PHON. 

PICK-UP 
LEADS 

MAGNETIC 
PICK. UP 

NEEDLE 
CLAMPING 
SCREW 

SWITCH 

SPEED CHANGE 

FIG. 1—Modern phonograph pick-up unit. 

Phonograph pick-up operating on various well known princi-
pies have been developed, such as the condenser type, carbon 
resistance. magnetic nr crystal typP. 
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The pick-ups at present are found almost exclusively to be of 
either the magnetic or the crystal type. Magnetic pick-ups are 
divided into two classes depending on the method of damping 
employed, namely: 

1. Rubber damped 
2. Oil damped. 

Conventional types of rubber damped magnetic pick-ups are 
shown in figs. 2 and 4. 

MAGNET 
RUBBER ARMATURE 

DAMPER 

DAMPER HOLDER 

ARMATURE COIL 

ARMATURE PIVOT u NEEDLE HOLDER 

FIG. 2—Principal parts of a rubber damped magnetic pick-up. 

The operation principles are as follows: The movement of the 
needle and hence the armature to which the needle is attached 
is accomplished by the ripples inscribed in the record which 
rotates at a constant speed. 
The coil of wire wound on the armature is made to intercept 

the magnetic lines of force flowing from the North to the South 
pole of a strong permanent magnet. 
At any instant that the coil cuts the lines of force between 

the two poles, a voltage is induced within the coil, the value of 
which is regulated by the amplitude of the vibration. The two 
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terminals of the coil are brought out to the input terminals of 
the audio amplifier which amplifies the audio-frequency voltage 
variations sufficiently to load speaker volume. 

_-NEEDLE 

MAGNET 

VOLUME 
CONTROL 

PHONOGRAPH 
RECORD 

TO AUDIO 
AMPLIFIER 

FIG. 3—Simplified layout of a phonograph pick-up. 

One detrimental factor with the average pick-up unit, regard-
less of principle or type, is the weight of the moving parts. The 
mass of the usual iron armature for example, causes it to have a 
resonance in the audible range which reveals itself to the ear 
as a snarly sound in the middle range, and its inertia, coupled 
with the type and amount of damping necessary, very often 
curtails the brilliance of reproduction, which is largely bound 
tip with responsiveness to transients. 
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In order to counteract the weight of the pick-up head and so 
mitigate the aforementioned undesirable qualities, a counter-
balance arm is usually resorted to, although it is not desirable 
to completely balance the weight of the pick-up because some 
weight must act on the needle in order to keep it from jumping 
out of the groove, especially when low frequency notes are 
being reproduced. 

HIGH-PERM. 
POLE PIECE 

COIL 
BOBBIN 

EXCITER 

RUBBER 
TUBING 

DAMPING RUBBER 
COVER 

ALIGNING AND 
DAMPING RUBBER 

HIGH-
PERM POLE 
PIECE 

FIG. 4—Parts of modern rubber damped pick-up. 

HIGH-
COERCIVE 
MAGNET 

MOUNTING 
FRAME 

Therefore, it is important that records should be made of 
hard materials, and at the same time possess abrasive qualities 
sufficient to grind the needle point at the beginning of its 
travel in order to reduce the pressure of the needle. 
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Impedance Values.—Magnetic pick-ups are made in all 
impedance values, the average being around 20,000 ohms. This 
allows direct feeding of the output into the grid circuit of an 
amplifier stage without the interposition of any matching 
transformer. 

*Zip 

weal' 

ALIGN ARMATURE 
CENTRALLY 
BETWEEN POLE 

PIECES 

CENTERING 
MRING 
CLMIP 

A RIAITuftC ) , ),RNATuRE 

SOLDER 'CENTERING SPRWG--

MOUNTING 
SCREWS 

DAMPING 111..00 

NEEDLE liCAtYv 

FIG. 5—Front view and section of phonograph pick-up. (Courtesy General 
Electric Co.) 

However, where quality is of the utmost importance, as for 
example in broadcasting and recording studios, where long 
cables are commonly employed, 200 to 500 ohms being prac-
tical averages. 

These lower values are much less affected by long connections 
in regards to hum pick-up or loss of high frequencies, due to the 
distributed capacity of the cables and of the armature coil 
winding itself. 

When as in some commercial sets low impedance values are 
used, a step-up transformer must be resorted to in order to 
obtain satisfactory operation. 
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The Oil-damped Magnetic Pick-up.—This type of pick-up 
is more complicated in construction and hence more expcnsive 
than the rubber damped type. However on account of its 
superior frequency response characteristics, it is frequently 
employed in sound picture reproduction as well as in high grade 
sound amplifier systems. 

In this type the horse shoe magnet is enclosed in a case, and 
surrounded by oil (which takes the place of rubber in the 
rubber-damped type pick-up) damping the action of the 
armature. 

The Crystal, Variously Called Piezo-Electric Pick-up.—The 
action of this device, which on account of certain favorable 
qualities has found an increased use, depends upon the prop-
erty of a Rochelle salt crystal in converting mechanical motion 
into electrical voltage. In practice this is accomplished by 
placing two small crystal slabs together which results in what is 
known as a bi-morph crystal element. This crystal element is 
then mounted between two small discs of sponge rubber in a 
bakelite housing, and a light aluminum rocker arm with 
rubber pivoted bearings (substantially the same as that em-
ployed in magnetic units) is used to communicate the motion 
of the needle to one end of the crystal. 

The "fish tail" of the rocker arm employs a forklike notch in 
the extreme end to which the crystal is clamped. On account 
of the fact that this armature is much lighter than the iron ones 
used in the magnetic pick-ups, they require less damping in 
addition to the attractive properties of the voltage generating 
element itself. 
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TI-IUMB 
SCREW 

RUBBER 
TUBING 

NEEDLE 

The impedance in this unit is very high and the element is 
inherently capacitive—which two features call for a somewhat 
different technique in the proper operation of the pick-up. 
Good results are being obtained with a volume control of 0.5 

megohm. All leads should be well shielded. 
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FIG. 6—Parts and assembly of crystal pick-up. 
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One of the most unfavorable points in the employment of a 
pick-up of this type is the extreme fragility of the pick-up itself, 
another being the variations of output with the temperatures in 
excess of 100° Fahr. 

Additional points to be considered when selecting a pick-up 
unit, regardless of specific types, are solidity of carrying arm 
construction and freedom of movement of the horizontal and 
vertical bearings. 
The pick-up should be so constructed that not more than 

three ounces of needle pressure will be used on the record. 

Phonograph Motors.—An important part of the phonograph 
mechanism is that of the motor, its function being to produce 
the revolving motion to the phonographic disc. 
The speed of the record should be as nearly constant as pos-

sible. The usual speed of the phonograph disc record being 78 
r.p.m. At 78 r.p.m. a 10 inch record plays for 2M minutes, 
while the 12 inch record plays for 4 minutes. Again a 16 inch 
record (employed in sound picture work) revolving at 33% 
r.p.m. plays for approximately 14 minutes. 
Motors of the a.c. current type are most generally of the 

induction or synchronous type, its speed being controlled by a 
governor, as shown in fig. 7. In later type motors a stroboscope 
disc is employed which makes closed speed adjustment very 
easy. 

If a stroboscope disc is not available the following method 
may be employed for correct speed adjustments: 

1. Place a record on the turntable and insert a small piece of 
paper under the edge of the record to serve as an indicator. 

2. Play the record in the normal manner and count the num-
ber of revolutions made by the turntable in one minute. The 
speed should be 78 revolutions per minute. 
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3. Turning the speed regulating screw clockwise allows the 
motor to run faster, and counter-clockwise slower. 

Adjust by trial until the speed is as exactly as possible 78 
r.p.m. as determined from a full minute count. 

TO TURNTABLE 

MOTOR FRAME 

GOVERNOR 

FIG. 7—Motor frame, motor and governor in modern electric phonograph. 

The speed of disc should be checked about every two months. 
Variation in speed will cause distortion. 
The governors are generally designed to maintain a constant 

speed of the motor within a range of sudden voltage changes of 
20 volts, if the parts be properly adjusted. Therefore any ad-
justment made on the motor, including lubrication, will have a 
certain effect on the speed, which should be checked as pre-
viously described. 

Phonograph Pick-Up Connection.—When a phonograph of 
the high impedance type pick-up is employed in connection 
with the radio receiver, it may be connected in one of several 
ways as shown in figs. 8 to 10. 
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PHONOGRAPH 
PICK. UP VOLUME 

DETECTOR 
SOCKET 

A.F. 

+B.DET -C 

FIG. 8—Method of connecting phonograph pick-up when unit be provided 
with an adapter for plugging into the detector tube socket. When plugged 
in the pick-up will be connected to the input of the audio amplifier. 
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FIG. 9—Conventional method for connection of radio high impedance pick-up. 
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In more expensive radio phonograph units a so called scratch 
filter consisting of a combination of inductance and capacity is 
employed to eliminate or suppress the scratch or hiss caused by 
the friction of the needle on the record. 

SECONDARY OF 
I.F. TRANSE. R.F. CHOKE 

MAGN. PICKUP 

VOL. 
ONT ROL 

DEI. 
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FIG. 10—Method of radio phonograph pick-up connection. 
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FIG. 11—Method of connection for a needle scratch filter. 

The loudspeaker reproduction of scratch is due to the fact 
that the sides of the wavy grooves in a phonographic record are 
seldom cut clean or smooth. The almost microscopic rough 
edges will to some extent, affect the motion of the needle and 
are responsible for the above described defect. A scratch filter 

as commonly used, is shown in fig. 11. 
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The simplest method of record reproduction is to employ an 
oscillator unit shown in fig. 12. This oscillator in effect is a 
miniature broadcasting station and the radio is turned to it 
exactly as to any other station. The oscillator and its connection 
is clearly indicated in fig. 12 and no changes whatsoever need 
be made in the receiver. 
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43 00005 
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PICK- UP 

50 W. 
175e, 

110 V. V. A.C. 
OR D.C. 

FIG. I2—A portable A.C.-D.C. phonograph oscillator, which may be worked 
through existing radio receiver. In this phonograph the record reproduction 
is introduced by means of a miniature carrier wave generated by a local 
oscillator which is plate-modulated by a single audio power stage into whose 
grid the output of the pickup can be connected with a minimum of trouble 
and equipment. In effect this is nothing but a small broadcasting station to 
which the radio set is tuned, and the carrier pickup is either by conductive 
or inductive transformers to the sets antenna lead and the set operated in 
the usual manner. 

The frequency of the oscillator may be varied so as to select 
a channel that is clear of broadcasting. 
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FIG 13—Diagram of connection when oscillator-phonograph units are em-
ployed in connection with receiver for music reproduction. 

FIG. 14—Schematic circuit diagram of typical oscillator unit. 
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A schematic diagram of a simple phonograph oscillator which 
will give high quality performance is shown in fig. 15, when 
used either with a crystal phone pick-up or a crystal microphone. 
The output is sufficient to operate a radio receiver located 50 to 
75 feet away. 
The oscillator portion utilizes the control grid, screen grid, 

and plate of a 12SK7 tube. The audio modulating voltage is 
impressed on the supressor grid, and the per cent modulation 
may be varied by adjusting Rs, which controls the cathode 
potential of the tube. 
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FIG. 15—Schematic diagram of phonograph oscillator, operative for 
voice or recordings. The components employed are as follows: 

megohm, 34 w. res. 
R3-47,000 ohm, 34 w. res. 
R3-10,000 ohm rheostat (adjust. 

for % of modulation) 
R4- 740 ohm, 20 iv. res. 
14,-22 ohm. 34w. res. 
R0-7000 ohm, 1 lc. res. 
C1-500 ved. mica cond. 
C7, Ce, Cs—.05 pfd., 400 v. cond. 
C3-10 viol., 25 v. dry elec. cond. 

either 

C4, C7-25 ved. mica cond. 
Cs-250 µed. mica cond. 
C6-20-160 ,7371d. var. cond. 

Cii-40 pfd., 150 v. elec. cond. 
SI—S.p.d.t. my. 

Sa—S.p.s.t. sic. 
Li—Broadcast ant, coil c.t. (1000 to 1700 kc.) 
Rect.-200 ma. selenium rectifier (or two 100 
ma. rect. in parallel) 

1— 125K7 tube 
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CHAPTER 21 

Automatic Record Changers 
(Adjustments and Servicing) 

Turntable Speed Regulation.—One of the most common 
troubles with record players is that of sound distortion. This 
condition while sometimes caused by trouble in the pickup is 
more often due to incorrect speed of the turntable. 

Thus, for example, a "wow" sound caused by variations in 
the speed of the turntable, is commonly evidenced by distor-
tion on long sustained notes especially on L.P. records. As a 
first step toward eliminating trouble of this nature is a thorough 
check of the turntable speed. 

Standard three-speed automatic record changers are designed 
to play 78, 45 and 33% r.p.m. records of standard commercial 
dimensions. The sizes of standard records for which the 
changers are set are 7, 10 and 12 inches, the 7 inch records 
being used exclusively for the 45 r.p.m. speed. 

Due to the scope of practical manufacturing tolerances and 
often because of voltage variations, three-speed changers are 
frequently inaccurate at one or more speeds; and whereas 
professional standards call for a maximum speed deviation of 
0.3 per cent from that required, errors as high as 5 per cent and 
more are sometimes found in commercial record changers. 
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Thus, in extreme cases it may be found that a 78 r.p.m. record 
changer may run as fast as nearly 82 or as slow as 74 revolu-
tions per minute. Similarly, at 45 r.p.m. the same changer 
may run as fast as 47U or as slow as 42U r.p.m. 

FIG. 1—Illustrating Webcor Model 1122 plug-in, three speed automatic 
record changer. Courtesy Webster-Chicago Corporation. 

Speed Determination.—Although an approximate determina-
tion of speed values may be obtained by counting the number 
of revolutions made in a minute or multiple thereof by inserting 
a small strip of ordinary white paper between the record and 
the turntable, it is preferable to check the speed with the aid 
of a stroboscopic disc. 
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A stroboscopic disc or strobe card is essentially a circular 
cardboard disc with lines so drawn and spaced that when the 
disc is placed on a record being played, and illuminated by a 
Neon lamp connected to a 60 cycle alternating current source, 
the lines appear to stand still when the speed of the record 
and turntable is correct. When, on the other hand, the lines 
are moving forward, the speed of the turntable is too fast and 
when the lines appear to travel backward the turntable is 
regulated at too slow a speed. 

As previously noted, professional standards call for a maxi-
mum speed deviation of 0.3 per cent, which means that when 
using a strobe card not more than 21 bars should appear to 
pass a given point during one minute. 

A strobe card for speeds of 33%, 78 and 45 r.p.m. is usually 
divided into three sections one for each speed, with each section 
divided into numerous bars or dots. These bars or dots are 
calculated in the following manner, assuming a turntable speed 
of exactly 33% r.p.m. 

A Neon lamp connected to a 60 cycle a.c. source flashes 120 
times per second or 7,200 times per minute. If the phono-
graph turntable revolves exactly 33% times per minute, the 
lamp flashes 7200/33% or 216 times per revolution of the 
turntable. Conversely each flash corresponds to 1/216 revolu-
tions of the turntable, but since there are 216 bars or dots on 
the 33% r.p.m. section of the strobe card, each flash from the 
60 cycle Neon lamp illuminates a bar that has arrived in 
exactly the same position that was occupied in the preceding 
flash by the bar ahead of it. This, aided by the persistence 
of vision, produces the illusion of the bars remaining stationary. 
If the turntable speed exceeds 333 revolutions per minute, 
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each bar moves more than one bar distance during the interval 
between the flashes, thus making it appear that the bars are 
moving in a forward or clockwise direction. 

In a similar manner the strobe card bars appear to be moving 
in a counter-clockwise direction when the turntable rotates too 
slow or at a speed of less than 33% r.p.m. 

Noting the fact that the Neon lamp flashes 7,200 times per 
minute and illuminates 7,200 bars during this period (33% 
revolutions x 216 bars in the case of a 33% strobe card), a 0.3 
per cent error in turntable speed is 0.003 X 7,200 bars or 21.6 
bars. 

It is evident from the foregoing that the 78 r.p.m. section 
of the strobe card, will not contain the same number of bars 
as the 33% r.p.m. section. For testing 78 r.p.m., the strobe 
card will have 7,200/78 or 92 bars. Thus, when the Neon 
lamp flashes 7,200 times per minute, it still illuminates 7,200 
bars at 78 r.p.m. because 78 X 92 equals 7,200 approximately. 
As previously, a 0.3 per cent in turntable speed at 78 r.p.m. 
would cause approximately 21 bars to appear to pass a given 
point. 

For speed testing of a 45 r.p.m. turntable the strobe card 
requires 7,200/45 or 160 bars or dots equally spaced on its 
circular surface. 

If it be desired to find the center angle between each one of 
the bars or dots on the periphery of the strobe card a 
simple calculation will show that the various spacings on the 
33%, 45 and 78 r.p.m. cards should be 1.67°, 2.25° and 3.91° 
respectively. 
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Speed Adjustment Procedure.—Because of the fact that 
automatic record changers vary in construction, it is not 
possible to give a procedure by means of which all changers 
may be adjusted as to their speeds, unless a particular model 
or type be selected. 

It has been found that the speed of a Webster three-speed 
changer can be corrected by varying the tension on the spring 
between the mainplate of the changer and the link bearing the 
idler wheel which moves the turntable. 

When the turntable and idler wheel are removed, this spring 
is exposed to view. Increasing the spring tension (shortening 
the spring) serves to decrease the speed and vice versa. 

Sometimes incorrect speeds may be due to dirty or worn 
speed reduction pulleys and idler wheel; these should be kept 
clean at all times. Replace worn out or stretched drive belts 
(turning them inside out will work in an emergency). 

On manual single speed record changers, the turntable speed 
is regulated easily by a screw or lever adjustment which con-
trols the action of the governor operating in conjunction with 
the phonograph motor. 

In some instances, the entire motor must be overhauled, 
oiled and greased, and each electrical connection checked and 
resoldered. When the motor is of the commutator-brush type, 
the commutator and brushes must be carefully cleaned with 
fine sandpaper and fitted properly. 

Changer Does Not Trip Into the Change Cycle.—During 
normal playing, the friction lever is prevented from contacting 
the trip switch to complete the solenoid circuit by the oscillating 
stud. The rapid movement of the tone arm in the trip groove 
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FIG. 2—Exploded view of parts above baseplate in Webster automatic three-
speed record changer. 
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FIG. 3—Exploded view of parts below baseplate in Webster automatic three: 
speed record changer. 
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of the record, however, allows the friction lever to contact the 
trip switch before the oscillating stud can prevent it. 

The solenoid is then energized and attracts the trip pawl 
assembly, releasing a segment of the clutch gear to contact the 
rotating pinion gear under the turntable. If the maximum 
outward travel of the oscillating stud be more than 1/16 in. 
beyond the switch contacts, faulty operation may result. The 
trip switch support may be bent if necessary to correct this. 
Check also for dirty contacts on the friction lever and trip switch. 

Changer Does Not Trip Into Change Cycle or Trips Too Soon. 
The trip slide operates the trip assembly and it must move 
with the least possible resistance. It must not be bent, rusted 
or hindered in its movement. It should be clean and free from 
grease. The friction washer holding the gear engagement pawl 
and trip motion arm together must be loose enough to allow 
the gear engagement pawl to be kicked backward during the 
playing of the record. 

It must be tight enough to allow the assembly to follow the 
quick movement of the trip slide when the tone arm enters the 
trip groove of the record. If the washer be too loose, there 
will be no tripping; if it be too tight, there will be constant 
tripping. The washer may be reshaped to increase or decrease 
its friction. The stud upon which the friction washer rests 
may be too loose and may be tightened by inserting an addi-
tional washer under the main gear. 

Changer Trips Too Soon.—This may result if the maximum 
outward travel of the oscillating stud be less than 1/16 in. 
beyond the switch contacts. 
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Changer Trips Continually or Erratically.—The tip of the trip 
pawl may be too near the ed g,e of the gear segment. A slight 
bending of the post against which the pawl rests may correct 
this. 

Records Do Not Drop.—Check for loose set screw holding 
ejector lever. The position of the ejector lever and link 
assembly on the centerpost shaft is critical. If it be incorrect, 
the ejector cam in the centerpost may break. The ejector 
lever set screw should be tightened with the ejector cam flush 
with the centerpost and the changer in playing position. 

The top of the spindle may be bent so that the spacing be-
tween the heel of the floating latch and the spindle does not 
allow a record to slide between. If this condition exists, bend 
with thumb the top of the spindle slightly in a direction away 
from the record selector shelf. 

Removal of Tone Arm.—If it be necessary to remove the tone 
arm, close attention should be paid to the position of the spring 
in the base. If the spring be replaced backwards, the tone arm 
will not get down on the record. 

Warped Strobe Disc.—To remove the strobe disc, first slide 
the selector lever to the extreme right and speed shift lever to 
the far left. Next lift off the turntable and remove the strobe 
bracket screw and spring. After removal, immerse the strobe 
disc in hot water for a few minutes to straighten it. 

Records Do Not Drop.—Records are dropped by the action 
of the ejector cam which pushes the bottom record clear of the 
shelf of the centerpost. The length of travel of the ejector cam 
can be increased by turning the push-off adjustment nut 
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FIG. 4—Exploded view of parts above baseplate in V-M automatic three-
speed record changer. 
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/OP VIEW OP ITEM 76 

FIG. 5—Exploded view of parts below baseplate in V-M automatic three. 
speed record changer. 
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counter-clockwise. Do not increase the length of travel of the 
ejector cam excessively as this may damage the centerpost 
and cause jamming during the change cycle. 

Fig. 6—Exterior view of automatic, three-speed record changer. Courtesy 
V-M Corporation. 

More Than One Record Drops at a Time.—This may be 
due to oversize holes in records, or records may be exceptionally 
thin. If the spindle slide be not all the way down more than 
one record may drop at a time. Check the slide to see if it be 
free and do not bind at any point. 

Tone Arm Does Not Index Correctly For the Size Record 
Being Played.—Set down position for the tone arm is deter-
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mined by the automatic index assembly working in conjunction 
with the index finger. This finger extends momentarily above 
the changer pan during the change cycle. If it touch a record 
the index assembly sets the tone arm for a 12 inch record; if 
it does not and continues upward so that the lower step on the 
cap touches a record, the tone arm is set for a 10 inch record. 
A 7 inch record permits the index finger to go even higher 
and this sets the tone arm correctly for this size. 

If the index finger be bent or loses its rubber cap, the indexing 
will be incorrect. Burrs in the slots of the index assembly or 
binding of the pin which rides in these slots cause incorrect 
indexing. 

Tone Arm Does Not Land in Correct Indexing Groove of 
Record.—A slight adjustment of the tone arm set-down posi-
tion is performed by means of the adjustment screw located 
near the base of the tone arm. 

45 R.P.M. Records.—Because of the special design features 
of certain 45 r.p.m. records, most modern automatic record 
players have either a special spider or hole adapter for playing 
these records or else are equipped with a 45 r.p.m. spindle. 

Lubrication.—Record changers are usually completely oiled 
and lubricated at time of manufacture. 

Under normal conditions this should be sufficient for ap-
proximately one year or 1,000 hours of operation. When 
operated under extreme conditions of dust or heat, they should 
be oiled more frequently as required. 

Do not permit oil or grease to get on the rubber idler wheel, 
motor sleeve, turntable drive rim, velocity trip arm clutch or 
raising disc clutch. 
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Turntable Does Not Revolve When Control Switch is Turned 
On.—When this condition occurs, a check should be made to 
ascertain that the current actually is reaching the a.c. leads on 
changer. Also check that the switch is closing properly and 
that wiring and soldered terminals in changer are in satisfac-
tory condition. 

To check for a defective motor, remove turntable to allow 
motor to operate without load. If current be available at motor 
and drive spindle does not rotate the motor is defective. 

If drive spindle is turning, but turntable is not, check motor 
idler assembly to determine if it be free to contact the drive 
spindle and turntable rim. Wipe off inside rim of turntable to 
remove flock, or if oily, clean the turntable rim and rubber tire 
of the idler wheel with naphtha or alcohol. 

Motor Noise.—If a low-pitched rumbling sound comes from 
the loudspeaker while a record is being played, check motor 
grommets to be sure that the motor is freely suspended on them. 
The motor lead wires should have slack to allow the motor to 
float. 

Motor rumble may also come from an unbalanced motor 
rotor, in which case the motor should be replaced. 

A rapid thumping sound while the motor is running may in-
dicate a flat spot on the motor idler wheel or speed pulleys. 
If this condition does not clear up after ten minutes of running 
time, remove the turntable and check the rubber tire on the 
idler or pulleys. If the surface of the rubber tire be not smooth 
and even, replace the part. Should the bearing of the idler 
wheel show signs of excessive wear or be extremely wobbly, 
the idler wheel must be replaced. 
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Defective turntable bearings are also apt to cause a rumbling 
sound. Check for foreign matter in the bearing, defective balls, 
binding between balls and ball retainer or rough surface on 
washers. Clean ball bearing, sleeve bearing, and washers; 
lubricate with light mineral oil. 

FIG. 7—Webcor Model 1127 plug-in, three-speed automatic record changer. 
Courtesy Webster-Chicago Corporation. 

Defective Records.—Worn or defective records will cause 
needle scratch and distortion of the recorded sound. If the 
record be warped, it may slip on the other records causing a 
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waver in the recorded sound. An enlarged hole in the record 
will cause similar trouble and sound distortion. 

If a scraping sound occurs as the turntable revolves, the turn-
table itself may be warped, causing its outer rim to rise and fall. 

A similar scraping sound may also be caused if the motor 
idler or mounting plate be bent or out of alignment. 
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CHAPTER 22 

Magnetic Tape Recorders 
These are presently manufactured in various sizes to suit 

individual requirements, ranging from elaborate professional 
recording equipment to small comparatively inexpensive home 
tape recorders. 

Taking advantage of their experience in building quality 
equipment, manufacturers of such gear are now offering small 
compact home recorders capable of reproducing all of the 
quality formerly available only on professionally recorded 
magnetic tapes. 

Because of the fact that the home user, for example, will not 
need the heavy duty editing facilities required by broadcasting 
and recording studios, manufacturers of the home type class of 
equipment generally feature single speed machines of 7M inch 
per second, which gives full fidelity rather than two speeds 
usually found in commercial equipment. Single speed record-
ers require a smaller less expensive motor and also eliminates 
the necessity for providing facilities for changing equalization 
to meet different tape speeds. 

Basic Principles.—The basic idea of tape recording is ex-
tremely simple and although the principles have been known_ 
for a long time it is only during the last decade that the tape. 
recorder has come into popular use in the home. 
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The tape consists of a paper or plastic material coated with 
fine particles of iron oxide in an adhesive binder. The tape 
(motivated by a small a.c. motor) passes over an electromagnet, 
the field strength of which is varied by the incoming audio 
waves. 

FIG. 1—Typical tape recorder designed to magnetically record on 5 or 7 inch 
reel. The one-quarter inch tape width provides a dual tape track. Tape 
speeds are 33% and 71/2  inch per second. (Courtesy Revere Camera Company). 
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It is in this manner that the tape is magnetized at a varying 
strength along its length, the comparative strength being a 
measurement of each audio wave as the tape proceeds on its 
path through the electromagnet. 

In the playback process, the tape is passed over a similar 
electromagnet whose coil is connected to the input of an 
amplifier. The moving magnetic lines of force from the tape 
are picked up by the electromagnet core and in cutting the 
wires of the coil, induces in them voltages of varying amplitude. 
These are amplified and the audio is thus reproduced. 

The electromagnet used in the recording process is known as 
the recording head, whereas the electromagnet employed in the 
playback process is termed the playback head. 

The foregoing magnets are so similar in requirements that 
a single head is commonly used for both recording and play-
back with provisions for appropriate circuit switching. Such 
heads are used in all of the less expensive non-professional tape 
recorders, such as the machine shown in fig. 1. 

Professional recorders have separate heads. This has a dual 
advantage in that (1) each head can be designed for a particular 
application, and (2) with separate heads for recording ana 
playback. The recording can be monitored from the tape 
during the recording process. 

A diagrammatic view of one type of recording or playback 
head is illustrated in fig. 2, viewed from the edge of the tape. 
The core consists of a ring of magnetically "soft" material with 
high permeability. Such a material is very easily magnetized 
but does not retain an appreciable amount of magnetism when - 
the current is removed from the coil. A typical material used . j 
in recording or playback heads is mu-metal. 
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The iron-oxide coating of the tape is magnetically "hard", 
that is, once it is magnetized, it retains much of its magnetism 
over a long period of time. In recording, the tape moves con-
tinuously over the small gap in the iron core. When the 
magnetic lines of force pass through the iron core they are 

FIG. 2—Construction principles of recording head. In actual practice manu-
facturers of tape recording machines endeavor to keep an effective gap 
width of about 0.5 mil. This makes reproduction of 15,000 cycles impossible, 
but with equalization, satisfactory response is possible to around 10,000 
cycles and output can easily be linear to 7,500 cycles at 71/2  Lp.s. Increasing 
the speed to 15 i.p.s. gives full linear 15,000 cycle response necessary 
for high fidelity. 

subject to the reluctance or magnetic resistance of air (or 
whatever other material which may fill the gap) which is 
comparatively high. These lines, therefore, pass more easily 
through the tape coating, and in doing so they magnetize the 
coating within the gap. 

Now since the strength of the field varies with the audio 
waves, each successive small area of tape coating that passes 
the gap is magnetized to a somewhat different field strength. 
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In playback, the tape may again be passed over the same head. 
This time the coil is connected to the amplifier input. As each 
little magnetized section of tape passes the gap, its magnetic 
field causes lines of force to pass through the core and cut the 
coil. The induced voltage is then amplified. 

Hysteresis Effect.—The magnetic hysteresis in iron is the 
cause of certain detrimental factors in the faithful reproduction 
of sound in a magnetic tape recorder. It may easily be visual-
ized that when an unmagnetized tape is subjected to a magnetic 
field of certain strength, it is magnetized to a corresponding 
strength over a certain range. When the magnetic field is 
removed, however, the section of tape leaves the head, and in 
so doing the tape magnetism falls to a certain lower value. 
This lower value will vary with that of the inducing field over 
a very small range, but will never reach zero. 

As a result of the foregoing, a sine wave recorded on tape is 
somewhat distorted as illustrated in fig. 3. This distortion is 
removed by ultrasonic bias, that is, a signal of between 30 and 
60 kilocycles is superimposed on the audio fed to the head. The 
bias signal is generated by an oscillator incorporated in the 
circuit. 

Frequency Response.—The frequency response is an impor-
tant factor in the performance of any magnetic tape recorder. 
While head inductance causes a change in head reactance as 
frequency varies, this is usually countered by feeding the head 
from a constant current source such as from a pentode tube. 
Since the magnetic field depends upon coil current, the recorded 
magnetism on the tape is fairly constant from the low range up 
to some midrange frequency. Above this point however, 
core losses and gap effect reduce the treble. 
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In playback there is a reduction in output between the mid-
range and the bass, as well as from midrange to treble. Fig. 4, 
shows the general shape from the output curve of a playback 
head from a tape recorded without equalization. The lower 

F( SINE  
WAVE FIELD 

RECORDED 
WAVEFORM 

FIG. 3—Showing distortion of sine wave field due to lag of magnetic effect 
behind their source. This is known as the hysteresis eflect of the mag-
netizing material. 

o 

FREQUENCY 

FIG. 4—Typical curve representing the output of a playback head. 

part of the curve is due to the induced voltage depending on the 
speed at which the lines are cutting the field. At lower 
frequencies the velocity is obviously lower, therefore the output 
is also lower. 
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Gap and Tape Speed Effect.—An additional loss occurs in the 
treble due largely to the gap effect. This may best be com-
prehended by referring to fig. 2. Here it will be noted that the 
length of tape played back at any one instant is equal to the gap 
length. Thus, if the gap be very small with respect to a wave-
length, say 1/20 wavelength, then it scans only 1/20 of the 
wave at a time and the output voltage will show a good repre-
sentation of the wave. 

Suppose, however, that an entire wavelength fits under the 
gap at one time. The wavelength contains all values of mag-
netism from zero to maximum in both directions, the sum total 
of which is zero, therefore, the head output is also zero. From 
the foregoing it follows that there is a loss in output as soon as 
the wavelength of recorded sound on the tape begins to ap-
proach the length of the gap, and there is a total loss when the 
wavelength and the gap are equal. 

There are two methods used in extending the high frequency 
response before it is necessary to equalize electrically. These 
are important because equalization causes loss of gain, in-
creased noise and is seldom obtained with any degree of pre-
cision. First the gap should be made as small as possible, 
second the length of waves can be increased by making the 
tape run faster; this has the effect of spreading out the wave 
over a longer portion of the tape. 

From the foregoing discussion it will be observed that for 
best results the gap width must be as small as possible and in 
actual practice manufacturers of magnetic tape recorders are 
keeping effective gap width to about 0.5 mil, and while small 
inexpensive machines run at a speed of 3.75 and 7.5 inches per 
second for speed recording, high fidelity recording of music is 
as a rule impossible on machines having speeds of less than 15 
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inchés per second. This latter type of recorders give the full 
linear 15,000 cycle response necessary for high fidelity work. 

Basic Sections.—Magnetic tape recorders consist of three 
basic sections, they are: 

1. The recording amplifier 

2. The playback amplifier, and 

3. The tape transport mechanism. 

In the home type recorder only one amplifier is used for the 
recording and playback, with the different functions selected 
by a "record-listen" switch. This switch when in the "record" 
position connects the record and playback coil in the head 
assembly (one coil performs both functions) to the output of 
the amplifier which supplies the audio voltage to be recorded. 

In this position, the switch also converts the output stage to 
an oscillator, usually 30 to 60 k.c. to provide bias for the 
recording head and also erase current for the erase coil in the 
head, although on some machines a separate bias and erase 
oscillator is employed. 

Equalization is also inserted in the amplifier to compensate 
for frequency response characteristics of the head and tape 
speed. The equalization is in the form of high frequency boost. 
This increases the signal-to-noise ratio of the recording during 
playback. 

In the playback position, the recording coil in the head 
assembly is connected to the input of the amplifier. The 
bias oscillator is converted back into the output stage, and the 
high-frequency boost is removed. The equalization in the 
playback position is different from that in the record position. 
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The high frequency response is attenuated to retain the 
balance of the original program material, and the low-frequency 
response is boosted. The low-frequency equalization is accom-
plished during playback rather than during recording to prevent 
the low-frequency components from saturating the tape. 

The Tape Transport Mechanism.—The mechanical section 
of the recorder such as the tape transport mechanism must 
comply with certain requirements in order to qualify for its 
exacting duty. Thus, for example, its speed must be constant 
and wow and flutter held to a low value. It must also be quiet 
in operation and able to stand a fair amount of rough treatment 
as may be caused by day-to-day usage. 

A tape transport mechanism includes the following basic 
components: 

1. A capstan and flywheel assembly which pulls the tape past 
the record and erase-head assembly at a constant rate of 
speed, usually 3% or 7 inches per second. This capstan 
and flywheel assembly is driven by a small synchronous 
motor through a rubber idler wheel. The tape is held 
against the capstan by a spring-loaded rubber pressure 
roller, and against the heads by a pressure pad assembly 
as noted in fig. 5. 

2. A take-up spindle assembly. This take-up spindle is 
usually driven by the motor that drives the flywheel 
through some form of clutch as noted in fig. 6. This 
clutch is needed because the diameter of the take-up reel 
is constantly changing as it takes up tape, causing it to 
pull more tape with each revolution, but since the capstan 
will only feed the tape at a constant rate, the clutch must 
supply the necessary slippage. 
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3. A rewind spindle assembly. This may be driven from the 
flywheel by a chain belt or from the motor shaft by a rub-
ber idler wheel as illustrated in fig. 7. 
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FIG. 5—The head assembly and capstan of a typical tape recorder. Note that 
the head assembly includes the record-playback and erase head in one unit. 
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FLYWICEL INSTANT STOP 

REWIND SPINDLE 

FIG. 6—Illustrating typical method of using a flywheel for driving the take-up 
reel of a tape recorder. The flywheel is coupled to the motor through an 
idler pulley. 
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Servicing of Mechanical Section 

Although tape recorders are manufactured to give years of 
trouble free service under normal operating conditions, minor 
adjustments and servicing may become necessary from time 
to time. 

The most common source of trouble are the rubber wheels 
used to drive the different moving parts. These wheels may 
become glazed and start slipping or they will wear and get 
lumpy, causing wow and flutter. 

FIG. 7—Illustrating how the rewind spindle in the lower right is driven by 
means of a chain belt from the motor in a typical recorder. 

The rubber pressure roller may become fouled with oxide 
from the tape which will also cause slipping. Particular care 
should be observed in preventing oil from contacting the 
rubber wheels. 

Wheels that have become glazed after considerable use can 
be restored by cleaning with alcohol or by holding a piece of 
fine sandpaper on the wheel while it is running. Be careful not 
to remove too much rubber if sandpaper be used. Wheels that 
have had oil on them must be replaced. In this latter case 
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cleaning will not help, since oil will cause a change in the rubber 
structure. 

Motor bearings should be lubricated at certain time intervals 
with a couple of drops of light machine oil. Be careful that no 
oil gets on any one of the driving surfaces. Cams and levers 
should be lubricated with a small amount of light grease on the 
bearing surfaces only. 

The pole pieces in the recording head or heads are also subject 
to considerable wear. The tape used for magnetic recording 
is coated with a metal oxide which acts as a fine abrasive, some-
thing like a crocus cloth. When the pole pieces wear down, 
the machine will not record and erase properly because of the 
change in gap dimensions, causing low volume, poor high 
frequency response and incomplete erase. 

A thorough examination of the pole pieces may be made with 
the assistance of a magnifying glass or jeweler's loupe to detect 
wear and irregularities in the gap. 

• The record gap should be in the form of a very fine line, and 
the spacing along the full length of the gap should be even. 

The erase pole piece has a gap of from four to five times the 
size of the record gap and this should also be even along the 
full length of the gap. 

Improper recording and erasing can also be caused by a dirty 
head. Be sure that the head is free from all oxide that may 
come off the tape. When replacing heads or pole pieces, they 
must be peaked for maximum high-frequency response. This 
is accomplished by running a test tape with 7,500 c.p.s. recorded 
on it, made on a machine known to be perfect and slowly rocking 
the head back and forth until maximum response is obtained. 
Then lock the head in position. 
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Wow and flutter can be traced by listening to its rate, and 
watching for drive wheels and pulleys that turn at the same 
rate. Thus, for example, a fast flutter would not be caused by 
a pressure roller that turns at a slower speed than the rate of 
the flutter. 

Speed should be checked by making a recording of music 
with piano or wind instruments and listening for wow and 
flutter. There are instruments on the market made for meas-
urement of wow and flutter, but these are rather expensive and 
therefore out of reach for the average service technician. 

Some of the more important precautions to observe when 
servicing magnetic tape recorders, are: 

1. Do not over-lubricate. 

2. Do not use carbon tetrachloride to clean rubber wheels as 
this will ruin them. Use alcohol. 

3. Do not wash oilite bearings in any type of solvent. 

4. Do not use magnetized tools on or near recording heads. 
Be careful not to scratch or mar the pole pieces. 

5. Do not check heads with ohmmeter which may cause the 
heads to become heavily magnetized and cause a high 
background hiss of the recording. 

6. Make sure that the tape being used on the recorder has 
the correct wind. Tape is made in two winds; the "A-
wind" which has the oxide wound facing the hub of the 
reel, and the "B-wind" which has the oxide wound facing 
away from the hub. After threading the tape through 
the machine, the oxide or dull side of the tape should face 
against the heads. 
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Editing and Tape Splicing.—In case the tape is broken 
accidentally or if it be desired to insert a length of tape of 
recorded material from another reel, a splice may conveniently 
be made with Scotch tape. To make reliable splice, cut the 
broken ends at a 60° angle as shown in fig. 8, and butt the ends 
together. Fasten the two ends together with a piece of Scotch 

FIG. 8—Showing method of tape splicing. 

No. 41 splicing tape or ordinary Scotch Cellulose tape placed 
parallel to the cut. Be sure to place this splicing tape on the 
back of the recording tape (light colored side of paper tape and 
glossy side of plastic tape). Trim the edges so that the 
recording tape is slightly narrower at the splice. 

Erasing of Recorded Material.—Erasing of recorded material 
takes place automatically when new material is recorded, hence 
no special steps are necessary to erase old recordings before new 
recordings are made. 

Adjusting of Tape Tension.—The tape tension may be 
measured by attaching a spring balance to the end of a piece of 
tape drawn only through the erase head; then through the 
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record head. The tension required to move the tape through 
the erase head should be from 1 to 1 oz., on the average for 
typical recorders. 

Cleaning.—The record-play head, capstan and pressure roller 
are, as with all tape recorders, subject to an accumulation of 
tape coating residue which is worn off the tape as it passes these 
parts. Use a soft cloth or cotton swabs and alchol or carbon 
tetrachloride to clean the surfaces of those parts. Caution: 
Do not use a brush when cleaning the recording head as this 
might mar the lamination. 

Lubrication.—All rotating parts of modern tape recorders 
generally require no lubrication. When unit is disassembled 
for repairs, clean all bearings and lubricate with a light grade 
of machine oil. If cam and lever actions become sluggish and 
slow to respond, it may be due to gum or dirt in the pivots and 
under the levers. Clean off all old lubricant, accumulated dirt 
and gum with a clean cloth and cleaning solvent. Apply 
lubricant in thin film on working surfaces only. Caution: Do 
not get oil on rubber parts or on any surfaces which contact 
the magnetic tape. 

Signal to Noise Ratio.—By definition, signal-to-noise ratio 
is the ratio of peak recording level to the total unweighted 
playback noise when erasing a signal peak recording level and 
in the absence of a new signal. 

Peak Recording Level.—The peak recording level is defined 
as that level at which the overall (input to output) total r.m.s. 
harmonic distortion does not exceed 3% when measured on a 
400 cycle tone. 
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Servicing of Electrical Section 

The servicing of the electrical section of a magnetic tape 
recorder does not differ in any important respect from servicing 
encountered in other types of sound producing equipment. 
Thus all of the troubles likely to occur in the amplifier will 
respond to conventional service techniques. 

FIG. 9—Illustrating a popular twin-track two speed model tape recorder, 
operating at tape speeds of either 334 or 71/2 inches per second. (Courtesy 
Webster Electric). 
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When the machine fails to erase properly, and the recordings 
become low in volume and distorted, the trouble will usually 
be found in the bias-erase oscillator. A quick check may be 
made by placing a neon bulb on the plate of the oscillator and 
also on the leads going to the head. If the bu:b glows, the 
oscillator will usually be found in a satisfactory cordition. Also 
»check for worn or dirty pole pieces as they will give the same 
type of symptoms. 

Head Magnetization.—Occasionally the heads may become 
magnetized through an electrical fault in the amplifier, improper 
use of the machine or by heads coming in contact •erith a mag-
netized object. This will result in an increase in the noise level. 

It is especially important that the heads be free from mag-
netization if the dynamic range of the recorder is to be realized. 
It should be remembered that any phenomena that tends to 
put an unbalanced pulse through the record head will magnetize 
it. Such pulses can appear in the form of signal or power line' 
pulses. If the following precautions be observed, no difficulties 
should be experienced: 

1. Do not remove any tube from the record amplifier while 
the machine is recording. 

2. Do not connect or disconnect input leads or head leads 
while recording. 

3. Do not depress the record button until after depressing 
the start button. In other words, allow the transient 
caused by switching the motors and solenoids to die out 
before the record head is connected. A one-half second 
pause is sufficient. 
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4. Do not saturate the record amplifier with an abnormally 
high input signal. Such a signal would be 10 db. greater 
than tape saturation or approximately 30 db. greater than 
normal operating level. 

5. Do not test continuity in heads with an ohmmeter. 
Should the heads become magnetized, they can be de-
magnetized with a head demagnetizer. When demagne-
tizing, the following procedure should be followed: Bring 
the tip of the demagnetizer in direct contact or close 
proximity to the head or core stack. Run the tip of the 
demagnetizer up and down the entire height of the core 
stack three or four times. Remove the demagnetizer 
very slowly, allowing the a.c. field to die off gradually. 
Repeat this procedure on record and playback heads only, 
as the erase head will demagnetize itself. In the event 
demagnetization is not effected, repeat the process several 
times. 

If a demagnetizer be not available, place the head near a 
strong 60 cycle a.c. field and slowly reduce the field to zero.' 
This treatment if repeated a few times should demagnetize 
the head. 

Capstan Magnetization.—The capstan may become magne-
tized by contact with a magnetized tool. Capstan magneti-
zation appears as noise components usually occurring at the 
rotational period of the capstan. They will be present on the 
playback of a tape only and will not be heard when monitoring 
a tape during the recording process because they will be erased 
by the erase head. Should this magnetization occur it may be 
removed with an a.c. solenoid placed over the shaft and slowly 
pulled away. 
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Operating Instructions 

Tape recorders are manufactured in a great variety of models 
depending upon their use. Thus, for example, professional 
recorders employed in broadcast, television and recording stu-
dios must, because of their exact requirements, incorporate the 
latest mechanical and electronic refinement, whereas small 
portable type recorders used in homes and offices incorporate 
only those components which are necessary for their proper 
operation. 

Because of the limited space available in this chapter, only 
the smaller home or office recorders are treated here, and 
although the operation may vary, depending upon the type of 
machine involved, the instructions given should enable the 
operator to successfully deal with a machine differing in some 
small degree from that given on the following pages. 

Preparing the Machine for Recording.—To prepare a typical 
machine for recording proceed as follows: 

1. Insert the line cord into a convenient wall receptacle, 
having the proper voltage and current frequency. 

2. Place a reel of tape on the right hand spindle in such a 
manner that when the tape is pulled the reel will turn in a 
clockwise direction. Make sure that the reel is engaged 
with the drive pin on the spindle. 

3. Place an empty reel on the left hand spindle. 

4. Pull about two feet of tape from the supply reel and feed 
it through the recording head slot and then through one of 
the radial slots in the empty reel. Use a pencil to hold 
the tape in place and rotate the reel clockwise until tin 
tape is secured to the reel. 
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5. Turn the "off-on volume control" on. This supplies 
power to the entire recorder. 

To Make a Recording.—To make a recording, proceed as 
follows: 

1. Insert the microphone into the "Mic" jack. 

2. Place the play-record control in "Record" position. 

3. Turn the "Volume" control clockwise until the incoming 
signal is sufficient to cause the Neon level lamp to flash on 
high peaks. 

4. Turn the control knob to "Forward" position. Any 
sound now entering the microphone will be recorded on 
the tape. 

To Record Directly From Radio.—To record directly from 
radio, proceed as follows: 

1. The special input cord, equipped with microphone plug 
and clips, is plugged into the "Mic" jack and clipped to 
the voice coil terminal of the speaker in the radio being 
used. 

2. Tune in the radio program as usual, but use only enough 
volume to hear the program clearly. Set the recorder 
volume control so that the level lamp flickers occasionally, 
as when using a microphone. 

3. Reverse the clips at the radio speaker if a test recording 
be not clear and relatively free of hum. It may be 
difficult or impossible to make clear, quiet recordings from 
some small a.c.-d.c. radio receivers. ' 
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To stop Recorder.—The recorder may be stopped at any 
time by turning the control knob to "Stop". This stops the 
movement of the tape and shuts off the motor through the 
action of switch. 

Two-Track Recording.—In recorders designed for two-channel 
recordings the heads are designed to record and erase on only 
half the width of the tape at a time. In machines of this type, 
therefore, after a reel of tape has been recorded, a second track 
may be recorded on the same reel. 

To make the second recording, proceed as follows: 

1. Another recording can be made on the same tape by 
removing the reels from the recorder, turning them over, 
then placing the full reel on one spindle and the empty 
reel on the other in the manner previously described. 

2. Thread the tape and proceed with the recording as pre-
viously described. 

3. After the second track has been recorded, the first track 
is ready to be played by changing reels as described in the 
foregoing. 

To Rewind the Tape.--To rewind the tape proceed as follows: 

1. Make sure the play-record control knob is in "Play" 
position. 

2. Turn the control knob to "Rewind". 

To Play a Recording.—When it be desired to play a recording, 
proceed as follows: 
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1. Make sure the play-record control knob is in "Play" 
position. 

2. Turn control knob to "Forward" position. 

3. Set the volume and tone controls at desired levels. 

Fast Forward.—This is a time saving procedure which enables 
the playing of selected parts of the recording only while other 
non-essential parts may be omitted. The procedure is as 
follows: 

1. The "Fast Forward" control operates only when control 
knob is in the "Forward" position. Never attempt to 
operate the "Fast Forward" knob at any other time. 

2. Control knob will function normally only when "Fast 
Forward" knob is in the out position. 

3. During the "Play Back" period any portion of a recording 
may be skipped or any recording on a tape may be located 
in a few seconds by pivoting the "Fast Forward" knob in 
a clockwise direction. A few seconds of "Fast Forward" 
is equivalent to several minutes of playing time. The 
"Fast Forward" knob has usually three positions. 

a. "Out" at which position it must remain at all times, 
except for "Fast Forward". 

b. "Pause" is the mid-position that brakes the fast 
moving reels and stops all tape movement. 

c. "In" is the "Fast Forward" position. 

To Play a Recording Through An External Amplifier.—When 
it is desired to play a record through an external amplifier, the 
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procedure is as follows: 

1. A phono plug and shielded line can be used to connect 
from the "Phones" jack on the recorded to the phono 
input of an external amplifier or public address system. 

To Play a Recording Through an External Speaker.—When 
it is desired to play a recording through an external speaker, 
proceed as follows: 

1. An external speaker of the permanent magnet type having 
a voice coil resistance of approximately 3 ohms may be 
used by plugging into the external speaker jack. When 
an external speaker is plugged in, the internal speaker is 
automatically disconnected. 
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CHAPTER 23 

Public Address Systems 
By definition a public address system consists of a sound 

amplifier system supplying sound programs from radio, phono-
graph or microphones to one or more loud speakers. 
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FIG. 1—Schematic view of a music reproducing and program distributing 
system. 
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A public address system may be designed to amplify sound 
in one single place such as in an auditorium or in a number of 
rooms such as in hotels or hospitals. 

In order that the reader may obtain a clear conception of the 
various units comprising the system, the following definitions 
are given: 

Music Reproducing System.—It may be defined as an assem-
bly of apparatus consisting of a reproducer set (program 
source), the necessary amplifying and control cquipm:-Tit and 
one or rrore loud speakers. A music reproducing and program 
distribution system is shown in fig. 1. 
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Announcing System.—It may be defined as an assembly of 
apparatus comprising one or more announcer's microphones. 
The necessary amplifying and control equipment, and one or 
more loud speakers. A system of this type is illustrated in figs. 
2 pnd 3 
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Program Distribution System.—A system which provides 
facilities for the distribution of programs from a radio receiver 
in conjunction with a public address system, announcing sys-
tem, or music reproducing system to one or more loud speaking 
telephones. 

Operation Theory.—The aforementioned apparatus operates 
as follows: A microphone (which may be of various shapes and 
designs as shown in figs. 18 to 23 connected into an electric 
circuit, is placed in such a manner that the sound directed into 
it will be reinforced. 
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FIG. 3—Schematic diagram of amplifier shown in fig. 2. 

The sound waves or vibrations register on the diaphragm of 
the microphone causing corresponding fluctuations in the elec-
tric current. This electrical energy is conducted by wires to con-
trol panels which regulate the energy fed into the amplifying 
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equipment, where it is amplified to a level millions of times 
greater than the original energy put into the microphone. It is 
obvious that when reproducers or radio receivers are used as 
program sources, this apparatus may be connected directly into 
the amplifying equipment. 

A 

Vie. 5—Typical transmitter. The parts are: A, fixed carbon disc attached to 
the bridge at E; B, movable carbon disc attached to the center of the 
aluminum diaphragm D, at C; M, hard rubber mouth piece. The shell is for 
protection and for mounting the transmitter to a stand or bracket 
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The so amplified energy passes on to loud speakers which re-
converts it into sound, which is hence distributed over the 
desired area. 

FIG. 7—In appearance and design, the new program sound system shows 
marked improvement over previous types. All the central control equipment 
is contained in an attractive modern cabinet, including amplifiers, retracting 
electric phonograph and the monitor loud speaker microphone which operates 
through a grille at the top. A high fidelity multirange radio receiver with 
automatic volume control and all necessary switches and extension controls 
are conveniently located on a bright black panel which makes a pleasing 
contrast to the aluminum gray finish of the cabinet and its chromium trim-
mings. (Courtesy Western Electric Co.) 
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fIG. 8—Rear view of control equipment cabinet shown in fig. 7. Note: The 
electric phonograph unit is retractable and may be moved back and forth in 
drawer fashion to facilitate loading and unloading of records. (Courtesy 
Western Electric Co.) 
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Amplifying and Control Equipment.—Audio-amplifiers used 
in a P.A. system may be either large or small depending upon 
the size and the use of the system of which it forms a part. 
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FIG. 9—Detail of radio receiver and switching panels shown in fig. 7. Note: 
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Equipment for small size systems is usually designed and 
assembled with particular attention to facilitate transporta-
tion, and is hence assembled in a small portable carrying case, 
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and is suitable for small music reproducing and announcing 
systems. 
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FIG. 11—Detail of amplifier unit shown in lower part of control equipment 
panel fig. 8. Note: When a two program system is desired, two similar am-
plifiers are used, as illustrated in fig. 8. (Courtesy Western Electric Co.) 
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Again the larger equipments are normally assembled in the 
switchboard manner on metal panels, mounted on angle irons or 
pipes, and supported securely from movement in either hori-
zontal or vertical direction. These types are used whenever the 
small equipment just described is insufficient. A typical panel 
of a public address system of modern type is shown in figs. 7 
and 8 with assembly details and amplifier unit shown in figs. 
9 to 11. 
The power output of an amplifier depends upon the number 

of loud speakers and input units employed, which in turn de-
pends on the area served and such factors as cubical contents of 
rooms (if for indoor service) acoustical conditions, etc. 
The amplifier schematic diagram for a P.A. system is shown 

in fig. 12. This amplifier has a power output rating of 20 watts, 
the input impedance (impedance amplifier is designed to work 
from) is 30 ohms, output impedance (impedance the amplifier 
is designed to work into) is 350 ohms. Tubes employed are 
three 262A—two 300A and one 274A as shown in diagram. Con-
nections to the amplifier are made by plugs to facilitate the 
operation. 

Amplifier Ratings.—The ultimate function of an amplifier is 
to enlarge the sound volume received from the microphone to a 
level which makes it possible to be heard over a large area. 

Amplifiers in public address systems are rated according to 
the number of watts output delivered without distortion. The 
output depends upon the design and the size of the amplifier in 
question. 
The amount of this output specifies what volume of sound will 

be received and hence the area that can be covered. 
Before amplification of an amplifier can be measured, however, 

it is necessary to select some suitable unit of measurement. 
When, as stated, the output is measured in watts, it would be 
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most convenient to measure the input in the same unit. This, 
however, cannot be readily done on account of the fact that the 
ear responds to different sound energies in an exponential way. 
From this it follows that the gain of an amplifier must be ex-
pressed in the same manner, i.e. by the use of logarithms.* 

The Decibel.—The sound volume is measured by means of a 
unit named decibel (db.) which is the unit of sound transmis-
sion, and is defined as the smallest difference in loudness or in-
tensity perceptible to the human ear. It is this unit which is 
used in sound calculations for comparison between power out-
put and input values. Before a comparison can be made, how-
ever, it is necessary that the input and output power be ex-
pressed in the same units; for example, in kilowatts (kw), 
watts (w) or milliwatts (mw). 
Now, if for example P1 and P2 be taken to represent power 

output and power input respectively and N, the number of 
decibles denoting their ratio, then the expressed units may be 
written thus: 

P1  
Nab= 1O (1) 

P2  

This formula is correct at all times for rating of amplifiers. 
The ratio is termed a gain when P1 is greater than P2 and a 
loss when P1 is smaller than P2. 
The unit decibel can also be used for comparison of the two 

currents or the two voltages. Before such a comparison be made 
however, it is necessary first to translate the values into equiva-
lent power ratios. As the power expressed in watts is /2R or 
E 2 
- these values may be substituted for P1 and P2 in equation 

*The logarithm of a number is the power to which 10 must be raised to 
equal the number in question. For example, log. 100=2 because 102=100. 
Similarly log. 867 =2.9380 because 102.2322 =867, etc. 
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/12R1 
(1) or N db= 10 log.10 /2R2 — 20 log .10 12vR2   

Similarly 
Ei N/R"  

Ndb =20 1°g." 

Example.—What gain in decibels will be received if the voltage 
of an amplifier rises to 5 times the normal level at a certain fre-
quency? 

Solution.— 

N = 20 log .10 5 = 20 x 0.699 = 14 decibels (Approx.) 

Reference Level.—It is important to note that the decibel 
is not a power unit such as the watt or kilowatt but is strictly 
speaking, a co-operative unit in that it always expresses the 
comparison of a ratio between two powers. 

In order to make such a comparison, a definite reference level 
or value has been set for various sound producing devices. This 
level for example for telephone work is set at 10 milliwatts (0.001 
watts) which is the output of a standard transmitter used by 
telephone engineers, whereas for radio work the reference level 
has been set at 6 milliwatts (0.006 watts). 
By using 6 milliwatts as reference level, amplifiers may be 

rated at a sound energy level of a certain number of decibels. 
The convenience of such a reference may best be illustrated 

by the following example: 
Assuming an amplifier delivers 6 watts output, what is its out-

put level in decibels? 

6  
Ndb= 10 log•io 0006— 10 x3 or 30 decibels 

.  
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If the output be doubled the ear will notice an increase in 
volume which will not be twice as great but will increase in 
logarithm manner, 

12 
N 1db = 10 log. — - = 0 x 3.3 = 33 decibels 

0.006 

FIG. 13—Typical exponential loud speaker horns. 

Loud speakers for Public Address System.—The determina-
tion of loud speakers to be employed depends on individual sen 
vice requirement. For example, the straight horns Type A and 
B shown in figs. 13 are largely used for outdoor installations 
where it is desired to cover a broad area such as a race track, 
football field or similar locations. Several such straight horns 
are sometimes grouped together, as shown in fig. 14. 

Because of space requirements the straight exponential 
horns are not usually employed in indoor installations. 
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The so called folded horns have been designed for this pur-
pose. In this type the effective length is attained while the ac-
tual length has been materially decreased. 

FIG. 14—Grouping of horns when used for outdoor installation. 

When folded horns are employed in very large indoor sys-
tems, or in outdoor installations where the power requirements 
are large, the horns may be equipped with throat sections which 
will facilitate the attachment of a number of receiver units into 
one horn. See fig. 15. 

In smaller indoor installations such as schools, hospitals, 
apartment houses, suites or offices, the direct radiator type 
shown in fig. 16 is largely employed. The loud speakers may be 
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incorporated in the building design and mounted preferably 
flush with the wall. 

In buildings already completed the loud speakers may be hung 
on the wall or placed on a suitable piece of furniture which will 
harmonize with the surroundings. 

FIG. 15—Cluster of horns for indoor public address system. 

Special selectors as well as volume controls may be incor. 
porated to choose programs from any number of radio broad-
casting stations when the system is equipped with the radio 
receiving apparatus required for such reception. 

In hospitals and sanatoriums individual head sets or pillow 
type speakers are often utilized so that patients or guests who 
listen to programs will not disturb others in doing so. 
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Apparatus and Their Location.—Whenever possible the 
logical relationship between the various units comprising the 
P.A. system should be preserved. Locations giving the best re-
sults should always be used. Loud speakers should be placed as 
closely as possible to the program source and so that the sound 
be directed from it. 

FIG. 16—Direct radiator type speaker suitable for indoor installation. 

If the system be utilized entirely for music distribution from a 
reproducer set or a radio set, the location of loud speakers is 
important only from the standpoint of distribution, as long as 
care is exercised to guard against acoustic feed-back from the 
loud speaking telephones to the radio set. 

In auditoriums and other buildings provided with a stage or 
raised platform, horn type loud speakers should be located 
above the stage in the center of the proscenium arch, mounted 
so that they are not directed at the microphones on the stago 
platform. 
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In buildings already erected, it may not be practicable to in-
stall loud speakers behind a grille in the arch. Then the prefer-
able location is outside the arch in the center of the ceiling. 
When the loud speakers are suspended from the ceiling, the 
gondola which houses them, or the mouths of the loud speakers 
themselves should be covered with decorative grille work to har-
monize with the architecture. If the ceiling be not more than 15 
or 20 feet above the stage platform the horns may be sus-
pended from trusses or other framework so that the tops of the 
loud speakers will be only a few feet from the ceiling. 

FIG. 17—Method of installing outlets for condenser and carbon microphones. 

When simultaneous distribution to a number of committee or 
similar rooms be desired, individual small, horn type loud 
speakers with volume control units are preferred. With this 
equipment, the sound may be regulated to suit the size of each 
room. Loud speakers should be located at either end, in the 
corners or in the center of the room, to give equal distribution. 
For outdoor use, such as at race tracks, football fields or air-

ports, loud speakers should be of the horn type and in sufficient 
numbers and of adequate capacity to cover the prescribed area. 
Horns should be located above the heads of the audience and 
pointed slightly downward. 
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The number of microphone outlets provided on a stage or 
other platform is dependent upon the size of the stage and the 
kind of programs to be given. Normally, it is advisable to install 
at least three; one on each side of the stage and one in the center. 
If more are desired, they should be placed in the most conven-
ient locations. The method of installation is illustrated in fig. 17. 

In announcing systems, installed in a hotel, or in a hospital, a 
close talking microphone is used with flush or surface mounted 
wall type loud speakers. The microphone may be installed in a 
telephone booth adjacent to the telephone exchange. Thus the 
transmitter is shielded from sound radiating from loud speakers 
and at the same time is conveniently located for use by the tele-
phone switchboard operator. If a telephone booth be not used, 
the microphone may be located in any convenient place where 
there will be no interference from the loud speakers. 

In indoor installations, available space determines the loca-
tion of amplifying and control equipments. They should be lo-
cated in any room which is free from dampness or moisture. 
For use in outdoor installations they should be located in a 
room set aside for the purpose in which they are fully protected 
from the weather. This room may be located under a grand-
stand or in any other convenient place where wires or cable for 
the necessary power circuits can be brought in. 

The operator in charge of the control equipment should be 
provided with a monitoring loud speaker to keep him informed 
of the progress of the programs. For obvious reasons, only 
authorized persons should have access to the room in which 
control and amplifying equipments are located. 

When a motor generator set be used for supplying power to 
the amplifiers, it should not be placed in the same room with the 
amplifying equipment unless there be an intervening space of 
at least 30 feet. Unless there be this space, the electrical field set 
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up by the motor generator may be picked up on the input leads 
to the amplifiers and cause noise in the circuits. 

Storage and dry batteries may be placed adjacent to the am-
plifying equipment or in any other convenient place. When a 
reproducer set and radio receiver form part of the equipment, 
they generally are installed in the control room. In auditoriums, 
they may be placed on or adjacent to the stage. In the latter 
location, control is provided easily. 

FIGS. 18 and 19—Carbon type desk and close talking type microphone. 

Microphones.—Microphones used in a public address sys-
tem may be as follows: 

(a) Carbon type. 
(b) Condenser type. 
(c) Moving coil type. 

Carbon type microphones (see figs. 18 and 19) are used ex-
clusively for announcing purposes. This microphone has a 
mounting similar to the well known desk telephone, except that 
the receiver and the switch hook is omitted. 
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When this type is used, it is usually placed upon a small desk 
or a pedestal where the user speaks into it similarly as he would 
into an ordinary telephone, holding it in his hand if desired. 

Usually the microphones utilized for speech only are designed 
with a higher sensitivity, but smaller frequency range than types 
intended to cover ranges of both speech and music combined. 
The usual type of carbon microphone requires a power source of 
12 volts direct current to energize the carbon buttons, with a 
current drain of approximately 50 M.A. for each microphone. 
The condenser transmitter has a vacuum tube amplifier asso-

ciated with it and requires plate filament power supply for the 
operation of the vacuum tubes. 
A potential of 200 volts direct current usually obtained from 

dry cell batteries is required for a transmitter polarizing poten-
tial and for the plate circuit of the vacuum tubes. 
The filaments of the vacuum tubes operate usually on a 6 volt 

direct current obtained from a storage battery. 

The condenser and moving coil microphones are designed 
usually for use in studios and other locations where musical 
and other programs originate and where the very best acoustic 
pick-up characteristics are desired. For these purposes they give 
better performance than the carbon type. 

A typical moving coil microphone of Western Electric manu-
facture is illustrated in fig. 20. Its basic simplicity is responsi-
ble for several distinct advantages. The fact that a permanent 
magnet of cobalt steel is used to provide the magnetic field in 
which the moving coil vibrates, obviates the necessity for sup-
plying polarizing energy to the microphone. 

A moving coil microphone being a low impedance device is 
less subject to disturbance from other circuits in the neighbor-
hood than other microphones and may be used with complete 
satisfaction at a considerable distance from its amplifier. 
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It is obvious that since no amplifying equipment need be 
directly associated with it, much of the care formerly required 
in handling of microphones is unnecessary. 

PROTECTIVE ACOUSTIC OIAPIIRAGAI 
%CREEP SC REC. AND COIL 

FIG. 20—Simplified cross-sectional view of a non-directional moving coil 
microphone. 

Factors such as changes in temperature, humidity and baro-
metric pressure which have long constituted obstacles in the 
consistent operation of microphones have no unfavorable effect 
on the performance of the moving coil microphone. 
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All microphones are usually furnished with a suitable length of 
cord and connecting plugs so that they may be connected in cir-
cuit by plugging into conveniently placed outlets. 

FIGS. 21 to 23—Various sound cell type microphones, for use in public ad-
dress systems. (Courtesy The Brush Development Co.) 

Acoustic Consideration in Public Address Systems.—It is a 
well known fact that acoustic conditions exert a considerable 
influence on the reception of amplified sound. To obtain the 
most satisfactory result from a P.A. system, it is therefore 
necessary to understand the principles of acoustics and be ac-
cordingly guided when making installations. 
There is for example a large difference in materials of which 

walls are constructed, and even when the two rooms are of the 
same size and shape a considerable difference may be encoun-
tered in tone, volume and clarity. 
When surfaces or furnishings are made of hard smooth ma-

terial such as plaster, brick, concrete, polished wood or glass, 
only part of the sound which reaches the listener's ear emanates 
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from the original sound source, part of it comes by way of 
reflection. A full realization of the importance of sound reflection 
in buildings may be had when it is considered that an ordinary 
plaster wall is a better reflector of sound of certain frequencies 
used in speech and music than a good mirror is of light. 

Sounds may be repeated and become unduly prolonged, one 
sound or syllable overlapping the beginning of the next, the 
result being a noisy, indistinct effect frequently multiplying into 
a continuous roar called reverberation. 

When instead of multiple reflections, there is one predomi-
nating reflection, sounds being definitely repeated at a definite 
interval, there is an echo instead of reverberation; however, 
very frequently both reverberation and a distinct echo are 
simultaneously present. 

Resonance occurs when a thin hard surface such as a wooden 
panel vibrates freely as a diaphragm at its own natural fre-
quency, hence in the vicinity of a resonant area, tones which are 
unduly emphasized will sound louder than other tones. 

Some porous and soft surfaced materials, such as special 
acoustic plasters, cloth curtains and felt are relatively poor re-
flectors of sound because they dissipate a portion of the sound 
which strikes them. This gives rise to a third effect which is 
known as absorption. 

The combination of these three effects namely, reflection, 
resonance and absorption give rise to the complete phenomena of 
frequency selection and wave interference responsible for the 
difference in the volume of quality of sound, heard so often in 
different parts of a building. 
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Pointers in Construction of Walls, Floors and Ceilings and 
the Use of Sound Absorbing Materials.—From the foregoing 
it is evident that excessive reverberation can be largely over-
come by covering some wall surfaces with soft porous sound ab-
sorbing material such as velour or upholstery fabric. It is on 
account of this property that velour or monk's cloth is used 
extensively in broadcasting studios. 

If sound be undirected, the absorbent effect is practically 
independent of the location of the absorbent material with 
respect to the sound source. Again if sound be directed, the 
absorbent material as a general rule should be located in the 
area over which the sound is directed. Frequently the desired 
effect can be obtained by the use of carpets. 

The amount of absorbent materials to be used and the area 
to be covered may best be determined by tests. 

Certain wall surfaces, especially those broken up by pilasters, 
cornices, coffers, etc. will diffuse the sound and thus eliminate 
distinct echoes, and if those surfaces are absorbing, they will 
also help to dampen the sound waves. 

It is a known fact that the presence of an audience aids greatly 
in decreasing reverberation, but at the same time increases the 
amount of sound absorption, and also increases the noise level 
in the room so that a greater acoustic power output is required 
of the loud speakers than would be necessary for the same space 
if no audience were present. Hence acoustic conditions may be 
best determined when an average fixed audience be present 
and the furnishings be all in place. 

If sound absorbing materials have been utilized in the con-
struction of a building, then excessive reverberation of voice or 
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musical instruments can be eliminated only by the employment 
of acoustic treatment. 

The proper location of loud speakers of a P.A. system in, for 
example, a large reverberant room may be assisted to some 

LOUD SPEAKER 
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MONITORING 
PANEL 

¡ MICROPHONE 
STAGE 

SOUND PATH 
THAT CAUSES 

SINGING 

FIG. 24—When the horns are placed in front of the microphone as shown, the 
sounds will travel from the horns to the fiat wall surface and then be re-
flected back, so that the reduced volume will be picked up by the micro-
phone and passed through the amplifying equipment out through the horns 
again; i.e. a circuit is built partly of sound waves and partly of electrical 
waves, and in the electrical path a great deal of amplification is obtained. 
This circuit continues to build itself up until it develops a "sing" or "howl". 
The point where the equipment starts to sing is called the "singing point" 
and is the measure of the maximum amount of amplification which can be 
used under these conditions. 

extent in overcoming the unpleasant results which are encoun-
tered with the unaided voice or unaided musical instruments. 

Utilization of a P.A. system will permit the speaker to talk 
in a lower and more natural tone of voice and yet reach each one 
of his audience. It is evident that if a number of loud speakers 
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are used, each assigned to a small part of the total area, the acous-
tic level of each individual loud speaker may be considerably 
lower than would be the case if only one was operated. 
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\ s> 
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\ 

FIG. 25—By reference to fig. 24, it will be noted that placing the horn in the 
most advantageous position is a rather difficult task. It is nearly impossible 
to place the horns so that they will not have a direct throw at the edge of the 
balcony. This sound path is much shorter than that shown in fig. 24. There-
fore if the horns are placed so that a direct path or short sound wave circuit 
be built up around the microphone, it will be necessary to reduce the gain 
of the amplifying equipment. Under the circumstances, the longer the 
soundpath, the greater the gain on the horns without the tendency to sing. 
This will explain the need of draping the walls for an inside installation. For 
that same reason it is also advisable to drape the outside of the buildings, 
bill boards, etc. on outside installations as well. It is evident that in an out-
side installation, consideration must be given to weather conditions to de-
termine in so far as possible, which direction the wind may be blowing dur-
ing the operation of the speakers. In addition, it is also advisable to deter-
mine as nearly as possible, the amount of outside noise sources that must 
be taken into account, such as trains, airplanes, heavy trucks, automobile 
horns, etc. Therefore arrange to place the horns as closely as possible to the 
group that emanates the greatest amount of noise. In this manner the great-
est number of persons will be able to hear the system. 
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In case of excessive reverberation the following acoustic treat-
ment is recommended: 

1. Care should be taken to point loud speakers away from the 
microphone because of the fact that when projected sounds 
reach the microphone in sufficient strength, it will be reinforced 
again. This will give rise to a factor commonly known as 
"singing". 

FIG. 26—Illustreng adjustable response tye mïcrophone. To increase 
pitch, push button upward; to lower pitch push button down. This adjust-
ment according to the manufacturer will automatically take place without 
introducing any peaks or undesirable effects. (Courtesy The Amperite Co.) 

The loud speakers will if properly directed overcome poor local 
acoustics, i.e., improve areas where local conditions for hearing 
are poor. 

2. Where, as in auditoriums, it is desired to use sound rein-
forcement equipment, it will be desirable to use drapes or other 
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suitable acoustic treatment on the stage to make it relatively 
non-reflecting or acoustically "dead". This will aid materially 
in reducing the amount of sound reflected back into the micro-
phone by adjacent surfaces and therefore, permits the use of 
much higher amplifications without the production of the 
"singing" effect already described. 

3. Local sounding devices such as soundboards anci the like 
are unnecessary when a properly designed P.A. system is used. 
It may introduce annoying acoustic conditions. 

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM, MAINTENANCE POINTERS 

Causes of Low Volume.—Low volume may oe caused by one 
or a combination of the following: 

1. Low Line Voltage.—This is generally common in rural 
communities and especially iat the tail end of long transmission 
lines with insufficient capacity of conductors and transforming 
equipment. Low-tube voltage results in reduced output. 

2. Low Speaker Field Voltage.—If the field of the speaker' 
are improperly excited, there will be a considerable loss in 
volume. 

3. Open Coils in Speakers.—The opening of a voice or field 
coil will result in a reduced volume especially where a series-
parallel voice coil arrangement is used. In this type of connec-
tion, two or more speakers will be out of service in each case 
depending on the particular wiring arrangement used. 
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4. Faults in Tubes.—When weak or faulty tubes are sus-
pected, check by analyzer to determine if the plate current con-
sumption be of proper value. When push-pull stages are em-
ployed, both tubes should have approximately equal plate 
current drain. 

5. Unresponsive Microphone.—This may be due to moisture, 
large temperature changes, careless handling, or packing of 
carbon granules. A weak microphone battery will cause a re-
duced current through the microphone buttons, and hence re-
duce the output from the microphone to the amplifiers. 

Poor Sound Quality.—This may be caused by one or a com-
bination of the following factors: 

1. Weak Tubes. See 4, on Low Volume. 

2. Overloaded Speakers.—When volume of speaker is run 
too high it will cause a chattering and distorted sound. The size 
of the speaker should in each case conform with the power re-
quirements. 

3. Singing of Speakers.—Cause and remedy for singing, see 
page 443. 

4. Faulty Microphones.—See 5, on Low Volume, this chapter. 
In addition. try phonograph reproducer in phonograph input 
taps if this provision is made and note result. 

5. Field Excitation too Low.—If the field has improper ex-
citation, the frequency response of the speaker will naturally be 
poor. This is because of sluggishness of the speaker unit to 
lower impulses. This voltage should be checked and compared 
to that specified by the manufacturer. 
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No Sound.—When no sound is received, check for trouble 
among the following items: 

1. A transformer or resistance coil may have become opened 
or short-circuited. Check for proper voltage across each sus-
pected faulty device. 

2. Check tubes. A burnt out tube (except where tubes are 
connected in push-pull or parallel) will interrupt the current 
flow. 

3. Microphone Troubles.—See (5) Low Volume, this chapter. 

Wiring of Conduits.—Since the energy in the microphone 
circuits is at a level considerably below that required in loud 
speaker circuits, these circuits must be run in separate conduits. 

If this be not done, the difference in gain between these cir-
cuits, due to the amplifiers, will cause electrical interference and 
may result in a singing noise in the output of the loud speakers. 

Wiring for the observer's communication system should also 
be run in a conduit separate from these circuits, unless this 
wiring be shielded. If shielded it may be run in the same con-
duit as that of the loud speakers, but should under no circum-
stances be run in the same conduit as the microphone circuits. 

All microphone circuit wiring from the loud speakers and 
observer's communication circuit wiring should be terminated 
in separate terminal boxes. The circuits for microphones are 
usually run so that when copper shielded wire is used, the coppev 
shield is used as the ground side of the circuit. 

Wiring of Receiver Units.—In the voice circuits of re-
ceiver units, No. 14 B & S gauge twisted pair rubber covered 
wire generally is used. The size of the wire, however, depends 
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upon the length of the run from the amplifier to the receiver 
units, the type and number of unit used, and also by the re-
quirements of each individual unit for the operation condition 
presented. 

The wire used must be in twisted pairs in order to provide a 
balanced circuit. When receiver units which require a direct 
current circuit for energizing the field coil are used, the wire for 
the power circuit may be either in a twisted pair or parallel laid. 

When an alternating current power circuit is used to supply a 
rectifier located at the receiver then the power line should con-
sist of a twisted pair. No. 14 B & S wire is generally used for this 
circuit, but the size depends again upon the length of run and 
number and type of receiver units. 

It should also be observed that receiver circuits of the low 
impedance type which are used on relatively long runs, will 
necessitate the installation of wires of larger carrying capacity. 

Wiring of Amplifying and Control Equipment.—The ampli-
fiers and control equipment are generally mounted on steel racks 
and are provided with marked terminals to facilitate the mak-
ing of proper connections. 

When connecting the amplifiers and control equipment, it is 
generally desirable to use shielded wire to prevent against possi-
ble feed-back between circuits of different levels. An illustration 
of public address system wiring is shown in fig. 8. 

When making power connections to the amplifiers (110-volt, 
60 cycle A.C.) it is desirable that the power leads be run in 
conduit from the power source to the amplifiers. Wire used for 
this purpose should be rubber covered. It is also important that 
all power circuits be properly fused to protect the equipment. 
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Wiring of Communication Equipment.—The wires which 
llculd be used for connecting the various observer's communi-
cation stations to the control room proper is the same as that 
used in ordinary telephone work. The size of this wire may be 
No. 19 or 20 B & S or larpr. 

Rules for Antenna Wiring.—The antenna shall be erected 
on suitable supports for roof mounting. The horizontal distance 
between the supports should be 75 to 150 feet, so that an an-
tenna of that length may be stretched between them, at a 
height of 25 feet from the top of the roof and remote from any 
metal structure rising above the level of the roof. 

The antenna shall be of No. 14 gauge stranded copper wire, 
and shall be provided with suitable insulators. The lead in wire 
from the antenna shall be No. 14 gauge rubber covered. This 
wire shall be run to an antenna terminating panel located on the 
roof and an antenna transmission line shall be run from this 
panel to the control room in a half inch conduit and shall be 
terminated at the receiver panel. The lead in wire shall be 
brought in through the roof in an approved weather proof 
fitting. 

The ground wire shall be run from the control room to the 
water pipe and shall be fastened to the pipe by an approved 
clamp. 

An approved lightning arrester shall be installed on the out-
side of the building clear of all woodwork within three fect of 
the point where the wires enter tne building. 

All wiring shall be made to conform with the Underwriter's 
requirements. 
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Example.—If by means of an input potentiometer the power out-
put of a certain amplifier can be varied between 0.1 watt and 10 
watts. What is the power range in decibels? 

Solution.—The decibel system of expressing the difference 
between two power levels is now coming into everyday use, and 
to-day it is quite common to express in decibels the range in 
values which a receiver can handle. It is important to note that 
the decibel is not a physical unit such as the "watt" or "volt" 
but it might rather be called a comparative unit in that it 
always expresses the comparison between the physical quanti-
ties. The units compared are usually those of power; thus, in 
comparing one amount of power with another on a decibel 
basis, we may refer either to the ratio between them or else to 
the difference between them in relation to one of the powers. 

The point to note is that a given amount of power is not 
expressible in decibels; it is only when there is a comparison 
stated or implied, that recourse is made to this unit. The deci-
bel number is thus equivalent to a ratio between two powers, 
the nature of the equivalent being more precisely defined as 

The difference between two power levels expressed in decibels 
is equal to ten times the common logarithm of the ratio between 
the two powers. Now if P1 and P2 be taken to represent two 
power values, then the difference D, decibels in their power 
level is given by equation. 

D =10 log•lo —P2  (4) 

In the present example the ratio between the two powers 
10 

representing the extremes of the range is (-2- or 100, the com-

mon log, of which is 2. Accordingly the difference between the 
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two power levels is 10 x 2 or 20 decibels which thus expresses 
the power range. Note that a power amplifier varying in output 
from say 3 to 300 watts would have exactly the same decibel 
range. 

Example.—A transformer coupled stage of audio frequency 
amplification incorporates a device for tone control by the use of 
which the effective amplification of the stage may be varied be-
tween three times and 0.15 times the amplification of the tube. 
What is the amplification range of the tone control in decibels? 

Solution.—Perhaps the simplest way of looking at the decibel 
is to regard it as the unit in terms of which the difference be-
tween two power levels may be measured. Taking the symbol9 
Pi and P2 to represent two power values, then the difference 
D, decibels, in their power levels is given by— 

D = 10 (log. P1—log. P2) (5) 

or 10 log. D  (6) 
I 2 

The difference in power levels thus depend upon the ratio 
between the two powers. Since the decibel is defined in terms 
of a ratio between powers, care must be taken in applying it to 
measure ratios between other quantities such as currents and 
voltage. Where it is desired to express a ratio between voltages 
and decibels, first translate the voltage ratio in equivalent power 
ratio. This can be done by making a convention, viz: that the 
two voltages are arranged to operate across the same resistance 
R ohms, so that the resulting power dissipation may be com-
pared. 
Thus, if the difference between E1 and E2 volts is to be ex-

pressed in decibels, the two powers are then E12 and E22 volts 

i Ei2 and the power ratio s E22 
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Now substitute this for the ratio-" in equation (6) obtaining: 

12 E1 
E22 

D = 10 log. E  i.e. D = 201og (7) 
2   

In the example, voltage amplification is dealt with, which of 
course is quite a different matter from power amplification. 
Equation (7) will therefore apply, 

E1 being 3 xilf while E2 is 0.15 XM; 

E1. 
-4  is thus 0"35 = 20 

Whence, D=20 log. 20 = 20 x 1.301 = 26.02 decibels. 

Example .—A loud speaker whose inductance is 1.15 henries 
is coupled to a power tube through a condenser of 2 mfds. To what 
frequency will the combination be resonant? 

Solution.—This is obviously a simple exercise in finding the 
resonant frequency of a series tuning circuit and the only point 
calling for any remarks lies in the treatment of the units in-
volved. When the inductance L, and the capacity C, of a series 
circuit are both expressed in fundamental units, for example, 
henries and farads, the resonant frequency in cycles per second 
is given by the well known formula 

1 
f- 2.7c-VT,7C 

In the present example, the condenser is of 2 microfaradFi 
capacity, therefore this must be expressed in terms of faracb 
before applying the formula: evidently it is 2x 10-, farads 
Substituting numerical values in the formula, the following is 
obtained: 
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- 21rxV1.15x2x10-6 

which gives f =105 cycles. 

1 

Example.—An alternating current of amplitude 10 milli-
amperes and frequency 750 cycles, passes through a resistance of 
50,000 ohms. What amount of power is dissipated in the resist-
ance? What power would be dissipated if the frequency were in-
creased to 1,000 cycles? 

Solution.—It is first necessary to obtain the root mean 
square (r.m.s.) value of the current, which is 0.707 times the 
amplitude or in this case 7.07 m.a. 

It is a sound rule in working out electrical problems to express 
the quantities in fundamental units. In this case, express the 
(r.m.s.) values in amperes, i.e. 0.00707 amperes. Now if an 
(r.m.s.) current of / amperes flow through a resistance of R 
ohms the power dissipated is given by PR watts. Hence, 

power (W) = (0.00707), x50,000 =2.5 watts 
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CHAPTER 24 

The Radio Compass 
and 

Principle of Operation 
The radio compass is an lesti ument for observing by means 

of radio, the direction of a station emitting radio signals; 
briefly, in aerial and marine navigation, it is an instrument for 
taking radio bearings. 

Operating Principles.—Since the radio compass is built 
around the loop antenna it is necessary to understand its princi-
plesof operation before undertaking a study of the other units. 
The radio compass utilizes the directional receiving properties 

of the coil, which consists essentially of several turns of wire 
wound into a large coil. This coil will receive the radio signals 
with maximum intensity when the plane in which the coil is 
wound is in the line of the direction to the transmitting station. 
See fig. 1. 
As may be observed from the diagram, the minimum is well 

defined, and the maximum is not, hence it is evident that the 
strength of the signal varies rapidly with the movement of the 
coil near minimum, but very slowly with the movement near 
the maximum. 
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It is for this reason that the minimum is utilized in observing 
bearings. If it were not for this, there would be great advantages 
in taking bearings on the maximum, on account of greater 
audibility and thus diminishing the interference effect. 
The coil or loop antenna part of the compass operates on 

the principle that the amount of electronotive force induced 
in a vertical loop of wire by an arri Ting electromotive wave, 
depends on the angle between the plan of the loop and the wave 
front. 

MAXIMUM 

A 
/ \ 

COIL 
\ MAXIMUM 

FIG. 1—illustrating directional effect of radio waves on the loop-antenna part 
of the radio compass. 

In a rotatable coil of practical size the voltage induced by 
radio signal is very small. Hence for use of such small coil for 
radio compass purposes, it is necessary to generate a great 
amplification, and it was the utilization of the multistage 
vacuum tube amplifier which made the instrument usable for 
marine and aerial navigation. 

As previously asserted, the radio compass utilizes the direc-
tional receiving properties of the coil type of the antenna. To 
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further facilitate the understanding of the instrument, an 
analysis of the behavior from the point of view of the magnetic 
field is as follows: 

It is a-well known fact that the radio waves emanate from 
the transmitting stations in all directions, very much the same 
as water waves on the surface of a quiet pond when a stone is 
dropped in. The length of a radio wave is the distance between 
successive crests of the wave; the number of crests passing a 
given point per second is the frequency, and the product of the 
wave length and frequency gives the velocity of the radio wave. 
The product of these two factors (wave length and frequency) 
is always about 300,000,000 meters (186,300 miles) per second. 
Radio waves are accompanied by a magnetic force which is 
horizontal and at right angles to the direction in which the 
waves are traveling. 

As a radio wave passes a given point the magnetic force, or 
field strength, varies from moment to moment from a maximum 
in one direction through zero to a maximum in the other direc-
tion. At a given point the cycle from maximum in one direction 
back to maximum in the same direction is performed in a very 
small fractional part of a second. For a wave length of 300 
meters this cycle is performed in one-millionth of a second. 

If a coil of wire is held in a fixed position, such that the lines 
of magnetic force thread or pass through the coil and are not 
parallel to it, while the magnetic field varies in intensity, as is 
the case with that accompanying the radio wave, an electromo-
tive force or voltage will be induced in the coil. 

Since the magnetic force is horizontal and may be thought of 
as forming circles around the transmitting source, the compass 
coil when turned with its plane parallel to the direction of the 
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FIG. 2—Typical Marine radio compass installation. (Courtesy Western Elec-
tric C» ) 
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FIG. 3—Kolster radio compass installation. 
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transmitting station is threaded by the maximum number of 
magnetic lines of force, and the signal heard in the telephone 
receivers is a maximum. When the plane of the coil is turned at 
right angles to the direction of the transmitting station, no 
magnetic lines of force thread through the coil, and therefore 
no voltage and no current are induced in the coil and no signal 
will be heard in the telephone receivers. 

The Marine Radio Compass.—A radio compass frequently 
found on board ships of U. S. registry was developed by F. A. 
Kolster and is manufactured by the Federal Telegraph Co., 
named variously The Kolster Radio Direction Finder or The 
Kolster Radio Compass. 

Other radio Direction Finders have been developed by the 
Radio-Marine Corporation of America, the Marconi Wire-
less Telegraph Co., etc. 

By means of this device, radio bearings can be taken in dense 
fog, snow storms and over distances greatly beyond the horizon 
with an accuracy equal to that obtained with visible sight, thus 
eliminating one of the greatest hazards to marine navigation. 

The modern method of obtaining radio compass bearings on 
shipboard requires the installation of radio beacons on light 
vessels and light houses in the vicinity of harbor entrances and 
other places dangerous to navigation, the exact locations of 
which are shown on all sailing charts. 

Operation of Unit.—With reference to the electrical circuit 
fig. 4, the theory and operation of the unit as developed by 
the U. S. Bureau of Standards is as follows: 

The variable condenser C1 together with coil L1 form the 
main receiving circuit which is tuned to the signaling wave 
length. 
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Connected across the condenser Ci either directly or through 
the potential transformer P, is the vacuum tube amplifying 
and detecting apparatus. 

TELEPHONE 
RECEIVERS 

L, 

SLIP-RINGS 

c, 

c. 

C2 12 

FIG. 4—Circuit of Kolster radio direction finder. 
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As developed by the U. S. Bureau of Standards this receiver 
consists of a three-stage radio-frequency amplifier, a detector 
and a two-stage audio frequency amplifier made up as a unit 
with a minimum number of operating adjustments. However, 
the receiver may be of any standard design. 

The telephone receivers are located at a distance from the 
magnetic compass to avoid any effect upon the compass due to 
the magnets within the telephone receivers. 

The auxiliary circuits of the direction finder are controlled by 
switch S. With the switch closed to the right, the middle plates 
of the double condenser C4 are directly grounded. 

The double condenser is utilized to bring about electrical 
symmetry of the coil system with respect to the earth. In other 
words by adjusting the middle plates of the condenser C4, to 
the right or left the earth connection is brought to the electrical 
midpoint of the coil system, and the signal received in tele-
phones, results only from the energy directly received in coil LI. 

With the switch closed to the left a small condenser C3 is con-, 
nected across half of the double condenser C4, and the induc-
tance L2 and tuning condenser C2 are inserted in the ground 
lead. 

Under these conditions the coil system is no longer elec-
trically symmetrical with respect to earth, and received energy 
enters the coil circuit LiCi indirectly through the tuned ground 
circuit, of which the capacity of the complete coil system to 
earth forms a part. 

By proper adjustment, a complete uni-directional effect can 
be obtained. 

In the practical operation of the direction finder, all tuning 
adjustments remain set for the wave length of the signaling 
station. Switch S is closed to the right when observing the line 
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of direction of a given signaling station and to the left when it 
is desired to determine the sense of direction. 

In other words, to determine the line of direction of a sta-
tion, the coil system which is directly grounded at its electrical 
midpoint by throwing switch S, to the right, is rotated to the 
position of critical silence at which time the plane of the coil is 
normal to the direction of the approach of the signaling wave. 

To determine the sense of direction of the station, switch S 
is closed to the left and the coil rotated to the position of 
maximum signal intensity at which time the plane of the coil 
is in direction of approach of the signaling wave and pointed 
toward the signaling station as indicated by an index pointer 
for that purpose. 

Bellini Radio Compass.—Another type of radio compass 
known as the Bellini direction finder, is shown in fig. 5. 

The frame consists of the loop L and condenser C1 and C2. 
The vertical antenna consists of the grounded center of the 
loop and the two condensers C1 and C2 which are grounded 
through the tuning condenser C3. 

Operation.—To obtain a bearing the switch S is closed and 
the loop tuned to the incoming signals. The false vertical effect 
of the loop is practically eliminated by grounding the center 
point of the loop through the variable resistor R. The sharpen-
ing effect of the minimum due to the elimination of the remain-
ing vertical effect is accomplished by varying condensers C1 
and C2. 

To obtain the sense of true direction, the switch is opened 
and the vertical antenna tuned by means of condenser C3, by 
varying the resistance R, it is possible to obtain the con-
ventional heart-shaped diagram. 
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Dependable bearings can be obtained only by precise adjust-
ments of condenser C1 and C2. The presence of tube damping 
across the loop is detrimental in that it limits the range and 
selectivity of the set. 

SLIP RINGS 

1st 
AMPLIFIER 

TUBE 

FIG. 5—Circuit of Bellini Radio direction finder. 

The frame supporting the loop is square in shape, each side 
being approximately 32 inches long and ten turns are wound 
for a wave length of 300 to 1100 meters. 
The energy from the frame to the amplifier is transferred 

similarly to the previously discussed Kolster type direction 
finder by means of slip rings. 
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FIG. 6—Illustrating the use of radio beacons in navigation. When approach-
ing New York, the location of four radio beacons as shown, makes it possi-
He to obtain radio bearings, and thus at any instant the position of the vessel 
will be obtained. The arcs of circles indicate the characteristics of the radio 
beacons, and the radius shown is approximately half the ordinary range. 
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A typical shipboard compass installation is shown in fig. 2. 
When the coil is rotated by means of the hand wheel, the 
characteristic signal from the signaling station will be heard in 
the telephone with varying degrees of sharpness until the 
plane of the coil is at right angle to the direction of the incoming 
waves at which point the signaling fades out completely. 
The position of silence is very sharp and hence indicates 

with great accuracy the line of direction of the incoming waves. 
By means of cross bearings as indicated in chart, fig. 6, on 

two or more stations or by several bearings on a single station 
with the distances logged between bearings, the position of the 
vessel can be determined by simple triangulation with an 
accuracy equal to sight bearings on visible fixed objects. 

Example on Cross Bearings Obtained by Radio Compass 
from Two Adjacent Radio Beacons.—With reference to fig. 7 
showing two beacon transmitters T1 and T2, the bearings on ship 
S may be computed by the navigator who reads the ship's 
head and corrects for deviation and variation as follows: 

1. Ship's head as read by the magnetic compass = 45° = 45° 
Variation obtained from chart = 10°E = +10° 
Deviation obtained from correction table = 2°E = 2° 

True ship's head relative to true North = 57° 

2. Radio beacon T1 as read on radio compass = 272° 
Correction from QE* curve for 92° = — 1.°5 
Radio bearing on TIL relative to ship's fore 
and aft line 270.'5 

Thus, bearing on T1relative to true north = true ship's head 
corrected radio bearing = 57° +270.'5 =327.'5. This gives posi • 
tion line TIO Y from radio beacon T1. 

VE—Quaridrantal error calibration curve. A curve representing Lb? 
deflection of radio bearings due to the unequal distribution of metal on the ship, 
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3. Radio beacon T2 as read on radio compass = 223.'5 
Correction from QE curve for 223° = + 9.5  
Radio bearings on T2 relative to ship's fore 
and aft line = 233° 

Thus the bearings on T2 relative to true north = True ship's 
head and corrected radio bearings = 57° +233° = 290°. This gives 
position line T2OX from radio beacon T2, and the intersection 
of the two lines at 0 is the ship's position. 

TRUE 
N 

RA DIOBEACON 

LAND 

TRUE 
N 

QADIOBEACON 

290' 

TRUE 
N 

57. 

270.5' 

233" 

FIG. 7—Diagram illustrating method of computing ship's location by means of 
radio direction finder. In this illustration the following assumptions should be 
noted. 

1. That the radio bearings are taken very rapidly, so that the distance 
covered by the ship between observations are negligible. 

2. That the distances between the ship and the radio beacons are less than 
100 miles and hence no convergency has been considered. 
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FIG. 8—Kolster compass and compensator arrangement. 
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CHAPTER 25 

Radio Beacons* 
Radio beacons as pertaining to marine radio navigation, are 

simply radio stations installed at lighthouses, on light-ships, or 
at other points shown on charts for the radial dispatch of radio 
signals for the guidance of ships. 
By means of the radio compass, (see page 500) it is hence pos-

sible for the ship navigator to ascertain his position at any time 
when within receiving distance of the radio beacon. 
As the radio compass aboard ships are usually designed to 

enable the operator to take radio bearings without outside as-
sistance, the general problem and practice in navigation becomes 
very much the same when using radio bearings as they are 
with visual bearings on lighthouses and other known objects. 
The practical difference between the two being that with the 

availability of the radio beacon much greater distances can be 
covered under all conditions of visibility. 
As previously asserted, the radio beacons are located at defi-

nite points clearly marked on the chart, and send out signals in 
all directions similar to that of light beams sent out by the 
lighthouse. 

*Trie radio beacons in the United States are erected and maintained, by the 
U. S. Department of Commerce, Lighthouse Service as a part, of its system of 
aids for the navigation of ships. 
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Another similarity is that as the light beams may be dis-
tinguished from one another by definite characteristics, so has 
each radio beacon a definite signal. 

Location Methods.—The common method of ascertaining the 
location of a ship equipped with radio compass is by means of 
cross bearings using two or more radio beams as shown in fig. 1 
or by visual and radio bearings in combination. 
Of course the usual principles apply, as to employing stations 

which will give good intersections, and as to allowing for the 

N 

RADIO BEACON 

SHORE 
LINE 

N 
TRUE 
NORTH 

RADIO BEACON 

rIG. 1—Illustrating method of ascertaining location of ship, by means of radir 
compass aboard ship and shore radio beacons. 
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distance run between the times of taking bearings if the interval 
is appreciable. A typical example on how to obtain radio bear-
ings is shown on page 506. 
The ship's location may also be established by bearings on a 

single radio beacon using the customary method of taking two 
or more bearings at sufficiently different azimuths, and plotting 
these in combination with the distance and course run between 
bearings. 

Indirect use of radio bearings in navigatic it is also possible. 
For example a vessel equipped with a radio compass and know-
ing its own position will be able to assist other vessels by means 
of radio bearings. Thus, where a vessel seeking another in dis-
tress is unable to locate it because of inaccurate reported posi-
tion, neither having a radio compass, a third vessel so equipped 
will be able to guide the rescuing vessel by the utilization of 
radio bearings. 

Time Schedules for Sending of Radio Beacon Signals.—Gen-
erally radio beacon signals when operating are sent for one 
minute out of each three minutes. Subject to this they are 
operated continuously during fog and low visibility, and they 
are also transmitted on regular time schedules regardless of fog. 

Power and Range of Radio Beacon Signals.—The distance of 
availibility of ranges, considered desirable for radio beacons 
vary greatly with the purpose of the respective stations. In this 
country the stations are divided into three general classes: 

Class A, primary station, with power approximately 500 
watts, with a range of 200 to 300 miles. 

Class B, intermediate power -1.00 to 200 watts, with a range 
of 100 to 150 miles. 
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Class C, low power 5 to 50 watts with a range of 10 to 50 
miles. 
However, the actual range at which signals can be picked up 

and bearings taken, may under favorable conditions exceed the 
aforementioned distances. 
Although it is possible with present day equipment to greatly 

exceed these distances, the practical limitations are: 
1. The power required may cause a considerable amount of 

interference. 
2. A small error in the direction of a bearing is much magni-

fied in a derived position at a great distance. 
3. The possible deviation of radio bearings, particularly as 

regards the various types of transmission, has not been fully 
investigated at great distances. 

It is at present, considering the above, much more important 
to develop accurate and dependable direction finding apparatus 
on ships to be used for distances of 200 miles, than to seek for 
the possibility of bearings at greater distances. 

Radio Beacon Equipment.—As the location of radio beacons 
in the United States in nearly all instances has been established 
at existing light stations, and as the space required for the trans-
mitting apparatus is comparatively small, they are usually 
housed within the light emitting station, and generally no 
additional buildings are necessary. 
The equipment of a radio beacon station comprises the 

following: 
1. Radio transmitter 
2. Automatic code machine 
3. Power supply equipment consisting of a generator. a 

battery or both 
4. Antenna 
5. Synchronizing clock 
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6. Radio receiver 
7. Automatic warning devices. 
On account of the importance of continuity of service, all 

apparatus as far as practicable, are installed in duplicate, with 
means for switching from one transmitter, generator or code 
machine to another in case of trouble. 

FIG. 2—Standard 200 Watts Marine Radiobeacon transmitter. 

Transmitter.—Transmitters of late design are generally of 
the so-called master-oscillator power-amplifier type, usually 
employing a 71A watt tube as master oscillator, following with 
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FIG. 3—Radiobeacon Synchronizer, complete with Switchboard, Installation 
in duplicate. 
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one or more 50 watt and 250 watt tubes as intermediate and 
final power amplifiers. 

The plate supply is usually obtained from a 110 volt, 60 cycle, 
alternating current source through suitable tube rectifying 
circuits, employing rectifiers of the mercury-vapor type. The 
filament current in nearly all cases is supplied by a separate 
motor generator or rotary converter to secure better voltage 
regulation, and is usually 60 cycle a.c. current to obtain uniform 
filament evaporation. 

Code Machine.—The code machine is entirely automatic in 
its operation and provides for the sending of the station 
characteristics. 

The code is formed by a series of combination of short and 
long segments of a revolving code wheel, making short or long 
contacts as the wheel is revolved to produce dots and dashes. 
This wheel is revolved by an electric motor through suitable 
reduction gears which also drive a contacting cam designed to 
open or close the circuit, so that any desired combination of 
"on" or "off" operating intervals may be obtained. 

Power Supply.—The location of radio beacons usually is a 
determining factor as to power supply to be used, and commer-
cial current is employed when available. However, when loca-
tion prohibits the use of commercial current, internal com-
bustion or steam engines with electric generators are provided. 

In case of power failure a duplicate source of supply is util-
ized to provide against possible interruption of service. 

On practically all ship stations as well as on land stations 
where the storage of gasoline utilized in prime movers for 
generating equipment would constitute a fire hazard, storage 
batteries are used as a source of power. 
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Synchronizer for Radio Beacons.—This apparatus has been 
designed to automatically control the sending intervals of a 
radio beacon, and to synchronize the sending intervals of several 
stations in a group so that they will not overlap. 

The actual work of synchronizing is accomplished through 
control of the "on" and "off" periods of the transmitter by 
accurate clocks. Two types of clocks are used to accomplish 
this, the larger number being of the marine escapement type 
which are serviceable alike at ship and shore stations. Pendulum 
clocks are also used at a considerable number of land stations. 
Both types of control clocks are equipped to close an electric 
contact at the beginning of each minute. This contact is in series 
with the windings of an electric solenoid or a similar device, 
which when the contact is closed advances the drum, carrying 
the other and larger electrical contacts one step at a time. 

This multicontact drum, called a synchronizer or secondary 
clock, is also divided into minutes, or spaces corresponding to 
minutes, and makes one complete revolution in an hour. It is 
this drum that provides that the radio beacon signal shall be 
emitted for exactly one minute and be silent for two minutes. It 
is also feasible to select any other "on" and "off" arrangement so 
long as the changes occur at even-minute intervals. Incidentally, 
this multi-contact drum which is advanced at minute intervals 
by an accurate clock, provides a ready means of closing and 
opening other circuits in addition to those controlling the "on" 
and "off" minute periods, thus furnishing the means by which 
any radio beacon station can be made fully automatic. 

For example, one contact can start a gasoline driven electric 
generator, another contact can place the transmitter in opera-
tion, while another controls the duration of the characteristic 
signal period, the operation for 15 minutes in each hour. 
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Although the control clocks are accurate and sturdy, it is 
necessary to provide for correction and adjustment against a 
standard time signal. An attempt to permanently fix the elec-
trical contacting mechanism to the clock time train and depend 
on regulating the clock to correct for accumulated errors, was 
found to require too frequent adjustment of the clock. 

Instead of this, the contactor itself in the clock is made ad-
justable, so that the instant of contact can be advanced or 
retarded manually as necessary to allow for accumulated clock 
error. This adjustment is made by a suitable device without 
opening the clock. This provides a ready means whereby the 
attendant at the radio beacon station can listen in on the other 
radio beacon stations in the synchronized group and correct at 
once for any errors. This is done twice a day. For this purpose 
one station in each group is taken as a master station, to which 
the clocks at the other stations are adjusted. The clock at the 
master station is adjusted twice a month from the standard 
time signals. 

Warning Device.—Automatic operation of radio beacons is 
at present being provided in many locations. 

In order to insure operation without the constant attendance 
àf the keeper, a positive warning device has been developed 
whose function it is to notify the keeper in case of failure of 
any part of the radio-beacon system. 
The function of the radio-beacon transmitter system is to 

induce an r.f. current in the antenna, and the warning device 
being actuated by the antenna current, automatically sounds a 
warning, in case the antenna current for some reason is being 
interrupted. 
The device operated by sounding a gong or horn whenever the 

aforementioned antenna current (radio signals) stops for a longer 
period than two minutes, this being the normai silent period. 
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CHAPTER 26 

Automatic Radio Alarm 
An automatic alarm is a device used to enable a ship in dis-

tress to summon aid at any time by radio from a nearby vessel, 
and especially during those periods when the radio operator on 
the nearby vessel might not be "on watch." 

Special regulations governing this distress signal and the 
number of operators which their installation shall release are 
now in force. 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 SECONDS 
I siGNAL 

SECOND 
AUTO ALARM SIGNAL 

4 SECONDS 

FIG. 1—Standard auto alarm signal. 

The function of this distress signal is to actuate an automatic 
receiving device on the vessel in the vicinity of the ship in dis-
tress and by means of bells or other signal producing apparatus, 
call attention to the fact that a distress call is being transmitted. 
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This special distress signal only supplements and does not 
supersede the conventional SOS call, and is known as the auto-
matic alarm signal and the special receiving apparatus is called 
the auto alarm. 

Auto Alarm Signal Characteristics.—The auto alarm signal 
is transmitted by the ship in distress just prior to sending the 
normal SOS signal. This signal consists of a series of dashes and 
spaces, each dash having a duration of four seconds and each 
space between dashes a duration of one second. Twelve such 
dashes and spaces can be transmitted during one minute. (See 
fig. 1) 

The auto alarm is designed to operate bells after a certain 
number of consecutive dashes and spaces are being correctly 
received. 

Foreign Practice as Compared with F.C.C. Requirements.— 
Foreign practice sometimes require the arrangement of bells to 
ring when three consecutive dashes and spaces pass through the 
receiver, whereas the U. S. Federal Cummunication Commis-
sion (F.C.C.) requirements are based on ringing of the bells 
after four consecutive dashes and spaces are correctly received. 

It is obvious that the four-dash cycle considerably minimizes 
the possibility of false alarm, since the chances are quite remote 
for accidental combination of signals to repeat themselves four 
times to imitate the alarm signal. In this connection it may be 
mentioned that the current designs of American 'auto alarms 
may be easily arranged to acccpt either the three or four dash 
cycle and in any case no International operating difficulties 
occur since the vessels in distress always send twelve or more 
dashes. 
A single master switch to place the auto alarm in service is 

required which roust be so arranged that power cannot be ap-
plied to the alarm circuits unless the main antenna is connected 
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to the alarm receiver and having an interlocking feature to pre-
vent the ship transmitter from being keyed unless the auto 
alarm receiver is turned off. 

Basic Elements of the Automatic Radio Alarm.*—The com-
plete radio alarm consists of two main parts namely the radio 
receiver and the selector unit. 

FIG. 2—Type AR-8600 auto alarm with cover and panel open. 

*An auto alarm designed by the Radio Marine Corp. of America and gener-
ally referred to as the Model AR-8600 is described on the following pages. 
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The radio receiver forming a part of the alarm must be de-
signed to possess uniform sensitivity over a frequency range 
from 487.5 to 512.5 k.c. The normal distress frequency is 500 
k.c. but provision must be made for the auto alarm receiver to 
accept signals outside tnis exact frequency, thereby permitting 
some variation in the adjustment of the radio transmitter on the 
vessel in distress. 
The band width of the alarm receiver must. also be fixed as an 

integral part of the design, and not be adjustable by the operator. 

Warning Apparatus.—Since it is necessary that the auto 
alarm when connected in the circuit to operate unattended for 
several hours, some means must be devised to indicate when 
operation is not normal. 
During abnormal atmospheric conditions for example, pro-

longed static of high level may tend to "hold over" some of the 
relays in the selector unit. Hence it is necessary to arrange for a 
warning light or its equivalent to indicate to the bridge that the 
radio operator is required to readjust the sensitivity control. 

At other times vacuum tubes in the alarm may burn out, and 
when this occurs, a "no current" relay is utilized to energize 
warning bells located on the bridge. Failure of the source of 
energy which rings the bells is shown by a continuous burning of 
warning light placed alongside the bells, in a position where 
they must be observed. 

After the radio signal passes through the receiver it controls 
the selector mechanism. To allow for reasonable variations in 
timing of the alarm signal the selector must be designed to ac-
cept dashes having a duration of 3.5 to 4.5 seconds and spaces 
of from 0.1 to 1.5 seconds. The question of operation through 
interfering signals in the 487.5 to 512.5 k.c. band as well as the 
possibility of false alarm must also be considered when deter-
mining the selector timing tolerances. 
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It is necessary also that the alarm function through a reason-
able amount of interference on the same wave length as the dis-
tress signals. This interference may produce two effects on the 

FIG. 3—Type AR-8600 auto alarm with panel closed and cover open. 

selector, one of which is to prolong the normal four-second 
alarm signal in case the interference appears at just the correct 
time to add to the desired signal, the second effect of interfer-
ence is to "fill in" the normal one second spaces. 
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If the spaces are completely filled in at the correct time the 
selector functions to reject the signals and it will do the same if 
interference unduly prolongs the desired dashes. 

False Alarms.—The false alarm possibility is determined by 
a combination of three main factors, namely: 

1. Accidental combinations of signals or noise equivalent to 
the alarm signal. 

2. Timing tolerances of the selector. 
3. The number of dashes and spaces which are selected to ring 

the bells. 

The Selector Unit.—Under normal conditions, 16 hours per 
day or approximately 5,800 hours per year of operation is nec-
essary, hence the selector unit to be most reliable should have 
as few moving parts as possible. 
As previously mentioned the Standard automatic alarm sig-

nal is composed of 12 dashes and spaces, but the alarm bells 
are to be actuated after the receipt of four dashes with toler-
ances of 3.5 to 4.5 seconds and spaces with tolerances of 0.1 to 
1.5 seconds. 
Thus if the space between the first and second dashes is com-

pletely filled with interference, the alarm would be actuated at 
the end of the sixth dash. If interference prolongs the length of 
any dash beyond 4.5 seconds, or completely fills in the space be-
tween dashes, the mechanism used for selection would be re-
stored to normal. Thus, of the 12 dashes comprising the signal, 
four consecutive dashes having a space at the beginning and 
ending of the group, as well as between dashes, must be re-
ceived before the alarm bells will ring. 
The obvious advantage of a 12 dash signal is that it permits 

more chances of the alarm being actuated under severe condi-
tions of interference both from the standpoint of prolonging the 
dashes and filling in the spaces. 
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The aforementioned dash and space tolerances seemingly im-
pose difficult terms for the selector response. For example, four 
dashes and the intervening three spaces might vary in total 
elapsed time between 14.3 and 22.5 seconds. 

Obviously the selector must check individual dashes and 
spaces since any attempt to use the sum would result in the 
false alarm probability being greatly increased. 
The schematic circuits of the receiver and selector units are 

shown in fig. 4. 
Elapsed time of signal duration is measured by RC circuits 

connected in the grid circuit of individual selector tubes. 
Th -,rinciple utilized is the familiar one of current decay in 

a series RC circuit. 
With reference to fig. 4 warning relay No. 8 being connected 

in series with the tube heaters across the ship's 110 volt line, 
will cause the alarm bell to ring when any one of the tube heat-
ers burn out, or when voltage failure occurs. 
Warni.ag relay No. 9 is connected across the storage battery 

through a series resistor. Failure of the battery supply will 
allow relay No. 9 to de-energize and turn on the warning lights 
at each bell location point. Warning of power failure is therefore 
obtained except for simultaneous failure of both the 110 wilt 
ship line supply and the storage battery. 
The following is a summary of warnings indicating various 

conditions when using auto alarm apparatus heretofore de-
scribed: 

1. Bells ringing may be caused by: 

a. Receipt of auto alarm signal. 

b. Receipt of a false auto alarm signal caused by a fortui-
tous combination of static and keyed interference. 

c. Loss of ship's line voltage. 

d. Tube heater burn-out. 
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2. Warning lights burning continuously are caused by: 

a. Receipt of a continuous signal from a transmitter 
whose key is being held down for a period consider-
ably greater than 4.5 seconds. 

b. Sensitivity control set too high for the prevailing noise 
level. 

c. Loss of 6 volt battery supply. 

G. 5—View of warning light and bell located on bridge of ship. 
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3. Warning lights burning intermittently are caused by: 

a. Occasional long bursts of static. 
b. Transmitter testing using dashes slightly longer than 

3.5 seconds. 

c. Heavy 500 k.c. interference caused by several tele-
graph transmitters transmitting at the same time. 

FIG. 6—Typical shipboard installation showing location of auto alarm unit and 
associated equipment. 

Warnings as under 3, are to be expected and indicate that the 
auto alarm is functioning correctly. Warnings as under 1 and 2, 
should be investigated as to their cause. 
The following gives a summary as to procedure to be followed 
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in order to properly operate and maintain the auto alarm as 
given on the instructions accompanying the equipment. 

ADJUSTMENTS TO BE MADE BY RADIO OPERATOR BEFORE GOING OFF WATCH 
On the front cover of the auto alarm there will be found printed instructions which read sa 

follows: 
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS 

"TO TEST ALARM: Close master switch. Set sensitivity control to approximately 40. Using 
radio room clock transmit alarm signal with test push button on auto alarm. Bells will ring after 
four correct dashes and spaces. See instruction book for further details." 

"TO ADJUST SENSITIVITY CONTROL: Set scale at 0. Set current switch at 4. Meter will 
read about 7.5 M.A. Turn sensitivity control to right until average meter reading due to noise, 
static. etc., is about 1 M.A. less than maximum value. Listen with phones. Incoming signals will 
cause signal relay to chatter slightly and meter reading to fall toward zero. If sensitivity is set 
too high for prevailing noise level, warning lights will indicate need for lower setting. Do not set 
sensitivity control lower than necessary as weak distress calls may not be received." 

When testing the auto alarm with the test buzzer and push button the operator should 
observe that the milliammeter reading falls to zero or nearly so each time the test button is 
depressed. Close this button quickly several times and observe that the radio relay, whose arma-
ture click may be heard, follows the keying speed. Each time a correct four second dash and 
apace are-sent with the test buzzer, it may be observed that the stepping relay advances one posi... 
fion. If there is considerable radio interference or static during the time the alarm is being 
tested, it will be observed that the restore coil on the stepping relay is also energized, thereby 
preventing the sfepping relay from advancing further. This condition will occur during testing 
whenever static or interference completely fills the spaces between dashes so that the normal 
auto alarm signal is distorted The position of the sensitivity control, during the test of the auto 
alarm, may be used as an approximate check on the sensitivity of the receiver and the correct 
performance of all tubes. If it is found necessary to advance the sensitivity control beyond 
approximately 40 to 50 on the scale, it may be inferred that one of the tubes in the radio receiver 
part of the circuit is defective. After a little experience with the alarm, using the headphones 
plugged Into the jack and by observing the operation of the radio relay on incoming signals, the 
operator may reach an approximate determination as to whether or not the receiver sensitivity 
is normal In other words on the average shipboard antenna it should not be. necessary to 
advance the sensitivity control to the extreme right in order to make the radio relay operate with 
the average incoming signal. 

SENSITIVITY CONTROL ADJUSTMENT 

A clear understanding of the results to be expected from various settings of the sensitivity 
control is necessary in order to adjust this control to the optimum or most favorable position. For 
example if the sensitivity control is turned to the extreme right (100 on the dial) or nearly so. It 
may be found that the average noise level and static will cause the radio relay to hold over for 
long periods of time, or to chatter or vibrate steadily When this occurs the adjustment is not a 
favorable one, for not only will the warning light be illuminated frequently whenever static or 
noise persists for 3.5 seconds or more, but also a real alarm signal will be more apt to have its 
dashes prolonged and its spaces filled in, with such an adjustment. On the other hand if the sen-
sitivity control is adjusted too far to the left, that is toward zero on the scale, then only very 
strong signals will operate the auto alarm, and a distress call from a distant ship might be missed. 
The optimum adjustment will be found to be that which gives a reading on the milliammeter 
(with no incoming signals) which is approximately one milliampere less than the reading 
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obtained when the volume control is at zero. With such an optimum adjustment the radio relay 
may close occasionally from short bursts of static or from ordinary code signals. The operator 
should keep in mind that if the sensitivity control is set too high the radio relay will vibrate con-
stantly, which is an undesirable adjustment. The officers on the bridge will have instructions to 
summon the radio operator whenever the warning light on the bridge is illuminated for periods 
of five minutes or more. When the sensitivity is set at 100 or maximum, a signal strength of 
approximately 200 microvolts will operate the auto alarm. At a dial setting of 50 (midscale) a 
signal of approximately 1000 microvolts is required. At 0 setting of the sensitivity control a 
aignal strength of 20,000 microvolts is required. 

FAULTS WHICH WILL CAUSE SOUNDING OF THE AUDIBLE ALARM 

1—False slam. Accidental combination of static or other interference may occaeonally 
cause the stepping relay to advance to its fourth position, which will lock in the bell ringing relay 
and cause the bells to ring continuously. Bells will stop when reset push button is depressed on 
auto alarm panel. 

2---Filament burnout, If any one of the vacuum tube filaments (heaters) should burn out, 
or if one of the 30 ohm series filament resistors in the junction box should burn out, the filament 
burnout relay on the auto alarm panel will have its coil de-energized, which will close the back 
contacts, and cause the bells to ring. Bells can only be stopped from ringing by replacing the 
defective tube, or resistor or by opening the master switch. 

3—Low or high line supply voltage. If the 110 volt shipboard supply is reduced below nor-
mal or increased above 120 volts, the line voltage relay in the junction box will operate, which 
will short out the coil on the six volt relay, causing the bells to ring. The bells will continue 
ringing until line voltage is restored to normal or until master switch is opened. 

4—If the six volt battery approaches discharge and its voltage falls below about 4.5 volts, 
the back contacts will close on the six volt relay, causing the bells to ring continuously until 
suitably charged battery is placed in circuit or until the master switch is opened. 

5—If the one-half ampere fuse on the auto alarm panel or any of the fuses in the junction 
box should be blown, the bells will ring continuously until the fault is corrected or unless the 
master switch is opened. The one-half ampere fuse will blow in case of tube shorts or condenser 
breakdown in the receiver-selector unit. 

OPERATION OF WARNING LIGHTS 

The purpose of the warning lights as explained previously is to provide a visual indication 
whenever prolonged static or other interference holds the radio relay open. After 3.5 seconds 
the stepping relay will advance one position and remain there as long as the interference is con-
tinuous. An auxiliary set of contacts on the stepping relay will close a circuit to the three warn-
ing lights to indicate this condition. The remedy is to readjust the sensitivity control to a slightly 
lower setting so that the stepping relay drops back to its normal or zero position. 

PROCEDURE TO BE FOLLOWED WHEN ALARM BELLS RING 

' 1—If alarm bells ring momentarily, then stop ringing, and repeat this cycle frequently, the 
difficulty is most likely due to low, high or variable line voltage. Go to the radio room, open the 
door of the junction box and observe the line voltage relay contacts. Also measure the line volt. 
age by placing the voltmeter switch in position five on the auto alarm panel. If the voltage is 
much below 100 volts, it will be observed that the line voltage relay "left" contact is closed, 
causing the bells to ring Higher than normal line voltage will cause the "right" contact to make 
on the relay, also ringing the bells. This condition of low, variable, or high line voltage should 
be brought to the attention of the proper ship's officer. 

2—Alarm bells ringing continuously. Go to the radio room and depress the reset button on 
the auto alarm. If this stops the bells from ringing a pair of phones should be immediately, 
plugged into the phone jack to determine if an alarm signal has been transmitted by a vessel In 
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'distress. If the bells do not stop ringing when the reset button is depressed the fault may be low 
line voltage, high line voltage, low six volt battery supply, filament burnout, or blown fuses. 
Filament burnout may be immediately determined by placing the voltmeter switch in position 
four, where a reading of 100 volts or more will be obtained instead of the normal reading of 
approximately 60 volts. A blown one-half ampere plate fuse or 110 volt line fuse may be quickly 
determined by observing if any reading is obtained on the voltmeter with the switch in position 
five. No reading will be obtained if these fuses are blown. If the six volt battery is low this 
should be checked with the three scale voltmeter carried in the radio room as a part of standard 
safety of life at sea equipment. 

3—When troubles which cause the bells to ring continuously cannot be located quickly, it is 
desirable to disconnect the bridge bell and operator's bell temporarily to avoid undue annoyance 
to the ship's personnel. This may be done by removing the lead (blue with red tracer) which 
will be found on terminal 28 on the vertical right hand terminal block of the junction box. After 
the trouble has been corrected the operator should make certain that the lead to terminal 28 is 
firmly reconnected, and he should make a test with the bridge and the operator's room to insure 
that the bells are again functioning normally. 

LOG ENTRIES 

The following instructions with regard to log entries should be carefully observed as they 
are required by the Federal Communications Commission. 

1—While the ship is at sea the auto alarm shall be tested by means of the testing device 
supplied, at least once every 24 hours, the timing of the dashes to be made by reference to the 
sweep Seconds hand of the station's clock. Bridge bell and warning light and operator's room 
bell and light must show correct operation when this test is made. A statement that the forego-
ing has been fulfilled must be inserted in the ship's official deck log and the radio log daily. 

2—If the warning light is illuminated for a continuous period of five minutes or more, the 
operator shall record in the radio log the time when he was called by the bridge, the time when 
he goes to the radio room to investigate the difficulty, the reason for the warning lights burning, 
and a statement as to the adjustments found necessary to restore normal operation. 

3—If the bells ring, the operator should record in the radio log the time of the occurrence 
and the time when he arrives at the radio room to investigate the reason for the bells ringing. A 
record should also be made in the log to explain what caused the bells to ring, such as actual 
alarm, false alarm, filament burnout, low line voltage, low battery voltage, blown fuses, etc. 

4—Vacuum tube and battery information to be entered in log. Each vacuum tube initially 
supplied in the auto alarm is dated at the time of installation. If any tube becomes defective the 
operator should remove the tube and make an entry in the log to indicate the date the tube was 
removed and replaced and the tube socket from which it was taken. The defective tube should 
not be destroyed, but should be returned to the radio company responsible for the maintenance of 
the auto alarm. The new tube which is used to replace the defective tube should be dated by the 
operator. This may be done by scratching the date on the metal shell of the tube with the point 
of a knife or other sharp tool. 

The 9 volt "C" battery (type D6BP) mounted in the junction box is provided with a label to 
record the date when installed, and also the date when it should be replaced. If for any reason 
the operator finds it necessary to replace the "C" battery with his spare "C" battery, he should 
enter this fact in the log, recording when the old "C" battery was taken out, when the new one 
was replaced and on the label of the new battery he should write the date when installed. The 
"C" battery should be replaced when it falls below 8.6 volts, 

GENERAL MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS AT SEA 

If normal operation of the auto alarm cannot be obtained, the radio operator should proceed 
as follows: 
IMPORTANT: Do not remove relay cover or oven cover on the auto alarm panel or work with 
tools around any of the parts unless the master switch is in the "off" position. 
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1—Check with three range radio room voltmeter to determine if the 110 volt line voltage 
and six volt battery power exists across the appropriate input terminals in the junction box. If 
correct readings are obtained make similar measurements acrcss the proper terminals of the 
receiver-selector unit. Refer to T-351. 

2—Make certain that all leads on the junction box terminals from number 1 to 32 inclusive 
are tight and making good connections. 

3—Relay contacts should be checked and cleaned, if necessary, to insure proper contact. To 
clean contacts use the special burnishing tool which is furnished, taking care not to remove too 
much contact material with the burnisher. 

4—If defective tubes are suspected, they should be replaced one at a time, starting with the 
6-A-8 tube, always returning good tubes to the same ,socket from which they were removed. This 
will avoid confusion in locating a defective tube. Type 1611 tubes may be checked for emission 
by placing them successively in the second socket from the left in the lower row of tubes. This le 
the radio relay tube socket and the plate current of this tube may be read by the milliammeter 
with the switch in position number four. Normal tubes with 100 volts line should show a plate 
current with no incoming signal of approximately 7 milliamperes or more. When checking tubes 
.all tube sockets must be filled, otherwise bells will ring. 

5—Each selector circuit may be checked by sending a test signal through the auto alarm 
and successively placing the "current" switch in position 1, 2 and 3. In position 1 after a long 
dash a current of approximately 8 to 10 milliampered will be obtained. In position 2 after a long 
dash a similar value will be obtained. To check selector number 3 place the switch in position 3, 
send a 4 second dash with the test buzzer and then observe after about 5 seconds that the meter 
reads momentarily a value of approximately 6 milliamperes. The third selector tube shuts off its 
own plate current after it checks a space and f or this reason only a momentary meter reading 
will be obtained. 

6-1t is possible to check various voltages in the junction box and on the various component 
units back of the auto alarm panel by referring to diagram T-351, and by using the three range 
voltmeter which is carried in the radio room. Such a voltage analysis will enable the operator to 
determine if open circuits or poor connections exist in various parts of the circuits. 

7—The switch contacts on the master switch should be checked occasionally to insure that 
they are making good connection, removing any corrosion or oxidation which may have taken 
place. 

8—Normal operation of the oven heater will be indicated by intermittent operation of the 
small pilot light mounted on the back of the junction box cover. This pilot light is provided to 
enable the radio operator to determine that the oven circuit is operating normally whether or 
not the auto alarm is on watch. 

9—If for any reason the auto alarm 6 volt battery becomes discharged the operator should 
substitute one of the radio room 6 volt storage batteries temporarily. The auto alarm battery 
should then be placed on charge from the standard radio room "A" battery charger. The opera-
tor should determine whir the auto alarm battery became discharged. The auto alarm master 
switch is arranged to place the 6 volt battery on charge at a rate of approximately 2 amperes 
whenever the master switch is in the "off" position. This charging rate is sufficient to keep the 
alarm battery fully charged if the alarm is "on watch" for a period of 18 hours daily. In other 
words 6 hours charging in each 24 hours will keep the battery in good condition. If either or both 
battery charging resistors at the top of the junction box should become defective, standard 110 
volt 100 watt lamps ;nay be used as a substitute. 

10—When replacing the 9 volt "C" battery, make certain that the green lead connects to 
the negative terminal and the brown lead to the positive terminal. No current is talen by the 
"C" battery, therefore if early "C" battery replacement is necessary look for shorts or leakage. 
A voltmeter connected in series with one of the "C" battery leads should show no reading for 
normal operationi 

11—If plate current is obtained through each selector relay as explained under "5" above 
and the stepping relay does not operate, inspect the contacts on the selector relay in the oven. 
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Remove oven cover screws and carefully withdraw the oven cover straight out to prevent break. 
age of the thermometer. Relay contacts may now be examined and cleaned if necessary. 

12—Note that the 6 volt storage battery has two fuses in the positive side of the circuit, a 6 
ampere glass fuse in the junction box and also an external 10 ampere fuse installed near the bat-
tery. Short circuits in the 6 volt circuits in the auto alarm or junction box will normally cause 
the 6 ampere glass fuse to blow. Short circuits in the wiring to the warning bells will cause 
blowing of the external 10 ampere fuse. This arrangement allows the warning bells to ring when 
the 6 amperejuse is blown. Both fuses should be inspected in case of trouble. Always use the 
specified ratings when replacing fuses. 

13—The line voltage relay will also cause the bells to ring if the polarity of the 110 volt ship-
board line is reversed. The voltmeter on the receiver-selector unit in switch position 5 will also 
indicate this condition by reading in the reverse direction. 

TYPICAL XEADINGS OF CURRENT AND VOLTAGE FOR NORMAL 
AUTO ALARM OPERATION 

The following reaffirm) are based on an average line voltage of 100 volts. Higher line Volt-
ages will give slightly higher readings. 

CURRENT SWITCH 

Position 1—First selector relay closes at approximately 4 M.A. 
Position 2—Second selector relay closes at approximately 6.5 M.A. 
Position 3—Third selector relay closes momentarily at approximately 6.6 M.A. 
Position 4—Signal relay plate current is 7.5 M.A. with no incoming signal. With signals, lower 

values, down to zero, will be obtained. 
Position 6—Not used. 

VOLTMETER SWITCH 

Position 1—Grid charging voltage 52 volts. 
Position 2—Grid bias on selector tubes 1 and 2, 29 volts. 
Position 8—Grid bias on third selector tube, 29 volts. 
Position 4—Heater voltage 60 volts. 
Position 5—Reads ship's line voltage. 

When going off watch the operator should always leave the "current" switch in position 1 
and the "voltage" switch in position 5. If the current switch is left in position 4 the milliamme-
ter will follow all incoming signals, causing unnecessary wear and tear on the instrument. 

TESTING AUTO ALARM UNDER SEVERE STATIC CONDITIONS 

Occasionally when static is very severe the sensitivity control cannot be advanced far enough 
to permit the test buzzer to actuate the receiver without causing the radio relay to "block" from 
the static. To test the alarm under these conditions place a temporary short circuit between the 
AA terminal and ground terminal on the master switch. After the test the short circuit should 
be removed and the sensitivity control adjusted to optimum for the prevailing noise level. 

UNDERSTANDING SELECTOR ACTION BY OBSERVING RELAYS 

1—Transmit "V"s or other code signals with test buzzer. Radio relay will follow keying 
and nsilliammeter in position 4 will show a lower reading each time buzzer is operated. No 
other relays will operate. 

2—Transmit one four second dash. Radio relay will operate instantly and after 3.5 seconds 
ember 1 selector relay in oven will close, auxiliary relay will close, "notch" coil will be energized 
and stepping relay will advance one position. This checks if dash is long enough. 
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3—Transmit one dash of b seconds or more. Same action as under "2" above will take place 
and in addition number two selector relay in oven will close and "restore" coil on stepping telay 
will be energized. When long dash is broken stepping relay will return to zero or normal posi-
tion. This checks overlong dashes. 

4—Transmit one four second dash to advance stepping relay one position and then break this 
dash. After approximately 5 seconds "restore" coil will click and stepping relay will return to 
zero. This checks spaces. 

5—Transmit four correct 4 second dasnes separated by 1 second spaces and watch the step-
ping relay move up with each dash, finally causing the bell ringing relay to lock in when the 
fourth dash is broken. Note that each dash, including the fourth dash must be followed by a 
apace to lock in the bell ringing relay. If the fourth dash (or any other dash) is too long the re-
store coil is energized on the stepping relay 

PREVENTING OVERCHARGE OF 6 VOLT BATTERY 

When the ship is in port or drydock or if the auto alarm is in uab for only a few hours 
each day, the 6 volt storage battery may become overcharged. To avoid this use one charging 
resistor if the alarm is in use only a short time daily. In port or in drydock remove both charg-
ing resistors by unscrewing from sockets. 
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CHAPTER 27 

Short Wave 

Receiver Principles 
As short waves pen the reception at much greater dis-

stances than that witl ionger waves, regularly employed by 
commercial broadcasting stations, it has become the practice to 
transmit important programs simultaneously on both long and 
short waves. 

Generally a radio program received at a frequency at or 
above 1,500 k.c. is classed as short wave reception, and the 
simultaneous transmitting and receiving of radio waves at or 
above 1,500 k.c. is classed as short wave communication. 

Short wave communication at present is carried on at wave-
lengths down to 5 meters or 60 megacycles (60,000,000 cycles 
per second) although it is now becoming apparent that in the 
near future the ultra short wave range of from 5 down to 1 
meter, 60 to 300 megacycles will be considered as familiar and 
useful territory. 
However, as the radio tube design is so closely associated 

with the utilization of ultra high frequencies it is apparent that 
the exploration of the frequency band of between 60 to 300 
megacycles will have to wait for the research laboratories, who 
in this case must lead the way for successful operation. 
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The problems introduced in the design of equipment by the 
attempt to raise the limitations of high frequencies of the order 
mentioned above can best be appreciated by speaking in terms 
of wave-lengths. 
The wave-length determines directly in the same units the 

approximate maximum physical size which the equipment to 
produce that frequency may attain. This results from the fact 
that the greatest speed at which energy may be sent along 
an electrical circuit is the same as that of the electro-magnetic 
energy in space—the velocity of light or approximately 300,-
000,000 meters* per second. 

In practical circuits, however, due to the fact that induc-
tance and capacitance lowers the speed of electrical energy, 
this speed is never reached. 
From this it follows that the circuits then must be smaller in 

extent than the wave-lengths and the tubes themselves will be 
very small in physical size. 

Wave Length and Frequency.—Since as stated the electro-
magnetic energy and flux lines move with the velocity of light of 
approximately 186,300 miles or 300,000,000 meters per second, 
the distance between two successive maxima of electric strain 
directed in the same direction, or as usually expressed, 

300,000,000  Wave length (in meters) =  
Frequency (in cycles per second) (1) 

300,000,000  or Frequency (in cycles per second) = 
Wave length (in meters) (2) 

From the formula it is apparent that the shorter the wave 
length the higher is the frequency. 

*A unit of length in the metric system: It represents approx. a ten-millionth 
part of a quadrant of the earth's meridian measured from the equator to the 
pole through Paris; one hundred centimeters or 39.37 inches. 
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For example, if the wave length be one meter (which is not 
at present a practical wave length) the corresponding frequency 
is 300,000,000 cycles, 300,000 kilo-cycles (k.c.) or 300 mega-
cycles per second. 

In general usage, however, "per second" is usually omitted, 
it being generally understood that so many kilocycles (k.c.) or 
so many megacycles always include the prefix per second. 

Example.—What are the frequencies for wave lengths of 5, 25. 
and 100 meters? 

Solution.—Substituting 5 in formula (2) 

3°0'000," 
Frequency =  5 = 60,000,000 cycles 

60,000 kilocycles or 60 megacycles. 
Similarly substituting 25 and 100 in formula (2), 12 and 3« 

megacycles respectively are obtained. 
In order to facilitate the transformation of wave length in 

meters to frequency in kilocycles or vice versa, a table supplied 
by the courtesy of the Bureau of Standards is found on pages 
539 to 542. 

This table is based on the factor 299,820 meaning that the 
value of the aforementioned speed of light instead of being 
300,000 kilometers per second is more closely 299,820 kilo-
meters per second. 
The odd and even columns in this table are related to each 

other; that is the first column is related to the second, the third 
column to the fourth and so on. Fundamentally the numbers 
in the odd columns first, third, fifth, etc. refer to wave-lengths 
in meters. These columns are continuous numerically from 10. 
to 10,000 meters. 

It is obvious from the previous discussion that the frequency 
corresponding to 10 meters is equivalent to a frequency ot 
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29,982 kilocycles and that the frequency corresponding to 
10,000 meters is equivalent to 29.982 kilocycles. 

The table is also reversible. The designations for frequency 
in kilocycles (kc) and wave length (m) are placed at the top of 
each column. 

From this table it is also possible to determine frequencies 
and wave-lengths above or below the values included. Thus the 
frequency corresponding to 5 meters may be determined by 
selecting the number 50 in the first column and reading it as 5. 
The answer is 59,960 kilocycles or 59.96 megacycles. In the 
same manner for 2.5 meters one would select the number 250 in 
the first column and read it as 2.5. The answer in this case is 
119,900 k.c. or 119.9 megacycles. 

In all cases it is merely a matter of shifting the decimal point 
to its correct place. 

High Frequency Reception.—Due to inductance and capaci-
tance effects between coils and wires, the requirements of re-
ceivers for short waves are different, from that of ordinary re-
ceivers. This is on account of the high frequencies associated 
with short waves. 

In a short wave receiver all wires from grids and plates of 
tubes should be kept short and well separated. It has been found 
to be good practice to utilize buss bars in the wiring, as well as 
metal panels, well grounded—this in order to mitigate the ever 
present hand-capacity when tuning. 

Most short wave set designers do not fully appreciate the 
fact that the entire success of their receivers depend upon how 
smoothly and easily they can control regenerative action of the 
detector tube. 

Hence the control of regeneration in the detector stage is an 
important factor for successful short wave reception. 
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Relations of natural wavelength in meters (m) to frequency in kilocycles 
(k.c.). (Tables are reversible.)-(continued) 

rrt. kc. m. kc. m. kc. m. kc. m. kc. 
10 29,982 510 587.9 '1.010 296.9 1.510 198.6 2,010 149.2. 
20 14,991 520 576.6 1,020 293.9 1,520 197.2 2,020 148.4 
30 9,994 530 565.7 1,030 291.1 1,530 196.0 2,030 147.7 
40 7,496 540 555.2 1,040 288.3 1,540 194.7 2,040 147.0 
SO 5.996 550 545.1 1,050 285.5 1,550 193.4 2,050 146.3 

60 4,997 560 535.4 1,060 282,8 1,560 192.2 2,060 145.5 
70 4,283 570 526.0 1,070 280.2 1,570 191.0 2,070 144.8 
80 3,748 580 516.9 1.080 277.6 1,580 189.8 2,080 144.1 
90 3,331 590 508.2 1,090 275.1 ;1,590 188.6 2,090 143.5 
100 2,998 600 499.7 1,100 272.6 1,600 187.4 2,100 142.8 

110 2,726 610 491.5 1.110 270.1 1,610 186.2 2.110 142.1 
120 2,499 620 483.6 1,120 267.7 1,620 185.1 2.120 141.4 
130 2,306 630. 475.9 1.130 265.3 1,630 183.9 2,130 140.8 
140 2.142 640 4683 1.140 263.0 1,640 182.8 • 2.140 140.1 
150 1,999 650 461.3 1,150 260.7 1,650 181.7 2.150 139.5 

160 1,874 660 454.3 1,160 258.5 1,660 180.6 2,160 138.8 
170 1,764 670 447.5 1,170 256.3 1,670 179.5 2.170 138.1 
180 1,666 680 440.9 1.180 254.1 1,680 178.5 2.180 137.5 
190 1,578 690 434.5 1.190 252.0 1,690 177.4 2.190 136.9 
200 1,499 700 428.3 1,200 249.9 1.700 176.4 2,200 136.3 

210 1,428 710 422.3 1.210 247.8 1,710 175.3 2.210 135.7 
220 1,363 720 416.4 1.2,0 245.8 1,720 174.3 2.220 135.1. 
230 1,304 730 410.7 1,230 243.8 1.730 173.3 2,230 134.4 
240 1,249 740 405.2 1.240 241.8 1,740 172.3 2,240 133.8 
250 1.199 750 399.8 1,250 239.9 1,750 171.3 2,250 133.3 

260 1,153 760 394.5 1.260 238,0 1,760 170.4 2,260 132.7 
270 1.110 770 389.4 1.270 236.1 1,770 169.4 2,270 132.1 
280 1,071 780 384.4 1.280 234.2 1,780 168.4 2.280 131.5 
290 1,034 790 379.5 1,290 232.4 1,790 167.5 2,290 130.9 
300 999.4 800 374.8 1.300 230.6 1,800 166.6 2.300 130.4 

310 967.2 810 370.2 1,310 228.9 1,810 165.6 2,310 129.8 
320 936.9 820 365.6 1,320 227.1 1,820 164.7 2.320 129.2 
330 908.6 830 361.2 1,330 225.4 1,830 163.8 2.330 128.7 
340 881.8 840 356.9 1,340 223.7 1,840 162.9 2,340 128.1 
350 856.6 850 352.7 1,350 222.1 1,850 162.1 2.350 127.6 
360 832,8 860 348.6 1,360 220.4 1,860 161.2 2,360 127.0 
370 810.3 870 344.6 1,370 218.8 1,870 160.3 2,370 126.5 
380 789.0 880 340.7 1,380 217.3 1,880 159.5 2,380 126.0 
390 768.8 890 336.9 1,390 215.7 1,890 158.6 2,390 125.4 
400 749.6 900 333.1 1,400 214.2 1,900 157.8 2,400 124.9 

410 731.3 910 329.5 1,410 212.6 1,910 157.0 2,410 124.4 
420 713.9 920 325.9 1,420 211.1 1,920 156.2 2,420 123.9 
430 697.3 930 322.4 1,430 209.7 1.930 155.3 2,430 123.4 
440 681.4 940 319.0 1,440 208.2 1,940 154.5 2,440 122.9 
450 666.3 950 315.6 1,450 206.8 1,950 153.8 2,450 122.4 

460 651.8 960 312.3 1,460 205.4 1,960 153.0 2,460 121.9 
470 637.9 970 309.1 1,470 204.0 1.970 152.2 2,470 121.4 
480 624.6 980 303.9 1,480 202.6 1.980 151.4 2,480 120.9 
490 611.9 990 302.8 1,490 201.2 1.990 150.7 2,490 120.4 
SOO 599.6 1,000 299.8 1,500 199.9 2,000 149.9 2,500 119.9 
• 
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Relations of natural wavelength in meters (m) to frequency in kilocycles 
(k.c.). (Tables are reversible.)-(continued) 

m. kc. m. kc. m. ¡cc. m. kc. m. kc. 
2.510 119.5 3,010 99.61 3.516 85.i2 4,0r0 74.77 4.510 66.48 
2,520 119.0 3,020 99.28 3,520 85.18 4,020 74.58 4.520 66.33 
2,530 118.5 3,030 98.95 3.530 84.94 4,030 74.40 4.530 66.19 
2,540 118.0 3,040 98.62 3.540 84.70 4,040 74.21 4,540 66.04 
2,550 117.6 3,050 28.30 3,550 94.46 4,050 74.03 4,550 65.89 

2,560 117.1 3.060 97.98 3,560 84.22 4,060 73.85 4.560 65.75 
2.570 116.7 3.070 97.66 3.570 83.98 4.070 73.67 4,570 65.61 
2,580 116.2 3,080 97.34 3,580 83.75 4.080 73.49 4.580 65.46 
2,590 115.8 3.090 97.03 3,590 83.52 4,090* 73.31 4,590 65.32 
2,600 115.3 3.100 96.72 3.600 83.28 4.100 73.13 4,600 65.18 

2,610 114.9 3,110 96.41 3,610 83.05 4,110 72.95 4.610 65.04 
2,260 114.4 3,120 96.10 3,620 82.82 4,120 72.77 4,620 64.90 
2.630 114.0 3,130 95.79 3.630 82.60 4,130 72.60 4,630 64.76 
2,640 113.6 3,140 95.48 3,640 82.37 4,140 72.42 4,640 64.62 
2,650 113.1 3,150 95.18 3,650 82.14 4,150 72.25 4,650 64.48 

2,660 112.7 3,160 94.88 3,660 81.92 4,160 72.07 4,660 64.34 
2,670 112.3 3,170 94.58 3,670 81.70 4,170 71.90 4,670 64.20 
2,680 111.9 3,180 94.28 3.680 81.47 4,180 71.73 4,680 64.06 
2.690 111.5 3,190 93.99 3.690 81.25 4,190 71.56 4.690 63.93 
2,700 111.0 3,200 '93.69 3,700 81.03 4,200 71.39 4,700 63.79 

2,710 110.6 3,210 93.40 3.710 80.81 4,210 71.22 4,710 63.66 
2.720 110.2 3.220 93.11 3.720 80.60 4.220 71.05 4,720 63.52 
2.730 109.8 3.230 92.82 3,730 80.38 4,230 70.88 4.73° 6139 
2,740 109.4 3,240 92.54 3.740 80.17 4,240 70.71 4,740 63.25 
2,750 109.0 3,250 92.25 3.750 79.95 4,250 70.55 4,750 63.12 

2,760 108.6 3.260 91.97 3,760 79.74 4,260 70.38 4,760 62.99 
2,770 108.2 3,270 91.69 3.770 79.53 4.270 70.22 4,770 62.86 
2,780 107.8 3.280 91.41 3.780 79.32 4,280 70.05 4,7- 6172 
2,790 107.5 3,290 91.13 3,790 79.11 4,290 69.89 4 ,/90 6180 . 59 
2.800 107.1 3,300 90.86 3,800 78.90 4,300 69.73 4,800 62.46 

2,810 106.7 3,310 90,58 3,810 78.69 4,310 69.56 4,810 62.33 
2,820 106.3 3,320 90.31 3,820 78.49 4,320 69.40 4,820 62.20 
2,830 105.9 3,330 90,04 3,830 78.28 4,330 69.24 4,830 62.07 
2,840 105.6 3.340 89.77 3,840 78.08 4,340 69.08 4,840 61.95 
2.850 105.2 3,350 89.50 3,850 77.88 4,350 68.92 4.83° 61.82 
2,860 104.8 3,360 89.23 3.860 77.67 4,360 68.77 4.860 61.69 
2,870 104.5 3,370 88,97 3.870 77.47 4,370 68.61 4,870 61.56 
2,880 104.1 3,380 88.70 3,880 77.27 4,380 68.45 4,880 61.44 
2,890 103.7 3,390 88,44 3,890 77.07 4,390 68.30 4,890 61.31 
2,900 103.4 3,400 88.18. 3,900 76.88 4,400 65.14 4,900 61.19* 

2,910 103.0 3,410 87.92 3,910 76.68 4,410 67.99 4,910 61.06 
2,920 102.7 3,420 87.67 3,920 76.48 4,420 67.83 4,920 60.94 
2,930 102.3 3,430 87.41 3,930 76.29 4,430 67.68 4,930 60.82 
2,940 102.0 3,440 87.16 3,940 76.10 4,440 67.53 4.94° 60.69 
2,950 101.6 3,450 86.90 3,950 75.90 4,450 67.38 4,950 60.57 

2,960 101.3 3,460 86.69 3,960 p5.71 4,460 67.22 4,960 6.0.45 
2,970 100.9 3.470 86.40 3,970 75.52 4,470 67.07 4,970 60.33 
2,980 100,6 3,480 86.16 3,980 75.33 4,480 66.92 4,980 60.20 
2,990 100.3 3.490 85.91 3,990 75.14 4,490 66.78 4,990 60.08 
3,000 99.94 3,500 85.66 4,000 74.96 4,500 66.63 5,000 59.96 
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Relations of natural wavelength in meters (m) to frequency in kilocycles 

(k.c.). (Tables are reversible.)-(continued) 

in. kc. m. kc. m. ka. m. kc. m. kc. 
5,010 59.84 5,510 54.41 6,010 49.89 6,510 46.06 7,010 42.77 
5.020 59.73 5,520 54.32 6.020 49.80 6,520 45.98 7,020 42.71 
5,030 59.61 5,530 54.22 6,030 49.72 6,530 45.91 7,030 42.65 
5,040 59.49 5,540 54.12 6,050 49.64 6,540 -45.84 7,040 42.59 
5,050 59.37 5,550 54,02 6,050 49.56 6,550 45.77 7,050 42.53 

5,060 59.25 5,560 53.92 6,060 49.48 6,560 45.70 7,060 42.47 
5,070 59.13 5,570 53.83 6.070 49.39 6,570 45.63 7,070 42.41 
5,080 59.02 5,580 53.73 6,080 49.31 6,580 45.57 7,080 42.35 
5,090 58.90 5,590 53.64 6,090 49.23 6,590 45.50 7,090 42.29 
5,100 58.79 5,600 53.54 6,100 49.15 6,600 45.43 7,100 42.23 

5,110 58.67 5,610 53.44 6,110 49.07 6,610 45.36 7.110 42.17 
5,120 58.56 5,620 53.35 6,120 48.99 6,620 45.29 7,120 42.11 
3,130 58.44 5,630 53.25 6.130 48.91 6,630 45.22 7,130 42.05 
5.140 58.33 5,640 53.16 6.140 48.83 6,640 45.15 7.140 41.99 
5,150 58.22 5,650 53.07 6,150 48.75 6,650 45.09 7,150 41,93 

5,160 58.10 5.660 52.97 6,160 48.67 6,660 45.02 7,160 41.87 
5,170 57.99 5,670 52.88 6,170 48.59 6,670 44.95 7,170 41.83 
5,180 57.88 5,680 52.79 6,180 48.51 6,680 44.88 7,180 41,76 
5,190 57.77 5,690 52.69 6.190 48.44 6,690 44.82 7,190 41.70 
5,200 57.66 5,700 52.60 6,200 48.36 6,700 44.75 7,200 41.64 

5,210 57.55 5,710 52.51 6,210 48.28 6,710 44.68 7,210 41.58 
5,220 57.44 5,720 52.42 6,220 48.20 6,720 44.62 7,220 41.53 
5,230 57.33 5,730 52.33 6.230 48.13 6,730 44.55 7,230 41.47 
5,240 57.22 5,740 52.23 6,240 48.05 6,740 44.48 7,240 41.41 
5,250 57.11 5,750 52.14 6,250 47.97 6,750 44.42 7,250 41.35 

5,260 57.00 5,760 52.05 6,260 47.89 6,760 44.35 7,260 41.30 
5,270 56.89 5,770 51.96 6,270 47.82 6,770 44.29 7,270 41.24 
5,280 56.78 5,780 51.87 6,280 47.74 6,780 44.22 7,280 41.16 
5,290 56.68 5,790 51.78 6,290 47.67 6,790 44.16 7,290 41.13 
5,300 56.57 5,800 51.69 6,300 47.59 6,800 44.09 7,300 41.07 

5,310 56:46 5,810 51.60 6,310 47.52 6,810 44.03 7,310 41.02 
5,320 56.36 5,820 51.52 6,320 47.44 6,820 43.96 7,320 40.96 
5,330 56.25 5,830 51.43 6,330 47.36 6,830 43.90 7,330 40.90 
5,340 56.15 5,840 51.34 6,340 47.29 6,840 43.83 7,340 40.85 
5,350 56.04 5,850 51.25 6,350 47.22, 6,850 43.77 7,350 40.79 

5,360 55.94 5,860 51.16 6.360 47.14 6,860 43.71 7,360 40.74 
5.370 55.83 5,870 51.08 6,370 47.07 6,870 43.64 7,370 40.68 
5,380 55.73 5,880 50.99 6,380 46.99 6,880 43.58 7,380 40.63 
5,390 55.63 5,890 50.90 6,390 46.92 6,896 43.52 7,390 40.57 
5,400 55.52 5,900 50.82 6,400 46.85 6,900 43.45 7,400 40.52 

5,410 55.42 5,910 50.73 6,410 46.77 6,910 43.39 7,410 40.46 
5,420 55.32 5,920 50.65 6,420 46.70 6,920 43.33 7,420 40.41 
5,430 55.22 5,930 50.56 6,430 46.63 6,930 43.26 7,430 40.35 
5,440 55.11 5.940 50.47 6,440 46.56 6,940 43.20 7,440 40.30 
5.450 55.01 5,950 50.39 6,450 46.48 6,950 43.14 7,450 40.24 

5,460 54.91 5,960 50.31 6,460 46.41 6,960 43.08 7,460 40.19 
3.470 54.81 5,970 50.22 6,470 46.34 6,970 43.02 7,470 40.14 
5,480 54.71 5,980 50.14 6,480 46.27 6,980 42.95 7,480 40.08 , 
5,490 54.61 5,990 50.05 6,490 46.20 6,990 42.89 7,490 40.03 
5,500 54.51 6,000 49.97 6,500 46.13 7,000 42.83 7,500 39.98 . 
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Relations of natural wavelength in meters (m) to frequency in kilocycles 
(k.c.). (Tables are reversible.) 

m. kc. m. kc. m. kc. m. kc. m. kc. 
7,510 
7,520 

39.92. 
39.87 

8,010 
8,020 

37.43 
37.38 

8,510 
8,520 

35.23 
35.19 

9,010 
9.020 

33.28 
33.24 

9,510 
9,520 

31.53 
31.49 7,530 

7,540 
39.82 
39.76 

8,030 
8,040 

37.34 
37.29 

8,530 
8,540 

35.15 
35.11 

9,030 
9,040 

33.20 
33.17 

9,530 
9,540 

31.46 
31.43 7,550 39.71 8,050 37.24 8,550 35.07 9,050 33.13 9,550 31.39 

7,560 39.66 8,060 37.20 8,560 35.03 9.060 33.09 9,560 31.36 7,570 
7,580 

39.61 
39.55 

8,070 
8,080 

37.15 
37.11 

8,570 
8,580 

34.98 
34.94 

9,070 
9,080 

33.06 
33.02 

9,570 
9.580 

31.33 
31.30 7,590 39.50 8,090 37.06 8,590 34.90 9,090 32.98 9,590 31.26 7,600 39.45 8,100 .37.01 8,600 34.86 9,100 32.95 9.600 31.23. 

7,610 
7,620 

39.40 
39.35 

8,110 
8,120 

36.97 
36.92 

8,610 
8,620 

34.82 
34.78 

9,110 
9,120 

32.91 
32.88 

9,610 
9,620 

31.20 
31.17 7,630 39.29 8,130 36.88 8,630 34.74 9,130 32.84 9,630 31.13 7,640 39.24 8,140 36.113 8,640 34.70 9,140 32.80 9,640 31.10 7,650 39.19 8,150 36.79 8,650 34.66 9,150 32.77 9,650 31.07 , 

7,660 39.14 8,160 36.74 8,660 34.62 9,160 32.73 9,660 31.04 7,670 39.09 8,170 36.70 8,676 34.58 9,170 32.70 9,670 31.01 7,680 39.04 8,180 36.65 8,680 34.54 9,180 32.66 9.680 30.97 7,690 
7,700 

38.99 
38.94 

8,190 
8,200 

36.61 
36.56 

8,690 
8,700 

34.50 
34.46 

9,190 
9,200 

32.62 
32.59 

9,690 
9,700 

30.94 
30.91 

7,710 38.89 8,210 36.52 8,710 34.42 9,210 32.55 9,710 30.88 7,720 38.84 8,220 36.47 8,720 34.38 9,220 32.52 9,720 30.85 7,730 
7,740 
7 750' , , 

38.79 
38.74 
38.69 

8,230 
8,240 
8,250 

36.43 
36.39 
36.34 

8,730 
8,740 
8750 . 

34.34 
34.30 
3427 . 

9,230 
9,240 
9,250 

3148 
32.45 
32.41 

9,730 
9,740 
9,750 

30.81 
30.78 
30.75 

7,760 38.64 8,260 36.30 8,760 34.23 9,260 32.38. 9,760 30.72 7,770 38.59 8,270 36.25 8,770 34.19 9,270 32.34 9,770 30.69 7,780 38.54 8,280 36.21 8,780 34.15 9,280 32.31 9,780 30.66 7,790 38.49 8,290 36.17 8,790 34.11 9,290 32.27 9,790 30.63 7,800 38.44 8,300 36.12 8,800 34.07 9,300 32.24 9,800 30.59 
7,810 38.39 8,310 36.08 8,810 34.03 9,310 32.20 9,810 30.56 7,820 38.34 8,320 36.04 8,820 33.99 9,320 32.17 9,820 30.53 7,830 38.29 8,330 35.99 8,830 33.95 9,330 32.14 9,830 30.50 7,840 38.24 8,340 35.95 8,840 33.92 9,340 32.10 9,840 30.47 7,850 38.19 8,350 35.91 8,850 33.88 9,350 32.07 9.850 30.44 
7,860 38.14 8,360 35.86 8,860 33.84 9,360 32.03 9,860 30.41 7,870 38.10 8,370 35.82 8,870 33.80 9,370 32.00 9,870 30.38 7,880 38.05 8,380 35.78 8,880 33.76 9,380 31.96 9,880 30.35 7,890 38.00 8,390 35.74 8,890 33.73 9,390 31.93 9,890 30.32 7,900 37.95 8,400 35.69 8,900 33.69 MOO 31.90 9,900 30.28 
7,910 37.90 8,410 35.65 8,910 33.65 9,410 31.86 9,910 30.25 7,920 37.86 8,420 35.61 8,920 33.61 9,420 31.83 9,920 30.22 7,930 37.81 8,430 35.57 8,930 33.57 9,430 31.79 9,930 30.19 7,940 37.76 8,440 35:52 8,940 33.54 9,440 31.76 9.940 30.16 7,950 37.71 8,450 35.48 8,950 33.50 9,450 31.73 9,950 30.13 
7,960 37.67 8,460 35.44 8,960 33.46 9,460 31.69 9,960 30.10 7,970 37.62 8,470 35.40 8,970 33.42 9,470 31.66 9,970 30.07 7,980 3157 8,480 35.36 8.5430 33.39 9,480 31.63 9,980 30.04 7,990 37.52 8,490 35.31 8,990 33.35 9,490 31.59 9,990 30.01 8,000 37.48 8.500 35.27 9,000 33.31 9,500 34.56 10,000 29.98 
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Among the various methods in use, one is to use a variable 
condenser from one side of the tickler coil to ground as shown 
in fig. 2 and also have a variable resistor to vary the plate 
voltage applied to the plate of the detector tube. 

In case when a transformer stage is used following the detec-
tor it is often found that the placing of a fixed condenser across 
the primary of the transformer or from the plate side of the 
transformer to the ground will greatly assist in stabilizing the 
circuit and facilitate regeneration control. 

In case where two audio stages are employed, the common 
audio howl may be eliminated by the connection of a small 
100,000 ohms resistor across the secondary of the first audio 
transformer. 
When the short wave receiver is operated from a.c. current, 

the line power supply should be well filtered. Transformer, in-
ductors and condensers should have a static shield. 
As the short wave receivers are very sensitive in tuning, 

vernier dials should be employed. 

Types of Short Wave Receivers.—Generally short wave 
receivers are governed by the same construction principles as 
that associated with ordinary broadcast band receivers previ-
ously discussed. 

Referring to figs. 1 to 4, Chapter 14, a short wave receiver 
may consist of various arrangements from a simple single tube 
regenerative detector circuit to an elaborate super-infra re-
generative type. 

Short Wave Tuning.—One of the first things to be experi-
enced by the short wave beginner, is the picking up of broad-
cast stations which cannot be located on available charts 
showing channel assignments. 
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What actually occurs is that the harmonics of stations operat-
ing in the regular broadcast band is received. Each harmonic 
has a definite wave, just as much so as the broadcast stations' 
fundamental carrier wave. A harmonic must have exactly 
twice, three times, five times, nine times, etc., the frequency of 
the fundamental (corresponding respectively to 1/2, 1/3, 1/5, 
1/9 and so on) wave length. Many of these harmonics can be 
heard on any short wave receiver. 
When one of them is picked up and che station identified, it 

is only a matter of division to determine the exact wave to 
which the receiver is tuned. By checking a number of these 
harmonics, with the known short wave stations, it is a simple 
matter to draw up a calibration curve for each coil of ary short 
wave set. 

Simple Short-wave Receiver.—A simple single tube super-
regenerative receiver circuit is shown in fig. 1. To those 
familiar with the Armstrong super-regenerative arrangement, 
the diagram will more or less explain itself. It will be noted that 
one of the chief drawbacks with this circuit is the poor selec-
tivity, which together with the enormous r.f. amplifying prop-
erties, make this disadvantage even more serious. 

In order to overcome this short-coming, a form of pre-selector 
circuit is employed which is coupled to the grid circuit by a small 
capacity condenser; it is advantageous for this to be variable. 

This may sound rather unreasonable for short-wave recep-
tion where all possible losses should be avoided, but in practice 
it makes little difference to a super-regenerative receiver, where 
the sensitivity is very high. 

All of the tuned circuits and associated parts including the 
tube which is of the screen-grid type are completely screened— 
on top as well. This is very important if the selectivity gained 
by additional tuned circuits is to be realized, since a super-
regenerative receiver will pick up on the coils and wiring to a 
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surprising extent, even though screened all around, and an 
aerial often makes little or no difference to the rectified output. 

In order to avoid extra coil changing, the aerial coil can be 
tapped to cover the required wave-length bands, while the 
grid coil can be interchangeable; or two of the common dual-
range short-wave coils can be utilized. Efficiency of coils is not 
so very important. Coils wound on any old forms will give 
satisfactory results PHONES 

0.0001 M.F. 
0.00005 M.F. 

—L 0.000025 M F. 0.0003 M.F. 

R.F. CHOKE 0.0005 MF. 

71 M.F. 
0002 M.F. 

600 TURNS 

0-1 MEG. 
- +8ÓV. +160 V. 

FIG. 1—Schematic diagram of a single tube super-regenerative short-wave 
rec eiver. 

It must be clearly understood that a receiver of this type 
requires considerable practice and patience before the best 
results can be obtained. 
The strength of the quencher oscillations (controlled by the 

variable resistance) has an important bearing on the perform-
ance of the receiver, and the best strength can only be found by 
trial, and may vary with different wave-lengths. 
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For those who want to get the utmost out of a single tube, 
there is nothing to compare with the super-regenerative circuit, 
and with improved selectivity, it bids fair to rival many of the 
remaller superheterodyne arrangements. 

140 MME. 

100 MME. 

 II-

750 MME. 

R.E. CHOKE 

30 

A- A+ B+ 22 5-67.5 V. 

FIG. 2—Schematic diagram of a single tube regenerative detector short-wave 
receiver. For best results the choke (r.f.c.) should be carefully chosen for 
use at high frequencies, with its natural resonant period in the lower fre-
quency and below 1,500 k.c. 

Distance Ranges of Various Wave-lengths.—All radio wave 
transmission takes place by the propagation of a Ground-Wave 
along the ground, or a Sky-Wave reflected or refracted from the 
Kennelly-Heaviside layer, or by both means. 

Radio waves are subject to absorption both in the ground and 
in the i3nized upper atmosphere. Ground-wave absorption 
generally increases with the frequency and is reasonably con-
stant with time over a given path at a given frequency; it varies 
for earth of different conductivities and dielectric constants. 
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Sky-wave absorption, however, is not constant with time 
frequency and path; it appears to be maximum in the broad-
cast band (550-1,500 kilocycles) decreasing with change in fre-
quency in either direction. 
During the day-time this absorption of the sky-wave is so 

great that there is practically no sky-wave, from frequencies, 
somewhat below and above the broadcast band, the specific 
limits however vary with the seasons. Therefore sky-wave prop-
agation in the day time is only noticeable in the lower and higher 
frequency ranges. In the night, however, sky-wave propagation 
takes place on all waves except extremely high frequencies. 

Other Influences Affecting Sky-Wave Propagation.—Sky-
wave propagation is also materially influenced by condition and 
changes in ionization of the Kennelly-Heaviside layer. 

Daily variation of daylight and darkness in the path of the 
waves (see charts, pages 548 and 549) and also factors such as 
latitude, season of the year, magnetic and solar disturbances 
have been found to influence this ionization. 

Long-Distance Reception.—High-frequency reception at 
great distances is due entirely to the sky-wave. However, above 
a certain frequency which may be as low as 4,000 kilocycles as 
shown on chart, page 548, no appreciable portion of the sky-
wave radiation is reflected back from the Kennelly-Heaviside 
layer in a certain zone surrounding the transmitter. 

In the area bounded by the inner edge of this skipped zone, 
the receiver wave may be composed of both the ground-wave 
and the sky-wave, the sky-wave being appreciable on fre-
quencies up to about 6,000 kilocycles in the summer and 12,000 
kilocycles in the winter. The sky-wave intensity in this area is 
ordinarily much less at night than in the day. The outer boun-
dary of the skipped zone is commonly referred to as the Skip-
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Width of shaded boundaries indicates variations of averages reported by 
different observers. 

The scales of abscissas and ordinates are cubical (i.e., numbers shown are 
proportional to cube of distance along scale, or, distance along scale is pro-
portional to cube root of numbers). This was choser because it spaces the 
data satisfactorily. Obviously a linear scale would crowd the low values too 
much and a logarithmic scale would crowd the high values too much. The 
graphs shows the limits of distance over which practical communication ig 
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possible. They are based on the lowest field intensity which permits practical 
reception in the presence of actual background noise. For the broadcasting 
frequencies this does not mean satisfactory program reception. The limiting 
field intensity is taken to be 10 micro-volts per meter for frequencies up to 
e,O00 kilocycles to about 1 micro-volt per meter at 20,000 kilocycles. When 
atmospherics or other sources of interference are great, for example in the 
tropics, much larger received field intensities are required and the distance 
ranges are less. 
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distance. This distance increases with the frequency and varies 
daily and seasonally. Beyond the skip-distance, the sky-wave 
radiation is received with useful intensity. 
The graphs given on pages 548 and 549 showing the distances 

for good reception during the day and the night, for summer and 
winter season as found by test and recorded by the United States 
Bureau of Standards. The graphs assume the use of about 5 
K. W. radiated power, and non-directional antennas. 
For transmission over a given path, received intensity is pro-

portional to the square root of the radiated power, but there is 
no simple relation between the range and either radiated power 
or received field intensity. 

How High Frequency Reception Is Affected by Day, Night 
and Seasonal Changes.—Reception on higher frequencies 
(above 12 megacycles) is generally more satisfactory during the 
day than at night, on frequencies below 6 megacycles, however, 
the reverse is usually true. 

Except in rare instances, frequencies above 12 megacycles 
can be heard only when the path between the transmitting 
station and the receiver lies entirely in daylight. It has also been 
found that frequencies from 6.5 to 15 megacycles are received 
best when either the transmitter or receiver lies in darkness, but 
not both. 
The time of the day must also be taken into consideration in 

high frequency reception. The handy chart shown on page 551 
gives the corresponding time in all parts of the globe, and will be 
of valuable help in determining the time and whether it is day 
or night at the transmission point. 
For example, when it is 8 P.M. in New York and 7 P.M. in 

Chicago, it is 9 A.M. in Melbourne; 1 A.M. the next day in 
London and 2 A.M. of the next day in most of Europe. During 
thee hours, of course, the European broadcasting stations are 
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Example on How to Use Chart.—Assume the radio amateur lives in 
Chicago. At 5 P.M. he wants to know what time it is in Japan. Follow the 5 
opposite central standard time and travel upward until intersection is made 
with the line "reading" Japan which is 8. Which means 8 o'clock A.M. the 
next day. The change of date naturally is due to the crossing of the interna-
tional date line. The black bands on the chart indicates approximately dark 
hours of the day. 

seldom operating. Hence on the American continents, tuning 
for stations in Europe must be done during the afternoon or early 
evening. Australian stations, however, will be received in the 
early morning. 

In addition, the season of the year also affects reception. 
Better reception on the higher frequencies may generally be 
.excepted during the summer months and better reception at 6 
megacycles and above during the winter months. 

Although reception on higher frequencies generally is very 
little affected by atmospheric or static, and good results may be 
had in mid-summer even during a thunder storm. The same, 
however, is not true of so-called man-made static, such as 
trolleys, dial telephones, motors, electric fans, automobiles, 
airplanes, electrical appliances, flashing signs, oil burners, etc., 
which create far more interference on high frequencies than they 
do on ordinary broadcast frequencies. 
As an example of the interpretation of the table on effect of 

time, day and season of the year on high frequency transmis-
sion assume that you are in New York and that the time is 
1 P.M. mid-summer, and that you tune in a station in Chicago 
on approximately 15 megacycles (20 meters wave length). 
Assume now, that this station transmits a continuous program 
and that your receiver is left tuned in. Several hours later the 
signal will fluctuate excessively and finally will fade out en-
tirely or become unintelligible. This can be accounted for by 
the fact that, at mid-summer, the "skip distance" is approxi-
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mately 400 miles at noon and increases to 2,500 miles at mid-
night. Chicago is approximately 600 miles from New York and 
is one hour later in time; therefore, some few hours after noon, 
in Chicago, the "skip distance" will have so increased that 
reliable reception on 15 megacycles cannot be obtained in 
New York. 

It is also well to note that in midwinter, the "skip distance" 
for 15 megacycles is approximately 900 miles at noon and be-
comes infinity at midnight—showing that reliable reception 
could not be effected at this frequency between Chicago and 
New York; therefore, if you, located in New York, became ac-
customed during the summer, to receiving a regular 15 mega-
cycle program at noon from Chicago, then as winter came on, 
the period of time during which reliable communication could 
be effected, would decrease until at no time could a signal be 
heard. The reverse would be true the following spring. 

Example.—If 10 k.c. be taken as the necessary frequency 
"spread" of a broadcasting station, how many stations could be 
operated on wave lengths between— 

a. 100 and 600 meters 

b. 3 and 8 meters. 

Solution.—All that is needed here is to express the various 
specified wave-lengths as frequencies. The frequency cone-

3 X108  
sponding to a wave-length of meters is given by cycles 
per second. 
The first band of broadcasting stations will thus have fre-

quencies between 3,000 and 500 k.c. This range occupies a 
500 

band of 2,500 k.c. so that it would accommodate 2 '10 or 250 
stations. 
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The second group of stations will occupy that part of the fre-
quency "spectrum" between 100,000 and 37,500 k.c., i.e. a 
band of 62,500 k.c. it would thus provide for 6,250 stations. It is 
interesting to note that the second group could contain 25 times 
the number of stations in the first, i.e. it has provisions for 
exactly 6,000 more stations. 
This illustrates in a very striking manner the possibilities 

offered by the short waves in overcoming the congested state of 
the ether in present day broadcasting. With growing technical 
advancement the vexed problem of quality and interference may 
ultimately be solved along these lines. 
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CHAPTER 28 

Coil Calculations 
Coil Design Calculations.—It has been shown on page 49 

that any inductance in combination with a certain capacitance 
will start to resonate (be in resonance with) at a certain definite 
frequency, which frequency may readily be found by the 
expression— 

from which 

and 

159' 000  
f—    N/CxL (1) 

c_  (159,000)2  
 (2) 

P xL   

L =  (159,000)2  
 (3) P X C   

In a more convenient form for calculation purposes, formulas 
(2) and (3) may be written— 

and 

2.528 x 10 10  
C— PXL  (4) 

2 528 x 101°  
L — f2Xc   (5) 
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In the preceding formulas (f) denotes the frequency in cycles 
per second, (C) the capacitance in micro-farads and (L) the 
inductance in micro-henries. 
The formula for the natural wave-length in meters at which 

resonance takes place 

X=1,885-Vr>-a (6) 

in another form the above equation may be written 

C —  (7) 3.55 X106 XL  

X2 
and  (8) 3.55X106XC  

L and C again represents the inductance and capacity of the 
circuit in micro-henries and micro-farads respectively. 
The formula for the inductance of the helical single layer coil 

is— 

L —  0.2 x A2xN2  
3A -F9B +10C 

Where L= Inductance in micro-henries 

N= Total number of turns 

A= Inside diameter of coil in inches 

(9) 

B =Length of winding in inches 

C = Radial depth of coil in inches (which value may be 
omitted for single layer coils) 

This formula will be of assistance and is preferred to the cut 
and try methods which are often found to be of little help when 
exact values of inductance are required. 
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Sometimes it may be most convenient to use an existing coil 
form in which case the diameter is given, the only trouble being 
then, to determine the number of turns of a certain wire or the 
length the wire would occupy. 
Under those conditions a method which has been found to be 

most convenient for obtaining the value of N, is as follows: 

1. Determine the size of wire to be used after a careful con-
sideration of current to be carried and the wave bands to be 
covered. 

2. Decide upon the number of turns per inch that will be 
used. (A consultation of any wire table will give the factors 
under 1 and 2.) 

3. Now express (B) as ratio between the total number of 
turns (N) and the number of turns per inch (K) or 

B.  (10) 

FIG. 1—Cross-section of single layer coil. 

Example.— What is resonant frequency of a circuit having an 
inductance of 200,000 micro-henries with a series condenser of 20 
micro-farads? 
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Solution.—This example provides a simple exercise in using 
formula (1). With the inductance and capacitance in micro-
henries and micro-farads given, the only unknown is the fre-
quency (f) at which the combination will become resonant, thus: 

159,000   159 
f V20 x 200,000 

=  2 or 79.5 cycles per second. =    

Example.—What inductance is required in the secondary wind-
àzg of a adio-frequency transformer, when it is to tune to a wave-
length of 600 meters, and the variable condenser is set al its maxi-
mum capacitance which is 0.00025 micro-farads? 

Solution.—From equation (8) page 556 is obtained-

6002 
L —  —406 micro-henries 

3.55 X 106x 0.00025 

eeirerf.ebs . .. , 

FIGS. 2, 3 and 4—Showing arrangement of typical coils and coil forms. 
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Example.—Assume that a coil is to be wound on a coil form of 
one inch diameter with a required inductance of 240 micro-henries. 
The coil is to be employed on a short-wave recetver for reception on 
160 meters, and it is hence decided to use No. 32 enamel wire close 
wound. The wire table gives the number of turns per linear inch 
as 120. From this data it is required to find the total number of 
turns (N). 

Solution.—In the present example with reference to equation 
numbers (9) and (10) the only unknown term is the total num-
ber of turns (N) of the coil. This problem offers a simple applica-
tion on the formula for coil design calculations, and it is advis-
able that before proceeding with our calculations, to put down 
all the known factors enumerated in the present example, thus: 

Diameter of coil (A) =1 inch 

Number of turns per linear inch (K) = 120 

N N Length of winding (B)= = 

Inductance of coil in micro-henries (L) =240 

Applying the known factors to equations (9) and (10) we 
obtain— 

L240 0.2 x N 2 24N2  
= — 3+ 9N — 360+9N 

120 

which after dividing both sides of the equation by 24 and re-
arrangement of terms becomes— 

N2— 90N — 3600 =0 

or N=45± V452+3600 = 45±75 

from which the positive root equals 120 turns. 
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showing arrangement of windings. 
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CHAPTER 29 

Frequency Modulation 

(F.M.) 
Fuddamental Principles.—The method of transmitting 

speech and music by radio is universally effected by varying the 
amplitude of the radio waves by the waves of sound which 
strike the microphone. 
By means of another and until quite recently, neglected 

method, the frequency of radio waves is made to vary while the 
amplitude remains constant. This is known as Frequency 
Modulation, and is presently employed by numerous trans-
mitting stations operating under the Armstrong patents. 

Wave-Lengths Used.—Whereas in the regular broadcasting 
band wave-length of from 500 to 1,500 k.c. are employed, a 
frequency modulated wave takes a part in the frequency spec-
trum of from 42 to 200 m.c. At present regular assignments 
are from 42 to 50 m.c. (Mega-cycles). 
Assuming a maximum frequency deviation for each F.M. 

station of 200 k.c. that is 100 k.c. on each side of the carrier, it 
is evident that one locality would accommodate 8/0.2 or 40 
stations. This illustrates the advantage of frequency modulation 
in opening new and uncrowded channels for broadcasting. 
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Distances covered by F.M. transmitters.—Frequency modu-
lated transmitting stations are designed to cover a number of 
square miles surrounding the station with a program signal of 
sufficient strength to cover that area. This service area is 
determined by the Federal Communication Commission 
(F.C.C.) and varies from 3,000 square miles up to 20,000 
square miles. 

Thus, the radial reception limits from the transmitting station  

1 3,000 120 000 
are — 31 miles, and \i — 80 miles approximately. 
\ 7r 

Station Call Letters.—A new type of station call letters has 
been originated for frequency modulation which does the two-
fold job of telling where the station is on the dial and where the 
station is located geographically. 
The first letter (see dial chart, fig. 1) indicates on which 

side of the Mississippi River the station is located; W for East 
and K for West. The two numbers give the station frequency. 
Since all F.M. stations are within the 42 to 49.9 megacycle 

42 i7 ril--' 1 - 4, e 
. i 
9, i.ie. • , 

. 
• ?. ; 

46 

1 

F47 

1 

148 149 50 

; 
'0= P; e 

23 
â 35 3743 : 

. 
, 

r. 
47 19 ' 53 57 11 63 47 11 73 77 I 13 471 113 37 

oel 5 I 45 , 4 51 , 55 51181 , qs , 44171 75 nisi se am se st 

FIG. 1—Frequency modulation part of the radio spectrum with dial position 
of stations in operation and under construction. Due to possible changes in 
frequency assignment, the above chart may not be assumed correct, but 
serves to illustrate the present location of certain stations. For correct 
location of your F.M. station consult the Federal Communications Com-
mission or licensed station officials. 
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band the "40" is common to all stations. Hence, only the unit 
and decimal part of the frequency are given in the call. Thus 
"67" means 46.7 megacycles and "99" means 49.9 megacycles. 
The last letter or letters represent the City where the station is 
located; "N.Y." stands for New York and "C" for Chicago, etc. 

Comparison of the Two Systems.—In the conventional 
system of reception, most interfering noises are amplitude 
modulated and so receivers designed to receive amplitude 
modulated signals also receive radio interference. 
Frequency modulated signals received on sets designed ex-

clusively for such reception would give greater freedom from 
interference. This is the most vital point in the system. 
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FIG. 2—Diagram illustrating comparative tone coverages of average ampli-

tude modulated and frequency modulated receiver. 
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The advantages in reception when using frequency modu-
lation are: 

1. Freedom from static interference. 

2. A greatly extended musical range. (See fig. 2.) 

The main difference between the a_nplitud€ and frequency 
modulated receiver is apparent from block ciagrams figs. 3 
and 4. 

V 

R.F. 

MIXER 

OSCILLATOR 

MIXER 

LE. 

IF. 

2"DET. AUDIO F-

AMPLITUDE MODULATION 

LIMITER DISCRIMINATOR 
DETECTOR--•-- AUDIO F. 

OSCILLATOR I 

FREQUENCY MODULATION 

FIGS. 3 and 4—Receiver block diagrams showing sequence of amplitude 
modulated and frequency modulated stages. 

With reference to diagrams, both types may have a radio 
frequency stage, the primary function of which is to provide 
adequate selectivity and voltage gain. 
A converter stage, consisting of a single tube functioning as 

mixer and oscillator, or two separate tubes performing these 
functions is common to both circuits. 
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The Intermediate Frequency Amplifier.—Though an inter-
mediate frequency amplifier of one or more stages is also 
common to both, the intermediate frequency amplifier in a 
frequency modulated receiver differs from that of an amplitude 
modulated one by reason of its wide-band characteristics. 

In an amplitude modulated receiver the intermediate fre-
quency amplifier is designed to reject a signal more than 10 to 
15 k.c. from that to which the amplifier is tuned, whereas the 
intermediate frequency amplifier in a frequency modulated 
receiver is designed to pass a signal without appreciable attenu-
ation, as much as 100 k.c. on either side of the frequency to 
which the intermediate frequency transformers are aligned. 

There are various methods employed to obtain this band-
width. In some instances, the primary and secondary windings 
are over-coupled to broaden out the response curve. 

FREQUENCY 
MODULATION 
IF. TRANSF. 

IF. 
1852 50,000 

OHMS 

AMPLITUDE 
MODULATION 
1 F. TRANSF. 

FIG. 5—Illustrates use of resistive loading to broaden response character-

istics. 

The great majority of frequency modulated receivers, how-
ever, employ shunt resistors, to load up either or both of the 
primary and secondary windings to obtain the required 150 to 
200 k.c. band-width. In some early receivers as well as several 
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frequency modulation adapters both primary and secondary of 
the intermediate frequency transformers are shunted by re-
sistors as indicated by fig. 5. 
The values of these shunt resistors varies with each receiver 

model, and depends upon transformer design and degree of 
loading required in each case to secure the band-spread. 
Resistor values from 10,000 to 50,000 ohms are most commonly 
used for this purpose. 

TIME 

( E -I CHARACTERISTIC 
"  

—INPUT GRID 
VOLTAGE 

TIME 

PLATE CURRENT 

FIG. 6—Shows action cf limiter in clipping modulation peaks beyond linear 
portion of characteristic. 

The Limiter Stage.--Again referring to our block diagram 
fig. 4 a limiter stage is shown. This is essentially an inter-
mediate frequency stage, and consists of one or two amplifier 
tubes so arranged as to deliver constant output regardless of 
wide variation in signal input. 
The tubes employed as limiters are usually of the pentode 

type, having sharp cut-off characteristics, and operated at 
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low plate and screen-voltages, so that plate current cut-off 
occurs with relatively small grid bias or signal input. 
Normal signal input will swing the grid voltage considerably 

above and below the linear portion of the tubes characteristic 
curve. 

Positive peaks beyond the range of the limiter tube will be 
clipped by grid-bias limiting, whereas negative signal peaks 
will be clipped due to plate current cut-off. In this manner, 
variations in signal delivered to the limiter which are greater 
than the operating limits of the tube are clipped and have no 
effect on plate current. 

0.01 
MF. 

50 MME. 
LIMITER 
6S J7 

22,000 
OHMS 

TO TUNING 
10,000 INDICATOR 
OHMS AMP. 

FIG. 7--Limiter circuit used in certain Stromberg Carlson frequency modu-
lation receivers. 

Since static and noise disturbances, primarily produce 
amplitude changes in the signal, as do tube noises, the clipping 
of the amplitude changes removes the disturbing effects but 
leaves the frequency modulated signal unaltered. This action is 
illustrated in fig. 6. 

For complete noise elimination, it is essential that the signal 
voltage appearing at the limiter grid be sufficiently great to 
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swing the grid bias to plate current cut-off and saturation 
points. 

Limiter tubes are generally operated at zero bias or with 
small bias voltage. The limiter circuit shown in fig. 7 is repre-
sentative of a great many frequency modulation receivers. 

0.33 
22 MME. MEG. 

LIMITER 
6S J7 

FIG. 8—Limiter circuit employed in certain General Electric frequency 
modulation receivers. 

50 MME. 

METER CONNECTION 8,500 

40,000 
OHMS 

OHMS 

1,000 
OHMS 

LIMITER  
6S J7 

FIG. 9—Limiter circuit used in certain Pilot frequency modulation receivers. 
Terminal 4ndicates connection for indicating instrument. 
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Another limiter circuit is shown in fig. 8. In this circuit the 
load resistance is connected in the secondary return, the 
tube being supplied with a small initial negative bias. 

Circuit fig. 9 shows a low value resistor connected in series 
with the limiter load resistor so that an indicating meter may 
be conveniently connected. 

Circuit fig. 10 shows how two tubes may be arranged in 
cascade to operate more efficiently as limiters. 

22 MMF. 

65 J7 6S J7 
0.18 
MEG. 

3 
.0. 
OHMS E 

47 MMF. MMF. 

47 47,000 68,000 
MME. OHMS OHMS 

47,000 
0 44 OHMS 

'B+ HMS 
"13+ "13+ .8 .,. 

FIG. 10—Double limiter circuit employed in certain General Electric fre-
quency modulation receivers to obtain more effective action. 

The Discriminator.—The last important point of difference 
between the amplitude modulated and frequency modulated 
receiver concerns the second detector or demodulator. 

In the frequency modulated receiver, a discriminator detector 
as shown in fig. 11 is employed. The discriminator consists of a 
push-pull diode detector in which opposing voltages developed 
across load resistors are equal and opposite so long as the 
carrier frequency rest at the intermediate frequency. 
The resultant voltage across the two load resistors, from 

point A, to ground is zero and no audio voltage is developed. 
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When the signal impressed upon the discriminator transformer 
is frequency modulated, due to phase changes as a result of 
both magnetic and capacity coupling, the voltage drops across 
the load resistors will be unequal as the frequency varies above 
and below the intermediate frequency with modulation. 

DISCRIMINATOR A AUDIO 

LOAD RESISTORS 

FIG. 1I—Typical discriminator circuit. The demodulator of the frequency 
modulation receiver. 

The resultant voltage measured across both diode load 
resistors will then be equal to the difference between the voltages 
developed across each, and will vary in polarity from point A, 
to ground as the modulation swings the frequency higher and 
lower than the resting or resonant frequency. The degree of 
modulation or frequency swing, determines the magnitude of 
the voltage and the number of times per second, or rate at 
which the intermediate frequency signal swings above and 
below the resonant frequency, produces the audio signal. 

Need of Antenna for F.M. Receivers.—Frequency modulated 
receivers like any other type of receiver will perform better if 
equipped with a good outdoor antenna. Most F.M. receivers 
are now equipped with built-in antennas which perform quite 
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satisfactorily when the receiver is well within the service range 
of the stations that are to be received. 
A special F.M. dipole short wave antenna however, will do 

much to improve reception if correctly dimensioned and erected. 
Considering the length of the units we may recall that this 
depends upon the frequency of operation. 

If it be desired to erect an antenna capable of tuning over 
the entire frequency modulation band, it is best to select 
a medium frequency and design the antenna for this. In this 
case an antenna of moderately low "Q" or one that is not 
critically rcsonant to any one frequency is recommended. 

It has been found that within certain limits the larger the 
diameter the lower the "Q" of the antenna. A conductor for this 
purpose should have a diameter of not less than % ins, and be 
in the form of a tube rather than a solid conductor. 
The thickness of the walls of the tubes are not particularly 

important—the main point is that the rods are of sufficient 
mechanical strength to support themselves properly, as well as 
to withstand eventual wind and ice or snow pressure in the 
particular location in which they are erected. 
Tubing of diameters of from one to three ins. may be used 

although such large diameter is not necessary. Hard drawn 
tubing of copper, brass or aluminum are satisfactory. 

Di-pole antennas are broadly directional on the side and have 
a sharp minimum reception point on the ends. Theoretically, 
the pick-up of antennas will be at maximum when the line of the 
di-poles are at right angles to the line between the receiver 
and the station. 

Reflections and intervening objects occasionally change this 
and the di-pole should be rotated for maximum signal from 
the weakest station if this does not interfere with the reception 
of other F.M. stations. 
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13' 

I. /1---1 Yt 

FEED LINE 
(Twisted Pair) 

REFLECTOR)  5'!0" 

5'•4 5' 4 r--.4 
FEED LINE 

(Twisted Pair) 

46 MEGACYCLE 
TRAP 

A/4-1 1--'71 ANY LENGTH 

 FEED LINE — I 
(Twisted Pair) 

FIGS. 12 to 14—Typical frequency modulation antennas with dimensions 
for di-pole types. A practical method in erection of antennas of this kind is 
shown on page 596. Di-pole antennas may be erected either horizontally 
or vertically. If the transmitting di-pole elements are mounted vertically, 
the transmissions are said to be vertically polarized. In this event best 
reception is obtained with a vertical receiving antenna which receives 
vertically polarized waves best. Likewise, a horizontal antenna producing 
horizontally polarized waves is best received by a horizontal antenna. 
Fig. 14 illustrates a combination frequency modulation-amplitude modu-
lation antenna used when it is desired to combine the frequency modulation 
and regular broadcast band antenna. This can be accomplished in several 
ways. Some antenna manufacturers are selling units which consist of a 
long wire section connected to the open end of one di-pole through a 
wave trap resonated at 46 megacycles. This trap isolates the long antenna 
section from the ordinary frequency modulation di-pole for the 40 to 50 
megacycle range, but permits the full length of the wire t .) operate on the 
broadcast band. 
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Another important consideration when installing an F.M. 
antenna is to erect the di-pole as high as possible. This is be-
cause of the quasi-optic nature of ultra-high frequencies 
(tendency to follow the line of sight between the transmitter 
and the receiver). The extra length of transmission line required 
and possible loss in the two conductor feed-line will be more than 
compensated for by the greater signal. 
A table giving the approximate length of di-pole for various 

frequencies is given below. 

F.M. Rand 
Megacycles 

Meters 
I. 

Meters 
)./4 

Length of Di-pole 
(Single Rod) 

40 7.500 1.875 6'- 1'31.6" 

41 7.320 1.830 6'- Ut" 

5'-10 5,4" 42 7.140 1.780 

43 7.000 1.750 5'- 87/4" 

44 6.82() 1.705 5'- 7'Y' 

45 6.667 1.667 5'- Wt " 

46 6.520 1.630 5'- 4" 

47 6.400 1.600 5'- 2%" 

48 6.250 1.560 5'- 17 " 

49 6.120 1.530 
5,_ y.t. 

50 6.000 1.500 4'-1 pie 

The method used in calculation of a typical antenna is best 
understood by considering the following: 

Example.—It is desired to calculate the required dimension 
for a quarter wave di-pole unit antenna capable of tuning to a 
frequency of 43.5 megacycles. 
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Solution.—This problem simply involves a calculation of 
the wave length corresponding to a frequency of 43.5 mega-
cycles. The relations between wave length in meters and fre-
quency is written: 

— 3 x 108 

Where = wave length in meters 

F = frequency in cycles per second 

Remembering that 43.5 megacycles equals 43,500,000 cycles, 
a substitution of values gives: 

300, 
—  0°°'°°0 or 6.896 meters 

43,500,000 

The length of each di-pole unit then is 6.896/4 = 1.7241 
meters, which translated into inches becomes 1.7241 x 39.37 
67.878 ins. or 5 ft. ins. approximately. 
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CHAPTER 30 

Radio Testing 
It is of the utmost importance that the serviceman, in order 

to intelligently cope with the various faults liable to develop in 
radio sets should be provided with the necessary testing instru-
ments, of which there are a great variety available (some of 
which have very desirable characteristics). 
The selection of instruments described in this chapter how-

ever, are by no means essential for intelligent servicing of radio 
sets. 

Testing instruments to be of value to a radio serviceman must 
have the following features: 

1. They should be easily portable. 

2. They should be ruggedly constructed so that instruments 
will not be damaged or their calibration changed in transport. 

3. The instruments must be designed to stand considerable 
overloads without damage, as in service work it is often difficult 
to estimate the exact magnitude of the measurements being 
taken. 

The following instruments are required ';o properly service 
any radio set: 

1. A volt-ohm milliammeter for measuring voltage, resistance 
and current. 
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2. Analyzer with the necessary selector switches and analyzer 
cable with adapters. 

3. Output meter. 

4. All-wave oscillator. 

5. Capacity meter. 

6. Inductance meter. 

7. Tube tester. 

This equipment may be supplemented by a cathode-ray 
oscillograph, a vacuum tube voltmeter, etc., and hence will 
provide the serviceman with equipment necessary to success-
fully cope with almost any servicing problem. 

Analyzers and How to Use Them.—The fundamental pur-
pose of an analyzer is to locate trouble in receivers without un-
due waste of time and without disturbance to the wiring of the 
radio set. 
A modern analyzer consists of various resistances, capaci-

tances, inductances and meters, which by means of switches are 
connected to the circuit whose values it is desired to verify, 
and mounted in a compact cabinet to facilitate transportation. 

Preliminary Pointers.—However, before analyzing the radio 
set for trouble, it is well to consider possibilities of trouble in the 
installation itself. The aerial may be grounded or touching 
foreign parts; the aerial connection may be corroded; or the 
lead-in wire itself possibly broken inside its insulation. The 
lightning arrester may be leaky or short-circuited. A poor ground 
connection is also a frequent cause of trouble due to interference 
with reception from outside causes. If, by disconnecting the 
aerial and ground the noise disappears, the trouble is un-
doubtedly located outside the set. 
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If it be evident that the trouble is inside the radio set itself, 
a careful examination of the wiring connections and interior 
parts of the set is next in order. The condition of soldered joints 
should be examined to be sure that there is a good electrical 
connection. 

PLUG 

ANALYZER CABLE 

RECEIVER 
TO BE TESTED 

FIG. 1—Principal parts of a simple analyzer. The performance of the test is as 
follows: After a preliminary investigation of possible outside sources of 
trouble such as faulty or grounded aerials, open soldering joints, broken 
parts, etc., remove tube to be tested from set to proper socket in analyzer, 
and insert analyzer plug in place of the tube removed from set. Test the 
tubes one by one, starting with the antenna stage and proceed until the 
power amplification stage is reached. This test will indicate the location of 
troubles in the various circuits or in the tubes as well as in their power supply. 

It should be noted that the insulation of the wiring be not cut 
or frayed where it passes through metal, around the edges of 
tube socket contacts, etc. The tube socket fingers should be 
clean and tight. The possibility of variable condenser plates 
touching should be checked. A visual inspection of this kind 
may quickly locate the cause of the trouble. 

ANALYZER 

GRID 
VOLTS 

SW. 

G G P TUBE 
C P SOCKETS 

FILAMENT 
VOLTS 

• 
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Electrical Tests.—The first electrical check on the set should 
be on the power supply to insure a normal supply of voltage to 
the various circuits in the radio set. 

If the set be a battery operated type, check the condition of 
the various batteries by making use of the tip jacks on the 
analyzer and the test leads supplied with it. If the set be sup-
plied with power from an alternating current house lighting cir-
cuit, measure the line voltage to be sure that it is correct for the 
set as indicated on the name plate of the radio set. The various 
batteries should give approximately their rated vdtage read-
ings with the radio set connected and turned on. If the batteries 
are low they should be re-charged or replaced. 
Having checked the source of power to the radio set, the next 

step is to check the current and voltage supplied to each tube. A 
suggested method is to check the tubes in the order in which the 
signal passes through them. That is, start with the antenna 
stage and end with the power amplifier stage. 

After making preliminary tests and a visual inspection and 
finding everything in good order, the electrical tests should be 
made. These electrical tests will show the location of troubles in 
the various circuits, in the tubes and in the power supply to 
them. 

First, place the radio set as near as possible in good operating 
condition. If battery operated, all batteries should be properly 
connected. If power operated, connect to the proper power cir-
cuit. Turn on the set and make such adjustments as are nor-
mally necessary to bring in a good signal. 

In general, all electrical tests should be made with the volume 
control in the maximum volume position, since this position 
generally gives the optimum distribution of currents and 
voltages through the various circuits in the radio set. A second 
set of readings with the volume control in the average working 
position is often helpful in locating trouble. This second set of 
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readings is the current and voltage values in the various cir-
cuits under average conditions and should compare favorably 
with the first set. Radical differences should be checked up for a 
possible source of trouble. 

In a battery operated set all batteries should be checked; any 
which are low in voltage should be replaced before proceeding 
with a more detailed analysis of the radio set. 

Selection of Voltmeter Scales.—It is advisable when reading 
direct current voltages to set the selector switch on the range 
which will give the smallest deflection of the instrument which 
can be read satisfactorily. While this may seem to be contrary 
to general practice, the fact that many modern radio receivers 
have individual voltage divider networks for each tube, allows 
the current drawn by the voltmeter to throw the voltage ap-
plied to the tube somewhat in error. 

It is obvious that a network supplying three milliamperes 
plate current to a tube will be upset to a considerable extent by 
connecting a voltmeter to it which requires one milliampere full 
scale. Consequently, deflections of less than half scale, as would 
be obtained on a higher range, will introduce less error than de-
flections of approximately full scale on a lower range, since the 
latter require considerably more current from the voltage 
divider network. When a difference in voltage indicated on the 
instrument scale exists as the range selection is changed, the 
indication read on the highest full scale voltage should be taken 
as the more accurate. 

Selection of Current Scales.—In reading current always take 
the reading on the range which will give the largest possible 
deflection. By doing this the greatest possible accuracy will 
result, 
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Testing a Triode.—For a complete analysis of a triode for 
example, it is necessary to measure the following values: 

1. Plate voltage 

2. Plate current 
3. Grid voltage 

4. Grid current 
5. Filament voltage. 

In addition where cathode screen grid or pentode tubes are 
being tested, it is necessary to measure-

6. Cathode voltage 

7. Screen grid voltage. 

8. Screen grid current. 

A complete outline of the above tests is given on pages 
588 to 593 

Test Oscillators and Their Use.—The fundamental use of a 
test oscillator is to replace the broadcast signal for test and 
adjustment of radio receivers. Of special importance to the 
servicemen are the following uses: 

Alignment of IF, RF and oscillator padding circuits. Check-
ing the condition of tubes. To determine the gain in any part of 
radio receivers. For testing a.v.c. circuits. For checking 
selectivity. 

Alignment Procedure.—Unless the manufacturer of the 
receiver instructs otherwise the following sequence should be 
followed in the alignment of a radio set: 

1. The various tuned circuits of the IF amplifier are first 
aligned properly at the intermediate frequency for which the 
amplifier was designed. 
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2. The oscillator tracking condenser should then be adjusted 
at about 1,400 k.c. so that it tracks properly at the high fre-
quency end of the dial. Adjust the padding condenser at about 
600 k.c. so that it tracks at the low frequency end of the dial. 

3. Align the radio frequency, the pre-selector, amplifier or 
tuned circuit last. 

If double spot or image suppression circuit be employed in 
the receiver, the manufacturer's instructions should be con-
sulted for the proper procedure. Maximum transfer of energy in 
output is only obtained when every section is synchronized 
properly. 

Use of Output Meters.—To determine the condition of tubes 
feed the signal from the oscillator to the aerial and ground con-
nections of the receiver. Connect an output meter to the radio 
set; substitute new tubes for those in the radio set, one at a 
time and if the output meter indicates a greater value when 
each new tube is placed in the set, the original tube should be 
replaced. 

To determine the gain in any part of the receiver, connect 
output meter as before and feed signal to aerial connection of 
radio set. Adjust oscillator to a high output and move the 
oscillator aerial connection to each succeeding RF or IF stage, 
noting the drop in the output voltage as shown on the output 
meter. Always use the proper frequency and proper scales for 
the output meter. 

To check a.v.c. to determine when it is functioning properly, 
wide changes in the alignment with a large signal voltage will 
produce no appreciable change in output. 

To check selectivity feed a signal of low value to aerial and 
ground connections, tune oscillator to perfect resonance, move 
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oscillator signal dial until signal disappears. Note number of 
kilocycles between resonance and inaudibility. 

Capacity Measurements.—On account of the fact that 
capacitors very frequently give rise to trouble in a.c. receivers, 
it is necessary to be able to measure and compare the value 
received by that as given in the manufacturer's circuit diagram. 
Hence it is important that the serviceman should understand 
the theory of capacity values and how they are derived. 

The dial of most a.c. milliammeters are calibrated to read 
directly in microfarads (M.F.). The capacitive reactance of a 
condenser in ohms is given by the following formula: 

1 000 000  
X . 2 "X7rXfXC/ohms (1) 

When a 60 cycle current is used (f=60) and C is measured 
in microfarads, this formula then becomes: 

2,650 
C„„ — — 

A e 
(2) 

From this last equation it is possible to calibrate an a.c. 
milliammeter to read directly in capacity. 

If any other frequency than 60 cycles is used, the result 
obtained in equation 1 or 2, must be multiplied by the fraction 

— where (F) is 60 cycles and (f) is a cycle of the current being 
f ' 

used. For example, if a 50 cycle current be used, then the values 
60 

of equations 1 or 2 must be multiplied by RI or 1.2. 

Before using any instruments designed for use on 60 cycles, 
on any other frequency, one must make sure that the equip-
ment will function at the new frequency. 
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How to Make Capacity Measurements When the Capacitor 
Be Shunted by a Non-Inductive Resistor.—In a.c. receivers it 
is very frequently desired to obtain the values in microfarads 
when an ohmic resistor is shunted by a condenser as shown in 
fig. 2. 

A 

xc 

MILLIAMMETER 

\  

FIG. 2—Connection for measurement of capacity when capacitor is shunted 
by a non-inductive resistor. 

The impedance Z, of the above circuit combination is ob-
tained by the following formula: 

z— 172+(R+2?   X,'  
 (3) R2-FX‘2 

in which r = Resistance of the a.c. milliammeter in ohms 
R= Resistance of the shunt resistor in ohms 

X.—The reactance of the capacitor to be measured in 
ohms 

Z= The impedance of the circuit combination, in ohms. 

The X c values as used in formula (3) are the effective resist-
ance values of capacitors given by formula (1). 
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From the above mathematical relationship, curves may be 
plotted as shown in chart, fig. 3. In this chart the resistance 
value from 500 to 5,000 ohms and capacitors from 0.1 to 15 
microfarads are covered. The chart is used as follows: 
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FIG. 3—Parallel resistance-capacity chart. Charts may conveniently be de-
signed to suit individual requirements. 
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The value of r, is the resistance of the meter being used. 

The value of R is obtained by an ohmmeter (d.c.). The a.c. 
tnilliammeter reading is obtained by placing it across the points 
A and B of fig. 2 as indicated. 

The intersection of the line corresponding to the a.c. milliam-
meter readings and the resistance given by the ohmmeter will 
intersect on one of the curves and following this curve out, the 
value of the condenser in microfarad is obtained. 

Example.—If the a.c. milliammeter reads 30 M.A., and the 
resistance (R) is found by the ohmmeter to be 2,500 ohms, what is 
the value of the condenser? 

Solution.—Following the curve fig. 3 at the intersection of 
the 30 M.A. and the 2,500 ohms line shows the value of C to be 
1.82 microfarads. 

Inductive Measurements.—Inductance values may be ob-
tained in a manner similar to that already described in capacity 
measurements. It should however be remembered that induc-
tive reactance is vectorially positive whereas capacitive react-
ance is negative, and that the larger the value of the inductive 
reactance the lower will be the reading of the a.c. milliammeter. 
Also the larger the capacitive reactance the higher will be the 
reading of the a.c. milliammeter. 

The formula for the inductive reactance (X L) in ohms is: 

X L=2.rfL ohms (4) 

or if f=60 cycles, then 

X. 
L — hennes (5) 
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When i= the a.c. current in amperes 

e= Impressed a.c. voltage 

R= Resistance of a.c. meter in ohms 

X,=Effective resistance of the inductor in ohms 

then the formula for current is as follows: 

e  
 (6) N/R2-1--X 

The reading of the a.c. milliammeter may conveniently be 
referred to a chart computed from equation (4) from which t he 
value of the inductance can be found similarly as previously 
shown. 

If 50 cycles is used instead of 60 cycles the results should be 
60 

multiplied by 5Ó-- or 1.2. 
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Commercial Type Analyzers 

Weston Model 665 Selective Analyzer.—The external view 
of this instrument is shown in fig. 4. and its internal connection 
diagram in fig. 5. 

The instrument is principally a volt-ohm-milliammeter for 
both a.c. and d.c. service. 

All voltage ranges are available at the pin jacks, and by 
means of socket selector units may be had through the plug. 
They are 0-1/2.5/5/10/25/100/250/500/1,000 volts, either 
a.c. or d.c. The individual ranges are selected by means of the 
large selector switch. A reading cannot be had till either the 
d.c. or a.c. push button at the bottom of the panel is pressed. 
These are locking types and should be returned to their original 
position after each test is completed. 

All current ranges are available at the pin jacks and are also 
available for current measurements at the socket by means of 
the socket selector units. These ranges are 0-/2.5/5/10/25/50/-
100/250/500 milli-amperes, d.c. only. 

Resistance measurements may be had with test leads and 
the various ohmmeter pin jacks, as a point-to-point tester. 
Also by means of a socket selector unit, resistance measure-
ments may be taken between any two socket prongs or a socket 
prong and ground. 
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A very useful feature in this instrument is that it may easily 
be converted into a complete analyzer by addition of the 666 
socket selector shown in fig. 6, thus bringing the tube socket 
connections to the analyzer circuit. 

With reference to the Tube Base Chart shown on page 591 
the various measurements should be made as follows: 

s'etE,:Tiye 

FIG. 4—Front view of Weston Model 665 selective analyzer 

Heater Voltage.—This is read between 1 and 4 on 4 prong 
tubes; 1 and 5 on 5 prong tubes; 1 and 6 on 6 prong tubes, and 
1 and 7 on 7 prong tubes. However, it is advisable to check with 
the tube base chart because no fixed rule for the location of any 
terminal can be given. 
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Plate Voltage.—The plate is generally terminal No. 2 and for 
heater type tubes this voltage would be read between plate and 
cathode and for filament type between plate and negative fila-
ment. Since the plate and cathode terminal are not in the same 
locations for all type tubes, reference to the tube base chart is 
suggested. 
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FIG. 5—Internal connection diagram of Weston Model 665 selective anafizer. 
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Grid Voltage.—There are a number of grids such as control, 
screen, suppressor, anode, etc. For heater type tubes the voltage 
is measured from the cathode to the desired grid and for fila-
ment type tubes from the negative filament to the desired grid. 
Reference to the tube base chart will give the correct location of 
the various grids for the tube in question. 
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Reference should be made to the service manual of the radio 
set being tested for the determination of the correct values of 
grid and plate voltage. 

FIG. 6—Socket selector for ase with Weston Model 665 analyzer. 

Plate Current.—A pair of leads are plugged into the M.A. 
pin jacks on the panel; the other ends of these leads are placed 
in the two jacks oppouite the plate terminal on the socket selec-
tor unit. The dial switch is turned to the desired milliampere 
range. This will give a plate current reading on the milliam-
meter. It is necessary to hold down the "Press for D.C." 
button. 
True total current in any lead is read in this way, since the 

inner jack of each pair functions as a closed circuit jack switch. 
When a pin tip is plugged into the inner of a pair of jacks, the 
main circuit is opened betweFm the jacks. The total current, 
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TUBE BASE CHART 
FOR USE WITH 

THE WESTON METHOD OF SELECTIVE ANALYSIS 

Tube Ha« Tube Base Tube Bete Tube Beet Tube Base Tube Bee. 

DOA 4-1 27 5-1 47 5-3 71 4-1 98 5-5 12A5 7-6 
01A 4-1 2711M 5-1 48 6-3 71A 4-1 X99 •• 4-1 147.3 4-7 
01AA 4-1 29 6-2 49 5-4 71 a 4-1 1A6 6-9 257.3 4-7 
1 4-7 30 4- I 50 4-1 75 6.4 2A3 4-1 2575 6-7 
IV 4-7 31 4-1 51 5-2 76 5-1 2A3I1 4-1 18211 4-1 
G2 5-5 32 4-2 52 5-3 77 6-1 2A5 6-3 183 4-1 
114 5-5 33 5-3 53 7-4 78 6-1 2A6 6-4 213 4-5 
K It 1 4-7 34 4-2 55 6-4 79' 6-5 2A7 7-2 21611 4-6 
K132 4-7 35 5-2 ,Y6 5-1 80 4-5 2E6 7-8 4823 4-1 
KW/ 5-3 36 5-2 57 6-1 80M 4-5 2117 7-3 48211 4-1 
10 4- I 36A 5-2 57AS 6- I 81 4-6 5Z3 4-5 483 4-1 
12A 4-1 37 5-1 58 6-1 RI M 4-6 6A4 5-3 481 5-1 
WX12 4-1 37A 5-1 5RAS 6- I 82 4-5 6A7 7-2 485 5-1 
14 a-2 38 5-2 59 7-1 82V 4-5 6117 7-3 585 4-1 
15 5-2 38A 5-2 5911 7-9 83 4-5 6C6 6-1 586 4-1 
17 5-1 39 5-2 6.1 5-2 83V 4-5 6C7 7-10 861 4-1 
IR 6.3 39A 5-2 6.1A 5-2 81 5-5 61/6 6-1 950 5-3 
11/ 6-6 40 4-1 65 5-2 (;R4 4-6 61)7 7-2 951 4-2 
20 4-1 41 6-3 623 5-2 85 6-4 6E7 7-2 AD 4-7 
22 4-2 42 6-3 67 5-1 89 6-1 61:7 7-5 A E 4-5 
21 5-2 43 G-3 67A 5-1 90 6-2 6Y5 6-10 AG 4-5 
ZIA 5-2 44 5-2 re 5-2 92 6-2 6Z3 4-7 LA 5-3 
KI125 6-3 45 4-1 68A 5-2 95 6-3 67.1 5-5 P7. 5-3 
26 4-1 46 5-4 69 6-2 96 4-7 6Z5 6-8 PZII 6-3 

LOOKING DOWN ON TOP OF SOCKET 
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therefore, must flow out through the measuring instrument and 
back into the other jack. Note that voltage measurements 
cannot be made in the inner jacks, since the circuit is opened 
when pin tips are placed in them. 

Grid Current.—Grid and screen current measurements are 
made in the same manner as the plate current. All current 
ranges are available for this purpose. The push button marked 
"Press for D.C." must be held down for this test. These read-
ings are obtained by placing one end of each of a pair of leads in 
the "M.A." pin jacks and the other ends in the two pin jacks 
opposite the terminal of the grid desired. 

The plate current of the second plate of rectifier tubes is 
tested as above. It is advisable to consult the tube base chart 
for location of the terminals for the various elements. 

Grid Tests.—Two grid tests are available, one with a low 
shift of 4.5 volts, the other a high shift of 13.5 volts for power 
tubes only. A separate set of pin jacks is provided on the panel 
for each shift. 

A pair of short leads is plugged into the panel at the upper 
corner marked "Grid test" and the other ends plugged into the 
pin jacks opposite the control grid terminal desired on the 
selector unit. Be sure lead from "G" pin jack is inserted in the 
pin jack nearest the tube on selector unit. 

Another pair of leads is plugged into the M.A. pin jacks on the 
panel, the other ends of these leads are placed in the two jacks 
opposite the plate terminal on the socket selector unit. The dial 
switch is turned to the desired M.A. range. This will give a 
plate current reading on the milliammeter. Pressing the "Grid 
Test" button (located in center of lower edge of panel) will 
give an increase in the plate current reading. 
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The grid test reading is an indication of the relative goodness 
of the tube, and is proportional to the mutual conductance. 
No values can be given for this reading because of the high plate 
circuit resistance in many radio sets. 

Cathode Voltage.—Cathode voltage is measured with refer-
ence to the heater. In some sets the cathode is connected 
directly to the heater, in which case the cathode voltage read-
ing will be zero. 

In other sets the cathode is grounded through the grid bias 
resistor with heater connected to some positive potential, in 
which case the cathode will read negative with reference to the 
heater. In most alternating current radio sets the cathode is 
grounded through the grid bias resistor with the heater 
grounded, in which case the cathode will read positive with ref-
erence to the heater. 

Output Test.—This test is made exactly like the measure-
ment of a.c. voltage, except when d.c. is present in the output 
circuit, then the "Series Condenser" pin jack must be used. All 
voltage ranges are available for this test. It is necessary to hold 
down or lock in position the "Press for A.C." push button. 

Weston Model 571 Output Meter.—The external view of this 
meter is shown in fig. 7 and its internal connection in fig. 8. 

This instrument has a constant resistance of 4,000 ohms on 
each range, is usually used as a terminating impedance on 
sound line or receiver output circuits. It can be used, however, 
on bridging measurements on low impedance lines. It is also 
valuable as a multi-range a.c. volt-meter of wide adaptability. 
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The 5 voltage ranges are available at pin-jacks and are se-
lected by means of a dial switch. It also has a self-contained 
condenser for blocking any d.c. components. This condenser is 
connected to a separate pin-jack. 

FIG. 7—Panel view of Weston Model 571 output meter. 
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The voltage ranges are: 0-1.5/6/15/60/150. Test leads and 
adapter for connection to the plate pin of any output vacuum 
tube are provided for the meter. 

FIG. 8—Schematic wiring diagram of Weston Model 571 output meter. 
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Weston Model 763 Ohmmeter.—Front view and connection 
diagram of this instrument is shown in figs. 9 and 10 respec-
tively. 

FIG. 9—Panel view of Weston Model 763 ohmmeter. 

With this instrument resistance measurements of from 0.2 
ohms to 300 megohms may be made with high accuracy on 6 
ranges. It can also be used with good results on the top range as 
a modified megger in which 125 volts (maximum current 50 
microamperes) is available for insulation tests. 
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The power consumption is small, as the instrument requires 
only 50 microamperes for full scale deflection. 
Leakage on all types of condensers, even those having resist-

ances of up to approximately 300 megohms can easily be meas-
ured. A filament type vacuum tube requiring a very short heat-
ing time is used as a rectifier, and the operating power is ob-
tained from afiy 105-130 volts, 50-60 cycle a.c. source. 

FIG. 10—Wiring diagram for internal connection of Weston Model 763 ohm-

m e er. 
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Weston Model 765 Analyzer.—A front view and internal 
connection diagram of this instrument is shown in figs. 11 and 
12 respectively. 
This instrument is claimed to be of very high sensitivity. For 

FIG. II—Front view of Weston Model 765 analyzer. 
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example the d.c. and a.c. sensitivity according to the manu-
facturer is 20,000 ohms per volt and 1,000 ohms per volt re-
spectively. This minimum loading effect permits checking of 
sensitive relay circuits without interrupting operation and facili-
tates a gr eat multiplicity of measurement which are practically 
impossible with instruments of lower sensitivity. 
The over-all a.c. accuracy of the instrument is held within 

3%, whereas for d.c. measurements the accuracy is within 2%. 

FIG. 12—Diagram showing internal connection of Weston Model 765 analyzer 

In addition a special rectifier circuit is incorporated designed 
for temperature compensation between 50 and 110 degrees F. 
limiting temperature errors to within 2%. 
The ranges for a.c. and d.c. voltage measurements are as 

follows: 07/1 .5/3/6/15/30 /60/150/300/ 600/1 ,500 . 
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Ranges for d.c. current measurements are: 
0-150 ¡J..a./600 1,t.a./1.5/3/6/15/30/60/150/600 m.a./3a/15a. 
The decibel ranges provides measurements of power levels 

between-18 to +58 db. 

FIG. 13—Panel view of Weston Model 772 analyzer. 



Weston Model 772 Analyzer.—This analyzer is designed to 
make the necessary tests on present day equipment such as 
commercial radio receivers, transmitters, television receivers, 
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public address systems, vacuum tube and cathode ray equip-
ment, etc. 
The instrument is illustrated in fig. 13 and its connection 

diagram in fig. 14. 
It has a 20,000 ohms per volt sensitivity on five d.c. voltage 

ranges. A.c. readings are made on single arc scale. 
The ranges for d.c. current measurements are 0-/0.1/10/50/-

250 m.a./1a/10a. 
A.c. or d.c. voltage measurements have the following ranges. 

0-2.5/10/50/250/1,000 v. Five decibel ranges provide power 
level measurement from-14 to +54 db. 

Resistances are measured on the following scales 0-3,000/-
30,000 /3 Meg. /30 Megohms. 
The instrument is equipped with pin jacks for mounting 

model 666 socket selector unit. 

Weston Model 773 Tube Checker.—This instrument is man-
ufactured both for counter and movable service, as shown in 
figs. 15 and 17 with a common diagram of connections in fig. 16. 
It has eight sockets for the various types of tubes, a direct read-
ing "Bad-Good" meter scale, two selector switches, voltage 
adjustment switch, in addition to position and test switches. 
With this instrument a complete analysis of any tube may 

readily be obtained. Separate electrode switches for grid, plate, 
screen, suppressor, diode or cathode are provided for emission, 
short and leakage tests. This point to point testing feature will 
be recognized as extremely important whenever doubtful tubes 
are encountered. 
A most frequent source of trouble in radio tubes are the de-

fects in circuit continuity of the electrodes and although an 
over-all efficiency test may at times fail to disclose these de-
fects, a point to point electrode check will nearly always dis-
close the trouble. 
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FIG. I5—Front vicw of counter type Weston Model 773 tube checker. 
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FIG. 17—Panel view of Weston Model 773 movable type tube checker. 

Weston Model 655-2 Selective Analyzer.—The internal con-
nection of this instrument is shown in fig. 18. 
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The principal difference between this instrument and the 655 
previously described is that the various scales are available by 
means of pin jacks instead of a rotary switch. The volt meter 
ranges a.c. or d.c. are: 0-1/2.5/5/10/25/50/100/250/500/ 1000 
volts.The current ranges d.c. only are 0-1/2 .5/5/10/25/50/100/250/ 
500/1000 milliamperes. 

Supreme Model 339 Analyzer.—The panel view and connec-
tion diagram of this instrument is shown in figs. 19 and 20 
respectively. 

It has five sockets for various types of tubes, a sensitive d'Ar-
sonval fan shaped meter, and a rugged 4-gang, 5-position rotary 
switch for selectivity connecting the meter to any of the follow-
ing measuring circuits: 
(a) d.c. milliammeter-0/5/25/125/250/500 m.a., and 0/1.25 
ampere. 

(b) d.c. voltmeter-0/2/25/125/250/500/1,250 volts. 
(c) Ohmmeter-0/2,000/20,000/200,000 ohms and 0/2/20 
megoluns. 

(d) a.c. voltmeter-0/5/25/125/250/500/1,250 volts. 
(e) Capacity Meter-0/0.05/0.25/1.25/2.5/5.0/12.5 mfds. 

electro-static (paper) and electrolytic. 
For current, potential and resistance measurement the meter 

is "built up" to a resistance value of 300 ohms by means of a 
multiplier resistor connected in series with the meter, and all 
shunt and multiplier resistance values are calculated on the 
basis of a full scale current sensitivity of 1.0 milliampere and a 
resistance value of 300 ohms for the meter. 
The actual armature resistance of the meter is approximately 

115 ohms. The operating procedure for the various measure-
ments is as follows: 

1. Current Measurements.—When it is desired to obtain 
current in terms of milliamperes the meter is shunted as shown 
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in fig. 20. The total shunt value of 75 ohms is determined by the 
lowest current-measuring range of 5 milliamperes. The meter, 
with its resistance built up to a value of 300 ohms, requires a 
potential of 0.3 volt (300 millivolts) to cause a full scale current 
of 1.0 milliampere to pass through the meter. 

FIG. 19—Front view arrangement of Supreme Model 339 radio set analyzer. 

The shunt resistor for the 5 milliampere range, being in 
parallel with the meter, will have the same 0.3 volt potential 
difference. Since 1.0 milliampere of the 5 milliampere range 
will pass through the meter, the shunt resistor will pass the 
other 4.0 milliamperes and its value is determined by dividing 
4.0 milliamperes (0.004 ampere) into 300 millivolts (0.3 volts). 
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For the current measuring ranges above the 5.0 milliampere 
range, the 75 ohm shunt resistor is divided into smaller values, 
thereby forming what is known as a "ring type" shunt, the 
total "ring" resistance value being 375 ohms. 

The resistance values of the 75 ohm shunt resistors are de-
termined by multiplying the total "ring" resistance by the full 
scale current of the meter, dividing the result by each range 
value, in turn, from the common terminal, and subtracting the 
sum of the preceding values from each newly-determined value. 

When the "ring" value of 375 ohms is multiplied by the full 
scale sensitivity value of 0.001 ampere, 0.375 is the result, into 
which each range value is divided, in turn, for determining the 
required shunt values. For example, the shunt value for the 
1.250 ampere range is determined by dividing 1.250 into 0.375, 
giving a value of 0.3 ohm for that range. 

For the 500 milliampere range, 0.500 ampere is divided into 
0.375, giving a value of 0.75 ohm for the 500 milliampere range; 
but since there already is a value 0.3 ohm for the preceding 
range, it is necessary to subtract 0.3 ohm from 0.75 ohm, leav-
ing a value of 0.45 ohm for the second section of the shunt. 

For the 250 milliampere range, 0.250 ampere is divided into 
0.375, giving a value of 1.5 ohms for the 250 milliampere range; 
but since there already is a value of 0.75 ohm for the two pre-
ceding ranges, it is necessary to subtract 0.75 ohm from 1.5 
ohms, leaving a value of 0.75 ohm for the third section of the 
shunt. The shunt sections for the other ranges are determined 
in a similar manner, and can be checked by Ohm's law. 

For example, the shunt value cf 0.3 ohm for the 1.250 
ampere (1,250-milliampere) range is in parallel with the remain-
ing 374.7 ohms of the "ring" circuit, which when multiplied by 
the meter current of 0.001 ampere, produces a potential drop of 
0.3747 volt. With 0.001 ampere going through the meter, the 
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remaining value of 1.249 amperes will be going through the 0.3 
ohm shunt, producing potential drop of 0.3 times 1.249 or 
0.3747 volt. Since the potential drop across both parallel paths 
is identical by Ohm's law, it is concluded that the calculations 
are correct. The other ranges may be similarly checked by 
Ohm's law. 

2. D.C. Potential Measurements.—When the meter is being 
used for potential measurements, enough resistance must be 
connected with it to limit the current to within the full scale 
sensitivity value of the meter. 

The value of the multiplier resistor for the 5-volt range is 
established by subtracting the meter resistance value of 300 
ohms from the 1,000 ohms-per-volt value of 5,000 ohms leaving 
a multiplier resistance value of 5,000-300 or 4,700 ohms. 

For the higher ranges the multiplier resistance values are cal-
culated on this basis of 1,000 ohms per volt. 

3. Resistance Measurements.—For resistance measure-
ments, the meter is used primarily as a voltmeter, with the cur-
rent passing through the meter calibrated on an "Ohms" scale 
instead of being calibrated on a "Volts" scale. In the multi-
range ohmmeter circuits of this tester, however, shunts are 
used to enable the different sensitivities required for each range, 
and to this extent, the ohmmeter circuits resemble current 
measuring circuits in which shunts are usually required. 

It will be observed from diagram fig. 20, that for the lowest or 
2,000 ohm range, the 33 ohm resistor is a shunt resistor, while 
the 297 ohm and the 2,723 ohm resistors act as multipliers to the 
meter with its 700/4,300-ohm shunting resistor made up of a 
fixed 700 ohm resistor and a variable 3,600 ohm rheostat for 
accommodating battery potential variations. 
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For the 20,000 ohm range, the 33 ohm and the 297 ohm 
resistors, totaling 330 ohms, act as a shunting resistor, with the 
51 ohm and 2,723 ohm resistors functioning as multipliers. 
For the 200,000 ohm range, the 33 ohm, 297 ohm and 2,723 
ohm resistors act as a shunting resistor, and a 3,269 ohm resistor 
acts as a multiplier resistor. 

, 4. A.C. Potential Measurements.—The a.c. potential meas-
uring functions differ from the d.c. potential in that the meter 
is connected to the output terminals of a full-wave instrument 
rectifier and a capacitor is substituted for the 4,700 ohm 
multiplier resistor, the capacitor being connected in series with 
the rectifier input circuit. Each of the multiplier resistors above 
the 5-volt range is by-passed with a calibration capacitor. The 
elements involved in the a.c. potential measuring functions are 
indicated in wiring diagram. 

5. Capacity Measurements.—When the meter is used for 
capacity measurements, the resistance value of the meter and 
of the shunt and multiplier resistors associated with the measur-
ing circuit constitutes one leg of an impedance triangle. See 
fig. 21. The reactance of a capacitor of unknown value, which 
may be connected into the measuring circuits for the purpose of 
determining its value, constitutes another leg of the same 
impedance triangle. 

It is obvious that the resistance value of the meter and of its 
associated shunt and multiplier resistors is a constant value for 
any particular capacity-measuring range, regardless of the 
capacitive value of any capacitor which may be connected to 
that range, and that the capacitive reactance, in every case, is 
determined by the capacitive value of the capacitor which may 
be subjected to the measurement; therefore, the capacitive 
leg of the triangle is the variable element. 
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It is further obvious that the meter current is related directly 
to the hypotenuse of the impedance triangle and will not, 
therefore, have a linear relationship to capacitive values. For 
example, assume an impedance triangle in which a full-scale 
meter current corresponds to a certain hypotenuse length, and 
in which the reactance leg corresponds to a capacitive value of 

x, 

Z=\ 

FIG. 21—Arrangement of impedance triangle in capacity measurements. 

5.0 microfarads; if we remove the 5.0 mfd. capacitor and put in 
its place a 2.5 mfd. capacitor, the length of the reactive leg of the 
triangle will be doubled, but the length of the hypotenuse will 
not be doubled, and, therefore, the meter current will not be 
reduced to one-half of its former full scale value. In other 
words, a linear or evenly-divided scale cannot be used on the 
basis of fixed resistance values for the meter and its associated 
shunt and multiplier resistors. 

From what has just been explained, it is natural to ask a 
question as to how capacitive measurements are enabled on an 
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evenly divided scale in this tester. The answer lies in the fact 

that, although the meter, shunt and multiplier resistance 
values constitute a fixed resistive value for each capacity 
measuring range, a variable resistive value is introduced by the 
full wave instrument rectifier employed, and shunts and multi-
pliers are employed of such values as will enable the variable 
element of the rectifier resistance to approximately counter-
balance the variable reactive element introduced by the differ-
ent capacitive values which may be encountered for measure-
ment. 

In other words, the divisions of a meter scale would be 
crowded on the upper end of the scale for capacitive measure-
ments if the rectifier were linear in its characteristics, and the 
non-linear characteristics of the rectifier would cause the 
divisions of the meter scale to be crowded on the lower end of 
the scale, if no capacitive variable elements are introduced into 
the circuit; but when both variable elements are introduced into 
the circuit in approximately equal and opposite proportions, 
the meter scale divisions can be equally separated across the 
whole scale, or, what amounts to the same thing, the regular 
evenly-divided scales can be utilized for capacitive measure-
ments. 

For the measurement of electrostatic (paper) capacitive 
values, comparatively high a.c. potentials are used, but it is 
necessary to use comparatively low a.c. potential values for the 
measurement of electrolytic capacitive values, so as not to 
puncture the electrolytic film around the electrodes. Actually 
the a.c. potential applied to electrolytic capacitors in the 
0/1.25/2.5/12.5 mfd. ranges is about 9 volts. The capacity-
measuring circuits are shown in the wiring diagram. 
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Supreme Model 585 Diagnometer.—This instrument shown 
in fig. 22 with the connection diagrams of the tube testing cir-
cuit in fig. 23 has the following service facilities. It actually con-
sists of 14 instruments in one compact assembly, for complete 
circuit and tube checking on all radios, P.A. amplifiers and tele-
vision sets. 
The instrument is a complete point to point set tester, or the 

"Free Reference" system of analysis direct from tube sockets 
may be chosen. 

The meters provide for the following ranges: 

1. Six d.c. potential ranges of 0-7/35/140/350/700/1,400 
volts. 

2. Six a.c. potential measuring ranges of 0-7/35/140/350/ 
700,11,400 volts. 

3. Seven d.c. current measuring ranges of 0-1/7/35/140/350/ 
700/1,400 ni .a. 

A d.c. scale 0-14 amp. is provided for checking drain of auto 
radios and 6 volt mobile sound systems. There are six output 
meter ranges, ohms 0-200 /2,000/20,000/200,000. The first 
division on the 200 ohm scale is 0.25 ohm. Can be read to 0.05 
ohm. Megohmeter 0-2 /20. 
The 20 megohm range operating at 450 volts is an excellent 

electrostatic and main filter electrolytic condenser breakdown 
tester. 

Decibels-10 to +6/0 to +16/ +10 to +26/ +20 to +36/ +30 
to +46 direct reading on the 500 ohm line; zero level 0.006 watts 
Electrostatic capacity meter 0-.07/0.35/1.4/3.5/7.0/14.0 Mfd. 

Electrolytic capacity meter 0-3.5/7.0/14.0 Mfd. Direct 
meter leakage test for main filter electrolytics on colored 
"Good-Bad" scale. 

Also a sensitive full size neon test for electrolytic condensers. 
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All meter services and ranges are selected by indicating 
rotary switches. New "Free Reference" tube for all old and new 
radio, P.A. and television tubes, except thyratrons and kine-
scopes. 

FIG. 22—Front view showing arrangement of instruments and switching de-
vices in Supreme Model 585 diagnometer. 

With this diagnometer it is possible to test all multi-purpose 
tubes section by section, as well as for overall performance, 
there are 48 possible basic combinations of load and voltage 
to insure proper and accurate tests of every conceivable type of 
tube. 
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Supreme Model 501 Tube Tester.—The panel view of this 
tester is shown in fig. 24 and illustrates the various controls. 
The connection diagram is shown in fig. 25. This new improved 
circuit tests all old and new tubes for radio, public address 
systems, and television, except thyratrons and kinescopes. It 
tests all multi-purpose tubes section by section, as well as for 
overall performance. 

FIG. 24—Front view of Supreme Model 501 tube tester. 

All quality tests are made at full rated load for highest ac-
curacy. Six sockets test all types and combinations of tubes, as 
both ends of the filament or heater are free, through switches, 
for instant connection to any pair of tube terminals including 
the top cap. 
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FIG. 25—Schematic wiring diagram of internal connection in Supreme Model 
501 tube tester. 

Supreme Model 551 Analyzer.—The panel view and connec-
tion diagram of this instrument are shown in figs. 23 and 24 
respectively. 

This set analyzer will handle all service and circuit problems 
of all types of radios, P.A. amplifiers and television sets. It is 
also as useful in servicing industrial vacuum tubes and photo-
cell devices. 
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It has five sockets for the various types of tubes, and a 
sensitive 4 in. square meter, with easily readable scale. The 
various ranges and services are quickly available by means of 
an indexed rotary switch connecting the meter to any of the 
following measuring circuits: 

a. D.c. volts 0-7/140/350/1,400 

b. A.c. volts 0-7/140/350/1,400 

c. D.c. milliamperes  0-1/7/35 140 

d. Ohms 0-206/2,000i/20,000 

FIG. 26—Exterior view of Supreme Model 551 analyzer. 
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The first scale division of the 0-200 ohm range is 0.1 ohm, 
and at center scale the resistance reading is 3.5 ohms. This 
extreme open scale which can easily be read as close as 0.02 
ohms is especially valuable when checking the resistance of 
shorted voice coils, filament windings on transformers, rosin 
joints, shorted turns in converter armatures, etc. 
The megohmeter has two ranges 0-2,'20 megs, which is 

operated from a self-contained power supply for high resistance 
and cable leakage testing. 

FIG. 28—Panel view of Supreme Model 581 signal generator. 

Supreme Model 581 Signal Generator.—This all wave r.f. 
oscillator has a range of 130 k.c. to 60 m.c. on 5 fundamental 
bands and 3 harmonically related bands. 
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Other noteworthy features includes a 400 cycle modulating 
oscillator which modulates the r.f. carrier the standard 30%; 
a beat frequency audio frequency oscillator having a 60/10,000 
cycle range with less than 5% harmonic distortion; and an 
electronic frequency modulator or "Wobbulator." 

This model is useful for alignment testing by the output meter 
(amplitude modulated r.f. signal) method or the visual cathode 
ray tube (frequency modulated r.f. signal) method; demodula-
tion and detector testing; checking fidelity and overall response, 
and gain of audio and P.A. amplifier systems, band pass width; 
selectivity curves of i.f. amplifiers, etc. 
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FIG. 30—Internal connection diagram of Readrite Model 430 tube tester. 
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The whole circuit is very stable, using a modified electron 
coupled system, which will not drift due to changes in line 
voltages, ambient temperature or attenuator control operation. 
The circuit shown in fig. 29 has incorporated in it two 6A7, 

one 84 and one 76 tube. 

FIG. 3I—Front view arrangement of devices in Leadrite Model 430 tube tester. 
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Readrite Model 430 Tube Tester.—The wiring diagram and 
panel view of this type of instrument is shown in figs. 30 and 
31 respectively. 

This instrument is designed to test both metal and glass types 
of tubes. 
The panel has five sockets and a direct reading "GOOD-BAD" 

meter scale, two selector switches, one load control knob, one 
a.c. voltage adjustment knob and one push button switch to 
indicate the condition of the tube under test. 
The circuit is designed on the "emission" principle in that the 

meter indication depends on an emission test of the tube. 
Cathode-leakage and short-circuit tests can also be made 

With this instrument. 

FIG. 32—Panel view of Readrite Model 720-A point to point panel. 
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Readrite Model 720-A Point-to-Point Tester.—This tester 
is equipped to handle both the glass and the glass-metal 
tubes. It may be used to measure resistance capacity and con-
tinuity, as well for voltage checking of any tube circuit. 
The point-to-point tests are made through an eight conductor 

cable, which is plugged into the receiving set socket. Tester 
socket terminals are arranged according to R.M.A. standards, 
thereby making it unnecessary to remove chassis from cabinet 
when localizing faults. Arrangement of the different tube ele-
ments does not affect tests. 
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FIG. 33—Connection diagram of Readrite Model 720-A point to point test.-m-. 
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The tester is equipped with two meters; a d.c. meter having 
scale for reading 15-150-300-600 volts, 15-150 milliamperes and 
an a.c. meter for reading 10-25-150 and 750 volts. 

Separate meter ranges made available by connecting a single 
pair of jacks and using the selector switch. For diagram of con-
nection and panel view, see figs. 33 and 32. 

FIG. 34—Front view arrangement of Readrite Model 710-A tester. 

Readrite Model 710-A Tester.—This instrument is used to 
test all parts of the tube circuits by plugging directly into the 
receiving set socket. 

It will handle sets equipped with either glass or glass-metal 
tubes. 
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There are three meters, a d.c. volt-meter which reads 
0-20/60/300/600 volts, and has 1,000 ohms resistance per volt, 
a d.c. milli-ammeter scale 0-15/150 and an a.c. voltmeter. 
scale 0-10/140/700. 
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FIG. 35—Schematic diagram of connections in Readrite Model 710-A tester. 

A special positive contact selector switch connects all d.c. 
circuits to the d.c. volt meter. Panel jacks are provided to make 
individual range connections for the three meters. 

The panel view and connection diagram are shown in figs. 

34 and 35. 
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PhiIco Model 025 Signal Generator and Radio Tester.—This 
instrument consists principally of a volt-ohm-milliammeter for 
both a.c. and d.c. service. 

The a.c. and d.c. voltage scales are 0-10/30/100/300/1,000. 
Current up to 10 amperes may be read directly on the milli-
ammeter by using a special shunt. 
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•,:,•• 45 V. 

-ep 

METER 

100+ 

  OUTPUT 

II-, 1 - MFD. 
0. RECTIFIER 

e 

2 

6 450.. 

SWITCH CODE 
1 • A.C. VOLTS 5.10 ILS 
2 • D.C. VOLTS • 1.5 MEG. 
3 - METER • 15.000 OHMS 
4 - 100 MILS 8150 OHMS 

i• BREAK 

FIG. 36—Wiring diagram of Philco Model 025 radio tester. 

§. 

 • D.C. 

10 V. 

30 V. 

100 V. 

300 V. 

The circuit is designed for capacity and resistance measure-
ments which values are recorded on special scales, although in 
reading capacity (Mfd.) a special calibration chart should be 
consulted. 

For internal connection and exterior views of instrument, see 
figs. 36 and 37. 
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Readrite Model 557 Signal Generator.—This signal generatot 
is equipped with coil combinations to obtain frequency band ar, 
follows: 

Coil "A" covers the band from 110 to 295 K.C. 

Coil "B" covers the band from 275 to 840 " 

Coil "C" covers the band from 820 to 2,800 44 

Coil "D" covers the band from 2,500 to 8,500 

Coil "E" covers the band from 8,000 to 20,500 id 

FIG. 37—Panel view of Philco Model 025 Signal generator and radio tester. 

The operation of the oscillator is as follows: After determina. 
tion of the frequency to be covered, select proper plug in the 
coil as shown under heading "Plug-in Coils"; place coil in 6-
hole socket in shield can which is accessible by removing the 
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fickle cap near the toggle switch marked "On-Off". Connect 
oscillator and set the attenuator to approximately 75 on the 
dial, after which the toggle switch marked "MOD-UNMOD" 
is set to position desired. 

FIG. 38—Panel arrangement of Readrite Model 557 signal generator. 

Generally speaking, all oscillator alignments are made with a 
modulated signal. Consult graph chart for the coil selected. 
Note dial setting for the frequency desired. Set dial pointer of 
frequency selector dial to the position as shown on graph. Turn 
oscillator power on by throwing the OFF-ON switch to the ON 
position and attenuate the signal to desired level by rotating 
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the attenuator control so that a minimum signal is reached. If 
further reduction in signal strength is wanted, use jacks marked 

Minimum and Ground. 

COIL. C. D & E 

0.003265 MFD. 0000 05 MFD 

-1' --C 

ON 

TAFF 
SWITCH 

COIL SOCKET 

—1701 MFD. 

30 TUBE 

4.5 V. I 45 V. 

A 

850et 
 •seneAt----1 a MIN. 

1 
50n...,,___.; MAX. 

S5On. 

 r4—vs. li //.-1 •  i• ONO. ,,:  

00003 WV j 4--
c.s ,,..,-:. 
o 
cc 
o 

FIG. 39—Wiring diagram and coil arrangement in Readrite Model 557 signal 
generator. 

Output Meter.--An output meter should always be con-
nected to the radio output when using a signal generator. In 
order to avoid serious energy loss the output meter should be 
connected between the plate of output tube and chassis. If the 
output meter does not have a condenser there should be a con-
denser inserted in the output plate lead. This will prevent a 
burnout of meter. A .5 mfd. 400 volt condenser is suitable. 

Vacuum Tube Voltmeters (General).—The vacuum tube 
voltmeter is an instrument used in service work for direct 
measurement across high impedance circuits, such as in the 
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measurements of radio-frequency and audio-frequency voltages 
where the use of power consuming instruments would be un-
satisfactory on account of the small current in the circuit. 

For example, the impedance of an r.f. circuit such as is used 
in the first and second stage of a receiver may be as high as 2 
or 3 megohms when adjusted to resonance with an incoming 
signal. 

To make any measurement of potential across such a circuit 
it is obvious that a meter having a resistance of 3 to 4 megohms 
would be required, as a meter having a lower resistance might 
change the potential condition in the circuit it is desired to 
measure, too much, and hence make the measurement un-
satisfactory. 

It has been found that the only connection that could profit-
ably be made across such a circuit without upsetting the circuit 
potentials would be that of another vacuum tube, the connec-
tion being made across the grid and cathode of said tube. 

Essentially, the vacuum tube volt meter as the name implies, 
is nothing more than a vacuum tube connected through a meter 
in its plate circuit to a suitable power supply. 

The grid and the cathode of the tube are connected across the 
circuit to be measured, the potential of said circuit causing a 
change in grid voltage on the tube and thus, a resultant change 
in plate current is indicated on the instrument. 

As the vacuum tube is also a rectifier, potentials of any fre-
quency placed across the grid and cathode of the vacuum tube 
voltmeter will result in a direct current deflection on the in-
strument in the plate circuit. 

It is for this reason that the vacuum tube voltmeter can be 
used for measuring audio as well as radio frequency potentials 
provided the circuit is worked out correctly to cover this broad 
range of frequency. 
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Weston Model 669 Vacuum Tube Voltmeter.—Front view 
and internal connection of the instrument is shown in figs. 40 
and 41 respectively. The principal characteristics of this type 
of instrument is as follows: 

1. It has 6 self-contained ranges controlled by a rotary 
switch in the lower left hand corner, the full scale readings being 
0-/1.2/3/6/8/12/16 volts. This meter is different from other 
multiple range vacuum tube voltmeters in that on all of these 
ranges only the grid to cathode impedance of the vacuum tube 
appears across the circuit to be measured. 

2. The device operates directly from a 120 volt 60 cycle a.c. 
line, a self-contained transformer and power supply providing 
the necessary direct current potentials. A neon regulator bulb 
is used to hold the d.c. grid and plate voltages fixed irrespective 
of variations in line voltage. Up to the present time the problem 
of eliminating variations in vacuum tube meter readings with 
line voltage fluctuations has been a serious problem. The use of 
this regulator bulb has therefore put measurements of this type 
on a different plane as readings in the vicinity of .2 to 1 volt 
were practically impossible without having some sort of regula-
tion of supply voltages. 

3. Tubes used in the instrument are a type 78 and a type 1V, 
the former being the measuring tube and the latter the rectifier 
for the power supply. The 78 tube is mounted with the top 
projecting through the panel so that direct connection can be 
made to the grid cap using short leads. In the same way the 
grid is kept approximately 1 in. from any other metal surface 
and in this way input capacity is kept at a minimum. 

4. A six range scale is provided, all a.c. readings being made 
directly without reference to curves or charts of any kind. The 
circuit has been worked out so that readings can be taken on 60 
cycle lines without visible error, the frequency coverage of the 
device being from approximately 40 cycles up through receiver 
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FIG. 40—Panel view of Weston Model 669 vacuum tube voltmeter. 
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short wave ranges. On very high frequencies such as from 10 to 
20 megacycles slight errors will occur due to tube capacity even 
though this has been kept at a very low value. Such errors, how-
ever, are not very great being of approximately the same order 
as attained on other instruments used in this frequency range. 
Among the measurements which can be made on this instru-

ment is analysis of oscillator performance on super-heterodyne 
receivers, measurements of gain per stage in all types of re-
ceivers, checking of resonance, automatic volume control 
measurements, etc. 

NEON LAMP 

C> 
MODEL 301 
100 "Z A 

TYPE 78 TUBE 

GRID 
LEAD 

OPEN 

:LOSED\  

1 AMP 
FUSES 

TYPE IV TUBE 

16V 

2V 

8V 

6V 

3V 0. 

I 2V 

ON 

OFF r 

FIG. 41—Schematic wiring diagram of Weston Model 669 vacuum tube 
voltmeter. 
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TYPICAL TUBE-VOLTMETER CIRCUIT 
SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR PROBE ARRANGEMENT 

TYPE 954 (AS TRIODE) 
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- + 
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R, =2000-OHM RES. (WIRE WOUND) s OF 2 VOLTS RMS 
R2.50000-OHM RES.(WIRE WOUND) iON POSITION 2 GIVES RANGE 
R3.10000-OHM RES.(W1R( WOUND) OF 14 VOLTS RMS 

NOTE: LEADS b, c, d ANO r RETURN INSIDE CABLE. LEAD o 15 
CONNECTED TO GROUNDED HOUSING. 
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SHIELDED 
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FIG. 42—Vacuum tube voltmeter arrangement in which 954 (on account of its 
small size) is placed at the point of measurement. In this way long leads 
and high input capacitances are avoided with the desirable result that 
measurements can be made at radio frequencies with a minimum effect on 
the constants of the circuit under measurement. (Courtesy Radio Corp. of 
America). 
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CHAPTER 31 

The Cathode Ray 
Oscillograph 

The cathode ray oscillograph is at present one of the most 
useful of radio testing devices. Although as yet relatively ex-
pensive, its applications are so numerous that it will readily 
replace a number of measuring instruments of more or less 
satisfactory characteristics. 
A few of the more important applications of the instrument 

are the study of wave shapes and transients, measurements of 
modulation and peak voltages, adjustment of radio receivers, 
comparison of frequencies, the indication of balance in bridge 
circuits, tracing of vacuum tube characteristics, etc. 
One of its chief advantages over other types of instruments 

is its freedom from inertia, allowing the observation of very 
rapid changes of current and voltage without appreciable 
distortion. 

The Cathode Ray Tube.—Since the cathode ray oscillograph 
is built around the cathode ray tube, it is necessary to under-
stand the principles of the latter before a study of the instru-
ment itself. 
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A cathode ray tube, shown schematically in fig. 1 consists 
fundamentally of the following elements: 

1. A glass envelope (F) whose purpose it is to maintain a 
vacuum in the tube. 

2. A cathode (L) for the production of free electrons. 

3. An electrode (/) whose purpose it is to accelerate the free 
electrons. 

4. A focusing electrode (G) identified as anode No. 1, whose 
purpose it is to concentrate the liberated electrons into a cathode 
ray or beam. 

HIG 

FIG. 1—Principal elements and electrode arrangement in a cathode ray tube 
of the electro-static deflection type. 

5. A high voltage anode (B) known as anode No. 2 for further 
accelerating the electrons. 

6. A control electrode (H) referred to as grid No. 1 whose 
purpose it is to control the beam current. 

7. Two sets of electrostatic deflection plates (C) and (D) for 
deflection of the electron beam. 

8. The screen (S) which is coated on the inner surface of the 
enlarged end of the bulb with a material which shows a fluores-
cent glow at the impact point of the electron beam. 
The collective action of electrodes (L), (H), (I), (G), and (B) 

are called an "Electron Gun" inasmuch as their function is to 
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Fig. 2 

gene-.-ate a beam of electrons and direct it toward the viewing 
screEn (S). 
As the electron beam consists of rapidly moving electrons, it 

constitutes a current having both electromagnetic and electro-

SCREEN 
Fig. 4 

Fig. 3 

FIGS. 2, 3 and 4—Illustrates various fluorescent patterns which tile electronic 
beam traces on the screens of the cathode and ray tube, under various 
conditions. 

static properties. Because no material conductor is required to 
carry the electrons, the beam has negligible mass and inertia. 
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It is due to this inertialess characteristic that the electron 
beam can be deflected easily and rapidly by either electromag-
netic or electrostatic fields. In the cathode-ray tube shown in 
fig. 1 the deflecting force produced by the phenomenon under 
investigation takes the form of an electrostatic field produced 
by a potential applied across the deflecting plates C. If this be 
an alternating voltage, the field produced causes the fluorescent 
spot viewed from the front of screen (S) to move up and down. 

This movement of the spot traces a vertical line, as in fig. 2. 
A "time sweep" voltage of suitable wave form is applied across 
the deflecting plates D, causing the beam to move back and forth 
horizontally, as in fig. 3. The combined deflecting forces of the 
two fields may be caused to produce a pattern such as that in 

ELECTRODES 

FLUORESCENT SCREEN 

DEFLECTING COILS 

FIG. 5—Principal elements of a cathode ray tube of the electro-magnetic de. 
fl ect ion type. 

fig. 4. The fluorescent pattern which the electron beam traces 
on the screen can be distinguished, measured and photographed. 
A type of cathode ray tube in which the deflection of the beam 

both horizontally and vertically is accomplished by means of 
two electromagnetic fields produced by two deflecting coils 
schematically depicted in fig. 5. In this case no electrostatic 
plates are used, otherwise this type of tube functions principally 
the same as the electrostatic deflection type. 
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Parts of R.C.A. Type T.M.V.-122 B Cathode Ray Oscillo-
graph.—The fundamental parts of this cathode ray oscilo-
graph, shown in figs. 6, 7 and 8 are as follows: 

FIG. 6—Panel view of cathode ray oscillograph. (Courtesy R.C.A. Inc. 

(1) The cathode ray tube. 
(2) Signal amplifier for vertical deflection. 
(3) Signal amplifier for horizontal deflection. 
(4) A saw-tooth timing axis oscillator. 
(5) A low voltage full-wave rectifier for amplifier tube sup-

plies. 
(6) A high voltage half-wave rectifier to supply approximately 

1,200 volts to the cathode ray tube. 
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FIG. 7—View of RCA oscillograph with cover removed. The parts are as 
follows: A, power transformer, supplies power for all tubes and rectifier 
circuits—oversize to prevent stray magnetic fields; B, spring mounted 
cathode ray tube socket; C, low voltage full wave rectifier—supplies ampli-
fier tube; D, vertical amplifier, high gain, wide frequency range; E, gas 
triode, "saw-tooth" timing axis oscillator; F, input binding post; G, verti-
cal and horizontal beam centering adjustment—provide a simple means of 
centering beam on screen; H, high voltage half wave rectifier—supplies 
1,200 volts to cathode ray tube; I, horizontal amplifier—high gain, wide 
frequency range; J, cathode ray tube-3 in. screen; K, binding posts for 
external horizontal deflecting voltage; L, binding posts for external syn-
chronizing voltage. 
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Various designs may vary slightly, although principally the 
number of elements employed are the same. 

In commercial types of cathode ray oscillographs, the deflec-
tion of the cathode ray beam is caused by an electrostatic field 
produced by an impressed alternating current applied across 
either of two plates (C) or (D), fig. 1. 

Two types of cathode ray tubes commonly employed for radio 
servicing are 906 or 908. The construction of the two are similar, 
the only difference being in the screen coating employed. 

The use of No. 906 in a typical oscillograph circuit is shown 
in fig. 9. In this circuit the electrode voltages are obtained from 
the bleeder circuit connected across the high voltage supply. 

Regulation of spot size and intensity can oe accomplished by 
the variation of No. 2 anode current and voltage. The current 
to anode No. 2 may be increased by reducing the bias voltage 
applied to the control electrode (grid No. 1). An increase in the 
No. 2 anode current increases the size and intensity of the spot. 
An increase in the voltage applied to anode No. 2 increases the 
speed of the electrons, which increases spot intensity and de-
creases spot size. 

In applications involving extremely accurate measurements, 
the No. 2 anode current should be reduced to the minimum 
value consistent with the desired brilliance of pattern. Where 
high brightness is an important consideration, the No. 2 anode 
voltage may be increased to the maximum rated value. This 
procedure, however, is not always desirable since the greater 
electron speed causes reduced deflection sensitivity. 

The maximum input power to the fluorescent screen should 
not exceed 10 mw. per sq. cm. except for short-interval oper-
ation. The use of screen-input power in excess of this value will 
adversely affect the fluorescent coating, depending on the mag-
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nitude and the duration of the power input. The resultant injury 
to the screen may be a temporary loss of sensitivity, or a per-
manent destruction of the active screen material. 

ANODE No. 2 

o  

—777 

0.5 MEG. 

ANODE No. 1 

0.2 MEG. 

CATHODE 

FILTER 
CON D. 

0.5 TO 2 MF. 

GRID 

TYPE-906 

3 

0.02 MEG 

2 

4 

TO 10 
MEGS. 

VOLTAGE INPUT 
TO PLATES 
DI 02 

î 
VOLTAGE INPUT 
TO PLATES 

D3 04 

1 TO 10 
MEGS. 4i) 

00 
HEATER SUPPLY 

FIG. 9—Scnematic diagram of cathode ray tube connection in an oscillograph. 

A high intensity spot should be kept in motion by applying 
voltage to the deflecting system, in order not to exceed the max-
imum fluorescent screen input rating. Until this voltage is ap-
plied, the fluorescent screen input power should be kept low, 
either by applying a high negative control-electrode bias or 
removing the voltage from anode No. 2. 
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FIG. 10—Typical circuit for cathode ray oscillograph. 
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fig. 10. 
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Time sweep circuits are of various types. The choice of circuit 
depends upon the type of phenomena under observation as well 
as upon the type of cathode-ray tube used. For recurrent 
phenomena, a periodic sweep with a repetition frequency adjust-
able to a simple multiple relation with the frequency of the 
phenomena is generally employed. For transient phenomena, a 
single sweep of the electron beam across the screen is ordinarily 
desirable; the starting of this sweep essentially coincident with 
the starting of the transient can be controlled manually, or auto-
matically by electrical circuits, depending upon the application. 

Supreme Model 546 Cathode Ray Oscillograph.—The front 
view and connection diagram are shown in figs. 12 and 13 
respectively. 

All the controls are located on the front panel for instant and 
convenient use. It has an intensity and focus control, also ver-
tical and horizontal spot centering control. The vertical and 
horizontal amplifiers are built in, each using a 6C6 tube with 
graduated gain control. 

The input impedance is 500,000 ohms at less than 20 micro-
micro-farads input capacitance. Both amplifiers are flat from 15 
to 90,000 cycles. The linear saw tooth time base or sweep volt-
age is developed by an 885 gas triode oscillator which covers a 
range of from 15 to 30,000 cycles in seven over-lapping steps, 
which make it possible to observe frequencies of up to approx-
imately 300,000 cycles. A vernier control allows accurate setting 
of any frequency desired. 

Another important feature is the high speed return trace 
eliminator which takes out the return sweep at high time base 
frequencies and eliminates distortion when observing high fre-
quency patterns on the cathode ray screen. 
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VER GND NOR R"ONO. EXT. SYN. 
NOTE: C, AND C,-8 MED. FOR 25 CYCLES 

TABLE OF SYMBOLS AND RESISTANCE VALUES 

R OHMS R OHMS R OHMS C MIDS. C MFDS. 

k • 1 25 M R • 11 4.0 MEG. R • 21 1000 C • 1 4.0 C • 11 0.05 

R • 2 10 M R • 12 0.13 " R • 22 0.5 MEG. C • 2 4.0 C • 12 50 MMFD. 

R - 3 10 M R • 13 0.10 " R - 23 1000 C • 3 0.5 C • 13 0.2 

R - 4 220 R • 14 10 " R • 24 1.0 MEG. C • 4 80 C • 14 0.04 

R • 5 0.25 MEG. R • 15 0.5 " R - 25 4.0 MEG. C • 5 0.05 e • 15 0.01 

R • 6 075 • R • 16 1.0 - R - 26 0.1 MEG C • 6 0.05 C • 16 0.0025 

R • 7 0.50 " R • 17 1.0 " R • 27 0.1 MEG. C • 7 0.1 C • 17 600 MMFD. 

R • 8 0.10 ,. R • 18 4.0 4 R • 28 500_n_ C - 8 0.1 C • 18 200 MMFD. 

R • 9 0.20 ,, R • 19 1.0 • C • 9 0.05 C • 19 0.5 MED. 

R • 10 4.0 " R • 20 15 M C • 10 0.05 

FIG. 13-Schematic wiring diagram of Supreme Model 546 cathode ray 
oscilloscope. 

The operator has a choice of internal or external synchroniza-
tion, and of either the internal linear sweep or any external 
sweep. 

The rectifier uses two type 80 tubes in a special series circuit. 
The first one operates a full wave rectifier to supply operating 
voltages to the two amplifiers and the linear sweep oscillator. 
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In series with the full wave rectifier is another 80 tube oper-
ating as a half-wave rectifier to build up the operating potential 
to 1,200 volts for the cathode ray tube. 

This modern rectifier circuit minimizes the reaction of the 
amplifiers and 885 gas triode, as adjustments are made about 
the cathode ray tube and greatly stabilizes their operation. 

Operating Notes on Cathode Ray Tubes.—The size of cathode 
ray tubes for oscillograph work may vary for different applica-
tions, although the average length will be approximately 12 
inches with a screen diameter of between 4 and 5 inches. 

The base pins are generally designed to fit standard receiving 
tube sockets of the five- six- and seven contact type, which may 
be installed to operate the contacts. 

On account of high potential encountered, the socket should 
be made of good insulating material and should be designed with 
adequate spacing between the contact springs to prevent volt-
age breakdown. 

A socket designed with insulating baffles between contacts 
provides an additional factor of safety. 

Some types of cathode ray tubes have all leads brought out 
to their base pins, while in others some of the electrode leads are 
brought out to caps on the bulb. 
When iron or steel material is employed in the case, to mini-

mize the effect of extraneous fields on tube operation, care should 
be taken that the metal is completely demagnetized. 
The heater is usually designed to operate at 2.5 volts. The 

transformer winding supplying the heater power should be con-
structed to operate the heater at the rated voltage under aver-
age line conditions. 

In most circuits where the design is such as to cause a high 
potential difference between the heater winding and ground, the 
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heater winding should be adequately insulated to withstand the 
maximum high voltage that will be applied. 

It is very important to note that the high voltage at which 
the cathode ray tubes are used are dangerous, and hence great 
care should be observed in the design of the equipment, to guard 
the operator against coming in contact with these voltages. 
Some of these precautions are: 1. Enclosure of high potential 
terminals. 2. The employment of interlock switches to break 
the primary circuit of the high voltage power supply when ac-
cess to the apparatus is required. 

In most cases it is recommended that the positive high volt-
age terminals be grounded rather than the cathode terminal, 
because this method places the cathode and heater at a high 
negative voltage with respect to the ground, and hence the 
dangerous voltages can more easily be made inaccessible. 

Also in the use of cathode ray tubes, it always should be 
remembered that high voltages may appear at normally low 
voltage points in the circuit, due to condenser faults or in-

correct circuit connections. 
Therefore, before any part of the cathode ray or its associated 

circuit be touched, the power supply switch should be turned 
off, and both terminals of any charged condenser should be 

grounded. 

Additional Applications.—In addition to the utilizing of the 
cathode ray tube in the oscillograph, the tube has found a large 
variety of applications in various fields, a few of which are: 

In the power field. (a) For voltage and current measurement; 
(b) study of wave forms; (e) measurement of power; (d) meas-
urements of hysterises curves. 

In the industrial field. (a) Study of wave form of spark plug 
discharge; (b) pressure measurements; (c) gas engine detonation 
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characteristics; (d) gas engine vibration study; (e) high speed 
transient phenomena; (f) torsisal vibration of axles. 

In the medical field. (a) The electrocardiograph; (b) study of 
impulses from the brain. 

/n the electronic television field. As a scanning device in tele-
vision transmitters and receivers. 

Questions and answers on terms commonly employed in 
cathode ray tube operation. 

Is there a difference between apparent line width and the appa-
rent spot size on the luminous screen of a cathode ray tube? 

Yes, the apparent line width can be different from the ap-
parent spot size of the stationary spot because the screen lumi-
nescence is dependent upon the duration of excitation. 

What must be noted in the observation of apparent spot size, and 
apparent spot diameter? 

When the spot size is measured visually or from a photo-
graphic record, the resultant spot size is not necessarily the true 
spot size; therefore, the terms "apparent spot size" and "ap-
parent spot diameter" should be used in such cases. 

What is meant by "Beam current"? 

The current in the electron beam at the screen, usually meas-
ured in microamperes. 

Define "Beam voltage". 

The instantaneous voltage of the electron beam at any point; 
usually referred to as the voltage of the beam at the point of 
deflection, where the beam voltage is substantially the same as 
the second anode voltage. 
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What is the candlepower distribution characteristics of a 
cathode ray tube? 

The relation which when plotted is invariably represented by 
a polar curve illustrating the luminous intensity of a cathode-
ray tube in a plane of the tube axis and with the screen at the 
origin. This characteristic shows how the candlepower of a 
luminescent screen varies when the screen is viewed at different 
angles. 

What is meant by the electrostatic, deflection sensitivity of a 
cathode ray tube? 

The ratio of the distance which the electron beam moves 
across the screen to the change in potential difference between 
the deflection plates; this is usually expressed in millimeters* 
per volt. The sensitivity varies inversely with the beam voltage 
at the point of deflection. 

What is meant by the term "Defocus"? 

A term used to describe a spot which is not optimum with 
respect to shape and size. 

What is meant by the following efficiency terms used in cathode 
ray tube operation:—(a) Gun current efficiency; (b) Screen actinic 
efficiency; (c) Screen luminous efficiency; (d) Screen radiant 
e fficiency. 

(a) The ratio of the beam current to the current which leaves 
the cathode. This ratio, multiplied by 100, gives the gun-cur-
rent efficiency in per cent. 

*One millimeter =0.03937 inch. 
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(b) The measure of the ability of a viewing screen to convert 
the electrical energy of the electron beam to radiation which 
affects a certain photographic surface. This term should be ex-
pressed in microwatts per watt, but is often expressed for ease 
of measurement in terms of actinic power per watt relative to a 
screen of well-known characteristics. 

(c) The measure of the ability of a viewing screen to produce 
visible radiation from the electrical energy of the electron beam. 
The efficiency should be measured in lumens per watt. For con-
venience of measurement, however, it is usually expressed in 
candlepower per watt, because candlepower is a measure of the 
luminous flux per unit solid angle in a given direction and can 
be converted to lumens where the candlepower-distribution 
characteristic of the screen is known. It is usual practice to 
measure candlepower in the direction normal to the screen. 

(d) The measure of the ability of a viewing screen to produce 
luminescence from the electrical energy of the electron beam. 
The efficiency should be expressed in microwatts per watt, but 
due to the difficulty of making absolute measurements, is more 
often expressed in radiant energy per watt relative to some 
screen of well-known characteristics. 

What is meant by Fluorescence of the screen in a ccthode ray 
tube? 

The luminescence emitted by a phosphor during excitation. As 
applied to a cathode ray tube, this term refers to the radiation 
emitted by the viewing screen during the period of beam 
excitation. 

What is meant by the true line width as distinguished from that 
of the apparent line width of a cathode ray tube? 

The true line width is the width of the moving spot measured 
at right angles to its direction of motion. 
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What is meant by luminescence of the screen in a cathode ray 
tube? 

The term describing all forms of visible and near-visible 
radiation which depart widely from the black-body radiation 
law. It can be divided according to the means of excitation into 
many classes, such as: 

Cando-luminescence—luminescence of incandescent solids 

Photo-luminescence—luminescence created by exposure to 
radiation 

Chemi-luminescence—luminescence created by chemical 
reactions 

Electro-luminescence—luminescence given off by ionized gas 

Bio-luminescence—luminescence emitted by living organisms 
Tribo-luminescence—luminescence created by the disruption 

of crystals 
Crystallo-luminescence—luminescence excited by emissions 

from radio-active materials 

Galvano-luminescence—luminescence phenomena observed 
at electrodes during some electrolyses 

Cathodo-luminescence—luminescence produced by the im-
pact of electrons 

etc. 

In cathode ray tubes, cathode-luminescence is principally 
involved: therefore, the luminescence of the screen is that radia-
tion which is produced by the impact of the electron beam. 

What is generally understood by the term luminescent spot on 
the screen of a cathode ray tube? 

The spot formed on the screen of a cathode ray tube at the 
impact point of the focused electron beam. 
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What is understood by "pattern distortion" on the screen of a 
cathode ray tube? 

When the electron beam is moved by changing fields, a pat-
tern is formed on the screen; the wave form of the spot move-
ment will be identical with the resultant wave forms of the elec-
trical phenomena producing these fields unless there be pattern 
distortion present. This distortion takes many forms, such as: 
amplitude, frequency, phase, brightness, persistence, spot 
size, etc. 

What is meant by the following characteristics as applied to the 
cathode ray tube? (a) Persistence; (b) spectral; (c) actinic spec-
tral; (d) visual spectral. 

(a) The relation showing the brilliance of light emitted by a 
cathode ray tube screen as a function of time after excitation. 
This characteristic is generally shown in a curve where relative 
brilliance as the ordinate is plotted on a logarithmic scale 
against time on a linear scale. Relative brilliance is used to denote 
luminous intensity per unit area evaluated in arbitrary units; 

(b) The relation between the radiant energy per element of 
wave-length and each wave-length of the spectrum. It is gen-
erally shown in a curve plotted with relative radiant energy 
against wave-length in angstroms,* microns, or millicrons. 
Relative radiant energy is expressed in arbitrary units of radiant 
energy. 

(c) The relation between the energy per element of wave 
length which affects a certain photographic surface, and each 
wave length of the spectrum. This is generally shown in a curve 

*One Angstrom unit is equal to one ten millionth of a millimeter (0.0000001 
rn.m.) =10-1° meters. 
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plotted with relative actinic energy against wave length in 
angstroms, microns, or millimicrons. Relative actinic energy is 
obtained by multiplying the relative radiant energy values 
(taken from the screen's spectral characteristic) for each wave 
length by the relative sensitivity of a given photographic sur-
face at that wave length. 

(d) The relation between the luminous energy per element of 
wave length and each wave length of the spectrum. It is gen-
erally shown in a curve plotted with relative microns. Relative 
luminous energy is obtained by multiplying the relative radiant 
energy values (taken from the screen's spectral characteristic) 
for each wave length by the relative response of the eye at that 
wave length. 

What is the purpose in the use of phosphor on the screen of a 
tube? 

It is used on account of its ability to produce luminescence 
when actuated by an electron beam. 

What is meant by phosphorescence in a cathode ray tube? 

The luminescence emitted after excitation. As applied to a 
cathode ray tube, this term refers to the radiation which per-
sists after the electron-beam excitation has ceased. 

What is meant by the following ternis: (a) spot diameter; (b) 
spot distortion; (c) spot size? 

(a) The term used to express the true size of a round spot; 

(b) The condition of a spot which is not optimum with regard 
to shape. 
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(c) The true dimension or dimensions of the spot. Spot size 
may be measured under various conditions, and is commonly 
designated by such names as spot diameter or line width. When 
the spot is stationary, its size can be measured in any direction, 
but is usually determined by its dimensions along the longest 
and shortest axes. 
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CHAPTER 32 

Radio Trouble Pointers 
and 

Interference Suppression 

(Questions and Answers) 

It is now generally recognized that successful radio receiver 
trouble-shooting or radio servicing requires an intimate knowl-
edge of thousands of component parts constituting the receiver. 

Years ago, when the best receiver consisted of a condenser, a 
coil and the catwhisker thrown together in haphazard manner, 
anybody in possession of a buzzer, a pliers and a screw-driver. 
could find and eliminate the trouble in short order. 

However, since then, radio receivers have gone through an 
epoch of revolutionary changes—a glance underneath the 
chassis of a modern receiver for example will illustrate how every 
fraction of an inch is literally crammed with radio components 
—which themselves contract in size as time goes on. 

There is a bewildering array of colors stamped into the radio 
parts, and an equal splash of dazzling colors on the connecting 
wires. In addition, variable condensers, potentiometers, and 
other moving parts are built in such a manner that it takes spe-
cial tools and expert handling to adjust or remove them. 
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Finally, after a look at the dial—the dial mechanism and the 
various remote control features, it is still more evident that a 
very fundamental knowledge as well as a thorough understand-
ing is required for servicing the modern radio receiver. 

It is self-evident, therefore, that with the increasing refine-
ment and complexity of the receiver, the more susceptible it 
becomes to various kinds of interference and troubles, and the 
more specialized knowledge will be required to eliminate it. 

Where does radio interference originate? 

There are four broad classifications into which interference 
normally falls, namely: 1, that caused by electrical devices; 2, by 
various radio stations or the neighbor's receiver; 3, originating in 
the receiver itself; 4, natural static. 

The first classification is of interest, particularly to city 
dwellers where elestrical devices are very numerous and their 
usage condensed. The average city apartment house is a veritable 
generator of all kinds of so-called man-made radiation inter-
ference. The various offending sources to give a few examples 
are: electric bells and buzzers; elevator motors and contactors; 
sign flashers; X-ray machines and ultra-violet ray units used by 
physicians; third rail contacts on elevated structures; overhead 
wires on trolley lines, etc. 

The second classification also is more of a problem to city 
populations than to others. Here, on apartment house roofs for 
example, several dozens of aerials usually are mounted very 
close together, with very little thought or method, hence there 
is bound to be a certain amount of inter-play between the 
aerials and the set they serve. In addition if some sets are capa-
ble of regeneration or circuit oscillation without blocking means, 
the result will be a constant squeal, sometimes affecting re-
ceivers located several blocks distant. 
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The third classification is a problem for the receiver designer, 
and the serviceman, to be on constant guard against causes of 
noise. Very often a faulty condenser for example may give rise 
to an appalling amount of noise. This usually will be blamed on 
everything, from static to the neighbor's receiver, until found 
and corrected. 
The fourth classification deals with natural static, and there is 

very little anybody can do. It is self-evident that there is no con-
trol, or nothing that can be done to prevent it. Although the 
amount of actual disturbance in this case is less noticeable in 
locations of strong transmitters and where the serviceable areas 
are well proportioned, at present at least, there is no remedy for 
noise for example emanating during a heavy thunderstorm. 

-- 0.01 MF. -r 
TO 

FRAMEWORK 

MOTOR 
0.1 MF. 

TO 
SOURCE 

PIG. 1—Schematic diagram showing connection of interference suppressors 
to a vacuum cleaner. 

How may radiation interference caused by an a.c. 
vacuum cleaner be eliminated and what are the proper 
condenser capacity values to be employed? 

Condensers of the values commonly used for interference 
suppression purposes on fixed electrical machinery are not 
necessarily suitable for ungrounded appliances such as vacuum 
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cleaners. A break-down in insulation between the electrical cir-
cuits and the metal frame-work of the cleaner might cause an 
unpleasant (or even dangerous) shock to the operator if the 
condenser capacity be too high. 

Fig. 1 illustrates schematically the connections and values of 
condenser suppressors generally used on vacuum cleaners or 
similar portable appliances. It is necessary to observe that the 
capacity values recommended should not be exceeded, also the 
voltage rating of the condensers should be the same as that of 
the voltage employed in operating the appliance in question. 

FIELD COIL FIELD COIL 

(a) 

TO 
MAINS 

FIELD COIL 

TO 
MAINS 

FIELD COIL 

(b) 

FIG. k—Diagram indicating how internal connections of a motor may be 
altered to cause less radiation interference. 

How may field coils, of a small d.c. motor employed to 
drive a lathe, be rearranged so as to cause less radiation 
interference? 

Assuming that the motor is series-wound (i.e. the field coils 
are in series with the armature), it is probable that a simple 
alteration will reduce the radiation of interference. 

Normally the field coils are connected as shown in fig. 2 (a). 
By rearranging them as shown in (b) with one coil on each side 
of the brushes, the bad effects on commutator sparking are 
reduced due to the fact that the coils now act as radio frequency 
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chokes and prevent interfering impulses generated by the 
sparks from passing out to the wiring. Rearrangement of the 
coils in the manner described should have no adverse effect on 
the operation of the motor. 

Is there a possibility that interference of reception can 
be caused by a Diesel engine located in the proximitg of 
the receiver? 

Interference from ordinary internal combustion engines origi-
nates in the electrical ignition system, which is absent in the 
Diesel engine, and accordingly a compression ignition engine 
of this type is totally incapable of causing electrical inter-
ference. 

How should interference suppressors (condensers) be 
connected in order to mitigate leakage in a wiring 
system? 

From a consideration of fig. 3 (a) it is fairly clear that as, one 
of the main cables is grounded at the power station, full main 
potential is applied between the condenser and ground. Although 
the leakage current is largely wattless, it is a source of embar-
rassment to power station operators and so should be avoided. 
One of several ways of avoiding appreciable leakage is to use 
condensers much smaller than the standard value of 2 mfd. 

A capacity of 0.01 mfd. is generally recommended and in 
most cases proves to be effective. Another method of reducing 
leakage to negligible proportions is to connect the conventional 
type of suppressor in the manner illustrated in fig. 3 (b). This 
arrangement is recommended by certain supply companies. 
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FIG. 3—Outline of connections of interference suppressors, to prevent leak-
age in an a.c. wiring system. 
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FIG. 4—Arrangement and connection of radiation interference suppressor 

unit to washing machii.,. 
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It is desired to eliminate the radiation interference 
caused by a washing machine. How may this be accom-
plished and what are the component values? 

This trouble will be eliminated by connecting a filter unit as 
shownk in fig. 4. Necessary precautions should be observed that 
the values of the filter unit does not exceed the values given, 
also that the voltage and frequency of the source is similar to 
that of the manufacturers marking on the filter parts. 

How is it possible to locate or to track down suspected 
sources of man-made static? 

This is usually done by a device known as interference loca-
tor, usually a portable receiver with a highly directional an-
tenna or radio frequency pick-up system. 

How may radiation interference emanating from a 
motor generator set be eliminated? 

Interference of this sort is generally suppressed in the same 
manner as that of previously described electrical equipment. 
Referring to fig. 5 employing the same number of condensers 
as there are incoming and outgoing wires in the system to be 
filtered. The condensers should not exceed the values given. 

How does radiation interference originate in a switch 
and how may it be eliminated? 

Radiation interference of this sort is generally due to de-
fective contacts in the switch, causing a spark which may be of 
short duration and occur only at switching, in which case a 
short click will be noticed in the receiver. At other times the 
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0.1 MF (EACH) 

I fr/i_\i 
TT 

RHEOSTAT 

MOTOR GENERATOR   

FIG. 5—Interference suppressor arrangement and connection for motor-
genArator set. 

0.1 MF. 500 TO 1000 OHMS 

SWITCH 

TO SOURCE LOAD 

FIG. 6—Method of filter connections across switch. 
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helpful. A resistance capacity filter shown in fig. 6 is commonly 
used as a switch interference eliminator. This filter is connected 
in parallel with the switch. The proper sizes of resistor and con-
denser depend on the current drawn by the circuit. In most 
instances a 500 to 1,000 ohms resistor and a condenser of 0.1 
microfarad will be found satisfactory. 

What can be done to eliminate the interference caused 
by a Neon sign? 

It is a well known fact that Neon signs are notorious offenders 
in the matter of radio reception disturbance. The flasher device 
is nothing but a set of switches and hence will be treated simi-
larly to that employed to silence switch disturbances. 

Another source of disturbance is arching between connections 
particularly in the electrode housing, or between cable ends. 
Again interference may be caused by flickering tubing, over-
loaded transformers, faulty insulation, corona discharges be-
tween tubing and ground, loose connections, ungrounded 
transformer case, etc. 

When reception interference has been found to be caused by 
the sign, each one of the aforementioned trouble sources should 
be investigated. As a general rule, however, it has been found 
that the employment of filters across switch contacts, and also 
across the primary winding of the transformer, will mitigate the 
trouble. 

It has also been found effective to include a choke properly 
insulated in between the letters of the sign. Diagrams of con-
nections to effect the above improvements are shown in figs. 8 
and 9. When filters are installed, it should be remembered 
that the designs of components employed must be able to 
withstand the potentials and the current (in the case of radio 
frequency chokes) which must flow through them. 
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FIGS. 7 and 8—Layout of switch controls and schematic diagram of electrical 
connections for lightning type sign flasher. 
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FIG. 9—Typical connection d agram showing interference suppressor arrange-
ment as applied to Neon signs. Chokes, if used, should be of sufficient size 
to carry the required current without undue heating. 

Where does radiation interference affecting an auto-
mobile radio receiver usually originate? 

In the electrical system, and particularly so in the ignition 
system of which a schematic diagram is shown in fig. 10. The 
interference originating in the ignition system is usually re-
ferred to as ignition noise interference and emanates from the 
electric sparks in various parts of the system, such as in the 
spark plugs, distributing head, loose contacts in the wiring 
system, etc. 

What can be done to eliminate radio noise emanating 
in the electrical system of the automobile? 

There are a number of precautions to be observed in order 
to be able to successfully cope with this problem and the author 
believes that the method of suppression of ignition and general-
¡or noise as described in a bulletin furnished by the General 
Electric Co. in relation to installation of their popular auto-
mobile radio Model N-60, gives a good set of instructions 
They are as follows: 
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FIG. 110—Fundamental schematic diagram of ignition system 
mobile. 

of an auto-

FIG. Il—Method of installing radio interference suppressors in the electrical 
system of an automobile. 
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Distributor Suppressor.—Remove the high tension lead to 
the distributor. Insert a distributor suppressor and connect 
the wire to the other end of the suppressor (see fig. 11b). 
If this be not practical, cut the high tension lead close to the 
distributor and use a wood screw end type distributor in this 
line. 

Generator Condenser.—The generator condenser is in-
stalled at the cut-out as shown in fig. 11 (a). The lead from the 
condenser goes to the terminal on the cut-out. In some of the 
new cars the cut-out relay is on the front of the dash or in some 
other location. It will be most convenient to mount this gen-
erator condenser at the relay. 

Withdraw Antenna Cable Plug.—Turn on the receiver and 
start the engine. If motor noise be heard, proceed as follows: 

Shielding High Tension Lead.—In some cars when the coil is 
mounted on the dash, the high tension lead from the coil to 
within about 4 ins, of the distributor must be covered with 
braided shielding and the shield grounded to the motor block 
or frame. 

By-Pass Condenser.—Try a .25 or .5 mfd. condenser from 
the ammeter to ground. Try a condenser from the car fuse to 
ground, switch to ground, windshield wiper connections and 
various other 6 volt connections to ground, noting what effect 
these condensers have on the noise pick-up. Try a .25 or .5 mfd. 
condenser from the hot side of the coil primary to ground. In 
some cases this condenser may not help. It can be tried out, 
however, experimentally. 
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Spark Plug Suppressors.—If motor noise persists, spark plug 
suppressors should be installed. One suppressor is put on each 
plug as shown in fig. 11 (c). The majority of cars however will 
not require spark plug suppressors. Care should be taken that a 
good mechanical and electrical connection be made between the 
spark plugs, suppressors and plug wires. 
Then re-insert antenna cable plug. If motor noise is heard 

when the antenna cable is reconnected, proceed as follows until 
the noise is satisfactorily reduced: 

Dome Light Lead.—To determine the amount of noise due to 
the dome light lead, disconnect this lead at the ammeter, block, 
or where it is connected, coil it up, and tuck it as far as possible 
up in the column at which it comes down. Then, with the engine 
running, ground the end of this wire. If this be found to reduce 
the noise noticeably, interference is being radiated by the dome 
light lead. 

Reconnect the dome light lead and try a .25 or .5 mfd. con-
denser from the connecting point of the lead to ground. If this 
does not cure the noise, disconnect the lead and encase it in 
braided copper shield from the point where it leaves the column 
post to the point of connection. Keep the lead as far away as 
possible from car ignition wires and ground the shield. 

If the noise due to the dome light lead still persists, discon-
nect this lead and remove it from the front corner post, at which 
point it is generally run down. Run the lead down one of the 
side posts in back of the door and direct to the storage battery. 
If done in this manner this lead should be fused. 

Bonding Cables.—Try grounding to the dash all cables and 
tubing which pass through it, such as oil lines, gas lines, etc. 
By means of a file, contact can be established between any of the 
lines and the dash, in order to determine whether such a ground 
will reduce the noise. 
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To bond the cables to the dash, clean the point of contact, 
wrap a length of braided shielding around the cable and solder 
the connection. Then solder the end of the shielding to the dash 
or ground it under a screw head if one is convenient. 

Sufficient play should be left in the bonding shielding so that 
movement of the cables or tubing will not loosen this shielding 
from the dash. 

High and Low Tension Leads.—In some cases, the high and 
low tension leads between the coil and distributor are run close 
together. In some cars they are in the same conduit. If this be 
the case, remove the low tension lead from this conduit. In any 
event, keep the high and low tension leads as far apart from 
each other as possible. Shield and ground the shield of the low 
tension lead, if separating the two leads is not sufficient. 

Steering Column, etc.—It is possible for the steering column, 
foot pedals and brake lever to carry interference to the back of 
the dash at which point it may affect the radio receiver. See if 
each of these items are well grounded to the frame of the car. 
By means of a file or a braided shielding jumper, contact can be 
established between any of these items and the frame in order to 
determine whether such a ground will reduce the noise. A piece 
of 1 in. braided shielding should be used if such a ground be 
necessary and this shielding may be grounded under a screw 
head, nut or may be soldered in position. 

Grounding Engine and Other Parts.—The engine must, in 
every case, be well grounded to the frame of the car. If it be not, 
use a very heavy braided lead for this purpose, similar to a stor-
age battery ground lead. In like manner it may be necessary to 
check the grounding of the metal dash, instrument panel, radi-
ator and hood to the frame of the automobile. 
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Weak Pick-up.—Noise, on occasion, may be due to weak 
pick-up caused by the automobile being in a shielded location 
or by a faulty antenna system. The action of the automatic 
volume control, due to the low pick-up, causes the set to oper-
ate at its maximum sensitivity, thereby increasing noisy recep-
tion, due both to external pick-up and internal conditions. 

Loose Parts in Car—Noisy operation is also caused in some 
instances by loose parts in the car body or frame. These loose 
parts rubbing together affect the grounding and cause noises, 
due to the rubbing or wiping action. Tightening up the frame 
and body at all points and in some cases, the use of a copper 
jumper will eliminate noise of this nature. 

Where does static interference in an automobile re-
ceiver originate, and what is usually done to eliminate it? 

This kind of interference is most common in old or worn-out 
cars and usually originates in wheels and tires, and is identified 
as wheel or tire static. Another source of static interference is 
badly adjusted break linings, in which case the remedy is obvi-
ous. To eliminate wheel and tire static, it is well to have a clear 
understanding about the cause, as well as how to identify this 
particular form of interference. 
The sounds developed in a receiver from wheel or tire static 

may be heard as an intermittent rasping or clicking, with the 
time intervals varying with the speed of the car, or maybe a 
steady hissing developed after the car reaches a given speed and 
will change only on the condition to be described. 
Wheel and tire static occur only with the car in motion along 

the road and will occur whether the ignition is turned on or off. 
It will be most pronounced on asphalt or cement pavement but 
may be noticed in some cases on brick pavement or on a dry 
gravel road. To drive off the pavement, should stop the noise. 
From the above it is clear that it is the friction between the 
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dry pavement and the rubber tires of the car that generates 
static electricity which collects on isolated substances in the 
tires or on the metal wheels which may be electrically isolated 
from the body of the car by grease and oil. This electricity then 
discharges to the car body or road bed depending upon the po-
tential developed and the distance to either. Generally the dis-
tinguishing symptoms between wheel or tire static is that if on 
application of the brakes the noise disappears, the noise is at-
tributed to wheel static; if not, to tire static. 
When the static interference has been identified as wheel 

static, the most commonly used method of elimination is to 
make a metallic contact between the movable wheel and the 
stationary axle end. 

This is accomplished by inserting a large coiled spring inside 
the hub cap so that one end makes good contact against the end 
of the shaft and the other against the cap. 

In case of tire static a large percentage of causes has been 
found due to the use of metallic (zinc oxide) balances used in the 
bottom of the casing as a valve stem balance. Where this oc-
curs, it may be corrected by removing the casings and buffing 
out the inside with a wire brush and then wiping the casing 
thoroughly with benzine and cloth. Vulcanized spots or patches 
with a metallic glue base will also cause tire static. Sometimes 
tire static may be reduced to a neligible amount by changing 
the tires about from wheel to wheel. 

How may a power transformer with a primary rating 
of 220 volt, 60 cycles and connected as shown in fig 12 (a) 
be reconnected for temporary use on a 110 volt, 60 cycles 
supply? An examination shows that the primary wind-
ing consists of two bobbins with an accessible junction. 

The transformer should work quite satisfactorily with the 
primary section connected in parallel as shown in fig. 12 (b).. 
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(a) 

The secondary winding of the transformer should remain 
unchanged. 

REMOVE 
JUMPER 

(b) 

FIG. 12—Before connection to 110 volt source remove connection shown with 
dotted line and connect primary in parallel as shown in (b). 

After design of an a.c. receiver, it is desired to check 
the various anode voltages. Maximum voltage is in the 
order of 400 volts, and the only measuring instrument 
obtainable is a multi-range ammeter of which the highest 
scale reading is 5 milliampere. 

Bearing in mind that a voltmeter after all is nothing but a 
milli-ammeter fitted with a suitable value of series resistance, 
and then calibrated in volts, voltage readings accurate enough 
for practical purposes will be obtained by using the milli-
ammeter (on the lowest range) in series with a suitable resist-
ance. Ignoring the internal resistance of the instrument, a value 
of 100,000 ohms will do well and the meter will then measure 
voltages up to 500. By multiplying the readings in milliamps by 
100 the dial indications may be readily converted into voltages; 
2 milliamperes will correspond to 200 volts, 3 milliamperes to 
300 volts, etc. Of course in this case as always voltage readings 
will be reasonably accurate only when the value of the external 
resistance is low compared with that of the meter resistance. 
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It is desired to us a standard 60 cycle a.c. receiver on 
and a.c. system of 25 cycles. Will this be possible and 
what changes or precautions if any should be taken? 

This problem may be briefly summed up by the fact that al-
most any a.c. set may be made to work satisfactorily on a 
network of 25 cycles. Of course a specially designed power 
transformer must be used. This transformer will be somewhat 
larger than the one used on 60 cycle supply, and hence a slight 
modification of the original layout may become necessary. 

It may also be necessary to change the relative positions of 
the power transformer and the af. transformer in order to 
minimize hum. There is also the question of smoothing. Theoret-
ically, a considerable more generous smoothing system will be 
required, but in practice the ordinary smoothing circuit may be 
quite effective; this is because both the loud speaker and the 
human ear are less sensitive to the lower hum frequency of the 
25 cycle supply. It is therefore recommended that additional 
smoothing condensers and possibly an extra choke should not 
be added until they are found necessary. 

When operating a receiver of a well-known make, the 
power transformer becomes exceedingly hot, causing 
smoking and running of the pitch in fluid form, what 
may be the cause and how may this trouble be elimin-
ated? 

To correct the trouble a replacement of the power transformer 
will be necessary. The transformer to be installed should be 
similar to that originally installed by the manufacturers. How-
ever, before connecting it up, a thorough check up of resistance 
values is recommended. 
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It is desired to utilize a scratch filter, suitable for cou-
pling a crystal phonograph pick-up to a high fidelity 
amplifier. How should the filter be connected, and what 
are the component values to be employed? 

With reference to fig. 13 giving the schematic arrangement, 
it should be noted that with the components shown, the reson-
ant period is approximately 4,000 cycles, the amount of attenu-
ation being controlled by the 0.1 megohm variable resistor. If 
it be desired to shift this period to some other frequency, this 
will easily be accomplished by changing the value of either the 
0.01 m.f. condenser or the 0.2 henry choke. 

0.2 HENRY 
c> CHOKE 

I0.5 0.01 MF. 
MEGOHM 
VOLUME 
CONTROL   

0.1 MEG 
FILTER 

OHM 
CONTROL 

FIG. 13—Method of connection for phonograph pick-up. 

CRYSTAL 
PICK • UP 

In connection with the instalment of loud-speakers in 
public address system, when should the speaker voice 

coils be connected in series and when should they be 
connected in parallel? 

From the point of convenience it is preferable to connect the 
speaker voice coils in parallel. With reference to fig. 14 (a) it 
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may readily be noted that the wiring will be considerably sim-
plified when several speakers are employed, for example in the 
parallel system the use of a 3-wire cable in which one side of the 
voice coil and one side of the field are common may be used. In 
the series system shown in fig. 14 (b) however, a 4-wire cable is 
necessary for complete service to every speaker. Again from the 
point of efficiency the parallel system is superior; a loose con-
nection for instance in any part of the series system will put the 
combined number of speakers out of service, whereas in the 
parallel system generally only one speaker will be effected. 

What may cause a receiver to give normal reception for 
a short period of perhaps five to ten minutes, then sud-
denly go all "muzzy"? 

There are several possible causes for such trouble—a defective 
tube; a break in the windings of an audio-frequency inter-stage 
or output transformer; a faulty power transformer. It is when 
the receiver reaches a certain temperature while warming up 
that they become manifest. 

After giving satisfactory performance for some time, a 
super-heterodyne receiver fails to operate on the me-
dium band of wave-lengths higher than about 400 me-
ters. As the tubes in use are those originally supplied, is 
it likely that the trouble is due to failing emission? 

It is reasonable to suppose that in the circumstances de-
scribed, the defect is due to incipient failure of the frequency 
changer tube. The best course to follow would probably be to 
replace this tube, but its life may be prolonged a little by in-
creasing the voltage applied to the oscillator anode or by tight. 
ening the reaction coupling. 
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FIG. 14—Schematic diagram of series and parallel connected loudspeakers in a public address system. 
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How may modulation hum which is "given a ride" 
through the r.f. and i.f. circuits of a receiver on the back 
of any signal that may be passing through them be de-
tected and cured? 

A receiver which emanates hum only when it is tuned to a 
carrier wave gives the best example of trouble of this kind. This 
trouble is sometimes due to allowing main leads to run in close 
proximity to radio and intermediate frequency circuits, in 
which case the remedy is obvious. 

More often, however, the interference enters by way of the 
main transformer, and nowadays a metal screen between pri-
mary and secondary is generally interposed as a barrier. In the 
absence of such a screen, the simple expedient of connecting a 
condenser of 0.001 mfd. between one of the main leads and 
ground is usually effective. The condenser should be rated for 
working at full supply voltage, and a connection to each main 
lead should be tried. 

What may cause "distortion of sound"? 

A defect in the loud-speaker—the voice coil may have loos-
ened, or is off center. Lowering the tone volume may show dif-
ference in sound; and this localizes the trouble. The power tube 
or stage may be defective. Tuned circuits may not be properly 
aligned; in other cases the detector circuit may be overloaded, 
i.e. the signals are too powerful. 

This may be determined by shortening the outside antenna, 
then noting the results; or the signal input may be lowered by 
reducing the volume by means of the control if the receiver is so 
wired that the volume control acts on the radio frequency tubes 
and not expressly on the audio tubes and stages. 
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What may cause "Fading" in a radio receiver? 

Trouble of this sort is most likely to be caused by the follow-
ing: Leakage within tubes; defective volume control; defective 
condenser resistor or other parts which changes in value with 
usage, or by extraneous conditions. The source of trouble is 
usually best found by an evaluation of circuit components; by 
means of the usual set analyzer or tube tester. In case replace-
ment is required, care must be observed that correct compo-
nents are used—otherwise, instead of eliminating the trouble it 
is likely to be exaggerated. 

How may extensive squeals and pitch interference 
which changes with tuning, be eliminated in a receiver? 

A type of interference referred to is often encountered in in-
expensive receivers and usually appears as an annoying whistle 
on desired stations that changes in pitch as the receiver is tuned. 
This is known as image frequency interference and is due to 
lack of selectivity in the first detector circuit. (Constant pitch 
whistles are another matter and will be experienced even in high 
priced receivers.) 

Using a shorter antenna will often help matters as it reduces 
pick up. This in itself has nothing to do with the interference 
ratio, as it also cuts down the strength of the desired signal. 
However, to compensate this loss in signal strength the volume 
control is turned up and this often sharpens the tuning of the 
first detector circuit. 

That other type of interference—the pitch of which varies 
with tuning, is that of dot and dash code signals. This is due 
to code stations working close to the intermediate frequency of 
the receiver. A great many sets have a trap to reduce this type 
of interference, the adjustment for which appears as a small 
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screw extending from the rear of the chassis. This screw should 
be adjusted until the interference is at a minimum. The ad-
justment can be made without much trouble. 

However, in case of attack on the wrong screw, the original 
position of the slot should be noted, and the screw turned back 
to its original position, if no improvement is noted. 

Will the all around performance of a receiver used for 
a year or more be improved by tightening grounds and 
other connections on the chassis base? 

Yes, the operation of many receivers over one year old can 
be improved by this simple expedient—which is generally very 
simple to perform. In every receiver, dozens of by-pass con-
densers and resistors are grounded to the chassis by means of 
lugs and nut and bolt connections. 

While the leads are soldered to the lugs, the connection be-
tween the lug and the chassis becomes oxidized in time, increas-
ing the resistance of the connection to a considerable degree. In 
effect this places resistors in the receiving circuit where they do 
not belong with naturally detrimental results. 

While the effect of such an added resistor in series with a 
resistor would ordinarily be negligible, it is another matter in 
the case of a condenser and the accumulative effect of many 
such resistors in series with a similar number of condensers may 
result in lowered sensitivity, instability, alignment shift, etc. 

This effect can usually be eliminated by tightening all screws 
from the top of the chassis. Even when screws are already tight, 
the slight movement will be sufficient to erase oxidation. Most 
of the connections are made to the bolts that fasten the socket 
to the chassis, and it will generally be necessary to remove the 
tube shields to get at them. 
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How may noisy reception originating in the automatic 
motor driven tuning unit be eliminated? 

The great multiplicity of parts necessarily associated with 
the tuning device is located immediately within the electric 
field surrounding the receiver; and as the mechanical connec-
tions loosen with usage, microphonic contacts are formed which 
cause noise. 

A loud signal may be sufficient to induce a rasping accom-
paniment, as well as from any slight movement of the receiver, 
as might be caused by steps across the floor. In aggravated 
cases, a hissing scratch, akin to static, will be present at all 
times. 

This difficulty can be removed by bonding—making a good 
electrical connection between the chassis of the receiver and the 
floating parts. Fasten a short length of flexible wire securely 
under some convenient nut or bolt on the chassis, and touch the 
free end to various portions of the framework supporting the 
timing mechanism, at the same time endeavoring to produce 
the sound by tapping the receiver. 

If the rectifier tube of a receiver has become defective 
and trouble still exists after changing the tube, what 
may be the cause? 

A defective electrolytic condenser. The heat, especially in 
midget type receivers where space is limited and ventilation 
poor, causes a drying up of the condensers and thereby a lower-
ing of capacity. Voltage measurement of the output of the recti-
fier tube may show a decreased output, and hence point to con-
denser trouble. 
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If tubes do not light in a series wired receiver, what 
may be the cause? 

A burned out tube or a loose connection. In a series circuit an 
open circuit will affect all tubes. In either case the remedy is 
obvious. 

What important precautions should be observed when 
replacing parts in a radio receiver? 

It is of extreme importance that they be of the identical types 
or of the same characteristics throughout, as the parts removed. 
If components of different values be inserted, they may upset 
the values of the circuits or cause trouble in other ways. A list 
of replacement parts for various receivers is usually furnished 
by the manufacturers of the various sets, and it is these parts 
that should be used for replacement, to prevent continuation 
and even exaggeration of the trouble. 

What are the two general classes of resistors used in 
radio receivers, and where are they used? 

The two types are classified as the wire-wound and the car-
bon type. Wire wound resistors generally are used where a com-
paratively large current is required to flow, such as in voltage 
dividers, and as power tube grid biasing resistors, etc. whereas 
the carbon resistor is utilized for small currents, i.e. the carbon 
resistor as a rule has a high resistance, and will usually handle 
power requirements up to 1 watt. The resistance value of a car-
bon resistor may be identified by means of special color code 
markings (see page 182) and the resistance of wire wound resis-
tors an usually plainly marked or tagged on it. 
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is it well to change or remove part of the wiring to 
eliminate trouble in a radio receiver? 

Only where substitution of wires is absolutely necessary, but 
the circuit should not be changed. It is evident that if the cir-
cuit was incorrect the receiver would never have functioned in 
the first place. It may generally be assumed that before a re-
ceiver leaves the manufacturers test room, the circuit as well 
as its components are correct. Hence, servicemen should not 
change circuits on the assumption that they are wrong after the 
set has been operating properly for some time, but should seek 
to find the trouble that has occurred and rectify it. 

How many short wave coils be assembled so as to cover 
a range of short waves as well as medium waves? 

In order to be able to successfully cope with a problem of this 
sort, the following precaution should be taken: The several coil 
sections must be reasonably separated from each other, a mini-
mum spacing of one-half in. is recommended. Opinion is divided 
as to whether to short out the unused sections or to use a change 
over, but actually neither method is satisfactory by itself. The 
main difficulty arises from absorption of any particular wave-
band from the coil serving the band immediately above it. 

Thus in fig. 15 (a) consider the circuit switched from the 
reception on coils C and D in series, while coils A and B are 
shorted out. Absorption will be found however, at the wave-
length corresponding to coil B, tuned with its own self capacity 
since it is actually not short-circuited. 

As a rule when it happens to fall within the band covered by 
coil C a dead spot will result. In (b) is shown an arrangement 
with a change over switch and it will be clear that this trouble 
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(c) 

is still present—in fact in an aggravated form. The remedies are 
to arrange the sections of the coil so that they do not couple to 
one another, which is not always convenient, or else to arrange 
to short out the section immediately next to the coil in use, in 
conjunction with a normal shorting or change over scheme. 

Figs. (c) and (d), illustrated the methods likely to be most 
suitable when critical reaction is being employed. 

(a) 

-•••• 

(b) 

(d) 

FIG. 15—Various coil switching arrangements for response on short and me-
dium waves. 
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What is the simplest way to provide d.c. current neces-
sary for testing of d.c. receivers—i.e. how may a.c. cur-
rent be rectified to d.c.? 

This problem may best be solved by building a power supply 
unit as shown in fig. 16. The circuit is largely self-explanatory 
and with an a.c. supply voltage of 110 volts the voltage on the 
d.c. side will be 110 volts as well, provided that the compo-
nents as shown are used. 

110V.A.C. 
INPUT 

83 83 

FILAMENT 
TRANSFORMER 

32 MF. 
ELECTRO 
CONDENS 

110 VOLT 
D.C. OUTPUT 

FIG. 16—A simple 110 volt-a.c./110 volt-d.c. rectifier unit. 

What is generally understood by the term high-fidelity 
as applied to radio amplifiers? 

A set of tentative standards has been set up by the Engineer-
ing Department of the Federal Communications Commission for 
high fidelity transmitting stations. These standards may be 
applied to audio amplifiers with slight revisions. For example, 
the total audio distortion shall not exceed 10% at maximum 
output or 5% at rated output throughout the range of audio 
frequencies of from 50 to 7,500 cycles. The audio frequency 
characteristics of the amplifying system measured from the 
microphone terminals to the speaker voice coil terminal shall be 
flat within two decibels between 50 and 7,500 cycles. 
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Hum and other extraneous noises to be at least 60 decibels 
below peak-power output between 150 and 5,000 cycles, and 
at least 40 decibels below outside that range. 

What can be done to compensate for voltage fluctua-
tions which at times may amount to 10% or more? 

A simple remedy may be afforded by the addition of a 
booster transformer shown in fig. 18. This transformer is con-

BOOSTER 
TRANSFORMER 

5V TAP ---T"-71 

/ SWITCH "1 

110 VOLT 
AC SOURCE SWITCH .2 

FIG. 17—Schematic diagram of voltage compensating equipment. 

VOLTMETER 

V.M) 

TO RADIO RECEIVER 
CR APPLIANCE 

nected directly to the line circuit, feeding the individual appli-
ance and thus stepping up the voltage, compensating for the 
drop. The transformer should have a rating in watts equal to or 
higher than that of the appliance which it feeds. 

The transformer connection scheme is largely self explana-
tory. For example, switch No. 2 is the "on-off" control for the 
booster; when it is turned to the left it cuts in the booster and 
when turned to the right it removes the booster from the line. 

As a precautionary measure the volt-meter should always 
be connected in the circuit when the booster is being used, to 
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indicate excessive voltage. Switch No. 1 finally controls the 
amount of booster voltage added to the primary of the trans-
former. 

It is suspected that a faulty winding in an audio-
transformer is the source of a considerable amount of 
noisy and scratchy reception. What is the simplest way 
of locating this trouble? 

A means of detecting this trouble may be had by the aid of. 
a simple 4.5 volt dry battery connected to one side of the trans-
former and a pair of head-phones across the other side as shown 
in fig. 19. 

AUDIO TRANSFORMER 
( Under Test ) 

FIG. 18—Method of detecting trouble in audio transformer. 

In the case of a defective winding in the transformer, a loud 
scratch will be heard in a few minutes. For a test of the other 
winding simply reverse the connections, i.e. connect the battery 
Lo the side where the 'phones previously were connected and 
the 'phones in place of the battery. 
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CHAPTER 33 

Television Antennas and 

Transmission Lines 

General.—All present day television receivers, irrespective 
of their location with reference to the transmitting station, 
require an antenna for their proper functioning. 

Television antennas may be classified according to their 
location as: 

1. Built-in antennas. 
2. Indoor antennas. 
3. Window antennas. 
4. Attic antennas. 
5. Outdoor antennas. 

Built-in antennas*, as the name implies, are those which are a 
component part of the television receiver, and are designed by 
the set manufacturer to function without the aid of an exterior 
antenna. 

Indoor type antennas on the other hand are designed for place-
ment in the immediate vicinity of the receiver, and where the 
dipoles are usually adjustable both as to length and to V-angle. 

*Most television receivers are equipped with built-in antennas connected to antenna terminal 
screws at the rear of the cabinet. In many locations, however, it will be found that an outdoor 
antenna will provide better reception. In case an outdoor antenna be used, the built-in 
antenna has to be disconnected 'rom its terminal screws and the outdoor antenna leads con-
nected in its place. 
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Window antennas are designed for mounting on the window 
sill and its vicinity, and takes various forms depending upon 
requirements. 

Attic antennas are designed for mounting in the attic of small 
dwellings, from which point they are connected to the receiver 
in the conventional manner. 

Outdoor antennas are generally designed for installation on 
roofs of dwellings and are usually supported by a suitable 
piece of galvanized iron piping or masts whose dimension de-
pends upon the height of the antenna array. 

Television antennas may also be classified with respect to 
their geometrical structure and number of elements involved, 
as: 

1. Dipole antennas (straight or folded). 

2. Conical antennas (double or single). 

3. Yagi antennas, etc. 

Antennas for television reception are manufactured in a 
great variety of types as shown in figs. 34 to 46, although for 
average reception in localities fairly close to the transmitter 
the half-wave matched dipole type with reflector is most 
generally employed. 
The quality of the picture that is reproduced on the screen 

of a modern television receiver is dependent upon many factors, 
some of which are beyond the control of the receiver. The in-
formation presented here is intended mainly to assist the service 
man in determining the factor the antenna plays in the normal 
reception of television. 
The strength of the transmitted picture signal that reaches 

the receiver is a vitally important factor in determining the 
quality of the picture that is reproduced on the screen. A 
very weak signal will produce an unsatisfactory picture. In 
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locations where the signal is exceedingly weak the picture will 
display a milky appearance which is usually accompanied by a 
"speckled" or "snow" effect. 

Television Transmission.—The very high frequency waves 
used for the transmission of television picture signals acts 
quite similar to rays of light, in that they do not bend around 
corners and are reflected by obstacles in their path. 

TRANSMI ER 

NO 
RECEPTION RECEPTION 

FIG. 1—Illustrating line of sight transmission. Due to the line of sight 
behavior of television signals, receivers located in obstructed areas will 
generally not receive television programs unless precautions be taken in 
the form of special antennas. 

It should therefore be appreciated that television waves do 
not follow the curvature of the earth and reliable reception 
should only be anticipated in the region determined by the 
"line of sight*" to the horizon in all directions from the antenna 
tower of the transmitting station. 

This region is generally designated as the "service area" of 
the station and includes an area having a radius of 50 miles 

*The line of sight distance as denoted in television literature is the maximum distance which 
high frequency radio waves will reach without being impeded by the curvature of the earth. 

It is illustrated in Fig. 1 and is governed by the relationship 

d = 1.41 ("ht F,) 
Where d is the distance between antennas in miles 

hg is the transmitting antenna height in feak 
h,. is the receiving antenna height in Wet. 
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or more, depending upon the relative height of the transmit-
ting and receiving antennas, and the terrain between them. 

Since signal strength decreases rapidly when the "line of 
sight" distance is exceeded, it is not possible to reliably predict 
conditions which might prevail at greater distances away from 
the transmitter. The technician who installs the television 
receiver must always carefully check to determine if signals 
at a particular location are of satisfactory strength. 

The characteristic of high frequency television signals which 
permit them to be reflected from the walls of nearby buildings 
or other objects, may under certain conditions, create "multiple 
transmission paths." This would permit the reflected signal 
to arrive at the antenna a short interval of time later than the 
signal travelling in a direct path from the transmitter and the 
effect produced on the picture of the television receiver consists 
of a multiple image. These multiple images, known as "echos" 
or "ghosts" may generally be prevented by careful installation 
and orientation of the antenna. 

Transcontinental Television Transmission Systems.—Since 
television transmission is limited to "the line of sight," an 
efficient relay system is necessary to link the country into 
television networks. There are two principal systems presently 
used for this purpose. They are: 

1. The underground coaxial cable system. 

2. The micro-wave radio relay system. 

The coaxial cable system consists principally of a special type 
of telephone cable capable of passing a wide range of frequen-
cies without the usual prohibitive losses and distortion. For a 
successful television transmission over longer distances however, 
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TRANSMITTING 
ANTENNA 

-1......._ ..... -- ... ... ...... 

DIRECT)-..-... REFLECTO . "J.--
SIGNAL ------ -).„.... SIGNAL 

FIG. 2—Showing reflected signal path, causing multiple image or ghost on 
television receiver screen. 

FIG. 3—Typical test pattern showing "ghost signals" due to reflected waves 
from intervening structures. 
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in addition to the coaxial cable, special repeater amplifiers 
(relay stations) are required spaced at an equal distance from 
one another. 
The micro-wave radio relay system of increasing the range of 

television coverage, on the other hand, consists of a chain of 
towers located 10 to 25 miles apart. Each tower contains a 
receiver to pick up the signal from the preceding tower and a 
transmitter to rebroadcast it to the following tower. 
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FIG. 4—Showing present status of transcontinental coaxial cable and radio 
relay system. 

Receiving Antenna Principles.—For best reception each an-
tenna should be selected with reference to distance and other 
factors covering the particular installation. 
Fundamentally the three elements present in any television 

antenna installation are: 

1. Antenna. 
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2. Transmission line. 
3. Receiver. 

The function of the antenna is to pick up the signal transmitted 
from the station and to transmit the signal to the receiver 
through the connecting transmission line. 

Transmission Lines.—There are four general types of trans-
mission. lines acting as a transmission link between the antenna 
and the receiver. They are: 

1. The two-wire parallel-conductor type. 
2. The coaxial cable type. 
3. The twisted pair type. 
4. The shielded pair type. 

There are several constructional variations in the basic types 
of transmission lines. Prior to the introduction of the poly-
ethylene dielectric two-wire transmission line, a parallel con-
ductor line in which the two wires (ordinarily No. 12 or No. 14) 
were supported a fixed distance apart by means of insulating 
rods called "spacers". The dielectric between the conductors 
consisted of air. 
The modern two-wire transmission line is a parallel conductor 

line with stranded conductors imbedded in a low-loss insulating 
material (polyethylene). It has the advantages of low weight, 
compactness and neat appearance, together with close and 
uniform spacing. Losses, however, are higher in the solid 
dielectric than in air, and dirt or moisture on the line tends to 
change the characteristic impedance. Two-wire transmission 
lines of this type are available in impedances of 75, 150, and 
300 ohms. 
The most common type of coaxial transmission line consists 

of either a solid or stranded wire inner conductor surrounded by 
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polyethylene dielectric. Copper braid is woven over the 
dielectric to form the outer conductor, and a waterproof vinyl 
covering is placed on top of the braid. This cable is made in a 
number of different diameters. It is moderately flexible, and 
so is easy to install. Coaxial cable is available in characteristic 
impedances of 52, 72, or 150 ohms. 

A 

NEUTRAL 
WIRE D 

FIGS. 5 to 8—Various types of transmission lines. In the illustration A, 
represents a 300 ohm molded wire line with a third or neutral wire separating 
the parallel pair. B, coaxial cable with full length polyethylene dielectric. 
C, typical 300 ohm two wire transmission line. D, shielded parallel twin 
lead 300 ohm transmission line. 

The air insulated coaxial cable transmission lines have lower 
losses than the solid dielectric type, but are less used because 
they are expensive and difficult to install as compared with the 
flexible type. The common type of air insulated coaxial cable 
uses a solid wire conductor inside a copper tube, with the wire 
held in the center of the tube by means of special insulating 
"beads" spaced at regular intervals. 
Most television receiver manufacturers have made provision 

on the 300 ohm input to allow for the direct connection of 72 
ohm cable. This is usually accomplished by the employment 
of a tap connected to unbalance the input circuit when the 72 
ohm cable is attached. 
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Practical Antenna Calculation.—For proper antenna design 
it is necessary to know the length of the electromagnetic waves 
involved. In order to determine wave lengths, however, it is 
necessary to know the speed at which electromagnetic waves 
travel through free space, and the frequency. In speaking of the 
frequency of electromagnetic waves we merely mean the number 
of waves passing a given point in one second, expressed in 
megacycles (millions of cycles). 

Since electromagnetic waves of all lengths move at the same 
speed, the number of waves passing a given point in one second 
will be small if the waves are long, and large if the waves are 
short. Thus, 500,000 waves 600 meters in length will pass a 
given point in one second at a frequency of 500,000 cycles. 
Similarly, if the waves were only one meter in length 300,000,000 
would pass each second, which is a frequency of 300 mc. 
The actual velocity of electromagnetic waves is for all practi-

cal purposes 300,000,000 meters or 984,300,000 feet per second. 
Now, if the speed at which the waves travel is equal to 3 x10° 

meters per second, the distance it will cover in one cycle will be 
equal to this velocity divided by the frequency in cycles per 
second, or 

3xio8 x 

where "f" represents frequency, and the Greek letter lambda 
stands for wave length in meters. Since feet and inches are the 
measurement used for practical television antennas we obtain: 

984 
X ----- ft. (approx.) 

f(mc) 

and 
11 ' 808 . 

X — ms. 
f(mc) 
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Because the length of each quarter dipole element in inches, 
is the dimension most frequently required, we obtain: 

2 952 . 
X/4 —  ' ins. 

f (mc) 

Due to certain electrical characteristics of the antenna ma-
terial it has been found that in practice the antenna elements 
should be somewhat shorter (about 5 per cent) than that given 
in the foregoing formula. The formula then becomes: 

X/4 — 2'952 x 0.95 2 804 . — ' inches 
f(mc) f (mc) 

From this latter formula it is comparatively simple to obtain 
the antenna dimension for each frequency, by substituting the 
proper value in megacycles (mc). 

Dipole antennas that are to be used in outside installations 
consist usually, of two quarter wavelength sections of 3/8 in. 
aluminum tubing or rods. 
The following example shows the general procedure when it is 

desired to calculate the exact length in inches, of each element 
(quarter wavelength) of a simple half-wave dipole antenna. 

Example.—It is desired to determine the length of a quarter 
wave dipole rod suitable for use on channel four, where the frequency 
according to the table page 755 has an average value of 69 mc. 
What is the dipole rod length? 

Solution.—By employing the foregoing tormula a substitu-
tion of values gives the quarter wave length in inches as 

X/4 — 2'804 — 40 Approx. 
69 
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By using a similar procedure, it is a comparatively simple 
matter to calculate antenna dimension for any desired channel 
or frequency. 

-«-- k 

TRANSMISSION 
LINE 

x/4 

DIPOLE 
ELEMENTS 

—3  

X4  7-

 WAVE LENGTH  

FIG. 9—Showing relations between wavelengths and length of dipole ele-
ments used in television antenna construction. 

Dipole Antennas.—The fundamental form of a dipole antenna 
consists of two single wires, rods or tubings, whose combined 
lengths are approximately equal to half the transmitting wave-
length. It is from this basic unit various forms of television 
antennas are constructed. It is also variously known as a half 
wave dipole, half wave doublet or Hertz antenna. 
The complete television receiving antenna normally consists 

of two half wave dipoles (receiver and reflector) mounted in 
the form of an H on a substantial supporting mast or pole, 
strapped at its lower end to the building or roof housing the 
receiver. 
The dipole elements are made of steel, aluminum or copper-

alloy tubing and surface treated against corrosion. The re-
ceiver dipole is equipped with terminals at its adjacent ends for 
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HALF - WAVE DIPOLE ANTENNA 

TELEVISION 
RECEIVER A 

X/4 

BALANCED 
TRANSMISSION 

UNE 

FIG. 10—Showing transmission line connection between a half-wave dipole 
antenna and television receiver. 

x/4 

METAL TUBING. 
(Dipole Element) 

,TRANSMISSION 
UNE 

SUPPORTING 
INSULATING 
BLOCK 

ANTENNA 
SUPPORTING 

MAST 

V4  

FIG. 11—Illustrating mounting arrangement and connection of half-wave 
dipole antennas to transmission line. 
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transmission line connections and must be properly insulated 
from the mast or supporting structure. The reflector on the 
other hand, may be joined directly to the antenna cross mem-
ber, as shown in fig. 12. 

REFLECTOR 

"U"- BOLT 

TRANSMISSION 
LINE 

CROSS ARM 
SUPPORT 

SUPPORTING 
MAST 

DIPOLE 
ELEMENTS 

FIG. 12—Typical mounting arrangement of dipole antenna elements with 
reflector. 

Folded Dipoles .—The necessity for separating, insulating 
and fitting the receiver dipole at its center, however, tends to 
weaken and complicate the antenna assembly. Because of 
this, a considerable simplification may be obtained by employ-
ing an unbroken member bent and clamped to the supporting 
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member as shown in fig. 14. A television antenna of this type 
is known as the folded dipole type and is widely used. 
The spacing between the folded dipole elements should vary 

inversely with the frequency, that is, the higher the frequency 

x/2 

3/4  IN. METAL TUBING SPACING 
1 TO 2 IN. FOR HIGH BAND 
2 TO 3 IN. FOR LOW BAND 

TRANSMISSION-Y 
LINE (3oon) 

FIG. 13—Dimensional requirements of folded dipole antenna. 

REFLECTOR 

SUPPORTING — 
MAST 

INSULATOR 
SUPPORT 

TERMINAL 
BLOCK 

FOLDED 
DIPOLE 

!1G. 14— Showing mounting arranemenl of folded dipole antenna with 
reflector. 
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the smaller the spacing. The element spacing for the center 
frequency on the low band is usually 2 to 3 inches, and 1 to 2 
inches for the high band. 

T-Matched Dipoles.—A further combination of the common 
half-wave dipole and the folded dipole has become known as 
the T-matched dipole type. With reference to figs. 15 and 16 

 1/2  

TRANSMISSION --
LINE 

- 1 SECTION 

SPACING 1 TO 2 IN. FOR 
HIGH BAND • 2103 IN. 

FOR LOW BAND 

FIGS. 15 and 16—Showing T-matched dipole antennas. In the illustratio. 
both antenha arrangements have identical electrical characteristics. 

the assembly is obtained by cutting the ends of a folded dipole 
and fitting the remaining stub ends to the bottom element, the 
T-section having a length of two-thirds the length of the dipole. 
There are three principal factors to be considered in tne 

design of a dipole antenna for television reception purposes. 
These are: 

1. The length of the dipole shall be suitable for the particular 
wavelength in use. 
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2. The polarization of the transmitted waves shall be that 
for which the dipole is intended. 

3. The directional properties of the dipole shall be such as 
to receive the desired waves effectively, while being un-
favorable towards local interference. 

TRANSMISSION 
LINE TO RECEIVER 

10 TO 12 NO. 12 B&S 
WIRE EQUALLY SPACED 

FIG. 17—Construction principles of conical antenna. The characteristics of 
the conical type are superior to the folded or straight dipole type of antenna 
from the standpoint of gain and band width. Actually the best arrangement 
would be the use of solid closed cones made of copper. This arrangement 
however, is impractical because of its weight which will be considerably 
increased in locations where the antenna will be exposed to sleet and snow. 
A satisfactory compromise employs 10 or 12 No. 12 B & S wire rods to take 
the place of the solid cones. 

Conical Antennas.—An antenna in which the cross-section of 
each of the two halves increase smoothly outward from the 
center is termed a "conical" type. Because of its cone-like 
design, it will receive a very wide band of frequencies. Since 
this type of antenna has a large cross-sectional area, the length 
must be considerably reduced to keep resonance at the same 
frequency. Mechanically, however, problems arise in its con-
struction, and its mounting on the roof will cause considerable 
difficulties. 
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In the case of television reception the first requirement should 
be extended to include the provision of a flatly tuned antenna 
system, able to respond fairly evenly over the waveband in-
volved and also pick up the FM sound transmission. This 
compromise is often assisted by choosing the length of the 
antenna to resonate at a frequency intermediate between sound 
and video transmission. 
The polarization of the waves to be received may be either 

vertical or horizontal. An antenna placed in the horizontal 
plane radiates horizontal polarized signals, whereas, an antenna 
placed in a vertical plane radiates vertically polarized signals. 

T.V. RECENING 
ANTENNA 

T.V. TRANSMITTING 
ANTENNA 

FIG. 18—Showing magnetic and electric field of horizontally polarized wave 

fronts. 

Television transmitting and receiving antennas in the United 
States use horizontal polarization and the receiving antennas are 
therefore placed horizontally. 

Parasitic Elements.—A parasitic element, as employed in 
television antennas, is a dipole slightly too long or too short for 
exact resonance at the desired frequency. It is mounted at 
some fraction of a wave length before or behind the driven 
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element. Parasitic elements are not cut at the center and are 
not connected to the transmission line. The center point of a 
parasitic element is electrically neutral and can be grounded. 
This is convenient for lightning protection, as it permits making 
the entire antenna structure of conductive tubing such as 
aluminum or stainless steel if desired, and grounding the central 
supporting mast at the base. 

Current induced in a parasitic element by the advancing 
wave front produces a local field about it which couples it to 
the driven element by reason of their physical closeness. 
Spacing and tuning of parasitic elements are adjusted so that 
current produced in them by the received signal produces fields 
around them which add up in correct phase to reinforce the 
field of the received signal itself, in the driven element. For 
signals from the opposite direction, the action is exactly re-
versed, and the signal is substantially cancelled in the driven 
element. 

Director and Reflector Elements.—A director element is 
about 4 per cent shorter than the driven element for average 
element spacing, and is mounted on a horizontal support mem-
ber of wood or metal which holds all the elements in proper 
relationship. The spacing between director and driven element 
can vary from about 0.08 to about 0.15 wavelength in practical 
antennas. Closer spacing will increase the front-to-back ratio, 
but makes the array tune more sharply, which is bad where 
many widely separated television channels must be received on 
a single antenna. Wider spacing helps broaden the tuning of 
the array, but lowers the front-to-back ratio. It is possible 
to use several directors properly tuned and spaced in a line 
ahead of the driven element, but this complexity and expense 
is seldom necessary or justified. 
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A reflector element is about 5 per cent longer than the 
driven element at usual spacings, and is mounted on the sup-
porting bar behind the driven element, the spacing varying 
from about 0.10 to 0.25 wavelength. Effects of changing the 

TESLTEAVTISOINON 4 

  DIRECTION  
OF SIGNALS 

H- 1/2 
REFLECTOR F-

1/4  

DIPOLES 

  DIPOLES 

MINIMUM RECEPTION MAXIMUM RECEPTION 

REFLECTOR 

FIGS. 19 and 20—Showing location of reflector element for maximum recep-
tion. The antenna elements should always be arranged broadside to the 
transmitting station, with the reflector approximately one-quarter wave 
length behind the half-wave dipole. 

spacing are quite similar to those produced by similar changes 
in the director. 
The effect of the reflector is critically dependent upon the 

spacing between reflector and dipole, which as previously noteci 
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should be one-quarter wavelength, when radiation from the 
reflector should exactly reinforce that from the dipole in a for-
ward direction. 
The explanation of this effect is as follows: Radiation from the 

dipole travels both forward and backward. In the latter 
direction it reaches the reflector, and induces a current in it. 
Since the radiation has travelled a quarter wavelength on its 
way to the reflector, it will reach it 90 degrees lagging in phase 
relative to that from the dipole where it originated. A current 
of this phase lag is therefore set up in the reflector, which in 
turn radiates. 
By the time this secondary radiation has returned to the 

dipole it is a further 90 degrees late in phase, making a total 
phase lag of 180 degrees, but the oscillations in the dipole will 
have progressed through a half-cycle during this half-wave time 
interval, and will be 180 degrees ahead of the initial condition, 
when the radiation left on its way to the reflector. That is to 
say, the radiation from the dipole will be a half-cycle ahead of 
the reference point, while that returning from the reflector will 
be a half-cycle late, bringing the two to the same point in the 
period of an oscillation. 

Being in identical phase, the radiations from the dipole and 
reflector reinforce each other in the forward direction, while an 
extension of the same argument will show that they tend to 
cancel in the backward direction. 

If the current induced into a reflector was as great as that 
flowing in the dipole, each would produce the same radiated 
field strength. The forward radiation would therefore be 
doubled, while that to the rear would be exactly cancelled, 
giving zero backward radiation. 

Since the problem of radiation and absorption by an aerial 
system are strictly reversible in all ordinary conditions, these 
directional effects, which are most easily explained when the 
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antenna is regarded as a transmitter, will be exactly similar 
when it is used for reception, provided of course that waves 
arrive in the plane in which dipole and reflector are situated. 

180° 

ectelce 

r----------- 1-i, ./z ----el 
\\\\ 

r 8E--5"Clce 
›.12 
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FIGS. 21 to 24—Showing typical response pattern of two and three element 
antennas, respectively. From the diagrams it may readily be observed 
that each additional parasitic element increases the directivity and narrow-
ness of the antenna response. An antenna array with three or more ele-
ments of the single or stacked type are frequently employed in fringe areas 
where only one transmitting station is normally receivable. 

In practice the resistance of a reflector will never be zero, 
and while the current in it can be made equal to that of the 
radiator if both are connected to a feeder, the current in a 
parasitic reflector must always be less than that in the dipole 
which gave rise to it. The forward radiation is therefore, never 
exactly doubled or the backward radiation fully prevented. 
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Antenna Directivity Pattern .—The horizontal antenna dipole 
is inherently directional, being most effective to signals arriving 
in the broadside direction and least effective to those arriving 
from a direction parallel to it. This effect is usually represented 
in the form of a polar diagram, or directivity pattern, in which 
the radius of the curve from the center of the antenna elements 
represent the relative response in any given direction. 

The function of an antenna pattern is primarily to enable the 
service man to evaluate the efficiency of an antenna and assist 
in the proper orientation of it, on the site of installation. 

Plotting an antenna pattern is generally accomplished as 
follows: A minimum usable value of signal strength is chosen 
on the basis of what the average television receiver will require 
for satisfactory reception. Then all the points in the area 
surrounding the antenna where exactly this value of field 
strength is found are plotted by bearing from true North or 
some other convenient reference direction, and distance in miles, 
or some other desired linear unit. With a sufficient number of 
points plotted, a continuous smoothly curving line is drawn 
joining them all, and it will be reasonably certain that all the 
area enclosed by this curve will provide at least the minimum 
required signal. 

In practical service work, directivity patterns are always 
plotted in terms of voltage gain, as this unit is most convenient 
to use in connection with the survey meter, which is usually a 
part of the television service technicians equipment. 

Antenna receiving patterns are usually made by rotating the 
antenna about its vertical axis and plotting values of voltage 
gain radially outward from the center of each change of angle. 

".'he complexity of an antenna has a direct bearing on its 
efficiency, as well as its directional effects. Roughly, the 
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voltage developed in the antenna is proportional to the com-
bined length of the element multiplied by the field strength of 
the signal. 

This length is measured in units of half-wavelengths. A 
reduction in the voltage realized at the antenna terminals 
results from the mutual coupling of the elements. 
A comparison of the theoretical efficiency of various types of 

antennas are as follows: 

Elements Type Voltage gain 

1  Simple Dipole 1  0 (reference) 

2  . Dipole and Reflector 1  6 

4  . 2-Bays 23 

6  ..3-Bays 28 

8  .4-Bays 32 

In the foregoing table, the reference value of 1.0 shown for a 
simple dipole is the universal standard of comparison. This 
reference dipole is cut to a half-wavelength for each channel 
measured. 
As previously noted, the voltage developed by a half-wave-

length antenna is proportional to the length of the antenna. 
Therefore for purposes of adding additional elements, multiples 
of half-wavelengths are used. 
The receiving antenna height particularly in fringe areas, is 

an important factor in its efficiency, or signal capture, as shown 
in figure 25. The possibility of interference is shown by the 
irregularity of the curve representing signal on the high channel 
group. This particular effect, however, is not predictable and 
can only be determined by proper orientation. 
The field pattern (directional response pattern) of a typical 

dipole antenna is shown in figure 27. 
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FIG. 25—Showing relative signal strength of antennas per height in feet. 
The above chart applies to antennas located in fringe areas or at a consid-
erable distance from the transmitting station. 
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FIGS. 26 and 27—Showing directional resmAtse pattern of dipole antenna. 
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For the sake of simplicity the directions are given as North, 
South, East and West, in both the schematic antenna and the 
polar diagram. From this diagram, it will readily be observed 
that the maximum signal strength will be obtained when the 
antenna is broadside to the transmitter. Similarly the "signal 
capture" is not critical over the angle 0, which includes the 
rotation over which the antenna can be rotated before losing 
more than half of its effectiveness. In the diagram the con-
centric circles represent the voltage gain, where unity, or 1.0 is 
taken as reference for all comparisons. 

If a reflector be added to dipole, the gain and directional 
characteristics of the antenna are changed and the polar diagram 
will take the form as indicated in figure 29. It will be observed 
from the diagram that the angle 0, is still sufficiently wide, 
generally at least 80 degrees. 

So far, an antenna operating only on the channel for which 
it was designed has been considered. It is the usual practice 
to use dimensions which give half-wave dipoles in the middle of 
the low channels. When used on the high channels, a third 
harmonic will result, giving an antenna pattern shown in figure 
31. 

A dipole operated in this way will have six lobes, and unless 
certain dimensions are revised, these lobes are symmetrical, and 
oriented as indicated. With reference to the field pattern, 
these lobes are too narrow and are pointing in a different direc-
tion, from that previously shown. This will make orientation 
difficult, or even impossible if the stations on the high and low 
channels are in the same direction. From this it follows, that 
no reliable antenna manufacturer would sell an antenna with 
these characteristics, without showing the relation of the lobes 
for each frequency. 
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PIGS. 28 and 29—Directional response pattern of folded dipole antenna with 
reflector. 

S 

PIGS. 30 and 31—Directional response pattern for dipole antenna showing 
the necessity for proper dimensioning of antenna elements. 
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The ratio between maximum and minimum voltage (meas-
ured with a voltmeter slid along the line) is called the voltage 
standing wave ratio, abbreviated SWR. It is obtained numen-

100 

80 

60 

o 

40 

90 

O 
8 4 2 1 

STANDING WAVE RATIO (SWR) 

FIG. 32—Characteristic curve showing relation between voltage standing 
wave ratio and per cent loss due to mismatch in antenna installations. 

cally by dividing the maximum by the minimum voltage. 
Thus maximum and minimum values of 15 and 5 would mean a 
SWR of 3. 
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If the SWR be plotted on a logarithmic scale against per cent 
loss the curve will take the form shown in fig. 32. Here it will 
be observed that a SWR of two will cause a loss of only 10 per 
cent, while a SWR of three will cause a loss of 25 per cent. 

Antenna Impedance Matching.—Impedance matching is a 
very important factor in antenna installations. When the 
receiver input matches the impedance of the transmission line, 
the transmitted signal is completely absorbed and as a result 
there are no reflections or standing waves on the transmission 
line, and consequently no ghost image. In this connection it 
should be observed that the antenna impedance is important 
only from the standpoint of power transfer. It is only when the 
antenna impedance matches that of the transmission line that 
maximum power transfer takes place. 
A condition which may easily arise is the mismatch of 300 

ohms to 72 ohms; this produces a SWR of four and a loss of 37 
per cent. This condition will be the result when a 72-ohm 
antenna is connected to a receiver having a 300-ohm input 
impedance. Mismatch, and consequent loss of gain also occurs 
when the antenna and receiver are not connected by trans-
mission cable of proper characteristic impedance. 

Impedance matching is most commonly accomplished by the 
use of the impedance inversion characteristic of a one-quarter 
wavelength section of cable. This is expressed by the simple 
relation: Input impedance times the output impedance is equal 
to the square of the characteristic impedance of the cable used 
for the one-quarter wave transformer. 

That is: (20)2=ZrZr 

Where Z, = characteristic impedance 
Z„ =input impedance 
Zr = output impedance 
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To illustrate an impedance matching application of a one-
quarter wave linear transformer, when using the 72 ohms an-
tenna connected to a receiver having a 300-ohm input imped-
ance, we obtain: 

Zo 2 = 72 x300, from which 

= N/21,600, or 
Z, =147 ohms (approx.). 

ANTENNA CONNECTION POINTS 
ANTENNA 

14- WAVE MATCHING— 
SECTION 

x/4 

j 

300 n 
.4-- TWIN-LEAD 

TRANSMISSION 
LINE 

FIG. 33—Illustrating insertion of quarter wave matching section to obtain 
proper impedance match. 

From our calculation it will be observed that one-quarter 
wave section from a 150-ohm twin conductor line will be very 
close to a perfect match. This should be spliced in between the 
end of the 72-ohm line and the receiver input with due attention 
to good connection. 
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Fringe Area Reception.—By the term fringe area is generally 
understood a receiver location which is considered as outside the 
normal service area of a transmitting station. 

Specifically, a fringe area is considered to be the outlying part 
of a whole general area reached by the television signals from a 
given metropolitan center, where signals are so weak so as to 
require the use of high gain antennas, or masts higher than the 
standard single length or both. 

Television reception in fringe areas is generally dependent 
upon the following factors: 

1. Signal to noise ratio in the area. 

2. Gain and directivity of the transmitting antenna. 

3. Sensitivity of the receiver. 

Factors which contribute adversely to distant reception are: 

1. Transmitting stations with power of less than 20 kw. 

2. Transmitting stations with an antenna of less than 1,000 
feet in height. 

3. Intervening obstructions between transmitter and re-
ceiver such as hills, mountains, forests, etc. 

Since the gain and directivity of an antenna depends upon 
the number of dipole and parasitic elements assembled, a fringe 
area usually requires a somewhat more complex antenna array 
than that required in the intermediate service area. 
The signal to noise ratio in any fringe area can usually be 

improved considerably by increasing the height of the receiver 
antenna and by selecting an antenna with a narrow horizontal 
and vertical pickup pattern. In some cases an antenna sys-
tem alone will not suffice and an RF booster (preamplifier) may 
be required t.o increase the weak signal to usable value. 
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Stacked Arrays.—It has been found that additional antenna 
gain may be obtained by stacking the conventional dipole and 
reflector. This consists in arranging one driven element on top 
of another at a spacing that will cause the signals to be in phase 
at the terminals where the transmission line is connected to tilt 
antenna system. 

FIG. 34—Typical high and low band combination antenna. 

There are many types of antennas available for fringe area 
reception. In general, the stacked dipole and reflector is better 
than the conical type on the low bands, but it is inferior on the 
high bands because of the smaller dimensions. It can be made 
broad-band so that one unit will operate over all the low chan-
nels; but for the high channels there must be another set of ele-
ments. For this reason, this type is made with two sets of 
elements, either above each other on the mast, or in line on the 
same cross-arm. Fig. 34 shows a typical arrangement of this 
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type, which is generally known in the trade as the high-low 
combination antenna. 
An effective compromise on directivity, gain and band width 

has been obtained with the introduction of a stacked in-line 

FIGS. 35 and 36—Illustrating tw6 types of conical antennas. These antenna 
arrays are sometimes termed "fan type" antennas. 

antenna shown in fig. 41. This antenna combines the added 
signal on two-stacked folded dipoles and reflectors for a single 
transmission line. 

Theoretically, one of the best types of television receiving 
antennas is the mnical type. Because of its cone-like design it 
will receive a very wide band of frequencies and maintain an 
almost constant terminal impedance over the entire frequency 
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FIGS. 37 to 39—Three distinct variations of antennas for fringe area recep-
tion. Fig. 37 represents a folded high-low band type; fig. 38, high-low 
band folded dipole with reflectors; fig. 39. high-gain stacked array. 
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range it is designed to cover. Two types of stacked conical 
antennas are shown in figs. 35 and 36. 
The Yagi array, fig. 42, is a high-gain antenna. The gain is 

roughly 2.2 times for one bay and 3.2 times for two bays. It 
has the disadvantage, however, of being a narrow band antenna, 
and for full gain a separate array must be used for each channel. 

FIG. 40—Double folded dipole antenna with reflector. An antenna of this 
type will give an excellent forward gain and high forward-to-back ratio. 
The antenna requires only one transmission line to receiver and requires no 
special matching network to give excellent performance on high and low 
bands. It is used preferably where transmitting stations are located not 
too far apart. 

The angle of orientation, including the one-half power points is 
about 40 degrees. It is frequently employed in fringe areas to 
pick up some station, and for this purpose it is probably the best 
type available. A typical Yagi type design having two, 4-
elements stacked vertically for reception on channel four is 
shown in fig. 44. 
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VAGI ARRAY 

FIG. 41—Typical stacked in line folded d pole antenna array with reflectors. 
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FIGS. 42 and 43—Typical Yagi array and associated directivity pattern. 
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FIG. 44—Schematic diagram showing two, 4-element Yagis stacked vertically. 
This arrangement forms a highly directional and sensitive antenna. One 
4-element array is satisfactory in many areas. 

FIGS. 45 and 46—Typical folded dipole high and low band antennas. Fig. 46 
incorporates in addition to the folded dipole with reflector for the low band, 
a Yagi array for use on the high band. 
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CHAPTER 34 

Television Controls; Test 

Patterns and Adjustments 

In common with the conventional radio receiving set, the 
television receiver requires certain controls for its proper 
operation. 

The various controls on a television receiver may be divided 
into two classes, depending upon their frequent need of opera-
tion. They are: 

1. Operating controls. 
2. Preset controls (service adjustment controls). 

Operating controls are those which control program selection 
as well as sound and picture quality and their functions are 
indicated in figs. 1 and 2. 

The preset controls on the other hand, are those which usu-
ally require adjustment at the time the receiver is installed, but 
only rarely need attention thereafter. 

Because of this, numerous manufacturers of television re-
ceivers have only the operating controls located at the front of the 
cabinet, whereas the preset or service adjustment controls are 
usually located at the rear of the chassis. 
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With reference to fig. 1, the operating controls generally con-
sist of the following: 

1. On-off switch and volume control. 
2. Channel selector. 
3. Fine tuning control. 
4. Contrast control. 
5. Brightness control. 
6. Horizontal hold control. 
7. Vertical hold control. 

FOCUS 
CONTROL 

HORIZONTAL 
HOLD CONTROL 

PICTURE (Shading) 
CONTROL 

SCREEN 

FIN! TUNING 
CHANNEL CONTROL 
NUMBERS 

4 

3 

2 13 12 

BRIGHTNESS VERTICAL HOLD 
CONTROL CONTROL 

CHANNEL SELECTOR 
CONTROL 

ON d OFF SWITCH 
di VOLUME CONTROL 

FIG. 1—Illustrating operating control location in typical receiver. It should 
be observed that only two dual operating controls are used in normal tuning 
of a television station. Behind the hinged cover are located two additional 
dual controls which may be adjusted under certain conditions to improve 
reception such as when receiving a weak station or in case of extreme 
interference. 

Depending upon the design of the receiver, only four or five of 
the foregoing controls need to be operated during normal 
reception. 
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Dual Operation.—In order to simplify the operation, and to 
improve the appearance of the cabinet as well, numerous manu-
facturers arrange the control knobs for dual operation; that 

CONTRAST 
CONTROL 

ON & OFF SWITCH 
& VOLUME CONTROL. 

CHANNEL SELECTOR 
CONTROL 

FINE TUNING 
CONTROL 

FIG. 2—Showing front view of another typical receiver with operating control 
location. These are two dual controls, consisting of a small and a large 
knob each, on the front panel of the receiver. 

is, the controls are arranged in pairs of two, consisting of a small 
inner knob and a larger outer knob. Thus, for example, the 
channel selector switch and the fine tuning control are commonly 
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of the dual type. The contrast control and brightness control are 
similarly arranged, as are the horizontal and vertical hold 
controls. 

FIG. 3—Showing typical test pattern with receiver functioning normally. 

Some manufacturers of television receivers arrange such con-
trols as the horizontal and vertical holds, in addition to focus and 
brightness control underneath a hinged cover, since these usu-
ally do not need to be reset each time the receiver is operated, 
but are properly set at the time of installation. The purpose 
and function of the operating controls are as follows: 

On-Off Switch and Volume Control.—The purpose of the 
on-off switch and volume control is to turn the receiver on and 
off and to adjust the sound volume to a desired level. 

Channel Selector.—This consists of a simple selector switch 
by means of which the correct channel number of the desired 
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television transmitter may be selected. The channels presently 
in operation are numbered from 2 to 13. 

Fine Tuning Control.—This control turns the receiver for 
best sound and picture. After the proper channel is selected, 
adjust the fine tuning control to obtain the best picture qualit y. 

Contrast Control.—A variation of the amount of background 
light or picture shading is provided by this control. Adjust to 
receive picture and obtain correct ce-eira:-/ beteme- ea* nd 
dark shades. 

Brightness Control.—This control sets the picture brilliance. 
The brightness control should not be turned past the point at 
which the picture begins to grow larger, since detail will be lost 
due to loss of focus. 

Horizontal Hold Control.—The horizontal hold is an adjust.. 
nient of the horizontal picture synchronization circuits. Mis-
adjustment of this control will cause the picture to move either 
right or left or in extreme cases, it will cause black horizontal 
lines to appear on the screen. This control should be adjusted 
until the picture appears and there is no horizontal movement. 

Vertical Hold Control.—When switching from a strong local 
station to a weak station, it may sometimes be necessary to 
make adjustment of the vertical hold control. Principally the 
vertical hold is an adjustment of the vertical synchronization 
circuits. Misadjustment of this control will cause the picture 
to move either up or down. The control should be adjusted so 
that there is no vertical movement of the picture. 
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FIG. 4--Test pattern showing horizontal movement. To correct, adjust 
horizontal hold control. 

FIG. 5—Test pattern showing vertical movement. To correct, adjust vertical 
hold control. 
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Step by Step Tuning Procedure 

In order to select a particular station and to adjust the various 
operating controls for correct picture and accompanying aural 

-reception, proceed as follows: 

1. Turn volume control about one-half turn clockwise. This 
supplies power to the receiver. Allow about two minutes 
for the tubes to reach operating temperature. 

2. Turn the channel selector until it points to the number of 
the desired station channel. 

3. Turn the tuning control for best detail of the picture. 

4. Adjust contrast control to obtain the proper shading in the 
picture which means it should have good deep blacks, 
whites and intermediate shades of gray. 

5. Readjust volume for most pleasing reproduction. 

After the receiver has been adjusted as indicated, the volume 
control need only be used to turn on or off the receiver between 
the desired programs unless some other station is to be tuned in. 

Before commencing the tuning operation, however, it may be 
well to check to be sure that a television transmitting station 
actually is on the air at the time it is desired to operate the 
receiver. Program schedules are usually published in the daily 
newspapers and many television stations will mail advance 
copies of their weekly broadcast schedule to set owners upon 
request. 

It should also be noted that during intervals in which stations 
are only televising their test pattern, the sound will only be a 
sustained note. This test pattern, fig. 6, and special sound 
transmission is used by television technicians to adjust certain 
preset controls at the time of installation. 
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The Test Pattern 

Prior to a detailed discussion of the operation and functions 
of the preset controls, it will be of assistance to know the part 
test patterns play in the proper adjustment of the receiver. 
The function of any test pattern is to furnish an accurate 

means of comparing the picture that appears on the picture tube 
with that actually seen by the television camera. If the two 
were identical, it would indicate completely perfect trans-
mission of the image through the entire transmitting and receiv-
ing system. The extent to which it is approximated gives a 
measure of the quality of the transmission. 
The test patterns, therefore, provide a means for the proper 

diagnosis and adjustments, which may occur in a television 
receiver. Test patterns are broadcast regularly by most tele-
vision stations, and assume several configurations of lines, 
circles and black bars, as shown in figs. 3 and 6. 
Such factors as picture aspect ratio, resolution, linearity, con-

trast, and brightness in addition to focus control may easily be 
observed by an analysis of fig. 6. 
The aspect ratio of a picture determines its proportions. By 

arbitrary choice the television broadcasting stations have 
settled on the aspect ratio of 4 to 3; that is, a picture whose 
width is 4/3 as great as its height. Thus, when the aspect ratio 
of the picture, fig. 6, is correct, the diameter of the large outer 
white circle (or part of a circle to be exact) is exactly 4/3 of the 
diameter of the large black circle. If this ratio is not main-
tained, then the aspect ratio of the picture is incorrect and 
should be adjusted. 
By the term resolution is meant the extent to which the pic-

ture separates the details of the original scenes from one another. 
Vertical resolution depends largely on the following: 

1. The number of scanning lines employed. 
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2. Size of the scanning beams in both the camera tube and 
the picture tube. 

3. Sensitivity of the camera tube, and other elements of the 
transmitting apparatus. 

Horizontal resolution on the other hand is not affected to any 
great extent by the number of scanning lines and by the charac-
teristics of the camera and transmitter. 

VERTICAL WEDGE TO 
CIRCLES TO CHECK CHECK HORIZONTAL ADJUST FOCUS FOR 
LINEARITY RESOLUTION BEST DEFINITION HERE 

IRCLES TO CHECK ADJUSTMENT POOR INTERLACE SHOWS 
F_CONTRAST AND BRIGHTNESS MORE EFFECT HERE 

FIG. 6—Normal (greatly reduced test pattern) as broadcast by CBS. 

A check on the vertical resolution may be made by observing 
the horizontal wedges of our test pattern, fig. 6. If the lines 
of the wedges emanating from the central white circle are par-
tially or completely blurred, there is a partial loss of resolution. 

In a similar manner the vertical wedges may be used to check 
horizontal resolution. 
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Linearity refers to the uniformity of distribution of a regular 
pattern on the picture tube. When the condition of the elec-
tron beams on the picture tube are such that the beams do not 
move at constant speed, the objects in the picture will be 
distorted in shape, and as a result the picture is said to have 
poor linearity. 

It should be observed that for a completely satisfactory pic-
ture, the receiver system should be free from all of the various 
defects which tend to impair its quality. This includes faulty 
interlace, improper focus of the beam, 60-cycle power frequency 
superimposed on deflection voltages, noise and other forms of 
interference. 

Vertical and horizontal linearity may be checked by observing 
the large black circle shown on the test pattern. When perfect 
linearity is present, the circle is geometrically flawless. 

Brightness and contrast must be present in suitable propor-
tions for a pleasing picture. Brightness without adequate con-
trast actually reduces the clarity of the picture. Contrast 
depends upon the amount of change of the video voltage applied 
to the •picture tube grid; that is, its peak-to-peak swing. 
Brightness of the picture depends upon the d.c. or average value 
of the video signal at the picture tube. 

Contrast and brightness correctness may be observed by means 
of the several concentric circles in the test pattern. These are 
located between the large black circle and the white circular 
center area. These are of different shades from light gray to 
black. When the picture shows tone variations, the brightness 
and contrast controls are set correctly. If not, they should be 
adjusted. 

Correct focus control may be determined by observing the 
center of the test pattern. When this white circle is perfectly 
round and sharp, the focus control is properly set. If not, an 
adjustment should be made. 
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Preset or Service Adjustment Controls 

These are controls which have been factory adjusted for 
Dptimum performance, although it is usually necessary to make 
some adjustments of these at the time of installation. The 
service adjustment controls usually consist of the following: 

1. Focus control. 
2. Vertical size. 
3. Vertical linearity. 
4. Horizontal size. 
5. Horizontal linearity. 
6. Horizontal drive. 
7. Picture width. 
8. Picture height. 

PICTURE 
CENTERING 

LEVER 

HOR. 
OSC. 

YOKE ADJUSTMENT 
THUMB SCREW 

FOCUS COIL 

POWER 
INPUT 

TEST 
SOCKET 

FIG. 7—Showing preset controls for receiver whose operating controls are 
shown in fig. 2. 

Depending upon the design of the receiver some of these con-
trols may be located at the front of the cabinet, whereas others 
may be located in the rear of the chassis. 
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DEFLECTION YOKE 
CLAMP SCREW-

FOCUS COIL 
ADJUSTMENT 

HORIZONTAL 
HOLD 

\a, 
HORIZONTAL 

DRIVE 

  FOCUS COIL 
ADJUSTMENT 

PICTURE TUBE 

FOCUS COIL 
ADJUSTMENT 

DEFLECTION YOKE 

FOCUS COIL 

INTERLOCK 

LINE SUPPORT 

HEIGHT 
CONTROL 

THERMAL FOCUS VERTICAL 
CUTOUT SWITCH LINEARITY 

FOCUS COIL 

CLAMP 

YOKE 

TUBE CUSHION 

PICTURE TUBE 
MTG. STRAP 

TUBE TOLERANCE 
ADJUSTMENT SCREW 

PICTURE TUBE 

FIG. 8—Showing preset controls for receiver whose operating controk ere 
shown in fig. 1. 
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Focus Control.—This control offers adjustment of the sharp-
ness of detail of the picture. At long intervals the focus control 
may have to be readjusted for best clarity of the picture. This 
is done by turning the focus control in either direction until the 

—picture shows best clarity. Observation of the picture slightly 
right of center when making this adjustment gives the most 

—uniform focus. Tune for clarity of small objects or lettering in 
the picture. 

FIG. 9—Test pattern showing vertical distortion. To correct, adjust vertical 
linearity control. 

Vertical Size and Vertical Linearity Controls.—These con-
trols should both be adjusted at the same time and preferably 
while a test pattern is being transmitted. The linearity con-
trol affects the upper portion of the picture while the size con-
trol affects the lower portion. Adjust both controls simultane-
ously until the test pattern is symmetrical and fills the entire 
screen vertically. Readjust the vertical hold control if nec-
essary. 
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Horizontal Size Control.—This control should be adjusted 
preferably when a test pattern is being transmitted. The size 
control should be adjusted until the test pattern fills the entire 
screen horizontally. 

Horizontal Linearity Control.—This control should be ad-
justed for best possible horizontal linearity. In the event that 
proper horizontal linearity cannot be obtained by adjusting 
this control, then change the setting of the horizontal drive 
control. 

no. 10—Test pattern indicating horizontal di:stortion. To correct, adjust 
horizontal linearity. 

Horizontal Drive Control.—The horizontal drive should be 
set approximately one-third of its total rotation from the coun-
terclockwise end of its rotation. If white vertical bars or black 
beaded lines .appear in the picture, the drive control in either 
direction should be adjusted to remove these white vertical 
bars or beaded lines. 
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Picture Width Control. Control of picture size in the hori-
zontal direction is accomplished by means of the width control. 
If abnormally low line voltage makes it difficult to obtain suffi-
cient picture width when using the width control, then changing 
of the horizontal drive control may prove helpful. 

eIG. 11—Test pattern showing picture too narrow. To correct, adjust width 
control. 

Picture Height Control.--Control of picture size in the verti-
cal direction is accomplished by means of the height control. 
Height and width adjustment should be checked for all trans-
mitting stations in order to ascertain that the picture fills the 
viewing area. It may be necessary to change the setting of the 
height control after the vertical linearity control is adjusted. 

Straightening Tilted Raster.—This condition makes the test 
pattern or picture appear in a slightly tilted position. The 
remedy consists in a loosening of the deflection yoke locking 
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- 

FIG. 12—Test pattern indicating picture too short. To correct, adjust 
height control. 

FIG. 13—Test pattern indicating tilted picture. To correct, adjust yoke 
position. 
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screw, and in rotating the yoke sufficiently to correct this con-
dition. This locking screw should be retightened after the 
operation. 

Centering.—To center the test pattern on the screen, adjust 
focus coil position. Readjust ion trap for maximum brightness 
on picture screen. Only in rare cases may it be necessary to 
rotate the picture tube. 

FIG. 14—Test pattern indicating picture off-center. To correct, adjust focus 
coil position. 

Eliminating Semi-circular Shadow.—This shadow is caused 
by the electron stream striking the neck of the tube, and it can 
generally be corrected by applying one or a combination of the 
following procedures: 

1. Make sure that the deflection yoke is positioned as far 
forward as possible. 
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2. Reposition the focus coil by readjusting the holding nuts 
to shift the coil forward. 

3. In the event the neck shadow cannot be eliminated by the 
foregoing procedure raise or lower the entire yoke and 
focus coil assembly so that focus coil can be repositioned 
vertically with respect to the tube neck. 

FIG. I5—Test pattern showing semi-circular shadow. For correction, see 
text. 

For complete adjustment of ion trap, focus coil and deflection 
yoke, see pages following. 
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Adjustment of Ion Trap, Focus Coil and 
Deflection Yoke 

Although these components are properly adjusted when the 
receiver leaves the factory, conditions of rough shipment make 
it possible for these to become misaligned. The following in-
structions will enable the service man to bring the parts to their 

PICTURE 
GE NTE RIN 
LEVER 

°mimed 
YOKE 

ION TRAP 

SET SPACI NG TO 11.1 WHEN FOCUS COIL & DEFLECTION 
YOKE ARE PARALLEL TO EACH OTHER. 

FOCUS 
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ON TRAP 

FOCUS COIL 
CUSHION 

FOCUS COIL 
POSITIONING 
ADJUSTMENT 

RETAINE 
STRAP 

YOKE ADJUSTMENT 
THUMB SCREW 
LEVEL PICTURE 

PICTURE 
TUBE 

MV 
CONNECTION 

GROU DING 
SPRING 

lopposin sou 

TENSION 
SPRING 

MOUNT! N 
STRAP 

PICTURE TUBE SUPPORT 
BRACKET ADJUSTMENT 

FIG. 16—Showing typical picture tube Assembly with location of ion trap, 
focus coil and deflection yoke. 

normal setting. See fig. 16 for adjustment locations. A mir-
ror placed in the front of the receiver will make it possible to 
watch the picture while the adjustment is being made. 
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The Ion Trap Magnet.—The ion trap consists of a coil or 
permanent magnet fitted on the neck of the picture tube for 
the purpose of removing ions from the electron beam. The 
ions removed are molecules of matter which have been excited 
by the electron bombardment so as to have a negative charge. 

RING TYPE 
ON TRAP 

FRICTION CLAMP 
TYPE ON TRAP 

BLACK 

BAR TYPE 
ION TRAP 

r— BUJE 

FIGS. 17 to 19—Illustrating various types of ior trap magnets. 

If allowed to remain in the electron beam the ions will event-
ually cause a dark spot in the center of the picture tube face. 
There are numerous types of ion traps, all differing in appear-
ance but identical in action. 

It is of major importance when installing a television receiver 
to properly adjust the ion trap magnet on the neck of the picture 
tube, since improper positioning of the magnet may cause areas 
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of discoloration on the face of the bulb, thus injuring the picture 
screen. 

Ion Trap Adjustment.—The ion trap magnet must always be 
adjusted for maximum picture brightness. With the tube 
operating and with brightness control adjusted for low intensity, 
the ion trap magnet is adjusted by moving it forward or back. 
ward and at the same time rotating it slightly around the neck 
of the picture tube until the raster on the screen is brightest. , 

If, in obtaining the brightest raster the ion trap has to b( 
moved more than one-quarter inch from the internal pole pieces,. 
or if it be pushed against the focus coil, the magnet is probably 
weak and a new magnet may be required. 
As a final check, the ion trap magnet should again be adjusted 

for maximum raster brilliance, this time with the brightness 
control set to obtain a raster slightly above average brilliance 
and with the focus adjusted for a clear line structure to simulate 
actual operating conditions with a picture. 

If the picture tube has been replaced, or the receiver moved to 
a new location, it is imperative that the brightness control be 
kept low until after the initial adjustment of the magnet, and 
also that adjustment of the magnet be made immediately after 
the receiver is turned on. After the proper adjustment, the 
ion trap mounting screws should be tightened to prevent 
shifting. 

Focus Coil Adjustment.*—If a shadow falls on one corner of 
the picture or if the picture be not properly centered, adjustment 
of the focus coil will be necessary. To adjust, turn the focus 
coil adjustment screw in or out until a position is found where 
the picture is centered and there is no shadowed corners. 

*When carrying out this adjustment, extreme care should be exercised so that no abnormal 
pressure is exerted on the neck of the picture tube. 
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• in performing the adjustment, the screws should be turned 
so as to move the focus coil about its vertical and horizontal 
axis rather than closer to or farther from the face of the picture 
tube. 

It should be observed that the tilt of the focus coil is limited 
by the clearance to the neck of the picture tube. Therefore, it 
is important for proper picture centering that the deflection 
yoke mounting bracket be moved forward until the rubber 
collar firmly supports the flare of the picture tube. It is also 
important that the deflection yoke bracket be orientated so 
that the focus coil will have equal tilt up, down, right or left. 

Deflection Yoke Adjustment.—This adjustment controls the 
angle of the picture with respect to the horizontal. If the pic-
ture be not squared in the picture mask, loosen the wing nut 
and move it to the left or right so as to rotate the deflection 
yoke. The picture will tilt to the left or right with the deflec-
tion yoke rotation. 
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CHAPTER 35 

Television Broadcasting 

General.—Broadly speaking, television may be said to be a 
means of vision obtained of a distant object by means of various 
devices identified as the transmitting and receiving apparatus. 
The problem of television therefore is fundamentally: 

1. Converting light signals into electrical signals. 
2. Transmitting the signals to a distant station, and 
3. Converting the transmitted electrical signals back into 

light signals. 

With reference to figs. 1 and 2 the steps required to pickup 
transmit and reproduce a television picture are principally as 
follows: 
The video signal (picture signal) released by the iconoscope* 

camera fig. 1 is a series of electrical charges which represent the 
light distribution of the object being televised. Light reflected 
from the face of the object is collected by the lens system and 
focused on the plate of the television camera tube. This plate 
is covered with a material, which in effect, forms an innum-
erable quantity of minute photoelectric cells and is called a 
mosaic. This mosaic is swept or scanned by a thin stream of 
electrons from the electron gun incorporated in the camera. 

*The name Iconoscope relates to a type of television transmitting tube invented by Dr. V. K. 
Zworykin of the Radio Corporation of America. The word iconoscope, taken from the Greek 
word "icon" meaning "image" and "scope" meaning observation. 
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Scanning Method.—The scanning in the case of the icono-
scope, is accomplished by deflecting the electron beam electro-
magnetically by means of coils external to the tube. These 
coils are excited at frequencies which cause the point of impact 
of the electron beam to move across the mosaic in approximately 
a horizontal line at a uniform speed, then fly back and scan 
another line, and so on until the entire mosaic has scanned 525 
lines in the desired sequence. This complete scanning is re-

OBJECT 

TRANSMITTER 

'ICONOSCOPE 

ICONOSCOPE CAMERA 

VERTICAL 
DEFLECTOR 

AMPLIFIER 

HORIZONTAL 
DEFLECTOR 

SYNCHRO-
NIZING 

GENERATOR 

TRANSMITTING 
ANTENNA 

RADIO 
TRANS • 
MISTER 

FIG. 1—Schematic diagram of simplified television transmitting system. 
(Sound portion of system not shown). 

peated at the rate of 30 frames per second. Thus, in modern 
television systems, scanning consists of 525 horizontal lines, 
which are covered 30 times per second, making a total of 525 X 30 
or 15,750 lines scanned per second, and 60 fields (two fields per 
frame). 
When the electron beam falls upon an illuminated portion of 

the mosaic, current will flow through the output circuit of the 
iconoscope. When it falls upon a partially illuminated portion 
a smaller current will flow, and when it falls upon a dark portion 
very little current will flow. 
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In this manner, current pulses will be generated which will 
correspond in time sequence to the light and dark areas of the 
televised image as they are scanned by the electron beam. 
The resulting voltage pulses, termed video signals, are then 

amplified and combined with special artificially manufactured 
signals for controlling the timing of the kinescope (receiver 
picture tube) deflection circuits and for extinguishing (blank-
ing) the kinescope electron beam during the return time. The 
resulting composite signal is then used to modulate a high fre-
quency transmitter. 

rtECEIVING 
',J...., ANTENNA RECEIVER 

-4 - VERTICAL DEFLECTOR & 
SYNCHRONIZING 

CLIVER & BRIGHTNESS I 
AMPLIFIER CONTROL  

RADIO RE. = PICTURE & 

HORIZONTAL 
DEFLECTOR & 

SYNCHRONIZING 

ELECTRON LUMINESCENT 
BEAM SCREEN 

POWER 
SUPPLY 

PICTURE TUBE 

VIEWER 

FIG. 2—Schematic diagram of simplified television receiving system. (Sound 
portion of system not shown). 

In the standard interlaced scanning system, scanning of the 
horizontal lines is not performed in sequence, but the odd-
numbered lines are scanned first, that is, 1,3,5, etc. and then the 
beam returns and scans the even-numbered lines, before the 
complete scene is scanned. Starting at the upper left extremity 
of the picture, as in fig. 3 line No. 1 is scanned. Instead of 
proceeding then, with line No. 2, the scanning spot drops two 
spaces and No. 2 is omitted. This is because the downward 
rate has been doubled—SO instead of 30 c.p.s. Line No. 3 
then comes under scansion, followed by numbers 5,7,9 and 
every odd numbered line of the picture. Upon reaching t he 
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bottom of the picture, the scanning spot moves again to the 
top of the picture and begins another scanning field which is 
displaced from the first by the width of one line so that now 
lines 2,4,6,8 and all even numbered lines are scanned. 

START OF FIELD 1 START OF FIELD 2 

—ODD LINES 

—EVEN LINES 

RETRACE LINES 

END OF FIELD 1 END OF FIELD 2— 

FIG. 3—Scanning raster showing interlaced pattern. 

Since each field is completed in one sixtieth second, both 
fields consume one thirtieth second. Thus, 30 complete pic-
tures are scanned in one second, each having been broken up 
into two projections as a means of flicker reduction. 
Given a line frequency of 15,750 and a picture repetition 

rate of 30 c.p.s. the number of lines per picture is 15,750/30 
or 525 lines, the number of lines per field being 26234. 
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Approximately 490 of these lines are active, the remainder oc-
curring during the vertical retrace period during which time the 
viewing tube is blanked out. It is necessary of course, that 
complete synchronism be maintained between scanning at the 
transmitter and at the receiver. To effect this, synchronizing 
pulses are transmitted along with the video signal which locks 
the receiver oscillators, vertical and horizontal, into step with 
those at the transmittev. 

Frequency Bands. -The F.C.C. (Federal Communications 
Commission) has up to the present time assigned two bands for 
television broadcasting. The frequencies of these bands are 
considerably higher than frequencies used in ordinary broad-
casting. The low band covers frequencies from 54 to 88 mc. 
and the high band covers a frequency range of from 174 to 
216 mc. The lower band consist:, of five channels as follows: 

Channel Number Frequency (Megacycles) 
2.  54-60 
3.  60-66 
4  66-72 

5  76-82 
6 82-88 

The higher band consists of seven channels and each channel 
has the following frequency allocation: 

Channel Number Frequency (Megacycles) 
7 174-180 
8 180-186 
9 186-192 
10 192-198 
11 198-204 
12 204-210 

13   210-216 
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From the foregoing it will be observed that a single television 
channel is 6 mc. wide, in contrast to the entire commercial 
broadcast band, which is one mc. wide. Also one broadcast 
channel is only 10 to 20 k.c. wide. The reason for the wide 
television channel is because of the necessity to transmit video 
information with clarity and sharpness. It also serves to il-
lustrate that video information must be transmitted on very 
high frequencies to obtain a satisfactory ratio of carrier fre-
quency to bandwidth. 
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.„„/CARRIER 

e i F PA) 

(FM' 
SIDEBANDS 

4.5 MC 

60 MC 

FIG. 4—Showing signal distribution in standard television channel. 

4.5 

Standard Television Channel.—A standard television channel 
is illustrated in fig. 4. As previously noted the bandwidth of 
each television channel is 6 mc., and both the video and sound 
signal must be transmitted within this limit. The amplitude-
modulated picture signal is always at the low frequency end of 
each channel allocation and occupies approximately five and 
three-quarters mc. of the total six mc. bandwidth. 
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The frequency modulated sound signal is always at the high 
frequency end of the six mc. bandwidth and covers approxi-
mately\ one-quarter mc. or 25 kc. 
An unusual feature of the amplitude-modulated picture signal 

is that the high frequency sideband is four and one-half mc. 
wide whereas the low frequency sideband is only one and one-
quarter mc. wide. This unsymmetrical distribution permits 
transmission of a better definition picture using only a total 
bandwidth of six mc. 
Such transmission of the picture signal and one sideband, as 

effected in television practice, is termed vestigal sideband trans-
mission wherein the greater portion of the lower sideband is 
removed by a filter network. 

Television Signal Components.—For successful transmission, 
the television signals must be separated into its components. 
Three types of information are transmitted on the picture 
carrier. They are: 

1. The picture or video signal. 
2. The synchronizing pulses (horizontal and vertical). 
3. The blanking pulses (horizontal and vertical). 
In the foregoing the picture signal consists of a progressive 

series of impulses which convey the light distribution to the 
scene to be televised. 

The sync signal consists of a series of rectangular pulses, the 
function of which is to keep the iconoscope and kinescope 
(camera and receiver picture tube) locked in synchronism and 
to prevent the displacement of the pattern on the picture 
screen. 

The blanking signal series of rectangular pulses are of longer 
duration than the sync pulses and as their name implies their 
function is to block out the fluorescent screen during all retrace 
intervals, making the retrace line invisible. 
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At the end of each line is shown the horizontal blanking pulse. Details of composite signal are shown in 
the lower part of the illustration. 
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Another or fourth group of signals are termed equalizing 
pulses. These are of shorter duration than are the sync pulses 
and are transmitted to insure uniform spacing of the interlaced 
scanning lines, and to prevent loss of synchronism of the hori-
zontal circuits during the retrace intervals between fields and 
frames. 

In the composite standard video signal fig. 5, particular at-
tention is directed to the polarity of transmission. An increase 
of signal power represents a dark portion of the picture, known 
as negative polarity of transmission. It is to be noted that the 
black level represents a portion of the viewing tube screen in which 
light is absent, that is, the beam has been blanked out. The 
synchronizing pulses represent a further increase of transmitter 
radiated power and so a darker spot upon the screen. How-
ever, since the beam has been wholly cut off at the black level 
and the screen is void of light, it cannot be affected by further 
cutoff and so the sync pulses produce no visible result. Their 
purpose and effect is evident, however, at the receiver scanning 
generators which are locked into step by these pulses. It is 
seen also that the sync pulses alone are not relied upon to blank 
out the beam during the retrace period. A blanking pulse 
serves this purpose, the sync pulses being superimposed upon 
the blanking pulse. 

Should one long unbroken pulse be transmitted for vertical 
synchronization, the horizontal sync pulses during this time 
would be absent. During that time the horizontal (line fre-
quency) scanning generators at the receivers would lack syn-
chronization and drop out of step. In order that horizontal 
synchronization be maintained during the vertical retrace 
period, the vertical sync pulse is broken by serrations. These 
serrations then maintain horizontal synchronization during the 
vertical retrace period. 
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Between blanking (retrace) periods, the picture is being 
actively scanned. The picture signal is arbitrarily represented 
in fig. 5 as an irregular line. 

All pulse shapes, their relative amplitudes and their duration 
are standardized. The only variable is the picture signal which 
varies from line to line as the subject is scanned. 

Signal Standards.—Certain detailed facts of American 
standard television composite signals are given herewith. They 
are: 

Channel width 6 mc. 

Picture aspect ratio 4.3 
Scanning (interlaced) 525 lines 

Horizontal scanning frequency 15,750 c.p.s. 
Vertical scanning frequency 60 c.p.s. 

Frame frequency (picture repetition rate) 30 c.p.s. 

Camera Tubes.—The two most widely used camera tubes 
to-day are the iconoscope and the image orthicon. 
The iconoscope, fig. 6 contains the following essential parts: 
1. A photosensitive surface on which the image is focused 

and which generates the photo-current. 2. An electron gun 
to direct a narrow beam of electrons at the image surface, and 
3. A device to deflect the beam rapidly across the image, 
causing it to strike each element in an orderly sequence. 
The first two of the foregoing are enclosed in an evacuated 

glass envelope, whereas the third consists of deflection coils 
and their associated circuits outside the tube. The sawtooth 
currents, which pass through these coils, are of proper fre-
quencies and amplitudes to cause the electron beam to scan the 
photosensitive surface upon which the image has been focused, 
in accordance with the standard interlaced scanning pattern. 
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Optical System.—Light is reflected from the objects in the 
scene to be televised, picked up by a lens, and projected through 
the flat front wall of the tube on to the image surface. The 
image is sharply focused so that light from any one element on 
the scene falls on only one tiny part of the photosensitive image 
surface. 

PHOTO - SENSITIVE SURFACE 

OBJECT 

EVACUATED GLASS 
ENVELOPE 

COLLECTOR RING 

LENS 

OPTICAL IMAGE 
OF OBJECT 

DEFLECTION COILS 

ELECTRON GUN 

TERMINALS 

... 

- 
TO VIDEO AMPLIFIER — 

FIG. 6—Showing arrangement of parts of typical iconoscope. 

The image surface consists of a thin sheet of mica three and 
one-half by four and three-quarter inches and approximately 
0.001 of an inch in thickness. On the side which faces the lens, 
the mica strip is covered with myriads of tiny light sensitive 
globules, each of which forms one plate of a tiny condenser and 
each insulated from the other. On the other side is a flat con-
ducting plate of collodial graphite which forms the signal plate. 
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The signal plate is connected to ground through a load resistor 
outside the tube. The actual signal circuit consists of the im-
age surface, signal plate and collector ring. 

The Mosaic.—The image surface covered with the photo-
sensitive globules is called the mosaic. Each globule is made of 
silver, sensitized with a thin layer of cesium. The globules 
are not of uniform size, and are not arranged in a regular pat-
tern, but they are so much smaller than the element of the 
image, that the total sensitive surface of each element is very 
nearly equal to that of each other element. The largest of the 
globules is about 0.001 inch in diameter and the scanning beam 
spot is about 0.008 inch. 

Since the scanning beam has a spot size of about 0.008 inch 
in diameter, a large number of globules are being scanned at 
one instant. The area covered on the mosaic in any one instant 
by the scanning beam is called an element. The total number of 
picture elements in a modern television transmitting system is 
somewhat greater than 2 x 106. 

Operation—The operation of the iconoscope is fundamentally 
as follows: An optical image is focused by a lens upon the sur-
face of the mosaic. Under the lighter portions of the image, 
the individual silver globule photocells emit electrons, while 
less electrons are emitted by those under trie dark or shaded 
areas. A loss of electrons constitutes a positive charge attained 
by the individual globule condensers and so is formed an elec-
tronic picture, the charge over any portion of the surface vary-
ing according to the amount of light present. 

Now the electron beam is caused to scan this surface in the 
familiar way. As the electron beam strikes one of the surface 
elements, it supplies to it electrons that it had lost by reason of 
its photo-electric properties, therefore, the beam in effect. 
discharges the condenser which is formed by the globule, the 
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mica dielectric and the back coating. In this connection it 
should be pointed out, that since the lens inverts the image on 
the mosaic, the scanning process of necessity must start at the 
bottom of the mosaic. 

OBJECT 

DEFLECTION 
COILS 

CABLE TO TRANSMITTER 

MOSAIC - CELL 
SCREEN 

SIGNAL 
LEAD 

ELECTRON 
BEAM 

FIG. 7—Illustrating functional components of iconoscope camera. Roughly 
the camera consists of a lens arrangement similar to that of the ordinary 
camera which is focused on the scene to be televised. The image is pro-
jected upon the screen of the iconoscope which is mounted in the camera 
as shown. 

With reference to fig. 6 it will be observed that the condenser 
discharge current passes through the tube load resistor, the 
potential thereby developed being applied to the video amplifier. 
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This potential is a function of the discharge current which, 
in turn, is a function of the amount by which the silver globules 
then under the scanning beam have been made positive by a loss 
of electrons. Since that is determined by the amount of light 
from the image at that point, it is evident that as the beam 
traverses the mosaic, a video signal is produced which repre-
sents the highlights and shadows of the televised scene. 
The collector ring consists of a platinum band mounted on the 

inside surface of the iconoscope. Its function is to collect the 
electrons which leave the mosaic surface, in this manner com-
pleting the signal circuit through the load resistor. 

The Image Orthicon—Because of the generation of a spurious 
dark spot signal resulting in low sensitivity in addition to the 
requirement of a high value of illumination, the iconoscope is at 
a disadvantage where it is necessary to work under a low value 
of illumination, such as that prevailing in all types of outdoor 
scenes, as for example, at football, tennis, golf games and the 
like. 
Due to the foregoing deficiencies another type of television 

camera tube has been developed. This tube is called the image 
orthicon, the principle elements of which are shown in fig. 8. 

Performance.—The image orthicon is a storage type of camera 
tube, having a sensitivity of from 100 to 1,000 times that of the 
iconoscope. It can therefore deliver an entirely satisfactory 
signal, with negligible noise voltage, from scenes illuminated by 
very low light levels. 
The image orthicon achieves its high sensitivity in three 

ways. They are: 

1. By using a conducting photosensitive surface, instead of 
an insulated mosaic, thereby increasing the photo emission 
response. 
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2. By scanning with a low velocity electron beam, thus 
eliminating the undesirable effects of secondary emission. 

3. By using secondary emission at two different points in the 
tube so as to provide amplification of the signal by a 
factor of 100 to 500 without the generation of a correspond-
ing noise voltage. 

It has two relatively minor disadvantages, that is, the possible 
resolution of its picture is slightly less sharp than that of the 
iconoscope, and in addition it is not as well suited to operation 
at very high values of illumination. 

LIGHT 
IMAGE 

OBJECT 

TARGET SCREEN 

PHOTO-
LECTRONS 

CAMERA 
LENS 

SEMI•TRANSPARENT 
METAL 

PHOTO•CATHODE 

ELECTRON IMAGE 
(on both sides) 1st MULTIPLIER 

WALL COATING STAGE 

TARGET -4 

ELECTRON 
GUN 

DECELERATING RING 

z — SCANNING BEAM 

RETURN BEAM 

LILLE 

FOCUS COIL HORIZONTAL AND 
VERTICAL 

DEFLECTION COILS 

LOAD 
RES. 

SECONDARY 
EMISSION 
MULTIPLIER 

FIG. 8—Showing essential parts of image orthicon and their arrangement. 

Structural Details.—This type of television camera tube is of 
a very compact design. It is approximately 15 inches in length, 
its external diameter being approximately three inches. With 
reference to fig. 8 the following fundamental differences from 
the previously discussed iconoscope are: 

1. The light image is focused on one side of the photo cathode, 
while photo emission takes place from its other side. 
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2. The scanning takes place on a separate plate called the 
target, not on the photo emissive surface. 

3. The image modulated current, constituting the video 
signal, comes from the beam electrons returning from the 
target toward the cathode from which they came. 

One other feature in the illustration, is a focusing coil, 
wrapped around the entire length of the tube. 

The Photo Cathode.—By observing the left side of the illus-
tration fig. 8 it will be observed that the image of the scene is 
focused on a semi-transparent metal photo cathode. This 
represents an important improvement as compared to the 
iconoscope. A conducting surface like this has a higher photo 
sensitivity than an insulated surface, such as the globules of 
the iconoscope mosaic. Note, too, that the cathode is held at a 
constant potential of minus 600 volts; this is possible only be-
cause the photo electrons have a return path through the ex-
ternal circuit, so they are continuously replaced. 
The photo cathode is made of such thin metal that light passes 

through it readily, as through tracing paper. Photo emission 
takes place from the back surface of the cathode. The emitted 
electrons are pulled by the strong electric field existing between 
the cathode and the target screen by reason of the potential 
difference of nearly 600 volts between them. 
The target screen is made of incredibly fine metal wires, hav-

ing from 500 to 1,000 meshes per linear inch. Better than 
60% of its area is occupied by the holes, so the photo electrons 
can pass easily through it, and do not cast a "shadow" on the 
target beyond it. 

Operation.—The operation of the image orthicon is funda-
mentally as follows: Light from the televised scene is picked 
in the conventional way by an optical lens system and focused 
on the photo sensitive surface behind the face of the tube. 
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The surface elements emit electrons in direct proportion to 
the amount of light striking them. These electrons, accelerated 
by a positive voltage and held on a parallel course by an electro-
magnetic field, flow from back of the photosensitive surface 
to a target. 

Secondary emission from the target caused by the impact of 
the electrons, leaves on the target a pattern of varying positive 
charges, which correspond to the pattern of light from the 
televised scene. 
The rear of the target is scanned by a beam of electrons which 

are generated by the electron gun in the base of the tube. This 
beam is modulated, as it scans, by the varying positive charges 
on the target which are representative of the light pattern of 
the televised scene. 
The returning beam with picture information imposed upon 

it by the varying losses of electrons left behind in the target, is 
directed toward the first of a series of dynodes (electron multi-
pliers) near the base of the tube. This multiplying process 
continues with the strength of the signal increasing at each 
dynode, until it reaches the signal anode and is conveyed to the 
external circuit. 

Sound Transmitter.—The sound transmitter associated with 
the transmitting system is a conventional frequency modula-
tion system consisting of audio amplifier, frequency modulator, 
high frequency transmitter and high frequency antenna. 
Thus, at the transmitting station, there are two transmitters, 
one for the picture signals, and one for the sound. 

Television Broadcasting Practices.—In the foregoing overall 
description of a television system no attention has been given to 
the apparatus necessary in the broadcasting studios for a suc-
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cessful transmission of picture and sound. Most of the ap-
paratus required to produce the conditions described are of 
necessity extremely complex. 

The block diagram of the signal circuits of a typical modern 
television transmitter is shown in fig. 9. A separate trans-
mitter supplies speech accompanying the scene. A camera 
selector affords the choice of ten cameras viewing one or more 
scenes from different vantage points any three of which may be 
selected simultaneously with control room monitoring of each. 

Further selection is made by a channel selector feeding 
through a fader (volume control) the line amplifier. In ad-
dition, provision is made to preview the scene from a given 
camera prior to switching into the line amplifier. 

The line amplifier also serves as a mixer for the injection of 
synchronization pulses which, along with the picture signal, 
make up the composite signal of the broadcast. An air monitor 
shows the picture as it is being transmitted. 

The televising of live talent programs presents to the video 
broadcaster many of the same problems that have confronted 
the moving picture industry. Rather elaborate backgrounds 
are frequently necessary and they require the same attention 
to technical detail and to period authenticity that is evident in 
well staged plays and in high-grade motion pictures. As the 
video broadcast must be continuous, unlike the motion picture 
production which can be interrupted at will, the problems of 
set lighting and equipment placing require much planning and 
rehearsal prior to the actual broadcast. 

Indoor, as well as outdoor televising usually requires that 
several cameras be strategically located so as to view the scene 
from various vantage points without sequential interruption. 
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In addition to the telecasting of live program material, ex-
tensive use is made of motion picture film in television pro-
gramming. For this purpose, special projectors are employed, 
which by a shutter arrangement, convert the 24 frame per 
second film projections into 30 frame per second television 
signals. The film picture is projected directly into the tele-
vision camera tube, from which the electrical signal is conveyed 
to the control room over coaxial cable. Sound pickup from the 
film is in the normal manner. 

Since the connection, by coaxial cable, from a remote place 
to the studio control room equipment is an economic impossi-
bility, small ultra-high frequency radio relay links are employed 
to relay remote pickups. 
The relay equipment is usually contained within a special 

truck which houses not only the relay transmitter but also 
complete control and monitoring facilities. 
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CHAPTER 36 

Television Receiver Circuit 
Fundamentals 

In the previous chapter a general discussion of the various 
factors affecting television broadcasting have been made. The 
function of a television receiver is to extract from space the 
signal transmitted by the broadcasting station, amplify it and 
employ it to produce visible pictures and audible sound which 
in all details conform with the original scene at the broadcasting 
station. 

In the television receiver, therefore, the received signal is 
amplified and separated into its components. The components 
are amplied and applied in such a way as to produce variations 
in the intensity of the electron beam of the picture tube which 
is similar to a conventional cathode ray tube. 

In the receiving picture tube, deflection is accomplished 
electromagnetically with coils external to the tube. The 
oscillators which furnish the energy for deflection operate at 
the same frequencies as the deflection oscillators associated 
with the transmitting camera tube and are held in synchronism 
by the transmissing synchronizing pulses. 

Thus, the electron beam of the picture tube moves in synchro-
nism with the electron beam of the camera tube, and the varia-
tions in brilliancy of illumination at the point of impact on the 
picture tube screen, correspond to the variations in illumination 
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of the respective areas of the camera tube mosaic. In this 
manner, the image on the mosaic in the camera tube is dissected 
and the information on each element transmitted separately 
in a manner which permits the television receiver to take these 
pulses of information and employ them to produce correspond-
ing variations in illumination on the picture tube screen and 
thus produce a picture of the original scene. 

Present television receiver design practice is to use super-
heterodyne receivers with antenna and r.f. circuits which are 
sufficiently broad in frequency response to accept the entire 
pass band covered by the two carriers (sound and picture) and 
their transmitted sidebands. No separation occurs until 
after the first detector. The output of a single local oscillator 
is heterodyned with both sound and picture carrier signals to 
produce signals of two intermediate frequencies. 
By having separate picture and sound intermediate frequency 

amplifying systems, each of which is tuned to the correct inter-
mediate frequency, the television picture and sound signal may 
be' separated. The sound amplifying system from that point 
on is in most respects similar to that of a conventional radio 
receiver. 

Block Diagram of Typical Television Receiver.—In this 
connection it should be clearly understood that although tele-
vision receivers may differ considerably as to circuit design 
(depending upon the manufacture of the particular receiver), 
they all operate on the same general principles. 

In order to simplify the study of television receiver, it is 
customary to employ so called "block diagrams". By means of 
these, it is possible to separate the complete circuit into its 
various sections, each of which have been assigned to its particu. 
lar function in the complete circuit. 

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of a typical television receiver. 
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The antenna receives both sound and picture signals. Thus, 
in a typical transmitter the picture carrier would be 45.25 mc. 
and the sound carrier 49.75 mc. 

The r.f. circuits are sufficiently broad to pass both carriers 
with such portions of their sidebands as are transmitted. These 
are then passed on to the first detector where they are both 
heterodyned with a 58 mc. local oscillator signal. This pro-
duces two i.f. carriers, one at 12.75 mc. modulated with the 
picture signals, and another at 8.25 mc. modulated with the 
accompanying sound signals. 

The i.f. signals with sound modulation are amplified by the 
sound i.f. amplifier, and the if. signals with picture modulation 
are amplified by the picture if. amplifier. In order to prevent 
cutting of the high frequency side bands in the sound if. ampli-
fier when the receiver is slightly mistuned, the sound if. trans-
formers are designed to pass a band up to 100 k.c. wide. As 
this type of transformer reduces the gain per stage, two sound 
if. amplifier stages are used to obtain the necessary amplifica-
tion. The sound if. signals are impressed upon the sound 
second detector and are converted into adujo frequencies in the 
usual manner. These are then amplified and reproduced as 
sound by a conventional audio amplifier and loudspeaker. 

The picture i.f. signals are amplified by a picture i.f. amplifier 
system which is tuned to 12.75 mc. and which passes a band of 
2.5 mc. to 4 mc. depending upon the quality of the receiver. 
For vestigal side band transmission within the band widths 
allocated for television, this will allow modulation frequencies 
corresponding to video frequencies up to 4.0 mc. An if. 
amplifier which will pass a band of this width must necessarily 
have a low gain per stage and consequently five picture if. 
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stages are used in this typical receiver to secure the desired 
amount of amplification. 

The amplified picture i.f. is applied to the picture second 
detector and converted into the television signal represented on 
page 758 The output of the picture second detector is supplied 
simultaneously to the picture a.v.c. system, to the video ampli-
fier and to the synchronizing separator. The picture a.v.c. 
system utilizes some of the television picture signal to produce 
a variable d.c. voltage which after suitable filtering is applied 
as negative grid bias to the picture if. stage to control their 
gain. 

The video amplifier amplifies the a.c. portions of the tele-
vision picture signal and applies them to the grid of the picture 
tube to control the relative illumination of the elemental areas 
and to blank the beam during the return periods. A portion 
of the output of the video amplifier is rectified by a tube called 
the "d.c. restorer" and the d.c. voltage thus produced is applied 
as variable bias voltage to the picture tube grid. This function 
is usually referred to as the automatic brightness control and is 
necessary when the video amplifier is not a d.c. amplifier in 
order to reproduce correctly the average brightness or illumina-
tion of the scene being televised and to secure correct blanking 
during the return time. 

The synchronizing separator incorporates circuits which 
separate the synchronizing pulses from the remainder of the 
signal. The horizontal synchronizing pulses are then separated 
from the vertical synchronizing pulses by suitable circuits and 
both are then applied to control the timing of the deflection 
oscillators with which they are associated. 
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FIG. 2—Illustration showing antenna assembly method. (Courtesy American 
Phenolic Corporation.) 
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CHAPTER 37 

Circuit Description of Typical 
Television Receiver 

The material presented under the foregoing heading has been 
.supplied by the courtesy of Motorola Inc., and while this in-
formation has direct reference to their 12T and 12K model 
receivers, it. will prove helpful to television students and 
servicemen in servicing other sets since much of this data is 
of a general nature. 

Chassis.—Television chassis fig. 1 contains 19 tubes exclusive 
of the picture tube. The picture, sound and scanning circuits, 
together with a selenium rectifier, voltage doubler "B" supply, 
are contained on a single chassis. 

Tuning Range.—Channels 2 through 13. 

I.F. Frequency.—Channels 2 to 6; Sound 21.9 mc.; Picture 
26.4 mc.; Channels 7 to 13; Sound 27.3 mc.; Picture 22.8 mc. 

Antenna Impedance.-300 ohms. 

Power Supply.-117 volts, 60 cycles, a.c. current only. 

Power Consumption.— 160 watts. 

Audio Output.-4 watts 
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Chassis Tube Complement 

Ref. 
No. Tube Function 

V-1 6CB6 
V-2 12AT7 
V-3 6AU6 
V-4 6AU6 
V-5 6AG5 
V-6 6AL5 
V-7 6AI-16 
V-8 CAU6 
V-9 6AL5 
V-10 6J5GT 
V-11 6V6GT 
V-12 6SN7GT 
V-13 6J5GT 
V-14 25L6GT 
V-15 6AL5 
V-16 6SN7GT 
V-17 6BQ6GT 
V-18 6W4GT 
V-19 1B3GT 
V-20 12LP4 

r.f. Amplifier 
Mixer-Oscillator 
1st i.f. Amplifier 
2nd i.f. Amplifier 
3rd if. Amplifier 
Video Detector 
Video Amplifier 
Audio Driver-Limiter 
Ratio Detector 
Audio Amplifier 
Audio Output 
1st and 2nd Clippers 
Vertical Sweep Generator 
Vertical Sweep Output 
Phase Detector 
Horizontal Oscillator 
Horizontal Output and High Voltage Generator 
Damping Diode 
High Voltage Rectifier 
Picture Tube 

Low Voltage Power Supply.—The low voltage power supply 
fig. 2 provides plate voltage for all tubes except the high voltage 
applied to the second anode of the picture tube. The heater 
transformers supply heater voltage to all tubes except the h.v. 
rectifier, which is energized by horizontal sweep current. 
One low voltage secondary of T-7, the step down filament 

transformer, supplies filament voltage to all tubes except the 
attdio driver-limiter (V-8), the vertical output tube (V-14), 
the picture tube (V-20), and the horizontal damping diode 
(V-18). 

Since the damping diode ( V-18) develops a high voltage pulse 
at its cathode, and its cathode is tied to the filament to prevent 
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breakdown in the tube, it is necessary to provide a separate, 
low-capacity, well insulated transformer (T-8) to heat this 
filament. 
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The vertical output tube (V-I4) requires a 25 volt filament 
supply, and hence is provided with a separate 25 volt tap on 
the transformer. V-8 and V-20 are supplied by an additional 
winding, which in sets of late designs, is connected series op-
posing with the primary to increase the 6.3 volt filament supply 
voltage slightly to insure that the r.f. oscillator will operate on 
low line voltage. 

The "B" -I- plate supply uses a voltage doubler. R-105 is 
a limiting resistor to protect the rectifiers from initial current 
surges and also serves as a fuse in case of "B" + shorts. When 
the polarity of the applied 117 volts a.c. is such as to make the 
side of the line connected to R-105 negative, E-2 will conduct 
and charge C-108 (140 mf.) to peak line voltage. 

On the next alternation, E-1 will conduct and the voltage 
applied to it is now the peak line voltage plus the peak charge 
stored in C-108. This results in a charge of about 260 volts on 
C-63C (100 mf.). The speaker field is used as a filter choke. 
The focus coil and the resistor network, which controls the 
current through it, act also as a voltage divider to supply plate 
and screen voltages to several tubes, as shown in fig. 2. 

Another voltage divider from "B" + to "B" — , consisting of 
R-76 (1 meg.) and the potentiometer, R-75 (1 meg.) provides a 
variable bias on the cathode of the picture tube, to serve as a 
brightness control. 

The R.F. Tuner.—Fig. 3 is a simplified schematic of the tuner. 
The antenna input coil, L-1, couples the balanced line to 
the single ended input circuit for the r.f. tube, V-1. Opti-
mum antenna coupling for all channels is obtained by the 
coupling coils L-5A, L-5B, L-5C, and the coupling leads on 
channel positions 8, 10 and 12 of switch wafer S-1A. These 
can be considered the primary of the antenna transformer. 
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The secondary, or tuned grid circuit, includes also the continu-
ous, tapped coil mounted on wafer S-1B for the low channels 
(2-6) and the stamped metal plate in series with the coil for the 
high channels (7-13). The purpose of the antenna coil, coup. 
ling leads, and the secondary circuit, is to match the 300 ohm 
impedance of the transmission line from the antenna to the 
input impedance of the r.f. amplifier grid circuit and to tune 
this circuit for the channel selected. Referring to fig. 3, it will 
be seen that the switch in progressing .from channel 2 to 13, 
shorts out the unused portion of the secondary winding or 
stamped metal plate. The bandwidth of channels 7 through 
thirteen is about 8 mc. The stamped metal plate is carefully 
designed so that with this bandwidth no alignment adjustment 
is needed on the high channels. 

R.F. Amplifier.—The grid of the r.f. amplifier V-1 (6CB6) 
is returned to the automatic gain control bus through L-6 and 
a bypass capacity (C-5). The plate load of this tube consists 
of another tapped coil for the low channels and a stamped metal 
plate for the high channels mounted, in this case, on switch 
wafer S-/C. Here again, the switch progressively shorts out 
the unused sections of the inductance in tuning from channel 
2 to 13. In this case, however, a trimmer C-7 and a choke L-7 
are provided to center the high channel response while the low 
channel coils may be tuned by expansion or compression. 

The Mixer.—The mixer uses one-half of V-2 (12AT7). C-15 
(8 mmf.) couples the r.f. amplifier output to the mixer grid. 
Oscillator injection is accomplished by C-17 (2 mmf.). L-9 
and C-17 form a series resonant circuit tuned to the center of 
the i.f. response, to prevent interaction between the if. and 
the mixer input. 
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The Oscillator.—The oscillator uses the other half of V-2 
(12AT7) in a Colpitts circuit. Here again, the tuning induc-
tance consists of the tapped coil for the low channels and the 
stamped metal plate for the high channels mounted on wafer 
S-1E. L-8 and C-14 are provided to set the center frequency 
on the high channels while the low channels are aligned by 
spreading or compressing the individual coil sections. C-13 
is provided as a fine tuning control for customer use. 
The oscillator operates above the r.f. on the low channels and 

below the r.f. on the high channels except that in later produc-
tion the circuit was modified to avoid interference by operating 
the oscillator on the high side for channels 11, 12 and 13. 

The I.F. Amplifier.—The if. amplifier uses two 6AU6 tubes 
and one 6AG5 tube. Fig. 4 is the schematic of the i.f. amplifier. 
T-1 couples the mixer plate to the first i.f. grid. Coupling be-
tween primary and secondary, which are individually slug-
tuned, is fixed and is designed for proper bandwidth. The 
plate choke L-11, of the first i.f. tube V-3 (6AU6), is coupled 
to the grid coil, L-12, of the second if. tube V-4 (6AU6) 
through C-30 (220 mmf.). At i.f. frequencies, the impedance 
of C-30 is negligible and for all practical purposes, L-11 and 
L-12 can be considered as being in parallel, L-12 being slug-
tuned. 
A similar method is used between the second and third i.f. 

tubes. The third i.f. plate is coupled to the detector by T-2, 
a unity coupled transformer. The i.f. circuits are stagger-
tuned for proper bandwith. L-13 and L-17 are separately 
tuned trap windings on if. coil forms L-12 and L-16, respec-
tively. Together with C-31 and C-38, they form absorption 
type trap circuits which steepen the high and low skirts of the 
z.f. response for better picture quality and to stabilize the audio 
response with intercarrier sound. 
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Decoupling has been used not only in the plate supply and 
a.g.c. circuits, but also in the filament circuits to prevent 
regeneration. 

The Video Detector.—One-half of V-6 (6AL5) is used as the 
video detector. Fig. 5 is a schematic of the video detector. 
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Since for noise limiting purposes it is desirable to apply a signal 
with negative going sync pulses to the grid of the video ampli-
fier, the detector load R-26 (5600) is placed in the plate circuit 
of the diode. L-18, L-19, and C-42, form a low pass filter to 
keep if. frequencies off the grid of the video amplifier. 

Since this chassis operates on the intercarrier sound system, 
the detector heterodynes the video and sound if. frequencies, 
and produces the 4.5 mc. beat frequency which becomes the 
new audio if. frequency. The negative d.c. voltage developed 
at the high side of the detector load R-26 (5600) will be a func-
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tion of carrier level. This voltage is fed to the a.g.c. bus 
through R-28 (1.5 meg.) and controls the gain of the r.f. and 
first and second if. amplifiers. 

The Video Amplifier.—The video amplifier V-7 (6AH6) not 
only amplifies the video signal but also the 4.5 mc. audio i.f. 
beat. Fig. 6 is a schematic of the video amplifier. In its plate 
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circuit, this beat is separated from the video signal and fed 
to the grid circuit of the audio driver-limiter tube V-8 (6AU6) 
by C-49 (2.2 mmf.) and L-23, the sound take-off coil. The 
4.5 mc. trap, L-21 and C-50, is a parallel resonant circuit which, 
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when properly tuned, offers a high impedance to this frequency. 
to prevent its reaching the picture tube. 
By applying a negative signal to the grid of the video ampli-

fier, a noise limiting action is achieved because noise pulses of 
amplitude greater than the sync level will drive the tube to 
cut off and, therefore, will not be present in the plate circuit. 
Since a single video amplifier tube is used, the signal at its 
plate will be positive and, as might be expected, is used to 
modulate the cathode of the picture tube rather than the grid, 
because the blanking pulses must cut the picture tube off and 
the polarity of the video information must be such that dark 
picture elements result in making the grid more negative with 
respect to the cathode. 

L-20 and L-22 are peaking coils to extend the high frequency 
response of the amplifier. The contrast control, R.-31A, is 
placed in the cathode circuit of the video amplifier and controls 
the bias and, therefore, the gain of this tube. The network of 
resistors and condensers across taps on the contrast control 
decreases degeneration at the higher frequencies and, therefore, 
helps to extend the high frequency response. The composite 
video signal is fed to the picture tube cathode through coupling 
condenser C-80 (.1). 

The Automatic Gain Control (A.G.C.).—The negative d.c. 
voltage developed across the detector load resistor, R-26 
(5600), is the a.g.c. voltage. It will be noted that the low side 
of this resistor is connected to the arm of the contrast control 
potentiometer, R-31A. R-29 (47) is shunted across the arm 
of the contrast control and B — . In weak signal areas, this 
arrangement results in delay in the a.g.c. action. For a weak 
signal, minimum bias is desired on the video amplifier, there-
fore, the arm of the contrast control will be closest to the cathode 
end of the potentiometer. 
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Because R-29 is then shunted across the entire contrast 
control, most of the plate current will flow through it and de-
velop a positive voltage of approximately one volt at the arm 
with respect to B — . Since the low side of the detector load 
is tied to this positive voltage, no a.g.c. voltage will develop 
until the signal is strong enough to overcome this positive 
voltage and, therefore, no a.g.c. bias is applied to the controlled 
tubes under weak signal conditions. In a strong signal area, 
however, where the arm of the contrast control approaches the 
B — end of the control, R-29 is shorted out and full a.g.c. 
'Voltage is developed. 

The Audio System.—The audio system employs a driver-
limiter. V-8 (6AU6); a ratio detector V-9 (6AL5); a first 
audio amplifier, V-10 (6J5), and an audio output tube, V-11 
(6V6). Fig. 7 is a schematic of the audio system. The driver-
limiter is operated at low plate and screen voltages to act as a 
partial limiter to minimize any amplitude modulation. A 
conventional ratio detector and audio amplifier are used. 

The Clipper.—The clipper uses a 6SN7GT tube. The clipper 
schematic is shown in fig. 8. The composite video signal with 
positive going sync is applied through R-55 (10K) and C-66 
(.005) to the grid of the first clipper from the plate circuit of 
the video amplifier. Under no signal conditions, the tube is 
unbiased. 

The positive signal, however, will cause the tube to draw 
grid current and the voltage drop across R-54 (1 meg.) negative 
at the grid, will charge C-66 to such a value that only the most 
positive part of the signal, which is the sync pulse, will cause 
plate current to flow. Therefore, the video information and 
the blanking pulses are clipped off and only the sync pulses, 
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now negative in polarity, appear in the plate circuit. The 
second clipper is so biased that the peaks of the sync pulses 
will drive the tube to cut-off, which results in squared pulses of 
positive polarity in the plate circuit of this tube. A slight 
increase in sync pulse amplitude is obtained by a small positive 
voltage applied to the grid of the second clipper by R-107 
(330K). 

The Vertical Scanning System.—Fig. 9 is a schematic of 
the Vertical Scanning System. 

The integrating network, shown in fig. 8, composed of R-60, 
C-70, R-61, and C-71, changes the vertical group of sync pulses 
into a single pulse of suitable amplitude to trigger the vertical 
oscillator. The vertical oscillator is an asymmetrical multi-
vibrator using two tubes V-13 (6J5) and V-14 (25L6). V-14 
also serves as the output tube. 

A multivibrator can be considered as a resistance coupled 
amplifier in which the output of the second tube is coupled 
back to the input of the first tube. V-13 is the automatic 
switch which charges and discharges the sawtooth forming 
condenser C-74 (.05), connected in its plate circuit. The 
circuit components of the multivibrator are chosen so that 
V-13's conductance period is about seven percent of the entire 
cycle, to insure that retrace time of the scan will have the proper 
relationship with the trace time. 

This circuit is modified from the conventional resistance 
coupled multivibrator in that the plate of the output stage, 
which is also the second multivibrator tube, has a fairly large 
value of inductance, introduced by the output transformer 
stepping up the yoke inductance. When the tube is cut off, 
a positive pulse of several hundred volts is developed across this 
inductance A portion of this pulse, obtained by means of 
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the feedback network, R-72, R-73, R-74 and C-76, C-77 and 
C-78, is used to cause the discharge tube V-13 to go into heavy 
conduction. 

For purposes of explaining the circuit action, assume a time 
has been reached in the cycle when the trace period is almost 
completed. During this trace period, V-13 is cut off and V-14 
is conducting. C-73 has been discharging through the grid 
resistors of V-13, R-62 (680K) and R-63 (the vertical hold 
control) and resistors R-74 and R-72. This discharge circuit 
makes the grid end of R-62 negative and biases the tube beyond 
cut-off. 

When the energy stored in the condenser has decreased 
sufficiently, the grid of V-13 reaches the threshold of conduct-
ance and the tube begins to draw current. Condenser C-75, 
which has been charged to nearly the B+ voltage, now starts 
to discharge through V-13 and R-68 (3.3 meg.) and this dis-
charge current makes the grid end of R-68 negative tending to 
ut off V-14, and initiates the retrace. With the sudden 
change of plate current in V-14 developed across the plate 
inductance, a positive pulse is applied to the grid of V-13 
through the feed-back network driving this tube into heavy 
conduction. C-74 will then discharge through V-13. 

The voltage developed at the plate of V-13 will be the com-
bination sawtooth and pulse voltage shown in fig. 12 (1). The 
pulse is formed by the peaking resistors R-64 and R-65. When 
V-13 goes into conduction, the voltage at the plate of V-13 
drops suddenly to a value determined by the relationship of 
the plate resistance of V-13 to the total resistance in the dis-
charge circuit of C-74, which consists of R-64, R-65 and the 
plate resistance of V-13. 

After this initial instant, the charge on C-74 decreases, 
causing the voltage decrease at the plate shown between points 
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"e" and "d" of fig. 12 (1). When the positive pulse on the 
grid of V-13 has decreased to the value where the negative 
charge on C-73 becomes operative and cuts off V-13, the voltage 
on the plate of V-13 and correspondingly on the grid of V-14, 
rises quickly to point "a" on the curve, the start of the trace. 

The negative pulse shown between points "h" and "a" of 
fig. 12 (1) acting on the grid of V-14, tends to cut the tube off 
and raises its plate resistance to the larger value required to 
dissipate the energy in the plate circuit inductance during the 
short retrace period. 

Since the plate circuit of the vertical output stage V-14 has 
inductance, and as the time constant of an inductive circuit 
decreases with an increase of resistance, just the opposite of 
an RC circuit, the increase in plate resistance of the tube is 
used to obtain the short time constant circuit required for 
proper retrace time. 

I3y returning the grid of the picture tube to the junction of 
the two peaking resistors, R-64 and B-65, a negative pulse of 
suitable amplitude to cut the picture tube off during retrace 
is obtained, resulting in elimination of retrace lines on the 
screen. 

The feedback network to the grid of V-13 also serves to filter 
out horizontal pulses which are present in the plate of V-14 
due to coupling in the yoke and which are coupled to the plate 
through the output transformer. The windings of the vertical 
output transformer are connected series opposing, which reduces 
the step-down ratio and, hence, the inductance in the plate of 
V-14 in order to shorten the retrace time. The controls found 
in this circuit are: 
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1. The Vertical Hold Control R-63 (1 meg.). This control 
varies the resistance in the discharge circuit of C-73 (.006) 
and, hence, provides a means of varying the frequency 
of the multivibrator. In practice, this control is adjusted 
so that the incoming positive sync pulses, which are of 
constant amplitude, will fire the tube in exact synchroni-
zation with the transmitting station's vertical scan. 

2. The Vertical Size Control R-67 (5 meg.). This control 
varies the charging current into C-74 (.05) and, hence, 
the amplitude of the voltage developed across it. Varia-
tion of this voltage varies the drive on the grid of V-14 
and controls vertical size. 

3. Vertical Linearity R-71 (5000). This control, by bleeder 
action through resistor R-69 (150K) and the output 
tube's plate current, sets the bias and determines the tube's 
operating point on its plate current curve. Since this 
curve is not linear, some distortion can be introduced 
to counteract any non-linearity in the sawtooth grid 
voltage. 

Since all of these controls are also in the multivibrator circuit 
and have an effect also on its frequency, there will be some 
interaction between them. Usually readjustment of size or 
linearity will require readjustment of the hold control. 

Horizontal Scanning System.—The horizontal scanning sys-
tem comprises a phase detector V-15 (6AL5), and a cathode 
coupled multivibrator V-16 (6SN7), the output tube V-17 
(6BQ6) and a damping diode V-18 (6W4). Fig. 10 is a simpli-
fied schematic of this system. 
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Horizontal Oscillator.—In order to see how the phase detec-
tor automatically corrects for multivibrator frequency change, 
it will be necessary to understand how the correction voltage 
affects the multivibrator. It will be noted that this circuit 
differs from the vertical multivibrator in that only one coupling 
condenser is used but that the two tubes have a common cathode 
resistor. This arrangement is known as a cathode coupled 
multivibrator. 
The operation is as follows. Assume that the trace period 

is almost completed. At this time, tube "A" is conducting, 
tube "B" is cut off. C-86 is discharging through tube "A", 
R-92 (150K) and R-91 (the hold control). The discharge 
current of C-86 is still high enough to keep the grid of tube 
"B" negative and cut off. Bias is being applied to both tubes 
by current flow through R-89 (1000) the common cathode 
resistor. 
When the energy stored in C-86 is reduced to the point where 

its discharge current no longer holds the grid of tube "B" 
below conductance, tube "B" starts to pass current and this 
current causes a greater voltage drop across R-89, the common 
cathode resistor, which increases the bias on tube "A" reducing 
its plate current. 
The resulting increase in voltage at the plate of tube "A" 

begins to charge C-86 and this charging current applies positive 
voltage to the grid of tube "B". The resulting heavier con-
duction of tube "B" develops a pulse of voltage across R-89 
which cuts tube "A" off and results in a positive pulse at the 
plate of tube "A" which throws tube "B" into heavy conduction. 

This allows C-87, the saw-forming condenser to discharge 
through tube "B" and R-93. When C-86 becomes charged 
the charging current through R-92 and R-91 dect eases and the 
positive voltage on the grid, which has far exceeded the bias 
developed across R-89, is reduced. This results in reducing 
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the plate current through tube "B" and, therefore, the bias 
applied to tube "A" by the voltage drop across R-89. Tube 
"A" starts to conduct and condenser C-86 starts to discharge, 
cutting tube "B" off. C-87 begins to charge, starting the next 
trace. 

L-25 and C-84 in the plate circuit of tube "A", form a reson-
ant circuit which is tuned to the horizontal frequency (15,750 
cps). The 15,750 cycle sine wave generated by this circuit, if 
properly phased, will insure that the positive pulse at the plate 
of tube "A", which throws tube "B" into conduction, will be 
more frequency stable. 

C-87 and R-93, the peaking resistor, will produce the same 
combination pulse and sawtooth voltage shown in fig. 12 (1). 
This action was explained in the vertical circuit. 

The Phase Detector.—The foregoing explanation is based 
on the assumption that tube "A's" grid is returned to a fixed 
potential point. It can be seen that if this grid is returned to a 
point which varies in potential with frequency of the multi-
vibrator, it would be possible to make this variation a means of 
frequency control. 

Assume that the grid of "A" in fig. 10 is made more positive. 
This causes the bias of "B" to increase because of the increased 
drop across the common cathode resistor R-89. Capacitor 
C-86 will then dischargefor a longer time before "B" conducts, 
thereby decreasing the frequency of oscillation. If the grid 
were made more negative, the bias across the common cathode 
resistor would be less and C-86 would discharge for less time 
before "B" started to conduct, thereby increasing the frequency. 

Fig. 8 is a simplified schematic of the clipper and phase 
detector circuits. The phase detector V-15 (6AL5) is so con-
nected that a comparison of the phase of the incoming sync 
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pulses and a sawtooth derived from the horizontal output 
system is made. A positive sync pulse from the plate of the 
second clipper V-12 (6SN7) is fed through C-82 (.001) to the 
plate of diode "A" of V-15. A negative sync pulse from the 
cathode of V-12 is applied through C-68 (.001) to the cathode of 
diode "B" of V-15. 
A sawtooth, derived from the integration of a pulse in the 

horizontal output circuit, at the yoke, by the integrating net-
work, composed of R-86 (150K), R-85 (150K), and C-81 (.005) 
is applied to the cathode of diode "A" and the plate of diode 
"B", which are tied together and returned to B — through 
R-84 (15K). 
The load for diodes "A" and "B" consists of resistors R-83 

(100K) and R-81 (100K) whose junction returns to the high 
side of the grid resistor R-82 of the first horizontal multivibrator 
tube V-16 (6SN7). The voltage applied to the two diodes 
will be a function of the amplitude of the sawtooth, the ampli-
tude of the sync pulses and the phase relationship between the 
pulses and the sawtooth. 

If the sawtooth, whose phase and frequency are a function 
of the multivibrator's phase and frequency, is operating in 
the middle of the lock-in range, the sync pulse will occur in the 
center of the retrace time. See fig. 11 (1). The sync pulses 
have an amplitude of from six to eight volts while the sawtooth 
amplitude is about two volts. 
The RC time constant in the pulse input circuit to the diodes 

is long enough to maintain an average pulse voltage of six to 
eight volts for two or three horizontal lines, which means that 
in the "on" frequency condition shown in fig. 11 (1), the diodes 
conduct only on the pulses and since these are equal in amplitude 
and develop voltages of opposite polarity across R-82 in the 
first multivibrator grid circuit as shown in fig. 8, no control 
voltage is applied to the grid of V-16. 
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If the oscillator tends to increase in frequency, with respect 
to the sync pulses, the phase relationship shown in fig. 11 (2) 
exists at the diodes. The phase of the sawtooth has now shifted 

(I) OSCILLATOR ON FREQUENCY 

(2) OSCILLATOR HIGH IN FREQUENCY 

(3) OSCILLATOR LOW IN FREOUENCY 

FIG. 11—Wave forms at phase detector. 

• 

w 

- 

so that at the same instant that the pulse is applied to the plate 
of diode "A" the positive saw is also applied to its cathode, so 
that only the shaded portion of the pulse causes conduction of 
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diode "A". Diode "B", however, still conducts on the total 
amplitude of the negative pulse applied to its cathode aided by 
the positive saw applied to its plate at the same time. 

Since current flow through diode "A" makes the grid end of 
R-82 negative, with respect to B — , the decreased current 
flow caused by the sawtooth voltage bucking the pulse voltage 
at diode "A" results in a more positive voltage across R-82 
applying a more positive voltage to the grid of V-16 which, as 
we have seen, .results in decreasing the oscillator's frequency. 

If the oscillator tends to decrease in frequency, with respect 
to the sync pulses, the phase relationship shown in fig. 11 (3) 
exists at the diodes. At the same instant that the negative 
pulse is applied to the cathode of diode "B", the negative saw 
is applied to its plate so that only the shaded portion of the 
pulse causes conduction. Diode "A", however, conducts en 
the full amplitude of the positive pulse applied to its plate 
aided by the negative saw applied to its cathode at the same 
time. 

Since current flow through diode "B" makes the grid end of 
R-82 positive, with respect to B — , the decreased current 
through diode "B" results in applying a more negative voltage 
to the grid of V-16 which, as we have seen, results in increasing 
the oscillator frequency. C-83, R-87 and C-85 provide two 
time constant filters which are necessary to obtain "fly-wheel" 
action of this a.f.c. sync circuit. 

The Horizontal Output System.—The combination cawtooth 
and pulse waveform developed across C-87 (680) and R-93 
(3300) by the multivibrator circuit, is fed to the grid of the 
horizontal output tube V-17 (6BQ6). Fig. 10 is a simplified 
schematic of the horizontal output system. It will be noted 
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that in this system an auto-transformer is used. In the hori-
zontal scan it is necessary that retrace be completed in about 
seven microseconds. 

...Dame am. 

ill OUTPUT TUBE GRID VOLTAGE WAVEFORM 

(2) OUTPUT TRANSFORMER CURRENT WAVEFORM 
(WITHOUT DAMPING DIODE) 

e 

(3) (C)EFFECT OF DAMPING DIODE (e) CURRENT 
WAVEFORM IN OUTPUT TRANSFORMER DUE 

TO CONDUCTANCE OF OUTPUT TUBE 

a b d e 

— -1 — 

f. 

(4)COMPOSITE CURRENT WAVEFORM IN OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 

FIG. 12—Wave forms in horizontal scanning system. 

In order to accomplish reversal of current in the inductance 
of the output transformer and the yoke in this short a time, 
it is neresPary to make this circuit resonant at such a frequency 
that the half cycle time will equal seven microseconds, because 
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only by shock exciting such a circuit into oscillation will retrace 
be accomplished in the time .allowed. The circuit is made 
resonant by the inductance of the output transformer and 
yoke, the distributed capacity and the tube capacity.. 
Bearing this in mind, the operation can be explained as 

follows. Referring to fig. 12 (1), assume that the voltage 
on the grid of the output tube is increasing, point "a". The 
grid is now being made less negative and the output tube starts 
to draw current which is supplied from B -I- through the damp-
ing diode. When point "b" is reached on the grid voltage 
waveform, the output tube is suddenly cut off because its grid 
has been made highly negative, (point "e" on the grid voltage 
waveform).. 

With the tube cut off, the resonant plate load is undamped 
and the circuit is shocked into oscillation. The reversal of 
current through the output inductance produces a positive 
voltage pulse which makes the cathode of the damping diode 
(V-18) positive, with respect to its plate; therefore, it cannot 
conduct. C-91 (100) is placed across the diode to provide a 
low impedance for the oscillatory current. If the damping 
diode V-18 were not present, this oscillation would continue 
and current would flow in the output transformer as shown in 
fig. 12 (2). 

In order to insure a linear trace, however, this oscillation 
must be stopped and the damping diode serves this purpose. 
When the current nears its maximum negative value, the polar-
ity and amplitude of the voltage pulse on the damping diode is 
such that its plate becomes positive, with respect to its cathode, 
so that the tube conducts heavily and loads the circuit suffi-
ciently to prevent continuation of the oscillation. 

The current then follows the decay curve shown at "c" in 
fig. 12 (3). At the time rd" in fig. 12 (3)1 the voltage at the 
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grid of the output tube has become less then cut off [point 
"a" in fig. 12 (1) ] and the tube again demands current. The 
rising current in the tube results in superimposing the wave-
form "e" of fig. 12 (3) on the current flow already in the output 
transformer due to the decaying current which resulted from 
the damped oscillation. Combination of these two currents 
results in the linear trace current indicated at "f" in fig. 12 (4), 
which is a composite waveform of the entire action. 

During the peak conduction of the damping diode, C-92 (.1) 
charges and its polarity is such that when the output tube calls 
for current the charge on the condenser will be in series with the 
BI- supply so that the voltage at the output tube plate is raised 
from the 250 volt B + supply to about 475 volts by this so-called 
"bootstrap" voltage. When the grid voltage waveform of 
the output tube again reaches point "b" of fig. 12 (1), the tube 
is cut off and another cycle starts. 

In order to properly match the yoke inductance to the re-
quired output inductance for the tube, the yoke is connected 
to a tap on the winding which effectively makes an auto-
transformer of this section. The positive pulse of voltage at 
this tap is coupled to the yoke through C-94 (.1) and results 
in a sawtooth of current through the yoke. It will be remem-
bered that a portion of this pulse is also fed to the phase de-
tector for the a.f.c. action through R-86 and R-85. 

The small additional winding, one terminal of which is 
connected to chassis while the other terminal is connected to 
B — through C-93 (.03) is used to cancel the pulse of voltage 
which is placed on the chassis by induction from the output 
transformer. By connecting this winding in such a way as 
to place a pulse of suitable amplitude on the chassis 180 degrees 
out of phase with the induced voltage, cancellation of the in-
duced voltage will take place. 
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• High Voltage.—To take advantage of the large voltage pulse 
•leveloped across the output inductance by the heavy current 
flow caused by the retrace oscillation, the plate winding is 
made the primary of an auto-transformer whose step-up ratio 
is such as to develop pulses of about 12 kv. at its high end. 
These pulses are rectified by V-19 (1B3) and the resulting d.c. 
's applied to the second anode of the picture tube. The fila-
nent voltage for the 1B3 rectifier is obtained from an additional 
winding on the output transformer. 

Controls.—L-25 is the coil of the sine wave generating circuit 
.n the horizontal multivibrator circuit and should be tuned to 
15,750 cycles. R-91 is the horizontal hold control which can 
)e adjusted for correct frequency operation of the multivi-
brator. L-30, paralleling a small portion of the output choke 
acts as a size control. 
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CHAPTER 38 

Television Picture Tubes 

The television picture tube also called cathode ray tube, viewing 
tube, pickup tube, receiving tube, etc. is very similar to the well 
—known test oscilloscope tube employed in all types of electronic 
-testing and research work. 

With reference to fig. 1 the principle elements are as follows: 

1. A containing envelope of glass for the purpose of main-
taining vacuum in the tube. 

2. A cathode (indirectly heated) for the production of free 
electrons. 

3. A control grid for controlling the beam current. 

4. A focusing electrode identified as the first anode for con-
centrating the electrons into a cathode ray or beam. 

5. A high voltage anode referred to as the second anode for 
further acceleration of the electrons. 

6. Two sets of electrostatic deflection plates for deflecting 
the electron beam. These are known as the horizontal 
and vertical deflection plates. 

7. A screen which is coated on the inner surface of the en-
larged end of the tube with a material which shows a 
fluorescent glow at the impact point of the electron bear. 
This is termed the fluorescent screen. 
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The Electron Gun.—The electrodes consisting of the cathode 
control grid, first and second anode are collectively known as th( 
electron gun, inasmuch as their function is to generate a beam oi 
electrons and to direct it toward the viewing screen. 

AOUADAG COATING ON 
INSIDE OF GLASS 

CONTROL GRID SECOND ANODE\ 

r 's 
HEATER 

L CATHODE 
CYLINDER 

\ FIRST ANODE, 

ELECTRON 8E4 
UNDEFLECTED 

VERTICAL 
DEFLECTION 
PLATES 

ELECTRON BEAM 
DEFLECTED 

immmmA 
HORIZONTAL 
DEFLECTION PLATES 

COLLECTOR./ 
CONNECTION 

SCREEN! 

FIG. 1—Showing schematic arrangement of electrodes in a picture tube of the 
electrostatic deflection type. 

The Electron Beam.—Since the electron beam consists of 
rapidly moving electrons, it constitutes a current having both 
electromagnetic and electrostatic properties. Because no 
material conductor is required to carry the electrons, the beam 
has negligible mass and negligible inertia. Due to this inertia-
less characteristic, the electron beam can be deflected easily 
and rapidly by either electrostatic or electromagnetic fields. 

Method of Focusing.—Focusing may be accomplished by 
cither of two methods, namely: 

1. By electrostatic means, and 
2. By electromagnetic means. 
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Both methods of focusing will achieve the desired results, 
that is, a narrow concentrated beam of electrons. 

In the picture tube shown in fig. 1 the deflecting force takes 
the form of an electrostatic field produced by a voltage applied 
cross the deflecting plates. 
Another type of picture tube is shown schematically in fig. 2. 

AQUADAG COATING ON 
DEFLECTION COILS INSIDE OF GLASS SURFACE 

ACCELERATING GRID 

GRID 

CATHODE 
CYLINDER 

FOCUSING COIL 

SECOND ANODE UNDEFLECTED BEAM 

M. 2—Schematic arrangement of electrodes in a picture t u be of the mag-
netic deflection type. 

In this case no electrostatic deflection plates are used. Here 
deflection of the electron beam both horizontally and vertically 
is accomplished by means of two electromagnetic fields, pro-
duced by two external pair of coils. This latter type of picture 
tube is known as the magnetic deflection type and is the most 
common type used for picture tubes. 

Also in the magnetically focused picture tube, the first anode 
is replaced by an accelerating grid which gives the initial ac-
celeration of the beam of electrons. 
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FORMATION OF A FOCUSED LIGHT BEAM BY 
A GLASS LENS SYSTEM. 

The second anode of this type of tube is not always a part of— 
the main section of the cylindrical electron gun. Instead it is 
in the form of a coating on the inner surface of the glass ex-
tending from the tube neck up toward the fluorescent screen. 

PATHS OF INDIVIDUAL LIGHT RAYS 

FORMATION OF A FOCUSED ELECTRON BEAM 

BY AN ELECTROSTATIC LENS SYSTEM. 

FIGS. 3 and 4—Illustrating focusing method of a simple lens system as com-
pared to electrostatic focusing. In the familiar glass lens system, the lens 
may be used to collect a divergent bundle of light rays, converging them to a 
point and in this manner accomplish the focusing of light. The light lens 
system may be a simple lens or a compound of several individual elements. 
An electron lens may be employed to control the many electrons leaving 
the cathode in exactly the same manner that an optical lens controls the 
light leaving the lamp. Focusing is accomplished by varying the potentials 
of the electron lens as illustrated and is due to the electrostatic fields estab-
lished between successive elements. 
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In either method of focusing, whether electrostatic or electro-
magnetic, the amount of focus potential (or current) is varied 
while observing the fluorescent screen for sharpness of image 
detail. 

Picture Scanning.—In scanning, the beam is focused to a 
spot of small diameter at the fluorescent screen, and it now 
remains to deflect the beam for scanning in an orderly sequence. 
Here again, may be employed either an electrostatic or an 

electromagnetic method. The former is illustrated in fig. 1, 
and shows two sets of metallic plates, one set for vertical de-
flection and one set for horizontal deflection. 

Creation of an electrostatic field between any one set of 
plates will cause the electron stream, which passes between 
them, to be deflected from its normal path in one direction or 
the other, depending upon the polarity of potential applied. 
There is a linear relationship between magnitudes of deflection 
and applied potential. Therefore, by the application of po-
tential to both vertical and horizontal deflection plates, the 
electron spot may be caused to move to any desired point on 
the fluorescent screen. For example, to cause the spot to 
move upward, the top vertical plate must become positive with 
respect to the bottom vertical plate. 
For downward spot displacement, the polarity is reversed. 

A similar application to the horizontal plates above will cause 
either right hand or left hand spot movement and a spot at 
the upper right hand corner of the screen would indicate equal 
displacements in both the vertical and the horizontal directions. 

Therefore, for scanning, a linear rise of potential is applied 
to the horizontal plates at a high repetition rate (15,575 cycles 
in present day standards) while a slow repetition rate is applied 
to the vertical plates (60 cycles). These scanning potentials 
are illustrated in fig. 5. 
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A linear rise of potential causes the beam to be deflected 
linearly across the screen. After it has traversed the screen, 
it suddenly returns to the side from whence it started, only to 
again take up its slower motion in the scanning direction (left 
to right). 
As previously mentioned, a high repetition rate of scanning 

is applied to the horizontal plates, and a much slower rate to the 
vertical. Hence, analyzing the spot motion, it is found that 

-
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FIG. 5—Showing typical sawtooth scanning potentials. 

during the time that it has traveled across the screen, left to 
right, it has traveled downward by but a very small amount. 
At the start of the second horizontal cycle, therefore, the slow 
downward motion has caused the spot to be moved downward 
in amount equal to the spot size. The second horizontal cycle 
then carried the spot parallel to and immediately adjacent to 
the travel of the first cycle. A third cycle finds the downward 
motion again equal to the spot size and a third scansion is 
completed. 
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The same general outline may be applied to electromagnetic 
scanning. In this case, the deflection plates are omitted and a 
set of deflection coils are placed over the tube neck. There 
are four coils, that is, two vertical coils (one above and one 
below the neck of the tube) and two horizontal coils. Instead 
of a sawtooth of potential, as used with the deflection plates, 
a sawtooth wave form of current is used which produces a saw-
tooth of magnetic flux. It has previously been shown that a 
sawtooth of voltage applied to the deflection coils does not pro-
duce a sawtooth of current and that special pulses of voltage 
must be produced. The complete set of coils, horizontal and 
vertical, which is placed over the tube for magnetic deflection 
is known as a deflection yoke. 

Although it is possible to employ the electrostatic method of 
deflection in television picture tubes, this is seldom done for 
several reasons. They are: 

1. The deflection potentials necessary in a large tube are' 
very high, requiring large high voltage amplifier tubes. 

2. A screen giving green colored light as in oscillograph tubes. 
operating on the electrostatic deflection principle is used 
for reason of visual efficiency. Television use, however, 
dictates that a white or blue-white light be used for 
esthetic reasons and that the decay time of the light be 
short. Phosphor (screen materials) exhibit the property 
of remaining lighted for a short time after the electron 
excitation has passed. 

3. Focus of the electron beam is not maintained over the 
entire sureen in an electrostatic type of tube. This would 
give an image which is "fuzzy" or poorly focused over a 
portion of its area 
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For these reasons the television picture tube employs mag-
netic focusing. Certain electrical properties of the picture 
tube will now be treated. These being halation and the ion spot. 

Halation.—This is the glowing of a phosphor on the fluores-
cent screen, in a region immediately surrounding the scanning 
spot. It signifies one undesirable property of the picture tube. 

PICTURE TUBE SCREEN 

HALATION RING OF LIGHT 

LIGHT 
SPOT 

GLASS ENVELOPE 
INTERNALLY REFLECTED RAY 

SECONDARY 
FLUORESCENT LIGHT SPOT 
SCREEN 

PRIMARY LUMINESCENT SPOT 

FIG. 6—Showing typical halation effect on picture tube screen. 

The face of the tube must have appreciable thickness in order 
to withstand the atmospheric pressure. A pin point source of 
light appearing at the inside surface of the face will radiate 
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light in all directions, being not restricted to the desired di-
rection (straight out from the tube). Such a source is the phos-
phor being bombarded by a beam of electrons. As illustrated 
in fig. 6 internal reflections of the light within the glass wall, 
from surface to surface, give rise to one or more rings of light 
which surround the original desired point. This effect is known 
as halation. 

The Ion Spot.—A second property of the tube is the forma-
tion, after some hours of operation of a darkened area near the 
center of the screen, known as an ion spot. 
An ion spot is the result of the bombardment of the phosphor 

by charged particles known as ions. This bombardment results 
in the deterioration of the phosphor which then produces less 
light, upon being struck by the electron stream, than does that 
portion of the surface which has not been so bombarded. The 
ions travel down the tube in a rather wide angle stream, im-
pinging upon the screen near its center. 
There are several methods leading to the elimination of this 

difficulty, one of which is the use of a completely electrostatic 
tube which is not troubled with this difficulty. In television 
practice, two methods used are (1) the use of a bent gun tube 
and (2), a metallic coating on the inside surface of the phosphor. 
The bent gun tube fig. 7 is one whose electron emitting ele-

ment is not in line with the axis of the tube, that is, its electron 
stream is directed toward the side of the tube neck. Since the 
ion stream is not much effected by a magnetic field, a magnet is 
placed over the neck of the tube which bends the electron 
stream, directing it axially down the tube in the normal path, 
allowing the ion stream to continue in its original course. It 
strikes the side of the tube, where it does no damage. 
The metallic coating which is placed upon the inside surface. 

of the phosphor coating accomplishes two advantages. It. 
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ION TRAP COIL 

BENT ELECTRON 
GUN 

FOCUS COIL 

ELECTRON GUN 

DEFLECTION COIL 

DEFLECTION COIL 

ALUMINIZED SCREEN 

FLUORESCENT 
MATERIAL 

FIGS. 7 and 8—Methods of ion spot prevention on magnetic deflection type 
of picture tubes. ln the bent electron gun method; fig. 7, the actual cylin-
drical elements of the electron gun are mounted at an angle with respect 
lo the tube axis. As the electrons and ions leave the electron gun they come 
under influence of the magnetic field generated by the external bending or 
ion trap coils. This magnetic field is of the proper strength and polarity 
to return the electrons to the center line of the electron tube axis. The ions 
on the other hand, because of their greater mass cannot be deflected, and 
therefore strike the collecting walls to be dissipated, thus separating the 
ions from the electrons. The second method of ion spot prevention as 
illustrated in fig. 8 consists of a metallic coating of aluminum which because 
of its thinness is actually an aluminized screen. This aluminized screen 
will effectively transfer electrons causing them to strike the fluorescent 
material. The ions, however, having a greater mass will not penetrate 
the aluminized screen but are dissipated by it and do not reach the fluroes-
cent screen of the picture tube. 
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increases the light which is emitted from the front of the tube 
by a considerable amount and it disperses the ions so that they 
cause no damage to the phosphor. This coating is extremely 
thin, about the wavelength of light. 

Commercial Picture Tubes.—These are manufactured in a 
large variety of shapes and sizes. With the advance of tele-
vision science the public demand for larger and better pictures 
has resulted in a great improvement in the size and reliability 
of picture tubes until at present standard tubes of up to 22 
inches in diameter and larger are available. 
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+If; 

Vt'a' 
DIA. 

ANODE RECESSED SMALL CAVITY CAP 
95O MAX. 

EFFECTIVE CENTER OF DEFLECTION 
Vni q111 

SMALL SHELL "DUODECAL 7-PIN BASE 

I74 

FIG. 9—Outline dimensions of a 10BP4 direct view picture tube. 

As previously noted, magnetic deflection is the most common 
deflection method used, although a few of the smaller size 
picture tubes employ electrostatic deflection. 
A listing of the most common types of commercial picture I 
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tubes and their characteristics is provided by means of picture 
tube data charts given on pages 820 to 821. From these data 
charts much useful information in a practical form with refer-
ence to operating voltages and general characteristics of the 
tubes will be obtained. Many of the later manufactured 
picture tubes have an external conductive coating in addition 
to the internal second anode coating. In such tubes a high 
voltage filter capacitor of approximately 500 mmf. is formed by 
the two coatings and the glass which serves as a dielectric. 
In tubes so equipped the external coating is grounded. 

Using the Data Chart.—There are several important factors 
which must be considered by the service technician when using 
the tube data charts as an index to tube interchangeability. 
These are as follows: 

a. Tube types with identical bulb outlines present no problem 
of interchangeability with respect to chassis layout, unless 
the difference in overall length is so great that the two 
types in question would not be compatible in the same 
cabinet, design. 

b. When a high focus current tube is replaced for a low focus 
current tube, it may be necessary to increase the focus 
current range of the receiver, otherwise, a stronger focus 
coil must be employed. 

c. It is important that the proper external magnet be used 
with the ion trap of the tube, particularly when changing 
from a double to a single magnet. Since these com-
ponents are relatively inexpensive, it would seem practical 
to keep them on hand. 

d. If a tube without external coating is replaced for a tube 
with external coating, a 500 to 1500 mmf. capacitor con-
nected between the high voltage output lead and ground 
will insure proper set operation. 
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e. In general there are three types of connectors to the anode 
of television, tubes, the cavity and ball connectors in all 
glass types, and the clip connector for types with a metal 
cone envelope. When making tube changes, the appropri-
ate connector must be used. 

f. In practice, the same deflection yoke usually may be 
employed with all tube types having deflection angles of 
less than 66 degrees. 

g. Type numbers are assigned to picture tubes and other 
cathode Tay tubes by the Radio-Television Manufacturers 
Assodation. The first number, made up of one or two 
digits, represents the largest dimension of the face of the 
tube to the nearest one-half inch. For round tubes this 
would be the diameter and for rectangular tubes it would 
be the diagonal dimension. The letter following the first 
number is assigned in order of registration and has no 
significance other than this. The letter P, together with 
the last number designate the type of phosphor used. 
Thus, the 10BP4 is a 10 inch picture tube with P4 phos-
phor. Similarly, the 12AP4 is a 12 inch picture tube with 
P4 phosphor. 

h. In some cases an additional letter is added as a suffix to 
the type number. An example is the type 17BP4A. 
The reason for this suffix is that there has been a change 
in the design of 17 BP4, but not great enough change to 
justiTy the use of a new type number. The new tube with 
the suffix in its type number, will always operate in the 
same circuit as the original tube, but the old tube may or 
may not work in all circuits where the new tube is used. 
In this way it is possible to take advantage of the latest 
development in picture tube design whenever it may be 
necessary to replace the old tube 
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121746. I2D 18% 121/4 11 54 40 Glut Cavil,' Double 12,000 410 114 12,000 33.77 300 

12074 
I 20744. 

12D 171/2 121/4 11 , 55 40 Glass Ball Single 12,000 410 148 12,000 33-77 300 

12874 120 171/2 12 11 56 20 Glass Ball Single 12.000 410 148 11000 33-77 300 
12774 12D 18% 121/4 If 54 40 Glass Cavity Double 12,000 410 114 12,000 33-77 300 
12074 
121174A. 
121.1740. 

120 18% 121/4 11% 54 27 Metal - 
Double 
Double 
Single 

12.000 410 - 12,000 33-77 MO 

12e4 
12VIT44. 12G 18 121/4 If 55 40 Glass Cavity Double 12.000 - - 12,000 3177 300 

14874,-. 120 16% 914x1214 8 Tix 11 1/2 70 dlag. 27 Glue Cavity Double 12,000 410 115 12,000 33-17 300 
14(74,a 120 16% 9,1/4 x12 1/4 Ell á x 11 TS 70 diag. 27 Glass' Cavity Single 14,000 410 95' 12,000 33-17 300 
14074mi 120 16% irlfix12'1/4 81/2 x 11 TS 70 dàg. 27 Glass Cavity Double 14,000 410 104 12,000 33.77 300 
14E74'il I 2D 161/4 995,x1r74, tri 'tag. 70 diag. 2/ Glass' Cavil/ Single 14,000 410 110' 12,000 33.7/ 300 
:494,iit 120 16% 91liToill 1/2 8 % x11 TS 70 dlag. 27 Glass Cavity Single 14,000 410 115' 12.000 33-71 300 
15AP4 120 201/2 151/2 14 57 45 Glass Gall None 15,000 410 159 12.000 33.17 300 
15(74 120 21 1/2 151/2 14 57 45 Glass Cavity Double 15,000 410 133 12.000 33-17 300 
15[174 120 201/2 151/2 14 57 45 Glass Ball Single 15,000 410 140 12,030 33-77 300 
16414 
161i7461. 120 22% 15% 14% 53 27 Metal - Double 14,000 410 89 11,000 33-71 300 

1604 I2D 21 1/2 1514 15 52 561/4 Glass Cavity Double 15.000 410 110 - 12,000 33-17 300 

00 
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Television Picture Tube Data Chart (Magnetic deflection and focus) 

16E04 
16F146. 

12D 19% 15% 14% 60 27 Mold - Double 14.000 410 105 12.000 3317 300 

1&P4 12D 201/4 16% 15 62 27 Glass Ball Slagle 16,000 410 140 11.030 33-17 300 

16604. 12D 17% 15% 14% 70 40 Metal - Slagle 14.000 410 100' 11.000 33-77 300 

um" 16HP4A. 
120 21% 15% 141/2 60 56% Glass' Cavity Double 14.000 410 110 (2.000 33-7/ 300 

16104 
161P4A. 

 121) 20% 16% 15 60 27 Glass' Cavity Double 14.000 410 120 12.000 3177 300 

16UP-, I2D 18% 11 1/2 .14% 10 ti131/2 70 diag. 2/ Glass' Cavity Single 16,000 410 97 12,000 33-71 300 

16104 
161P4A" 

 12I1 22% 15% 141/2 52 56% Glass' Cavity Doublie 14,000 410 110 12.000 33-77 300 

16MP4 
1614Pd» 

121) . 21% 161/4 14% 60 27 Glass' Grit/ Double 14.000 410 110 12.000 33-77 300 

16094,' 1217 19% 11 1/2 x14% 10% x131/2 70 diag. 27 Glass Cavity Double 16.000 410 125' 12.000 3347 300 

161104m I2D 181/4 11 1/2 04% 10%x131/2 10 diag. 27 Glass' Cavity Double 14.000 410 100' 12.000 33-71 300 

16SP4 
16SP4A• 

12D 17% 1514 141/2 70 56% Glue Cavity Double 14.000 110 110 12.000 33-77 300 

16104.-. 120 18V. 11 1/2 .14% 1004x1304 70 dbig. 27 Glass' Cavity Single 14,000 410 toe 12,000 33-77 300 

168Pdt.. 12D 181/4 11 1/2 x14% 1004x13'!. 70 diag. 27 Glass Golly Single 15,000 410 100' 12,000 33-77 300 

169P4' 120 17% 15% 141/2 70 56% Glass Cavity Single 15,C00 410 110' 12.000 317/ 300 

16Yee' 
16116"4»  

120 IPA 15% 141/2 70 56% Glin 
Glass' 

Cavity Double I lee 
16,000 

410 110' 12,000 33-77 300 

16104'-' 120 18% 11 1/2 x14% 101/4 03% 70 diag. 27  

56% 

Glass Cavity Double 15,000 410 100' 17,000 317/ 300 

161P4ll I2D 17% 15% 14% 70 Glass' Cavity Simple 14,000 • 410 100' 12.000 33-7/ 300 

16P4' 120 22% 15% 141/2 52 56% Glass" Cavity Single 14,000 410 110' 12,000 33-1/ 300 

17APPe 12D 18% 121/2 x15% 1034x141/4 70 eau. 27 Glass Cavity Single 16,000 410 too' 12.000 33-77 300 

1780410." 120 19% 16% 1415.10% 10 diag. 27 Glass' Cavity Single 16,000 410 95' 12,000 33-77 300 

19104 
19»44a 
19104E1'1 

129 21W 18% 17% 66 28 Metal - Single 19,000 410 140 12,000 3377 300 

19°94 
19DPIA, 

12D 21% 18% 17% 66 60 Close Cavity • Double 19.000 410 140 12,060 3171 308 

19194,-. 12D 21 1/4 11.13% 12x16 70 diag. 27 Glass' Cavity Double 19,000 410 140' 12.000 33-17 300 

120 22 181/4 17% 66 60 Glass Cavity Double 19,000 410 91-126' 12,000 33-77 300 
19FP4. 

12D 21% 18% 17% 66 60 Glass Cully Single 19.000 410 107-126' 12.000 33-11 300 
19604$ 

20804 12D 28 20 18% 54 30 Glass Metal Cap None 20,000 410 122 17.000 33-77 300 

22394 
221,9160 

1261 22% 21% 20% 70 27 »hi - Slagle 19.000 410 tor 12.000 3347 300 
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Tube specification notes: 

1. All the types listed have heater values of 6.3 volts, 
0.6 amps. 

2. These types employ electrostatic focus. 

3. Types employing gray filter face plate. 

4. Type employs metal-backed screen. 

5. Rectangular type. 

6. Face plate incorporates an anti-reflective feature. 

* Types employ RMA Focus Coil #109 (approx. 470 
ohms), all others RMA focus coil #106 (approx. 264 
ohms). 

a. For replacement see Type 12RP4. 

b. For replacement see Type 15DP4. 

t Types have external conductive coating. 

7. All types employ a white fluorescence .material of 
medium persistence. 

** These values are for comparison only and do not imply 
typical operating' conditions . 

Data based on latest information from RMA Data Bureau. 

KEY KEY KEY 

12 C 120 120 

FIGS. 10 to 12—Base diagram symbols. By using the picture tube data chart 
on pages 820 and 821 , the proper base connections will be found under the 
heading of "Basing". Thus, for example, to obtain the correct base con-
nections for the 10BP4 picture tube, a reference to "Basing" on the picture 
tube data chart shows 12D as the correct base diagram to use. In a similar 
manner the base connection for any picture tube represented in the chart 
may readily be found. 



Television Picture Tubes 

Replacement of the Picture Tube 

Chassis Removal.—Ordinarily the removal of the chassis 
from the cabinet is accomplished as follows: 

1. Remove the control knobs from the front of the cabinet. 
2. Remove the wood screws that hold the rear cover to the 

cabinet, and remove the rear cover. 
3. Remove the two wood screws .from the block located on 

the top (inside) of the cabinet, and remove the block. 
4. Disconnect. the built-in antenna feeder from the antenna 

terminals. 
5. Release the antenna stub from the top of the cabinet by 

pulling out the thumb-tack. 
6. kemove the two screws that secure the antenna assembly 

to the top of the cabinet. 
7. Remove the trimmer assembly and rubber coupling 

sleeve by carefully pulling the coupling sleeve off the 
drive shaft. 

8. Temporarily tape the drive shaft to the top of the cabinet 
to avoid breakage. 

9. Remove the bracket that clamps the shutter frame to 
the bottom of the cabinet. This bracket is located near 
the front (inside) of the cabinet and can be released by 
removing the screw from the under side of the cabinet. 

10. Remove the hex-head chassis bolts from the under side 
of the cabinet. 

11. Remove the chassis by pushing the front of the chassis 
against the left side of the cabinet, and den easing the 
chassis out of the cabinet while moving the rear of the 
chassis gradually toward the right. The chassis must 
leave the cabinet at an angle so that the shutter mechan-
ism will clear the antenna drive pulleys. This step must 
be performed cautiously to prevent scratching the 
plastic front plate. 
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Picture Tube Replacement.—After the chassis has been 
removed from the cabinet, the picture tube may be replaced as 
follows: 

1. Back off the screen locking the shutter actuating link to 
the magnifier control shaft. 

2. Remove the two self-tapping screws that secure the 
shutter assembly frame to the chassis. 

3. Remove the two self-tapping screws that secure the shut-
ter assembly frame to the brace bars. 

4. Remove the wing nut and lock washer from the stud on 
top of the picture tube strap. 

5. Remove the shutter assembly by lifting the bronze strap 
over the stud and sliding the complete assembly forward. 

6. Remove the ion trap magnet and the picture tube socket. 
7. Loosen the picture tube cushion screws, the focus coil 

wing screws, and remove the screw from the picture tube 
strap. 

8. Remove the defective picture tube and insert the re-
placement through the deflection yoke and focus coil, 
exercising the caution necessary when handling picture 
tubes. 

9. Replace the screw in the picture tube strap and tighten 
the strap about the tube just enough to hold the tube in 
place. 

10. Replace the shutter assembly and tighten the self-
tapping screws only. Do not tighten the picture tube 
strap wing nut or the set screws on the magnifier control 
shaft. 

11. Position the picture tube so that the clearance between 
the tube and the mask is approximately one-thirty-
second inch. 
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Handling of Cathode Ray Tubes 

The cathode ray tube bulb (picture tube) due to its large 
surface area and high vacuum contained within it, is subjected 
to high air pressure over its entire surface. To understand 
what takes place when an accidental fracture of the tube takes 
place, it is only necessary to recall the violent blast which 
occurs when a small conventional light bulb be imploded. 
Although the tube face is fairly thick, a fracture of the glass 
by a blow, or scratch, may cause a sudden collapse, and the 
force of the implosion, may throw pieces of glass with dangerous 
violence in every direction. 
The following suggestions regarding handling of the picture 

tube should be put into practice, to avoid damage to the tube 
or possible personal injury from breakage of it. To prevent 
injury from picture tube breakage, proceed as follows: 

1. Do not unpack the picture tube until ready for use. Ex-
posing it unnecessarily at any time will increase the 
chances of possible tube damage and injury to personnel. 

2. Wear safety goggles when handling the tube and insist 
upon all persons nearby being similarly equipped with 
eye protection. 

3. Do not allow the metal part of the tube to contact or be 
brought near any magnetized material. This portion 
of the tube may become magnetized by such contact, 
resulting in picture distortion which cannot easily be 
corrected. 

4. Do not handle the picture tube at the bell-shaped glass 
portion which has been coated with a special insulating 
material. Finger marks, grease, or other foreign particles 
may cause high voltage leakage paths under humid con-
ditions. 
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Safety Precautions 

Although every practical safety device possible has been in-
corporated in television Teceivers, certain precautionary mea-
sures should be observed in their servicing. 

It should -be clearly understood that servicing of any tele-
vision receiver, especially when the receiver is on the service 
bench and possibly with the safety shield removed, offer many 
shock hazards to the serviceman and work on the receiver should 
not be attempted by any one who is not familiar with the neces-
sary precautions while working with high voltage circuits and 
picture tubes. 
The following safety regulations should be observed at all 

times while servicing television receivers. 

Precautions when Working with High Voltage 

1. Respect high voltage circuits and keep away from them. 

2. Do not depend upon interlock switches for protection, 
always disconnect the power cord if any possible danger 
exists. Interlock switches are not foolproof. 

3. Do not attempt to change tubes or make adjustments in 
the high voltage circuits when the receiver is turned on. 

4. Always use a long-handled well insulated screwdriver to 
short circuit the large capacitor terminals to ground 
before working on them. 

5. Do not attempt to operate the receiver with the high 
voltage compartment shield removed. 

6. Do not attempt to reach within the cabinet while the 
interlock switch is closed to effect some minor adjustments. 
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CHAPTER 39 

Trouble Shooting 

In order to facilitate the trouble shooting procedure the 
following trouble shooting charts are given. The charts are 
subdivided according to the symptoms as they affect the picture 
or sound so that it is an easy matter to find the symptoms ob-
served on the particular receiver. The second column of the 
charts indicate the part or section to be checked. Circuit 
components referred to in the text matter are shown on pages 
838, and 839. 

Picture Quality Defects* 

Symptom Check Refer to 

1. No picture, no raster, no 
sound. 

a. Power supply. 

2. No picture, no raster, 
sound normal. 

a. Picture tube. 
b. High voltage power supply. 
c. Ion trap. 

3. No picture, no sound, 
raster normal. 

a. ri. and video if. circuit. See Note 1. 
(page 832) 

4. No picture, raster and 
sound normal. 

a. Video amplifier. See Note 7. 
(page 833) 

5. Poor focus. a. Focus coil. 
b. Focus coil circuit. 

See Pages 749 
and 750 

*For picture quality defects see also pages 734 to 746. 
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Picture Quality Defects—Continued 

Symptom Check Refer to 

6. Poor focus and picture 
blooming. 

a. For gassy picture tube. See Note 14. 

7. Neck shadow. a. Focus coil adjustment. 
b. Ion trap adjustment. 
c. Yoke assembly adjustment. 

See Notes 33. 
34 and 36. 

8. Ghost. a. Antenna orientation. 
b. Antenna lead-in. 

9. Snow. a. Antenna installation. 

10. Poor detail. a. r.f. and video if. circuits. 
b. Picture control circuit. 

11. Insufficient brightness. a. Ion trap adjustment. 
b. Picture tube. 
c. Pix tube anode or bus volt-

age. 

12. Excessive contrast. a. Sync. Section. 

13. Excessive contrast with 
shaky picture. 

a. Sync. Section. 

See Pages 696, 
697 and 720. 

See Ch. 33. 

See Notes, 1 
and 4. 

See Note 34. 

See Note 30. 

See Note 31. 

14. Very bright, fuzzy pic-
ture. 

15. No picture on one chan-
nel. 

a. Picture tube circuit. See Note 16. 

a. Channel switch. 

16. Distorted picture. a. Video amplifier. 

17. Smeared picture. a. Video amplifier. 

See Note 6. 

See Note 7. 

See Note 10. 
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Raster Defects 

Symptom Check Refer to 

1. Raster not centered. a. Focus coil adjustment. See Note 33. 

2. Tilted raster. a. Focus coil adjustment. See Note 33. 

3. Excessive raster size. a. Low anode voltage to pix 
tube. 

4. Raster width too small. a. Circuit of horizontal sweep 
output tube. 

b. Width control shorted or 
misadjusted. 

5. Raster height too small. a. Height control circuit. 
b. Circuit of vertical sweep 

output tube. 

See Note 37. 

6. Unsymmetrical, trapezoi- 
dal raster. 

a. Deflection yoke position. See Note 35. 

7. Barrel distortion. a. Deflection yoke position. See Note 35. 

Sweep and Sync Defects 

Symptom Check Refer to 

1. No horizontal or vertical 
sync. 

a. Clipper circuit of V10. 

2. Insufficient sweep width. a. Horizontal sweep circuit. 

3. No raster, one horizontal 
line. 

a. Vertical sweep circuit. 
b. Vertical deflection yoke. 

See Note 22. 

See Note 18, 

See Notes 23, 
and 35. 

4. No raster, one vertical 
line. 

a. Horizontal deflection yoke. 

5. Raster not stable. a. High voltage power supply. 

See Note 35. 
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Sweep and Sync Defects—Continued 

Symptom Check Refer to 

6. Poor horizontal linearity. a. Horizontal sweep circuit. 
b. Horizontal linearity con-

trol. 

See Note 19. 

7. Poor vertical linearity. a. Vertical linearity control. 
b. Vertical sweep circuit. 

See Note 25. 

8. Picture not centered. a. Focus coil adjustment. 
b. Horizontal sweep circuit. 

See Note 20. 

9. Unstable horizontal sync. a. Horizontal sweep circuit. See Note 21. 

10. Unstable vertical sync. a. Vertical sync input. See Note 27. 

11. Reduction of height. a. Height control. 
b. Vertical sweep circuit. 

See Notes 25, 
26 and 28. 

12. Small picture. a. Picture tube circuit. See Note 16. 

13. Retrace lines increasing 
towards top. 

a. Picture tube circuit. See Note 15. 

See Note 24. 14. Vertical does not sync. a. Vertical sweep circuit. 

Audio Defects 

Symptom Check Refer to 

1. No sound, picture normal. a. Audio section. 

2. Hum or buzz. a. Audio section. 

See Note 38. 

See Note 39. 

3. Distortion. a. Crystal 'il. 
b. Audio i.f. alignment. 
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Miscellaneous Defects 

Symptom Check Refer to 

1. Sound bars. a. Picture tube circuit. See Note 13. 

2. Light and dark vertical 
bars, poor horizontal 
linearity. 

a. Damper tube. 

3. Two heavy black hori-
zontal bars across screen. 

a. Power supply (electrolytic 
capacitor). 

4. Excessive contrast with a. Sync. section. 
bright lines on bottom 
and top. 

See Note 31. 

5. Picture distorted and re-
verse action of picture 
control. 

a. Sync. section. See Note 32. 

6. Picture flutters at 60 
cycles rate. 

a. Capactitor C251 in video 
i.f. circuit. 

7. Window shade effect. a. Picture tube circuit. 

8. Barkhausen oscillation. a. Drive control R369. 
b. 19BG6 tube. 

See Note 5. 

See Note 16. 

9. "Busy background" on 
trailing edge. 

a. Video amplifier. 

10. Black lines across picture . a. Video amplifier. 

11. Very bright picture with a. Video amplifier. 
black lines. 

See Note 8. 

See Note 9. 

See Note 11. 
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NOTES ON TROUBLE SHOOTING 

(RF and Video IF Circuit) 

1. Misalignment of rf., video if. stages or sound traps will 
cause poor picture detail. If some stages are totally de-
tuned, the signal might not get through at all, failing to 
produce a picture. 

2. If the oscillator circuit fails to produce the required fre-
quencies, no if. signal is formed and no signal will get 
through: No picture and no sound will be the result. 
Any defective component in the oscillator circuit may have 
this effect. 

3. Any interruption of the signal path through the r.f. and 
video if. stages will result in a distorted picture or no pic-
ture at all. The location of an open component is easily 
accomplished by methods used in radio service work. 

• 4. An overloading of the stages will result in loss of picture 
detail; check picture control circuit. 

5. In case the capacitor C251 is short circuited, sound bars 
will appear in the picture, and trailing white shadows. If 
this capacitor opens up, the picture will flutter at a 60 
cycle rate and at minimum picture control audio motor-
boating will start. 

6. A defective channel switch will result in intermittent 
reception of one channel or in extreme cases a channel 
might be interrupted completely. Clean switch with a 
cleaning fluid or bend the contacts to increase contact 
pressure. In some cases it is best to replace head-end unit. 
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Video Amplifier 

7. If the path of the signal within the video amplifier is 
broken, the picture will be distorted or wiped out com-
pletely. This may be caused by open chokes, L259, 
L261, L262 or coupling capacitor C268. 

8. Misalignment of the 4.5 mc trap will cause a "busy 
background" effect on the trailing edge of the picture. 

9. If choke L264 or coupling capacitor C275 is open, there 
will be always enough coupling capacity to carry along at 
least a fraction of the signal. The resultant picture will 
have black lines across it. 

10. Open or shorted resistances are easily located. Before 
resistors open up completely, they often show high resist-
ance value. If this happens with the resistors R269 and 
R272 the effect will be a smeared picture. A high resist-
ance of R273 will cause picture distortion at high values 
of picture control. 

11. A shorted capacitor C275 will have the following effects: 
The picture is very bright with black lines across it. 
Brightness control does not reduce the brightness. 

Picture Tube Circuit 

12. A defective picture tube can be the cause of a faint picture, 
a distorted and unsteady picture or no picture at all. 

13. Parts of the electron gun structure might vibrate under 
the influence of a strong loudspeaker output, resulting in 
sound bars in the picture. 

14 A gassy picture tube will cause a blooming picture which 
is out of focus. 
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15. In case the capacitor C279 on the cathode of the picture 
tube breaks down, a high voltage will be right on the 
cathode blanking out the picture. If this capacitor opens 
up, horizontal lines appear on the picture increasing 
towards the top. 

16. A leaking capacitor C278 will cause a small picture with 
poor brightness and vertical linearity. If the other 
capacitor C277 becomes defective, the following effects 
will occur: A shorted capacitor will produce a fuzzy and 
very bright picture while an open capacitor will produce a 
bright horizontal area advancing towards the top with in-
creasing brightness control setting ("window shade" 
effect). 

Horizontal Sweep Section 

17. No raster on the picture tube indicates a lack of high volt-
age or horizontal sweep voltage. This may be caused by 
a defect in the high voltage rectifier circuit, or in the hori-
zontal sweep output circuit, the horizontal oscillator may 
not be functioning properly or there may be a short in the 
horizontal deflection circuits. 

18. Insufficient sweep width may be caused by defective com-
ponents in the horizontal deflection circuits. Check the 
secondary circuits of T351 for defective components. 
When L353 is shorted or has shorted turns, the picture 
will be too narrow and L353 will have no or little control 
on the width. 

19. Poor horizontal linearity may be caused by a short in 
L352 resulting in L352 having no control on the horizontal 
linearity. High leakage in capacitor C370 will cause poor 
linearity and also will increase the width. 
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20. A short in capacitor C377 will change the d.c. component 
through the horizontal deflection coils which will shift the 
picture horizontally such that it may not be centered with 
the focus coil setting. 

21. Poor horizontal sync with good vertical sync may be 
caused by a defect in the circuits of V11, or V12 or—B. 

22. No vertical or horizontal sync may be caused by defects 
in the clipper circuits of V10. 

Vertical Sweep Section 

23. The vertical sweep generator contains a multivibrator 
circuit which is made inoperative by the defects of the 
following capacitors; shorted capacitor C304, C305 or 
C308. If the capacitor C305 is open, the oscillator is 
stopped. 

24. The frequency of the generator is thrown off by a short 
circuit of the capacitors C301 and C302 with the effect 
that the vertical does not sync. 

25. The linearity of the vertical sweep is impaired when the 
electrolytic capacitor C309 loses its capacity to an ap-
preciable extent. If it opens up completely, the height 
reduces to approx. one-fifth of the normal size. 

26. If the paper capacitor C308 develops any leakage, the 
vertical size is reduced so that the height control R308 
does not suffice to obtain the desired height. 

27. In case the capacitor C302 has an open circuit, the ver-
tical sync becomes less stable. 
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28. If the B+ voltages supplied to the circuit is too low, the 
deflection voltages will not suffice to deflect the beam 
across the entire surface of the tube. 

29. Microphonic tubes might give rise to a very unstable 
operation, resulting in a jumpy picture. 

Common Sync Section 

30. A shorted capacitor C354 on pin 1 of V10 tube will produce 
excessive contrast which cannot be reduced to normal by 
the picture control. If this capacitor opens up, both 
horizontal and vertical sync will be inoperative. 

31. An open capacitor C353 on the plate (pin 5) of tube V10 
will produce a shaky picture with excessive contrast, 
while an open capacitor on the grid (pin 4) of tube V10 
(C351) will produce bright lilies on bottom and top 
together with poor horizontal and vertical sync which is 
independent of picture control setting. 

32. Distorted picture and reverse action of picture control is 
caused by an open capacitor C261 on the picture control. 
If C261 is open, increasing picture control will decrease 
picture control and vice-versa. 

Focus Coil, Ion Trap and Deflection Yoke 

33. To obtain good focus and centered raster, the focus coil 
must be carefully positioned as outlined under "Focus 
Coil Adjustment," page 749. No sharp picture will be 
possible with an open or shorted coil. A partial short will 
throw the picture out of focus. Before looking for obscure 
trouble, be sure to check the focus control circuit for de-
fective components. 
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34. The correct adjustment of the ion trap will result in 
maximum brilliance and at the same time will insure long 
tube life. For adjustment of this trap, see page 749. 

35. Any unsymmetry of the deflection yoke will cause picture 
distortion. A shorted coil or shorted turns will cause 
barrel distortion and unsymmetric trapezoidal distortion. 
An open deflection yoke will produce a horizontal or ver-
tical line across the screen. An open horizontal deflection 
coil produces a vertical line, while an open vertical de-
flection coil produces a horizontal line. For deflection 
yoke adjustment, see page 750. 

36. The yoke assembly must be pressed against the bell of the 
picture tube to avoid neck shadow. 

37. The correct picture size is obtained by adjusting the 
width and height control, as outlined under "Preset or 
Service Adjustment Controls," pages 739 to 746. 

Audio Stages 

38. The FM modulated signal can reach the 1st audio tube 
only when the two if. transformers are aligned properly. 
In localizing defective components, follow normal radio 
trouble shooting procedure. 

39. In case of improper alignment especially of discriminator 
secondary, a buzz or hum is heard when receiving a tele-
vision station. 

40. In case of no sound output the following components 
should be checked in turn; tubes, output transformer, 
capacitors and defective speaker. 
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receiver (for continuation of diagram see opposite page). 
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FIG. 2—Schematic diagram of General Electric Model 12T7 television 
receiver (for continuation of diagram see opposite page). 
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CHAPTER 40 

Photoelectric Cells 

Light or Photo Sensitive Tubes.—The fact that certain light 
sensitive materials emit electrons in vacuum when exposed to a 
source of light has been known since the time of Hertz, 1887, but 
the utilization of this phenomena in science and industry in 
form of the modern photoelectric cell or tube has taken place 
only during the last eight to ten years. 

The modern rugged uniform long-lived phototube has found 
an extensive use in industry, in fact its employment is limited 
only by the inventive ability of the user. 

Applications in which the phototube is used include photo-
electric control, counting, sorting, alarms, the sound-motion-
picture industry, illumination control, robot control for ships, 
etc. 

Light Sensitive Metals.—It has been found that the light 
sensitive metal group includes rubidium, lithium, potassium, 
sodium and caesium. If the surface of a light sensitive metal is 
exposed to the air atoms at atmospheric pressure or 760 milli-
meters mercury, the emission of electrons is largely prevented, 
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but if the metal is put in a vacuum and then exposed to a beam 
of light the electrons are free to be thrown off the metal into the 
surrounding space. See figs. 1 and 2. 

LIGHT 
SOURCE 

DYNAMO 

LIGHT BEAM LIBERATED 
ELECTRONS 

PHOTO - SENSITIVE 
MATERIAL. 

1.—Illustrating how a body consisting of photo-sensitive material emits electrons by mean* 
of light. 
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LIGHT BEAM VACUUM 

PHOTO-SENSITIVE 
MATERIAL 

2.—The electron emission will be !argely increased when the photo-sensitive material 
is placed in vacuum. 
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The body which emits or throws off the electrons is called the 
emitter or cathode, and the body which receives or to which 
the emitted electrons are attracted is called the anode or plate. 
It may be mentioned in this connection that the velocity of 
emission is independent of the temperature of the cathode and 
is also independent of the intensity of the light with which the 
cathode is illuminated. 
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roc. 3.— Curves showing color sensitivity of various elements. 
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Therefore, if the intensity of the light is increased, only the 
number of electrons emitted increases, but their velocity stays 
the same. The only factor that influences their velocity is 
the frequency, color or wave length of the light. The higher 
the light frequency or the nearer the light is toward the ultra-
violet end of the spectrum the higher is the speed of the emitted 
electrons. 
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PROJECTED ANODE 

It is obvious that when the light source is interrupted the 
flow of electrons and also the anode current stops. 
The sensitivity of phototubes to different light color varies 

with the type of materials used, but the hydrides and oxides 
of the metals previously mentioned, have a higher factor of 
sensitivity than the pure metals themselves, hence are most 
commonly used. 

Various Types of Phototubes.—There are at present three 
general types of photoelectric tubes utilizing light to produce 
an electric current, known as the photo-emissive; photo-con-
ductive; and photo-voltaic. 

Phototubes of the Emissive Type.—The photo-emissive 
tube is essentially a two electrode tube consisting of a semi-
cylindrical cathode and a central anode sealed in a glass 
envelope. The cathode consists of a base metal such as silver 
with a light sensitive surface, usually caesium oxide, and is the 
larger element of the two. 

r--
LIGHT BEAM 

L 

WINDOW 

LIGHT 
SOURCE 

BATTERY - 

ELECTRON 
CLOUD 

CATHODE 

MICRO-AMMETER 
4.—Simple phototube circuit. When a strong light beam is projected on the phototube 

window, the electron emission will be indicated on a sensitive meter 
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The anode consists of a straight wire electrode mounted along 
the axis of the cathode. The action of light upon the cathode 
results in the emission of electrons from the light sensitive sur-
face, and the electrons which are released by this action are 
drawn to the anode by virtue of the voltage which is applied 
between the cathode and the anode. See fig. 4. 

f' VACUUM 
-HOTOTUBE  

FIG. 5.—Typical phototubes 

GAS FILLED 
PHOTOTUBE 

• 
VACUUM 

PHOTOTUBE 

These phototubes are made in two different types, namely, 
vacuum and gas-filled. 
The two types are identical as to structure but differ in that 
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the high vacuum of the vacuum type is replaced with an inert 
gas of a very low pressure in the gas-filled type. The chief 
advantage of the vacuum type of phototube is the light-current 
linear response characteristic; however, the total current con-
sists of only the primary electrons emitted from the light sensi-
tive surface of the cathode. 
On account of its light-current linear response, the vacuum 

phototubes are used in measurement and instrument and 
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6.—External dimension of phototubes shown in fig. 5. 
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research work where the greatest constancy of characteristics 
is desired. 

In the gas-filled type, greater effective response is obtained 
due to gas amplification and secondary emission. When the 
applied voltage is above 25 or 30 volts, the electrons traveling 
from cathode to anode have sufficient velocity to knock out 
electrons from gas atoms with which they collide, thus splitting 
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up the atoms into positive ions and free electrons. The elec-
trons are, of course, attracted to the anode and the positive 
ions to the cathode, which they may strike sufficiently hard to 
knock out several "secondary" electrons. Thus these two fac-
tors produce an additional current which at higher voltages may 
be several times the value of the primary electron current. 
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7.—Average gaseous type anode characteristics. 

The gas ratio of a phototube, that is, the ratio of its response 
at the operating voltage to its reponse at the voltage where gas 
amplification begins, for a given illumination, is a measure of 
the gas and secondary emission amplification. The gas ratio 
is often taken as the ratio of its reponse at 90 volts to that at 25 
volts with a constant illumination. Care must be taken with 
gas-filled tubes not to exceed a certain maximum voltage (the 
value of which depends on the type of tube and the illumination 
on the tube) or a glow discharge will result which will ruin the 
sensitive surface. The limits are shown in the accompanying 
curve of lumens plotted against anode voltage. Anode voltages 
to the left of this curve are safe values. 
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Photo Conductive Tubes.—The photo conductive tube is a 
tube which is developed on the characteristics of ohmic resist-
ance changes in certain materials when subjected to the action 
of light rays. 

Selenium, a material discovered by Berzelius in 1817 pos-
sesses this peculiar property in that when this substance is 
illuminated its resistance decreases, permitting the current to 
increase. 
The selenium cell is usually constructed as follows: The 

selenium surface in the cell is formed 
entirely in vacuum by a similar process 
as that of forming the vaporizing metal 
film in radio tubes. The dry inert gas 
is admitted during the annealing proc-
ess. By forming the selenium surface 
in vacuum, certain defects, such as 
instability and low efficiency have been 
largely overcome. 

FIG. 8.—The "Burgess" selenium type light sensitive Celt 
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Several types of selenium tubes of very favorable character-
istics are at present in use such as the FJ-31 selenium tube 
(General Electric Co.), the Burgess Radiovisor Bridge (Burgess 
Battery Co.), etc. This latest tube is manufactured to operate 
from 12 to 800 volt with currents from 1 to 250 milliamperes. 

Photo Voltaic Cells.—In this type the passage of electrons 
from one surface to another is accelerated by light rays, gen-
erating a voltage. This is termed the photo-voltaic effect, and 
this property is exhibited by certain materials, notably copper 
oxide, and the cell is often called the copper oxide photo-voltaic 
cell. 

One of the advantages of this cell is that since it generates 
a voltage independently, in most cases an amplifier is not 
necessary. The cell is able to operate a relay coil directly, but 
if, however, an amplifier is used, the number of stages required 
are less than is the case with the photo-emissive type. 
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GENERAL COMPARISON OF THE THREE TYPES 
OF LIGHT RESPONSIVE TUBES 

Photo-Emissive Tubes.—As a comparison between the three 
classes of photo-sensitive tubes it can generally be said that 
photo-emissive tubes have: 1. A high responsitivity towards 
the red end of the spectrum and is therefore suited for operation 
with the incandescent lamp. 2. High speed—they are prac-
tically instantaneous in operation. 3. Relatively high im-
pedance resulting in a high voltage output. 
The limitations are: 1. Current generated is low;—maximum 

output is only about 50 micro-amperes (millionths of an 
ampere); and they cannot therefore at present operate a relay 
coil without an amplifier. 

Photo Conductive Tubes.—The advantages of these types are: 

1. They can be operated at low voltage. 

2. Some types generate a relatively high current. In some 
cases the current is sufficiently large to operate a sensitive relay 
without amplification. 

3. They can be made very sensitive towards the infra-red 
band of the spectral region. 

Their limitations are: 

1. They are sluggish, i.e. have a great time lag. 

2. Some types are unstable. 

3. They have a rather high temperature coefficient. 

Photo-Voltaic Tubes.-1. They have the advantage to be 
able to operate independently without outside source of power 
and is therefore adaptable in portable use where a normal volt-
age source is not available. 
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2. They generate a comparatively high current and can 
therefore operate a relay coil without an amplifier provided a 
sufficient change in illumination intensity is available. 

3. Several cells can be connected in series or parallel. 

4. Its spectral response is similar to that of the human eye. 

The limitations of these types are: 

1. In respect to operation the time lag is considerable. 

2. The output is not readily adaptable for amplification by 
the usual vacuum tube method. 

3. The relays required are rather expensive as they must 
be designed for a low torque, and therefore has a low contact 
pressure. 

Because of the fact that phototubes are used extensively in 
various industrial applications and in photometry with the 
incandescent lamp, whose light is largely towards the red end 
of the spectrum, the research laboratories have directed their 
energies towards making the tube of maximum sensitiveness 
towards the red and infra-red side of the spectrum. 

In industrial control applications the gas filled phototube is 
quite extensively used due to its greater sensitivity, whereas as 
already described the vacuum tube is frequently used in con-
nection with measurement of intensity of light, etc., because of 
greater linearity. 
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COMPARISON OF PHOTO-ELECTRIC TUBES IN 
VARIOUS SPECTRAL REGIONS 

Response in the Infra-Red or Heat Wave Region.—The 
range of sensitivity of various photo-electric devices extends 
from 2,000 Angstrom in the ultra-violet region to approxi-
mately 20,000 Angstrom in the infra-red or heat wave region. 
In practice, one need not expect any useful response beyond 
12,000 Angstroms in cesium-oxide phototubes. It seems 
doubtful at present if more than a mere trace of photo-electric 
effect will ever be experimentally realized for the infra-red 
region beyond, say, 30,000 Angstroms. Quite possibly de-
pendence will have to be placed on thermal devices such as 
thermocouples and bolometers for the heat waves. 

Violet Green Orange 

I ([ 
Blue Yellow Rea 

4000 6000 8000 10 000 12 000 14 000 

Wave Length in Angstroms 

FIG. 9.—Spectral characteristics for various caesium-oxide phototubes, showing their pena-• 
tration into the infra-red region. 

Spectral curves for some experimental cesium-oxide photo-
tubes are given in fig. 9. In the region from 7,000 to 14,000 
Angstroms such tubes can be conveniently used to measure or 
to be actuated by infra-red light. A cesium-oxide tube, to-
gether with a visibly opaque, infra-red transmitting filter, such 
as Corning glass No. 254, Jena glass No. RG-9 or Wratten 
No. 87, comprises a unit sensitive only to the region just 
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defined. As tungsten lamps radiate maximum energy in the 
same region, an efficient system for an invisible burglar alarm 
is readily suggested. 
Both selenium and copper-oxide photocells can be made to 

have near infra-red response, although generally the selenium 
cell is more red sensitive as seen in fig. 10, where curves for 
typical copper-oxide, selenium cells and the human eye are 
shown together. 
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of sensitivity to that of the human eye. 

Response in the Region of Human Visibility.—In the visible 
spectrum it becomes convenient to evaluate light intensities in 
terms of visibility. Hence it is highly desirable to employ a 
light-sensitive device whose spectral response closely resembles 
that of the eye; copper-oxide photocells can be made with 
natural response amazingly close to the average eye. In 
general copper-oxide cells tend to be somewhat shy in red 
response, while selenium cells have excess sensitivity in both 
red and violet. 
However, by the use of a suitable filter, at the expense of 

sensitivity, the selenium cell can always be made equivalent 
to the eye. Also it is becoming apparent that the selenium 
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curve can be shifted by admixture of other elements into the 
selenium. In any event, for the visible spectrum, the photo-
cell affords the long sought light measuring analogue to the 
temperature measuring thermocouple. 

In devices such as color matchers or color analyzers in which 
it is necessary to obtain comparable responses in all parts of 
the visible spectrum, one should have a light sensitive unit 
at least as responsive to violet as it is to other colors. In fact, 
sin-.:e the tungsten lamps, which serve as light sources, are 
notoriously weak in violet radiation compared to red, it is 
highly desirable to use a light-sensitive unit more sensitive to 
violet and blue than to red. 
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FIG. 1 1 .--SpeCtral characteristics for two types of caesium-oxide phototubes, illustrating thx 
effect of the envelope on the response. 

The normal cesium-oxide tube is relatively weak for blue 
light, as fig. 11 shows. Fortunately it is possible to modify 
the manufacturing schedule so as to obtain a blue-sensitive 
tube that is almost ideal for the application. Superfluous 
infra-red response can be conveniently removed by means of 
an infra-red absorbing filter such as Corning Aklo glass. 
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Response in the Ultra-Violet Region.—It is probably a 
general impression that cesium-oxide cathodes have a sharp 
maximum of response in the near ultra-violet. This peak, 
however, is only apparent as is shown in fig. 11. The sharp 
cut-off on the short waves is caused by the absorption of the 
glass envelope. Putting the cathode in a Corex D envelope, 
which is more transparent to ultra-violet, the curve is seen to 
shift. 

If the cathode is mounted in a quartz blank, it appears that 
the normal or red-sensitive cesium-oxide cathode is super-
sensitive to weave lengths at least as short as those transmitted 
through quartz. Such a tube is doubtless the most sensitive 
device known for measuring ultra-violet light between 2,000 
and 3,000 Angstroms. 
When it is desired to measure a limited portion of the ultra-

violet spectrum, one is encountered with the embarrassment 
of choosing proper filters to exclude all radiations not of 
interest and to transmit these radiations in which interest is 
centered. For example, if radiations of the erythema region 
(2,800 to 3,200 Angstroms) are to be measured, a first approxi-
mation can be had by using a cesium-oxide cathode in Corex D 
in addition to a filter such as Corning Red Purple Corex 986. 
A second approximation results from the addition of a liquid 
filter consisting of a nickel-sulphate solution. 

Ultra-violet response is limited by the combination to the 
region 2,600 to 3,700 Angstroms, but unfortunately both the 
Corex 986 and the nickel-sulphate are transparent to infra-red 
light between 8,000 and 9,000 Angstroms,-light to which the 
cesium-oxide surface is notably sensitive. 
One method of obviating this difficulty is illustrated in fig. 

12. The continuous curves give the spectral response for a 
cesium-oxide surface in Corex D, and lime-glass envelopes 
respectively. The dashed curve represents the difference 
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between the other two curves. Thus if a cesium-oxide surface 
in a Corex D envelope is exposed alternately through C,orex D 
and lime-glass filters to general radiation, the variable com-
ponent of the tube response will be a measure of the intensity 
in the erythema region. By suitable choice of glass for the 
envelope and filters, any spectral region can be similarly 
isolated and measured. The filters can, in practice, be made 
as alternate sectors of a disc rotated with proper frequency 
in front of the tube. 
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12.—Spectral characteristics for a caesium-oxide phototube. 
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An inherent difficulty of application of this principle, par-
ticularly when the energy of the region to be measured is small 
compared to the total energy of the incident light, is the same 
as that always encountered in any attempt to detect a small 
difference between two large quantities. For example, it may 
be difficult to prevent saturation in the input circuit of an asso-
ciated amplifier; or in obviating saturation, instability may be 
introduced. However, the method is feasible and should often 
prove useful. 
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Doubtless a better method for measuring isolated regions in 
the ultra-violet is provided through the use of special ultra-
violet phototubes. These tubes consist of pure sputtered filins 
of various metals enclosed in envelopes of Corex glass or quartz. 
Although their current sensitivity is relatively low, they have 
the distinct advantage of having their total response confined 
to quite narrow spectral regions of the ultra-violet, being en-
tirely insensitive to any other light. The long-wave limit is 
defined by the threshold frequency of the particular metal in-
volved while the short-wave limit is fixed by the absorption 
characteristics of the envelope. 

2600 2800 
Wave Length M Angstroms 

13.—Spectral characteristics illustrating the changes in the threshold frequency in the 
ultra-violet for several metallic cathodes. 

Typical spectral curves for such tubes are given in fig. 13. 
It is apparent that practically any desired region can be iso-
lated by suitable choice of metal and envelope. 
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The selenium type of photocell exhibits a certain amount of 
direct response to ultra-violet light, and any type of cell can 
be made responsive to ultra-violet by use of contiguous fluo-
rescent screens and suitable combinations of filters. Even 
Roentgen radiations can be conveniently measured by such a 
combination of fluorescent screen and photocell. 

The Weston Photronic Photoelectric Cell.—This cell was 
first introduced in Weston illumination intensity meter in 1930, 
and has found a wide variety of practical industrial applications. 

It consists essentially of a thin metal disc on which there is a 
film of light-sensitive material. The metal disc forms the posi-
tive terminal and a metal collector ring in contact with the light 
sensitive surface forms the negative terminal. 

The cell is contained in a case having a window of glass or 
quartz depending upon whether the cell is to be used only in 
the visible or infra-red regions of the spectrum or in the ultra-
violet. 

It is very compact as there is no separate anode and collector 
plates or evacuated space as in the usual form of photoelectric 
cells. A typical photronic photoelectric cell is shown in fig. 14. 

The action of the light impinging upon the sensitive surface 
is entirely electronic, and according to Weston engineers, the 
tests made indicate that no chemical or physical change takes 
place during its operation, therefore the life of the cell seems to 
be unlimited, if operating rules are observed. 

The current output varies as usual with the illumination on 
the cell and also with the external resistance connected to it as 
shown in chart 15. The output is linear for low resistances; 
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however, this is not true for higher external circuit resistances, 
due to the fact that the cell resistances decreases with increasing 
illumination and current output. 

FIG. 14.—A typical -Pbotronic" phoM-electric cell. (Courtesy of Weston Electric Company). 

The current output is approximately 1.4 microamperes per 
foot candle of illumination, or 120 microamperes per lumen. 
The area of the sensitive surface is 1.8 sq. ins. 
An interesting and useful property of this cell is that when 

connected to low external resistance circuit, it is not necessary 
to distribute the illumination uniformly over the exposed disc, 
as the current output per lumen is almost independent of the 
area of the disc exposed. 
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For example a lumen of luminous flux concentrated on say a 
circle of Vi inch in diameter, will result in approximately the 
same microampere output as if a lumen were uniformly distrib-
uted over the entire area. This may be explained by the fact 
that the resistance of the unexposed portion is very high com-
pared to that of the exposed portion, so that the shunting effect 
becomes negligible. 
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15.—Effect of external resistance on current output. 

Series and Parallel Operation.—The cells may be connected 
in series or parallel and the effect when so grouped is approxi-
mately the same as for the voltaic type cells, remembering, of 
course, that the resistance is not constant, but is rather a func-
tion of both the current output and the intensity of illumina-
tion, However, since the cell resistance for low light intensity 
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is relatively large, there is no practical gain in current output by 
connecting the cells in series, since each cell adds resistance in 
approximately the same proportion as it adds e.m.f. When 
connected in parallel, the combined internal resistance dimin-
ishes, resulting in greater current output. 
The suitable number of cells to be used in parallel operation 

for any particular requirement depends upon the intensity of 
illumination and sensitivity and resistance of the indicating in-
strument used, and is usually best determined by experiments. 
The internal resistance of the cell is not constant, but varies 

with the illumination of radiant flux, and also upon the leakage 
current through it. It is of the order of 2,000 to 6,000 ohms 
decreasing with an increase in illumination and current output. 
See chart 16. 
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The frequency response of the cell diminishes with increasing 
frequencies due largely to the shunting effect of the internal 
capacitence of the cell, which is about 0.5 microfarad. If the 
response at 60 cycles is assumed at 100%, that at 120 cycles 
will be about 58% and at 240 cycles about 30% and finally at 
1000 cycles approximately 6.4% and so on as the frequency 
is increased. 

Therefore, this type of cell is not suitable for use in, for ex-
ample, talking pictures where audio frequencies are employed, 
or in television work, where similarly high frequencies are 
encountered. 
The speed of response is very rapid, in fact it may be con-

sidered as instantaneous. It has been found by tests that the re-
sponse is sufficiently rapid to record the passage of a rifle bullet 
through a beam of light incident upon the cell. 
When it is desired to amplify the current output, it is recom-

mended to "chop" the illuminating source by a suitable sector 
disc or by other means, at a frequency of say 60 impulses a 
second, and then amplify the alternating current derived from 
the pulsating current output by an audio frequency amplifier. 
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CHAPTER 41 

Phototube Amplifiers 

Methods of Current Amplification.—Since the current gen-
erated in most photocells is very low and is usually measured in 
microamperes, it is evident that for practical operation a way 
must be found to increase this feeble current, for practical relay 
operation. 

Therefore in order to increase the power output of the photo-
cell a method of amplification very similar to that associated 
with radio circuits is employed. 

The amplifier tubes may be of the high vacuum or of the 
gaseous type. When the photocell is connected to an ampli-
fier circuit the current can be measured in milliamperes instead 
of in micro-amperes, as previously, i.e. the current is now one 
thousand times larger than before. 

Two types of photo circuits are shown in figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 
shows a simple circuit in which the current is measured in micro-
amperes and fig. 2 shows an amplifier circuit where the current 
is measured with a milli-ampmeter. 

The amplification can be arranged as required in various ways 
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so as to give the necessary size of current variation for proper 
functioning of accessory apparatus. 

PHOTOTU BE 

- 111111111111111 + 
BATTERY 

MICRO -AMMETER 

Fro. 1.—Photo-electric cell circuit. When the photocell is connected as shown, the current 
is too small for practical use. 

PHOTOTUBE 

GRID 
RESISTANCE 

MILLI-AMMETER 

AMPLIFIER 
TUBE 

ohmj FILAMENT 
POTENTIOMETER BATTERY 

GRID• BIAS 
BATTERY 

Fin. 2.—Simple battery operated one stage amplifier circuit for use with a photo-electric cell. 
When the photo-electric cell is connected in this manner the current will operate a sensitive 
relay. 

1111111111111+  

'« 

RELAY .__J 

PLATE BATTERY 
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For example there are single stage amplifiers of type as shown 
in fig. 2, multi-stage amplifiers, amplifiers designed for direct 
current operation, and amplifiers for A .C. operation. 
The amplifier tubes may be connected to the photocell in such 

a way so as to increase or decrease the relay or output current 
when the amount of light on the phototube is varied. Some-
times a circuit connected to increase the output current of the 
amplifier tube when the light rays on the phototube increases, 
is called a forward circuit, and a circuit connected to decrease 
the current output of the amplifier tube when the illumination 
of the phototube increases is called a reverse circuit. See figs. 
3 and 4. 

PHOTOTUBE 

AMPLIFIER 
TUBE 

GRID 
RESISTANCE FILAMENT 

BATTERY 

11111111- 1 11111 

TO OUTPUT 
METER 

Fm. 3.—Typical battery operated amplifier. Forward circuit for phototube operation, 

PHOTOTUBE 
GRID 

RESISTANCE 

AMPLIFIER 
TUBE 

-II + 
FILAMENT 
BATTERY 

-1-

-111111 

TO OUTPUT 
METER 

4.—Typical battery operated amplifier. Reverse circuit for phototube operation. 
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As seen from the diagrams there is a striking similarity be-
tween the two circuits. The forward circuit is more commonly 
used than the reverse circuit, which is frequently used when the 
voltage supplied to photocell equipment and the light source is 
unstable or variable. 

GRID 
RESISTANCE 

TO MEASURING 
DEVICE OR RELAY 

TRANSFORMER 

110 V. A.C. 
LINE 

5.—Typical A. C. operated amplifier. Forward circuit for phototube operation. 

TO OUTPUT METER 
OR RELAY 

TRANSFORMER' 

110 V. A.C., 
LINE 

6.—Typical A. C. operated amplifier. Reverse circuit for phototube operation. 
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Similarly a forward and reverse circuit may also be operated 
from an alternating current amplifier. See figs. 5 and 6. 

The Function of Grid Resistors in Amplifier Circuits.—When 
comparing the phototube amplifier circuits it may be noted that 
the grid resistance is common co all circuits. Because of the 
fact that even when amplified the phototube current is very 
small, and in order to procure a voltage drop of a size to give the 
needed change in grid voltage, the grid resistor is necessary, and 
must be of very high value, usually from 10 to 200 megohms. 

It is evident that by increasing the grid resistance we also in-
crease the sensitiveness of the amplifier, but at the same time 
the amplifier tends to be unstable. Therefore it is considered 
good practice to compromise between stability and sensitivity, 
and the grid resistor must obviously be of a size to suit other 
values of the circuit. 

Type of Current for Phototube Amplifiers.-1. Use of 
Direct Current. Where very great sensitiveness is required a 
direct current amplifier is preferred. In this type the output 
current of the amplifier per unit of illumination on the photo-
tube is direct proportional to the product of sensitivity of the 
grid resistance and the phototube. 

Instead of operating from "A" and "B" batteries it is often 
preferable to secure the voltage direct from, for example, a 
110 V. direct-current source. 

One of the disadvantages in this case is that in order to ob-
tain the filament voltage it is necessary to place a certain 
amount of resistance in the circuit, in which a considerable 
amount of heat is dissipated, therefore this type is uneconomical. 

One other disadvantage is that only a limited potential is 
available to the amplifier plate circuit. 
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2. Use of Alternating Current.—Because both the photo-
tube and the amplifier tube are half-wave rectifiers, it is possible 
to operate the amplifier directly on alternating current, and on 
account of its great flexibility alternating current is most com-
monly employed in photolube amplifiers for industrial pur-
poses. Direct current is preferred as previously noted where 
great sensitiveness is desired, for example in measuring labora-
tories, etc. 

Multi-Stage Amplifiers for Phototubes.—In general there are 
three types of multi-stage amplifiers in use with phototubes 
(although the circuits may be modified to suit individual re-
quirements) classified as: 1. The transformer-coupled. 2. The 
condenser-coupled. 3. The resistance-coupled amplifier. 

TO OUTPUT METER 
 e 

OR RELAY 

AMPUFIER 
TUBE 

FIG. 7.—Transformer coupled multi-stage amplifier for use wi.-h photo-electric tube. 

Transformer Coupled Multi-Stage Amplifier.—A typical 
transformer-coupled multi-stage amplifier used with photo-
tubes is shown in fig. 7. 
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The effect of the transformers is to prevent the plate voltage 
of one stage from influencing the grid voltage of the successive 
stages. The amplification factor in this type may be from 20 
to 200 per stage, depending on type of tubes used. 

Condenser-Coupled Multi-Stage Amplifier.—A condenser-
coupled amplifier is shown in fig. 8. 

RESISTANCE 
CONDENSER 

AMPLIFIER 
TUBES 

 • 
RESISTANCE TO OUTPUT METER 

CONDENSER OR RELAY 
 e 

AMPLIFIER 
TUBE 

Fin. S.—Condenser-coupled multistage amplifier for use with photo-electric tube. 

PHOTOTUBE 

9.—Resistance-coupled multistage amplifier for use with photo-electric tube. 

RESISTANCE 

 • 
TO OUTPUT METER 

OR RELAY 
 • 
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Instead of transformers used in the preceding amplifier cir-
cuit, between the plate and grid, a condenser is used in this 
circuit. 
This type of connection is commonly employed where it is 

necessary to amplify very low frequencies. 

Resistance Coupled Multi-Stage Amplifier.—The type of 
circuit shown in fig. 9 is often used when it is needed to obtain 
amplification of ripless D.C. current. 
The number of stages, however, are limited on account of 

amplification of certain variation in first-stage tube charac-
teristics. 

Alternating Current Amplifier for a Vacuum-Type Photo-
tube.—A typical A.C. multi-stage amplifier for measuring or 
relay operation is shown in fig. 10 using R.C.A. tubes Nos. 38 
and 43 as amplifier tubes and type No. 25Z5 as rectifier tube. 
When the vacuum type phototube is connected as shown in 

solid lines the output current of the 43 is greatest for maximum 
illumination of the phototube, and with the phototube con-
nected as shown in dotted lines, the output current is greatest 
for minimum illumination. 

In order that best results may be obtained from this circuit, 
it should be adjusted so that the grid potential of No. 43 stays 
between zero volts and cut-off bias for all values of illumination 
on the phototube. 
For the connection shown in solid lines, the adjustment can 

be made as follows: Set P3 at the positive end of R3 and P1 and 
P2 at the positive end of R4. Then move P1 towards the nega-
tive end of R4 until the IR drop across R2 due to plate current 
of the 38 brings the 43 to zero grid bias. As the movement 
of P1 is started no effect is produced on the output meter read-
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ing. When the movement begins to effect the meter reading, 
the 43 is approximately at zero bias and P1 has the correct 
setting. 

VACUUM TYPE' 
PHOTOTUBE 

#917 

TYPE 
25Z5 

110 V. A.C. 

FIG. 10.—Typical amplifier circuit for use with vacuum-type phototube. 

C=8 µf; 
Output meter or relay (0-25 MA); 
R I— 100 megohms; 
R1 0.5 megohm; 

Ra =0.1 to 2.0 megohm; 
Ri =0.1 megohm; 
R 50 ohms (1 watt); 
Re.= 190 ohms (20 watts). 
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Then adjust the screen voltage of the 43 by means of P2 to 
give the desired maximum value of output current. Next set 
the illumination of the phototube at zero and move P3 toward 
the negative of R3 until the output current has the desired 
minimum value. 
For the connection shown in dotted lines, a similar procedure 

may be followed. First, with the illumination of the photo-
tube at zero bring the 43 to zero grid bias and adjust the output 
current to have the desired maximum value by the same steps 
as described above. Then with the illumination of the photo-
tube at the maximum value which is to be encountered in prac-
tice, adjust P3 to give the desired minimum value of output 
current. 
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CHAPTER 42 

Phototube Relays 

Since as already described the current change accomplished 
in photoelectric cells is very small, it is necessary to employ an 
amplifier in order to receive a current of sufficient strength to 
operate a relay. 

When selecting a relay for operation in a photoelectric circuit, 
it is of course necessary to be informed about the characteristics 
of the circuit, speed of operation, etc. 

It is also important that the relay employed is able to carry 
the load to be operated across its contacts without damage. 

A relay generally is defined as a form of electro-magnet; when 
a current is passed through the wire surrounding the iron core, 
this latter becomes magnetized and will close or open a contact 
placed close to the core. 

If the relay is designed to close a circuit, it is often referred 
to as a "circuit closing relay" or when designed to merely open 
the circuit as a "circuit opening relay." 

With respect to its function a relay may be considered as a 
form of electrical multiplier in that a weak current in one of the 
circuits controls a strong current in the other. 
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The type of relays most commonly used in photoelectric 
circuits for commercial purposes are usually referred to as the 
communication type or simply "telephone relays." This type 
will operate at approximately 5 milliamperes, and the maximum 
current the spring contacts will carry is about 250 milliampere, 
i.e. the current flowing in the circuit it is desired to control, 
should not exceed of an ampere. 

TELEPHONE 
PHOTOTUBE RELAY 

o 

f 0-0nm-en) 
4, no v..4,-

60  CYCLES 

25 WATTS {MAX. LOAD ON 
LAMP RELAY CONTACTS 

N 111111111111/ 
BATTERY 

METER 

1.—Circuit illustrating approximate maximum current to be carried over contacte of a 
communication type of relay. 

In many cases this amount of current is insufficient and the 
telephone relay is used to energize a larger relay carrying 10 to 
15 ampere. The limitation of a telephone type relay and 
method of connection when an additional relay is used, is shown 
in figs. 1 and 2. 
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'f here is at present a great multiplicity of special purpose re-
lays developed suitable for photoelectric circuits, some of which 
have very desirable characteristics. Sometimes a combination 
of a photocell and amplifier is referred to as a light relay, or 
photomatic light relay. In this type the amount of light on the 
cell can be varied by inserting plates of various apertures. 
Other types are known as controlled rectifier relays, photoroller 
relays, etc. 

TELEPHONE 
RELAY 

PHOTOTUBE 

BATTERY 

F 111015.171 
60 CYCLE 

CONTACTOR 

METER 

TRANSFORMER 

LOAD 

TO 
SOURCE 

FIG. 2.—Circuit showing typical connection when it is necessary to operate a larger load than 
is possible when using only a communication type relay. 

A relay of the type described in fig. 1 is capable of operating 
on a few milliamperes output of the amplifier, however, it can-
not control any large amount of power directly, nor even the 
operating coil circuits of medium size contactors or solenoids. 
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A High-Speed Light Relay.—Photographic illustration of a 
typical and compact photoelectric relay unit is shown in fig. 3 
and its circuit diagram in fig. 4. 

This relay is able to carry approximately one ampere across 
its contact tips at 115 volts (non-inductive). It operates with 
a minimum illumination of 5 foot candles on the phototube and 
upon a 50% change in light which lasts for not less than 0.066 
second when operated from a 60 cycle source, and will operate 
up to 400 times per minute. 

FIGS. 3 and 4.—An A. C. operated photo-electric relay and connection diagram. A relay of 
this type may be used in automatic weighing processes; in machines for grading ball bear-
ings; for the automatic inspection of vent holes in battery caps, and in many other applica-
tions. 

The operation of this relay is as follows: 

When terminal A of the transformer secondary is positive, 
both the triode amplifier tube and phototube anodes are nega-
tive, hence no current flows in either circuit inasmuch as elec-
tron tubes are inherently rectifiers. 
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However, if CI be considered to have zero charge the grid of 
the amplifier tube will be positive when terminal A is positive 
and grid current, limited by grid resistor will flow to charge 
grid capacitor C1 in the sense indicated on the diagram. Upon 
reversal of the a.c. voltage, the amplifier tube and photo-
electric tube anodes become positive, but the amplifier tube grid 
is negative by an amount equal to the charge of the capacitor 
plus the voltage from terminal A to the slider of the potentio-
meter and, therefore, no current flows in the amplifier tube 
anode circuit. 

GRID 
RESISTANCE 

PHOTOTUBE 

CAPACITOR 

POTENTIOMETER 

A 

00011/0 

AMPLIFIER 
TUBE 

CAPACITOR 
C2 

00 ILMLO  

RELAY 

TRANSFORMER 

4 3 2 

A.C. SOURCE CONTROLLED 
CIRCUIT 

FIG. 4 

If there be light on the photo-electric tube, current passes 
through it to the capacitor in the direction which tends to dis-
charge the capacitor and charge it in the opposite sense. As the 
voltage across the capacitor decreases and finally reverses, the 
amplifier tube grid is made less and less negative with respect 
to the cathode and finally reaches a potential which permits cur-
rent flow in the anode circuit. 
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The current of the amplifier tube at first flows largely into 
the smoothing capacitor C, inasmuch as the inductive effect 
Df the magnetic circuit of the sensitive relay tends to maintain 
zero magnetic flux linkages in the relay coil at the beginning 
of current flow in the anode circuit. Shortly after anode 
current of the amplifier tube starts to flow the anode voltage 
of this tube again reverses and anode current stops. 

However, current flows in the local circuit composed of the 
capacitor C2, and the coil of the sensitive relay until the 
energy stored in that circuit is dissipated in the coil resistance. 
C2 is made sufficiently large that it is enabled to maintain 
continuous current through the coil of the relay between 
pulses of the amplifier tube anode current before the average 
value of the current in the relay coil reaches the value necessary 
to operate the relay. 

Hence, the relay has but small tendency to chatter at the 
critical average current value for pick-up. This complete 
series of events is repeated each cycle as long as there is light 
on the photo-electric tube. 

With no light on the photo-electric tube, the action during 
the half-cycle when terminal A is positive is the same as before. 
However, in this case, when the a.c. voltage reverses, practically 
no current flows in the photo-electric tube, and therefore ca-
pacitor C1, is not discharged but maintains its negative charge 
and keeps the grid negative throughout the positive half-cycle, 
thereby prohibiting flow of current in the amplifier tube anode 
circuit. 

Adjustment of the circuit is accomplished by means of the 
potentiometer, the position of which determines how far capaci-
tor C1 must be discharged by the photo-electric tube current to 
permit current to flow in the anode circuit of the amplifier tube. 
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The average value of anode current of the amplifier tube is 
therefore determined by 2 factors: (1) The value of light flux 
impinging upon the photo-electric tube (the magnitude of 
photo-electric tube current is a function of the magnitude of 
the light flux); and (2) the potentiometer adjustment. 

The Thyratron Electronic Relay.—In a number of applica-
tions the type of relay previously described works perfectly 
satisfactory, but frequently applications are encountered in 
which the speed of response as well as the amount of current 
required is too great and hence make the described methods 
unsatisfactory. 

In such cases it has been found advantageous to substitute 
the relay or relays for a grid controlled glow discharge tube, 
which is also known as the Thyratron tube or the Thyratron 
electronic relay. 

These tubes are extensively used in a wide variety of elec-
tronic circuits where the grid is used for various control pur-
poses. They may thus be used in a modified form of rectifier 
circuit to provide power to perform relay operations as well as 
to secure control of a switching circuit for a definite number of 
alternating current cycles. 

These tubes resemble the conventional three electrode vac-
uum tubes in construction inasmuch as they contain an anode, 
a cathode, and a grid, spaced relatively to one another and 
sealed in an air tight glass or metal container. However, the 
resemblance ceases here as these tubes are filled with mercury-
vapor at a suitably low pressure, and the conduction of current 
from the cathode to the anode is through a glow or arc-discharge 
occurring in the gas or vapor. In the conduction of current 
through a gas or vapor, the electrons ionize the neutral atoms 
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and thus produce positive ions. These positive ions neutralize 
the negative space charge caused by the electrons, and thereby 
permit the passage of large currents with a correspondingly 
low potential drop across the tube. 

The function of the grid is to control the breakdown of the 
tube, the breakdown being the point at which current is allowed 
to pass between the anode and cathode. The discharge occurs 
when the grid is given the proper potential and, after break-
down occurs, the current is conducted between the anode and 
cathode in the form of a glow or arc-discharge, which is limited 
mainly by the circuit load conditions. 

Once the discharge is started, the tube voltage drop reaches 
a low and essentially constant value throughout the period 
of conduction, and the grid is no longer effective in controlling 
the discharge. Hence, the tube possesses a lock-in charac-
teristic when used with direct current sources. 

This is especially desirable in certain applications where the 
grid is used to block the discharge until some disturbance of 
very short duration imposes a voltage surge upon the grid 
which allows the tube to break down. The tube thus affords 
the highest speed lock-in relay known. The anode potential 
must then be interrupted to stop the discharge. 

The tubes are generally used with alternating current sources 
where the discharge is periodically extinguished, and the grid 
control is restored by the reversal of the anode-cathode voltage. 
Thus grid control is never lost for more than one-half cycle, 
provided that the frequency is not more than 150 cycles per 
second. 

On alternating current the anode voltage passes through zero 
during each cycle, thereby giving the grid an opportunity to 
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regain control so that the starting potential on the next positive 
half cycle can be varied. By thus controlling the point on the 
alternating current wave at which current starts to flow, the 
average rectified output of the tube may be varied from essen-
tially zero to a maximum value. This control may be effected 
by either changing the magnitude of the grid potential or its 
phase with respect to the anode to cathode potential. 
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Phototube Pi-23 - Description and Rating 

Anode voltage 

Anode Voltage vs Anode Current 
for Phototube PJ-23 

The PJ-23 is a gas-filled phototube 
designed for general lase. The active sur-
face is caesium deposited on oxidized sil-
ver. Argon gas Is used to produce the 
ionization, which augments the primary 
electron emission. This tube in useful in 
all cases where it Is necessary to obtain 
a greater output than is possible with the 
vacuum typa of phototube. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

Number of Electrodes 2 

Maximum Anode Voltage,d-o or peak a-o 90 

Maximum. Anode Current, microamp 20 

Average Sensitivity at Anode Voltage 
of 90, microamp per lumen 

Interelectrode Capacitance, mg 

Gas Ratio (Ratio of Anode Current 
at 90 vclts to Anode Current at 
25 volts) maximum 

Window Area, square Inches 

biaxial= Operating Temperature, 
ambient, deg 0 65 

SCCO «WO 5000 cono 7CCO 
Wove «bath le angstrom 

Color Sensitivity Characteristic, 
Constant Energy for Phototube PJ-23 
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Pllotron Tube FP-195 - - Description and Rating 

The Pliotron FP-195, an improved FP-1 
(852), is a three-electrode, high-vacuum. 
tube, designed primarily for use as an os-
cillator or radio-frequency power amplifier 
in high-frequency circuits and may be used 
to replace the FP-1 or 852 types. 

The filament, grid, and plate aro sup-
ported on separate stoma with the leads 
brought out through separate seals, thus 
assuring high insulation and low interelec-
trade capacitance. 

A 50 por cent larger anode than the FP-1 
allows a much increased safety factor in 
withstanding sudden overloads. To elimin-
ate reverse emission when alternating volt-
age is used, the anode is made of carbon. 
Also, it is specially processed and ex-
hausted at extremely high temperature so as 
to assure freedom from gas. 

Another important feature of the PT-195 
is the location of the getter in the cath-
ode arm. Former designs have utilized the 
getter in the anode arm with the assembly 
attached to the anode support so that at 
high frequencies both the getter and 
assembly act as part of the anode. The 
getter being placed in the cathode arm 
eliminates the possibility of stray elec-
trons collecting on the getter and causing 
avificient heating to gaa the tube or 
puncture the bulb. 

These new features are especially im-
portant when the tube is used to generate 
ultrahigh frequencies. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

GENERAL DESIGN 

Number of Electrodes 3 
Filament Voltage, Volts 10 
Filament Current. Amperes 3.25 
Average Characteristic Values Calculated 
at Eb • 2000, lb . .050, Ef • 10 volts D-c. 
Grid Voltage, Volta -100 
Amplification Factor 12 
Grid-plate Transconductance, Mmhoe 1200 

Approximate Direct Interelectrode 
Capacitances 
Plate to Grid, pie! 2.8 
Grid to Filament, ppf 2.2 
Plate to Filament, ppf 1.2 

Over-all Dimensions, Inches 
Maximum Length 84/4 
MAXIMUM Radius 64/4 

Typo or Cooling Air 

Grld te,c1 platg leads 
extend 'four •nthell• 
luciond bulb 

ad lead 

ous":o.oas• 
ot used 

acadpin eirc e 

Tuo >baba% I0.003. 
mae. 

Bottom view 
of' bass 

Outline Pliotron Tube FP-195 

MAXIMUM RATINGS AND TYPICAL OPERATING 
CONDITIONS 

Class 1,84 Power Amplifier and Oscillator 
(Key doms conditions without modulation)* 

Typical Operation MAXIMUM 
(Approximate) Ratings 

Voltage Volta 
Plate (D-e) 2000 2500 3000 3000 
Plate (A-c rem) - - - 3000 
Grid (D-c) -200 -350 -500 
Filament (a-c) 10 10 10 

• 

Current 
Plate (D-c) 
Grid (D-e) 
R-f Grid 

Amperes 
0.150 0.132 0.118 0.150 
0.020 0.015 0.015 0.040 

10 

Power 
Plate Input 300 
Plate Dissipation 110 
Output 190 

Watts 
330 350 350 
110 110 125 
220 240 

*Modulation (essentially negative) may 
be used if the positive peak of the 
audio-frequency envelope does not ex.' 
caed 115 per cent or th0 carrier con. 

41tiona. 
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Ignitron Tube FG-235-A - Description and %this 

Ignitron F0-235-A is a mercury-pool 
type controlled-rectifier tube designed 
particularly for high-current, Intermittent 
operation, such as is required in welder. 
control service. As the tube is water-
cooled. It le carable of passing these high 
Instantaneous currents with a relatively 
high duty factor. The PG-235-A may also 
be operated continuously as a controlled 
rectifier at reduced cLrrent. Control is 
maintained by a third electrode or ignitor 
which Initiates the arc at the desired 
point of each conducting cycle. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

01YERAL DESIGN • 
Tube Voltage Drop at 300 amperes 

Maximum 
Minimum 

16 
a 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Welder Control Service 
Max Peak Maximum Anode Max Conducting 

Anode Volt- Current, Amp Time per Spot 
age, Volts Peak Average per Tube, Soo 

0 0 0 0 / 

900 750 135 I.5o 4 
903 1000 135 1.40 
900 3000 95 0.64 
900 4000 75 0.25 

700 750 135 1.50 $ 
700 1250 135 1.33 
700 3000 100 0.75 
700 4500 70 0.25 

360 750 135 1.50 e 
360 1750 135 1.25 
360 3000 110 0.97 
560 6000 50 0.25 

Rectifier Service 
Maximum Peak Voltage, volta 700 
Maximum Peak Anode Current, amp 600 
Maximum Average Anodi Current, amp 100 

Maximum Time for Averaging Anode 
Current, seconds 120 

Instantaneous Ignition Current, amperes 
Maximum Required 40 
Maximum Allowed 100 

Average Ignition Current, amperes 
Maximum Required 0.5 
Maximum Allowed 1.0 

Maximum Time for Averaging Ignition 
turrent, second. 30 

Instantaneous Ignition Potential, volte 
Maximum Required, Ignitor Positive 250 
Maximum Allowed, Ignitor Positive 900 
Maximus_6/lowed, Ignitor Negative 5 

Maximum Outlet Water Temperature C 40 
Minimum Plow, gallons per minute 1.5 

0 At any one voltage, straight line inter-
polation may be used to arrive at OthOP 
detailed ratings. 

e At peak currents below 750 amperes, the 
"Conducting Time per Spot" le limited 
only by the average current rating and 
the averaging time or the tube. 

/ Minimum Off Time Between Spots -- Any 
period during such a tube hae passed 
the rated "Maximum Conducting Time per 
Spot" must be followed by sufficient 
time off, to cause short-time aver-
age current to fall below 150 per cent 
of the rated "Average Anode Current". The 
time for taking this short-time average 
is the period during which conduction 
has taken place, plue the following oft 
period. 
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Metal Vacuum Contact Tube FA-6 -- Description and Rating 

Cut Away View of Vacuum-
Contact Tube, Type FA-6 

The FA-6 is a vacuum contact tube de. 
Signed for use as a general-purpose switch. 
Contacts have a much longer life in vacuum 
than in air and leas pressure is required 
to close them. Only a few thousandths of 
an inch movement is required to interrupt 
the rated current. This small movement 
and the light construction of the moving 
parts account for the very small amount of 
power necessary to operate the device and 
for the high speed of operation which may 
be attained. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

Circuits Single-pole Double-throw 

Naximum Voltage, d-o 

iamb= Voltage, a-o 

Continuous Current, amp 

Interrupting Rating, Non-inductive 
At 250 v, a-c and 125 v, d-c, amp 
At 440 v, •-c and 250 17, d-c, amp 
At 500 Volts, d-c, amp 

500 

440 

10 

10 
7 

sill 

:vs..tos 

--7 

Outline Vacuum Tube FA-4 

Force Required to Move Operating 
Contact from One Stationary Con-
tact to the Other (Initial Tension 
Neutralized) 
Maximum, grams 70 
Average, grams 40 

Travel of Arm 2-3/8 in. from Diaphragm 
Maximum, inch 0.070 
Average, inch 0.045 

Initial Tension at 2-3/8 1.. from 
Diaphragm 
Maximum, grams 50 
Minimum Floating 

Maximum Safe Contact Pressure, Measured 
2-3/8 in. from Diaphragm, grams 250 

A, leads May be cut off 
B, operating arm) as desired 
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Vacuum Contact Tube FA-15 - - Description and Rating 

Vacuum Contact Tube FA-15 

The PA-15 is a vacuum contact tube 
ter use as a general-purpose switch. This 
device operates by means of an operating 
arm which extends through a flexible dia-
phragm. Glass censtruction at the contact 
end permits visibility of the contacts and 
comparatively high insulation voltage; en-
closed construction allows the tube to be 
mounted in wet or crowded places, or to be 
immersed in oil. The absence of air in 
the contact chamber prevents the formation 
of gaseous arcs and resultant corrosion 
of the parts. Consequently the contacts 
last longer than in air; and because they 
are always clean, less pressure is re-
quired to close them. Only a few thou-
sandths of an inch movement is required to 
interrupt the rated currenc. This small 
movement and the light construction of the 
moving parts account for the very small 
amount of power necessary to operate the 
device and for the high speed of operation 
which may be attained. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

Circuits Single-pole Double-throw 

Maximum Voltage, a-c or d-c 3000 

Continuous Current, amperes 6 

$5Interrupting Rating, amperes 
At 250 volts a-c and 125 volts d-o 8 
At 600 volts a-c and 250 volts 4-0 6 

rdzet.-4 

egmomm.m.e, 

- I 

Outline Vacuum Contact Tube FA-Ie 

¡Interrupting Rating, amperes, Cont. 
At 500 volts d-c 4 
At 1500 volts a-c or d-o 0.5 

Force required to move operating contact 
from one stationary contact to the other 
Max including initial tension,grams/ 75 
Max, initial tension neutralized, g 50 
Avg, initial tension neutralized, g 30 

Maximum safe contact pressure measured at 
2 3/8 in. from diaphragm, grams 250 

Travel of arm, 2 3/8 in, from diaphragm 
Maximum, inch 0.035 
Average, inch 0.026 

A, Leads Illy be cut off 
B, Operating arm as desired 

edn inductive loads the surge voltage must 
be limited to 3000 volts or to the maximum 
safe voltage for the circuit. This may be 
done by means of capacity or discharge 
resistance across the load. 

/The normal position of the contacts map 
be either open or closed and muet be ed, 
justed externally by the user. 
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Thyratron Tube VG-154 Description and Rating 

The FG-154 is a hot-cathode gas-
filled, double-grid Thyratron tube par-
ticularly useful in applications wgere 
constancy of characteristic is necessary 
even with large variations in ambient tem-
perature. This tube may be used where the 
available grid power. Is small. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

GENERAL DESIGN 

Number of Electrodes 4 
Cathode, coated-filament type 

Voltage, volts 5.0 
Current, amperes approx 7.0 
Heating Time, sec typical 10.0 

Tube Voltage Drop, volts 
Maximum 24 
Minimum 10 

Approximate Starting Characteristic, volts 
Anode Shield Grid Control Grid 

Voltage Voltage Voltage 
60 o o 
100 0 -3.5 

Deionization Time, 
microseconds approx 1000 

Ionization Time, microseconds 10 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Maximum Peak Anode Voltage 
Inverse 500 
Forward 500 

Maximum Negative Control Grid Voltage 300 
Maximum Negative Shield Grid Voltage/ 0 
Maximum Anode Current, amp 

Instantaneous 10.0 
Average 0 2.5 
Surge, for design only Bo 

Maximum Control Grid Current, amp 
Instantaneous 1.0 
Average g .25 

Maximum Shield Grid Current, amp 
Instantaneous 1.0 
Average 9 .25 

Temperature Limits, ambient C -20 to + 50 

When the operating frequency is less 
than 25 cycles, the maximum instantaneous 
current rating is reduced to twice the 
average current rating. 

13 Maximum time of averaging current 
is 15 seconds. 

/ It IA recommended that the shield 
grid be connected to the mid-point of the 
filament through a resistance not greater 
than 500 ohms. 

12 10 8 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
Control grid voltage 

Anode Voltage vs Control-grid 
Voltage for Thyratron Tube F0-15k 

- raasatto.3903 
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Outline Thyratron Thyratron Tube FG-154 
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Thyratron Tube FC-172 - • Description and Rating 

The PG-172 is a hot-cathode, mercury-
caper, double-grid Thyratron tube of the 
"all-metal" type for use in control Cir-
cuits where it la desired to actuate the 
grid trom a high-impedance source. This 
tube should be used where the available 
grid power le very email. Because of its 
long delonlaation time, thie tube le not 
recommended for Inverter operation. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

ember of Electrodes 4 

Cathode 
Volta 6.0 
Ampere. (approx) 10.0 
Tyne Indirectly Heated 
Typical Heating Time (minutes) 5.0 

Maximum Peak Anode Voltage 
Inveree 1000 
Forward 1000 

Maximum Anode Current (amperes) 
Instantaneous* 40 
Average 6.4 
Surge (for design only) 200 

Maximum Timm of Averaging Anode 
Current (seconds) . 3.3 

Maximum Shield Grid Current (amperes ) 
instantaneous 2.0 
Average 0.50 

Maximum Centrol Grid Current (emperes) 
Inatentaneoue 1.0 
Average 0.25 

tube Voltage Drop 
Maximum 24 
Minimum e 

Approximate Starting Characteristic 
Anode Volt- Shield Grid Control Grid 

age Voltage Voltage 
100 0 *1.0 t 

1000 0 -10.0 meN 
125 .0 0 

Peer-all Dimensions (Inches) 
Maximum Length 10-3/4 
Minimum Length 10-3/8 
Maximum Diameter 3-5/8 
Maximum Radius 1-1/8 

Temperature Limits - Condensed 
Mercury (C) 400 -800 

Colonisation Time (microaec.approx) 1000 

Ionization Time (microaec,approx) 10 

*When the operating frequency is lees 
than 25 cycles, the maximum instantaneous. 
eurrent rating le reduced to twice the 
 ge current rating. 

I 
131.4x 
I 
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I 
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Curves of Anode Voltage vs Control-
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Thyratron Tube FG-S7 • • Dosedption and Rating 

The PG-57 le a Thyratron tube for 
gee in control circuits where it is de-
sired to actuate the tube with a change in 
negative grid voltage. The tube is suit-
able, therefore, for relay uses where cur-
rent flow is desired in the absence of 
grid excitation. This Thyratron is not 
satisfactory for inverter operation due to 
it. long delonizatIon time. 

TECHNICAL IKFORMATIOM 

'amber of Electrode. 

Cathode 
Volts 5.0 
Ampere., approx 4.5 
Type Indirectly Heated 
Typical Heating Time, minutes 5 

Maximum Peak Anode Voltage 
Inverse 1000 
Forward 1000 

Maximum Anode Current, amperes 
Instantaneousd 
Average 
Surge, for design only 

16 
2.5 
90 

Maximum Time of Averaging Anode 
Current, seconds 15 

Maximum Grid Current, Amperes 
Instantaneousal 1.0 
Average .25 

Tube Voltage Drop, volte 
Maximum 24 
Minimum 10 

Approximate Starting Characteristics 
Anode Voltage Grid Volt.ge 

100 -1.50 
1000 -7.0 

70 0 

Temperature Limits, Cond Mercury 0 40 SO 

Deionlzation Time, microsec,approx 1000 

Ionisation Time, olorosas 10 

eshen the operating frequency le less 
than 25 Cycles, the maximum instantaneous 
current rating is reduced to twice the av-
erage current rating. 
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The Thyratron Tube Used as Timer in Low-Speed Welding 
Application.—When a resistor-condenser combination is used as 
a means of measuring short time intervals in electrical circuits, 
several important difficulties are encountered, one of the most 
outstanding being that for large power transfer the size of the 
condenser would be uneconomically large. However, if the 
condenser be used in the grid circuit of a thyratron, a small con-
denser can be arranged to charge or discharge during a rela-
tively long interval and therefore exert control over an external 
load after a predetermined time delay. 

SOURCE WELDING 
A.C. 

TR3 
Si JAWS 

Q x(—) 

w. on Welding Machine THYaTRON 
RI R4 

1-
y (+1 

5 
C2 

s, C4 I 

FIG. 5.—Chematic diagram of a low speed welding circuit, with thyratron timer. 

Thus, in relatively low-speed spot welding where a contactor 
provides satisfactory control of the welding current, thyratron 
timer circuits are being used to determine the duration of the 
closure of the main contactor. Time intervals adjustable from 

to 10 seconds or more can be satisfactorily measured out. 
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The elementary diagram of such a circuit is given in fig. 5. 
Here the thyratron performs the double function of a timing 
device and a rectifier, k) that a robust d.c. contactor capable of 
high speed operation can be used on an a.c. supply. 

The welding contactor S1 has its coil S energized by half way 
rectified a.c. current suitably smoothed by parallel condenser 
C3, a resistor R3 being included to prevent excessive condenser 
charging currents being used by the thyratron. 

In the grid circuit a small rectifier Q, holds the conductors 
x and y at the potentials indicated, smoothing being effected 
by condenser C5. Prior to the weld being made, the condenser 
C1, is charged up to the potential existing across lines x-y. 
The thyratron is therefore held non-conducting owing to the 
relatively high negative potential between x and the adjustable 
potentiometer connection P, which is tied to the cathode. 

R4 iS the grid-current limiting resistor, having a sufficiently 
high value to prevent grid current interfering with the timing 
circuit. C4 is the usual surge-suppressing condenser. 

Assume now that the electrodes are brought down on the 
work, the switch D, on the welding machine closes. Con-
denser C2 immediately charges up and momentarily energizes a 
small relay coil K. Contacts K1 of the relay are therefore 
closed, short-circuiting C1. The grid potential is now that of 
the line y, and is therefore positive with respect to the cathode 
by the drop across P-y. The thyratron arc therefore strikes, 
energizing the contactor S. At the instant the main contacts 
S1 close thereby starting the welding period proper, an interlock 
S2 on the contactor opens, and the condenser C1 commences to 
charge up through the resistance RI. The grid now falls in 
potential; a time is reached dependent on the setting of P, when 
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it becomes slightly negative with respect to the cathode, and 
the arc is extinguished. The contactor coil S, is de-energized 
and therefore the welding period is terminated. 

The duration of each spot weld is determined by the rheostat 
P, the value of R1 or C1, and, of course, on the voltage across 
x-y. The latter is about 150 volts, so that changes in the 
control ratio of the thyratron due to temperature variations, 
etc., do not affect the accuracy of the timing. 

Two features of the circuit are that timing period (i.e. the 
condenser charging period) commences only when the main 
contacts close, ancf hence variations in welding heat due to the 
variable times of closure of the contactor are eliminated; this 
is of some consequence on a short weld of, say, 8 cycles. 

Secondly, a single weld of definite duration is made irrespec-
tive of the time of closure of the welding machine switch D. 

lbroft. 
Imp e 

wereng Welding 
 f:s 

Powr 
joreS 

IMPEDAMCE 
WELDER 

IGNITRON 
TIMING IT.mer 

Pica. 6 and 7.—Illustrates the connection of 2 thyratron tubes in welding applications 
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FIG. 8.—Resistance welds made at approximately 7 feet pet minute by line welder controlled' 
by a control panel using grid controlled vapor discharge tubes. 

A. 21 spots per inch 

B. Long off period, short on 
period 

C. Short off period, long on 
period 

D. Intermediate speed and 
ratio 

E. Intermediate speed and ratio 

F. 1% spots per inch 

G. 3 spots per inch 

H. 43x2 spots per inch 

I. 6 spots per inch 

J. 14 spots per inch 
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Flo. 9.—Front view of control panel for electrons tube, spot and line welder (Connell,' General 
Electric Co.) 
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A TRANSFORMER 
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10.—Schematic circuit diagram of electrone tube welder control panel shown on opposite 

Page. 
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relv-WW-WeArerd1Ar-MeerAltrel‘t-' 

V11-11.W.-.NWLANV\-111VVAAM-
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11.—Oscillograms showing range of control with elecli.one tube control for resista= 
welding machines. 

A. 1 cycle on, 1 cycle off 

B. 2 cycles on, 1 cycle off 

C. 1 cycle on, 2 cycles off 

D. 3 cycles on, 2 cycles off 

E. 4 cycles on, 1 cycle off 

F. 9 cycles on, 19 cycles off 

G. 7 cycles on, t cycle off 

H. 97 cycles on, 7 cycles off 
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CHAPTER 43 

Application 
of 

Electronic Devices 
Instrument and Relays for Use with Weston Photronic Cell.— 

When using measuring instruments, galvanometers, or relays 
in connection with the photronic cell described on page 742 
the effect of the resistance of the meter must be considered. In 
most measurements, it is desirable to have an approximately 
linear response, that is, when the current produced is directly 
proportional to the light intensity. To obtain this, it is neces-
sary to use an instrument of relatively low resistance, the value 
of which in turn depends upon the maximum intensity of the 
illumination to be measured. For example, if the maximum 
illumination is say 250 foot-candles, a resistance of 200 ohms 
or less, will be satisfactory. On the other hand, if the maxi-
mum illumination is 5 foot-candles, then an instrument re-
sistance of at least 1000 ohms is necessary to give the linear 
response required for practical purposes. 

Relays usually require high torque to enable them to establish 
reliable contact, and for this reason their resistances in general 
are considerably higher than in simple indicating instruments, 
and as a consequence, the action of a relay may depart con-
siderably from a strictly linear relation, depending upon its 
resistance. 
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This of course is not serious but must be considered in the 
design of the equipment. In fact, an instrument having a 
definite full scale range in light value, advantage is often taken 
of the non-linear characteristics of the cell with high external 
resistance, to increase the sensitivity for relatively low light 
values within the scale ranges. That is, the change in deflec-
tion per unit change in light value is greater in the lower part 
of the scale than in the upper part. 

When using high resistances however, consideration must be 
given to temperature errors which may occur as a result. 

Smoke Density Control.—Photoelectric equipment of this 
nature has been developed to control smoke densities, and 
to permit consistent adherence to the smoke abatement laws, 
it also eliminates the fuel waste which is reflected by excessive 
smoke conditions. 

Apparatus of this type work generally as follows: A beam 
of light is focused through the smoke stack and on to the 
photoelectric cell. The cell generates electricity in proportion 
to the amount of light which reaches it. As the smoke passes 
through the light beam it reduces the intensity of light on the 
cell, the corresponding loss in the current generated permits a 
relay located in the boiler room to operate an alarm or suitable 
colored signal light and warn the fireman of the excessive 
smoking conditions in the stack. With the knowledge of the 
amount of smoke in the stack, combined with the data furnished 
by the boiler control instruments, it enables the operator to 
adjust the draughts and fuel supply to maintain maximum 
efficiency in the operation of the boilers at all times. 

Continued records of smoke densities in addition to an 
alarm or light indication, are provided for in a number of 
systems for smoke control. 
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Among a great variety of standard smoke control recorders 
manufactured, the Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation 
have developed a simple and compact smoke alarm unit shown 

in fig. 1. 

Fin. I.—Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation's smoke alarm relay unit. 

SENSITROL 
RELAY 

The complete smoke alarm consists of three parts: (1) A 
light source. (2) A light collector which contains a Weston 
photronic cell. (3) A relay panel. See fig. 1 to 3. The 
relay unit may be located at a considerable distance from the 
photronic cell, the resistance of the leads connecting the relay 
unit with the cell however, should not exceed 100 ohms. 
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Fig. 4 illustrates the connections between the various units. 
For installation of the light source a suitable round hole is 

cut in smoke stack diametrically opposite the light collector, 
which is mounted outside of the stack. 

FIGS. 2 and 3.—Light collector (cell unit) and light source. 

The light source consists of a 6 to 8 volt concentrated fila-
ment automobile headlight bulb of 21 to 31 candle power 
depending on the diameter of the stack. A small 110/6 volt 
transformer unit and associated rheostat enables the operator 
to adjust the lamp voltage occasionally to compensate for the 
accumulation of soot on the lamp and cell windows so that in-
frequent cleaning periods are necessary. 
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The relay unit depicted consists of a panel on which are 
mounted a Weston sensitrol relay, a small a.c. motor and 
a mercury tube switch. 

LIGHT COLLECTOR 

115 VOLT 

80 CYCLE AC 

êI ALARM OR 
SIGNAL LIGHT 

F.G. 4.—Diagram illustrating typical connection of equipment shown in figs. 1 to 3. 

SMCKE STACK 

Leff SCURCE 

14 

CONCUT 
CONNECTOR 

Note that the relay is calibrated directly in smoke units, 
For example: No. 2 on the dial is located at the point of haze 
or increasing smoke density. The relay may be set or cali-
brated to operate at this or any other desirable value of density, 
in which the cycle of operation is as follows: When smoke 
reduces the intensity of the light beam in the stack, the relay 
actuates the contact of the a .c. motor which racks the mercury 
tube completing the circuit to the alarm, notifying the operator 
about the abnormal condition. The alarm sounds for about 30 
seconds, and will continue to sound at this time interval until 
the operator corrects stack conditions. 

The contacts on the relay are automatically reset when smoke 
ceases to interfere with the light beam. 

If a continued record of smoke density is desired, a voltage 
recorder may be connected with the mercury tube giving a 
graphic account of the time elements of improper combustion. 
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Illumination Control.—Photoelectric equipment for control 
of interior or exterior illumination, depending on changes in the 
intensity of natural light, has to-day almost completely replaced 
time switches and kindred apparatus. 

Application of equipment of this nature range from the 
illumination of twilight-zone lighting to control of electric 
signs such as office and show-windows, schools, flood lighting 
installations, navigation lights, airway and airport lighting, etc. 

Flu 5.—Illumination control unit, cover removed. 

There is a great variety of standardized units in use for the 
various illumination controls. A compact and efficient control 
unit is designed by the Weston Engineers and is depicted in 
fig. 5. 
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The light control equipment consists of the light collector 
and the cabinet on which the instruments are located and inter-
connected as shown. 
The illumination control relays turns lights on and off in 

accordance with the natural light intensity, so that a pre-
determined level of illumination may be maintained. The unit 
consist of a small panel on which are mounted two Weston 
sensitrol relays; one for turning on the lights and the other for 
turning them off. 

LIGHT 
COLLECTOR 

RELAY 
CABINET 

L° _ 

LOAD 

6.— Wiring diagram of illumination control unit. 

I. 115 VOLT 60 CYCLE 
SOURCE 

Each relay may be independently adjusted and the value at 
which it operates may be selected from a calibrated scale. 
The design of the relay contact circuits are such as to give 

a relatively nigh contact pressure eliminating chattering. The 
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energy for their operation is obtained from either one of the 
three interconnected photo-electric cells, shown in fig. 8. 
The performance of the unit is dependent upon the positive 

action of the relays, and in order to fully understand the per-
formance of the "turn on" relay, the operation is as follows: 
The relay is a single contact device for closing a primary 

circuit. The energy delivered to the relay from one of the 
photoelectric cells is sufficient for their operation and therefore 
no batteries or auxiliary apparatus are necessary. 

FIGS. 7 and 8.—Illumination control unit (cover attached) and photo-electric light collectors. 

In order to make or break a circuit it is necessary to have 
two contacts, one moveable and the other stationary. The 
stationary contact in the relay consists of a small permanent 
magnet, and the moveable contact consists of a magnetic 
"rider" which is attached to the instrument pointer. Light 
impigning upon the photoelectric cell generates electric energy 
in sufficient amount to keep the contacts open. 
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When the light diminishes, the energy is decreased propor 
tionally until the relay pointer swings the moveable contact 
into the magnetic field of the permanent magnets stationary 
contacts. It is then drawn firmly against it, producing a very 
firm contact pressure and prevents chattering. 

The "turn off" relay operates exactly on the same principle, 
but the action takes place when the natural light intensity 
is increasing, not diminishing. 
When daylight diminishes to a predetermined level, the 

contacts of the "turn on" relay closes and completes the circuit 
to a small induction motor, which in turn drives a small cam. 
This cam rocks a mercury tube switch, completing the lighting 
circuit. At the same time it locks out and resets the "turn on" 
relay. 
The motor now stops, leaving the light on and releasing the 

"turr. off" relay from its locked out position so that when the 
light intensity rises to the desired operating value, the lights 
will be turned off. 
This same procedure occurs when the "turn off" relay makes 

contact. The entire operation is completed in approximately 
one minute. This operating interval is advantageous as it 
permits the stabilization of light conditions, thus preventing 
continuous operation due to shadows falling upon the photo-
electric cell. 
The above description is common to the illumination control 

relay units for both interior or exterior operation. 

For interior illumination control the relay scales are usually 
calibrated from 10 to 20 foot-candles "turn on" and 20 to 30 
"turn off," although any desired range is supplied. For street 
lighting or outdoor control the relay is calibrated from 0 to 2 
foot-candles, permitting a low operating value of 0.5 foot-
candle. 
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For outdoor mounting the relay unit is encased in a weather-
proof housing. The photoelectric cells are also enclosed in a 
weather-proof light collector. 
The installation is simple. It is only necessary to mount 

the relay panel on a wall or post, set the photoelectric cell 
and run leads from the relay panel to the connection on the 
existing switch box. The small induction motor requires 
approximately two watts for a period of one minute; the energy 
being obtained from the most convenient 110 volt, 60 cycle 
source. As no energy is consumed except during the cycle 
of operation, operating cost is practically negligible. 
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Sensitive High Speed A.C. Photo-Electric Relay.—In appli-
cations which require great sensitivity and speed of response 
a relay of the type shown in fig. 9 may be applied, especially 
if the device to be operated be a small solenoid or other small 
magnetic device which may be operated directly from tile grid 
controlled vapor discharge tube in place of the contactor shown, 
thus saving the time required to operate the magnetic relaying 
contactor. 

RELAY FUSE 

/  GLOW PHOTOTUBE 

L- DISC HARQE 
TUBE 

¿lc. 9 —A sensitive, high speed A. C. photo-electric relay operating a grid controlled vapor 
discharge tube. 

That is, the relay of fig. 9 employs the photoelectric tube 
amplifier circuit of fig. 10 to operate a grid controlled vapor 
discharge tube. Hence, since an arc discharge of a grid con-
trolled vapor discharge tube will establish itself within a few 
microseconds after its grid receives the tripping impulse, power 
is applied to the relaying contactor or operating solenoid in 
minimum time (for an a.c. circuit). 
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Relays of this type are used in tooth paste tube machines 
to align properly the end crimp with the printing on the tube, 
in steel mills to respond to radiant energy from hot bodies, 
and in slow speed package wrapping machines to insure correct 
register of the printed matter upon the wrapper to the package. 
The circuit of relay, shown in fig. 10 operates as follows: 

AMPLIFIER 
TUBE 

--e) PHOTOTU BE 

RI 

- pl 
POTENTIOMETERS 

P2 

0.9 49 00 90 

rif015-0-051r 

2 

R2 

3 

GRID CONTROLLED 
GLOW DISCHARGE TUBE 

FUSE 

00 

RELAY 

— j-

TRANSFORMER ÍZ000 so 

A.C. SOURCE 

10.—Wiring diagram of relay shown in fig. 9. 

CONTROLLEho 
CIRCUIT 

As before, an increase in light on the photo-electric tube causes 
an increased average plate current flow through the amplifier 
tube, but due to the a.c. circuit and to the time constant of 
the local cii cuit of C2 and R2 (over one-half cycle at 60 cycles) 
anode current flows through the amplifier tube in quarter-
cycle pulses (while the anode voltage of the grid controlled 
vapor discharge tube is negative) to charge C, and so produce 
a bias voltage in the grid circuit of this latter tube. Inasmuch 
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as different applications demand that an adjustment be pro-
vided so that this tube in one case may be made to conduct upon 
light increase, and in another may be made to conduct upon 
light decrease, a change-over switch is provided between the 
photo-electric tube-amplifier circuit and the circuit of the grid 
controlled vapor discharge tube to allow the polarity of the 
tripping voltage introduced into the circuit of the latter tube 
by the amplifier to be reversed. 

With the change-over switch in position 1 and zero current 
being passed by the amplifier tube, the voltage conditions in 
the circuit of the grid controlled vapor discharge tube are as 
shown in fig. 11A i.e., an a .c. grid bias voltage 180° out of 
phase with the anode voltage is used to charge C4 through the 
grid cathode circuit of the grid controlled vapor discharge tube. 

The time constant of the local circuit of C4 and R4 is less than 
A cycle at 60 cycles per second, yet is sufficient to carry the 
grid negative enough before the anode becomes positive so that 
incidental shifts of anode voltage phase caused by current flow 
through the contactor coil are insufficient to cause the tube to 
fire erratically. With the relations of fig. 11A the anode current 
is zero. 

If the amplifier tube is caused to pass more and more current, 
the conditions of fig. 11B finally obtain; i.e., due to the a.c. bias 
voltage superimposed on the difference in voltages existing on 
C4 and C2, the grid of the grid controlled vapor discharge tube 
is more positive than the critical grid voltage at the beginning 
of the half-cycle during which the anode of this tube is positive. 
Hence, full current is passed by the tube. 

However, if the change-over switch be thrown to position 2 
and there be zero anode current in the amplifier tube, the con-
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ditions of fig. 11C obtain; i.e., an a.c. voltage is introduced into 
the grid circuit of the grid controlled vapor discharge tube 
from the mid-tap of the bias winding and the junction of C3 
and 1?3, which leads the anode voltage of this latter tube by 
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Flo. 11.—Voltage relations of grid controlled vapor discharge tube of the relay shown in fig. 9. 

slightly less than 90°. This voltage charges C4 in a quarter-
cycle pulse and holds the grid positive at the beginning of the 
half-cycle during which the anode is positive. Hence, full 
current is passed by the grid controlled vapor discharge tube. 
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If, under the latter conditions the amplifier tube is caused to 
pass more and more current, the conditions of fig. 11D finally 
obtain; i.e., the increasing voltage across C2 shifts the axis 
of the 90° leading a.c. grid voltage in the negative direction 
until the critical grid voltage is no longer exceeded, and the 
grid controlled vapor discharge tube ceases to conduct. 

Particular notice should be taken of the care used in the 
above circuit to provide grid voltages for the vapor discharge 
tube of the correct phase and ample magnitude such that the 
tube cannot but pass full or zero anode current—a necessary 
condition to prevent erratic operation of the device controlled 
by the tube. 

This relay will operate with a minimum illumination on the 
photo-electric tube of one foot candle and upon a 40% change 
in illumination at this value, or upon a 10% change in illu-
mination at 10 foot candles, provided these changes last 0.05 
second or longer (assuming a 60 cycle source of power). Hence 
the relay will operate up to 600 times per minute, assuming 
that the device operated by the grid controlled vapor dis-
charge tube will follow at that speed. 
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A Simple Two-Stage A.C. Operated Photo-Amplifier Relay 
Circuit* .—Fig. 12showsa simple two-stage photo-amplifier relay 
circuit operating directly on the a.c. line. The simplicity of the 
circuit is illustrated by the fact that the complete list of circuit 
parts includes only one voltage divider resistor, one plate load 
resistor and three condensers. The circuit shown in fig. 12 
consists of a high impedance phototube feeding through a 
voltage amplifier or buffer stage into a power-output stage. 

0-

919 

o  

TYPE 
25A6 

8F'T, 

A 70 8 =280 OHMS 
B TO C =50 OHMS 

FIG. 12.—A simple two-stage A. C. operated photo-amplifier relay. 

 o 

OUTPUT 
0-30 MA. 

The filament voltage of the buffer stage has been lowered to 
reduce the temperature of and, hence, the electron emission 
from the grid of he buffer tube. 
The plate current of the buffer stage is kept at a minimum 

in order to reduce the electron bombardment of the gas mole-
cules within the tube and hence, the gas current to the grid. 
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The bias to the grid of the buffer stage is obtained by means 
of the rectifying action of the grid itself. This method of 
obtaining the grid bias keeps the effective bias and, hence, the 
plate current of the tube constant, regardless of large fluctua-
tions in contact potential between the grid and th: cathode. 
The impedance of the condenser C1 acts as a load impedance 

for the phototube. Condenser C1 is charged up to a definite 
negative potential on one-half of the a.c. cycle and is allowed 
to discharge through the phototube on the other half of the 
cycle. The amount that it is discharged by the phototube 
determines the working potential on the grid of the buffer stage. 
The size of Ci can be set to any desired value to determine the 
desired sensitivity range of the relay. 

Quick-Acting A.C. Operated Photo-Amplifier Relay.—Figs. 
13, 14 and 15 show three variations of an a.c. operated photo 

FIG. 13.—A quick-acting A. C. operated photo amplifier relay, functioning in a positive direction 
on the received light. 

relay that will respond to a pulse of light having a duration as 
short as one-sixtieth of a second, or 1,120th of a second if the 
pulse is properly phased with the power supply voltage. 
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The operation of these circuits is essentially as follows: 
On the negative half of the power supply cycle with no light 
on the photocell, the cathode of the 6F5 goes negative with 
respect to the grid, passes current to the grid, and thus during 
a period of several cycles charges Ci to a value equal to the 
peak value of the a.c. voltage applied between the grid and 
cathode. This voltage added to the instantaneous a.c. volt-
age applied between the grid and cathode is sufficient to reduce 
the plate current of the output tube to zero. 

When light is received by the phototube, the phototube 
current has two effects, first, an instantaneous drop appears 
across the phototube load R1, and second, the phototube 
current into condenser C1 opposes the current fed into C1 from 
the grid of the amplifier. 

This action causes the potential across CI to balance at 
some negative value between zero and a value equal to the 
peak of the a.c. voltage between grid and cathode. The 
potential across C2 is fixed in like manner by a balance between 
the charging grid current and the discharging buffer-tube 
current. 

In figs. 13 and 14 an instantaneous flash of light occurring 
on the positive half of the cycle will cause an instantaneous 
drop across R1, an instantaneous change in the plant current 
of the buffer stage, and an instantaneous change in grid volt-
age of the output tube. In fig. 15 due to the current taken 
by the buffer stage, there is a rapid loss of potential across C2. 
This loss is slowly restored through R3 over a period of several 
cycles. Thus the pulse of output current will have sufficient 
duration to operate a sluggish mechanical relay, even though 
the pulse of light be of extremely short duration. 
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The circuit in fig. 14 is identical to the circuit shown in fig. 13 
except that the heater voltages are supplied by suitable trans-
formers. The use of a transformer supply for the heaters 
eliminates the degeneration or loss of gain that is inherent 

Tier 

230.6,251.4 
OR .3 

FIG. 14.—A quick-acting non-degenerative A. C. opera cd photo-amplifier relay, functioning 
in a positive direction on the received light. 
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FIG. 15.—A quick-actmg slow-releasing A. C. operated amplifier relay functioning in a positive 
direction of the received light. 
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in the circuit shown in fig. 12 due to the fact that the d.c. 
potential between the lower side of C1 and the cathode of the 
buffer tube does not remain constant. In this circuit care 
should be taken to keep the instantaneous transformer polarities 
as shown. 
These simple photo relays find their application for use in 

moderately high speed sorters, counters, register controls, 
shooting galleries, etc. 

A Sensitive Light-Intensity Indicator.—Fig. 16 shows a sensi-
tivephoto-amplifier circuit that can be used for accurately match-
ing the intensities of amounts of light. With this circuit, it is 
easily possible to indicate light differences or changes which 

4 V. 

6-VOLT 
- STORAGE 
—I— BATTERY 

FIG. 16.—A sensitive light intensity indicator. 
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may amount to small parts of one per cent. In this circuit 
arrangement, the high-impedance 954 pentode acts as a load 
impedance for the 919 high-impedance vacuum tube photo-
tube. It can be seen by reference to fig. 17 that the potential 
of the common connection between the 919 and the 954 is 
determined by the intersection of the 954 and 919 character-
istics. It is also evident that a small change of light on the 
phototube will result in an output of several volts. This output 
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voltage is applied to the grid of a 38 output tube, the plate 
current of which is indicated on a 100 microampere meter. 
Because the phototube with the 954 load has an extremely high 
output impedance, it is necessary to operate the 38 so that its 
grid input impedance is extremely high. To reduce the grid 
emission to a minimum, the voltage to the heaters of the 38 
and 954 is reduced to 4 volts. The possibility of emission 
from the heaters to the grid is eliminated by operating the 
heaters at a potential positive with respect to the plate of the 
954 and the grid of the 38. 

TYPE 919 CHARACTERISTICS 

Li L2 

—TYPE 954 PLATE VOLTAGE +8 
—8 —TYPE 919 PLATE VOLTAGE 

Fm. 17.—Plate characteristics of a vacuum type poototube with a pentode as a plate load. 

Gas current to the grid of the 38 is kept at a minimum by 
keeping the. potentials within the 38 low so as to minimize 
the ionization of any gas that may be in the tube. Because 
all of the high impedance external connections are made to 
electrodes brought out from the tops of the tubes, external 
leakages are reduced to a minimum. External leakage can be 
greatly reduced by carefully cleaning the tubcs and coating 
them with a non-hygroscopic wax. This can be done by dip-
ping the tubes in hot ceresin wax and holding them under the 
surface of the wax until the greater part of the moisture on the 
glass is boiled off. Care should be taken not to scorch the 
wax. C,eresin wax has long been used by research men for 
reducing the effects of moisture leakages in high impedance 
d.c. circuits. 
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This circuit finds application where it is desirable to indicate 
very small percentage variations of an amount of light. For 
instance, it can be used to indicate the absorption of light by a 
fluid and, consequently, to indicate or control the concentra-
tion of certain chemicals in suspension or solution. The use 
of monochromatic light can be used to advantage when it is 
desired to isolate a particular constituent. This circuit also 
finds application in color matchers and in indicating small 
changes of small amounts of light. For instance when measur-
ing small changes of small amounts of light, it has been demon-
strated that a change of light intensity on the order of two-
millionths of a lumen is sufficient to swing the output meter 
over its full scale. 
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A Variable-Range, Variable-Sensitivity Light-Variation Indi-
cator.—It is sometimes desirable to make the sensitivity of 
the light intensity meter indicator less for small percentage 
changes of light. The sensitivity can be reduced to any de-
sired degree by varying the plate characteristics of the 954 
between those of a pentode and those of a triode. This varia-
tion is produced in the arrangement shown in fig. 18 by properly 
adjusting P2 and P3 to control the relative potentials on the 
control grid and the screen grid. 
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Fto. 18.—A light intensity indicator having a variable range and variable sensitivity. 

When the No. 2 grid of the 954 is positive with respect to 
the cathode, the 954 has a high impedance pentode character-
istic. Changing the No. 1 grid bias changes the height of the 
characteristic as shown in fig. 19 by the curves No. 1 and No. 
2. As the potential of the No. 2 grid is made more negative, 
the characteristic of the 954 changes to that shown by curve 
No. 3. With zero bias on the No. 1, and the No. 2 grids, the 
characteristic curve is as shown by curve No. 4. 
When a negative bias is placed on the No. 2 grid, the shape 

of the characteristic is unchanged, but it is shifted along the 
voltage axis as shown by curve No. 5. If the No. 1 grid is 
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biased properly, the slope of the characteristic is increased. 
Curve No. 6 shows the effect of positive bias on the No. 1 
grid (bias on the No. 2 grid for this curve is zero). Placing a 
negative bias on the No. 2 grid shifts this characteristic along 
the axis as shown by curve No. 7. 

T Y PE 954 PL ATE VOLTAGE -4.- +6 

TYPE 919 PLATE VOLTAGE 

FIG. 19.—Plate characteristics of a vacuum-type phototube with a pentode having a con-
trolled plate impedance as the phototube load. 

From this analysis it can be seen that the 954 phototube 
load can be adjusted to give practically any desired positive 
impedance load at any desired current and at any desired 
voltage across the tube. This means that the full scale reading 
of the output meter can be made to cover a fraction of a per 
cent light variation, a 100 per cent light variation, or any 
desired amount of variation between these two extremes. A 
photo amplifier such as this finds application as a densito-
meter for use in connection with the analysis of photographically 
recorded spectra, and for use in connection with a suitable 
monochrometer or light filter as a means of measuring the 
absorption lines or the concentration of certain chemicals in 
solution. These are but two of a large number of possible 
applications for this type of circuit. 
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Photo-Electric Exposure Control.—Fig. 20 shows a circuit 
-that will act to operate a relay or a solenoid when the phototube 
lias received a certain predetermined amount of light after 
switch .32 has been closed. This action is independent of the 
-time over which the light has been received, providing the 
-time is greater than about M a second. In practice the photo-
tube can be arranged to receive the light reflected from or 
-transmitted through a part or the whole of the plate, film, or 
-paper in the camera. 
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hic. 20.—A light-quantity metering and control ciicuit. 
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When switch iS2 is open the plate and screen voltages to the 
output tube are zero, and the output relay is de-energized. 
One side of the a.c. line is applied through one of the timing 
condensers to the grid, while the cathode is connected to the 
other side. Due to the rectifying action between the grid and 
cathode of the buffer the condenser assumes a charge, the direct 
potential of which reaches a value approaching the peak of the 
a.c. line voltage. On closing switch S2 the d.c. voltage or the 
major portion of this voltage is removed from between the 
grid and cathode of the buffer stage, thus allowing the above • 
mentioned d.c. potential on the grid to cut off the plate cur-
rent. 
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This in turn allows the voltage drop across the plate bac 
of the buffer stage to drop to zero. As this drop across-
the buffer stage plate load is both signal and bias for the out-
put stage, and as the plate and screen voltages of the output-
tube are applied by closing switch S2, the plate current of tilt-
output tube will rise to operate the output relay or solenoid. 

This in turn lights the exposure lamp or opens the camera-
shutter. After the charge across the timing condenser is-
dissipated through the phototube to a low enough value sc 
that the grid of the buffer stage permits the buffer stage to 
conduct plate current, a voltage will be developed across the 
buffer stage plate load resistor of sufficient value to cut off the 
plate current of the output tube. This action releases the 
relay or solenoid, and thereby turns off the exposure lamp or 
closes the camera shutter. 

Theory.—The current passed by a vacuum tube phototube Is-
directly proportional to the intensity of the light received by 
the phototube, and is practically independent of the voltage 
across the tube. The quantity of light received is intensity 
times time, and is in general a measure of the proper exposure. 
The quantity of electricity passed by the photocell is propor-
tional to its current times time, hence, the quantity of elec-
tricity passed is a measure of the quantity of light received. 

As it takes a definite quantity of electricity to discharge a 
condenser from one potential to another, the size of the con-
denser and the voltage through which it has to be discharged 
can be used as a measure of the desired exposure. It should 
be noted that judgment of the operator is still necessary to 
determine the setting of P1 which compensates for the per-
centage of light and dark areas in the picture. 
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This particular circuit finds its application in all types of 
:•opy work, and in all types of picture work where time expo-
sures are used. For instance the exposure of zinc plates in 
-newspaper work; the exposure in making microphotographs; 

portrait work; in photostat work, in printing, etc. can all be 
controlled by this device. 

A Sensitive Light-Balance Indicator.--Where it is desired to 
=indicate accurately the balance between two amounts of light, 
the circuit shown in fig. 21 is of value. This circuit is capable 
of indicating a light unbalance of less than 1/1 of 1 per cent 
when the light on the phototubes is as low as 0.0001 lumens; 
the accuracy of balance is somewhat better with larger amounts 
of light. All of this is done by using the unregulated a.c. 
power lines for the power supply. 

50000 
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FIG. 21.—A sensitive light-balance indicator. 
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The circuit uses a 6E5 electron-ray tube as the balance indi-
cator, a 38 as an a.c. operated buffer stage and electrometer, 
and a 6H6 as a rectifier to supply direct current to the 917 and 
919 phototubes. 
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One phototube acts as the high impedance load for the other, 
so that relatively high voltage outputs are available, even for 
very small percentage variations of light. 

The high impedance output of the phototube bridge circuit is 
fed directly to the grid of the 38. Because the cathode of the 
919, the anode of the 917 and the grid of the 38 come out of the 
tops of the tubes, the connecting wires touch nothing but tube 
caps and the tubes can be coated with a suitable non-hygro-
scopic wax such as white ceresin wax to reduce to a minimum 
all external leakages. Low leakage is essential when measuring 
small amounts of light. 

The type 38 acts on the alternating voltage supplied to its 
plate and screen in such a manner that the average direct 
potential built up on its plate is negative, and is of such mag-
nitude that it can be used as bias and signal to the grid of the 
6E5 indicator tube. As a means of increasing the input re-
sistance of the 38, the heater is operated at reduced voltage, 
the screen at about 10 volts, and the plate at about 18 volts. 
To avoid the effects of emission from the heater to the grid, 
the heater is operated at a potential at all times positive with 
respect to the control grid. 

In actual ust a system of mirrors or reflecting surfaces are 
arranged to take the light from a common source and pass it 
through or reflect it from the surface of the sample under test. 

A calibrated shutter, a pair of rotatable calibrated polarized 
discs, or a calibrated runway for the light source, can be used 
to determine accurately the change in balance intensity as vari-
ous samples are placed between the light source and one of the 
phototubcs. 
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With a suitable light source having the proper wave-lengths, 
=this device can be used for color matching, turbidity measure-
ments, reflectance measurements, and the absorption analysis 
of solutions. 

It is generally known that all substances in solution have 
certain spectral absorption lines, and that the measurement 
of the amount of light of a particular wave-length that is 

-absorbed by a solution, is an indication of the concentration 
of a particular constituent in the solution. 

With a source of monochromatic light of the desired wave-
length, the above circuit has been successfully used for ac-
curately determining the sugar concentration in beverages, also 
the concentration of various syrups and flavorings. This 
arrangement has also been used commercially for determining 
the vitamin concentrations of vitamin bearing oils. 

Phototube Circuit for Matching Measurements.—Matching 
measurement of photometric qualities such as brightness, color 
and turbidity, can also be made with high precision by means of 
circuit fig. 22. In this circuit one vacuum type phototube re-
ceives light from the test lamp or test material under observa-
tion. The other identical phototube receives light from the 
standard lamp or standard material. 

A small inequality in light falling on the two phototubes 
causes a comparatively large voltage to be applied to the grid of 
the amplifier tube. By this means a very slight mis-match 
between the standard and the unknown can therefore be de-
tected on a meter connected in the plate circuit of the amplifier 
tube. 
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Similarly this meter can also be used to obtain quantitativE 
measurements. For example, if the brightness of a lamp is tc 
be measured, the distance from the unknown lamp (or thE 
•standard lamp) to its corresponding phototube is varied, unti 
the plate circuit meter indicates equal illumination on the twc 
phototubes. 

PHOTOTUBE 

45 V. 

PHOTOTUBE 

AMPLIFIER TUBE 
TYPE 38 
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MICRO. 
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22.—Sensitive circuit for matching measurement. Note: Pi should be set so that with 
no light on the phototubes, the output-meter reading is approximately mid-scale. Contact 
Pi shocc1 be set so that the maximum possible output current is limited to 100 micro-
amperes. 

The brightness on the unknown lamp can be computed from 
the inverse square law (see page 14). When other qualities 
are to be measured, the aperature of a shutter, which controls 
the amount of light falling on one phototube, is varied until the 
plate-circuit meter indicates that equal amount of light are 
falling on both phototubes. 
This shutter obviously can be calibrated so that the value 

under measurement can be read directly from the setting of the 
shutter aperature. 
The theory of this circuit may be considerably simplified if it 

is considered that one phototube acts as the load of the other as 
shown in fig. 23. In this figure, one of the phototubes is repre-
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ented by the phototube current-voltage characteristics, and 
in this curve is drawn a reversed phototube current-voltage 
.haracteristic as a load line representing the other phototube. 
The intersection of the characteristics gives the distribution 
d voltage across the two phototubes because the two photo-
ubes being in series, must pass the same current. 
This intersection is shifted widely by a small change in the 

=ight on one phototube. This change is shown by the dotted 
:urves which is the characteristics for one tube under slightly 

—Iecreased illumination. 
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23.—Phototube characteristics when connected as shown in fig. 22. 

The wide shift means a large voltage swing on the grid of the 
amplifier tube and consequently, high sensitivity. 
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Phototube Circuit for Measuring Low Values of -Light.— 
Small amounts of lights can also be made with a high degree o 
accuracy by means of circuit shown in fig. 24. 

In this circuit the triode section of the type 85 tube starts tc 
oscillate with L, and CI as the tank circuit. The oscillations wil 
soon terminate because the grid builds up a negative charge or 
C2 and blocks the tube. Oscillations begin again when tht— 
grid draws enough positive charge through the vacuum typc— 
phototube to unblock the tube. 

PHOTO-
TUBE 

110 V. A.C. OR 
0 C. SOURCE 

1Zt 

AMPLIFIER TUBE 
TYPE 85 AMPLIFIER TUBE 

TYPE 43 

—AAAVAAN— 

FIG. 24.—Circuit for measurement, of small amount of light. 
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 o 

 o 

TO OUTRUI 
METER 

(0-25 MA) 

R = 0 to 100.000 ohms (sensitivity 
control) 

R 0.5 megohm 
R3 = 50 ohms(1 watt) 
R 4 =275 ohms(25 watts) 

The same cycle, oscillation followed by cut-off is repeated. 
The duration of the cut-off period depends on the rate of flow 
of charge through the phototube, which, in turn, depends on the 
illumination of the tube. 
The output of the 85 triode is, therefore, a series of trains of 

oscillations and the time trains depends upon the illumination 
of the phototubc. 
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The diode section of the 85 rectifies these trains of oscilla-
tions and feeds a charge into condenser C3 for each train. The 
charge on the condenser C3 leaks off slowly through the high 
resistance of R2 so that the net d.c. voltage across C3 depends 
on the number of trains per second, which is a measure of 
illumination of the phototube. This voltage is applied to the 
grid of the 43 and is amplified to give a meter reading in the 
plate circuit of the 43. The meter is calibrated in ternis of 
illumination on the phototube. 

The high sensitivity of this circuit for the measurement of 
small amounts of light is due to the fact that it is the duration 
of the cut-off period which is used to measure the illumination. 

Since grid current is small when the tube is cut off, the 
measurement of small current through the phototube is not dis-
turbed by grid current and as a consequence extremely small 
amount of light incident on the phototube can be readily 
measured. The circuit can be adopted to the measurement of 
different ranges of light intensity by changes in R1p R2p 
and C2. 

Operating power can be obtained directly from a 110 volt 
line a.c. or d.c. Operation on a.c. gives somewhat less sensi , 
tivity than operation on direct current. 
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Circuit for Measurement of Illumination Ratios.—Ra tios of 
illumination can be measured by means of the a.c. operated 
circuit shown in fig. 25. Condenser CI is charged during on: 
half-cycle through Dne phototube. On the next half-cycle the 
condenser is charged in the opposite direction through the other 
phototube. 
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F G. 25.—Cipruit for measurement of light intensity ratios. 
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If now the vacuum type phototubes are equally illuminated 
they feed equal charges into the condenser and the net 
voltage across the condenser is zero. 
When, however, the phototubes are unequally illuminated 

there is set up across the condenser, a d.c. voltage whose magni-
tude is a function of the ratio of illuminations. This condenser 
voltage amplified by the 6C6 and the 43 is read on the output 
meter which can be calibrated to show directly the intensity of 
one source as a multiple or a fraction nf that of the other. 
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Sound on Film Circuit.—A typical first stage circuit for a 
sound-head amplifier is shown in fig. 26. Load resistance 
values for this service depend on gain and fidelity requirements. 
Higher values of load resistance give higher gains but with 
some increase in distortion. 
An illustration of a typical relay circuit is given in fig. 27. In 

this circuit high sensitivity is obtained by the use of a large load 
resistance. 
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B— 
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TO FILAMENT 
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BIAS. 
RES. 

B+ 
AMPLIFIER 

26.—Typical circuit employing a gaseous type phototube for sound frequency reproduc-
tion. 

It should be noted that most amplifier tubes are rated for 
operation with a grid circuit resistance of less than 1 or 2 
megohms. When a higher resistance phototube load is used 
in the grid circuit of the amplifier tube, it will be necessary to 
take precautions to prevent the grid of the amplifier tube from 
building up a high positive potential and thus causing the tube's 
plate current to become excessive. 
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Such precautions are: reduction of the plate and screen 
supply voltages much below the rated values, reduction of-
the heater or filament voltage, and use of a large resistance 
in the plate supply lead to limit plate current. 

GRID BIAS 
POTENTIO-
METER 

AMPLIFIER 
TUBE 

J. TO SENSITIVE 
-r- RELAY 

L_ 

CF-JOTOTUBE 
ANODE 
SUPPLY 

POTENTIOMETER 

no. 27.—Typical relay circuit employing gaseous type phototube. 

PLATE CURRENT 
LIMITING RES, 

High-voltage Circuit Providing Overvolitage Protection of 
Gaseous Type Phototube.—In some relay applications, it may 
be desirable to gain increased sensitivity by the use of a very 
large supply voltage. 

PHOTOTUBE 

AMPLIFIER 
TUBE 

150 
MEG-
OHMS 

11111111 
-90 V. 

500 V. D.C. 
SOURCE 

OUTPUT 
OR METER 

RES. 

28.—Typical high-voltage circuit providing over-voltage protection for phototube. 
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This can be accomplished by the use of a circuit similar 
to that shown in fig. 28 in which the voltage across the photo-
tube cannet rise above 90 volts. In this circuit, the amplifier 
tube must be protected against excessive plate current by 
following the precautions previously mentioned. These pre-
cautions are essential because the resistance of the phototube 
is very high and is connected in the grid circuit of the amplifier 
tube. 

Ultra-High Speed D.C. Operated Photo-electric Relay.—In 
many modern processes it is required to employ a photo-electric 
relay which will respond to a light impulse lasting but a few 
microseconds. For example, many wrappers for packaged 
articles first have printing applied in a rotary press, then are 
removed to a machine which cuts the wrapper in register with 
the printing and applies it to the package. 

Here it is necessary for accurate high speed work, for photo-
electric control apparatus to provide the synchronizing tie be-
tween the cutting knife and the printed matter on the web, be-
cause factors such as slip of the web in the machine and vari-
ations in stretch of the web preclude successful operation 
otherwise. Because it is essential that the photo-electric 
apparatus work on some small part of the printed design which 
may give but small photo-electric contrast with its background 
(or on some small mark printed specifically for the purpose) and 
at the high web speeds possible in modern machines, an ex-
tremely sensitive and fast photo-electric device is required. 
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The type of relay shown in figs. 29 and 30 has been found to 
be adapted to meet the exacting requirements of this type of 
service. Its virtues may best be understood, perhaps, from the 
following description of the operation of its circuit, shown in 
somewhat simplified form in fig. 31. 

• 29.—Scanning head of ultra high speed D. C. operated photo-electric relay. (Courtesy 
General Electric Co.). 

In order that the tubes may operate at any instant and be 
as free as possible from the transient voltage disturbances 
common on industrial power distribution lines, power is usually 
taken from the a.c. power source used for incandescent lighting, 
modified in voltage by an electrostatically shielded trans-
former, rectified and carefully filtered by a full wave rectifier 
tube and ir-filter. The practically pure d.c. voltage thus 
derived is applied across voltage dividers from which are 
tapped the voltages required by the various tubes. 
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Because of the high impedance of the photo-electric tube, 
and the extreme speed at which this circuit must work, the 
photo-electric tube and arriplifier are placed as close together 
as possible in a shielded enclosure known as the "scanning 
head," see fig. 29. 

30.—Control panel of ultra high speed D. C. operated photo-electric relay. (Courtesy 
General Electric Co.) 

Usually the light source is mounted on the scanning head by 
a bracket, thus providing a unit which operates from change 
of reflected light which is relatively free of troubles due to 
moisture, dirt, electro-static interference, or variations in 
focus. Sometimes, dependent upon the installation and upon 
the web material, the light source is mounted on the opposite 
side of the web from the photo-electric tube housing, thus 
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providing a unit which operates upon transmitted light, which 
may allow a larger value of light flux to fall upon the photo-
electric tube. 
Due to the relatively high level of power output from the 

scanning head, however, the grid controlled vapor discharge 
tubes, control contactors, and rectifier may be mounted in a 
separate enclosure several feet from the scanning head in such 
a manner as to allow easy access, and in a position free from 
vibration. 
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PH OIS 
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9F25 
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TUBES 
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Fm. 31.—Ultra-sensitive high speed D. C. register control using photo-electrie tube and 
grid controlled vapor discharge tubes. 

Particular notice should be taken of the method of circuit 
coupling. Referring to fig. 31 the photo-electric tube-amplifier 
circuit operates as follows: When there is no change of light on 
the photo-electric tube, capacitor C, assumes the potential 
existing across the photo-electric tube resistor, there is zero 
current flow in R5 and the amplifier tube grid is at ground po-
tential, negative with respect to its cathode. However, upon 
change of light on the photo-electric tube, since the response of 
the tube is instantaneous, a new potential value exists across the 
photo-electric tube resistor. 
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The voltage across C1 must finally equal the new voltage 
across the resistor but, since a capacitor cannot change its 
charge instantly, the difference between the old and the new 
voltage existing across the resistor must initially appear 
across R5, changing the grid potential of the amplifier tube 
by that amount. The grid potential will be carried in a more 
positive or more negative direction, depending upon whether 
the capacitor is charged or discharged. Hence, due to the 
"capacity coupling" effect, the amplifier will respond to rapid 
changes of light, but not to slow changes. 

The pentode is used for the amplifier tube because its plate 
current is independent, roughly speaking, of the plate voltage 
value, if that value be kept above a certain minimum. Hence 
high values of plate resistance may be used and great amplifica-
tion secured. 

The grid controlled vapor discharge tubes are normally biased 
negatively through hold-off resistors of moderately high value. 
Their grid circuits aie carried through a selector switch and 
capacity coupled through R6 and C2 to the amplifier. Hence, 
if TR be closed, A and R, be de-energized, one grid controlled 
vapor discharge tube or the other, according to the position of 
the selector switch, will be in condition to be rendered conduct-
ing by its grid being carried positive by a voltage of correct 
polarity appearing across R6 (a circuit of low impedance). The 
tube, once fired, will remain conducting until TR is opened, 
even though the potential across R6 may have become zero 
meanwhile, or the selector switch contact opened, carrying the 
grid negative. A and R are the operating coils of contactors 
which operate to produce the required correction; while TR 
opens, then recloses after the desired correction period has 
passed, rendering the tube non-conducting again and putting it 
in condition to operate on the next proper impulse. 
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Relays of the type of fig. 30 will operate on a minimum light 
change of 0.02 lumen occurring at an average rate of between 
2 and 200 lumens per second. 

PHOTOTIJBE 
CONTROL BOX 

HEAVY DOOR 
SPRING 

FIG. 32.—Front ulevation showing relative approximate location of light admittance opening 
and relay box. 
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Automatic Opening of Garage Doors.—A practical, inex-
pensive and reliable device for automatically opening of garage 
doors by means of directing the headlight beam on a photo-
electric tube is shown in figs. 32, 33 and 34. 

PHOTOTUBE 
CONTROL BOX 

  ELECTRIC DOOR-LATCH 

33.—View showing arrangement and position of car for automatic opening of garage doors. 

Due to the absence of mechanical door actuating or trigger 
devices the equipment shown is very simple to install and 
maintain. It consists of two units—an electrically operated 
door-opener or release associated with the relay cabinet, and a 
mirror which reflects the light beam to the photo-electric cell. 
A circular hole in the door admits the light beam, which is 

reflected to the light sensitive tube by the mirror which is in-
stalled at a 45° angle on the inside of door as depicted. 
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The door opener (of similar type as is used in apartment house 
doors) is energized from a bell ringing transformer, which in 
turn receives current through relay contacts H, as shown in 
diagram fig. 34. 

SR-50 VACUUM 
TYPE 

PHOTOTUBE 

10 MEGS.1 

GRID-GLOW 
TUBE TYPE 

KU-618 

50-100 MEGS 

TELEPHONE 
"H"   TYPE RELAY 

f, BELL-RINGING   
'TRANSFORMER 

SWITCH 
- I 110 V. 

60 CYCLE 
• SOURCE 

DOOR 
OPENER 

34.—Diagram of connections for apparatus suitable to operate garage doors. (Circuit 
values are approximate only and may bc adjusted if required). 

When a current impulse is sent through the coil of the door 
opener it releases the latch, and the doors are opened by 
action of heavy coil, door springs. The springs should be 
mounted in such a way so as to exert their full force against the 
doors, as they are released, and are installed on the outside of 
doors as shown. 

This device is suitable for opening of small and medium sized 
swing doors only and not for heavy duty doors of roller or fold-
ing type. A typical circuit capable of handling currents re-
quired for motor operated heavy-duty garage doors, is shown 
on page 958 
When there is no light falling on the photo-electric tube, the 

grid-glow tube passes no current. As soon as light falls on the 
phototube a breakdown of ionization of the gas within the grid-
glow tube occurs and current passes between the anode and 
cathode. 
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Hence this current passes through the relay winding H which 
relay closes its contacts and energizes the bell ringing trans-
former which operates the coil of the door-opener mechanism. 

The relay H may be of the D.C. communication or similar 
type. With some types of relays it may be desirable to shunt 
the coil winding with a small condenser of 0.1 m.f. or larger to 
prevent chattering. 

The circuit is operated from a regular 60 cycle 110 volt source. 
The transformer should have a ratio of 110/440 volts, and as 
the load is very light less than 1 watt, a regular transformer of 
type used in radio receiving set may be used as long as the volt-
age ratio is satisfactory. 

Electronic Remote Control Device for Radio Receiver.— A 
radio receiver remote control box by means of which a radio can 
be controlied from any point in the house, has recently been 
developed by the R.C.A. engineers. 

Referring to figs. 35 and 36 the heart of the device consists of 
a gas discharge tube which is ionized by radio impulses, being 
created by the simple process of pushing a button of a small box 
located at the point where the control is desired. This box con-
tains a miniature radio transmitter, the signal of which is sent 
over the light circuit wires to the receiver. (I.e. with this type 
of remote control the radio receiver proper is controlled by 
means of radio waves, which are set in motion by the pushing of 
a selected button of the control box.) 
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How the Control Box Operates.—The control box shown 
schematically as in fig. 35 contains a number of push buttons 
and an oscillator. The box is plugged into a convenient wall out-
let of the house lighting circuit. When pressing a button of the 
control box a radio impulse is generated by the oscillator and 
instantaneously transmitted over the house lighting circuit to 
the remotely located receiver, which is put into operation. 

IMPULSES PRODUCED IN CONTROL BOX TRAVEL 
OVER LIGHTING SUPPLY WIRES 

• 

• 
• 

WALL OUTLET WALL OUTLET 

eueH eUTTONS 

CONTROL BOX 
AND OSCILLATOR 

UNIT #2 
SELECTOR 

CIRCU T WITH 
RELAYS 

UNIT #1 
GAS - SWITCH 
OPERATED BY 
RADIO IMPULSE 

TO ELECTRIC WIRES TO POWER 
TUNING DEVICE IN SET SUPPLY OF SET 

RADIO CHASSIS 

35.—Elementary diagram of connection between the principal units used in radio receiver 
remote control. 

If the station so received is not the one desired another but-
ton is operated which automatically is atuned to this preferred 
frequency. If the loud speaker is too high or too low a third 
button is operated for this adjustment, etc. 
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The Gas Discharge Tube Is the Heart of the Device.—The 
fundamental principle of this control scheme is the application 
of the gas tube switch the circuit of which is shown in fig. 36. 
This tube designated as the WE-313A is connected on one side 
with a potentiometer formed by condensers Cy and C3. 

By varying C3 the voltage between the electrodes A and B, 
can be adjusted to any desired level. The system operates as 
follows: It is generally well known that any gas filled tube has a 
specific breakdown value, which is that voltage at which the 
tube conducts, and starts a current flow between the electrodes 
of the tube. 

FROM 115 V. 
A.C. SUPPLY 

200 mmf. 

100 rrimf 

C3 

C2 

20 mf. 

GAS-TUBE 
SWITCH 

TO POWER SUPPLY 
OF CHASSIS AND 
SELECTOR UNIT #2 

1 
FIG. 36.—Diagram of connection for gas discharge tube, and associated apparatus located in 

unit No. 1 fig. 35. 

The break down value for this particular tube is approxi-
mately 70 volts. Now if C3 be adjusted until only 60 volts 
exist between points A and B, no ionization will take place 
between those points despite the fact that only 10 volts more are 
required before the tube will start to conduct, and consequently 
there will be no current flow through the tube. 
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With this in mind consider condenser C1 and the inductive 
coil LI. This condenser and coil are the units of a timed cir-
cuit, in this case a circuit tuned to 300 K.C. 

The oscillator contained in the previously described control 
box shuwn in fig. 35 radiates a radio impulse of 300 K.C. into 
the power line. Since now L1 and CI are coupled with this line 
a radio potential will form across LI. This additional voltage 
added to the existing 60 volts already across the gap will start 
the ionization between electrodes A and B, and a current will 
flow instantaneously. However, this flow is also taking place 
across B and C, and when relay No. 1 closes the circuit, the set 
as well as the selector unit No. 2 are connected with the power 
line. 

Additional tubes and relays installed in the No. 2 selector 
unit respond to other signals originating in the oscillator and 
operate a small electric motor of the type already built into 
modern electric tuned receivers. 

It is by these means that a large number of different radio 
transmitting stations, together with the off and on switch and 
the volume control, may be operated. Also since the impulses 
require only the house lighting circuit as a tie-in between the 
control box and the radio set with its auxiliaries, it is evident 
that the radio may be controlled from any place in the house 
where a wall outlet can be found. 

Evidently the above described control units may be assembled 
together with the set proper, and thus simplify the assembly as 
a whole. 
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Capacity Operated Relay Circuits.—It is a well known fact 
that if the grid from any ordinary vacuum tube be entirely dis-
connected from the outside circuit and the tube be connected 
as shown in fig. 36, and the base pins be insulated to prevent 
leakage, the tube will be sensitive to capacity effects, a body, or 
metal objects placed in proximity of the tube. This phenomenon 
has been utilized in various ways such as in burglar alarms, show 
window displays, door openers, counters, signaling systems, etc. 

SCREEN GRID 
TUBE 

PLATE 

Pic. M.—Simple circuit for capacity indications. 

Self-Balancing Capacity-Operated Relay.—When it is desired 
to operate a relay only on a change of capacity occurring within 
a period of several seconds, the antenna to ground capacity may 
drift considerably over long periods of time, due to temperature 
and humidity changes. A circuit which will automatically re-
balance itself after a short period of time to compensate for the 
slow variations of the antenna to ground capacity within a cer-
tain range is shown in fig. 38. 

In this circuit operating on the a .c. line, the sensitive element 
consists of a pentode oscillator, the feed-back of which is deter-
mined by the difference in the ratio between the inductance of 
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the two parts of the oscillator coil L1 and Ls and the ratio be-
tween CI and the antenna-to-ground capacity. Because the 
cathode of the oscillator is at an r-f potential, and because the 
control grid of the output is by-passed for high frequencies 

Pm. 37.—If a sensitive current indicator be connected as shown in fig. 36, the meter will show 
the current change due to the capacity effect, if a hand be placed in proximity to the antenna. 

through suitable by-pass condensers to the cathode of the oscil-
lator, a negative d.c. voltage equal to the peak r-f voltage on the 
cathode of the 6J7 is built up across the grid-leak and condenser 
of the 25L6 due to the rectifying action of the grid. The 6J7 
oscillator oscillates at high frequency on one-half of the a.c. 
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cycle and builds up the above mentioned negative charge on 
the grid of the output tube. 
During this time, the output tube has negative plate and 

screen voltages and so is non-conducting. On the other half 
of the a.c. cycle, the 6J7 oscillator has negative plate and 
screen voltages and so ceases oscillating. The negative charge 
built up on the grid of the output tube does not leak off during 
this interval and, hence, is effective in controlling the plate 
current of the output tube during its positive plate-voltage 
interval. 
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Fro. 38.—Self-balancing capacity-operated relay. 

The sensitivity of the unit is an inverse function of the quality 
of the oscillator coil; that is, the lower the losses in the oscillat-
ing circuit, the greater will be the sensitivity. Theoretically, 
as the oscillator plate impedance approaches infinity and the 
losses in the antenna and the tuned circuit approach zero, the 
sensitivity approaches infinity. Sensitivity gained in this man-
ner is much more stable than that gained by regeneration. 
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The sensitivity of this circuit to small changes in capacity can 
be increased regeneratively by increasing the resistance of the 
choke coil feeding the screen of the 6J7. When this resistance 
is more than about 15,000 ohms, the circuit will become un-
stable, i.e., the relay will relax. 

The increase in sensitivity is caused by the fact that as the 
intensity of oscillation of the 6J7 increases, its plate and screen 
currents decrease. This causes the screen voltage and hence, 
the mutual conductance of the 6J7 to increase; the increase, in 
turn, helps to increase the intensity of oscillation. Chattering 
of the relay can be effectively eliminated by the damping 
resistor placed across the relay coil. If desired, the resistor can 
be replaced by an electrolytic condenser large enough to keep 
the relay from chattering. (8 microfarads for most relays.) 

The intensity of oscillation is automatically controlled by 
feeding a negative potential to the No. 3 grid of the 6j7. This 
potential makes the grid negative with respect to the cathode, 
reduces the mutual conductance of the tube, and reduces the 
plate impedance of the tube which is effectively shunted across 
the lower part of the tuned circuit. Both of these actions tend 
to reduce the amplitude of oscillation for a given feed-back or 
to make the oscillator require a greater feed-back for a given 
intensity of oscillation. 

As the negative potential applied to the No. 3 grid of the 6J7 
is derived through a time-delay circuit from the grid of the 
output tube, this grid, as explained above, assumes a direct 
potential equal to the peak high-frequency voltage appearing 
across the lower half of the oscillator coil, L2. Thus, the in-
tensity of oscillation is maintained substantially constant for 
wide variations in antenna-to-ground capacity (feed-back). 
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The above is true for slow capacity variations; however, sud-
den variations cause the intensity of oscillation to vary rapidly 
before the corrective voltage can be applied through the con-
denser-resistor time-delay circuit to the No. 3 grid of the 6J7. 
Hence, short time capacity variations are effective in operating 
the relay while long-time variations within limits are auto-
matically compensated for. 

The "Petescope"* and Principle of Operation.—In all of the 
hitherto employed photo cell applications the apparatus have 
been actuated by either an increase or a decrease in the photo-
electric current caused by the actuating light effect. They 
have, t here fore, been responsive to a quantatitive charge. 

The magnitude of this change is in general closely related to 
the ratio between the extent of the controlling light effect and 
the total light flux received by the photo-electric cell. 

Obviously for reliable practical results the percentage change 
in relay current which is due directly to the actuating effect 
must be substantially greater than that due to all other pos-
sible variables. 

In commercial applications, it is apparent, from the above, 
that unless the actuating effect represent a sizeable fraction of 
the total light, which in the general cases means, unless the 
actuating effect occupies a substantial portion of the field of 
view embraced by the photo cell, the system will require a 
closely adjusted and sensitive relay and commensurate mainte-
nance. 

*The -Petescope." A new principle in photo-electric application, by Man S. Fitzgerald. 
Franklin Inst. Journal, September, 1936. 

The apparatus has been named the "Petescope" in reference to its outstanding quality 
of actually seeing moving objects. It requires no light suurze or ether ezternal appurte• 
nance, the motion of the object being the orimary actuating agent. 
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It is a feature of a very large majority of photo-electric ap-
plications that the object to which they are required to be 
responsive is, incidentally, a moving object. 

In the photo-electric system represented by the "petescope" 
a degree of sensitivity, far surpassing the hitherto obtained in 
systems based on purely quantitative action, is achieved by 
making the system specifically responsive to the motion of the 
object. 

This system is actuated not by the amount of light falling 
upon the light sensitive element, but instead, in accordance 
with the first divided function or rate of change in illumination. 
The apparatus is entirely unresponsive to any steady value of 
illumination, whether of high or low intensity. 

In addition a double optical system is used in conjunction 
with a pair of photocells connected in a balanced bridge arrange-
ment. As a result of this feature the apparatus can only be 
actuated by effects tending to unbalance the bridge arrange-
ment, and accordingly the system is entirely unresponsive to 
fluctuation in the general level of illumination of the field of 
view. 

It responds only to pulsations in the light affecting the two 
optical systems which have the effect of causing an alternating 
unbalancing of the bridge. The response is proportional to the 
rate of change, or the frequency of the unbalancing effect. 

The field of view is, therefore, exhibited to the photo-electric 
elements through special screens or gratings by means of which 
continuous movement of any object within the field of view 
causes a fluctuating or alternating component in the photo-
electric currents. 
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Where there are no moving objects no alternating component 
is present. The movement of the objects creates an alter-
nating component. This represents a qualitative change in 
conditions which, even though it be of minute amplitude, may 
be detected with much greater effective sensitivity than merely 
a quantitative change. 
The presence or absence of a characteristic effect can obvi-

ously be more readily detected than a difference between the 
magnitudes of two effects of like nature. Thus a much greater 
degree of amplification can effectively be employed and excep-
tional sensitivity to small or distant object is achieved. 

Fig. 39 shows the essential elements of the system in a dia-
grammatical form. A pair of objective lenses L1 and L2 em-
brace an optical field which includes a movable object which is 
distinguishable by color or shade from its background; such, as 
for example, an airplane. 

Light falling upon the objective lenses is directed through 
two approximately parallel beams onto the two phototubes 
P1 and P2 shown in the diagram, a pair of condensing lenses C1 
and C2 serve to concentrate the light onto the photocells. The 
two objective lenses tend to set up duplicate images of the 
optical field at their respective focal planes. Approximately 
at these focal planes are mounted two specially divided screens 
S1 and S2 through which all the lights reaching the photocells 
have to pass. 
The two screens are divided into a number of small portions 

alternately transparent and opaque. The divisions may be 
regular or irregular and may be of various shapes or patterns, 
but both screens are exactly identical in patterns and are of 
opposite characteristics. That is to say, if any portion of the 
screen S1 is opaque the corresponding section of S2 is transparent; 
and vice versa. 
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screens may conveniently be found in 

TO 110 V. 60 
CYCLE SOURCE 

FIG. 39.—The Petescope and arrangement when an object moving both in the horizontal and 
the vertical plane is under observation. 

In other words the two screens have exactly the character-
istics of a photographic negative and 
a transparent positive thereon. The 

this manner. c,71, 
OBJECT UNDER 
OBSERVATION 
(AIRP NE) 
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In fig. 39 these screens are shown divided regularly, according 
to a checker-board pattern. 

The rectangular divisions are identical in shape and dimen-
sions, but it will be seen that each square which is transparent 
in SI, is opaque in 52. Likewise, each square which is opaque 
in one is transparent in the other. 

It will be apparent that, according to this arrangement, 
duplicate images of the field will be cast on the screens. A ray 
of light emanating from any given point in the field will be pro-
jected to duplicate focal points on the screens. 

It is important to note that if the position of the point in the 
image falls on an opaque section on Si, the position of the same 
point on the image formed on S2 will lay on a transparent sec-
tion. Thus the ray of light from the said point will pass through 
the screen S2 and will impinge on the photo-sensitive element 
P, whereas the duplicate ray falling on S1 will be stopped thereby 
and will not reach P1. 

It follows therefore that a ray of light emitted by any given 
point in the field will be transmitted in duplicate as far as 
screens Si and S2 but therefore only one of the duplicate beams 
of light will be further transmitted to the photo-sensitive de-
vice, the other one being stopped by the screens. 

Thus, light from any given point may reach one or the other 
of the photo-sensitive elements, but not under any circum-
stances both of them at the same time. Therefore, if an object 
in the field be mobile, and if it be of such distance from the 
lenses and cf such dimensions that the image thereof, on screens 
S1 and S2 is of the same order of magnitude as the divisions of 
the screens, or smaller, the image of the object, as the latter 
moves across the field, will alternately appear on opaque and 
on transparent divisions on the screens. 
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When it appears on a transparent portion of S1 it will stimu-
late P1, but will be on an opaque section of S2 and will not affect 
P2. Likewise, after it has moved a short distance, it will come 
onto an opaque area on S1 and into a transparent portion of S2 
when it will affect the photo-sensitive element of P2 but not Pl. 
Thus, movement of the object will give rise to alternating 

stimulation on the photo cells P1 and P2. 
The frequency of these alternations will depend on the 

velocity of the movement, the distance of the object from the 
lenses, and upon the dimensions of the divisions on the screens 
S1 and S2. 

If on the other hand there be no measurement of any kind 
occurring in the field, no matter what degree of differing color 
or shade may be distributed, according to any kind of pattern, 
in the background and other objects comprising the field, the 
light reaching the photo-sensitive elements P1 and P2 respec-
tively will be substantially equivalent and of steady value. 
Variations in the intensity of the general illumination of the 
field will cause like variation in the stimulus of P1 and P2. 
The photocells P1 and P2 together with two resistors R1 and 

R2 are therefore connected so as to form a balanced bridge cir-
cuit as shown in fig. 39. 
The amplifier is connected through a coupling condenser, 

across normally equi-potential points of the bridge. 
Thus, only a difference between the amount of light received 

by the two photocells P1 and P2 will unbalance the bridge, and 
because of the condenser coupling, only a varying out-of-
balance voltage will affect the amplifier. 
The amplifier, therefore, will not respond to changes in in-

tensity of daylight because this tends to affect both photocells 
simultaneously. This feature is of importance because under 
weather conditions involving cloud effects of the cumulus and 
similar forms, the passage of cloud patches, of the type which 
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have clearly defined margins, across the place of the sun, may 
cause the ambient light intensity to undergo a change of several 
hundred per cent, in a few seconds, representing an appreciable 
rate of change quite enough to affect, in a substantial degree, 
a single condenser coupled photocell and sensitive amplifier. 
A still more important external condition that must not be 

overlooked is the possible use of apparatus of this type under 
artificial illuminations. 
The 120 cycle flicker, present in all 60 cycle light sources, 

while it is not important to the eye, would affect a single con-
denser connected to the photo-cell and amplifier an extent 
many times greater than the minimum threeshold value of 
response possible in modern amplifiers. 
Both of the above disturbing elements are obviated by the 

use of bridge connections. 

Special Applications :—In fig. 39, S1 and S2 are shown 
divided in checker-board pattern. This is an appropriate 
arrangement for applications associated with aircraft or any 
purpose in which the movement of the object may take place 
in any direction. 

If, however, the application is such that, due to the essential 
nature of the case the motion of the object take place, entirely, 
or principally in one plane only, any other component of the 
motion being of no significance, it is not necessary to utilize 
screens S1 and S2 divided as previously shown. For example in 
a system primarily intended to be actuated by objects moving 
across the field of view in a horizontal plane, screens divided 
vertically only as shown in fig. 40 may be used. 

It is obvious that only the horizontal component of the mo-
tion in such an application will be of significance. 
The effect of the screen of this form will be that the apparatus 

will be responsive only to the horizontal component of motion, 
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since only movement in this direction will set up an alternating 
component in the photo-electric currents. Similarly the axis of 
screen divisions may be circulated according to any direction 
if it is desired to provide a system for responding selectivity to 
a given directional component of motion. 

S2 

CONDENSER 

RELAY 

TO 110 V. 60 
CYCLE SOURCE 

R OBSERVATION 
TO MOBILE) 

TO RECORDING 
APPARATUS 

40.—The Petescope and arrangement when an object moving in the horizontal plane h 
under observation. 
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Where as shown in fig. 40 an automobile is moving along a 
highway approximately at right angles to the optical axis of the 
apparatus, the latter being located at a known distance from 
the highway, the frequency of the signal emitted by the ap-
paratus is a direct function of the speed of the car. 

It is pcssible therefore to check the speed of vehicles on a 
highway in this manner by means ot apparatus mounted on side 
of the road only, and installed, if desired, at some considerable 
distance from the highway. 

By employing screens as shown in fig. 39 indicationof the sense 
of the motion may be obtained. In fig. 40 the screens have 
vertical divisions and are thus intended to be actuated by hori-
zontal motion. The vertical divisions are now, however, of 
uniform width, but are of increasing width from left to right. 

Thus if an object traveling at uniform speed moves so that its 
image traverses the screens from left to right, a signal of de-
creasing frequency will be obtained. If the object moves in the 
opposite direction the frequency will increase. Thus, if the 
signals be transmitted or registered in any suitable manner, an 
indication or record of the sense of motion of the object may be 
obtained. For example, if the signal be listened to on a tele-
phone it will have a clearly defined characteristic sound in 
accordance with the sense of motion. Alternatively the signal 
may be recorded on an oscillograph or string galvanometer. 

As is suggested in fig. 39 this principle has obvious possibilities 
in connection with military and naval reconnaissance. 

If the Petescope be properly adjusted and built for maximum 
sensitivity movements of airplanes can be easily detected at an 
altitude of 2,000 feet and under favorable weather conditions 
at altitudes up to 3,000 feet or more. 
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Miscellaneous Phototube Circuits.—The several circuits 
shown illustrate additional methods of using phototubes. In 
most cases operating voltages and circuit values are given. 

It will, however, often be found that these do not represent 
the ideal condition for a particular purpose, and therefore the 
values which produce the best result should be used. In 
several of the circuits the phototube controls the grid bias of a 
vacuum amplifier tube, while in other circuits the phototube 
controls the grid bias of a thyratron. 

This latter circuits are particularly useful in that they operate 
entirely from alternating current and the control current may 
be relatively large. 

RELAY 
2 MEGS. 

110 VOLT 
60 CYCLES 

FIG. 41.--Amplifier circuit suitable for control of small motora. 
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FIG. 42.—Simple battery operated amplifier. 
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PLATE 
RESISTANCE 

PHOTO-
TUBES 

45 V. 90 V. 
44—Differential D. C. circuit with neutralized anode current. 

LOAD 

45.—Negative control Grid-Glow relay circuit for A. C. operation. 
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48.—Simple amplifier for straight A. C. operation. 
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46.—Simple amplifier for straight A. C. operation. 

47.—Grid-Glow relay circuit A. C. operation. 
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Fi. 48.—Simple amplifier for straight A. C. operation. 
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Maintenance and Operation Considerations of Electronic 
Apparatus.—Installation.—While generally electronic tubes are 
manufactured uniformly rugged in mechanical respects, to 
withstand a moderate amount of vibration, care should be taken 
to protect them from unnecessary vibration. However, in 
some cases a certain amount of vibrations cannot be avoided 
and in such cases it is recommended that the tubes be properly 
cushioned. 

Generally electronic tubes will perform properly in any 
mounting position although it is recommended that they be in-
stalled in a vertical position with the base of the tubes either up 
or down. In the case of the phototube it is of course impera-
tive that the cathode emitting surface face the light source upon 
which the function of the tube is dependent. 

Usually tubes designed for industrial applications are 
equipped with rugged bases, made of a high quality moulded 
insulating material with a high resistance which remains prac-
tically constant for temperature changes of up to 70 degrees 
centigrade, and humidity up to 90 per cent. 

Electrical Effects.—It is important to minimize the detri-
mental shunt effect of leakage between electrode connections 
and capacitance between the leads. Hence the importance of 
high quality sockets, and properly insulated leads and particu-
larly so the lead which connects the anode or positive voltage 
supply. 
The leads from the phototube to the amplifier should always 

be as short as possible to minimize capacity loss and pick-up 
from stray fields, and since the tubes are high resistance devices, 
it is extremely important that the insulation of associated circuit 
parts be as high as possible. 

Care should be taken to avoid any extraneous or undesired 
light from reaching the phototube otherwise erratic results may 
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occur. For both steady and pulsating light the sensitivity of 
the gas filled type of phototubes within their normal operating 
range is practically independent of the amount of light. Their 
sensitivity, however, is effected by the frequency of light 
modulation. 

This is characteristic of gaseous phototubes and is due to the 
relatively large mass of the positive ions and their correspond-
ingly sluggish motion. 

Because there is a time lag between the disruption of a gas 
atom and the increase in current due to the resultant positive 
ion, fluctuation in the gas component of current, lag slightly be-
hind fluctuation in the primary photo-emission component. 
For high frequence of modulation, this lag tends to smooth 

out the pulsations in the phototube current, thus decreasing the 
alternating component of the current and, to some extent, the 
sensitivity. 

For low frequencies, however, the effect is not important and 
the low-frequency sensitivity is practically equal to the static 
sensitivity. 

Temperature Effects.—Most electronic tubes are designed to 
withstand nominal temperature changes, although the upper 
temperature limit for proper operation is usually 50 degrees 
centigrade. This refers to the ambient air temperature or the 
temperature of the air coming in contact with the tubes. For 
example, operation of a phototube consistently at too high a 
temperature may cause a change in the sensitivity of the light 
sensitive surface due to evaporation of the volatile materials 
within the tube, causing a consequent decrease in its semsitivity 
as well as its life. 

Generally higher temperatures will slightly decrease the sen-
sitivity of a phototube. 
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CHAPTER 44 

Radar Fundamentals 

General.—By definition the word Radar means radio detect-
ing and ranging, the letters having been taken from the begin-
ning of each word. More precisely radar may be defined as the 
process of locating the position of an object in space by radio 
waves. 

This relatively new system of radio communication is brought 
about by the application of the laws of physics, radio principles 
and optics in harnessing electromagnetic waves for detection 
and location of an object, fixed or moving, by the aid of the 
difference in electrical properties from those of the medium ad-
jacent to or surrounding it. 
Although radar principles has been known for a great many 

years, the actual construction of workable radar came about in 
the early part of World War II as a means of detection and 
location of enemy aircraft. 

Radar Applications.—Radars peace time application will un-
doubtedly be in the field of ship and aircraft navigation. Ships 
at sea will be able to proceed at full speed regardless of weather, 
unimpeded by the threat of obstructions, while fog will no longer 
delay their entrance to harbors. 

Aircraft will for the first time have a means of precise naviga-
tion independent of atmospheric conditions--particularly desir-
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able for trans-oceanic flights. At the same time the hazards for 
landing in overcast weather will be practically eliminated by 
radar blind-landing systems, and the utilization of radar in 
meteorology will vastly increase our knowledge of weather. 
These applications of radar are obvious and real, but they give 

little indication of the full impact of the art. Indirectly the 
knowledge and techniques gained in the ultra-high frequencies 
will expand and accelerate developments in the whole field of 
electronics. 

Radar Development.—As previously noted, radar was born 
of war need, and no one man can be given credit as its inventor; 
it was made workable rather by a number of the world's most 
outstanding electronic scientists working with unlimited re-
sources—monetary and technical. 
Thus it was possible for a group or groups of highly trained 

scientists to develop, coordinate and finally simplify this highly 
complicated mechanism in a relatively short time, due to the 
pressure of war. 

In this connection it should be noted that in the early thirties, 
several scientists were experimenting simultaneously along the 
road of radio wave echo reflection. 
Thus, for example, it is alleged that Sir Robert Watson-Watt 

of England around 1933, made experiments on position of atmo-
spheric disturbances by means of radio wave deflection. It is 
further alleged that when during an experiment an aircraft flew 
overhead Watt found an echo reflected from it, and so the 
principle of detection and ranging was noted. 

Speed of Sound.—In order to obtain a clear conception of the 
principles upon which radar works, it will be helpful to study 
the well known wave action of sound. 
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Sound waves travel through the air at approximately 1,100 
feet per second. Thus it takes the sound waves 5,280/1,100 
or 4.8 seconds to travel a distance of one mile. It is for this 
reason that an appreciable amount of time elapses between the 
sight of a distant lightning flash and the accompanying thunder, 
although they occurred simultaneously. 

Similarly the report of a gun is heard some time after the 
actual flash of the weapon, the elapsed time depending upon the 
distance involved. 
Another illustration of the fact that time is required for sound 

to travel from one place to another may be observed when a 
steam whistle blows at a distance of several hundred yards. If 

REFLECTED 

SURFACE (Target) LOUND WAVES SOUND REFLECTING 

.."-UDIRECTION  OF 
SOUND WAVES 

DISTANCE=2,750 FT.  SOUND EMITTER 
TIME REQUIRED FOR SOUND WAVES 
TO TRAVEL TO AND FROM TARGET 

=*7[,1‘--)4e ..5 SECONDS 

Fia. 1—Diagrammatical representation of distance determination by means of sound echo 
timing. 

ECHO OF REFLECTED 
SOUND WAVES 
RECEIVED HERE 

SHORT 
BLAST 

T 
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it is observed when blown, it will be noticed that the steam can 
be seen coming from the whistle a considerable length of time 
before the sound of the whistle is heard. 

Sound Wave Reflection.—It is a well known fact that sound 
waves may be reflected back to their original source. The re-
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flection of sound waves is called an echo, an example of which 
may be had when shouting or emitting sound towards a cliff or 
other sound reflecting surface. 

One of the simplest kind of blind navigation systems has long 
been used by pilots of boats operating in the rivers and harbors, 
where obstacles are detected by the simple expedient of emitting 
a series of short whistle blasts and then listening for the direction 
and time interval of echoes. 

In this connection it should be observed that whenever an 
echo or sound wave reflection is involved the sound waves must 
travel both forth and back to its source, thus for example if a 
certain sound wave be reflected back in say 2.4 seconds, the 
reflecting obstacle is located not one half of a mile distant, but 
only one quarter of a mile, since the sound waves have to travel 
the same distance twice. 

Radar Waves.—Radio detecting and ranging is made possible 
by the simple expedient of transmitting radio frequency energy 
in pulses of high intensity and then to measure the round-trip 
travel time of the reflected energy with sufficient accuracy to 
establish the range to the obstacle. 

Radio waves travel with the speed of light or 186,000 miles a 
eecond; 186 miles per millisecond or 0.186 miles per microsecond. 
This speed will be equivalent to 982 feet or 327 yards per micro-
second. 

If it be desired, for example, to find the time interval it takes 
for a radio wave to be reflected back from a target located one 
mile distant, it may easily be calculated as follows: 

From the foregoing it follows that a radio wave takes 
1/186,000 or 0.000005375 second to travel one mile, that is 
5.375 microseconds. Inasmuch as all radar considerations are 
based on the round-trip travel time of the reflected energy, we 
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654,000 yards to reach the target and return. At 327 yards 
for every microsecond, it would take the beam 2,000 micro-
seconds or one five-hundredth of a second for the round trip. 
Therefore, in this particular case the time between the outgoing 
signals must be no less than five-hundredth of a second; other-
wise, the weak returning signal might be lost in the strong 
transmitting beam. 
As an example of the extreme distance of radar, may be 

mentioned the recently successful experiment in reaching the 
moon, where the distance involved was approximately 240,000 
miles. 

Power Used.—The outgoing signal consists of a tremendous 
burst of energy, very often more powerful than the maximum 
output of the nation's largest radio station. This is necessary 
because the beam, as soon as it leaves the antenna, is dispersed 
through hundreds of square miles of space in search of a target. 
Only a very small portion of the spreading rays strike the 

target, and of these a still smaller portion rebound to the re-
ceiver. On the return journey also the beam fragment is still 
further dispersed throughout space, so that by the time the 
beam reaches the receiver it is literally a mere shadow of its 
former self. 

If, for example, 100,000 watts of short wave energy were 
projected by a certain directive radar antenna at a target 1,000 
feet away, the effective power in the region of the target might 
be only 0.8 of a watt per square foot. 

This tiny fraction of power is still further weakened on its 
return journey. Assuming that 50 square feet of the target is 
struck by the beam and reflects it back to the receiver, then the 
amount of power making the homeward trip is 50 times 0.8 or 
40 watts. This fragment is in turn "dispersed" through the 
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1,000 feet of space, so that by the time it reaches the receiving 
antenna its power density has been reduced to 1/150,000 of a 
watt per square foot. 

TRANSMITTED 
RADIO PULSE 

Fia. 3—Illustration showing how radio energy may be radiated from a radar set borne by air-
craft. If the radio beam be directed towards the ground at a forward angle, the reflection 
will be a function of the aspect of the target. The energy which strikes the smooth surface 
of the water is reflected away from the source and leaves a dark region on the indicator tube. 
A shore line, buildings and normal incidence on the terrain directly below the aircraft will 
each provide a strong target echo. A radar beam of uniform intensity directed from the 
aircraft results in ground illumination and echo response as shown in figs. 3 and 4, respec-
tively. These figures also illustrate how it is possible to correlate a radar picture with a 
relief map of the area. 

REFLECTED 
RADIO ECHO 

no. 4—An exaggerated view showing how the radio energy emitted from a radar antenna is 
reflected from the target. In reality only a tiny fraction of the radiated energy is reflected 
back to the receiver in form of an echo. 

If the antenna is three square feet in area, then the total 
power entering the receiver would be three times 1/150,000 of a 
watt, or 1/50,000 of a watt. In short, the returning signal is 
one five-billionth of the orignal burst of energy. Yet sensitive 
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receivers pick it up, electronic amplifiers increase its volume 
and its message is easily read by the radar operator. 

Radar Principles.—In most radar sets the principles of 
operation are briefly as follows: The output of the magnetron 
is delivered to the antenna through the "transmit-receive" 
(T.R.) tube whose function it is to protect the receiver during 
transmitter pulses and to close off the path to the magnetron 
during the receiving time, between pulses. 

The returning echo from the "target" is collected by the para-
bolic reflector, focused on the antenna dipole, and carried 
through the T.R. tube to the receiver circuits. In the crystal 
mixer, the returning signal is caused to beat with the output of 
a klystron local oscillator, the resultant frequency being about 
30 MC. This is amplified by a wide band I.F. amplifier, de-
tected and further amplified by the video amplifier, thence 
applied to the control grid of the cathode ray tube. 

In the meantime, the antenna assembly has been rotating 
continuously and its motion has been transmitted by a very 
compact and simple Selsyn system to ,the rotating magnetic 
deflection coil located around the neck of the cathode ray tube. 
Impressed across this rotating coil is the sawtooth sweep voltage 
which provides a linear, radial time axis. Time too, is syn-
chronized with the transmitter, and as both the outgoing pulse 
and the returning echo travel at the speed of light, this time 
axis is really a distance measure. 

The overall result is that as the radial time (i.e., distance) 
axis rotates, any returning echo will intensify a portion of this 
axis as the rotating antenna "beams" on the target. With an 
ordinary cathode ray screen, the bright flashes of light would 
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indicate the presence of reflecting objects, but the operator 
would have to remember where the flashes occurred, obviously 
an undesirable disadvantage. 

CATHODE RAY 
TUBE 

ANTENNA 

SYNCHRO SYNCHRO 
MOTOR GENERATOR 

STATOR CONNECTIONS 

AC. LINE 

DRIVE 
MOTOR 

Fie. 5—Illustrating elementary principles of synchro system for turning cathode ray tube 
deflection coil in accordance with the rotation of the radar antenna. It is in this manner 
that the deflection coil geared to the motor is made to follow the motion of the antenna. A 
system of this type depends for its functioning upon the ability of A.C. generators and motors 
of identical construction to operate in synchronism, that is, the angular motion of each rotor 
of the interconnected system will always remain the same. In the system shown, corre-
sponding stator and rotor terminals of generator and motor are connected together, and the 
rotor windings are connected to the A.C. line, causing the motor and generator to rotate in 

the same direction. 

Hence, a long persistence screen is used in which the cathode 
ray first excites a short persistence phosphor, which in turn 
causes a second, long persistence phosphor to glow. This glow 
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persists for a long enough time to "remember" a scene until 
rekindled by the next rotation of the radial sweep. 

Since the resultant illumination is in the form of a plan view 
of the surrounding area, with the transmitter at the center, the 
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ANODE 
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DEFLECTION 
AND CENTERING 
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ELECTRON 
FLOW 

CONTROL GRID 

CATHODE 

BASE 

CATHODE RAY TUBE FACE 
(Plan position indicator) 

CATHODE RAY TUBE 

FIGS. 6 and 7.—Showing essential elements in a typical magnetic type cat hode ray tube. The 
deflection coil is rotated in synchronism with the antenna by means of a synchro system such 
as that shown in fig. 5. 

system is commonly termed "Plan Presentation Indicator" or 
simply "P . P. I " . 
For comparison, the actual chart of the area to be scanned is 

printed beside the radar chart. 
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ESSENTIAL PARTS OF A RADAR SYSTEM 

Practically every radar set is made up of the following parts 
or components: 

1. Transmitter. 

2. A radio frequency oscillator. 

3. An antenna with suitable scanning mechanism. 

4. A receiver. 

5. An indicator. 

While the physical form of each of these components may 
vary widely from one kind of radar set to another, each radar 
must have this complement in order to function. 

ANTEN NA 

TIMER TRANSMITTER 

(5) (6) 

INDICATOR RECEIVER 

T.R. TUSE (2) 

(1) 

(4) (3) 

Fto. 8.—Block diagram showing a simple radar set. The function of the various components 
shown are as follows: (1) The antenna radiates strong bursts of radio energy into space and 
picks up reflected echo signals. (2) The T.R. (transmitting and receiving) tube automati-
cally disconnects the receiver when the transmitter is operating. (3) The receiver amplifies 
minute echo signals sufficiently to actuate indicator. (4) The indicator transforms the echo 
signals in a form best adapted for efficient use of the set, by means of visual display on the 
cathode ray tube face. (S) The timer is the source of start and stop control pulses for trans-
mitter and indicator. (6) The transmitter is the source of pulses of ultra-high radio energy 
which are fed to the antenna. 
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The Transmitter.--The transmitter is the source of pulses 
of ultra-high frequency radio energy which is fed to the antenna. 
The two principal elements of the transmitting system are the 
radio frequency oscillator and the source of high voltage pulses, 
variously called modulator, keyer or pulser. 

This modulator or keyer is a device for taking power from 
the primary power source (which may be the commercial power 
line, a special engine or motor-driven generator or storage 
batteries) and forming suitable voltage pulses to drive the radio 
frequency oscillator in its burst of radio frequency oscillations. 

ANTENNA 

MAGNETRON 
TRANSMITTER 

MODULATOR 

SYNCHRONIZER 

INDICATOR 
VIDEO 

AMPLIFIER 

T.R. BOX 

CONVERTER 

PRE. 
AMPLIFIER 

IF. 
AMPLIFIER 

LOCAL OSC. 

Fro. 9.—Block diagram shownig e.tseinial circuit components of typical radar set. 

These pulses of very high voltage are of the square-topped 
type of the order of a microsecond in length and spaced of the 
order of a millisecond apart. These specific values, however, 
may vary over a considerable range according to the specific 
purpose of the radar set. 
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There are generally two basic methods used to form the 
microsecond pulses: 

(1) By means of short-circuiting or open circuiting a 
charged artificial transmission line, often called a 
charged pulse network, and 

(2) By means of creating large voltage surges by driving 
a magnetic circuit into the region of saturation. 
In the case of the first method, the switches used to 
open or short circuit the charged pulse network have 
been: 
(a) High voltage vacuum tubes. 
(b) A spark-gap discharge either of the open air or 

enclosed type, and 
(c) The hydrogen filled thyratron. 

1111111111 
Lus, 800 PPS 
MAG. CURRENT=4.5 Ma (Average) 
MAG. CURRENT=14 AMPS (Peak) 

RISE TIME=0.03,as 
PULSE WIDTH=0.42 

SCALE= 0.07 esAllv. 
Fut. 10 —Magnetron input current delivered by a hard tube modulator. 
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All of these systems were applied extensively in radar opera-
ing systems, although recent designs favor the use of the thy-
ratron. 

During the brief interval of the pulse, powers ranging up to 
the order of a megawatt may be delivered by the pulser. Since 
the particular combination of current and voltage put out by 
the pulser may not be that required by the oscillator it is com-
mon to interpose a pulse transformer, the function of which 
is to step the voltage up or down to the desired level. 

In some radar systems, a transmission line is required be-
tween the pulser and its associated transmitter, in which case 
pulse transformers may be required at each end of the line. A 
typical oscillogram of the magnetron input current as a function 
of time, delivered by a hard tube modulator used extensively 
in airborne systems, is shown in fig. 10. 

Various forms of more or less conventional triodes found 
application as transmitting oscillators in the earlier longer 
wave radars. In this class of tube, time of flight of electron 
from cathode to plate must be short compared with the signal 
period, an increasingly serious limitation as the art moved 
into the microwave range. Velocity modulation tubes avoid 
this limitation in a sense by making use of the electron stream 
in flight. A particular form of velocity modulation tube, the 
cavity magnetron, fig. 11, has virtually monopolized the trans-
mitting oscillator role in the more modern systems. In fact, 
its adaptation to very high power, very short pulse operation 
and its very high frequency stability make it ideally suited to 
this purpose. 

In earlier forms, the magnetron was a fixed frequency device 
but more recently, external means of tuning over a moderate 
range have been devised and applied in practical design. While 
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the frequency of the cavity magnetron is largely controlled by 
its built-in cavity construction it is, of course, necessary to 
couple the oscillations in the internal cavities with the output 
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AND CATHODE 
CONNECTIONS 

ANODE 
COOLING 

FINS 
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INTERACTION 
SPACE 

SECTION THROUGH ANODE BLOCK 

Fro. 11.—External view of typica, 10 cm. cavity magnetron and cross-section through anode 
block. 

line and the reaction on the magnetron of this coupling imposes 
a complex problem of system design. 
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7ros. 12 to 15.—Showing typical radar triode transmitting tubes 
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As the antenna scans, the impedance facing the magnetror 
varies due to varying reflections from discontinuities such a; 
rotary joints in the output line to the antenna. These effectivE 
impedance changes, reflected back into the magnetron through 
its output coupling, tend to modulate or pull the frequency 01 
the magnetron. Maximum power output calls for tight cou-
pling between the magnetron and its antenna system but such 
tight coupling in turn accentuates this pulling effect. In addi-
tion, there is a "long line" effect which causes an impedance 
irregularity to be more serious the longer the transmission path 
between it and the magnetron. 

Practical system design makes it necessary to take all of these 
factors into account and to tailor the characteristics of the 
magnetron to the degree of smoothness and excellence it is 
practicable to achieve in the radio frequency transmission 
system. 

Function of the T.R. Tube.—To enable the same antenna to 
serve for both transmitting and receiving a T.R. (transmitting 
and receiving) tube or switch is used. Since the outgoing radar 
pulses occupies a very small fraction of time, characteristically 
about one-tenth of one per cent, a switch which would associate 
the transmitter with the antenna during this brief interval and 
then disconnect the transmitter and connect the receiver during 
this relatively long silent interval, was called for. If it be 
observed that the total cycle was only of the order of a milli-
second, it is obvious that a very fast switch was required. 

In practical design a gas filled T.R. tube such as shown in 
fig. 16, is almost universally used for this purpose. This con-
sists generally of a partially evacuated resonant cavity con-
taining a spark gap which breaks down during the transmitting 
pulse, thus preventing the transmitted power from injuring 
the sensitive receiver. The tube, however, recovers rapidly 
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-enough to admit echoes from nearby targets, thus achieving 
-the desired minimum range for the system. 

OUTPUT 
LOOP 

GAP 

INPUT 
LOOP 

TO RECEIVER 

CURRENT • LIMITING 
RESISTOR 

TO ANTENNA AND 
TRANSMITTER 

Fro. 16.—View of typical T.R. tube and cavity assembly. A device of this general appearance 
is typical of those used in the medium power 10 cm. radar systems employing coaxial lines. 

After amplification and detection of the received signal, the 
resultant video pulses are applied to an indicator which may 
present information in any of several different ways. Cus-
tomarily the direction of the target (determined by antenna 
orientation) and its range (determined by reflection interval, 
10.7 microseconds per mile) are shown. 
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Fig. 17 shows the transmission characteristics of a typical 
T.R. tube assembly as measured in the transmitting and re-
ceiving paths over one complete cycle. 

The Radio Frequency Oscillator.—The radio frequency 
oscillator is a vacuum tube of suitable design or a group of such 
tubes, which will oscillate at the desired radio frequency and 
give the desired bursts of radio frequency power when con-
nected to the modulator. The development of suitable os-
cillator tubes has been one of the major achievements of the 
radar art. It is a relatively simple job to produce a radio 
frequency oscillator which will give oscillations of any de-
sired frequency, provided one is satisfied with the power of 
only a few thousandths of a watt. 

In the receiving part of a radar circuit this amount of power 
is adequate. A practical radar transmitter, however, must 
generate during its momentary burst of oscillations a power 
which may run into hundreds of kilowatts. Since the oscilla-
tor is turned on a small fraction of the time, the average power 
is usually hundreds of times less than the peak power, but even 
the average power may run up to the order of one kilowatt. 
Thus, practical radar equipment requires extremely high 
frequency oscillators running at powers thousands of time 
greater than was thought possible a few years ago. 

The Antenna.—The problem of antenna design is also one 
of the major problems in radar, incomprehensible as this may 
seem to the operator of a home radio receiver, who finds a few 
yards of wire strung up on his roof adequate for this purpose. 
A suitable radar antenna must have the following character-
istics: 

(a) It must be directional, that is, it must concentrate 
the radio energy into a definitely defined beam, since this is 
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the method by which the direction to the objects detected is 
determined. 

(b) It must be highly efficient. All of the generated power 
must go into the beam and none must leak off into "side 
lobes" in other directions, since such side lobes may often 
be fatally confusing, and 

(c) The radar antenna must be capable of being directed 
or scanned from one point into space to another, and on ship-
board and in aircraft it must frequently be stabilized to take 
out the motions of the ship or airplane itself. 
An antenna must be made directional either by building it up 

of an array of small antennas or dipoles, suitably spaced and 
phased to concentrate the energy in one direction, or it may be 
built on the searchlight principle of spraying the energy into a 
large parabolic "mirror" which focuses the energy into a beam. 
In either case, the larger the antenna, the sharper the beam for 
any given wavelength. Sometimes antennas may be longer in 
one direction than the other, giving a beam which is sharper in 
the first direction and thus fanshaped. 
The scanning of the portion of space which the radar set is 

intended to cover must usually be performed by the mechanical 
movement of the antenna itself. This means that the struc-
ture, whatever its size, must swing around or up and down to 
direct the beam in the necessary direction. In certain cases 
where one needs to scan only a small sector, techniques have 
been worked out for rapid electrical scanning not requiring the 
motions of the whole antenna structure itself. So far, however, 
there has been no method for extending this rapid electrical 
scanning to cover more than a relatively small sector. Radars 
for directing guns which employ accurate and fast data in a 
small sector are making use, however, of this technique. 
To carry the radio frequency energy from the oscillator to the 

antenna, and the echo from the antenna to the receiver, wires 
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and co-axial cables are used for ordinary wave lengths. For 
microwaves however, it is more efficient to use wave guides, 
which essentially are carefully proportioned hollow pipes—and 
the transmission system hence is often called "plumbing." 

Various Antenna Types.—The radar antenna takes various 
forms, depending upon the purpose for which the set is designed. 
Well known forms of directional antennas are: 

1. The dipole type, and 
2. The parabolic reflector type. 

PARABOLIC ANTENNA 

DIPOLE ANTENNA 
Fias. 18 and 19.—Showing various forms of directional antenna used in radar sets. Fig. 18 
shows the arrangement of a typical dipole array. Radar antennas of this type are built both 
for mobile use and for fixed-station installation, and has a reliable range of approximately 
100 miles. Fig. 19 shows the form of the popular parabolic type. 
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The dipole form consist3 of a large number of stacked dipoles, 
having critical spacings with a reflecting screen, resembling a 
giant bed-spring. 

This form of antenna is usually mounted on rotating platform 
either stationary or on top of a truck. 
The parabolic type of radar antenna is of simple design and 

resembles a searchlight in that it consists of a suitable shaped 

AIRCRAFT 
ANTENNA 

1-1ROUND 

HORIZONTAL 
PLANE 

VERTICAL 
PLANE 

FIGS. 20 and 21.—Showing conventional antenna patterns for navigational radar. Note that 
the beam is narrow in the horizontal plane in order to obtain azimuth accuracy, while in the 
vertical plane the beam is broadened to sweep a large arc with a corresponding loss in eleva-
tion accuracy. 

reflector illuminated by one or more sources of electromagnetic 
energy. 

If the reflector be a paraboloid of revolution with the source at 
its focus, the. radiation is of the single lobe or beam variety in 
which the angular width of the beam is inversely proportional 
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to the diameter of the reflector and directly proportional to the 
wavelength of the radiation. 

While such a beam antenna has been extensively used, many 
of the more recent radar systems have demanded more special-
ized radiation patterns. For example, in airborne search and 
bombing radars, a fanshaped beam has come to be considered 
optimum. At any one position, such an antenna illuminates a 
narrow wedge of the terrain below extending ideally from the 
point of the terrain vertically beneath the plane out radially 
to the maximum effective range of the system. The design 
objective here is to produce as narrow a beam as possible with 
a vertical pattern such that substantially equal signals are 
received at all ground ranges. This requires that the effective 
voltage be approximately proportional to the square of the 
cosecant of the vertical angle measured downward from the 
horizon. 

NORMALIZED RANGE IN ARBITRARY UNITS 
20 30 4? 50 eo 70 

I DECIBEL'S DOWN 
16 12 10 9 13 7 6 5 • 4 13 2 

FIG. 22.—Showing vertical antenna pattern used in an airborne radar system. 

100 

o 

A more recent study of this problem has indicated that some 
modification of this cosecant squared formula may be advisable. 
In any event, the fair approximations to the ideal that it has 
been possible to achieve in actual design give satisfactorily 
uniform ground illumination. 

4 
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Other variations on antenna pattern include beams very much 
sharper in azimuth than in elevation for airplane search pur-
poses and the reverse for height-finding purposes. One of the 
latest refinements here is illustrated by a typical vertical an-
tenna pattern of a recent land-based air search antenna, as 
shown in fig. 23. In this case, in order to get high angle cover-
age, something approaching the cosecant squared pattern is 
achieved, the vertical angle being measured upward rather than 
downward from the horizon. 

ANGLE IN DEGREES 
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24 2,0 16 1 12 , 0 8 6 5 4 , 
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20 30 40  50 6:0 70 
1 

130 90 
NORMALIZED RANGE IN ARBITRARY UNITS 

16 

100 

23.—Showing vertical antenna pattern in a free space land-based search radar system. 

In general, land and ship-mounted radars used to search the 
horizon for either ships or planes must take account of the fact 
that the intervening land or water surfaces reflect that part of 
the radiation directed below the horizon. Combination of the 
direct and the reflected waves produces a characteristic inter-
ference pattern in the vertical plane, greatly extending the range 
of the radar at certain elevation angles and correspondingly 
reducing it at intermediate angles. A typical vertical perform-
ance or coverage chart of a light early-warning system is shown 
in fig. 24. In this case, the beam in free space is fan-shaped 
with a horizontal width of about 3.5°. The horizontal pattern 
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is not greatly affected by the surface reflection while the vertical • 
pattern shows the very sharp lobes resulting from direct and 
reflected wave interference. 

451 

2 30 

15 
Ui 

01 
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Fla. 24.--Vertical coverage chart of a land-based radar system at a low site overlooking water. 

The Receiver.—The problem of the receiver for radar is also 
a complex one. In practically all radars the superheterodyne 
principle is employed which involves generating at low power 
a radio frequency fairly close to that received, and "beating" 
this against the received signals, forming an intermediate fre-
quency which is then amplified many times. 

Curiously enough the crystal used as a detector and mixer 
has again come into its own in microwave receivers. 
The peculiar characteristics of pulse signals require that re-

ceivers be built with extremely fast response, much faster even 
than that required in television. 
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The final stages must prepare the signals for suitable presen. 
tation in the indicator. The receiver normally occupies 
relatively small box in the complete radar set, and yet this bo) 
represents a marvel of engineering ingenuity. 
A particularly difficult piece of development is concernec 

with a part closely connected to the receiver. This is a methoc 
of disconnecting the receiver from the antenna during intervalt 
when the transmitter is operating so that the receiver will not 
be paralyzed or burned out by the stupendous burst of radit 
frequency energy generated by the transmitter. Within a 
microsecond after the transmitter has completed its pulse, how-
ever, the receiver must be open to receive the relatively weak 
echo signals; but now the transmitter part of the circuit must b€ 
closed off so it will not absorb any of this energy. 
The most significant elements of the radar receiver in order 

in the circuit are: 
(a) The beating oscillator. 
(b) The first detector (converter). 
(c) The intermediate frequency amplifier. 
(d) The second detector. 
(e) The video amplifier. 
(f) The display system. 

While each one of the foregoing elements has its own design 
problems, there are certain broad systems considerations. 

For the early long wavelength radars, beating oscillators 
were of the more or less conventional triode construction and, 
in fact, one very special triode, the so called lighthouse tube, 
fig. 15, has been used as a beating oscillator up into the micro-
wave range. 
As in the case of transmitting oscillators, velocity modulation 

has been the key to the design of most of the receiving or beating 
oscillators used in microwave systems and for the most part, 
these have been of the single cavity built-in type. 
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The earlier forms had fixed or manually tuned cavities and 
beyond this, were tunable within a fairly narrow range by 
adjustment of the voltage of the repeller electrode. Not only 
was this voltage adjustment used for narrow range manual 
tuning of the receiver to its transmitter output, but automatic 
frequency control circuits employing an intermediate frequency 
discriminator circuit were devised which regulated the repeller 
voltage at the proper value for reception of echoes of the trans-
mitted pulse. 
These automatic frequency control circuits were not without 

their difficulties but various improvements were introduced so 
that those embodied in most recent systems are quite stable 
and satisfactory. 
More recently, however, thermal means of controlling oscilla-

tor cavity size has been devised, the heating effect being regu-
lated by a control voltage. Where thermal control of this 
type is available automatic frequency control may be built 
around it rather than resorting to repeller voltage control as 
in earlier systems. 

First Detector (Converter).—In any radar system the selection 
of frequency is based among other things on the noise figure 
available in the receiver. The input circuit of the receiver is 
the low signal level point of the system and the problem here 
has been to achieve the greatest possible freedom from noise. 
The longer wave radar receivers employ a combination of 
vacuum tube pre-amplifier and detector to achieve the best 
noise figure. 

In general, however, crystal detectors of the fixed cat's 
whisker-on-silicon type have been almost universally used at 
wavelengths of about 30 centimeters and less. Fig. 25 shows 
a comparison between the noise values of the lighthouse tube 
as an amplifier or detector, and the crystal type detector. A 
great amount of development work has been done on these 

e 
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crystals with the result that a uniform product has been achieved— 
within a few db. of the theoretical resistance noise limit. While 
the crystal is not strictly frequency sensitive, optimum design 
calls for different crystal units for the different frequency 
bands. Means must be provided in the system to protect the 
crystal from high voltage overload which would destroy its 
sensitivity. 
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25.— Showing effect jf wavelength on radar receiver noise. 
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Intermediate Frequency Amplification.—Choice of intermedi-
ate frequency rests on a number of factors including signal-to-
noise ratio, band width and others. About 90 db. of IF gain. 
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s required with a band width of from one to ten or more mega-
.3rcles. Since resistance noise (power) is proportional to band 
width, the early tendency was to make IF amplifiers as narrow 

—as possible consistent with the pulse length to be accommodated. 

In more recent systems, there has been a trend toward wider 
)and receivers as a means of sharpening up the picture. While, 
'or example, a one megacycle IF system followed up by a one-
aalf megacycle video system would be expected to give about 
Dptium signal-to-noise ratio for a radar employing a pulse of 
about one microsecond, it has been found in certain types of 
display that considerable advantage can be had by widening 
the band by a factor of as much as five. In such cases, the 

-increased noise is more than offset by the greater sharpness of 
=the signal and by the finer grain structure of the noise. 

Actually, most of the IF amplifiers have been designed around 
a frequency of either 30 or 60 megacycles but it would go be-
yond the scope of the present chapter to discuss the relative 
uses and advantages of these two intermediate frequencies. 

Great progress has been made in achieving very low noise 
amplification and in producing the desired gain and gain fre-
quency characteristic with a minimum of tubes and other 
components. 

Second Detector.—It is the purpose of the second detector to 
produce a rectified voltage that is proportional to the amplitude 
of the IF waves. It is important that this rectified voltage be 
proportional to the first power of the IF amplitude. One of the 
simplest types of detector used in radar receivers is the diode 
type connected in series with a load impedance consisting of 
resistance and capacitance in parallel. 

The diode may be the 6H6 or 6AL5 although many other 
types have been employed. 
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Video Amplifier.—Following the detector one or more stages 
of video amplification is employed. The form of the videc 
amplifier depends largely upon the number and location of the 
indicator tubes. In aircraft radar there may be only a single 
indicator, in which case the video amplifier will be very simple. 

In ground and marine radar, on the other hand, there are 
usually several indicators remotely located, hence the video 
amplifier will be more complex. In this case, the video ampli-
fier drives a terminated line at a level of a few volts and indi-
vidual indicators are driven by video amplifiers bridged across 
this line. 

The simplest and most common form of video amplifiers are 
the resistance capacitance, coupled type. 

The Cathode Ray Tube.—The cathode ray tube is a vacuum 
tube with a rounded flat surface called screen. It is made of 
glass and may be anywhere from 14 to 24 inches in length, with 
a screen diameter of from 3 to 20 inches. The inner surface 
of the screen portion of the tube is painted with a fluorescent 
material. 

When energized a current of electrons flows from the negative 
terminal of the tube past a grid in a straight beam toward the 
fluorescent screen. When the beam strikes the screen, it 
excites the fluorescent material producing a spot of light. 
This spot of light can be put to work in various ways. In 
several different kinds of radar oscilloscopes the spot can be 
made to travel back and forth a thousand times a second across 
the screen by means of a switching device governed by the 
master timer of the radar set. 

The result to the eye is a glowing beam called a time base or 
sweep, lying across the center of the screen. This sweep is 
synchronized with the radar antenna as it scans. Any time 
pulse echo returning from a target is fed as a positive charge 
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nto the grid between the negative terminal and the screen of 
he tube. When this occurs, more electrons flow, causing a 
e-shaped break (called "pip") along the sweep. The position 
)f the pip along the sweep is a measure of distance from the 
target. 
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26.—Schematic illustration showing arrangement of a magnetic type cathode ray tubs. 
When a cathode ray tube of this type is employed in a radar set it is customary to mount the 
deflection coil in such a manner that the rotation of the antenna by means of gearings and a 
synchro system is transferred to the deflection coil. In some radar sets using synchro sys-
tems, the synchros are geared to rotate ten times as fast as the antenna system and rotating 
coil. 

Another type of oscilloscope is called the P.P.I. (Plan position 
indicator). In this type the sweep may be made to travel in a 
radial streak from the center of the screen to its edge by switch-
ing on and off an electromagnet at the rim of the scope. By 
rotating a magnet around the edge of the tube in exact time 
with the rotations of the radar antenna. say at 15 times a 
minute, for example, the sweep can be made to follow the 
magnet around the screen like the hand of a clock. 
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In this case, an echo that has returned to the antenna and 
has been applied as a positive electrical charge to the cathode-
ray grid, causes a very bright point of light along the sweep. 
After the sweep has moved on, the persistence of the fluores-
cence leaves on the screen a map-like outline of the area scanned 
by the radar beam. 
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FIG. 27.—Schematic illustration showing arrangement of main components in an electrostatic 
type cathode ray tube. In a cathode ray tube of this type the electron beam is deflected by 
the electric field set up by the voltage applied to two pairs of plates located beyond the second 
anode. These sets of plates are mounted at right angles to one another, the plane of one set 
being horizontal and the other vertical. When a voltage is applied to one set of plates, the 
amount of beam deflection towards the plate with the higher positive charge is directly pro-
portional to the difference in charge between the two plates. 

By means of calibrations and scales the bright point may be 
read instantly in terms of azimuth (the angle with a fixed point 
such as true North) or elevation (the height above the earth) 
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and distance (the time lapse between pulse and echo, plotted 
against their known rate of speed and shown on the screen as 
linear measurement). 
These assembled data which together give exact location of 

a desired target or area, is the ultimate purpose of any radar 
system and are used for a multitude of purposes. 

Fro. 28.—Type of echo display observed on the screen of the cathode tube. The fluorescent 
spot sweeps along the time base AB, in synchronism with the transmitted pulses. Tte 
received echoes from the two targets are seen at a distance from A, corresponding to the tine 
taken for the pulses to travel to and from targets T1 and TY. The time base can be provided 
with range scale as indicated. 

The type of picture obtained on the screen of the cathode 
ray tube is illustrated in fig. 28 in which the line AB represents 
the time base which is locked to the transmitter in such a way 
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that the length AT, represents the time taken by an emittet 
pulse to arrive back at the receiver after reflection from targe 
Ti. As we know the velocity of radio waves is substantiall3 
186,000 miles per second, the scale of the time base can bt 
graduated in miles, so that the distance of target T1 is seei 
to be about 19 miles. 
A second received pulse is seen at T2 returned from anothei-

target at a range of about 33 miles. If one or both of thest 
targets are moving, their changes in position are indicated by-
the movement of the pulses along the base line of the screen oW 
the cathode ray tube toward or away from point A. 
The amplitude of the pulse on the tube is proportional tc 

the strength of its received signal, so that this naturally in-
creases as the target from which the echo is received approaches 
the receiver. 
When other conditions remain the same the amplitude of the 

echo is also a measure to some extent of the reflecting properties 
of the target, for example, its size; and an experienced ob-
server may be able to guess the nature of the target from the 
echo pulse seen on the tube screen. 
This measurement of the distance of the reflecting body 

responsible for the echo signals must be supplemented by a 
determination of the direction of arrival of the waves in both 
horizontal and vertical planes, before the actual position of the 
reflector in space is completely known. These measurements 
can be made by the well established methods for observing the 
bearing or azimuth (0 in fig. 29) and the angle of elevation 
above the horizontal (0 in fig. 29). 
The first observation can be made by rotating the receiving 

antenna which may at certain wave lengths be a horizontal dipole, 
about a vertical axis until the amplitude of the corresponding 
pulse decreases to zero; it is then known that the bearing is in 
line with the direction of the dipole. Alternately a pair of 
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fixed antennas at right angles to one another can be used, con-
nected to the field coils of a radio goniometer in the usual man-
ner of a direction finder. Rotation of the search coil to the 
signal minimum position again enables the bearing to be deter-
mined. 
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29.—The position of the target is defined by its range R, angle of elevation O. and bear-
ing or azimuth 

The angle of elevation of the arriving waves can be measured 
by comparing the amplitudes of the voltage induced in two 
similar antennas mounted one above the other at a known dis-
tance apart, depending upon the wavelength in use and the 
range of angle elevation it is desired to cover 

This technique has been used for many years past by several 
investigators for measuring the angles of arrival of radio waves 
over long distance communication paths, and is directly ap-
plicable to the problem under discussion. 
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If the reflecting object be an aircraft then a knowledge of 
range R and angle of elevation O enables the altitude of which 
the craft is flying to be determined. If the object under obser-
vation be a ship then the angle of elevation is negligible and 
the range and bearing determines its position. 
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CATHODE RAY TUBE 
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30.—Showing time difference between transmitted and received signal as it appears on the 
cathode ray tube screen. Thus, by reading the time scale on the screen the distance to the 
target may be determined. 

When microwave radar technique is employed and with the 
parabolic antenna trained on the target to give the maximum 
deflection of the received pulse, the azimuth and elevation can 
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31.—Schematic representation of three equally spaced targets and method of distance determination as represented on the 
scope. Assume the electrical impulse from the timer triggers the transmitter and for a certain period of say 10 microseconds it 
sends out a strong pulse from the antenna and then is shut off. Since the horizontal trace upon the scoop is associated with 
time and distance, a single target will cause a change on the time base line position only at one point, namely, that which corre-
sponds to the distance of the target from the radar set. In our particular example, the echo from target A will return to the 
scope 537.5 microseconds after the main pulse, that from target B 1,075 microseconds, and that from target C 1,612.5 micro-
seconds, etc. It should be observed that the total distance of travel for the radio waves are twice the single distance or loop miles 
in each instance 
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be read off the horizontal and vertical scales respectively, while 
the range of the target is observed from the position of the pulse 
along the time base on the screen of the cathode ray tube. 

Types of Radar Indicators.—It is the indicator of a radar 
that presents the information collected in a form best adapted 
to efficient use of the set. Nearly all radar indicators consist 
of one or more cathode ray tubes. 
The more common type of data presentation are denoted as: 

1. Type "A" 

2. Type "B" and 

3. Type "P". 

In the simplest or "A" type of presentation, the electron 
beam is given a deflection proportional to time in one direction, 
say horizontally, and proportional to the strength of the echo 
pulse in the other, say vertically, as indicated in fig. 32. 

If no signals be visible, a bright horizontal line (the time base) 
appears across the tube face, the distance along this line repre-
senting time elapse after the outgoing pulse. A returning echo 
then gives an inverted V-shaped break in the line at this point 
corresponding to the time it took the echo to return back from 
the target. 
When searching for a target the scanning spot is maintained 

at constant intensity and is set in uniform motion horizontally 
across the face of the scope at the instant at which the pulse of 
energy is radiated by the transmitter. 
Upon reaching the extreme right side of the screen the spot is 

extinguished by grid control in the tube and is returned to the 
left where it is illuminated again to start another similar cycle. 
As previously noted the horizontal distance across the screen 

from the end of the transmitting pulse to the end of one or 
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several received pulses, constitutes indication of the distance 
to the respective reflecting objects. 

In the type "B" presentation on the other hand both the 
azimuth and the range of reflecting objects are presented on the 
screen of the tube horizontally and vertically, respectively. 

MAIN PULSE 

TARGET SIGNALS 

RANGE 

TYPE "A" TYPE "B" 

AZIMUTH 

TYPE "P" PPI 
FIGS. 32 to 34.—Types of data presentation. In the "A" type of display the range of the 

target (Intl uy given in miles) is read horizontally and the signal strength vertically. Type 
"B" display gives the azimuth (or bearing) of the target horizontally and the range vertically. 
Here the target signals appears as two dots; left dot gives range and azimuth of target, whereas 
relative position of right dot gives an approximate indication of elevation. In the type 
"f" zMsplay method, the range of the target is measured radially from the center and the 
azimuth as a function of the polar angle. 
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When this method of presentation is employed, a highly direc-
tive antenna system is rotated about a vertical axis so that the 
radiated beam covers a horizontal plane. 

Another type of presentation is known as the "P" or Plan 
Position Indicator. This method of presentation (abbreviated 
P.P.I.) is usually employed where it is required to obtain range 
and bearing indication, but not elevation indication, concerning 
objects in or near a horizontal plane centered near the radar 
station. 

In a radar set employing this display method the antenna is 
rotated uniformly about a vertical axis so that the principal 
axis of the radiated beam periodically searches all angles in a 
horizontal plane. A very large number of pulses are trans-
mitted with each revolution of the antenna and as each pulse 
starts the reflected spot moves outward with uniform speed 
along radial lines from the center of the screen, thus providing 
a radial range indication. 

When reaching the edge of the screen, the spot or spots 
return to the center of the tube to begin a similar cycle. The 
polar angle of the radial line on which the spot appears indicates 
the azimuth of the antenna beam and hence of the reflecting 
target. The radial distance of the spot from the center of the 
screen indicates the range of the target. Targets then appear 
in the proper direction as well as at the proper relative distances 
from this origin and the result is a map of the territory surround-
ing the observing radar station displayed on the cathode ray 
tube. 

Since the antenna can usually be rotated only slowly (e.g. 
from 1 to 30 r.p.m.) and since the light from an ordinary cath-
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ode-ray tube fades away almost instantly, one might expect not 
to see a "map" at all, but only bright flashes at various spots a' 
the antenna revolves. Some way had to be found to make the 
brightness of these flashes persist for many seconds after they 
were produced. Special screens were developed which continue 
to glow for some time after being lighted by a signal. Thus the 
whole map is displayed at once. 

OUTGOING 
PULSE 

RETURNING 
ECHO 

Fro. 35.—Showing how a radar map appears on the cathode ray tube when a certain area is 
scanned by means of an airborne radar set. 
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CHAPTER 45 

Radio Circuit Calculation 

Example.—A coil contains a resistance of 10 ohms end an 
inductance of 0.1 henry. If the frequency of the source be 60 cycles, 
find the voltage necessary to cause a current of 2 amperes to flow 
through the circuit. 

Solution.—With reference to previously derived formula 

Eft= IR = 2 x 10 =20 volts 

XL = 27rf L =2760 X0.1=37.7 ohms 

EL = /XL =2 X37.7 =75.4 volts 

The applied voltage must therefore be 

E ="V E2-1- E =1/2 02+75.42=78 volts. Ans. 

Example.—A coil that has a negligible resistance takes 3 
amperes when connected to a 180 volt, 60 cycle supply. Determine 
the inductance of the coil. 

Solution.— 
E 180 

X L - - 60 ohms 
/ 3 
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and XL =le 

from which 
L —  60  —0 159 henry. Ans. 

27rx60 

Example.—It is required to design an autotransformer fig. 8 
for an input and output voltage of 200 and 230 volts respectively. 
If the autotransformer load is 300 watts, calculate: 

(a) Input current. 

(b) Output current. 

(c) Current through the common section of the winding. 

(d) Apparent wattage of each section of the winding. 

Solution.—Since the watt input into the primary equals the 
watt output of the secondary, neglecting losses, we may write: 

i.E. 300 
(a) 1,E„=i,,E. and I,= = 200 =1.5 amperes Ep  

8.—Typical autotransformer circuit having a voltage ratio of 230/200 
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(b) The output current similarly is 

. ipE„ 300 
2.=  E. = 230 =1.305 amperes 

(c) Current through the common section of the winding may 
be written as: 

or 1.5-1.305=0.195 ampere. 

(d) The apparent wattage of each section of the winding may 
be written as, 

Ei, (I ,— is) = E.Xi„ or 

200 x0.195 = 30 x 1.305 = 39 watts. 

It follows that this 300 watts autotransformer could be as-
sembled on a core that would accommodate only 40 watts if 
double wound. 

Example.—An autotransfortner, fig. 9 with an input voltage 
=115 an output voltage of 230 and a secondary load of 80 watts is 
required. Calculate: 

(a) Input current. 

(b) Output current. 

(c) Current through the common section of the winding. 

(d) Apparent wattage of each section of the winding'. 

Solution.—Similarly to the previous example, we have: 

i 80 
(a) Input current =2EL— = 1 - = 0.695 amp. 

1 5 ,  

i„E„ 80 
(b) Output current =-4 - =2,--g). =0.3475 amp. 
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(e) Current through the common portion of the winding, 
consequently becomes 

0.695 — 0.3475 = 0.3475 ampere. 

(d) Apparent wattage of each section of the winding is 

.115 x0.3475 = 115 x0.3475 = 40 watts. 

'SUPPLY VOLTAGE 

Pic. 9.—Typical autotransformer circuit having a voltage ratio of 230/115. 

As in the previous case the core required must be capable of 
handling 40 watts when double wound. It should be noted 
that when the transformer ratio is 2:1 the current through both 
sections of the winding is the same, and therefore the same 
gauge of wire can be used throughout. This is the practice 
adopted for autotransformers designed to operate between the 
100 to 120 volt and the 200 to 250 volt ranges. 

Example.—The ratio of the primary to secondary turns in 
a certain transformer is 8/20, and a load of 4,000 ohms is con-
nected to the secondary winding. What is the impedance of this 
transformer? 
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Solution.—The formula for impedance relations in a trans-
former is 

Z,=Z.N2 

Where Z, = Impedance of primary as viewed from source of 

power. 
Z.= Impedance of load connected to secondary. 

N =Turns ratio, primary to secondary. 

TRANSFORMER 

A.C. 
SOURCE 

10.—Transformer with 4,000 ohms secondary load. 

In our particular problem the turns ratio equals 8/20 =0.4. 
A substitution of values in the foregoing formula gives, 

Z. = 4,000 x0.42= 640 ohms. Ans. 

Example.—A power supply circuit fig. 11 and associated 
multiple voltage dividers consists of 5 resistors as indicated. With 
the current drain to the various tubes and voltage drops as shown, 
calculate: 

(a) Individual resistance values. 

(b) Power dissipation in each resistance. 

Solution.—In the present example the total current drain 
obviously is the sum of the currents required by the individual 
tube circuits. To this must be added a bleeder current of 
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approximately 10% of the total current requirements to ac-
commodate increases in plate current due to signal-grid swings. 
With reference to fig. 11, the current rating of the power supply 
is: 

/2=0.0700 Amp. 

/ 3 = 0.0050 Amp. 
/ = 0.0110 Amp. 
/5= 0.0050 Amp. 

/5=0.0018 Amp. 
Total drain =0.0928 Amp. 

SPEAKER 
FIELD 

11.—Typical voltage-divider circuit. 

I0.0328A 
13.0.005A. 

10.0278A. 

14 0.01IA. 

10.0168A. 
15.0.005 

10.0118A. 

16-(10°1 

10.01A. 

o 1-

Assuming a bleeder current of 0.01 or 10 milliamperes, the 
total drain to be delivered by the supply as indicated will be 
0.0928+0.010=0.1028 or 102.8 milliamp. From this value 
a current of 0.070 amp. will be required by circuit I. The 
remainder or 0.1028 — 0.07 = 0.0328 amp. must pass through the 
resistance RI. The value of resistance R1 may now be calcu-
lated by applying Ohm's law to this part of the circuit. We 
have: 
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D 1= 1=00328 yE 80  _2 439 ohms. . .  

The current taken by 13 equals 0.005 amp. Therefore the cur-
rent flow in resistance R2 is 0.0328 —0.005 =0.0278 amp. Its 
resistance value is therefore 

E 35 
R2= —I =0 = 1 259 ohms. .0278 ' 

The current flowing through R 3 is 0.0278-0.011=0.0168 amp., 
since 0.011 amp. is required in circuit 14. Resistance R 3 can 
now be calculated. As previously, we have 

110 
R 3 = 0.0168 =6,548 ohms' 

Similarly, the current flowing in R 4 must be 0.0168-0.005 --
0.0118 amp. Hence, 

» E  25  
114— r0.0118 = 2'119 ohms. 

Now, since the last circuit /5 will require a current drain of 
0.0018 amp., the value of R 5 may readily be calculated. 
The current through R6 equals 0.0118 —0.0018 =0.01 amp. 
The value of resistance R 5 is finally 

R — - — - -5-9 - — 5 000 ohms. 

The power dissipation for each resistance may be calculated 
as follows: 

W1= IR 1= 0.03282x 2,439 = 2.62 watts 
W2 = 12R2 = 0.02782x 1,259 = 1.00 watts 
W3 = /2R 3 =0.01682x 6,548 = 1.85 watts 
W4 = PR 4 =0.01182 X2,119 =0.30 watts 
W 5= /2R 5 =0.012 X 5,000 =0.50 watts 
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The total power consumption in the foregoing power supply (W) 
equals the sum of the power dissipated in the individual resist-
ances. That is 

WI+ W2+W3+W4-EW5=6.27 watts 

The wattage rating of the various resistance units may also be 
obtained by using the formula watts = Ex I, that is, the current 
flowing through each resistance should be multiplied by the 
'voltage drop across it. 

Example.—It is required to build a full-wave rectifier having 
the following specifications: 

Power source 60 cycle at 110 volt. 

D.C. supply voltage required =500 volts at a current drain of 
300 milliamperes. The current ripple not to exceed 2 per cent. 

Solution.—Assuming the rectifier to be of the choke input 
filter type, fig. 12, the effective value of voltage developed 
across each transformer secondary must be slightly higher than 
the required 500 volts. To obtain the average output voltage 
of 500 volts the value of voltage on either side of the center tap 
should be larger than this value by a figure of approximately 
10/9. We may therefore write, 

E 500 
E.= =0.9= 556 volts (r.m.s.) 

0.9  

This is the secondary voltage and to this should be added 
transformer, choke coil and tube drops. Since the voltage 
impressed on the primary is 110 volts, 110/-0 x556 would 
give the turns ratio. 
The power rating of each section of the transformer depends 
upon the utility factor of a full wave rectifier transformer. 
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For the primary the utility factor is 0.9; for the secondary the 
utility factor is 0.637. Thus the average utility factor is 
(0.637+0.9) +2 or 0.768, so that a transformer would be satis-
factory which has a rating determined by this average value. 

That is 

voltampere = 5°° X 0 .3 = 195 
0.768 

There is a critical value of inductance L. below which the filter 
starts behaving as a condenser input filter. It can be shown 
that for a full wave rectifier 

L= 1132 

110 V. 
60 ,‘, 

SOURCE 

FIG. 12.—Typical full-wave rectifier circuit. 

Where R is determined by the ratio of output voltage to load 

current. Therefore, 

R =500 - = 1' 670 ohms. 
0 . 3  
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It follows from the foregoing, that 

1,670 
Lc =Liar-1.47 henries. 

For conservative designs the inductance would be taken as 2L, 
or 3 henries. 
According to our specifications the value of the condenser must 
be chosen so that a ripple of 2 per cent is not exceeded. It can 
be shown that the voltage across the condenser due to the nth 
harmonic is expressed as 

Ene  
Enc= n2CO2LC 

If the ripple be taken as entirely due to the second harmonic, 
*which is a good approximation, the ripple factor in the rectifier 
output which is fed to the filter is 0.482. For the output of the 
filter, the second harmonic voltage E20 in terms of the D.C. 
voltage Ed is: 

0.482 Ed  

E20= 22 (2760)2X 3 X C 

E20 0.482  =0.02 — Ed • 22 (27r60)2 X 3 X C and 

0.482  
c= 0.02 x4 x3772X3=014 Farads 

That is, a 14 microfarad condenser and a 3 henry choke would 
accomplish the filtering in one stage. 
The average current per tube would be one half the total current 
0.3/2 =0.15 ampere. For safe operation, the peak current it 
should stand must be the entire load current or 0.3 ampere. 
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The peak inverse voltage the tube should be able to withstand 
is twice the peak voltage, that is 

Et = 2 •Ox556 =1,570 volts. 

According to the tube manual a 5Z3 rectifier tube would satisfy 
the foregoing requirements. 

Example. —A series connected circuit consists of an inductive 
coil of 4 microhenries and a capacitor of 12 micro-microfarads. 
Calculate the wavelength in meters to which the foregoing combi-
nation will resonate. 

Solution. —If it be remembered that the wavelength in 
meters equals 3 x108 divided by the frequency in cycles per 
second, we may write: 

3X 108 
X — or f —3 X108 Substituting f, in our equation 

X 
for resonance, we obtain: 

f=3X108 1 ; or X = 108X 67rN/LC 
X 27N/L—C 

Substituting numerical values in the foregoing equation we 
have, 

X =108X62-V4 x10 6 X12 X10-12 =13.058 
say 13.06 meters. Ans. 

Example. —A 2 mfd. condenser is connected across a source 
of potential, the fundamental sinusodial component of which has 
a peak value of 1,000 volts and a frequency of 60 cycles per second. 
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The potential has also third and fifth harmonic components which 
are respectively 35% and 20% of the fundamental. Calculate the 
r.m.s. value of the current drawn by the condenser. 

Solution.—Reactance of condenser at the three frequencies: 

106  
(60 cycles); X1 —27r X60 X2 — 1326 ohm. 

(180 cycles); X3= 1326 =442 ohm. 
—3—  

(300 cycles); X5= -13265 =265.2 ohm. 

The respective currents will be 

E,,,i 1000 
r jrni =XI =1326= 0.754 amp. 

Em5 1000 X0.35 
43— x3 — 0.792 amp. 442 

7no — Em5 1000 X0.20 — 0.754 amp. 
X5 265.2 

The r.m.s. current may finally be obtained if it be remembered 
that 

Ir...8.=/1/n1±L2n3-Fie" 2 

• 
4/ o 
0 7542+0.7922+0.7542 

=0.94 amp. Ans. 
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Example. —A constant A.C. potential of 100 volts is impressed 
upon a series circuit, having a resistance of 25 ohms, an inductance 
of 0.08 henry and a capacitance of 3.2 microfarad. If the frequency 
be variable, at what frequencies will the power taken by the entire 
circuit be 150 watts? What frequency will produce the maximum 
voltage across the indutcance and what will this maximum voltaae 

be? 

Solution.—From data supplied, the following equation 

applies: 

P=I2R=150 watts 

P 150 _ 

I =1/ -É 1/ 

E 100 
and / — 7 -    = 

1  )2 
2 irfC 

Squaring both sides of the foregoing equation we have 

10,000 

R 2 + (211-fL-

6 amperes 

1
  —6. substituting values for 
\ 2 

2711C/ 

R, L and C, then: 

106   10,000 =6 [625 +(0.503 f 
20.1 f)1 and 

f2- 62 
1,041 —11° 10) 1 ; If the foregoing equation be 

\ 20.1 f 

solved with respect to frequencies or (f) we obtain 
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fi =284 
f2 = 3483 

'Maximum voltage across inductance (L) occurs at resonance 

1  
Resonance frequency, f — 

221-s/ LC 

Ans. 

A substitution of values gives 

1  
f —2.Vo.o8 X3.26 2ir X0.506 — 314 cycles 

100 
At resonance Z =R; that is / =-25 =4 amperes 

We also have XL =22rfL = 27r X314 x0.08 =158 ohms. 

The maximum voltage across the inductance (XL) is finally 

Ez,=/XXL= 4 x158 = 632 volts: Ans. 

Example.—A certain radio-frequency generator fig. 18 having 
a generated voltage of 10 volts and an internal resistance of 100 
ohms, is connected through an air core transformer to a resistance 
load of 200 ohms. The impedance of the primary and secondary 
winding of the transformer are 50-H300 and 100-H600 ohms 
respectively. The mutual inductance is 80 ohms. Calculate the 
current through the 200 ohms load. 

Solution.—The voltage equations may be written as, 

Fig =1 2g-12Z. (vectorial) 

O ./2Z,,—/IZ. (vectorial) 
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By elimination of II and solving these equations for /2 we obtain 

Z„,  
/2 = E Zp—Z.,21 

18.—Typical radio-frequency generator circuit. 

In our example, E.-10; Z„,= +j80; Zp =100 + (50 +j300) 

Z. =200 (100±j600) 

Substituting values in the foregoing expression, we obtain,' 

/2-10( j80 
(150 d-j300) (300 ±j600)— (j80)2) 

0.00294—j0.0021 =3.61 milliampere. Ans. 

Example.—Calculate the values of capacitances C1 and C2, 
in circuit fig. 19, which will give maximum line current under an 
applied electromotive force at 50,000 cycles and minimum line 
current at 100,000 cycles. The values of L and R are 0.01 henry 
and 80 ohms respectively. 

Solution.—This is an example of series-parallel tuning in 
a radio circuit to prevent response to an interferring frequency. 
Adjust the parallel circuit for parallel resonance at 100,000 
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cycles (see example page 407) then without changing L, R or 
C2 adjust C1 to produce series resonance at 50,000 cycles fa 
the entire circuit. Assume no resistance in capacitances. 

LICI L R 0.01 80 HENRY OHMS 
C2 

FIG. 19.—Typical aeries-parallel connected radio circuit components. 

For parallel resonance at 100,000 cycles, we have: 

XL _  X,  
R2L +X2L R e2±X2c 

The inductive reactance of the circuit is 

XL = 27rfL = 27r X100,000 X 0.01 = 6,283 ohms. 

6,283 1 
X,= 6,283 ohms. 

802+6,2832 — X, ; 

1  
C2 — 4007r2 — 0.0002533 mfd. 

For series resonance at 50,000 cycles, the resultant reactance 
for the entire circuit must be zero. 

For the parallel branch we obtain: 

106 106  
Xc— — 

27rfC2 2ir X 50,000 X 0.0002533 —12,560 ohms. 



ere 
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XL = 2 wfL =2w X 50,000 X 0.01 = 3,142 ohms. 

1 .79.7 
xc 12,560 —0+3 106 

Rr,  ,;  XL  
YL-

80  .  3,142 • 8.1 .318 
— 802+3,1422—J802+3,1422 106 106 

8 y o  = y c  y L  1 :0 1 6  ,i2 13 08.3 6  

Z 0= —1 = 142 +j4,197 ohms. 
Yo 

Far the circuit containing C1: 

For series resonance Xci must equal 4,197 ohms. 

106 106  
Therefore CI =27,f2Cc 2w X50,000 X4,197 = 0.0007585 

microfarad. Ans. 

Example. —*What is the resonant frequency of the circuit shown 
in fig. 20 if resonance be defined by current being in phase with 
the applied voltage i.e. unity power factor? 

Solution.—Since the conditions for resonant frequency is 
one in which the current is in phase with the applied voltage, 
we may write: 

XiX2 (Xi+ X 2) +WC 2+R22 X1=0 

1 
In this particular case X1= coL and X2 = -- 
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Where w=27rf. Therefore we obtain 

L ( 1 wra_ _ \_Ri2 + ,22 
cold=v 

C coCi coC 

 f 
R1 X 1 

‘AAMM r U -F5 

«AM il 
R2 X2 

o 

FIG. 20.—Showing elements of a paralld connected A. C. circuit employed to derive formula 
for resonant frequency. 

Multiplying both sides of our equation with (w) we have 

--w2L2+ L R12 
C -FR22 (.02L =0; or 

C2 C 

L2)  012 (R22 L-- ------- R12 L —• that is 
C C C 2, 

R12 L 

C — C 2 

W2 — R22L—L2; but since w =27rf 

1  0—R12 C 
We may write f —27,-V LC L—R22 C Ans. 
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Example.—At what frequency will 50 microhenries and 
0.000030 microfarads resonate? 

Solution. —Using our well known formula we have 

27-V50 X10-6 X30 X10-12 

1 X10'  
= 271- X38.73 —4.10 Mch Ans. 

Example.—To what frequency wilt 4 microhenries inductance 
and 12 micro-microfarad capacitance resonate? 

Solution.—The frequency of resonance may be determined 
from the following formula: 

1  
1-2V - where L and C are in henries and farads respec-

tively. W Substituting values we obtain: 

1  1x109  

f -27r-V4 X10-6X 12 X10-12 271- X6.93 

=1 "9— 22.97 Mc/8 Ans. 
43.54 

Example.—What inductance tvill resonate at 5.0 megacycles 
with 300 micro-microfarad? 

Solution. —Solving our resonance formula with respect to 
inductance in henries we obtain: 
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L— 1 • A substitution of numerical values in our 4,.2f2c 

equation gives 

1  
L— —0.0000034 or 
4 X9.87 X25X10'2X300X10 -12 

3.4 mierohenries. Ans. 

Example.—A series connected circuit consists of an inductive 
coil of 4 microhenries and a capacitor of 12 micro-microfarads. 
Calculate the wavelength in meters to which the foregoing combi-
nation will resonate. 

Solution.—If it be remembered that the wavelength in 
meters equals 3 X10 divided by the frequency in cycles per 
second, we may write: 

3X108 
or f —3X lOs Substituting f, in our equation 

X 
for resonance, we obtain: 

f _ 3 X10'3 _ 1 ; or X = 10s X 67*-VLC 
21rVLC 

Substituting numerical values in the foregoing equation we 
have, 

X = 108X61- V4 X 10-6X 12 X10-12= 13.058 
say 13.06 meters. Ans. 
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CHAPTER 46 

Radio Data 

(Symbols, Abbreviations and Units) 

The purpose of symbols and abbreviations is to make it possi-
ble to illustrate and describe more briefly and clearly. 
A drawing in which every part or piece of apparatus would be 

repeatedly described, would of necessity, be large and unintel-
ligible; therefore symbols have been devised which represent 
every part and piece of apparatus and which take up little space. 
Similarly, where long words or terms are to be used., single letters 
or shortened words are substituted; these have been adopted as 
standard and to mean just the things specified. 

Engineering societies and manufacturers have adopted and 
authorized their use, and made them the specific way of indicat-
ing apparatus, equipment and terms in their fields; it is therefore 
necessary to become familiar with these in order to have a full 
understanding of the subject. 

Diagrams should be made accordingly and descriptions should 
be written with the abbreviations; likewise, diagrams can be read 
only by a knowledge of the symbols; and descriptions understood 
only by a knowledge of the abbreviations. 
On the following pages are given the most important symbols 

and abbreviations used: 
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i I 
GROUND 

RECTIFIER TUBE 
(Half -Wave) ANTENNA 

RESISTOR 

—1 000 

INDUCTOR 
LOOP ANTENNA 

A 

AMMETER 

__M---u-- 

INDUCTOR 
(Adjustable) 

-/w--

RESISTOR 
(Adjustable) 

1 I-- BATTERY 

(The negat ve is indicated 
by the heavy line) 

INDUCTOR INDUCTOR 
(Variable) 

RESISTOR 
(Variable) 

-I-
-7 

CONDENSER 

=\' — %— 
SPARK GAP 
(Rotary) JACK 

4 
CRYSTAL DETECTOR 

PHOTOELECTRIC CELL 

-D (1— 

SPARK GAP 
(Plain ) 

G 

GALVANOMETER RECTIFIER TUBE 
(Full - Wave) 

- 1111111111111-
SPARK GAP 
(Quenched) 

The above symbols have been adopted as standard by engineers and manufacturers, and 
should be used in making circuit diagrams—also for reference, in reading diagrams. 
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TELEPHONE RECEIVER 
WIRES CROSS 
(Not joined) 

SCREEN GRID 
(With directly heated cathode) 

u --..---:— 

SWITCH 
(Single pole) THERMO ELEMENT SCREEN GRID fll 

(With indirectly heated cathode) 

3C 
TRANSFORMER 

(Air core) 

PENTODE 
(With directly heated cathode) 

1 

RELAY 

AC 
TRANSFORMER 

(Iron core) DIODE 
* 

DUPLEX DIODE PENTODE 

TRANSFORMER 
(Fixed Tap) 

TRIODE 
(With directly heated cathode) 

— 

PENTAGRID CONVERTER 

V 

VOLTMETER • 
PENTAGRID MIXER 

TRIODE 
(With indirectly heated cathode) 

1 

TETRODE 
(With directly heated cathode) 

)"..« 
ELECTRON-RAY TUBE 

i 1 

WIRES JOINED 

In addition to symbols, given above, abbreviations are used for shortening descriptions. 
Abbreviations and formulas most commonly used are given on the following pages. 
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Electrical Prefixes: 

Kilo Denotes 
Milli Denotes 
Micro Denotes 
Meg Denotes 
1,000,000 cycles 

a quantity one thousand times as great as a unit. 
a quantity equal to one-thousandth part of a unit. 
a quantity equal to one-millionth part of a unit. 
a quantity one million times as great; for example, 
= 1 megacycle, and 1,000,000 ohms = 1 megohm. 

where / --= amperes; 
E = volts; 
R = resistance. 

Ohm's Law for direct current 

E  I = R —E  E=IxR 

Formula for resistances in series 

Rcrotai) = RI + R2 + R3 etc. 

Formula for resistances in parallel 

R(Total) 

1 1 1 

- --
RI R2 R3 

1 

etc. 

Determination of frequency of an alternator 

N X S 
Frequency — 

2 
where N = the number of field poles; 

S = the speed of the armature in revolutions per second. 

Fundamental frequency formula 

1 
I =  _ 

2r v LC 
where f = frequency in cycles per second; 

L = inductance of the circuit in henries; 
C = capacitance of the circuit in farads. 
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Inductive reactance formula 

XL = 277-fL 
where XL = inductive reactance; 

L = inductance in henries. 

Capacitive reactance formula 

where X, = capacitive reactance; 
C = capacity in farads. 

I= 
E 

Xo = 
27rfC 

Ohm's Law for alternating current 

or / 
E 

-\/R2 +1(27rfL) — (27*i i 

where / = current; 
E = voltage; 
Z = impedance (total of all oppositions). 

Condensers connected in parallel 

CaMan = Ci ± C2 + C3 etc. 

Condensers connected in series 

C(Total) = 
1 
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Resonance formula 

1 
2rf L = 

where brf L = inductive reactance; 
1  

and  = capacitive reactance. 
2rfC 

2rfC 

Wavelength formula 

(À) wavelength = 1884-V1C 

where L ---- inductance in microhenries; 

and C = capacity in microfarads. 

in which 

Antenna radiation formula 

h, 
W = 1578 X — X 

the energy radiated in watts effective; 
the effective heighth of the antenna in meters; 
the wavelength of the antenna in meters; 
the current in amperes at the base of the antenna or 

point of maximum current. 

cc proportional to; varies as 

equal to 

X multiplied by 

+ plus; addition 

minus; subtraction 
divided by 

0 circle 

Signs 

>> 

Co 

angle 

is less than 

much less than 

is greater than 

much greater than 

cycle 
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Symbols 

1.L = permeability (B/H) 
ir = 3.1416 
p = volume resistivity 
T = thickness 
K = susceptibility 

wavelength in meters 
= logarithmic decrement 
e = 2.7183 (base of Napierian loga-

rithms) 
= efficiency (per cent) 
O = phase angle (degree or radian) 
= angle 
= difference in phase 
= 27rf (angular velocity in radians 

per second); 
= magnetic flux 
= electrostatic flux 
= ohm 

a-f = audio-frequency 

r-f = radio-frequency 

e.m.f. = electromotive force 

m.m.f. = magnetomotive force 

a-c = alternating current 

d-c -- direct current 

microfarad 

ii¡tf = micro-microfarad 

h = henry 

mh = millihenry 

= microhenry 

f = frequency 

Mû = megohm 

rms = root-mean-square 

rpm = revolutions per minute 

rps = revolutions per second 

Greek alphabet 

Letters Names Letters Names Letters Names 

A a Alpha I e Iota P p Rho 
B )9 Beta K K Kappa OÇ Sigma 
F y Gamma A X Lambda T 7" Tau 
A 8 Delta NI see Mu Y 1, Upsilon 
E c Epsilon N >> Nu (I' 4> Phi 

X4, )(1, Chi Z t Zeta e xi 
H 77 Eta 0 o Omicron 

Omega 0 O Theta II e Pi 11 e. 
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Abbreviations 

E 

N 

TV 
X 

capacity (electrostatic capacity) 
effective electromotive force 
effective current 
dieletric constant 
inductance 
mutual inductance 
number of conductors or turns 
quantity of electricity 
resistance 

period, or one complete cycle 
watts 
reactance 
impedance 

d diameter; distance 

f frequency; cycles per second 

g conductance 

h height 

i instantaneous current 

k coefficient of coupling 

length 

r distance from a point (radius) 

/ time 

v velocity 

Letter tnbols—Vaeuutr Tube Notation 

Grid potential — — — — 
Grid current -- — 
Grid conductance — — — 
Grid resistance _ 
Grid bias voltage — — — 
Plate potential — — 
Plate current 
Plate conductance — 
Plate resistance 
Plate supply voltage — 
Emission current — 
Mutual conductance 
Amplification factor — 
Filament terminal voltage.--
Filament current — — — 
Grid-plate capacity _ 
Grid-cathode capacity — — 
Plate-cathode capacity — — 
Grid capacity (input) — 
Plate capacity (output)— — 

BO, e. 
I., i, 
go 
r, 
E. 

e, 
lb, 'pp 
fin 
r, 

I. 
Eb 

g. 

Ef 

Cop 

CO, 
Co 
- Cp 
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UN I TS.—Electrical units are based on the metric system, 
which is the name applied to the system of units employed in 
continental Europe . 
The fundamental units in the metric system are the meter, 

the gram, and the second. The unit meter is the length of a 
certain metal standard bar which is preserved at the Interna-
tional Bureau near Paris. 
From this unit of length, the units of volume (liter) and of 

mass (gram) are derived. The three units—meter, liter and gram 
—are simply related, thus one cubic decimeter equals one liter 
and one liter of water weighs one kilogram. 
The above units are comparatively familiar to the radio man, 

as the meter is universally used for the expression of the length 
of radio waves. The meter is 39.37 inches or 3.281 feet. 
Without giving any historical information as to the develop-

ment of electric and magnetic units, it may be said that those 
now used are the so-called international electric units. The 
international units are based on four fundamental units—the 
ohm, ampere, centimeter and second. The first of these is the unit 
of resistance, and is defined in terms of the resistance of a very 
pure conductor of specified dimensions. The ampere is the 
unit of current and is defined in terms of a chemical effect of 
electric current, the amount of silver deposited from a certain 
solution for a current flow for a definite time. The other electric 
units follow from these in accordance with the principles of 
electrical science. Some of the units thus defined are given in 
the following definitions, which are those adopted by inter-
national congresses of science and universally used in electrical 
work: 

One ohm =the resistance of a column of mercury (at the 
temperature of melting ice) of a uniform cross section of one 
square millimeter and a length of 106 30 centimeters. 
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One ampere =the current which when passed through a 
solution of nitrate of silver in water in accordance with certain 
specifications, deposits silver at the rate of 0.001118 of a gram 
per second. 

One volt =the electromotive force which produces a current 
of one ampere when steadily applied to a conductor the resist. 
ance of which is one ohm. 

One coulomb =the quantity of electricity transferred by a 
current of one ampere in one second. 

One farad = the capacity of a condenser in which a potential 
difference of one volt causes it to have a charge of one coulomb 
of electricity. 

One henry =the inductance in a circuit in which the electro-
motive force induced is one volt when the inducing current 
varies at the rate of one ampere per second. 

One watt =the power expended by a current of one ampere in 
a resistance of one ohm. 

One joule =the energy expended in one second by a flow of 
one ampere in one ohm. 

The watt and joule are not primarily electric units, but they 
need to be learned in connection with electric units because 
the energy required or the power expended in electrical proc-
esses are among the most important phases of the actions. 

The horse-power is sometimes used as a unit of power in 
rating electrical machinery. The horse-power is equal to 746 
watts. 
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The gram-calorie or simply "calorie" is the energy re-
quired to raise one gram of water one degree centigrade in tem-
perature. One gram-calorie is, very nearly, equal to 4.18 
joules. 

Another unit of quantity of electricity, in addition to the 
coulomb, is the "ampere-hour" which is the quantity of 
electricity transferred by a current of one ampere in one hour, 
and is therefore equal to 3,600 coulombs. 

The units of capacity actually used in radio work are the 
micro-farad =10 -6 farads (a millionth of a farad) and the 
micro-micro-farad = 10 -" farads (a millionth of a micro-
farad), since the farad is found to be too large a unit. Another 
unit sometimes used is the C.G.S. electro-static unit of capac-
ity, often called the centimeter of capacity, which is approxi-
mately equal to 1.11 micro-farads. 

The units of inductance commonly used in radio work are the 
milli-henry= 10 -3 henry (a thousandth of a henry) and the 
micro-henry = 10 -6 henry (a millionth of a henry). Another 
unit sometimes used is the centimeter of inductance, which 
is one one-thousandth of a micro-henry. 
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MGM/. OF NAVIGATION 

RADIO •FFIVIGE 

INTERNATIONAL MORSE CODE AND CONVENTIONAL SIGNALS 
TO OE IMO TOO 41.1. OTNLOAL !MAC «MICE .020 COMMUNICATION 

I. A dash is equal to three dote. 3. The apace between two letter, ig equal othree dots. 

2. The space hetueen parts of the name letter Is equal to one dot. 4. The apace between two sord, is equal to fit e dote. 

A • Im• 

B • • • 

C • MM. • 

X (German) 
• NM • IBM 

or A ((paokh.Srudion•a) 
• M. ••• • •••• 

CH (German-Spanish) 
mi. um mu msi 

• 
E (French) 
• • mi. • • 

R (Spanish) 
mi. sm. • 

Ô (German) 
am • 

I) (German) 
• •••   

o 

Period  •• •• •• 

Semicolon   .m•I••••••• 

Comma  • • Ism, • im• 

Colon   dim MR • • • 

Interrogation  •••■••••• 

Exclamation point  ••• • • ••• 

Apostrophe  • mix misi min am • 

Hyphen  wm••••■•• 

Bar indicating fraction  min • • um • 

Parenthesis   

Inverted commas  eri•••«• 

Underline  ••••Im••mim 

Double dash  s••• 

Distress Call  •••mimmwm•••• 

Attention call to precede e,ery transmission  el • e • me 

Generld inquiry call  ism • • «ammo • um 

From (de)  im • • • 

Invitation to transmit (go ahead)  mo • tam 

Warning—high power  ws• ma • • im• RR 

Question (please repeat after  )—inter-
rupting long messages   •••mmar•• 

Wait   •ms&•• 

Break (Bk.) (doublq dash)   e•••111111 

Understand   a- • • e • 

Error  

Received (O. IL)  • me • 

Position repore(to precede all position mes-
sages)  • mai • 

End of each message (cross)   • mu • mm • 

Transmission finished (end of work) (conclu  
don of correspondence)  • • • • an 
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